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Foreword
This manual was compiled for use as the primary text for blowout prevention courses conducted around
the world by Well Control School (WCS). Its scope is broad, and recommendations or suggestions
of good practices are designed to meet the training requirements established by the International
Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC), American Petroleum Institute (API) and other industry
and government agencies, as well as to address the knowledge base necessary to competently perform
many of the skills required by the International Well Control Forum (IWCF). Additionally, WCS
hopes that field personnel will find the book a useful and practical on-site reference, covering a wide
range of accepted well control practices.
Every effort has been made to use standard or universal terminology. Still, common usage varies
among different segments of the industry. The drilling hand’s drill pipe becomes the workover hand’s
tubing. Terms remain consistent throughout chapters and meanings should be apparent within the
context of the topic discussions.
The chapters of this book are arranged in the order of presentation for our certified Drilling Well Control
course; however, each section of the manual stands alone. Candidates enrolled in courses other than
drilling, for instance Workover/Well Servicing, may find themselves directed to sections of the text
that appear to be out of sequence. This is unavoidable due to the comprehensive nature of the manual.
The mathematical formulas in the manual are presented lineally, that is, in the order in which values
and operatives are entered into a hand-held calculator. In some cases this form of presentation may
differ from accepted written mathematical formats. Our goal is for the learner to arrive at the correct
answer in the simplest and most direct way possible, regardless of his or her educational background.
A glossary and special situations are also included. These chapters are intended to provide technical
reference and useful information for industry workers across disciplines.
Although the manual is not intended to be a work of science, WCS is indebted to many engineers and
scientists throughout the industry for technical advice and assistance. It is impossible to acknowledge
on an individual basis all the companies and personnel who contributed materials to this compilation.
It is our sincere hope that their thanks will come by way of the knowledge that in some way we have
all helped to avert that greatest of all oilfield tragedies, the blowout.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
bbl.
BTU
bhp
d./day
cu.
cm3
cc
º
C
º
F
∆
ft.
fp
gal.
h./hr.
hrs.
hp
in.
K
L
MPa
mp
m
mo.
Ω
ppb
ppm
p
∏
lb.
ppg
psi
rpm
sx
sec.
secs.
∑
stk
spm
sq.

vii

barrel(s)
British thermal unit
brake horsepower
day
cubic
cubic centimeter (in scientific context)
cubic centimeter (in clinical context)
degrees Celcius
degrees Farenheit
delta
foot/feet
freezing point
gallon(s)
hour
hours
horsepower
inch(es)
Kelvin
liter
megapascal
melting point
meter
month
ohm
parts per billion
parts per million
pascal
pi
pound(s)
pounds per gallon
pounds per square inch
revolutions per minute
sacks
second
seconds
sigma
stroke
strokes per minute
square

sq. in.
sq. ft.
temp.
wt.
yr.
yrs.

square inch
square foot/feet
temperature
weight
year
years

Chemical Elements
Ac
Al
Am
Sb
Ar
As
At
Ba
Bk
Be
Bi
Bh
B
Br
Cd
Ca
Cf
C
Ce
Cs
Cl
Cr
Co
Cu
Cm
Ds
Db
Dy
Es
Eu
Fm
F
Fr
Gd
Ga
Ge
Au
Hf

actinium
aluminum (US)
aluminium (IUPAC)
americium
antimony (stibium)
argon
arsenic
astatine
barium
berkelium
beryllium
bismuth
bohrium
boron
bromine
cadmium
calcium
californium
carbon
cerium
cesium
chlorine
chronium
cobalt
copper
curium
darmstadtium
dubnium
dysprosium
einsteinium
europium
fermium
flourine
francium
gadolinium
gallium
germanium
gold (aurum)
hafnium

Hs
He
Ho
H
In
I
Ir
Fe
Kr
La
Lr
Pb
Li
Lu
Mg
Mn
Mt
Md
Hg
Mo
Nd
Ne
Np
Ni
N
No
Os
O
Pd
P
Pt
Pu
Po
K
Pr
Pm
Pa
Ra
Rn

hassium
helium
Holmium
hydrogen
indium
iodine
iridium
iron (ferrum)
krypton
lanthanum
lawrencium
lead (plumbum)
lithium
lutetium
magnesium
manganese
meitnerium
mendelevium
mercury (hydrargyrum)
molybdenum
neodymium
neon
neptunium
nickel
nitrogen
nobelium
osmium
oxygen
palladium
phosphorus
platnium
plutonium
polonium
potassium (kalium)
preaseodymium
promethium
protactinium
radium
radon

Re
Rh
Rg
Rb
Ru
Rf
Sm
Sc
Sg
Se
Si
Ag
Na
Sr
S
Ta
Tc
Te
Tb
Tl
Th
Tm
Sn
Ti
W
Uub
Uuh
Uuo
Uup
Uuq
Uus
Uut
U
V
Xe
Yb
Y
Zn
Zr

rhenium
rhodium
roentgenium
rubidium
ruthenium
rutherfordium
samarium
scandium
seaborgium
selenium
silicon
silver (argentum)
sodium (natrium)
strontium
sulfur
tantalum
technentium
tellurium
terbium
thallium
thorium
thulium
tin (stannum)
titanium
tungsten (wolfram)
ununbium
ununhexium
ununoctium
ununpentium
ununquadium
ununseptium
ununtrium
uranium
vandium
xenon
ytterbium
yttrium
zinc
zirconium
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Pressure Concepts
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Discuss and answer questions on hydrostatic pressure.

•

Discuss and answer questions on circulating pressure.

•

Identify and explain contributors to bottomhole pressure.

•

Perform calculations relative to pressure concepts using the WCS Formula Sheet
(appendix B):
•

Pressure Gradient

•

Hydrostatic Pressure

•

Equivalent Circulating Density (ECD)

•

New Pump Pressure at New Pump Rate

•

New Pump Pressure at New Mud Weight

1

Pressure is the measurement of force exerted over a given area. It is generally expressed in terms of pounds
per square inch (psi) or in kilopascals (kPa). It is important to remember that pressure is not a physical
object; it is a measurement. The following is a discussion of the pressures acting within a drilled well.

Figure 1.1. Hydrostatic Pressure varies with density and TVD.

Figure 1
Hydrostatic Pressure varies with Density

Hydrostatic Pressure (HP)
Hydrostatic pressure is the force, exerted by a body of fluid at REST. Hydrostatic pressure increases
or decreases based upon the following two variables:
•

Mud weight

•

Depth in relation to True Vertical.
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Well A

Well B

Hydrostatic pressure is equal in both
Well A and Well B.
Well A
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5
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The other variable that affects hydrostatic pressure is the
depth (the height of the fluid column). Since the weight
of a substance is a measurement of the pull of gravity in
an imaginary straight line to the center of the earth, it is
the vertical or true vertical depth (TVD) of a well that
must be used when determining hydrostatic pressure.
The measured depth (MD) of a well is the length of the
well. Think of highly deviated wells. In these wells the
MD is much greater than the TVD. When considering
hydrostatic pressure TVD must be used. Referring to the
definition above, it can be said that as the fluid density
or TVD varies in a well, the hydrostatic pressure will
also vary and that hydrostatic pressure is controlled by
adjusting the density of the fluid.

Figure 1.2
Hydrostatic pressure is equal
in both Well A and Well B.

10.0 PPG MUD

Nearly all oilfield rig workers learn to check the “mud
weight” (MW), but it is not really practical or even
desirable to know the actual weight of all the fluid in
a well. What we really want to know is the density of
the fluid, that is, the weight of a given volume, often
expressed as pounds per gallon (ppg) or specific gravity
(sp gr). The density of the fluid is one of the two variables
that affect hydrostatic pressure.

The definition states that hydrostatic pressure varies
directly with fluid density and depth. The true vertical
depth is multiplied by the density in order to determine
the pressure. Consider the units of measure. If fluid density is measured in ppg, and TVD in feet, then
it is obvious that these unlike values cannot be multiplied together in order to find pressure in psi. If
the fluid density is converted so that it reflects a uniform change in pressure with depth, the results
can be used to determine hydrostatic pressure at any vertical depth.
Imagine a column of fluid that is one foot high. Now imagine that the area of the fluid column is one
square inch and that the fluid’s density is 1.0 ppg. The weight of the column would be approximately
0.052 pounds exerted over the one square inch below the column as illustrated in figure 1.3. It follows
that if a 1.0 ppg fluid exerts 0.052 psi per vertical foot (psi/ft), then a 9.0 ppg fluid would exert 9
times as much pressure or 9.0 * 0.052 = 0.468 psi/ft and
Figure 1.3.
a 9.5 ppg fluid would exert 9.5 * 0.052 = 0.494 psi/ft.
The fluid density, measured in ppg, multiplied by 0.052
equals the pressure in psi exerted by a column of fluid one
vertical foot high. This expression is the pressure (or fluid)
gradient and is found by multiplying the fluid density in
1’
pounds per gallon by the conversion factor 0.052.

1’
1’
1’

1’
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1’

Gradientpsi/ft = MWppg * 0.052
In order to determine the hydrostatic pressure at any given vertical depth the pressure gradient is
multiplied by the TVD.
HPpsi = MWppg * 0.052 * TVDft

The Well As A U-Tube
Pressures acting within a well are often explained by thinking of the well as a long tube in the shape
of a U. One side of the tube represents the drill pipe or tubing, and the other side, the annulus; two
tubes with different diameters connected at the bottom as illustrated in figure 1.4. If both sides of
the tube were filled with fluid of the same density and left open at the ends, there would be no fluid
movement within the U-tube because both the height and the density remain constant on each side
of the tube. If a different density fluid, were introduced into one side, the columns would shift, or
move as the fluid sought a level of balance. When the U-tube was balanced, the fluid movement
would stop. The fluid level on one side of the tube, the side containing the denser (heavier) fluid,
would be lower than the side with the less dense (lighter) fluid. The hydrostatic pressure on each side
of the tube would be equal.
Figure 1.4.
U-Tube Analogy

U-Tubing
Higher density
fluid

U - Tubing

String

String

Annulus

Annulus

Figure 4

U -Tube Analogy

U-Tubing
Higher density

U - Tubing

fluid
The U-tube effect is often seen in the field. For example, if the annulus
is loaded with cuttings due
to fast drilling, mud might flow out of the drillpipe when the kelly or top drive is broken off to make
String
a connection.
In this case the hydrostatic pressure in the annulus is greater than the hydrostatic
pressure inside the drill pipe due to the effective increase in annular fluid density. The opposite
U-tube affect is seen when a small amount of heavy mud, a slug, is spotted at the top of the work
string before making
a “dry” trip out of aAnnulus
well. In theory, a pressure (force) balance can be used to
String
calculate the top of cement after it has been displaced from the end of the drill string. The hydrostatic

Annulus
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pressure of the trailing fluid plus the pump (shut-in) pressure must balance the hydrostatic pressure of
the column of mud displaced plus the hydrostatic of the cement column pumped into the annulus,
plus any imposed annular shut-in pressure.

Porosity and Permeability
Hydrocarbons are found in sedimentary rock, such as sandstone, claystone, carbonates, and shale. A
rock may look solid to the naked eye; however, a microscope examination would reveal the existence
of tiny opening in the rock. The name given to the tiny micro openings found within the rock is
called pores. The amount of pore space within a rock is called porosity, and is expressed in percentages.
It is within these micro openings that oil, gas and/or water can lay embedded in the formation. The
mixture of solid rock particles and the pore space within the rock is called the rock matrix. Another
formation characteristic is permeability. If the pore spaces in the rock are connected, the rock is said to
be permeable. In other words, formation fluids can move from pore to pore. Almost all sedimentary
rocks have porosity, but many (shale, for example) have little or no permeability. If there is fluid in
these rocks, it remains locked in place and cannot flow into a well.

Formation Pressure (FP)
Formation pressure is the pressure within the pore space of formation rock. Formation pressure is the
result of the weight of the overburden (rock layers and fluid) above the formation, exerting pressure
on both the grains and pore fluids. Grains are the solid, rock material, and pores are spaces between
the grains. If the fluids within the pores are free to move, and can escape, the grains lose some of their
support and move closer together. This process is called compaction.
Figure 1.5. Two important characteristics of reservoir rocks are:
Porosity, tiny openings
in rock

Permeability, the connection
of these openings which
allows fluids to move

Classifications of formation pressure are relative to the pore pressure of the formation rock, and the
density of the native fluid contained in the pore spaces. Normally pressured formations exert a pressure
equal to a column of native fluid from the formation to the surface. The pressure gradient of native
fluid usually ranges from 0.433 psi/ft to 0.465 psi/ft, and varies depending on the geologic region, i.e.
the Gulf Coast versus the North Sea. Formation pressure gradients in this range are considered to be
normal but in normally pressured formations, the grains that compose the rock support most of the
overburden weight. As the overburden increases, pore fluids are free to move, and the amount of pore
space is reduced due to compaction. The formation is said to be abnormal if the pressure of the pore
fluids exceeds the normal gradient for that area.
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Faults, salt domes, uplifting, and differences in elevation of underground formations may also cause
abnormal pressure. In many regions, hundreds of feet of preexisting rock layers (overburden) have
been stripped off by erosion. At the shallower depth this loss from erosion can cause the pressure to
be reclassified as abnormal pressure.
When a normally pressured formation is faulted, or moved upward to shallower depths while being
prevented from losing any pore fluid in the process, it will change from normal pressure (at a greater
depth) to abnormal pressure (at a shallower depth). This process accounts for many of the shallow,
abnormally pressured zones throughout the world. Mud weights as high as 20.0 ppg may be required
to control these shallow formations.
Abnormal pressure may also occur as a result of geologic phenomena other than faulting. Salt layers
or domes and excessive geothermal gradients are two examples. Well histories, surface geology,
downhole logs, and geophysical surveys are all tools that are used in predicting abnormally pressured
formations.
Subnormally pressured formations have pressure gradients less than that of fresh water, that is,
less than 0.433 psi/ft. Depletion of original pore fluids through evaporation, capillary action, and
dilution produces hydrostatic gradients less than 0.433 psi/ft. Subnormal pressures may also be
induced through the production of formation fluids.
A well is balanced when the hydrostatic pressure in a well equals the formation pressure. If the
hydrostatic pressure in a well is greater than the formation pressure, the well is overbalanced, as
in most conventional drilling operations. Well intervention operations (wireline, coiled tubing,
snubbing) are often conducted in underbalanced conditions, that is, wells in which the formation
pressure is greater than the hydrostatic pressure. The difference between the formation pressure and
the hydrostatic pressure is differential pressure.
Figure 1.6. Salt domes and faulted formation.
Salt Domes

A Faulted Formation

Subnormal

Normal Pressure

Cap
Normal

Cap

Abnormal Pressure

Abnormal Pressure

Abnormal

Salt

Normal
Abnormal
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Circulating (Friction) Pressure
When a well is being circulated conventionally (down the work string and back up the annulus) the
pressure seen at the pump, or on the driller’s standpipe gauge, is the result of the friction required to
push the fluid throughout the system. Imagine that the pressure gauge on the pump and the gauge
on the standpipe were perfectly accurate and calibrated to the same accuracy. Pumping at any given
rate, the pressure value on the standpipe gauge would be less than the pressure read on the pump
gauge. The difference between the gauge readings is called the pressure drop or pressure loss and is the
result of the friction that had to be overcome in order to move the fluid from the pump’s suction
to the rig floor. The pumping rate, the fluid density, the length and diameter of the piping, the
interior surface of the piping and even the temperature of the fluid are all components of the total
friction loss. It is not necessary for field workers to do complex calculations in order to determine the
exact friction pressures that result from pumping. Nowadays friction losses can be predicted using
computer programs. Practically, the driller simply reads the system pressure loss at the pump or his
standpipe gauge.
Figure 1.7. Circulating Pressure.
Standpipe
3000

2900

Pump

Drill Pipe
0

Flow Line

Tank
Casing
300

Bit

It can be seen that if the second gauge (the standpipe gauge in our example) were placed in a different
location, the pressure drop would be different. The farther the gauge is from the pump the greater the
pressure drop (or lower the pressure) read on the gauge. If the gauge were placed on the open flowline,
where the fluid is falling across the shale shakers due to gravity, the gauge would read zero. The pressure
seen on the pump gauge would represent the total pressure drop in the entire circulating system.
When engineers design the hydraulics program for a drilling or workover operation they are interested
in the pressure drop at several different locations in a system, even though no gauges are placed at
those locations. For example, engineers use the calculated pressure drop at the bit when selecting bit
nozzles. The pressure drop in the annulus is estimated in order to ensure that cuttings are brought to
the surface with the maximum efficiency and minimum hole enlargement due to washouts.
When circulating down a work string and back up the annulus, most of the pressure losses in a
circulating system will occur in the work string and the nozzles at the end of the string. If the direction
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of flow is changed, that is, reverse circulating; the friction pressures will be distributed differently as
illustrated in figure 1.8.
Figure 1.8.
Pressure drop (friction)
imposed on the annulus.

3000 psi

2700 psi

0 psi

Conventional Circulation
Reverse Circulation

Work string

Annulus

3000 psi

3000 psi

0 psi

0 psi

0 psi

3000 psi

300 psi

Consider conventional circulation; down the work string and back up the annulus. Usually the
pressure drop in the annulus is a small portion of the pressure seen on the standpipe gauge. When
the old time driller, looking at his standpipe gauge, says, “I’ve got 2,900 psi on the hole”, he is not
correct. Most of the 2,900 psi that he sees on his gauge is expended within the work string, not
on the wellbore. Only a fraction of that number is actually lost in the annulus or exerted on the
wellbore. This pressure drop in the annulus, called the annular pressure loss (APL), though low
in comparison to the total loss in the system, is an important consideration in all operations that
involve circulation. It is not important that rig personnel know the actual value of the APL, but it
is important that they understand what it is, and how it may affect operations with regard to well
control and lost circulation. Modern sophisticated instruments are sometimes run in the drill string.
These instruments, coupled with computers, are capable of measuring and transmitting annular
friction pressure to the surface with a great deal of accuracy.
Since the APL is pressure exerted on the walls of a well, the effective mud weight in the annulus
is greater when circulating than it is when the well is static. If the APL is known (or accurately
estimated) the effective circulating mud weight can be determined by transposing the hydrostatic
pressure formula. For example, assume the APL is 200 psi at a certain circulating rate and the density
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of the working fluid is 10.0 ppg in a well 10,000 feet deep (TVD).
Use the formula for hydrostatic pressure: HP = MW * 0.052 * TVD
Transpose the formula: MW = HP ÷ 0.052 ÷ TVD
Substitute in the transposed formula: 200 ÷ 0.052 ÷ 10,000 = 0.38 ppg
Therefore when circulating this well, the effective mud weight is:
10.0 + 0.38 = 10.38 or 10.4 ppg.
This is called the equivalent circulating density or the ECD.
ECD= (APL ÷ 0.052 ÷ TVD) + CMW
If the standpipe pressure of 2,900 psi were actually exerted on the wellbore as our old time driller
thought, the equivalent mud weight (EMW) would be (2,900 ÷ 0.052 ÷ 10,000) + 10.0 = 15.6 ppg,
a huge overbalance that would almost always result in lost circulation and a stuck drill string.
If all the factors that affect friction in a circulating system remain constant, pressures throughout the
system also remain constant when pumping at a constant rate. Therefore it can be said that for every
different pumping rate in a given system, there is a certain friction loss. So long as the rate doesn’t
change, the circulating pressure won’t change. A small increase in pump rate will result in a relatively
large change in pressure. This is the nature of positive displacement pumps (rig pumps). In fact, the
pumping rate/friction pressure relationship is exponential. That is, if the pumping rate is doubled, the
pressure on the standpipe gauge and throughout the system would increase approximately four times.
The change in circulating pressure is estimated by the following formula
P2 = (S2 ÷ S1)2 * P1
Let:
S1 = Original pump rate,
S2 = Desired pump rate,
P1 = Original circulating pressure
P2 = Resulting pump pressure
Assume the standpipe pressure was 1,000 psi at 30 spm. What would the standpipe pressure be at 40 spm?
(40 ÷ 30)2 * 1,000 = 1,778 psi
And at 20 spm?
(20 ÷ 30)2 * 1,000 = 444 psi
Changes in fluid density will also affect the pressure loss in a system. Suppose in the example above
(circulating pressure of 444 psi) the mud weight had been 10.0 ppg but that later it was increased to
10.5 ppg while continuing to pump at 20 spm. The pressure change due to the higher mud weight
can be estimated.
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P2 = W2 ÷ W1 * P1
Let:
W1 = Original density
W2 = New density
P1 = Original pressure
P2 = New pressure
10.5 ÷ 10.0 * 444 = 466 psi
With regard to well control, there are three important points to remember about pumping pressure.
•

For every pumping rate in a given system there is a certain circulating pressure.

•

A small change in pump rate results in a relatively large change in pressure loss.

•

The annular pressure loss (APL), though small in relation to total system pressure loss,
increases the effective fluid density.

Bottomhole Pressure (BHP)
When reservoir engineers and production workers speak of bottomhole pressure they may be referring
to pore pressure, or formation pressure, but to drilling and workover personnel, bottomhole pressure
is something quite different. In this text, bottomhole pressure is the sum, that is, the total, of all
pressures exerted on the bottom of a well. According to this definition, bottomhole pressure may be
made up of various pressures, depending on the operation. For example, when a well is static, with
the annulus open, bottomhole pressure equals hydrostatic pressure (BHP = HP). However when a
well is circulated, a portion of the total circulating pressure is exerted on the annulus. At that time
bottomhole pressure equals the hydrostatic pressure plus the annular pressure loss (BHP = HP +
APL). Furthermore, if the well were to be circulated through a choke manifold with the BOPs closed,
the gauge on the manifold or the choke panel would reflect the back-pressure on the annulus due to
the restricted flow through the choke. This is called casing or wellhead pressure (CP). At this time
bottomhole pressure would equal the hydrostatic pressure, plus the APL, plus the casing pressure
(BHP = HP + APL + CP). It is seldom necessary to calculate the exact value of bottomhole pressure,
but it is important to know its approximate value relative to formation pressure.

Surge and Swab Pressures
As pipe is moved up or down within a well the total pressures acting on the well change as the pipe
moves.
•

Swabbing; one of the most dangerous situations that a rig crew can face, when pulling
the string out of the well. The upward motion of the work string causes some reduction
in bottomhole pressure. If the fluid cannot fall below the string as fast as the string moves
upward, formation fluids may be drawn into the well.

•

Surging; if the string is lowered faster than the fluid can move out of the way, bottomhole
pressure can increase to the point at which the formation might fracture.
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Figure 1.9. Bottomhole pressure varies during different operations.

Well Static

Kick Circulation

Normal Circulation
Pump

Pump

Pump
BOP
Stack

BHP = HP + APL

BHP = HP

BHP = HP + APL + Choke Press

The three main factors that determine swab and surge pressures are:
•

Rate of pipe movement

•

Clearances between pipe and hole

•

Fluid properties

Figure 1.10. Swabbing.

Sand
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Swab

Trip Margin
Trip margin is an increase in fluid density prior to making a trip to compensate for loss of circulation
pressure (ECD). Additional safety margins are sometimes used to compensate for swab pressures
as the pipe is pulled. Some considerations when selecting safety margins are the wellbore diameter,
hole condition, pipe pulling speed, fluid, and formation properties. Care must be exercised when
selecting a safety margin (or a trip margin). Too much margin can lead to loss of returns, while too
little margin could allow additional influx.

Summary
Considering a well as a vertical cylinder filled with liquid, the total of all the pressures acting on the
bottom of the well is termed bottomhole pressure. The primary component of bottomhole pressure
is hydrostatic pressure, which is dependent on the density of the fluid within the well and the true
vertical depth.
Hydrostatic pressure in a well is controlled by adjusting the fluid density. Other pressures, for
example friction loss when circulating, or pressure that is imposed on the annulus, also contribute
to bottomhole pressure.
Pressure from the formation as a result of depth and formation characteristics is exerted upward from
the bottom of a well, opposing bottomhole pressure. When these two opposing pressures are equal,
the well is said to be balanced.
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Q&A

Practice Calculations
1. What is the pressure gradient of 9.8 ppg drilling fluid?

2. What mud weight has a pressure gradient of 0.634 psi/ft?

3. A 9,200-foot MD, 8,900 ft. TVD well is filled with 13.2 ppg drilling fluid. What is the
hydrostatic pressure at the bottom of the well?

4. The bottomhole pressure of a 7,800-foot MD; 7,500 ft. TVD; well is 4,875 psi. What is the
density of the fluid in the well?

5. The annular pressure loss in a 9,500-foot (TVD) well containing 10.7 ppg drilling mud is
300 psi. What is the equivalent circulating density (ECD) when the well is being circulated?

6a. While pumping at 50 strokes per minute (spm) the standpipe gauge reads 1,250 psi. What
is the approximate standpipe pressure if you increase the pump speed to 60 spm?

6b. What would the standpipe pressure be if the pump rate was reduced to 40 spm?
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Review Questions

Q&A

1. What are the two variables that determine hydrostatic pressure?

2. What is the conversion factor used in hydrostatic pressure calculations?

3. What is the unit of measure for pressure (fluid) gradient?

4. When the top drive (or kelly) is broken off for a connection, what could cause the drilling
fluid to flow out of the drillstring?

5. What is equivalent circulating density (ECD)?

6. Why is the equivalent circulating density (ECD) an important consideration when drilling
or tripping?

7. A relatively small change in pump rate can have a dramatic impact on circulating pressure.
a. True
b. False
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Q&A

8. What is a trip margin and when is it used?

9. A formation gradient of 0.492 psi/ft. would be considered:
a. Normal
b. Abnormal
c. Subnormal

10. According to the text, what is the difference between bottomhole pressure and formation
pressure?

11. Define permeability.
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Causes Of Kicks
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Identify and answer questions on the causes of kicks.

•

Explain hydrostatic, circulating, and formation pressure relationships.

•

Compare and calculate dry trip and wet trip volumes and measurements.

•

Perform calculations relative to tripping pipe using the WCS Formula Sheet (appendix B):
•

Barrels to Fill - Dry Trip

•

Barrels to Fill - Wet Trip

•

Pressure Drop per Foot - Tripping Dry Pipe

•

Pressure Drop per Foot - Tripping Wet Pipe

2

The term kick is a field expression used in the upstream oil and gas industry to denote that formation
fluids are flowing into a well. The International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC) classifies
kicks as intentional or unintentional. An intentional kick refers to operations that deliberately induce
the controlled flow of formation fluids into a well. Obviously, when a well is producing, formation
fluids are being brought to the surface under controlled conditions and although producing wells
are not usually described as kicking, they do fit the definition of an intentional kick. There are other
operations that fit the definition as well, for example, drill stem testing, swabbing with wireline, or
pumping nitrogen in order to bring a well in.

An unintentional kick is an unexpected and undesired flow of formation fluids into a well. Unintentional
kicks, if not detected and handled correctly, lead to blowouts. A blowout is the uncontrolled flow of
formation fluids to the surface or into another zone in the same open borehole. Subsurface or underground
blowouts occur when a formation is producing from one formation and entering a weaker or fractured
formation before the fluid reaches the surface.
Blowouts are the most tragic accidents in the drilling/workover industry, often resulting in death
and injury of personnel, loss of the well and its potential production, and severe damage to the
environment. Kicks can occur during nearly any operation on an oil or gas well, and if improperly
handled, kicks can turn into blowouts. The key to blowout prevention is recognition and control of
kicks, therefore learning the causes and indications of potential kicks, and taking the correct action
to maintain control of the well is the essence of blowout prevention.
The previous chapter described two opposing forces acting on a well in which the formation is
exposed: 1) bottomhole pressure, the sum of all pressures exerted on the bottom of a well, and 2)
formation pressure, as a result of local geology, acting upward. It can be seen that a kick can only
occur when, for some reason, formation pressure is greater than bottomhole pressure. The following
discussions are concerned with unintentional kicks and some of the situations that might cause them.
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Insufficient Fluid Density
The largest component of bottomhole pressure is the hydrostatic pressure created by the density
of the fluid in a well. In fact, if the annulus of a well is open on the surface and the pumps are off,
bottomhole pressure and hydrostatic pressure are equal. Therefore, the fluid in a well is the primary
barrier against kicks during conventional drilling and workover operations. Maintaining the fluid at
the proper density is crucial to safe operations.
Every well has an operational program that recommends the mud weight for each interval of the well.
Adjustments to the fluid program are often necessary to deal with specific well conditions but usually
these adjustments are small. Fluid technicians (mud engineers) recommend material and procedures
for adjusting mud properties. It is the contactor personnel who are responsible for doing the actual
work required to maintain the mud according to those recommendations. Experienced drillers make
sure that the fluid density going into, and coming out of their well is checked often with an accurate
mud balance (mud scale).
Figure 2.1. Field test lab with mud balance.

It is possible that the mud weight can be reduced accidentally through human error. Large offshore
units have several mud pits in addition to the active system. The manifolds that route the fluid to
various pumps and tanks are made up of complex piping with many valves. An inexperienced worker
can easily open or close the wrong valve, sending water or light fluid to the rig pumps.
Heavy rain falling into an open pit system can quickly reduce mud weight and alter other fluid
properties. Also, a great deal of water is used to clean the screens of shale shakers when drilling soft
clay formations. During these intervals the mud weight in the pits must be checked often.
Sometimes it is necessary to reduce the mud weight because of well conditions. It is always a good
idea to consult a mud engineer before starting the job. Reducing the density of the fluid while
maintaining other properties in the desired range is often more difficult than increasing the density
by simply adding barite or other weight material.
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Other causes of incorrect fluid density include mistakes made when changing out the present fluid
in the well for fracturing or acid jobs, spotting special pills, or changing to completion or packer
fluids. The density of the working fluid pumped into and returning from a well should be checked
frequently with an accurate mud balance.

Lost Circulation
Since the height of the fluid column in a well is a factor in determining total hydrostatic pressure,
bottomhole pressure would decrease if the well could not withstand the pressure exerted by a full
column of the fluid. The well would not “stand full”. In this case, it is possible that bottomhole
pressure would be reduced to a value below that of the formation pressure, thus inducing a kick,
usually from a zone higher in the well than the thief zone. See figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2. Losing Circulation.

Lost circulation, one of the most common problems in drilling, can be caused by several different
situations:
•

Some formations are sub-normally pressured; in other words, they will not support a
column of water. Other formations are severely fractured, even though the formations
above and below them are strong. In that case drilling into the fractured formation would
result in lost returns.

•

Some formations take fluid when the well is circulated and yet, when the pump is switched
off the annulus will stand full. This is due to the pressure imposed on the annulus by the
pump. Often in these cases, the mud weight can be carefully reduced to a point at which
full returns can be established.
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•

Surge pressures created by lowering the work string into a well can also induce lost
circulation in fragile formations.

•

Clear brines are often used as completion fluids. These fluids have little or no solids content
and therefore can easily enter permeable formations. Lost circulation can be a tricky well
problem at any time. The fact that it can also increase the potential for taking a kick makes
it doubly important for a crew to be alert when mud pit volume or return flow from a well
changes unexpectedly.

Abnormal Pressure
As discussed in chapter 1, abnormal pressure is any formation pressure higher than the pressure
considered normal in a given geologic area. A formation gradient of 0.465 psi/ft is considered normal
in many areas and is equivalent to 9.0 ppg fluid density (0.465 ÷ 0.052 = 8.94 or 9.0 ppg). In other
words, a mud weight of approximately 9.0 ppg would balance a normally pressured formation.
Although well programs project the depths at which abnormal pressure is expected, it is impossible
to determine the exact formation pressure until the bit actually enters the abnormal zone. Recent
advances in technology have made pressure predictions far more accurate than in previous times, but
a driller still cannot see ahead of the bit. Drilling crews are trained to recognize the signs of abnormal
pressure and to take the appropriate action when those signs are recognized.
It is not uncommon in certain areas to find that a permeable formation is trapped in some way by a long
(massive) impermeable shale formation. As drilling progresses and the bit approaches the abnormal
zone, changes may occur in various drilling conditions, that is, pump pressure, drilling rate, etc. These
changes occur because the differential pressure, the difference between the bottomhole pressure and
the formation pressure, is changing as the depth increases. The bit is entering a transition zone. A
transition zone is the area in which underground pressures begin to change from normal to abnormal as the
well is being deepened.

Figure 2.3. Massive shale as a transition zone.
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Excessive Drilling Rate Through Gas Sands
The density of formation gas (2.0 ppg) is usually much less than the density of any liquid (9.0
ppg) that is used for a drilling fluid. It stands to reason that if the penetration rate in a gas sand is
great enough, the annulus would become charged with gas, thus lowering bottomhole pressure. In
many areas, especially offshore locations, drilling rates of more than 100 feet per hour can easily be
achieved. Shallow gas kicks are arguably the most dangerous of all kicks. In order to guard against
shallow kicks, drilling rates are controlled so that the annulus does not become charged with gas.
Often drillers are instructed to pause from time to time and circulate gas (i.e. connection gas) out of
a well before proceeding to drill ahead.

Tripping Practices
More kicks have been taken on trips than during any other single operation performed by drilling and
workover rigs. This statement is true for several reasons. Consider a routine trip. Once the trip begins,
bottomhole pressure is affected in three distinct ways:
•

The pump is off; there is no annular pressure due to pumping.

•

There are changes in bottomhole pressure due to the swabbing and surging effects caused
by moving the work string within the well.

•

As the work string is moved into or out of a well, the level of fluid in the well changes,
thereby changing hydrostatic pressure.

The crew can control two of these three factors; swab/surge pressures and the changing fluid level in
the well. If a well is stable when the pump is switched off before starting a trip out, it is reasonable
to assume that the hydrostatic pressure is sufficient to balance the well. Therefore if a kick is taken
during the trip, it is induced, that is, the tripping practices of the crew caused the kick.
Figure 2.4.
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When circulating or drilling ahead, a driller and his crew have various means of monitoring the well.
However when tripping, there are no returns at the flowline, no pump pressure, any rotary torque,
etc. There is only one way that a crew can monitor well behavior during trips and that is by accurately
measuring and documenting the rise and fall of the fluid level in the well. Theoretically, the well
should take a barrel of fluid for every barrel of steel pipe removed from the well. The opposite is true
for trips into the well.
There are human factors that affect kick detection when tripping. When tripping, the priorities of
the crew change from steadily monitoring returns from the well, to making the trip as quickly and
safely as possible. Tripping is heavy work. It is a difficult, often dirty job that may have to be done at
all hours of the day or night. It is not surprising that many of the worst well control incidents have
developed on trips during the early morning hours or on crew change day.
Charts are developed listing the displacement and capacity for all components used in the drill string.
The theoretical displacement and capacity values depend on many variables for any given well. A well
will seldom take the exact calculated volume; therefore comparisons with recent trips must be made
to ensure that the well is acting “normally”.
There is a significant difference between pulling a string “dry” that is, pumping a small volume (slug)
of heavier mud into the string so that the fluid in the pipe falls as the pipe is lifted, and pulling “wet”,
when no slug is pumped. When pulling the string dry, only the tubular steel is removed from the
casing annulus because the fluid inside the string is falling below the rotary table as the pipe is pulled.
On a wet trip both the displacement and the capacity (the closed-in displacement) of the string are
removed and that makes a difference in fill-up requirements.
For example, five-inch OD drill pipe (grade G, 19.5 lb/ft) with tool joints, displaces 0.00827 bbl/ft. If
a stand of this pipe were 93 feet long the total displacement on a dry trip out would be 93 * 0.00827
= 0.769 bbl/stand. Many rigs pause to fill the annulus every five stands therefore the theoretical fillup would be 0.769 * 5 = 3.845 barrels. Suppose the rig did not use a trip tank and therefore counted
pump strokes to monitor fill-up. If the pump output were 0.105 bbl/stroke, it should take 3.845 ÷
0.105 = 36.6 or 37 strokes for each 5 stand fill-up.
Barrels To filldry pipe = Pipe Displacementbbl/ft * Length Pulledft
Pump Strokes for Fill-up = Barrels to Fill ÷ Pump Outputbbl/stk
A wet trip out of the same well changes fill-up requirements significantly. The capacity of the fiveinch drill pipe with tool joints is 0.01719 bbl/ft. Since the trip is wet, both the capacity and the
displacement would be removed from the casing annulus. Therefore 0.00827 + 0.01719 = 0.0255
barrels would be removed for every foot of pipe pulled: 93 * 0.0255 = 2.37 bbl/stand and 5 * 2.37 =
11.85 barrels for every five stands. Computing pump strokes: 11. 85 ÷ 0.105 = 112.85 or 113 strokes.
It can be seen that fill-up requirements for a wet trip in this well (11.9 bbl) are much greater than for
a dry trip (3.8 bbl).
Barrels To fillwet pipe = (Pipe Displacementbbl/ft + Pipe Capacitybbl/ft) * Length Pulledft
Pump Strokes for Fill-up = Barrels to fill ÷ Pump Outputbbl/stroke
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All rig crews hate a wet trip. The floormen get drenched with a caustic solution, the floor becomes
slippery which creates a safety hazard, morale sags, and some fluid is always lost, even when a mud
bucket is used to catch most of the fluid and direct it back into the well. Fill-up is much more
difficult to monitor than when tripping dry. Add to these things the increased fill-up requirements
and it is not difficult to understand why wet trips can be hazardous, especially in the early hours of
the morning or on crew change day.
Local regulatory agencies sometimes have specific requirements regarding trips. For example, in
the US Gulf of Mexico trip tanks must be used. Also, the Bureau of Safety and Environmental
Enforcement (BSEE) regulations require that the well be filled before the hydrostatic pressure
decreases by 75 psi or every five stands of drill pipe, whichever is the safer.
Suppose a crew is tripping the drill pipe in the examples above out of 8⅝-inch casing that has a
capacity of 0.05648 bbl/ft and that the fluid density was 13.8 ppg. For a dry trip we would use the
drill pipe steel displacement only.
The formulas below can be used to determine how much the hydrostatic pressure in a well will
decrease for each foot of pipe pulled from the well. Using the well data from the examples above;
Pulling dry pipe:
			MWppg * 0.052 * Displacementbbl/ft
psi/ft =
		
Casing Capacitybbl/ft − Pipe Displacementbbl/ft
(13.8 * 0.052 * 0.00827) ÷ (0.05648 − 0.00827) = 0.123 psi/ft
0.123 * 93 * 5 = 57 psi for each 5 stands pulled
Pulling wet pipe:
psi/ft =

[MWppg * 0.052 * (Pipe Displacementbbl/ft + Pipe Capacitybbl/ft)]
[Casing Capacitybbl/ft – Pipe Displacementbbl/ft − Pipe Capacitybbl/ft]

[13.8 * 0.052 * (0.00827 + 0.01719)] ÷ [0.05648 − (0.00827 + 0.01719)] = 0.589 psi/ft
0.589 * 93 * 5 = 274 psi
It can be seen that with regard to kick detection, wet trips are more difficult to monitor than dry
trips, and therefore they can be more dangerous.
The examples above deal only with drill pipe and assume trips out of a well. Obviously, the numbers
change dramatically when considering the larger OD of the bottomhole assembly. Most rigs
fill the annulus for every one stand of drill collars removed. It must be remembered that these
examples illustrate the theoretical fill-up required. In wells with open hole sections, the actual volume
displacement will differ from the calculated values. Comparisons with previous trips are essential for
accuracy and safety. Trip book records should be kept onsite and used to confirm that the hole is
taking at least as much mud as on previous trips.
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Table 2.1
Trip log while tripping out of the hole; accurate trip records are a must on every job.
Stand
No.

Starting Trip
Tank Reading

Finish Trip
Tank Reading

Difference

Theoretical
(Calculated)

Trend
(Difference)

Accumulated
Trend

Remarks (Comment when change of
pipe, problems, etc.)

5

50

48.5

1.5

3.56

-2.06

-2.06

Pull DP off bottom - may be balled
Seems ok

10

48.5

42.9

5.6

3.56

+2.04

-.02

15

42.9

39.2

3.7

3.56

+.14

.12

20

39.2

35.9

3.3

3.56

0.26

-.14

25

35.9

33.2

2.7

3.56

-.86

-1.0

possible swab

30

33.2

32.3

.9

3.56

-2.66

-3.66

Hole not taking proper fluid, stop
Trip and check for flow

Swabbing and Surging
Most kicks that occur on trips are the result of swabbing; however excessive surge pressures can lead
to formation fracture which in turn, may induce a kick due to a reduction of hydrostatic pressure.
The degree to which swabbing and surging pressures develop is dependent upon the rate at which the
pipe is moved, the flow properties of the fluid, and the downhole clearance between the string and
the casing or open hole.
It is common for drillers to start a trip out of a well by pulling the first few stands slowly. It is assumed
that the “new” hole is nearly gauge; the potential for swabbing is great. Once the bottomhole assembly
(BHA) is pulled into the older, larger diameter open hole, the drag (overpull) is reduced due to the
larger annular space. At that time most drillers begin to pick up the pace, pulling the string as fast as
practical. This may be a reasonable practice, but it may also ignore other factors that affect swab and
surge pressures.
Figure 2.5. Illustrations of swabbing and surging.
Swabbing

Sand
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Swab

Surging

Sand

Modern day drilling fluids can be highly complex solutions. The two fluid characteristics that most
affect swab and surge pressures are the viscosity (overall resistance to flow) and gel strength of the
fluid. These characteristics are related to one another. Gel strength is a measurement of the fluid’s
tendency to form a gel, or solid-like structure, when it is not moving. The flow properties of a fluid
are influenced by many things, among them, density, type and amount of solids in the fluid, and the
chemical attraction between the solids. The study of fluids is called rheology and that is the business
of scientists and mud engineers, not the average rig worker. It can be said that the more a fluid is
like fresh water, the less likely it is to cause excessive swab or surge pressures. Conversely, the more
viscous (thicker) it is, the more likely swabbing and surging will be a problem. Drillers seldom have
control over the properties of the fluids they use but they can pay attention to the Mud Reports and
talk frequently with mud engineers. Many operators condition the fluid by adding chemicals and
circulating the well clean before starting a trip out of the well.
The longer the bottomhole assembly and the
more stabilizers it contains, the greater the
chances of swabbing or surging on trips. The
smaller the annular space around the BHA,
the greater the effects of swabbing or surging
will be. Wells with tight areas, swelling or
sticky formations, or sloughing (caving)
shale, will decrease clearances and increase
the chances of swabbing in a kick.

Figure 2.6. Plastic Formation.

Salt formations, which are often described
as “plastic”, have been known to close in
around the string giving it just enough
clearance for circulation. In addition, many
types of clays are water-sensitive and will
hydrate or “swell” when exposed to waterbased drilling mud. The narrowed annular
clearance increases the swabbing/surging
effects on trips. During a trip out, balled up
stabilizers and drill collars may severely reduce the annular space.
When tripping in soft, sticky formations a well can be swabbed in as the BHA is pulled up into
the casing, even though the bit is far off bottom. Consider a well in which the open hole is severely
washed out so that during the first part of a trip drag presents no problem. The pipe can be pulled as
fast as the crew can break the connections and stand it back in the derrick. If the BHA were severely
balled with soft clay and pulled into the casing rapidly, excess clay that was stuck to it would shear off
and the BHA would then have an OD that was roughly the same as the ID of the casing. Swabbing
would be likely. It is considered good practice for drillers to use caution as they pull the BHA into
the casing and to pay particular attention to the fill-up volume at that point in the trip since the large
diameter drill collars displace much more fluid than the smaller drill pipe or tubing.
Special care must be taken when pulling or running pipe in highly deviated wells because the BHA is
dragged against the top portion of the wellbore in the angle-building section, reducing the effective
clearance between the string and the open hole. In this case it may be difficult for the fluid to fall
back down around the assembly. Also cuttings will tend to fall or stay on the low side of deviated
wells, further reducing the annulus ID.
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Obstructions in the Wellbore
Many routine operations require removing wellbore obstructions. Among them, releasing packers,
drilling cement plugs, and fishing. Experienced crews always assume the worst case situation because it
is always possible that pressure may be trapped below any annular obstruction. One good practice in
preparing for anticipated trapped pressure is to route returns from the well through the choke manifold.
Consider a gas well that was previously plugged and abandoned, but is now being redrilled. If the
formation pressure were 2,694 psi at 7,000 feet TVD a fluid density of 7.4 ppg should balance the
well. (2,694 ÷ 0.052 ÷ 7,000 = 7.4 ppg). If a cement plug had been set at 2,000 feet and the plug was
drilled with an oil base fluid with a density of 7.4 ppg, the hydrostatic pressure at 2,000 feet would be
about 770 psi. (7.4 * 0.052 * 2,000 = 770 psi) When the bit broke through the cement, the formation
pressure of 2,694 would be opposing the hydrostatic pressure of only 770 psi. In reality, the density
of the formation fluid would reduce the upward force somewhat, but it will surely be much greater
than the fluid hydrostatic pressure, in other words, the well would kick.

Cementing Operations
Most kicks that have occurred during cementing operations have been the result of reducing the
hydrostatic pressure during the operation. There are several possible causes:
•

A spacer or flush is usually pumped ahead of the cement. The density of the flush and
perhaps more importantly, the height, must be taken into consideration when planning
the job.

•

If the density of the cement is too great it can cause lost circulation that can lead to a kick.

•

If light weight cement is used, pressure across the choke should be held to compensate for
the decrease in annular hydrostatic pressure. A pressure/volume schedule can be used to
maintain a safe bottomhole pressure.

•

Cement dehydrates as it sets up. The dehydration may reduce the effective hydrostatic
pressure to a point at which the well will flow.

•

The heat created by the curing process of cement will cause the casing to expand. As the
casing cools, a microannulus between the casing and the walls of the well may create a
channel that would allow fluid movement.

•

There have been instances where the casing float equipment has failed.

•

Wells should be closely monitored during all phases of cementing operations. The BOPs
should not be rigged down until it is determined positively that the well will not flow.

Drilling into an Adjacent Well
Advances in directional drilling technology make drilling into a producing well unlikely nowadays,
however the potential does exist, especially offshore where many wells are drilled from a single platform.
The gas and oil drilling industry is now more than 100 years old and there are tens of thousands of
wells, many inadequately documented, all around the world. If one well penetrated another, we
could expect that the U-tube effect caused by the different fluid densities would drastically affect
bottomhole pressure in each well.
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Figure 2.7. Cementing Operations.

Manmade Charged Formations
There are several ways in which the pressure in a well can be inadvertently charged or overcharged.
Below are a few examples:
•

Inadequate cement bonding that allows pressure from one zone to migrate or feed into
another zone.

•

Formations that were charged through underground blowouts, that is, uncontrolled flow
from one permeable zone to another.

•

Zones that have been charged from injection projects such as steam or water injection.

•

Casing failure.

•

Formation fracture from one zone to another, natural or man-made by frac jobs.

Stuck Pipe Spots
Differential sticking is a condition in which the drill stem (usually the bottomhole assembly) becomes
stuck against the wellbore of a permeable formation due to the differential pressure across the zone.
Techniques for freeing the pipe include spotting various pills across the stuck area. The density of
the spotting fluid may be less than the working fluid in the well in order to reduce the differential
pressure. More than one well has kicked as a result of these low-density spots.

Subsea Concerns
Floating units have several concerns that do not apply to surface rigs. Since the BOP stack is installed
on the sea floor, the drilling fluid is transported back to the surface through a marine riser. If for
some reason the marine riser is lost or disconnected bottomhole pressure is reduced by the difference
between the hydrostatic pressure in the riser full of mud and the hydrostatic pressure of the sea water.
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If gas has been circulated out through the choke line on a floating rig it is almost certain that a small
amount of gas will remain under the closed preventer in the stack. Care must be taken to remove the
trapped gas safely before the BOPs are opened. The deeper the water, the greater problem this trapped
gas becomes. If the gas is allowed to come to the surface uncontrolled it will expand to many times
its original volume, unloading the working fluid as it rises and expands.

Drill Stem Tests (DST)
A drill stem test is essentially a temporary completion in a producing zone. Formation fluids are
allowed into the well and into the DST test string. Once the test is completed care must be taken
when restoring the drill string and the annulus back to an overbalanced condition. The possibility
of gas migration and/or equipment malfunction always exists and either situation can cause an
intentional kick to quickly become an unintentional kick. Drill stem testing is “high alert time” and
should always be conducted during daylight hours.

Underbalanced Drilling
When underbalanced or near balanced (managed pressure) drilling is done, a rotating head or stripper
is used to hold back-pressure on the annulus. Returns from the well are taken through a blooey (vent)
line rigged under the preventer to a choke manifold. The well program contains a back-pressure
range or “design window” which is considered safe for optimum conditions. An unintentional kick
occurs when the back-pressure exceeds the design window. The three primary causes of exceeding the
maximum recommended back-pressure are as follows:
•

Drilling too fast

•

Reducing the hydrostatic more than desired with the working fluid (often gas or a mixture
of gas and water)

•

Malfunction of surface equipment

Summary
Kicks are classified as intentional or unintentional. An unintentional kick is an unexpected and
undesired flow of formation fluids into a well. If a kick is not properly controlled it can lead to a
blowout. Although kicks have occurred during nearly all drilling and workover operations, they cannot
occur if the bottomhole pressure in a well is greater than the formation pressure. Understanding what
may cause a well to kick is the first step in prevention.
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Q&A

Practice Calculations
1a. A rig is working with 3½-inch drill pipe with a capacity of 0.0074 bbl/ft and displacement
of 0.00515 bbl/ft. Each stand is 93 feet long. The output of the rig pump is 0.143 bbl/stk.
How many barrels of mud are required to fill the well if 5 stands are pulled “dry”?

1b. How many pump strokes will be required?

1c. How many barrels of mud are required to fill the well if 5 stands are pulled “wet”?

1d. How many pump strokes will be required?

2. Data:
Five-inch drill pipe with a capacity of 0.01776 bbl/ft and a displacement of 0.00709 bbl/ft
133⁄8-inch casing with a capacity of 0.15459 bbl/ft and a mud weight of 14.2 ppg
2a. How much will the hydrostatic pressure be decreased if 465 feet is pulled “dry”?

2b. How much will the hydrostatic pressure be decreased if 465 feet is pulled “wet”?

3. A rig drilling with 9.2 ppg mud at a depth of 7,320 feet TVD is to make a trip. The operator
wants to adjust the mud weight before the trip to include a safety margin (trip margin)
of 75 psi on bottom. The estimated formation pressure is 3,480 psi. What mud weight is
required?
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Review Questions

Q&A

1. Why is it important to maintain the mud weight according to the recommended well
program?

2. What does the viscosity and gel strength of the drilling mud have to do with well control?

3. How can lost circulation lead to a well control incident?

4. List some common causes of lost circulation.

5. How can lost circulation be detected during tripping operations?

6. Do you think lost circulation would be more likely using brine fluids or drilling mud?
Why?

7. When drilling ahead, what are some of the signs that the bit may be entering a transition
zone?

8. If a driller suspects that he has drilled into a transition zone, what action should he take?
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Q&A

9. Bottomhole pressure is reduced in three distinct ways during trips. What are they?

10. Why is it more difficult to monitor the volume of mud required to fill a well when pulling a
“wet string” than when pulling a “dry string”?

11. Why is it important to maintain and use accurate records of recent trips?

12. With regard to well control, why is the removal of a wellbore obstruction considered a
dangerous time for the rig and the crew?
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Kick Detection
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Discuss and explain the significance of an increase in return flow.

•

Discuss and explain the significance of a loss in return flow.

•

Identify the steps in conducting a flow check while drilling.

•

Identify the steps in conducting a flow check while tripping.

•

Discuss the purpose and use of a FOSV (TIW valve).

•

Discuss the purpose and use of an IBOP (Gray valve):
•

Buoyancy/Weight on Bit

•

Ballooning Formation

•

Rate of Penetration (ROP)

•

Rotary Torque

3

Well kicks were defined in chapter 2, and some of the situations that could cause a well to kick were
discussed. This chapter discusses the primary warning signs that could indicate to the crew that a kick
might be in progress. Failure to recognize a developing well control incident and take prompt action
can lead to an excessive surface pressures and eventually to a blowout and fire. The danger to human
life and the environment are unacceptable.
A kick can enter a well during almost any well site operation. Drillers are taught that when the
warning signs of a kick are detected they should immediately suspend the present operation, and
observe the well to see if it will flow after the pumps have been stopped. If a well flows, even though
nothing is being pumped into the well, it is a sure sign that a kick is in progress. Detailed procedures for
performing flow checks are discussed later in this chapter.
Kick warning signs can be divided into two main groups:
•

Warning signs observed when drilling

•

Warning signs observed when tripping

Kick Detection When Circulating
Abnormal Pressure
On most wells drillers are instructed to drill with a specific weight on the bit (WOB), rotary speed,
and pump pressure. When downhole motors are used the speed that the bit turns is controlled by
hydraulic concerns, that is, the recommended pump rate and pressure. Once the parameters are
set, a somewhat reasonable constant drilling trend is established. In this way sudden or unexpected
deviations in the established rate of penetration (ROP) indicate that the bit may be entering a different
formation.
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Figure 3.1.
Abnormally pressured formations can be identified by electric logs.
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When rock bits are used, a definite bit wear or “dulling trend” is established. This is reasonable
because as the bit drills, the teeth will wear and become duller. Also, as drilling continues the deeper
formations are more compacted. A steady, slight decrease in ROP would be considered normal. An
increase in ROP may be an indication that a transition zone is being drilled. This is because as the
differential pressure between bottomhole pressure and the formation pressure decreases; there is less
resistance for the bit to overcome. A sudden, rapid increase in ROP is called a drilling break.
Polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) and thermally stable polycrystalline (TSP) bits react
differently than roller cone bits when they enter a transition zone. These bits may actually drill slower
than the established trend or even stop drilling altogether as the formation characteristics change.
In either case, a definite change in ROP is one of the first signs that indicate that the bit may be
approaching an abnormally pressured formation.
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Figure 3.2.
Right, a change in rate of penetration note the drilling
break approximately 8 and 150 feet.
Below, a geolograph records ROP and depth while
drilling.

It stands to reason that if the drilling rate changes, the amount of bit cuttings coming to the surface
will also change. In shale formations many of the cuttings may be larger than normal and are often
curved, or oddly shaped. These misshapen cuttings are not true bit cuttings at all, but pieces of
shale that have sloughed or “popped off” the walls of the hole due to pressure. A change in the
appearance (the amount, size and shape) of cuttings, tied in with other indications, can be a predictor
of abnormal pressure.
Figure 3.3.
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A build up of cuttings around the bottomhole assembly will likely cause increased rotary torque and
an increase in drag, (overpull) when the work string is picked up, as when making a connection.
These too, can indicate a formation change. In short, many of the rig floor indicators grouped
together as “hole trouble” can indicate that the bit is approaching, or has entered an abnormally
pressured formation.
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Increases in the gas content of the fluid returns may be an indication of abnormal pressure. If the
pumping rate is steady, the gas content should remain at approximately the same level. It is not
the gas content itself that is the warning sign; it is the increase that should be noted. The gas that
returns steadily as drilling progresses is called background gas. The amount that is considered “normal”
depends entirely on the penetration rate and the characteristics of the formation being drilled.
It is common to see increases in gas at bottoms up from a connection or after trips. These “spikes”
in gas content in the working fluid occur because bottomhole pressure decreases when the pump is
stopped and because there may be some swabbing and surging effect when the work string is moved.
Like background gas, connection gas and trip gas in itself is not necessarily a matter of concern. It is
the increase in the trends that may indicate formation change.
Many wells have a mud logging unit on location to analyze and document formation data as the well is
drilled. The mud logger, often a geologist, uses instruments to generate graphs and records of various
drilling data including flow-line gas. Below is a short list of data collected and correlated by the mud
logger:
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•

Flow-line fluid temperature. There is almost always an increase in bottomhole temperature
in a transition zone.

•

Qualitative and quantitative flow-line gas content

•

Shale density. A decreasing trend in shale density may be an indicator of abnormal pressure.

•

The “d” exponent is a computer-generated graphic presentation of drilling trends developed
from drilling conditions (ROP, torque, drag, bit size, etc.)

•

Chloride content of the fluid. There is often an increase in chlorides (salts) in the mud as
the bit approaches an abnormally pressured zone. Mud engineers test the fluid for chlorides
as part of their routine testing. There is usually a copy of the last mud report posted in the
“dog house” near the rig floor and in the tool pusher’s and operator representative’s office.

Figure 3.5.
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Today, many drilling and workover rigs run measurement while drilling (MWD) or logging while
drilling (LWD) tools in the work string. These tools collect a host of data and send it back to computer
monitors mounted in various locations around the site so that formation pressure, bottomhole
pressure, temperature and drilling data are instantly presented to drillers and supervisors. These
high-tech tools are revolutionizing the drilling industry and have proven invaluable in identifying
abnormally pressured formations.
When entering a transition zone, proper mud weight management and control are essential. In a
transition zone, pore pressures are increasing and ultimately some upward adjustment to mud weight
will be necessary to prevent losing overbalance margin. It is essential that accurate knowledge of the
mud weight going into the hole know; e.g. dissolved gases or dilution of the mud due to rain water
in the mud pits have not caused a drop in the density of the mud being pumped. Either can create
an accidental loss of overbalance margin. When any warning signs of increasing formation pressure
Figure 3.6.
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are noted by the drilling crew, it is the responsibility of the on-site supervisior to diligently search for
other warning signs, compare trends (if any) and emplore the driller to stop the current activity and
conduct of flow check of the well.

Increase in Return Flow
When the pump is running at a constant rate, it is displacing a fixed amount of fluid into the well
every minute. Since the injection rate of fluid into the well is constant, the rate of fluid returns
should also be constant. If more fluid is returning at the flow line than is being pumped down
the work string it is likely that formation fluids are entering the well and displacing the working
fluid. Most rigs today have a flow sensor installed on the flow line. The flow sensor is not a flow
meter. It is not necessarily an instrument of exact measure. It is a simple mechanical paddle
inside the flow line that is pushed upward by the fluid as it passes by. Flow sensors measure
relative changes in returns. It makes little difference whether the readout is in barrels per minute
or percentage. The unit of measurement is not important. What is important is that a driller
can see increases and decreases in returns instantly. If the pump rate does not change, the return
flow should not change. The readout unit of the flow sensors on the rig floor is equipped with
audio and visual alarms that can be set once a constant pumping rate is established.
Flow sensors are simple and require little maintenance beyond cleaning the area around the paddle
to make sure it can move freely. The arrival of flow sensors throughout the industry has made a huge
contribution to early kick detection. An increase in flow returns is often the first positive sign that
indicates a kick is in progress. As with instrumentation, one must be wary of external events/activities
that will be produce an inaccurate interpretation of the return flow. For example, heave due to waves
causes a periodic change of length of the riser which affects the return flow rate. Also, use of the mud
boost line on the marine riser increases the return flow rate.
Figure 3.7.
Left, a flow rate sensor.
Right, an influx of formation fluid will cause an
increase in flow from the well.
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Gain in Pit Volume
Since formation fluids entering a well displace liquid out of the well, a flowing well will cause a gain
in total volume in the active pits. When a kick is taken, the volume of the influx can be estimated by
noting the total pit gain. The increase in total pit volume warns the crew that a kick may be occurring.
It is common for the workers who are responsible for maintaining the mud system to monitor the
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changing level in the pits with a weight dangling at the end
of a small rope (soft line). This is a good, common sense
practice, but it doesn’t tell the driller or other supervisors
much.

Figure 3.8.
A float type pit level sensor.

Most rigs today have pit volume totalizer (PVT) systems.
The PVT is an instrument that displays to the rig floor
and other locations, the total changes in the volume of
the active mud system regardless of the present operation.
Although their manner of operation varies depending
upon the manufacturer, PVTs all share the same purpose. A
series of floats are distributed throughout the mud system.
As the level of the fluid in the pits changes, the floats move
up or down, sending a signal to the display unit. PVTs
also generate a graphic printout, so that pit level activity
can be documented on a twenty-four hour basis. Like flow
sensors, PVTs have audible and visual alarms that are set to
alert the driller to changes in pit volume.
Changes in pit volume can be especially difficult to monitor
on floating units due to rig motion. Laser detection systems
have been developed and are in use on many rigs. These
systems are accurate and do away with the common float apparatus.
Many rig activities cause changes in the active pit volume. Adding liquid and material for general
maintenance, deepening the well, etc. For this reason it is not always as easy to recognize the
beginnings of a kick in the pit area as it is in other places, for example, at the flow line. One thing
is sure, the liquid forced out of the well will show up as a net gain in liquid on the surface. An
unexpected gain in pit volume is a definite warning sign that a kick may be in progress.

Change in Pressure and/or Speed
Conventional drilling requires keeping a well slightly overbalanced. Any formation fluid that enters
a well will nearly always be lighter (less dense) than the working fluid. If an influx of formation fluid
enters a well the hydrostatic pressure in the annulus would decrease. It would require less pressure to
move the annular column of fluid upward at the same pumping rate.
An increase in pump rate may also accompany the reduction in circulating pressure. If the kicking
fluid is mostly gas, the pressure change may be more noticeable as the expanding gas moves up in
the Annulus. In some cases a momentary increase in pump pressure has been noticed, followed by a
gradual decrease in pump pressure accompanied by the increase in pump speed. This kind of detail
is difficult for a driller to recognize from his standpipe gauge. However it can be easily seen on plots
generated by fluid-monitoring instruments.
Usually when a driller notices a loss of pressure and an increase in pump rate, he thinks that he
probably has a washout in the work string or perhaps a leaky swab in the pump. As a matter of fact,
he would be correct in many instances; washouts and pump problems are more common than kicks.
A washout is a serious problem but it pales compared with the seriousness of a blowout. Deviations
in pressure can be noticed at other times, for example, when a heavier fluid is pumped down the
work string. An experienced driller will make sure that the well is not kicking before assuming
another, less dangerous problem.
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Figure 3.9.
Change in pump pressure/speed due to a kicking well.
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Changes in String Weight
Buoyancy is the tendency of a liquid to support anything that is suspended in the liquid. The buoyancy
provided by the working fluid in a well is a function of the fluid’s density. The heavier, or more dense,
the fluid, the more buoyancy it will provide. Another way to say this is that the string weight of the
pipe in fluid decreases by an amount equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the pipe.
When an influx of formation fluid enters a well, the density of the fluid surrounding the work
string decreases, therefore the buoyant effect is reduced. In effect, the string weighs more, and the
increased weight will be reflected on the driller’s weight indicator. In a large wellbore this might not
be pronounced, but in a slimhole, a long, light influx can cause a significant change in string weight.
It is also true that small diameter tubing or coiled tubing with check valves in the bottomhole assembly,
might actually be forced upwards by a powerful kick thus causing a decrease in effective string weight.

Gas/Oil Shows While Circulating
Often the returning fluid will be “gas cut”. The apparent density is reduced due to tiny bubbles of gas
that are entrained in the fluid. Gas-cut mud normally has little effect on bottomhole pressure so long
as the gas is removed before the fluid is pumped back into the well. However some formations have a
very high pore pressure but practically no permeability.
When drilling these formations, there may be a slow feed-in of formation fluid. Although these
formations rarely cause a well to blow out, a kick is defined as the unwanted feed-in of formation fluid
into a well. Gas and oil shows on the surface could be indicators of a kick, and should be treated as
such until proven otherwise.

Checking a Well for Flow When Circulating
The only way to positively identify a kick is to turn off the pump, wait for the well to stabilize, and
then observe the annulus. If a well flows, even when no liquid is being pumped into the annulus, it is
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a sure sign that a kick is in progress. Flow checks are performed by stopping rotation, picking up the
pipe to connection height, shutting down the mud pumps and observing the well. If the flow persists
after the usual time it takes for the fluid to drain down the flow line, then it must be assumed that the
formation is kicking. Any of the warning signs mentioned in the previous discussions should prompt
a driller to do a flow check. It can be seen that every connection, or whenever the pump is shut off
for any reason, provides an opportunity to check a well for flow.
It is not always easy to determine if a well is actually flowing because the flow can be masked by the
current operation as well as formation characteristics. Each well acts differently, so experience is the
only way to know how long it will take for a well to stabilize. Listed below are some circumstances
that can affect a flow check.
•

Charging pumps that did not shut down when rig pumps were turned off.

•

U-tubing of heavier fluid in the string than in the annulus. An indication of U-tubing is
that the rate of annular flow usually decreases significantly after only a few barrels.

•

Certain formations take some fluid when the pump is brought up to the operating rate.
Once the circulating pressure has been established, the return flow eventually stabilizes.
Later, when the pump is turned off, for example when making a connection, the fluid
continues to flow back until the original loss is nearly all regained. This phenomenon
is called “ballooning”. Ballooning has been attributed to mud being lost into fractures,
or elasticity of the formation that seems to “balloon” the wellbore due to the annular
friction pressure. Whatever the cause, checking a ballooning formation for flow can be
a maddening experience because a great deal of fluid may flow back before the well
stabilizes. Generally, careful observation will reveal that the flow will decrease in a
ballooning situation. If a kick has entered a well, the flow will likely increase because the
lighter formation fluid causes bottomhole pressure to continually decrease. Maintaining a
mud gain/loss log may be helpful in getting a handle on what is “normal” for a particular
well. Some operators have policies that require that a ballooning well be shut in. After
the flow stops and well pressure stabilizes, they bleed off mud intermittently, observing
the pressure changes in order to make a positive determination about the annulus flow.
However ballooning situations are handled, they should be treated with extreme caution.

•

“Finger Printing” the return flow rate during connections can be used as both a kick
warning sign and kick indicator. This is best accomplished by catching the returns in the
trip tank during connections, recording accurate measurments of the return volume with
time (see figure 3.10). A chart can be produced similar to that illustrated in figure 3.10. In
this “Finger Printing” example, the return flow rate generally decreases with time during
the connections, but for each successive connection the return rate is increasing. This is a
warning that a kick might be imminent. During connection #5, the return rate begins to
increase about four minutes into the connection, indicating that the well is flowing.

PROCEDURE FOR A FLOW CHECK WHEN CIRCULATING
1. Alert the crew.
2. Stop rotating.
3. Pick up kelly or top drive to clear uppermost tool joint above rig floor.
4. Shut off the pump(s).
5. Observe the well for flow.
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Figure 3.10. “Finger Printing” Return Rate During Connections

Figure 3.11.
Gas cut mud does not usually cause much reducation in BHP.
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Kick Detection While Tripping
The previous chapter stated that the majority of kicks have occurred during trips, specifically on trips
out of the hole. Bottomhole pressure is affected in three distinct ways during trips.
•

When the pumps shut down there is no annular pressure loss.

•

As the work string is moved, swab and surge pressures are developed.

•

Running pipe into or pulling pipe out of a well affects the height of the column of fluid
in the annulus.

These three factors constantly change as the pipe is moved through different sections of the well. The
primary means of detecting kicks when making a trip is by carefully monitoring the changing level
of fluid in the annulus.
A well should be monitored to ensure that it is not flowing before beginning a trip out. Since the pumps
are not running during trips, bottomhole pressure is reduced by the value of the annular pressure loss
when circulating (ECD). Therefore the well should be observed before pulling off bottom.
The only way to monitor a well for flow when tripping is to accurately measure the fluid displaced
on a trip into a well and the annular fill-up volume on a trip out.
•

The indicator of a kick while tripping out, is that the annulus takes less fluid to fill than
was recorded at that depth on a previous trip. In this case, it can be assumed that the
formation fluid is invading the well.

•

The indicator of a kick while tripping in is, assuming the formation fluid is invading the
well. It could be assumed that the formation is taking fluids if it requires more than the
calculated volume to fill the annulus.
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It can be seen that monitoring the fluid level in the annulus is a critical job because the only means
of detecting a kick on trips is by constantly measuring and comparing volumes with previous trips.
This may be done in several ways depending on the equipment available and the policies of the
operator and contractor. The best way to monitor a well is by using a trip tank. A trip tank is a small
tank graduated in such a way that accurate measurements are possible as the trip proceeds. Some trip
tanks are rigged above the floor so that the well is filled by gravity. Others use centrifugal pumps to
pump continuously across the annulus. Another, method is to use the rig pumps to fill the well at
various intervals. The pump strokes are counted as a means of monitoring the fill-up. On the trip in,
the displaced fluid is measured as it returns to the pits. Whatever method is used, it is imperative that
accurate measurements are made and recorded.
On trips into a well the pipe should displace a volume of fluid equal to the pipe displacement if no
float (check valve) is run. As on the trip out, the fluid being displaced out of the hole should always
be carefully measured. If the pipe is lowered too fast, fluid may be forced into the formation ahead
of the pipe due to surge pressures. This can result in lowering the fluid column and reduction of the
hydrostatic pressure to a value below the formation pressure. If formation fluid invades the well, more
volume will be displaced than the calculated displacement. This may be due to gas expansion and/or
a flowing well. If the fluid displaced out does not match the displacement of pipe going in, the trip
should be suspended and the well checked for flow. Pipe should be run (or stripped) to bottom and
“bottoms up” circulated through a choke.
It is possible for formation fluids to enter the well on trips at a rate great enough to prevent the fluid
inside the pipe from falling. If a well begins to flow, it may be easier for the flow to enter the string
when pulling large diameter tools. If the string should pull “dry” at first, but begins to pull “wet” later,
the trip should be suspended, a safety valve installed on the pipe, and the well evaluated.
It can be seen that monitoring a well during trips is not as easy as when drilling or circulating near
bottom, but the basic technique for identifying a kick is the same. The trip must be interrupted and
the well checked for flow. Checking for flow during trips is more complicated and time-consuming
than when drilling, especially when no check valve is used in the string. If the work string is open
there is the possibility of the kick entering the string. Special well control equipment used in the event
of a kick during trips is kept on the drill floor at all times. They are:
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•

Full-opening safety valve (FOSV) sometimes called a TIW, valve. The FOSV is made up
on the pipe in the rotary table when checking for flow. The FOSV is heavy and is often
counter-balanced to facilitate easier handling by the crew. The valve is closed with a large
Allen-type wrench that is kept nearby the valve.

•

Inside BOP (IBOP), for installation in the event stripping is necessary. The IBOP is
sometimes called a Gray valve and is actually a check (non-return) valve. If a well is closed
in with the BOPs and pipe is to be run back into the well through the closed preventer,
the IBOP can be made up on top of the FOSV, at which time the FOSV can be reopened
and the pipe run back into the well. Since the IBOP is a one-way valve, it is possible to
pump down the string conventionally.

•

Crossover (XO) subs with thread profiles that match whatever component of the work
string that may be in the rotary table.

PROCEDURE FOR A FLOW CHECK WHEN TRIPPING
1. Alert the crew.
2. Set slips so last tool joint is at normal working level above rig floor.
3. Install full-opening safety valve in the open position.
4. Observe the well for flow.
In some situations it is prudent to pump out of the hole when beginning a trip to reduce the potential
for swabbing. For this, the trip tank cannot be used and one must rely of the rig’s PVT sensor for
detecting gains or losses. To make the PVT more reliable, the number of tanks in the active system
can often be reduced by deactivating their sensors from the system. Then, by turning the sensors off
in the inactive tanks, the active tank sensors become more sensitive to a gain or loss.

Kick Detection When out of the Hole
Kicks that occur when out of the hole often began during the trip out, but were not noticed. The kick
may have started during the early part of the trip, but it is more likely that the kick started when the
hole was not filled frequently enough towards the end of the trip while handling the BHA.
Lengthy wireline operations like logging and fishing operations require almost continual movement
of tools in and out of a well. Kicks that occur while logging and wirelining are the result of
•

the swabbing action of the tools being pulled through a tight section of hole;

•

the swabbing effect of tools being pulled too fast; and

•

failure to monitor the fluid level in the annulus throughout the operation.

Small volumes of formation fluid can be swabbed into a well during these operations when the tools
are run and pulled repeatedly. Eventually, the accumulated fluid can cause bottomhole pressure to
decrease to a point at which the well will flow. Consideration should always be given to the use of
a wireline lubricator. A lubricator long enough to encompass the tools will allow them to be pulled
from the well without having to cut the wireline in the event that the BOPs have to be closed.
Table 3.1. Trip log while tripping in the hole; accurate trip records are a must on every job.
Stand
No.

Starting Trip
Tank Reading

Finished Trip
Tank Reading

Difference

Theoretical
(Calculated)

Trend
(Difference)

Accumulated
Trend

Remarks (Comment when change of
pipe, problems, etc.)

-

Starting in with collars

67

5

8.7

3.7

3.7

-

66

8.7

12.3

3.6

3.7

-.1

65

12.3

14.2

1.9

3.7

-1.8

64

14.2

16.9

2.7

3.7

-1

-2.9

Slowing speed down, possible surge

63

16.9

20.6

3.7

3.7

-

-2.9

Fill collars and monitored hole - ok

62

20.6

22.1

1.5

2.43

-.93

-3.83

Running collars in

61

22.1

25.3

3.2

2.43

+.77

-3.06

60

25.3

27.6

2.3

2.43

-.13

-3.19

-1.9

Filled up hevi-wate
Running in with pipe

55

27.6

36.9

9.3

11.5

50

36.9

45

0

44

12.7

-2.2

-5.39

Slowing down run speed

44.2

7.3

12.7

12.7

11.5

-4.2

-9.59

Still losing, emptied trip tank

11.5

+1.2

-8.39

27

14.3

11.5

+2.8

-5.59

Stop trip and check for flow
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The indication of a kick when out of the hole is flow from the well or pressure buildup if the well is
closed with the blind rams. It is good practice to close the blind rams and monitor pressure at the
choke. Closing the blind rams will prevent objects from falling into the wellbore as well as prevent
flow if the choke is in the closed position. If the choke is closed, it is also a good idea to have a pressure
sensitive alarm to monitor pressure buildup on the shut-in system. If the choke is left open, a watch
must be set to check for flow from the choke manifold. The pit alarm should be set to its lowest alarm
setting. Some rigs pump continuously across the BOP stack when out of the hole. The mud pits are
lined up in such a way as to permit pumping from and returning to the same tank. This technique
ensures that the well is full at all times. If possible, alarms for gain and loss should be set on the one
active tank.

Kick Detection While Running Casing
Kicks that occur while running casing are identified in the same way as kicks while tripping. It is a
matter of measuring changes in fluid volume. However, an important point to remember about kicks
while running casing is that rig operations are oriented to the job at hand, not to detecting a kick,
therefore crew awareness is a concern.
When running casing, a kick can be detected by observing that the flow of displaced mud does not
stop between joints of casing. The flow sensor and pit volume totalizer should be monitored closely.
Good practices require that calculations be made for the displacement of the casing and couplings. A
log comparing theoretical and actual displaced volumes will help to determine that proper volumes
are being displaced. A circulating swage should be available on the rig floor to fit the casing being run.
A high pressure, low torque valve should be made up on the swage. It should be checked for proper
operation, and noted on the drilling report prior to starting the casing job.

Figure 3.13. Casing Operations.
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When running casing into the well, the casing should be filled at regular intervals to prevent collapse
and U-tubing from the annulus shoe the casing shoe track fail. There are various tools available to
auto-fill the casing as it is being run, but some operators have experienced problems when converting
the tool from auto-fill to the check valve after the casing has reached its planned set depth. Also, when
running casing the possibility for surging and lossing returns is increased due to the small annular gap
between the casing and the open hole. Running speeds must be carefully monitored. When self-filling
(auto-fill) fails to convert, it is possible for cement and/or formation fluids to backflow up inside the
casing. Working casing (up and down) and rotation can reduce surge and swab pressures by reducing
gelation of the mud.
When running casing into the well, the casing should be filled at regular intervals to prevent collapse
and U-tubing from the annulus shoe the casing shoe track fail. There are various tools available to autofill the casing as it is being run, but some operators have experienced problems when converting the tool
from auto-fill to the check valve after the casing has reached its planned set depth. Also, when running
casing the possibility for surging and lossing returns is increased due to the small annular gap between
the casing and the open hole. Running speeds must be carefully monitored. Working casing (up and
down) and rotation can reduce surge and swab pressures by reducing gelation of the mud.

Kick Detection While Cementing
When pumping cement, the flow sensor can be monitored for flow increases. Pit volume increases
and cement displaced should be monitored to make sure the volume of mud displaced is essentially
equal to the cement volume pumped. Once the top plug has bumped, nipple-down procedures
normally begin. If flow is noticed, it is sometimes attributed to temperature expansion. This may be
so, but the BOP stack should not be nippled down until the possibility of a kick is eliminated. Pilot
testing of the cement slurry is important to ensure the slurry’s cement set time is known and adequate
for the displacement process. The cement must be set and hardened before it can be tested. f cement
hardens too slowly, then as it undergoes the transformation from a liquid slurry to a solid, hydrostatic
pressure is lost for a period of time and the increased potential for a kick. While waiting on cement
to set, the flow line should be lined up to pass any possible returns to the trip tank.
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Summary
A flow check is the first step in identifying a kick. If a well flows, even though nothing is being pumped
into the well, it is a sure sign that a kick is in progress. The way to determine if a well control incident is
developing is by observing the well under static conditions, that is, by performing a flow check. When
circulating, there are several warning signs that may prompt a crew to check the well for flow:
•

Indications of abnormal pressure

•

An increase in return flow from a well

•

A gain in mud pit volume

•

Changes in pump rate or circulating pressure

•

Changes in string weight

Monitoring the changing level of fluid in the annulus is the only way that a kick can be identified
during trips or other noncirculating operations.
Flow check while drilling

Flow check while Tripping

1. Alert crew.

1. Alert crew.

2. Set slips so last tool joint is at normal working
level above rig floor.
3. Pick up kelly or clear uppermost tool joint
3.
Install full-opening safety valve in the open
above the rig floor.
position.
4. Shut off pump.
4. Observe well for flow.
5. Observe well for flow.
Note: Make flow check prior to pulling BHA.
2. Stop rotary.
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. What does the rate of penetration have to do with kick detection?

2. How does rotary torque relate to detection of kicks?

3. Which of the following could indicate that the bit is entering a transition zone?
a. A change in the rate of penetration (ROP)
b. An increase in rotary torque
c. An increase in gas content of the mud returns
d. All of the above

4. What could hinder the flow-line sensor from being a good indicator of a potential kick?

5. Which of the following is true?
a. A pit volume gain is an absolute indicator that a kick is in progress.
b. A gain in pit volume is an indicator that the well has possibly taken a kick.

6. While drilling, it is noticed that the pump rate has changed and the standpipe pressure
has decreased. What could cause these changes?
a. A washout in the drill string
b. A leaky swab in the pump
c. An influx of formation fluid into the well
d. All of the above
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7. A gas kick taken while drilling might cause the weight indicator to reflect an increase in
drill string weight. Explain why this is so.

Q&A

8. What is the one way to positively identify whether or not formation fluids have entered
a well?

9. What is a “ballooning formation” and how can it affect flow checks?

10. Why do more kicks occur on trips than when drilling ahead?

11. What is the best method of monitoring a well for a kick during a trip?

12. Why is “surging” a potential problem (with regard to well control) when running pipe
into a well?

13. What is the purpose of a full-opening safety valve (FOSV)?
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Q&A

14. What is an inside BOP (IBOP)?

15. Where is an IBOP installed?

16. When is an IBOP used?
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Notes

Q&A
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Well Control Procedures
Upon completion of this chapter, the student will be able to:
•

Discuss and explain the importance of well control preparation and readiness processes.

•

Identify the steps in shutting in the well when tripping utilizing soft and hard shut-in
methods.

•

Identify the steps in shutting in the well when drilling utilizing soft and hard shut-in
methods.

•

Identify the steps in shutting in a well when out of the well.

•

Discuss the process and important of checking for leaks after the well is shut in.

•

Discuss and explain the purpose of a diverter system.

•

Explain well control drills and the recommended frequency.

•

Identify and explain the use of shut-in recorded data requirements including:

•

•

Shut-In Drill Pipe Pressure (SIDPP)

•

Shut-In Casing Pressure (SICP)

•

True Vertical Depth (TVD) at the time of the kick

•

Current Mud Weight (CMW)

4

Perform calculations using the WCS Formula Sheet for the following calculations:
•

Maximum Allowable Mud Weight (MAMW)

•

Maximum Allowable Annular Surface Pressure (MAASP)

•

Test Pressures

•

Determine slow circulating rate for 2 pumps - 3 spm speeds each.

•

Identify and set alarms for return flow and pit gain indicators.

•

Drill ahead maintaining identified RPM, pump speed, and WOB.

•

Detect and recognize a kick.

•

Shut in the well using the hard shut-in procedures.

•

Determine SIDPP with a float in the string.

•

Record shut-in information - SIDPP, SICP, pit gain, CMW.

The previous chapter discussed the procedures for observing a well with the pumps shut off in
order to determine whether or not a well is flowing. There are times when a flow check is routinely
performed as part of standard company policy. Examples include, prior to beginning a trip out of a
well, when the BHA is pulled into the casing and prior to pulling collars through the BOPs. Flow
checks are also performed at the driller’s discretion based on changes in drilling performance, or
at the request of supervisors, the mud logger, or others who have noticed kick indicators. It is not
always easy to determine if a well is actually flowing. Depth, fluid type, formation permeability,
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the degree of under balance, and other factors are all borehole characteristics. The duration of the
flow check should be long enough to make positively sure whether or not the well is flowing. Flow
checks may be performed by direct observation at the rig floor, by flow sensor equipment, or at other
locations depending upon the particular equipment in use. It is important that the driller untilize all
crewmembers in the detection of kicks. Each crewmember should be constantly on the alert for the
warning signs of a kick and alert the driller or supervisor should any be observed. The more eyes on
the well, the better. Stopping work to report a potential kick is an insignificant time loss compared to
handling a large volume kick.
As soon as it is determined that a well is flowing, the annulus must be closed with the BOPs. The
flow of formation fluids into the well must be stopped as quickly and safely as possible. This chapter
discusses shut-in procedures that are generally accepted throughout the industry. The specifics of any
particular procedure are developed according to the equipment in use, the operation at the time of
the incident, and the policies of the operators and contractors involved.
Four important things are accomplished simultaneously when a well is properly shut in:
•

The flow from the well is stopped.

•

Personnel and equipment are protected.

•

Data can be collected.

•

Well pressures stabilize providing time to analyze the situation.

By definition, if a well is flowing from the annulus, bottomhole pressure is lower than formation pressure.
Bottomhole pressure continues to decrease as more and more formation fluids enter the well therefore
the rate of flow will constantly increase. The longer it takes to stop the flow, the greater the influx volume
and the higher the resulting casing (annulus) pressure. The greater the volume of the influx, the more
dangerous the situation will be and the more difficult it will be to regain control of the well.
The personnel, the rig, and the environment are all in jeopardy when formation fluids are allowed to
flow into a well uncontrolled. There is no time to discuss the developing problem as the well flows.
Once the well is shut in and the flow is effectively stopped, things will begin to stabilize and there will
be time to discuss and analyze the situation.
So long as a kick is flowing into a well the crew is not in complete control. Once the well is safely shutin, control is regained. When a well is shut-in the stabilized pressures on the annulus and the drill pipe
can be determined. The approximate size of the influx can be estimated by measuring the gain in the
mud pits. Using this information and other data that may be available, a plan of action can be formed.
Specific shut-in procedures vary throughout the industry depending on company policy, rig type,
present operations, and anticipated formation pressures. All wells are different and procedures are
agreed upon, posted, and practiced on an individual well basis.
Usually the operating company and the contractor’s representatives will have one or more pre-spud
meetings before drilling begins. When discussing anticipated well control incidents they establish
procedures and preparation for identifying kicks and shutting the well in. Good practices require
that equipment is properly tested and lined up in such a way that the crew can shut the well in with
maximum efficiency and safety. Depending on the ongoing operation, the actual shut-in procedures
require several distinct actions to be taken by the driller and his crew. Preparation is all-important.
Some of the questions that arise are:
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•

Which preventer will be closed on initial shut-in?

•

Which choke will be used?

•

Will the choke be in an open or closed position during routine operations?

•

How will information be passed around the location?

•

What are the assignments of various members of the crew?

•

What are the individual steps required for the shut-in procedure and who will perform
them?

Once these general questions have been answered and passed to drillers, safety meetings are held
before each shift at which the specific ongoing operation can be discussed.
Routine checks at each crew change might include:
•

a visual inspection of the BOP stack and BOP closing unit (accumulator);

•

a visual inspection of the choke manifold to ensure proper line-up;

•

setting flow sensor, PVT, gas detector and other alarms that may be available;

•

being aware of space-out distances, that is, the distance from the rotary table to the BOP
stack components and the location of tool joints in the stack at the time of shut-in.

Well control drills are held on a regular basis in order that each crew becomes proficient at kick
recognition and shut-in procedures. It is generally recommended that drills be held at least once every
seven days for each crew. Specific standards for the frequency of drills are dictated by company policy
as well as local regulations. Examples of typical well control drills can be found later in this chapter.
It can be seen that early kick detection and safe, efficient shut-in action is a matter of preparation,
communication, and practice. Good communication must extend from the supervisors down to
each individual crew member. Shut-in procedures begin with the flow check and end when the flow
into the well has stopped and accurate pressures can be determined.
The American Petroleum Institute publication, API RP59, classifies shut-in procedures as soft or hard
according to the pre-aligned choke system and the order of the steps required to stop the flow from a well.
Soft Shut-In
The line-up for a soft shut-in requires that, with the exception of a valve located near the BOP stack,
there be an open path through the choke manifold to the open choke.
•

Advantage: Casing pressure buildup can be monitored with regards to formation fracture
and the maximum allowable annular surface pressure. This also allows the operator to
consider various alternative procedures before maximum pressures are reached.

•

Disadvantage: It may allow for a greater influx volume into the well resulting in high
shut-in pressure. Assuming that the equipment has been pre-aligned correctly, a soft shutin is accomplished in three steps:

1. Open the choke line valve (HCR) near the BOP stack.
2. Close the BOP.
3. Close the choke.
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The following procedures assume that a kick has been identified.

Soft shut-in when drilling
1. Open the choke line valve (HCR)near
the BOP stack.
2. Close the designated BOP.
3. Close the choke while watching casing
pressure to ensure pressure limitations
are not exceeded or pressed trapped.
4. Read and record the pit gain and the
SIDPP and SICP each minute until
pressures stabilize.
5. Notify company personnel.

Soft shut-in when tripping
1. Close the full-opening safety valve (FOSV).
2. Open the choke line valve (HCR) near the
BOP stack.
3. Close the designated BOP.
4. Close the choke while watching casing
pressure to ensure pressure limitations are
not exceeded or pressure trapped.
5. Make up kelly or top drive and open FOSV.
6. Read and record the pit gain and the SIDPP
and SICP each minute until pressures
stabilize.
7. Notify company personnel.

Figure 4.1. Illustration of soft shut-in.
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Hard shut-in when drilling

Hard shut-in when tripping

1. Close the designated BOP.

1. Close full-opening safety valve (FOSV).

2. Open the choke line valve (HCR)near
the BOP stack.

2. Close the designated BOP.

3. Read and record the pit gain and the
SIDPP and SICP each minute until the
pressures stabilize.
4. Notify company personnel.

3. Open choke line valve (HCR) near the
BOP stack.
4. Make up kelly or top drive and open
FOSV.
5. Read and record the pit gain and the
SIDPP and SICP each minute until
pressures stabilize.
6. Notify company personnel.

Figure 4.2. Illustration of hard shut-in.
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Hard Shut-In
Although there is a clear flow path through the choke manifold itself, the valve on the BOP stack
and the primary choke remain closed during normal operations. Once it is determined that a well is
flowing, the BOP is closed, thus stopping flow from the well. If the casing pressure cannot be read at
the wellhead, the choke line (HCR) valve near the stack is opened. The choke remains closed.
•

Advantage: Faster than a soft shut-in because one step has been eliminated.

•

Disadvantage: Limited to well conditions where the maximum allowable annular surface
pressure (MAASP) is greater than the anticipated initial shut-in pressure and formation
fracture.

If the well is flowing the FOSV is closed and a short joint of pipe (pup joint) is made up on top of
the safety valve before lowering and spinning up the top drive. Then the safety valve is re-opened so
that the SIDPP can be read. At shallow depths, where time is especially critical, the top drive can be
connected without using a pup joint.

Top Drives
Today many units are fitted with top drive systems, replacing the traditional kelly. Top drives offer
several advantages over kellys. They have a remotely operated full-opening safety valve (FOSV) that
is always made up on the top drive and sometimes another manual FOSV at the lower end. If a kick
is suspected while making a trip the shut-in procedure can be slightly different than kelly rigged
units but the principles are the same. The pipe is set in the slips and a flow check is conducted in the
conventional manner by making up an FOSV on the string.

Figure 4.3.
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Checking for Leaks
Once a well has been shut in, the wellhead, the BOPs, the choke and kill manifolds, and lines should
all be checked for possible leaks. Offshore rigs should post a watch for signs of gas around the rig.
Until the nature of the kick has been determined, the entire rig should be alerted to the possibility
of toxic and/or explosive gases at the surface. Depending on the specific situation, the well and all
well control equipment may be operating under pressure for hours. During this time, and until
normal operations are resumed, the equipment should be monitored on a continual basis. A partial
equipment checklist might consist of the following:
•

Frequently monitor gas detectors, breathing and warning devices for proper operation.

•

Ensure that flow from the choke is lined up through a mud-gas separator and degasser
before annulus fluids enter the main mud system.

•

When circulating, monitor the separator for pressure buildup and overloading (gas blow-by).

•

Check the degasser operation frequently.

•

Ensure downwind vent/flare lines are open and the igniter is operational.

•

If a derrick flare line is to be used, caution must be exercised to ensure that any liquids or
heavy gases, which could be toxic or explosive, do not settle around the rig.

•

Ensure that all unnecessary potential sources of ignition are extinguished.

•

Direct all unnecessary personnel to a safe stand-by area.

Shut-In Pressures
If there is a check valve (float) in the work string the shut-in drill pipe pressure will read zero or
some other unreliable value. The correct shut-in drill pipe pressure can be determined by applying
pump pressure to open the valve. There are several ways in which this can be done, depending on rig
equipment. Four methods of opening a downhole valve are listed below.
1. Pump into the string in small increments, kicking or rocking the pump in and out, pausing
to note the pressure at the end of each cycle. When the downhole valve opens, the pressure
will fall or “break back”. The value to which the pressure drops is the SIDPP.
2. Using a high-pressure/low-volume pump (like a cement pump), slowly apply pressure
to the string while monitoring the pressure gauge. When the pressure inside the string
equalizes with well pressure a small dip or “break back” may be noticed when the valve
opens. This is the SIDPP value.
3. If slow circulating rate (SCR) pressures were taken recently and are considered accurate,
open the choke and bring the pump up to the slowest recorded SCR. Adjust the casing
pressure to the shut-in value. When the circulating pressure stabilizes, subtract the recorded
SCR pressure from the circulating pressure. The SIDPP is the difference between the two
pressures. When using this technique, it is important to use the slowest pre-recorded rate
in order to avoid additional circulating friction.
SIDPP = Circulating Pressure − SCR Pressure
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Figure 4.4. Determining shut-in pressure.
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4. If the pump can be carefully controlled, or cementing pumps are used, pump the equivalent
of one half barrel and stop; check the casing pressure. Repeat until an increase in casing
pressure is noted. Subtract the increase in casing pressure from the pressure reading on the
string. These steps should be repeated after bleeding casing pressure back to its original
value. The pressures should agree within 100 psi.

Annular Pressure
There are three limits to consider with regard to annular pressure: 1) BOP and wellhead equipment,
2)internal yield (burst) limit of casing, 3) formation strength/cement integrity.
Blowout preventers, choke manifolds, stab-in valves, and other connecting surface equipment is
regularly tested according to operator policies and regulatory requirements. Test limits are determined
according to the weakest rated components in the system. A system with 10,000 psi BOPs but a
5,000 psi choke manifold would be rated at 5,000 psi.
The internal yield for various casing strings is determined from manufacturer’s data and downgraded
for a safety margin. A safety margin for new casing is commonly 70%. As drilling continues it may
be downgraded further if caliper logs indicate excessive wear. Particular attention is paid to casing
wear in directional wells.
The weakest link in the blowout prevention system is the formation. Lost circulation is one of the
most expensive and time-consuming problems encountered in the drilling industry. Lost circulation
during a well control operation poses an even greater problem. A well with formation fluids flowing
from one zone and entering another zone (an underground blowout) jeopardizes the well itself,
future production from the well, and the environment.
After setting a new string of casing, good drilling practices, as well as regulations in many areas,
dictate that the strength of open formations should be estimated before drilling operations continue.
In the shallow sections of a well, before blowout preventers are rigged up on surface casing, the
formation strength is estimated using available data from nearby wells. In the case of wildcat wells,
geologic and seismic information may be the only data available. Once surface casing is set, rig
equipment is used to determine the formation strength immediately under the casing seat (shoe).
Fracture pressure may be defined as the pressure required to permanently deform the rock structure
of a formation. Once casing is set, the formation strength can be estimated by means of leak-off
tests (LOT) or formation integrity tests (FIT), depending on the requirements of the well program.
Both tests are conducted in the same manner. They differ only in the rig equipment available and the
preferences of the operator.
•

Leak-off tests apply pressure to the formation, as near to fracture pressure as safely possible.

•

Formation integrity tests apply pressure to a pre-determined limit based on previous
experience in a particular area.

It is generally assumed that the zone immediately below the last string of casing is the weakest section
of open hole. This is reasonable since formations tend to get stronger with depth due to compaction.
Assume that casing has been set at a certain depth and that a small amount (less than 50 feet) of
formation has been drilled and circulated clean. Total pressure at the casing shoe is equal to the
hydrostatic pressure at the shoe when the annulus is open at the surface. Now suppose the BOPs are
closed and fluid is pumped into the closed well until some pressure is trapped on the annulus. Total
pressure at the shoe would then be made up of the hydrostatic pressure at the shoe plus the applied
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surface (casing) pressure Pshoe = HPshoe + Papplied. The quality of the cement job at the shoe and the
formation strength are estimated in this way. The well is closed and a pump is used to carefully apply
pressure on the annulus until the test is concluded. If possible, high-pressure/low-volume pumps, like
cementing pumps, are used when testing formation strength. In addition to gauges, a pressure chart
is used on the pumping unit in order to provide documentation. Test results are recorded and become
part of the overall well record.
Leak-off tests are performed to estimate the maximum pressure that the test point can withstand
before formation breakdown occurs. A limited formation integrity test (FIT), also known as a jug
test, is performed when it is not necessary or desirable to cause the formation to actually take fluid.
Figure 4.5.
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Three test techniques are described in the following sections.

Leak-Off Technique #1
A well is pressured in increments of 100 psi, or fluid is pumped into the well in approximately one
half barrel stages. After each increase in pressure, the pump is stopped and the pressure is observed
for about 5 minutes. As long as the pressure continues to rise, the operation continues. If the pressure
does not hold, the well is carefully pressured up again and the situation analyzed. The test is considered
complete when the pressure will not hold (leaks off) after several attempts, or if the well will not
pressure up any further.

Leak-Off Technique #2
The choke is opened on the manifold and the pump is started at an idle. The choke is then closed to
increase the pressure in increments of 100 psi. At each interval of pressure increase, the fluid volume
in the pits is noted to determine whether or not fluid is being lost to the formation. The test is
considered complete at the pressure that causes fluid to be continuously lost to the formation. Some
fluid will be lost at each pressure increase. If this technique is to be employed, a small tank should be
used to ensure that large amounts of fluid are not forced into the formation. The small circulating
friction pressure losses that are present when this technique is used will add more pressure on the
formation, resulting in a slightly lower fracture pressure than when using technique #1 above.
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Formation Integrity Test
In this test, pressure on the annulus is applied carefully to a predetermined pressure or equivalent
fluid density. If the pressure holds, the test is considered successful. Both FIT and LOT techniques
have advantages and disadvantages. In the FIT, the formation is not fractured, however the maximum
pressure before the formation starts to accept fluid is not accurately determined. In the LOT, the
pressure at which the formation starts accepting fluid is determined, but there is always a possibility
of fracturing the formation.
Once the estimated formation strength has been determined, the final pressure is converted to an
equivalent density, usually called the maximum allowable mud weight
Figure 4.6
(MAMW).
For example: Assume casing is set, cemented, and drilled out to a depth
of 2,500 feet with 8.6 ppg fluid. Pressure was applied to the annulus and
it was determined that the formation leaked off when a surface pressure
of 1,050 psi was applied.

Pump

1. Determine the total pressure that caused the leak-off.
Total pressure at the shoe is made up of:
Pshoe = HPshoe + Applied PressureCP
P(shoe) = (8.6 * 0.052 * 2,500) + 1,050 = 2,168 psi

P(shoe) = HP(shoe) + Applied Pressure(CP)

Note: If the calculated pressure included a decimal, i.e. 2,168.6, this value is not rounded up because
safety from fracture lies in the lower value.
2. Convert the pressure to an equivalent density or maximum allowable mud weight.
Transpose the hydrostatic pressure formula:
MAMW = Pshoe ÷ 0.052 ÷ TVD of the test
MAMW = 2,168 ÷ 0.052 ÷ 2,500 = 16.67 or 16.6 ppg
Note: The MAMW is not rounded up.
It can now be assumed that any time the open formation near the casing seat of this well is exposed
to 2,168 psi, the equivalent of 16.6 ppg fluid, the formation would take fluid. The pressure that
caused the leak-off (or FIT) and the MAMW are recorded on the driller’s report and incorporated in
the operator’s documentation for the well. These values will likely be used from time to time as the
well is drilled from 2,500 feet until the next casing point is reached. Formation strength tests will be
conducted below all subsequent casing strings.
The mud weight will likely be increased as the well is drilled deeper. It is expected that a mud
weight higher than MAMW will be required, the drilling or workover program should be adjusted
to accommodate the lower than previously expected fracture strength. Once the formation test is
completed the total pressure that caused the leak-off is considered unchangeable. When the density
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of the working fluid is changed, the hydrostatic pressure at the shoe also changes. Therefore when the
density of the mud is increased, the theoretical surface pressure that would cause fracture decreases.
In the example, the MAMW was calculated using a test fluid density of 8.6 ppg. With 1,050 psi
applied pressure, the formation could withstand about 2,168 psi before failing. Suppose, as drilling
progressed, the fluid density was increased to 9.0 ppg. The hydrostatic pressure at the casing shoe
would be increased and since the test pressure cannot change, it can be seen that the applied pressure
(casing pressure), that would likely cause formation fracture, would be a lower value. To calculate the
lower surface pressure the difference between the MAMW and the new fluid density is determined
and expressed as pressure at the casing seat.
3. MAASPpsi = (MAMWppg – CMWppg) * 0.052 * Shoe TVDft
(16.6 – 9.0) * 0.052 * 2,500 = 988 psi
This pressure, 988 psi in the example, is the maximum allowable annular surface pressure (MAASP).
Some operators incorrectly shorten MAASP to MASP. MASP is the correct acronim for maximum
anticipated surface pressure, which is a value calculated by the well design engineers and used to select
surface pressure ratings for equipment such as BOPs, wellheads, casing burst, and surface manifolds.
MAASP is an estimate of the maximum annular surface pressure the formation can withstand before
fracturing or taking large amounts of fluid. In this text MAASP will be used.
Suppose that instead of performing a leak-off test, the operator had field knowledge and chose to test
the formation to the pre-selected equivalent mud weight of 15.0 ppg. From the well data above; 8.6
ppg fluid is in the well at the time of the test. Pressure is applied equivalent to the difference between
8.6 ppg and 15.0 ppg. Once again, the hydrostatic pressure formula is used.
4. Test Pressurepsi = (Equivalent Mud Weightppg– CMWppg) * 0.052 * Shoe TVDft
Substituting: (15.0 – 8.6) * 0.052 * 2,500 = 832 psi
In this case the MAASP IS 832 psi. The (equivalent mud weight, or EMW, is 15.0 ppg so that is the
mud weight used to re-calculate the MAASP if the mud weight is changed.

Kick Tolerance
A well is under constant pressure during a well control incident. The MAASP is part of the crucial
information that is considered when making a safe plan to regain control of the well. Whenever the
mud weight is changed during drilling operations the MAASP is recalculated and posted on the choke
panel and other appropriate locations. The drill team must constantly be thinking ahead as formation
pressure is likely to increase as the well is drilled deeper. For any estimated formation pressure and/
or mud weight change as drilling progresses, the maximum volume of gas influx that can be shut
in without fracturing the casing shoe should be determined. This requires first the estimate of the
maximum formation pressure (converted to mud weight equivalent) less the planned mud weight
be calculated. This difference is defined as the kick intensity. In other words, kick intensity is the
amount of mud weight increase required to balance the formation pressure, or a given kick intensity,
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Figure 4.7

the maxium volume of gas influx that will not fracture the shoe upon shut-in is determined. This is
defined as the kick tolerance. Determination of the maxium influx volume for a given kick intensity
requires calculation of the influx height based on the MAASP, kick intensity and gradient, TVD of
the well, and projected mud weight. There are a number of reasons why both LOT and FIT can be
inaccurate. Causes of inaccurate results include: gauges out of calibration, pumping too slowly into
highly permeable formation, highly gelled mud, inconsistent mud density, surface equipment leaks,
and misjudgement of the break point on the plotted chart.
During drilling it is important that BHP does not exceed fracture pressure when the well is shut in
on a kick. This requires continuous calculation of kick tolerance with increasing depth. For a given
maximum potential kick pressure (e.g., kick intensity) and formation strength at the last casing shoe,
the maximum allowable kick volume is calculated. The formula for kick tolerance is provided on the
WCS formula sheet.
The drill team must constantly be thinking ahead as formation pressure is likely to increase as the
well is drilled deeper. For any estimated formation pressure and/or mud weight change as drilling
progresses, the maximum volume of gas influx that can be shut in without fracturing the casing
shoe should be determined. This requires first the estimate of the maximum formation pressure
(converted to mud weight equivalent) less the planned mud weight be calculated. This difference
is defined as the kick intensity. In other words, kick intensity is the amount of mud weight increase
required to balance the formation pressure. For a given kick intensity, the maxium volume of gas
influx that will not fracture the shoe upon shut-in is determined. This is defined as the kick tolerance.
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Determination of the maxium influx volume for a given kick intensity requires calculation of the influx
height based on the MAASP, kick intensity and gradient, TVD of the well, and projected mud weight.
As well depth progresses, kick tolerance should be calculated and charted. In general, the kick tolerance
will be decreased each time mud weight is increased or there is evidence of an increasing formation
pore pressure. Figure 4.8 provides an example of a chart prepared for the well described in the
tabulated data. This example assumes the influx will be gas with a gradient of 0.1 psi/ft. The calculated
results show that as the expected kick intensity increases, the kick tolerance (maximum volume of
influx that can be closed in on without fracturing the formation at the casing shoe) decreases. Should
the calculations result in a very low volume of kick that can be tolerated, it may be necessary to stop
drilling, shut the well in and make a modification to the well plan, such as set casing or run a liner or
conduct enhanced well monitoring for kick warning signs.
Figure 4.8. An example of kick tolerance data and plot.

Kick tolerance, bbl

Well and Kick Data
MW

11 ppg

LOTMW

9 ppg

LOTpress

1,250 psi

WellTVD

8,000 ft

ShoeTVD

7,000 ft

MAMW

12.43 ppg

Kick Intensity

1.2 ppg

SIDPP

499.2 psi

PorePress

5,075.2 psi

ShoePress

4,526 psi

Influx Grad

0.1 psi/ft

Height

48.31 ft

SICP

522 psi

OH

8.5 in

String OD

5 in

Ann Cap

0.0459 bbl/ft

Max Kick Vol

2.217 bbl

Kick Intensity

Kick Tolerance

ppg

bbl

0.2

42.67

0.5

30.53

0.7

22.44

0.9

14.35

1

10.31

1.2

2.21

To summarize this discussion:
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•

The strength of a formation and the quality of primary cement jobs are tested after drilling
a small distance below the casing seat, and before drilling ahead.

•

The formation test provides an estimated maximum allowable mud weight and the maximum
allowable annular surface pressure that the formation can withstand at the casing seat.

•

During drilling operations, the MAASP is recalculated whenever the density of the
working fluid is changed.

Space-Out Considerations
Drillers must bear in mind the distance from the rig floor to all components in the BOP stack
in order to avoid closing the BOPs on a tool joint. The driller and crew should be aware of the
approximate length of pipe above the rotary table at all times. Exact lengths must be determined if
the pipe is to be hung off on a set of ram preventers.
Spacing out on floating units can present a more complex problem because water depth, tidal
changes and sea conditions complicate spacing-out/hang-off procedures. This is especially true when
the subsea BOP system is taller than the average length of a joint of the pipe being used. Accurate
measurement of each joint and stand is a must.

Shut-In on Collars
One of the more critical shut-in situations develops when flow is detected as drill collars are pulled
through the rotary table. The annular preventer may be used, but situations complicating the shut-in
process must be considered. These include the use of spiral collars and stabilizers and the lack of a
float (back-pressure valve). In addition, there is the possibility the influx may be close to surface. If
the force acting upwards on the large diameter drill collars is greater than the weight of the collars
acting downward, the collars may actually be blown out of the well.
Often drill collars and other non-shearable tubulars have different sizes and types of threads, therefore
the proper crossover subs must be available on the rig floor, made up with a safety valve, and ready
for installation. The procedures for making and picking up this assembly should be understood and
practiced by the crew. Other operational questions arise, for example:
•

Is it safer to pull the remaining collars once flow is detected, or to install the crossover/
safety valve assembly?

•

If the collars begin to be ejected from the well, will a choke be used to relieve pressure
below the annular, possibly allowing more influx to enter the well?

•

If drill collars are to be dropped, how will this be accomplished?

The following procedure is outlined in API RP59 when the BHA or tool joints may be in the BOPs.
1. Alert the crew.
2. Position the upper drill collar or tool joint and set the slips.
3. Stab a FOSV made up on one joint of pipe with the appropriate crossover sub onto the
drill collars or tool joint.
4. Lower the collars with the joint of pipe into the well.
5. Close the FOSV.
6. Close the pipe rams above the pipe tool joint.
An important consideration on any trip is the location of collars in the derrick. They should be
racked in such a way so as not to block the drill pipe in the event pipe must be run back into the well.
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Shut-In When out of the Well
If flow is detected after the work string has been removed, the well should be shut in with the blind
rams. This stops the influx, allows pressures to be determined, and provides time to develop a course
of action. Under no circumstances should pipe be run into an open well if a significant flow is present
or if there is gas at the surface. The only safe way to get pipe back into the well is by using stripping
procedures. Stripping operations are discussed in detail in chapter 7 (Special Situations) of this text.

Shut-In While Running Casing
The philosophy of all shut-in procedures calls for stopping the potential flow through the smallest
and most vulnerable flow path first. During routine drilling and tripping operations this is the inner
diameter of the work string. The opposite situation exists when running casing.
Prior to running casing, the BOP stack is equipped with casing rams (or variable bore rams) that are
tested before the casing is run. A circulating swage with high-pressure/low-torque valve should be
made up and positioned near the rotary table to be installed immediately after the BOPs have closed,
in case the casing float equipment fails. The collapse pressure rating of the casing should be checked
and the accumulator closing pressure on the annular preventer adjusted accordingly. An alternate to
this is to lower a joint of casing into the annular preventer, bleed the annular closing pressure off and
then gradually increase the pressure in steps of 100 psi at a time until closure around the casing is
obtained. From this point an additional 100 psi to 200 psi should be sufficient to form a seal. Floating
Figure 4.9. Casing operations.
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units have crossover subs on the floor that are used to connect the casing to drill pipe in order that
the string can be hung off on rams if necessary.

Diverter Procedures
Arguably, the most dangerous interval during drilling operations is the time from initial spud-in
until surface casing is successfully run and cemented. Before that time there is no effective way
to stop the flow from a well. Shallow gas flows reach the surface with tremendous force and little
warning. Even if a well could be shut in, the formation may not be strong enough to contain the
flow. The uncontrolled gas can easily break out around the sub-structure of a rig and floating units
may lose buoyancy as the flowing gas aerates the water.
Diverter systems consist of blowout preventers (usually annular type), which are designed to protect
the rig from shallow blowouts by closing off the annulus, while allowing the influx to evacuate safely
through vent (blooey) lines below the preventer. The system is rigged so that the blooey lines open
before the diverter packer closes around the pipe. Diverter procedures must be implemented quickly
because the time from kick detection until gas reaches surface may be minimal. The warning signs
of a shallow gas kick are:
•

an increase in flow (usually quite dramatic);

•

a loss of standpipe pressure and increase in pump strokes;

•

mud coming over the bell nipple and/or the rig floor.

Diverter procedures should be thoroughly discussed at pre-spud meetings and understood by the
drillers and crews in order to insure that everyone understands the procedure and is familiar with
their individual duties and responsibilities.
Diverter Procedure While Drilling
• Stop drilling but do not shut down the pumps.
•

Activate the diverter system. Most rigs have coupled the diverter line and diverter packer
together to ensure that the blooey line(s) open before the packer closes.

•

Pump at maximum rate with drilling fluid, seawater or heavy mud if available.

•

Set a watch observing the diverter system for signs of failure.

•

Set a watch for signs of broaching around the location.

Diverter Procedure While Tripping
• Install full-opening safety valve in open position, close valve.
•

Open downwind diverter line.

•

Close diverter

•

Install kelly, chicksan or top drive.

•

Open the safety valve.

•

Pump at maximum rate with mud, or switch to seawater or heavy mud.

Note: The first three steps above should be done as quickly as possible. As soon as the crew sets the slips and
the driller chains the brake, the FOSV should be stabbed and closed by the crew as the driller activates the
diverter system.
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Shut-In with Braided Wireline
Wireline operations employ a lubricator assembly if there is a possibility of pressure at the surface
during the operation. The lubricator assembly usually consists of a stuffing box, grease injectors,
lubricator joints or tube bodies, wireline valves (blowout preventers) and a bleed or pump-in high
pressure/low torque valve. The equipment may be rigged up in several ways, depending on the
application, for example it may be:
•

Flanged up to an annular preventer

•

Secured inside the annular preventer or rams

•

Made up to a gauge flange (crown or swab valve) on a production tree

When a wireline unit is rigged up on a drilling or workover rig, close cooperation between the rig
crew and the wireline crew is essential. A suggested shut-in sequence might be:
•

Wireline operations are halted.

•

The driller closes the bleed or pump-in valve.

•

Wireline BOPs are closed manually or by a hydraulic hand pump. Usually the driller will
designate the floorhand(s) to perform this task. (It should be noted that two wireline
ram type BOPs can be used, with the bottom preventer inverted. The bottom ram in this
situation is used as a high-pressure seal against grease that will be injected between the two
closed rams to provide a viscous grease seal against the braided wire line.)

•

Notify supervisors that the well is shut in.

There should be a means to cut the wireline should the need arise. This can be accomplished with
wireline shear rams and a hydraulic hand pump or a set of shear or blind/shears rams in the rig
BOPs. Master valves on a production tree should never be used. Damage to these valves may make it
impossible to shut the well in.

Well Control Drills
Recommended practices and some regulatory agencies dictate that well control drills are held at least
once a week for each crew. Pit drills are conducted to simulate kick detection and shut-in while
drilling and trip drills simulate kick recognition during tripping operations. Drills may be announced
or unannounced. They take place at times that will not interfere with the current rig activity. Trip
drills are not usually held until the BHA has been pulled into the casing to reduce the possibility of
stuck pipe. The time it takes for the crew to complete the drill may be documented and used as a
measure of crew proficiency. Example drills are found below.
Example: Pit Drill
• Toolpusher or supervisor adjusts PVT or flow sensor while noting time.
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•

Driller recognizes changes and alerts crew.

•

Crew assumes pre-planned stations.

•

Driller stops drilling and conducts flow check.

•

Driller reports “no flow”, concluding the drill.

Example: Trip Drill
• Toolpusher or supervisor adjusts trip tank level and notes time.
•

Driller alerts crew.

•

Crew stabs a full-opening safety valve (FOSV).

•

Driller conducts flow check.

•

Driller reports “no flow” concluding the drill.

The objective of a stripping drill is to practice the initiation of a stripping operation. Stripping is
required if a well is shut-in, and the bit is off-bottom with shut-in annular pressure. During this drill,
the crew members would practice by simulation the procedures during the operation. The ideal time
for conducting the drill would be immediately following a trip drill. The details of a stripping drill
would vary among the drilling operators and contractors. A generic drill would include reducing the
closing pressure on the annular BOP, installing a FOSV and IBOP (if not already done during the
trip drill), installing a stand of drill string, opening the FOSV and then stripping the stand of pipe.

Diverter Drills
A diverter drill might require the driller to go to the diverter console where he would not activate
the system. The procedure of opening the downwind diverter line, closing the diverter packer, and
pumping is explained to the crew in detail.

Personnel Responsibilities
It can be seen that planning is a major element of successful well control procedures. So far as possible,
crew assignments should be posted and stressed so that the crew reacts efficiently when a potential
emergency exists. Since rig operations and equipment vary widely throughout the industry, it is
impossible to specify universal personnel assignments in this text. The following manpower distribution
is an example only, and does not in any way recommend or represent any regulatory policy.

Company Representative
•

Has overall responsibility unless rig has offshore installation manager (OIM).

•

Briefs crew, oversees operations and makes sure crew knows their responsibilities.

•

Notifies and keeps communications open with operations office.

Toolpusher/Rig Manager
•

Responsible for rig and personnel.

•

Verifies on and off shift crew deployment, notifies barge engineer or vessel captain
(offshore) of well control operations.

•

May be responsible for operating the choke or to designate choke operator.
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Driller
•

Primary responsibility is kick detection and verification.

•

Shut in the well.

•

Notify supervisor.

•

Organize crew for kill operation.

•

Remains at drilling console to run rig and rig pump during kill operation.

Derrickhand/Assistant Driller
•

Goes to mud pit area, aligns gas separator, degasser and pits.

•

Liaisons with mud engineer to supervise mixing mud material if necessary.

•

Confirm rig pumps and mixing pumps are functioning and aligned properly.

Floorhands
•

Report to assigned well control station (rig floor, pump room, choke console, etc.).

•

Follow instructions of driller.

Electrician/Mechanic
•

Assists mechanic/motorman if required.

•

Stand by for orders.

Barge Engineer (Offshore)
•

Notifies support vessels of operations.

•

Stands by in control room for instructions.

Roustabouts
•

Go to mud or pump room and follow instructions of supervisor.

Motorman
•

Shut off all non-essential equipment.

•

Maintain rig power throughout operations.

•

Go to assigned station for well control operations.

•

Stand by for orders.

Cementer
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•

Reports to cement unit.

•

Lines up to pump cement.

•

Stands by for orders.

Mud Engineer
•

Goes to mud pits.

•

Supervises weight-up operations.

•

Recommends mud material and techniques as required.

Subsea Engineer (Floating Operations)
•

Reports to rig floor to inspect subsea panel.

•

Checks for possible problems.

•

Stands by for orders from rig manager.

Service Personnel
•

Go to assigned stations for well control operations.

•

Stand by for orders.

Bridging Documents
Bridging documents are agreements drawn up between companies (most often between drilling
contractors and operating companies) in order to define a policy interface between the companies
before the actual work is begun. They address health, safety, and environment (HSE) policies as well
as other issues such as communications, work organization, equipment policies, and paper flow.
Bridging documents are used to form a more or less seamless interface between two separate systems
already in place.

Summary
Once a kick is positively identified, a well must be shut in to stop the flow. Specific shut-in procedures
vary depending on the present operation but the goal does not change. The flow of formation fluids
into the well must be stopped as safely and quickly as possible. Proficiency in recognizing and
shutting in a kicking well is developed by careful planning and frequent drills that simulate well
control incidents. Once shut in, equipment should be checked for leaks carefully in order to make
sure that no dangerous or toxic fluids reach the surface uncontrolled. Special care must be taken in
cases where the BOP stack is in an enclosed area, or in a cellar where toxic gases may accumulate.
Early kick detection and safe shut-in procedures are the keys to well control.
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. Which component of the BOP stack is commonly used first when closing in a
kicking well while drilling?

2. With regard to the possibility of taking a kick while tripping pipe, which of the
following would be used first for shut in procedures.
a. Annular preventer
b. Inside BOPs (IBOP)
c. HCR valve
d. Full-opening safety valve (FOSV)

3. With casing set at 3,500 feet TVD a leak-off test was conducted.The formation
leaked off at a pressure of 700 psi using 9.2 ppg fluid. Drilling resumed and at
10,005 feet the well kicked with 10.0 ppg mud in the hole. The well was shut in and
pressures stabilized with a SIDPP of 200 psi and a SICP of 300 psi. How much more
pressure could the formation likely stand before breaking down?

4. What is the last step taken when performing a soft shut-in?

5. Immediately after a well is safely shut in, which of the following activities should
be carried out first?
a. Record the pit gain.
b. Calculate the kill mud weight.
c Check the drill pipe pressure in order to determine the formation pressure.
d. Check the BOPs and associated equipment for leaks while waiting for the
pressures to stabilize.
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6. While drilling ahead at a depth of 11,273 feet with a 10.0 ppg mud, a 20-barrel kick
was taken and the well shut in. Casing is set at a depth of 6,845 feet TVD. When
shut in pressures stabilized the values were SIDPP 312 psi and SICP 520 psi. What
is the equivalent fluid density at the casing shoe?

Q&A

7. What is the drill crew’s first task during a trip drill after the drill string is set in the
slips?

8. Casing was set at 4,355 feet TVD. After drilling 15 feet of new hole with 10.0 ppg
mud, the hole was circulated clean. The drilling program called for the formation
at the casing shoe to be tested to maxium allowable mud weight of 13.6 ppg.
What surface pressure will be required?

9. Which of the following describes the procedure for a flow check when drilling?
a. Alert the crew. Stop the rotary. Pick up off bottom and clear the uppermost
tool joint above the rig floor. Shut down the pump. Observe the well
b. Alert the crew. Pick up off bottom and clear the uppermost tool joint above
the rig floor. Stop the rotary. Shut off the pump. Observe the well.
c. Shut off the pump. Pick up off bottom, clearing the uppermost tool joint. Stop
the rotary. Observe the well.
d. Pick up off bottom. Observe the well. Alert the crew.

10. What is the first thing a driller should do if it is determined that a well, 9,200 feet
deep, is flowing?
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Q&A

11. While drilling ahead with a 12.0 ppg mud, a 20 barrel kick was taken and the
well shut in. When shut in pressures stabilized the values were SIDDP 260 psi
and SICP 520 psi. Earlier it was determined that the formation fracture pressure
at the casing shoe (4,000 feet) was the equivalent of a fluid with a density of 15
ppg. What is the equivalent fluid density at the casing shoe?

12. Good practices and some regulatory agencies require that BOP drills be
conducted on a regular basis. How often do most companies and agencies
require these drills?

13. How much pressure should be applied to test the formation strength to the
equivalent of 13.2 ppg? The depth of the casing shoe is 2,760 ft. TVD and the
test mud weight is 8.6 ppg.
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Notes

Q&A
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Gas Behavior
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Identify and discuss shut-in pressures - SIDPP, SICP, and their relationship to BHP.

•

Identify and discuss BHP and the parts of the sum of all pressures.

•

Identify the types, characteristics, and behavior of formation gas.

•

Discuss the solubility of gas as it relates to oil-based mud.

•

Explain gas migration in open and closed wells.

•

Describe the purpose and function of a variable choke.

•

Discuss the relationship of gas kick’s position and maximum pressure.

•

Perform calculations using the WCS Formula Sheet:
•

Boyle’s law

•

Bottomhole pressure (BHP)

•

Height of influx in a vertical well

•

Density of influx

5

When a well is shut in on a kick and the pressures stabilize, the well is balanced. It is mechanically
balanced with the blowout preventers. In other words, all the forces exerted downward toward the
bottom of the well are equal to all the forces exerted upward from the formation. This is true provided
that there are no leaks on the surface and no fluid is being lost to the formation. It can be seen that
if this balanced condition is maintained throughout subsequent operations, no further influx can
enter the well. Since the well is holding the stabilized pressures at the time of shut-in, there is a good
chance that the kick can be safely circulated out of the well as long as the pressure on the annulus is
not approaching the pressure at which the formation would fracture. All conventional methods of
well control are based on this constant bottomhole pressure idea.
Imagine that a kick has been taken while drilling a vertical well and that the driller recognized the
kick and closed the blowout preventers. After a few minutes the pressures within the well stabilize.
There is no float (back-pressure valve) in the string and the influx is near bottom. The circulating
pressure gauge now indicates a stabilized pressure of 200 psi. Pressure on the annulus can also be
determined because the blowout preventers have been closed. Assume the annular pressure is 400 psi.
On most rigs these pressures are actually read from gauges on a remote choke panel located on the rig
floor. The 200 psi is called the shut-in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP) or the shut-in tubing pressure (SITP).
The pressure on the annulus, 400 psi, is called the shut-in casing pressure (SICP).
When the influx entered the well the annulus was open at the surface, therefore the formation fluids
forced a certain volume of the working fluid out of the well and into the mud pits. Looking at the
well as a U-tube (chapter 1), the drill string side of the tube is filled with a fluid of known density. It
is unlikely that the influx could enter the drill string through the small nozzles in the bit and the drill
string is connected back to the pumps. The influx would have taken the path of least resistance, into
the open annulus. The column of fluid on one side of the shut-in well, the drill pipe, has a consistent
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density from the surface to the bit. The column on the other side, the annulus, consists of drilling
fluid and formation fluid, each having different densities. The stabilized shut-in pressures reflect this
condition.
Figure 5.1.
200

Pump

Pump
400

10.0 ppg Fluid

10,000 ft TVD
The shut-in well is balanced; therefore bottomhole pressure equals formation pressure (BHP = FP).
On the drill string side of the U-tube bottomhole pressure is made up of the hydrostatic pressure
inside the string plus the value of the SIDPP; BHP = HP(dp) + SIDPP . Since the density of the drilling
fluid and the TVD of the well are both known, the bottomhole pressure can be determined. Suppose
the density (MW) is 10.0 ppg and the TVD is 10,000 feet. Bottomhole pressure, which is also
formation pressure is:
Formation Pressurepsi = Hydrostatic Pressure in Drill Stringpsi + SIDPPpsi
(10.0 * 0.052 * 10,000) + 200 = 5,400 psi
If the hydrostatic pressure in the drill string is known and the string is near bottom, formation
pressure can be determined.
Things are different on the side of the U-tube that represents the annulus. The exact height or the
density of the invading fluid cannot be accurately determined. The annular hydrostatic pressure is
unknown; consequently the SICP cannot be used to determine the formation pressure. However, the
same expression can be used to describe bottomhole pressure on the annulus side:
Formation Pressurepsi(ann) = Hydrostatic Pressure in Annuluspsi + SICPpsi
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Both gauges indicate the hydrostatic pressure that is required to balance the well on their respective
sides of the U-tube. The SICP is greater than the SIDPP because the hydrostatic pressure in the
annulus is less than the hydrostatic pressure inside the drill pipe. The SICP is exerted on the annulus
in excess of the hydrostatic pressure, therefore the earlier a kick is identified and shut in, the lower the
casing pressure, and the less likelihood of fracturing the formation. It is possible for the SIDPP to be
greater than SICP when a light mud or freshwater is being used as the drilling fluid and the kick is a
saltwater kick, or if the fluid in the annulus is heavily loaded with cuttings.

Gas Kicks
Of the three types of formation fluids, gas, oil and water, gas is by far the most dangerous because of
its physical nature.
•

Gas is highly compressible; therefore its volume, pressure, and density are subject to
change when exposed to changing external forces.

•

Gas is less dense, or lighter than liquids. The low density of gas creates a tendency for the
gas to rise in a well (gravity segregation/migration).

•

Most formation gases are flammable, creating a potential fire hazard when the gas is
released at the surface.

•

Some formation gases are highly toxic and present a life-threatening danger to personnel.

•

Under certain conditions gas is soluble. It can dissolve into the liquid working fluid,
becoming “invisible” at the time the gas enters the well. Later, as it nears the surface, the
gas in solution can suddenly break out of the liquid and assume a pure gaseous state.

•

Some formation gases are highly corrosive to steel and can severely damage tubular goods,
casing, rig pumps and other equipment.
P1V1 = P2V2
T 1Z 1
T 2Z 2

The compressive nature of gas can be explained by the general gas law, which is written:
The general gas law is actually a combination of two laws of physics. The top portion of the expression
is Boyle’s law. Robert Boyle was a British physicist who lived about 350 years ago. Boyle’s law explains
the inverse relationship between a volume of gas and the pressure within the gas. That is, if the
pressure increases the volume is reduced; if the pressure is reduced the volume increases, and if the
pressure does not change the volume will not change. P1 in Boyle’s law is some original gas pressure
and V1 is some original gas volume. P2 and V2 represent the pressure and the volume respectively at
any different value. If any of the three values are known, the fourth value can be determined.
About 100 years after Boyle’s work a French scientist, Jacques Charles, investigated the affects of
temperature on the pressure/volume relationship of gas. The bottom portion of the general gas
law is known as Charles’s law. The “T” symbolizes temperature, but not temperature Fahrenheit
or Centigrade. The temperature in Charles’s law is absolute temperature (Rankine), which is used
in scientific studies and computer modeling, but not in every day life. The “Z” in Charles’s law
represents a compressibility factor for a single known gas. Just as water and honey are both liquids
but they flow differently, so different gasses have different compression characteristics.
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It can be seen that the general gas law has little direct application in the field because the changing
temperature of gas as it moves up in a well is never known. Furthermore, formation gas is always a
mixture of gasses; assigning a true compressibility value is virtually impossible. However, Boyle’s law
can be used to demonstrate the approximate behavior of gas in a well and illustrate its dangers. Since
the temperature and compressibility factors of Charles’s law are divided into the pressure/volume
relationship of Boyle’s law, thereby reducing their values, applying Boyle’s law represents the worse
possible case.
Assume the same well data that was used in the figure 5.1, that is, a well 10,000 feet deep (TVD)
and a working fluid of 10.0 ppg. Assume further that a single barrel of gas is swabbed into the well,
displacing one barrel of liquid.
On bottom, the gas is contained by the hydrostatic pressure, 5,200 psi, exerted by the column of 10.0
ppg fluid above it. There is a large difference between the density of the liquid in the well and the
density of the gas, therefore the gas will begin to rise, or migrate, toward the surface. Actually, it is not
likely that the influx would remain as a single coherent bubble. Some of the gas might dissolve into
the liquid and the remainder would probably percolate through the liquid, stringing out in length.
However, for illustration purposes imagine that the influx remains as a single bubble of gas and that
the well has a consistent ID from top to bottom.

Gas Migration in an Open Well
When the rising bubble reaches 5,000 feet, the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid above it is 2,600 psi
(10.0 * 0.052 * 5,000 = 2,600 psi). According to Boyle’s gas law, if the pressure is reduced by one half,
the volume will double. Therefore the volume of the gas is two barrels when the bubble reaches 5,000
feet. The mud pits contain one more barrel of fluid.
As the gas continues to migrate, its volume will double at each halfway point. For example, at 2,500
feet the volume would be four barrels and at 1,250 feet it would be eight barrels. As the gas rises, the
halfway points come more frequently and the volume continues to double. At atmospheric pressure
on the surface (about 15 psi at sea level) that same one-barrel influx would have increased to about
Figure 5.2. Uncontrolled gas expansion.
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350 barrels. In reality, at some point during the migration, bottomhole pressure would have been
reduced to a value below the formation pressure and gas would continue to enter the well at an everincreasing rate. The working fluid in the well would unload and the well would blow out. If there
were drill pipe in this well and the gas was circulated out, the same thing would have happened,
only faster. The two important points to be made by this example are; gas cannot be allowed to rise
uncontrolled in an open well and almost all the gas expansion occurs near the surface.

Gas Migration in a Closed Well
Suppose that the one-barrel gas influx in the example well was recognizfsaed as it entered the well
and that the blowout preventers had been closed. The difference in density between the gas and the
working fluid is the same as in the previous example so the bubble would still have a tendency to
rise in the closed well, although at a somewhat slower rate. When the influx reached 5,000 feet, the
hydrostatic pressure above and below the gas would be approximately 2,600 psi. According to Boyle’s
law if the volume of gas doesn’t change, the pressure within the gas will not change. The pressure
within the influx was at 5,200 psi when it entered the well and since the gas cannot force liquid out
of the closed well, the gas cannot expand and the pressure within the bubble of gas remains the same
as the gas rises.
Pressure is exerted equally in all directions in a closed vessel. This statement applies to the rising gas
in the example well. The hydrostatic pressure of the liquid above the gas is about 2,600 psi exerted
downward, opposing the 5,200 psi within the gas, exerted upward. The difference between the two
pressures appears on the surface gauge (SICP): 5,200 – 2600 = 2,600 psi. The increasing casing
pressure indicates that the gas is rising toward the surface.
Figure 5.3. No gas expansion.
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The hydrostatic pressure below the influx is also about 2,600 psi, so bottomhole pressure at this
point would be 2,600 psi plus the pressure within the gas, 5,200 psi; 2,600 + 5,200 = 7,800 psi. The
migrating gas is bringing formation pressure to the surface. When the one barrel of gas reaches the top
of the well, the SICP would be 5,200 psi because there is no hydrostatic pressure exerted against it,
and the bottomhole pressure would have increased to the sum of the influx pressure 5,200 psi, plus the
hydrostatic pressure below the gas; 5,200 + 5,200 = 10,400 psi. The chances are that the formation, or
the casing, or even the wellhead equipment would fail due to these tremendous pressures. The effect
would be the same if the well were circulated barrel for barrel, pumping one barrel into the well for
every barrel removed. Gas cannot be allowed to migrate uncontrolled in a closed well because the pressures
exerted throughout the well will reach unacceptable levels. In the case of migrating gas, the surface
pressure will increase, indicating that the gas is moving up in the well.

Controlling Gas Expansion with an Adjustable Choke
Suppose that it was decided to hold the original casing pressure constant by bleeding off liquid
through an adjustable choke as the casing pressure increased due to the gas migration (or circulation).
This technique might be successful for a short time because there is little effect on well pressures at
first, but eventually bottomhole pressure would decrease, allowing more influx into the well. When
the choke is opened in order to keep the increasing casing pressure constant, the hydrostatic pressure
in the well would be reduced. Since bottomhole pressure is the sum of the casing pressure plus
the hydrostatic pressure, the decrease in hydrostatic pressure would cause a decrease in bottomhole
pressure allowing further influx into the well.
HP(ann) + CsgP = BHP

Gas cannot be allowed to rise in a closed well while bleeding off fluid to maintain a constant casing pressure
because the loss in hydrostatic pressure in the annulus would reduce bottomhole pressure.
The only safe way to handle gas kicks is to allow the rising gas to expand just enough to keep bottomhole
pressure constant at the original shut-in value. That can be accomplished using an adjustable choke
to control the back-pressure exerted on the well. In practice, bottomhole pressure is maintained at a
value slightly higher than the formation pressure. Specific techniques for controlling gas kicks under
various conditions are discussed at length in chapter 6, Well Control Methods.

Types of Formation Gas
Soft Shut-In

Although most kicks contain a mixture of gasses, the most common component of formation natural
gas is methane. Methane is highly flammable and less dense than air. Although not usually considered
toxic, high concentrations of methane in an enclosed area not only present a serious explosion hazard
but can also lead to asphyxiation. Methane and the other associated hydrocarbon gasses may come
into a deep well in liquid form due to pressure and temperature. At some point, higher in the well,
they will revert to a gaseous state as the pressure and temperature is reduced. This is the affect of the
bottom portion of the general gas law, that is, Charles’s law. This characteristic of gas (changing state
of matter) can lead to a misjudgment with regard to the volume of the kick. The original volume gain
in the mud pits would not reflect the actual volume of the gas influx.
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Hydrogen Sulfide
The most dangerous drilled formation gas is hydrogen sulfide (H2S), which is contained in many
carbonate e.g. limestone formations around the world. Hydrogen sulfide is extremely toxic at relatively
low concentrations. Hydrogen sulfide is flammable, corrosive, and is slightly denser than air. Although
hydrogen sulfide has a sulfur-like smell (like rotten eggs) at low concentrations, the olfactory nerves
are quickly deadened and the gas can no longer be detected. Convulsions, unconsciousness, and even
death follow quickly. Since hydrogen sulfide is heavier than air, when it reaches the surface it has a
tendency to lie in low areas around the location.
The only defense against hydrogen sulfide is thorough preparation. Special respiratory equipment
and hydrogen sulfide detectors must be placed in strategic locations on the site. Crew members
must be made aware of the dangers and constantly practice drills in anticipation of a release of gas
on the surface. If hydrogen sulfide is anticipated, drilling fluid programs are designed to scavenge
or otherwise handle the gas and limit the corrosive effects on equipment. Hydrogen sulfide is so
dangerous that a very small mistake can lead to a great tragedy.

Sulfur Dioxide
If hydrogen sulfide is burned, the by-product is sulfur dioxide (SO2). Sulfur dioxide, like hydrogen
sulfide, has the sulfurous odor of rotten eggs and is extremely toxic. It is approximately twice as dense
as air, so if hydrogen sulfide is to be burned consideration must be given to prevailing winds.

Carbon Dioxide
Carbon dioxide (CO2) may also be present in carbonate formations. Carbon dioxide, like hydrogen
sulfide, is heavier than air and corrosive. If trapped in a confined area, carbond dioxide can displace
oxygen and persons in the area risk suffocation. Carbon dioxide will not burn and therefore does not
present an explosion hazard.

Solubility of Gas
The behavior and solubility of formation gasses into the liquid working fluids used in a well is a
complex issue. It is not possible to accurately predict solubility because there are simply too many
unknown factors to consider. The type of mud in use, the pressure, temperature, pH and the types
and ratios of gases encountered, all affect solubility. The time that the gas has been exposed to the
liquid would have to be known if specifics of solubility and influx behavior were to be accurately
determined. However, some general statements about solubility can be made.
Hydrocarbon gases are much more soluble in oil based liquids than in water-based liquids. This
is reasonable since they are chemically similar. Just as salty water mixes easily with fresh water,
hydrocarbon gases mix easily with hydrocarbon liquids. It has been estimated that as much as 60
to 70 percent of the gas will go into solution if the working fluid is oil-based mud. With waterbased fluid, the gain in the pit would reflect the size of a gas influx. For example, if a well were shut
in with a ten-barrel pit gain, this would be the result of a ten-barrel influx of gas. With oil-based
fluid, the same 10 barrel gas kick might cause a pit gain of only two or three barrels. The severity of
the kick would be disguised. Synthetic oil-based mud, which is a man-made hydrocarbon used for
environmental reasons, will exhibit the same gas absorption characteristics as other oil based mud,
but to a lesser extent depending on its composition.
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Once shut in, gas in solution will not migrate to any appreciable extent, thereby giving the appearance
of a liquid kick. The assumption that the kick is oil or saltwater should not be made if oil-based fluid
is being used. The influx will not expand as it is circulated until the kick nears the surface. When
the gas comes out of solution, it will expand rapidly. If the well is being circulated, this will result in
a sudden unloading of the liquid above the gas as it expands. If the kick is being circulated through
the choke, this rapid expansion will require choke adjustments to maintain a constant bottomhole
pressure. The choke operator must anticipate the change from a liquid to a gas as the kick nears the
surface and be prepared to make necessary adjustments.

To summarize:
•

If enough pressure is exerted, gas may be compressed to a liquid state. If a gas kick enters a
well in a liquid state, the kicking fluid is not likely to migrate or expand until it moves up
the well to a point at which the gas can no longer stay in liquid form. At that point, (called
the Bubble Point), the gas will break out of the liquid and its volume will expand rapidly.

•

Solubility of gas cannot be accurately predicted. It is dependent on many variables such as
temperature, pH, pressure and type of working fluid in the well.

•

Methane and hydrogen sulfide are more soluble in oil based muds than in water based muds.

•

Some gas is usually present in all kicks. All kicks should be treated as gas kicks unless there
is reason to believe otherwise.

Gas-Cut Fluid
When the density of the mud returning at the flowline is reduced due to tiny bubbles that are entrained
in the fluid, the mud is said to be gas cut. Gas-cut mud, even if apparently severe, usually does not
cause a major reduction in bottomhole pressure. A small volume of gas at the bottom of a well can
cause a large reduction in the apparent density at the surface. Almost all of the gas expansion occurs as
the liquid reaches the atmosphere. The chart in figure 5.4 illustrates the affect on bottomhole pressure
from gas cut fluid. Note that in a well 20,000 feet deep, with the density cut by 50 percent on the
surface, bottomhole pressure is only reduced by about 100 psi.
Increases in gas-cut mud are important warning signs, but so long as the gas is removed from the fluid
before it is pumped back into the well, it usually presents no problem. Gas cutting can be significant
when drilling fast, especially at shallow depths. It is possible to load the annulus with gas if the drilling
rate is so fast that the mud cannot be circulated and conditioned before returning to the pump
suction. Generally, once surface casing is set, the problem is minimized.

Liquid Kicks
Liquid kicks do not present the same level of danger as pure gas kicks. They are however troublesome,
and can be dangerous if handled incorrectly. Since they do not expand to any appreciable extent as
the pressure imposed on them is reduced, the input and return flow rates will be essentially equal.
The casing pressure will not greatly increase provided no further influx enters the well. If bottomhole
pressure is held constant as the kick is circulated, changes in hydrostatic pressure in the annulus
will be due to variations in well geometry and choke adjustments. These changes are not nearly as
pronounced as changes that occur when handling a gas kick.
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Figure 5.4.
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If a well is shut in on a liquid kick, there is not as great a difference between the SIDPP and SICP
as there is with a gas kick. Liquid kicks are not likely to migrate. If the liquid kick does not migrate,
shut-in pressures will not increase from migration to the same extent as seen with a gas kick. The risk
of fire and explosion is not nearly as great as with gas kicks.
One of the major problems associated with liquid kicks is the affect on the working fluid in the well.
The flow properties of water-based fluids can be radically altered and hydrostatic pressure may be
reduced due to dilution. In the case of oil based fluids the kick may break, or “flip” the emulsion,
permitting weight material and other desirable solids to separate and fall out of the fluid. As was stated
previously, nearly all water influxes contain some solution gas that will cause the surface pressures
to react like a gas kick, but to a lesser degree. Safe practice requires that every kick be treated as if it
were a gas kick.
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Determining the Kick Material
When a well is shut in on a kick, the difference between the SIDPP and SICP is a reflection of the
height and the density of the influx. If the influx were circulated completely out of the well, both sides
of the U-tube would contain a fluid of 10.0 ppg at a true vertical depth of 10,000 feet and therefore
both gauges would read 200 psi (see figure 5.5). An estimate of the influx density could be formed if
the height of the influx were known.
Figure 5.5.
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SIDPP 200 psi
SICP 400 psi
MW 10.0 ppg
Annular capacity at BHA 0.029 bbl./ft.
Assume that the influx in the illustrated well is near the bottom of the well.
1. Estimate the height of the influx.
(8.52 – 6.52) ÷ 1029.4 = 0.029 bbl/ft annular capacity around the BHA
15 bbl. ÷ 0.029 bbl./ft. = 517 ft estimated height of the influx
Height of Influx (Vertical Well)ft = Kick Size Volumebbl ÷ Annular Capacitybbl/ft
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The height of the kick is about 517 feet. Using the transposed hydrostatic pressure formula the
approximate density lost across the kick can be determined. The loss is represented by the difference
between the SIDPP and the SICP.
2. Determine the hydrostatic pressure in the annulus lost due to the lighter fluid.
(400 – 200) ÷ 0.052 ÷ 517 = 7.4 ppg density lost across the kick.
3. The original fluid in the annulus was 10.0 ppg, therefore
10.0 – 7.4 = 2.6 ppg is the approximate density of the influx.
Density of Influxppg = CMWppg - [(SICP psi– SIDPPpsi) ÷ 0.052 ÷ Kick Heightft]
The density of fresh water is about 8.34 ppg at room temperature. The density of diesel oil is between
6.8 and 7.0 ppg and the density of pure gas is usually less than 2.0 ppg. Therefore the kick in the
example well is mostly, if not all, gas.
It should be understood that the explanation above has several limitations in the field and the
calculations can only be used as estimates, not as hard data. Some things that affect the accuracy are:
•

The example assumes that the open hole is in gauge. In reality, it may be under or over gauge.

•

The example assumes a vertical well. If the well were highly deviated, the inclination would
have to be taken into account in order to determine the vertical height of the influx.

•

If the influx were liquid, it would displace well fluid barrel for barrel because liquids
are essentially incompressible. Gas however, is highly compressible and soluble to some
degree; therefore the pit gain will not always accurately reflect the kick volume.

Maximum Pressures
It is impossible to accurately estimate the maximum surface pressure that can be expected from a
poorly handled kick. The circulating pressure is regulated by adjusting the choke. If the influx is
mostly gas, and it is allowed to migrate to the surface without expanding, then pressure on surface
could be between one half and two thirds of the formation pressure that produced the gas. Solubility
of the kicking fluid, as well as temperature, will likely reduce the volume of the influx and therefore
reduce pressure. Kick composition, solubility, and exact kick size are never perfectly known. In some
cases the method used to control the kick will reduce the pressure exerted on a well.
A few general statements may be made that apply to the maximum pressures to expect:
•

Casing pressure increases with the magnitude and size of the kick.

•

Formation and circulating pressures increase with well depth.

•

Increases in fluid density cause increased circulating pressure.

•

Shut-in casing pressure is lowest with saltwater and highest with gas kicks.

•

The method of killing the well affects the surface pressure. Increasing the fluid density
before circulating may help minimize surface pressure.

•

Gas migration while a well is shut in can result in surface pressures increasing to near
formation pressure.
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Effects of Kick Position
A major concern in all well control operations is the possibility of lost circulation. As was pointed out
earlier, the pressure at any weak point in the wellbore is equal to the hydrostatic pressure above that
point plus the casing pressure at surface. Usually the weakest point is assumed to be the formation
directly beneath the casing seat. If bottomhole pressure remains constant as the kick rises in the well,
pressures at the weak point will increase only until the gas reaches the weak point.
Once the kick enters the casing, the hydrostatic pressure at the weak point decreases, provided that
the influx is less dense than the working fluid in the well. The pressure at the weak point will not
increase any more as the gas is circulated to the surface and out of the well.
These statements are generally true even though casing pressure may continue to rise until gas reaches
the surface. It is the total pressures against the weak point, not just the pressure seen on surface, which
causes formation failure. After the kick is pumped up into the casing, the danger of lost circulation is
reduced because the pressure at the casing shoe stabilizes or is reduced. It can be said that if bottomhole
pressure remains constant, pressure at the weak point will not increase any more after the kick reaches the
weak point, even though surface pressure may continue to increase.
Figure 5.6. Effects of kick position.
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Multiple Kicks
It would be nice to be able to circulate a kick completely out of a well in one circulation, but in many
cases that is not possible. Several circulations are often required because of inefficient displacement
and because the influx may be strung out through the annulus.
In theory, if bottomhole pressure is maintained constant during the circulation, no further influx
can enter the well. In reality, taking a second or even a third kick is not unusual. The main causes of
secondary kicks are as follows:
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•

improper pump start up procedures after initial shut in

•

difficulty in mixing kill fluid throughout the system in one circulation;

•

improper circulating pressure;

•

not maintaining the pump rate;

•

difficulty controlling the circulating pressure as the kick evacuates the well;

•

incorrectly responding to problems such as washouts, nozzle plugging, etc.

After circulating a kick out, the pump should be shut down and the well shut in. If pressure is
observed on the casing gauge, it is an indication that there is still formation fluid in the annulus and
the well should be circulated until all of the influx has been pumped from the well.

Summary
When a well is shut in on a kick, bottomhole pressure equals formation pressure. Consequently,
conventional well control methods are developed to remove the influx and return to normal
operations while maintaining bottomhole pressure constant at the shut-in value.
The nature of gas, its compressibility, solubility, and its relative low density compared to liquid,
make gas kicks dangerous and difficult to control. Gas kicks also present fire and explosive hazards
and some formation gas is highly toxic. Since most kicks contain some formation gas, it should be
assumed that all kicks are gas until proven otherwise.
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. Use Boyle’s gas law to solve the problem below.
A 12 barrel gas kick is taken in the bottom of a well that is 15,900 feet deep. If the
well remains open and the gas is allowed to migrate to the surface (atmospheric
pressure, 15 psi) what would the volume of the gas be when it reached the surface?
The mud weight in the well is 13.6 ppg and the formation pressure is estimated to
be 11,640 psi.

2. It is possible for gas to enter a well in liquid form? What causes this?

3. A well is shut in with a gas kick on bottom. There is either a ported float (or no float)
in the string. The SIDPP is 420 psi and the SICP is 640 psi. While waiting on orders
from the office the gas began to migrate. Which gauge would change due to the
rising gas?
a. Shut-in drill pipe pressure
b. Shut-in casing pressure
c. Both gauges

4. What is the estimated height of a 15-barrel kick taken around the BHA at the
bottom of a vertical well? The annular capacity is 0.05027 bbl/ft.

5. Gas at the bottom of a well may migrate toward the surface even though the
blowout preventers are closed. What causes the gas to rise?
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6. Using the data below, what is the estimated density of a 25-barrel kick taken in a
vertical well?

Q&A

Data:
MW = 12.7 ppg
SIDP = 360 psi
SICP = 790 psi
Annular capacity = 0.029 bbl/ft

7. In question 6 above, what kind of kick (gas, oil, water) entered the well?

8. What is the effect on bottomhole pressure if, as a gas kick migrates, mud is bled off
at the choke maintaining a constant casing pressure?

9. Companies take special precautions when drilling gas zones using oil-based
drilling fluid. Why?

10. What is the relationship between hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and sulfur dioxide (SO2)?
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Notes

Common Bottomhole
Pressure Methods
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Identify and discuss the characteristics and applications of the driller’s method.

•

Identify and discuss the characteristics and applications of the wait-and-weight method.

•

Compare the driller’s and wait-and-weight methods.

•

Explain the circulating start-up procedures.

•

Explain choke adjustments and lag time.

•

Discuss the characteristics and application of the volumetric method.

•

Discuss the characteristics and application of the lubricate-and-bleed method.

•

Perform calculations using the WCS Formula Sheet:
•

Initial Circulating Pressure (ICP)

•

Final Circulating Pressure (FCP)

•

Kill Mud Weight

•

Completion of WCS Kill Sheet using the wait-and-weight method

•

Complete the wait-and-weight method kill sheet.

•

Apply the kill mud weight formula.

•

Perform the proper start-up procedure.

•

Maintain bottomhole pressure using the pressure chart from the ICP to FCP.

•

Maintain FCP from bit to surface.

6

Blowout prevention consists of three basic steps: detection, shut-in, and the actions taken in order to
regain and maintain control of the well. Once a well is successfully shut in and the flow of formation
fluids into the well has been stopped, the situation is analyzed and a course of action for regaining
control of the well is developed.
It will likely take several minutes for pressure gauges to stabilize after the blowout preventers close.
During that time all of the valves and connections in the wellhead equipment, from the BOP stack
to the choke should be checked for leaks. Any leaks in the system will not only cause false readings
on pressure gauges, they are inherently dangerous. Most drilling rigs today are equipped with remote
hydraulic chokes and it is the gauges on the choke panel that are used to make judgments.

Assessing Risks And Planning The Kill
Some of the questions that supervisors must address after shut-in are:
•

What is the size (volume) of the influx? This can be estimated by determining the increase
in surface mud volume between the time that the kick was detected and the time that the
flow stopped. The kick volume information can be used in several ways although it is always
an estimate because actual borehole size and kick solubility is not accurately known.
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•

What other risks might impede a successful operation and is input from subject matter
experts needed? It is important that the rig crew know exactly what to do; the plan must
be clearly communicated to all personnel.

•

How reliable are the gauge readings? It is possible that some pressure was trapped during
the shut-in procedure. If the drill string has a float (check valve) installed, was pressure
trapped with the pump when the float was forced open? If trapped pressure is suspected,
some fluid will have to be bled off at the choke, risking additional flow into the well.
Trapped pressure increases pressure in all parts of the wellbore. If trapped pressure is
suspected, the driller should have the crew line up the choke manifold and prepare to
bleed pressure through the manual adjustable choke. A maximum of one barrel should be
bled. For the case of no drillstring float (or a ported float), If the SIDPP is not reduced,
the pressure was not trapped.

•

Are the shut in drill pipe and shut-in casing pressures remaining constant? Many operators
will record the shut-in pressures every minute as the well comes into balance in order to
establish a stabilization trend as the pressures increase. If the casing pressure stabilizes after
a reasonable time the pressures are assumed to be correct. If the casing pressure continues
to increase slowly it may be an indication that gas is migrating up toward the surface. If
shut-in pressure continues to increase (gas migration), inform supervisor and prepare to
line up options for bleed back. If there is no float in the drill string, the supervisor should
instruct the driller to periodically bleed back the SIDPP to its initial shut-in value. This
will maintain a constant BHP as the gas migrates.

•

Is there a potential for lost returns? As soon as accurate shut-in pressures have been determined
the shut-in casing pressure should be compared to the predetermined MAASP. Plans for
regaining control of the well will not only consider removing the influx and killing the well
if necessary, but also preventing an underground blowout. Once the safety of the crew and
the rig is assured, every effort is made to avoid a blowout beneath the surface.

•

It is always possible the closed BOP might leak, meaning that additional influx is coming
into the well. To prepare for this possibility, the trip tank should be lined up to measure
the leak rate and another BOP closed should that occur.

It is only after these questions (and perhaps many others) have been answered that an appropriate
action can be decided upon and a kill plan developed. It is not possible to address all the specific
details for killing a well in this text because each well is unique and priorities differ from well to well.
Special circumstances and problems are discussed in later chapters.
The explanations and examples in this chapter make three assumptions. 1) The example well is nearvertical, 2) the influx and the work string is near bottom and, 3) the kick is mostly gas. The aim of the
discussion is to present the basic methodology used to control a kicking well by using an adjustable
choke to control bottomhole pressure. The chapter is separated into two sections; circulating methods
and non-circulating methods. In these methods bottomhole pressure is controlled at a value equal
to, or slightly greater than formation pressure from the time the well is shut in until the well is killed
or otherwise brought under control. Other methods that are more commonly used in workover
operations are discussed in chapter 10, Completion and Workover.
Often an operating company and contracted drilling company have different protocol for handling
well control events that would affect the planning of the kill operations. Before well construction has
even begun, there should always be a “bridging document” that covers the specific topics for which
there are differences in the standard procedures between the two parties and specificies how the
differences will be handled. A copy of this document should always be available at the drilling site.
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Circulating Methods
When a well is shut in on a kick it is balanced by the closed blowout preventers. The total force
exerted on the bottom of the well, bottomhole pressure (BHP), is equal to the formation pressure
(FP). Since a shut in well is balanced, the SIDPP and the SICP each represent bottomhole pressure
on their respective sides of the U-tube. Conventional methods of well control are based on this idea.
There are two circulating methods commonly used in well control operations. The goals of both
methods are the same: to safely remove the kicking fluid from the well without allowing further
influx, and to increase the density of the fluid in the well if desirable, so that normal operations can
be resumed. These methods are:
•

Driller’s method

•

Wait-and-weight method (engineer’s method)

The decision as to which of these methods should be used depends upon the specific situation. The
methods have several aspects in common. Techniques common to both methods are discussed in the
following section.

Start Up
In the driller’s method and the wait-and-weight method, circulation is conventional i.e., pumping
down the work string and taking returns up the annulus. If it is assumed that the work string is full
of a fluid of known density, then the shut in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP) plus the hydrostatic pressure
inside the work string would equal the formation pressure. Therefore if the well could be circulated
while holding the SIDPP at a constant value, bottomhole pressure would also remain constant. When
the pump starts up, the circulating pressure will increase as the pump rate increases, so that maintaining
the SIDPP at its shut-in value is impossible so long as the pump rate is changing. If the friction at a
certain pump rate is known, that friction plus the SIDPP would equal the circulating pressure required
to maintain constant bottomhole pressure at that pump rate. Once the selected pump rate is achieved,
the resulting circulating pressure is called the initial circulating pressure (ICP).
Most drillers are instructed to check and record the circulating pressure at several rates.
•

At several reduced pump rates at the beginning of each shift

•

After 500 feet of new formation

•

Any time there is a mud weight change

•

A change in BHA

•

Anytime the pumps are changed or repaired.

There is no fixed rule about choosing this slow circulating rate (SCR). Many contractors use half,
or less of the normal operating rate. Arbitrary slow rates are chosen according to the pumps in use
and the means of controlling pump speed, for example, Silicon Rectifier systems as opposed to
mechanical compounds.
Slow rates are chosen for several reasons. Consideration is given to well pressures, pump condition,
choke reaction time, mud mixing capability of the rig, and the volume throughput limit of the mud/
gas separator (gas buster). Since the SCR pressure is simply the circulating pressure at a selected
pump rate, anything that changes the friction, for instance a change in fluid density, prompts the
driller to check and record updated SCR pressures for each pump. There are also times during which
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SCR measurements should be avoided, for example when there are mulltiple mud weights in the hole,
immediately after a trip, or other extended non-circulating time.
It is unlikely that any two pressure gauges on a rig will read the same value. If the rig has a remote
hydraulic choke, the SCR pressure should be recorded from the gauge on the choke panel since that
choke will be used to control the well during a well control operation. It is a good idea to also note
the pressure on the driller’s standpipe gauge as a reference and as a backup in case of gauge failure. If
a recent SCR pressure is available the ICP can be determined by adding the selected SCR pressure
to the SIDPP (ICP = SCRpsi + SIDPP). Both the driller’s method and the wait-and-weight methods
follow these procedures for estimating the ICP.
Initial Circulating Pressure (ICP)psi = Slow Circulating Rate (SCR)psi + SIDPPpsi
The casing pressure can be used as a guide while the pump is started and the rate (and consequently
the circulating pressure) is increasing to the SCR. In other words, the casing pressure is held constant
with the choke while the pump is brought up to the SCR. This is possible because very little of the
observed circulating pressure is exerted on the annulus and there will be little or no gas expansion
until the influx moves higher up the wellbore.
It is virtually impossible for the choke operator to perfectly control the casing pressure during startup. If the pump starts before the choke is open, excessive pressure may be exerted on the well, causing
formation damage or even lost circulation. On the other hand, if the choke is opened before starting
to pump, more formation fluid may flow into the well. In most cases it would be better to take a
small secondary kick than to risk losing returns. The steps of a typical pump start-up technique are
listed below.
1. The choke operator opens the choke slightly while observing the casing pressure.
2. The pump operator is instructed to start pumping slowly.
3. As the pump rate increases the choke operator adjusts the choke to keep the casing pressure
close to the original shut-in value.
Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1
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4. Once the pump is at the kill rate (SCR) and the casing pressure is adjusted to the original
shut-in pressure, the choke operator notes the circulating pressure, which should be at,
or near, the calculated ICP.
From this time forward the choke operator controls the well by controlling the circulating pressure
and the pump operator makes certain that the pump rate never changes.
If the rig equipment allows careful control of the pumps, the pump rate can be increased to the
SCR in stages during the start-up. At each stage the pump operator pauses and waits for the choke
operator to advise him when to go to the next stage. On some rigs however, the pump may actually
idle at or near the SCR. In this case the choke operator will have to make his adjustments after the
pump is at the correct rate. However it is done, communication and coordination between the pump
operator and the choke operator are essential for a smooth, safe start-up.
If, once the SCR is achieved, the circulating pressure is slightly different than the calculated ICP
even though the pump rate and casing pressure are correct, that is no cause for alarm. If the pressure
were slightly higher than expected, the best choice would be to accept the higher value. If however
the actual pressure were slightly lower than the calculated pressure, the safest choice would be to
maintain the calculated ICP. When no SCR pressure has been taken, circulation is started in the
same way. The casing pressure is maintained until the pump is at the selected rate. The SCR pressure
equals the ICP minus the SIDPP (SCRpsi = ICP – SIDPP). If there is a large, unexplained difference
between the calculated ICP and the actual circulating pressure, the best course of action would be to
stop pumping, close the choke, and analyze the situation.
SCRpsi = ICP – SIDPP

Choke Adjustments
Once the ICP has been established, bottomhole pressure is maintained by manipulating the
adjustable choke, holding the circulating pressure at the planned value. As circulation continues,
the casing pressure will vary, as it reacts to the changing hydrostatic pressure in the annulus. In the
case of gas kicks, the expansion of the gas will cause a reduction in the hydrostatic pressure that in
turn, results in increases in the casing pressure as the gas nears the surface. Changes in casing pressure
will be less dramatic when handling liquid kicks. As the influx rises in the well, annular hydrostatic
pressure will change due to changes in the various annular diameters and will result in a change in
the casing pressure.
Since the shut-in well is a closed system, the changes in casing pressure will also affect the circulating
pressure to the same degree, but only after a time delay. The casing gauge is located near the choke
therefore any change in the choke orifice will be reflected on the casing gauge immediately. The
circulating pressure will also change, but only after the pressure wave has traveled down the annulus
and back up the work string. This delay in gauge reaction time must be accounted for when making
choke adjustments. The proper technique is to determine the required change on the circulating
gauge and then adjust the choke so that the casing pressure changes by the required value. After some
delay, the circulating pressure will reflect the change. For example, if it were determined that the
circulating pressure was 50 psi too high, the choke would be opened to reduce the casing pressure by
50 psi. After the transit time delay, the circulating pressure would be reduced by the desired 50 psi.
There is no way to accurately determine the lag time, but a rule of thumb is to assume two seconds
for each 1,000 feet of measured depth until the actual delay time is established. The important thing
to remember is that bottomhole pressure is controlled by controlling the circulating pressure with an
adjustable choke while pumping at a constant rate.
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Figure 6.2
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As the influx nears the surface and begins to evacuate through the choke, the casing pressure will
usually become erratic due to the mixture of fluids coming through the choke and the rapidly
changing hydrostatic pressure in the well. In this case the circulating pressure would also be affected
after the normal lag time, possibly resulting in a decrease in bottomhole pressure. It is a good idea to
keep a written record of the casing pressure as a reference. After the casing pressure is adjusted to the
proper value and time is allowed for pressure to stabilize throughout the system, control is returned
to the circulating pressure gauge. When the liquid following the kick goes through the choke, casing
pressure may increase. Once again, casing pressure is adjusted to its last recorded value until pressures
stabilize and the correct circulating pressure can be reestablished.
Figure 6.3. Choke adjustment.
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The Driller’s Method
The driller’s method requires a minimum of two complete circulations to kill an underbalanced
well. On the first circulation the influx is pumped out of the well, and on the second circulation the
density of the working fluid is increased to kill the well. After the well has been checked to ensure
that it has been killed (or is under control) regular rig operations can resume.

The First Circulation
The pump is brought up to the kill rate speed while maintaining casing pressure constant at its
shut-in value by adjusting the choke. When the pump is running at the correct rate and the casing
pressure has been adjusted with the choke to its correct value, control is shifted to the circulating
pressure gauge. The circulating pressure at this time is the initial circulating pressure (ICP). The ICP
is the sum of the SIDPP, and the friction pressure at this pump speed.
Figure 6.4.
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Hold casing pressure constant when bringing pump online.

The circulating pressure is held constant by choke adjustments, and the pump rate is held constant
until the kick is circulated out of the well. If the kick is gas, frequent pressure adjustments may be
necessary to maintain the proper circulating pressure. As the gas expands, it displaces fluid which
causes the annular hydrostatic pressure to decrease. An increase in casing pressure compensates for
the reduction of hydrostatic pressure. If the influx is mostly liquid fewer adjustments will be required.
Figure 6.5.
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If it becomes necessary to pause or stop the operation for any reason, the start-up procedure is reversed.
The choke operator maintains the casing pressure at the present value while the pump operator slowly
reduces the pump rate. Once the pump has been switched off, the choke operator closes the choke,
taking care not to trap excess pump pressure in the system. Providing no excess pump pressure has
been trapped, the resulting shut-in pressures will reflect the well conditions.
Figure 6.6.
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Care must be taken when shutting in after the first circulation because an under-balanced well would
not be dead even though the influx has been circulated out of the well. If the casing pressure is
allowed to fall below the original SIDPP another influx could enter the well. If all the influx has been
removed, the hydrostatic pressure in the annulus should equal the hydrostatic pressure in the drill
string, consequently both shut-in pressures should have approximately the same values, that is, close
to the original SIDPP value. If the pressures are not nearly equal, another influx may have entered
the well. If shut-in pressures begin to increase, it is an indication that another influx has entered the
well and is migrating toward the surface. Should this be the case, an additional circulation of the
well should be made, holding CP constant as pumps are brought up to speed and then holding DP
pressure constant after pumps have been brought up to speed.
Figure 6.7.
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The Second Circulation
The fluid density in the active pits must be increased before the second circulation is started. The
density of the kill fluid is determined by calculating the equivalent density of the SIDPP at TVD.
That value is then added to the original fluid density.
Once the fluid density in the pits has been increased, the second circulation can begin. The start-up
procedures for the first and second circulations are identical. The pump is brought up to the selected
rate while holding the casing pressure constant at its shut-in value by means of choke adjustments. If
no additional influx has entered the well, the casing pressure represents the original degree of under
balance, the SIDPP.
Figure 6.8.
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In theory, bottomhole pressure could be kept constant by maintaining a constant casing pressure
until the kill fluid reaches the bit or the bottom of the string. This is possible because there is a
column of fluid with a consistent density in the annulus. The influx has been circulated out during
the first circulation. If bottomhole pressure is held constant, the circulating pressure will decrease as
the kill fluid is pumped, because the hydrostatic pressure in the drill string is increasing due to the
kill weight fluid. (The heavier fluid is killing the well on the drill pipe side of the U-tube.) Once the
kill fluid reaches the end of the string and starts up the annulus, the circulating pressure will be at the
final circulating pressure (FCP) value. From this point on the FCP is maintained on the circulating
gauge until kill fluid returns to the surface. As the kill fluid is pumped up the annulus, the casing
pressure will decrease, reflecting the increasing hydrostatic pressure in the annulus.
Another way to maintain a constant bottomhole pressure as the kill fluid fills the drill string is to
prepare and follow a circulating pressure schedule. It is sometimes difficult to accurately determine
whether or not all the influx has been circulated out of the annulus on the first circulation. A
circulating pressure schedule can be used to predict the correct circulating pressures at various points
as the kill fluid is pumped down the string, compensating for any gas remaining in the annulus. The
schedule eliminates guesswork and provides a simple means of documentation. This is especially true
in wells with long open hole sections. The schedule plots circulating pressures against the volume of
fluid pumped. The choke operator makes adjustments according to the schedule until the kill fluid is
at the bottom of the string and FCP is reached. A circulating pressure schedule is discussed in detail
later in this chapter (wait-and-weight method).
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Figure 6.9.
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Kill Fluid at the Surface
Once the kill fluid returns at the surface, the well can be shut in and the pressures checked. SIDPP
and SICP should be zero if the well is dead. If after an appropriate time the pressures remain at zero,
the choke may be opened carefully in order to check for flow from the annulus. If the pressures
are not zero, or if flow is detected, the problem may be that the kill weight fluid is not consistent
throughout the well, another kick may be in the well, or an incorrect kill fluid was used. In any case,
the best action would be to pump another complete circulation while holding the pump rate and
the circulating pressure constant. The mud weight should be checked frequently and adjusted as
necessary. If the well is dead, and the BOPs are to be opened, be aware that pressure may be trapped
in the BOP stack.

Driller’s Method Summary
1. The kicking well is shut in. SIDPP, SICP and the gain in mud pits (kick volume) are
recorded.
2. Begin circulating by maintaining a constant casing pressure by means of choke adjustment
while bringing the pump up to the kill rate (SCR).
3. When the pump speed is at the kill rate, the circulating pressure is recorded and kept
constant by adjusting the choke until the influx is circulated out of the well.
4. After the influx has been circulated out, the well is shut in. The density of the fluid is
increased (if necessary) and a circulating pressure schedule is prepared.
5. Circulation is started again following the same start-up procedures in step 2 above. The
choke is adjusted as necessary to follow the circulating pressure schedule until the kill fluid
reaches the bit.
6. When the drill string is full of kill fluid, the FCP is maintained on the circulating gauge
until the annulus is displaced with kill fluid.

Characteristics of the Driller’s Method
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•

Requires at least two circulations to kill underbalanced wells.

•

There is no waiting time. Circulation may begin once the shut-in pressures have stabilized.

•

No weight material is required on location for the first circulation.

•

Few calculations are required to begin the operation.

•

May result in greater surface pressure imposed on a well than other circulating methods.

Driller’s Method Applications
•

Removing formation fluids that have been swabbed into a well on trips

•

In areas where stuck pipe is a major concern

•

Wells where it is not possible or desirable to increase the fluid density

•

Remote locations with poor logistics

•

Underbalanced drilling operations

•

Horizontal or highly deviated wells

•

Limited mud mixing equipment or limited manpower
Figure 6.10.
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The Wait-And-Weight Method
The driller’s method requires at least two complete circulations of the well fluid in order to kill
an underbalanced well. The first circulation removes the influx and the second circulation replaces
the original well fluid with a higher density, kill fluid (KMW). The wait-and-weight method was
developed to accomplish both of these goals in one circulation. The method has the additional
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advantage in that wellbore and surface pressures are sometimes lower than in other methods if kill
mud can be pumped into the annulus before the gas reaches a specific weak point in the well. As the
name implies, an up-front waiting period is required because circulation does not begin until the kill
mud weight is mixed and ready for pumping into the well.
Few calculations are absolutely required to kill a well using the driller’s method because during each
circulation, one side of the U-tube always contains a full column of fluid of a known density. In the
wait-and-weight method, the plan is to kill the well in one circulation therefore the drill pipe will
contain a mixture of original working fluid and kill density fluid as soon as circulation begins. At the
same time, the annulus will contain a mixture of formation fluids and original working fluid. In order
to maintain constant bottomhole pressure while the kill fluid is being pumped down the string, some
calculations are required in order that a circulating pressure schedule can be prepared. The minimum
calculations required to construct the pumping schedule are:
•

Kill fluid density (KMW): the fluid density that will exert sufficient hydrostatic pressure to
balance the kicking formation. Always round kill mud weight up.
Kill Mud Weightppg = SIDPPpsi ÷ 0.052 ÷ TVDft + Current Mud Weight (CMW)ppg

•

Initial circulating pressure (ICP): the circulating pressure that is required to keep bottomhole
pressure constant before the kill fluid enters the drill string. This is the sum of the circulating
pressure at a pre-determined slow pump rate (SCR) and the SIDPP.
Initial Circulating Pressure (ICP) = Slow Circulating Rate (SCR)psi + SIDPPpsi

•

Final circulating pressure (FCP): the circulating pressure that is required to keep bottomhole
pressure constant once the string is filled with kill fluid.
Final Circulating Pressure (FCP)psi = SCR * Kill Mud Weightppg ÷ CMWppg

•

Volume in the Work String: the pump strokes or barrels required to displace the string

It is very important that a correct value for the SICPP be measured and recorded. If the recorded
SIDPP is too low, then the calculated kill weight mud will not balance the formation pore pressure if the recorded KWM is too high, it may be possible to fracture the casing shoe as the kick is circulated
up the well. These are the same calculations that are recommended for the second circulation of
the driller’s method. Often, a job aid, called a kill sheet, is used to organize the calculations and
the preparation of a circulating pressure schedule. Once the kill fluid is mixed and the circulating
pressure schedule is constructed, the kill operation can begin. Techniques for pump start-up, choke
adjustments, etc. are the same as the second circulation of the driller’s method. The figures on the
following page illustrate killing a well using the wait-and-weight method.
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1. The kicking well is shut in.
Stabilized SIDPP, SICP and
kick volume information is
recorded.
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4. Once the pump is at the kill rate,
circulating pressure is controlled by
choke adjustments according to the
prepared schedule.
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5. When the kill fluid reaches the end
of the drill string, the circulating
pressure is maintained at the final
circulating pressure until kill fluid
returns at surface. Due to the
controlled expansion to keep BHP
constant, once gas reaches the shoe,
pressure at the shoe has reached is
maximum value. From this point
on, the calculated MAASP is no
longer relevant.

Some operators like to stop circulating and shut the well in after KW mud has reached the end of the
string. In theory, the SIDPP should be zero at that point. However, if pressure is still there, do not
attempt to add additional MW (multiple fluid densities complicate maintence of constant BHP).
Rather, continue circulation until KW mud is at surface, then increase MW if necessary and circulate
the well again.
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8. When kill mud is consistent
throughout the well the pumps
are shut off and the well pressures
monitored. If there is no pressure
buildup after a reasonable time the
well can be considered dead. BOPs
should be opened cautiously in
case pressure is trapped beneath the
preventer.
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Characteristics of the Wait-And-Weight Method
•

In theory, kills a well in one circulation.

•

The operation cannot begin until the mud weight in the surface system has been increased.

•

There must be weight material, adequate mixing facilities, and manpower available to
increase the mud weight.

•

A circulating pressure schedule (completed kill sheet) is required before the operation begins.

•

When well geometry permits, the method can result in lower pressures exerted on a well
than other circulating methods if kill fluid is filling the annulus before the influx enters
the casing.
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Wait-And-Weight Method Applications
•

In fragile formations where lost circulation is a major concern

•

On locations with good mud mixing facilities and manpower
Table 6.1. Comparison between the driller’s method and wait-and-weight method.

Comparison: Driller’s Method and Wait-and-weight method
Driller’s Method

Wait-and-weight method

•

At least two circulations required

•

In theory, one circulation

•

Little or no waiting time required

•

Cannot begin immediately

•

No weight material required to begin

•

Must have weight material available

•

Few calculation necessary

•

Some calculations required

•

May result in higher pressure exerted on a
well than other circulating methods

•

May result in lower pressures on a well than
other circulating methods

The WCS Kill Sheet
The WCS kill sheet is a job aid designed to assist field personnel plan and execute a well killing
operation. It provides a structured approach to calculating well volumes and circulating pressure
changes in order to maintain a constant bottomhole pressure as dissimilar fluids are pumped down
the work string.
Figure 6.11. WCS Kill Sheet.
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E

H

The kill sheet includes these main areas:
1. Prerecorded information
2. Pressure considerations
3. Kill rates and pressures
4. Kill fluid and pressure considerations
5. Volume and stroke considerations
6. Pressure Chart
The prerecorded information section (label A) located on the upper left of the kill sheet consists of
various well data. Some of the data varies as the operation continues i.e., depth, fluid density. Other
data such a drillstem diameters may remain constant throughout the course of the well. This section
is intended to have the various data gathered in a convenient place for use in completing the entire
kill sheet if it becomes necessary to do so.
Figure 6.12. A, the prerecorded information section of the kill sheet.

The kill sheet considers three pressure limitations (calculations 1 through 4): the formation, the
casing, and the wellhead equipment.
The formation strength is estimated by leak-off tests (LOT) or formation integrity tests (FIT). These
tests are conducted after drilling a small amount of hole below a new string of casing. The formation
at the casing setting depth is usually considered the weakest area in the open hole. The maximum
allowable annular casing, or surface pressure (MAASP), which is reduced as the fluid density is
increased, is constantly updated.
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Figure 6.13. B, kill sheet calculations 1 through 4.

The internal yield, or burst limit of casing, is found in tables, and downgraded by a selected safety
factor (often seventy percent for new casing).
The wellhead equipment is rated and tested to the minimum rated value in the pressure control
system. In drilling, the rams and valves and choke manifold are usually tested to their rated value. In
workover or well intervention operations, this may not be the case. The weakest component in the
system sets the limit for the tests.
The bottom of the left side of the kill sheet is used to record the slow circulating rate pressures (SCR)
taken by the driller. The SCR is simply the friction pressure at some arbitrary slow pumping rate. If
the rig is equipped with a remote hydraulic choke, the SCR is observed and recorded off of the choke
panel since the choke panel gauges would be used to control the well in the event of a kick. Several
friction pressures are recorded at the beginning of each shift. The SCR is recorded for each pump and
it is revised from time to time whenever friction is likely to change, i.e., a change in fluid density, after
drilling a large amount of new hole, changes to BHA, each tour.
Figure 6.14. C, slow circulating pressure calculations of the kill sheet.
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The upper section of the right side of the kill sheet (calculation 5 through 10) contains all the data and
calculations used to develop a drillstring pressure schedule including selection of pump and pumping rate.
Figure 6.15. F and G, kill sheet calculations 5 through 10.
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The lower portion of the right side of the kill sheet (calculations 11 through 14) is useful in tracking
progress during the kill operation. For example, block F is the total annular volume, calculation
12 estimates the time (pump strokes) that an influx would reach the casing seat. Calculation 13 an
estimate of “bottoms up”, and finally, calculation 14 predicts the time at which the kill fluid returns
to the surface (complete circulation).
Figure 6.15. H, kill sheet calculations 11 through 14.

The pressure chart is divided into 10 steps, or check points, used to guide the choke operator as kill
fluid is pumped down the workstring. As the pumped volume increases, the circulating pressure is
allowed to decrease from the initial circulating pressure (ICP) to the final circulating pressure (FCP)
in order to maintain a constant bottomhole pressure. A simple method that can be used to assist in
constructing the chart is placed below the chart, at the very bottom of the sheet. The pressure chart
represents the theoretical minimum pressures required to safely control a well, therefore space is
provided for documentation of actual pressures during the operation.
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Figure 6.16. E, the pressure chart section of the kill sheet.

All the necessary information for the operational plan is transferred to the upper portion of the center
section. The kill sheet is designed to be double folded in order that supervisors have a convenient
reference to planned choke adjustments as well as easy reference to the complete operation.
Figure 6.17. D, the pressure chart section of the kill sheet.
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A well kill operation can be very time consuming and generally not completed in a single tour,
requiring a handover to the between drillers. Clear communication is required, supplimented by
written instructions and documention of the progress to date. While the kill sheet provides much
support to the new driller/crew, documented details of the progress is essential. Hence a “kill log”
of pressures, volumes/strokes pumped, mud weights in and out, choke position and a history of any
shut downs and start up that might have been necessary will help provide the clear communication
required.

Non-Circulating Methods
The Volumetric Method

The volumetric method is a method of well control in which bottomhole pressure is kept constant
when circulation is not possible and gas is migrating up the hole. Bottomhole pressure is maintained
slightly higher than formation pressure while the gas is allowed to expand in a controlled manner as
it moves to the surface.
The volumetric method provides for the controlled expansion of gas during migration. It can be used
from the time a well is shut in after a kick until the well can be circulated. The gas may be brought
to the surface safely without using a pump. The method trades pressure for mud volume at the
appropriate time in order to maintain a bottomhole pressure that is equal to, or slightly greater than,
the formation pressure.
Chapter 5 (Gas Behavior) pointed out that if a gas kick is allowed to migrate in a shut-in (closed) well
the pressures throughout the well will increase significantly. The formation may fracture, resulting in
lost returns and an underground blowout. In the worst case, the casing and/or wellhead equipment
may fail resulting in a surface blowout. The volumetric method reduces these high pressures by
bleeding a volume of liquid in order to allow controlled expansion of the gas.
The volumetric method is not a kill method, but rather it is a method of controlling downhole and
surface pressures until kill procedures can be started. It can be used to bring the influx to the surface,
providing no additional influx is allowed. The volumetric principle can also be used to replace the gas
with liquid in order to bring the well back under control.
There are various situations in which the volumetric principle may be applied, including:
•

When the work string is out of a well and gas is migrating upward

•

When the pumps are inoperative

•

When the work string is plugged

•

During a long shut-in period such as weighting up drilling fluid or making repairs to
equipment

•

When there is a washout in the work string that prevents displacement of the kick by a
circulating method

•

When the work string is a considerable distance off bottom and the kick is below the string

•

When annulus pressure develops on a production or injection well because of a tubing or
packer leak

•

During stripping and/or snubbing operations.

The need for the volumetric method can be determined by observing the shut in casing pressure. If the
casing pressure does not increase after about 30 minutes, there is probably little gas associated with a
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kick. However it should be noted that if the well is highly deviated, or if the working fluid is oil based,
the gas might migrate very slowly, or not at all. If the casing pressure continues to increase above its
original shut-in value, it may be assumed that gas is present and is migrating towards the surface.
A few basic assumptions are made when considering the volumetric method:
1. Boyle’s gas law is used to describe and predict gas expansion. It should be noted that Boyle’s
law does not consider temperature or compressibility factors.
Boyle’s law
P1 V1 = P2 V2
Where:
P1 = pressure at position 1
V1 = volume at position 1
P2 = pressure at position 2
V2 = volume at position 2
Boyle’s law states that if a certain volume of gas is allowed to expand, the pressure within the gas
will decrease. This is the basis of the volumetric method. A gas bubble is allowed to expand by
bleeding off a calculated volume of liquid at the surface, thereby reducing pressure throughout
the well.
2. For simplicity, this discussion will assume that there is a single bubble of gas in a vertical
well. It is also assumed that a kick comes from the bottom of the well. Actually a kick
may be strung out in the form of many bubbles over thousands of feet. In that case,
considerable gas expansion has been allowed by the time the well is shut in, which would
result in lower surface pressure.
3. Bottomhole pressure has been defined as the sum, or total, of all pressures exerted on the
bottom of a well. The values on the surface gauges represent lack of hydrostatic pressure.
At this point the well is balanced, that is, it is mechanically balanced by the closed blowout
preventers. The shut-in drill pipe pressure reflects the difference between the formation
pressure and the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid inside the drill pipe. The hydrostatic
pressure in the annulus is less than the hydrostatic pressure inside the drill pipe due to the
gas influx therefore the shut-in casing pressure is greater than the shut in drill pipe pressure.
The density of gas is usually much less than the density of the liquid in a well, therefore gas will have
a tendency to rise, or migrate up the wellbore. As the bubble of gas rises in the well, the length of
the column of liquid below the bubble increases. According to Boyle’s law the pressure within the
bubble remains the same because the volume of the gas remains unchanged. Bottomhole pressure
increases as the bubble rises and is now made up of the unchanged pressure within the bubble plus
the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid below the bubble*. At the same time, the hydrostatic pressure
of the column of liquid above the gas is reduced as the bubble rises in the well.
*NOTE: The gas itself also exerts hydrostatic pressure, which is a component of bottomhole pressure, which
is a component of bottomhole pressure, but it is ignorred here because this value is very small and not
practical to calculate.
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The shut in casing pressure increases reflecting the higher downhole pressure being brought to the
surface by the rising gas bubble. The shut-in drill pipe pressure will also increase proportionately
because pressure is exerted equally in all directions in a closed vessel (the shut-in well).
When using the driller’s method to circulate out a gas kick, the pump is used to remove the gas from
the well. Bottomhole pressure is held constant by maintaining a constant circulating pressure. The
correct minimum circulating pressure is the sum of the shut in drill pipe pressure plus the friction
pressure at a selected pumping rate.
The SIDPP component of the circulating pressure controls the formation as the pump moves the gas
out of the well. Expansion is controlled as the gas rises. A migrating gas situation in which it is not
possible or desirable to circulate may be handled in essentially the same way. Theoretically, liquid can
be bled out of the annulus maintaining a constant drill pipe pressure in order to keep bottomhole
pressure constant. In practice, safety margins are applied because it is not possible to keep the gauge
pressure perfectly stable when the choke opening is changed.
There are no standard safety margins that would be appropriate for all wells. When safety margins are
selected, the following considerations apply to all well control situations.
•

Formation characteristics, i.e. pressure and relative permeability

•

The depth and deviation of the well

•

The rate at which the gas may be moving upwards in the well

•

The estimated strength of the formation (MAASP)

•

The type and condition of equipment to be used, especially the choke and choke manifold

•

The relative accuracy of pressure gauges

•

The type of working fluid in the well

The illustrated well (figure 6.18) is shut in with a gas influx on bottom. The string is on bottom. The
SIDPP is 250 psi and the SICP is 450 psi. A safety margin of 100 psi and a further working margin
of 50 psi have been chosen. After some time passes, migration of the gas causes both the drill pipe
Figure 6.18.

250 psi

Well Data
Depth: 10,000 ft. MD/TVD

5000 ft

Casing: 9⅝ in @ 5,000 ft.
Drill pipe: 4½ in.
BHA: 6½ in 360 ft.
Mud: 12.5 ppg
Pit Gain: 10.5 bbl
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10,000 ft

450 psi

and the casing pressures to increase. No bleed-off is attempted until the drill pipe pressure reaches
400 psi, the combination of the safety and working margins (250 + 100 + 50). Bottomhole pressure
has now increased by 150 psi. At this point the choke is opened carefully and liquid is bled off from
the well at a rate that allows the drill pipe pressure to remain between 400 and 350 psi. It may be
difficult to maintain the drill pipe pressure perfectly, but if it stays within the 50 psi working margin,
the kicking formation will be dominated by the 100 psi safety margin. Bottomhole pressure is not
actually being held constant at the initial shut-in value, but is varying between 100 psi and 150 psi
overbalance in order to ensure that no further gas enters the well. The casing pressure is allowed to
increase during the operation. In this way the gas may be brought to the surface safely, but the gas at
the surface cannot be removed until there is a means of replacing it with liquid. Figure 6.18 illustrates
this constant drill pipe method.
Assume that the work string in the illustrated well is plugged and no accurate shut in drill pipe
pressure is available. If the same volume of liquid were bled off at the choke as in the example, the
gas would expand to the same degree and the resulting casing pressures would have the same values
in each case. The volume of liquid bled off represents the hydrostatic pressure removed from the well,
which is balanced by the rising casing pressure. This is the goal of the volumetric method. If there is
no SIDPP available to monitor bottomhole pressure, calculations must be made in order to estimate
the changing hydrostatic pressure in the well due to the removal of liquid through the choke. Gas
expansion is controlled in steps by bleeding off precalculated amounts of liquid from the annulus.
Casing pressure is intentionally held constant while bleeding off through an adjustable choke. Each
barrel of liquid that is bled from the annulus causes:
•

The gas to expand by one barrel

•

Pressure within the gas bubble to decrease proportionately

•

The hydrostatic pressure of the liquid in the annulus to decrease

•

Wellbore pressures to decrease.
Figure 6.19. Gas migration.

Gas migrates
to establish
safety margin (100 psi) +
working margin (50psi)
= 150 psi
Initial Conditions
250 psi

400 psi
450 psi

400 psi

400 psi
(start bleeding)

400 psi

400 psi

400 psi

5000 ft

0,000 ft
Working Margin

BHP
6900

DP
400

6850

350

6750

250

Safety Margin
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The volume of liquid to bleed is the gas expansion required to return bottomhole pressure to formation
pressure plus a pre-determined over balance. Accurate volume measurements are critical. A manual
choke is sometimes preferred for greater control when bleeding the liquid. The returning liquid must
be measured accurately in a small, calibrated tank. Note that it is important to bleed off liquid from
the annulus at a rate that permits the casing pressure to be held constant, but casing pressure is
held constant only while bleeding liquid. At other times, the casing pressure is allowed to increase,
reflecting the effects of gas expansion and the reduction of hydrostatic pressure in the well. Thus,
volumetric control is accomplished in a series of steps that causes the bottomhole pressure to rise and
fall in succession. To calculate the hydrostatic pressure reduction if one barrel of 12.5 ppg liquid is
removed from the well (figure 6.20):
Figure 6.20. Sample well.

0 psi

450 psi

Well Data

5000 ft

Depth: 10,000 ft. MD/TVD
Casing: 9⅝ in. @ 5,000 ft.
Drill pipe: 4½ in.
BHA: 6½ in 360 ft.
Mud: 12.5 ppg
Pit Gain: 10.5 bbl.

10,000 ft

psi/bbl = pressure gradientpsi/ft ÷ cylindrical capacitybbl/ft
Solve for the pressure gradient of the working fluid:
12.5 * 0.052 = 0.65 psi/ft.
There are three annular capacities given in the example, therefore:
•

Casing/DP annulus is 0.05451 bbl./ft. therefore:
5,000 * 0.05451 = 272.55 bbl.

•
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OH/DP annulus is 0.04934 bbl./ft. therefore:

4,640 * 0.04934 = 228.94 bbl.
•

OH/BHA annulus is 0.02908 bbl/ft therefore:
360 * 0.02908 = 10.47 bbl.

•

272.55 + 228.94 + 10.47 = 511.96 bbl. in the annulus
511.96 ÷ 10,000 = 0.0512 bbl/ft average annular capacity

•

0.65 ÷ 0.0512 = 12.69 psi/bbl average pressure exerted per barrel in the annulus

The annulus around the BHA represents the highest pressure per barrel (0.65 ÷ 0.02908 = 22.35
psi/bbl) and therefore provides the greatest safety, however the BHA is only 360 feet long and in
this case it is probably safe to use the lower value. However, it must be stressed that this is a wellspecific judgment. Other factors, for instance formation strength, must be considered when selecting
pressures and bleed-off cycles.
Convert the working margin of 50 psi to bleed-off barrels per cycle:
50 psi ÷ 12.69 psi/bbl = 3.94 bbl
Let 4 barrels be equivalent to 50 psi. Once safety and working margins are selected and the bleed-off
cycle versus pressure per volume values are determined, the method is implemented by repeating two
distinct steps.
Step 1.

The gas is allowed to migrate and wellbore pressures increase.

Step 2.

Liquid is bled (holding casing pressure constant with the choke) and the wellbore
pressures decrease. The steps are repeated until gas reaches the surface or other kill
operations are initiated. In this way bottomhole pressure is held within a range of
values that is high enough to prevent another influx and (hopefully) low enough to
prevent formation breakdown.

The examples given are simple and offered only as an explanation of the volumetric principle. Other
factors in the field will influence the selection of safety margins, bleed- off volumes, etc. For example,
the rate of the gas migration rate can be estimated by timing the pressure increase on the casing
gauge, but there is no assurance that the gas will continue to migrate at a constant rate.
The rate of migration may be estimated. Suppose the gauge value increased 100 psi in 40 minutes.
Migrationft/hr = gauge increase ÷ min ÷ press. gradient * 60 min/hr
100 psi ÷ 40 min ÷ 0.65 psi/ft * 60 min/hr = 231 ft/hr
If the gas influx is at the bottom of a cased hole, a fairly accurate estimate of the original kick height
may be made providing the measured pit gain is accurate. Even so, other factors (many unknowable)
come in to play when the gas begins to rise in the well. The pressure within the gas is affected by
changes in temperature as well as the type(s) of gas encountered and also by the degree of solubility
of the gas. Hydrocarbon gases are highly soluble in oil-based fluids, especially in deep wells. With
regard to drilling in open hole, the length of the rising gas (assuming it remains a unified bubble)
will change with changes in annular diameters. The bubble would obviously be longer around a large
diameter bottomhole assembly and shorter in a washed out section of open hole. These changes in
height affect the annular hydrostatic pressure and consequently, the casing pressure.
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Figure 6.21 plots casing pressure against liquid volume bled off. Note that no liquid is bled until the
casing pressure has increased from its shut-in value of 450 psi to 600 psi, the combination of the
safety and working margins. At that point, 4 barrels of liquid is bled from the well while holding
casing pressure constant at 600 psi. When 4 barrels have been removed from the well, the choke
is closed and the casing pressure is allowed to increase to 650 psi before the next bleed-off begins.
The maximum pressure in the illustration is about 980 psi. At that point in the example the gas is at
the surface. If the safety and working margins were removed at this point an estimate of the barrels
required to fill the well can be made.
Figure 6.21. Volumetric well control.
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Figure 6.22 is a plot of bottomhole pressure against liquid bled off during the operation. Although
the BHP is approximately constant throughout, the graph indicates a slight increase over the entire
operation. The increase is due in part to our selecting four barrels as a practical bleed cycle volume.
Calculations indicated that 50 psi is actually equivalent to 3.94 barrels in this well. Also, as the gas
Figure 6.22. Volumetric well control.
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25

30

35

migrated up the well and moved into different annular dimensions, the true hydrostatic pressure per
barrel changed. However, when planning the operation, we used an average hydrostatic pressure per
barrel over the entire well.
Figure 6.23, a plot of liquid bled off versus time, illustrates several interesting facts. Assuming that
the gas was migrating steadily at a rate of 250 ft/hr, it required more than two hours (about 150
minutes) before the casing pressure increased by the safety and working margins, and that 1400
minutes, more that 23 hours, passed before we finished bleeding off our first four barrels of liquid
(at a constant casing pressure of 600 psi). At the end of the operation a total of about 31 barrels of
liquid were bled from the well.
Figure 6.23. Volumetric Well Control
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The Lubricate-And-Bleed Method
The lubricate-and-bleed method is an application of the volumetric method and is used to safely
remove gas at the surface when it is not possible or practical to circulate the gas out. Liquid is pumped
into the well and allowed to fall down through the gas into the annulus. Sufficient time must be
allowed for the liquid to fall through the gas, thus increasing the annular hydrostatic pressure. Once
the annular hydrostatic pressure is increased as a result of the pumped liquid, casing pressure may be
reduced by that value.
The operation entails pumping a carefully measured volume of liquid into the well. The height of the
pumped liquid is estimated, and then converted to hydrostatic pressure. This value will subsequently
be bled off on surface.
It is important to avoid excessive pressures when pumping liquid into the well. There will be some
compression of the gas when injecting the liquid. The pump forces liquid into the well, which
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increases the pressure imposed throughout the well. Pressure, and therefore injected liquid volume,
should be limited according to the specific well characteristics.
A high-pressure, low-volume pump is best for this operation. After injecting the liquid, a judgment
must be made as to the time it takes the liquid to fall through the gas. It is important that the liquid
falls below the choke to ensure that only gas is bled off. Waiting time will vary depending on well
geometry, the type of fluid injected, and the section of the well into which it finally settles. This may
take 30 minutes or longer. When bleeding gas, the casing pressure is reduced by the hydrostatic gain
plus the increase in pressure from gas compression that was noted when the liquid was injected plus
any increase due to gas migration. The operation is completed when the gas has been removed and
the well is full of liquid.
EXAMPLE
Using data from previous examples:
Surface pressure (SICP): 1000 psi
Open hole: 8.5 in.
Drill pipe: 4.5 in, 16.6 lb/ft
BHA: 6.5 in, 360 ft.
Mud weight: 12.5 ppg
Pump output: 0.044 bbl/stroke
If it is decided to increase surface pressure by a given value, e.g. 100 psi, throughout the procedure,
less and less liquid per pumping cycle will be required to achieve the 100 psi increase as the gas
Figure 6.24. Lubricate and Bleed
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40

volume in the well is reduced. It is impossible to accurately predict the volume/pressure relationship
during the entire operation. In the example below 50 psi is chosen because, 1) it is a relatively lowpressure increase and, 2) it is our chosen working margin.
Figure 6.25. Lubricate and Bleed
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Determine the pressure exerted by one barrel in the casing/drill pipe annulus.
0.65 psi/ft ÷ 0.05451bbl/ft = 11.9 psi/bbl
Determine the volume of liquid equivalent to 50 psi hydrostatic pressure.
50 psi ÷ 0.65 psi/ft = 76.9 ft
76.9 * 0.05451 bbl/ft = 4.19 bbl
Determine the pump strokes required to pump 4.19 bbl
4.19 bbl. ÷ 0.044 bbl/stroke= 95.3 or 95 strokes
The pump is brought online carefully to overcome wellbore pressure and liquid is pumped into the
well until the casing pressure increases by 50 psi or until 95 strokes have been pumped, whichever
comes first. At this point a judgment must be made as to the time to allow the injected liquid to fall
beneath the choke and the full hydrostatic effect has been gained. After the allotted time has passed
and the casing pressure stabilized, the choke is opened and the casing pressure is reduced according
to the increase in hydrostatic pressure plus the pressure increase due to compression. As the operation
continues, the volume per stage will decrease and the pressure due to compression will increase.
This procedure, injecting fluid, waiting for it to change place with the gas in the well, and then
reducing casing pressure, is repeated until the annulus is full of fluid and casing pressure is reduced
as much as feasible.
If the well was under balanced, the space that the gas occupies in the wellbore must be replaced with
a liquid heavy enough to compensate for the under balance. This may not be predictable or possible
if the well is to be killed. The prevous graph(s) illustrate the lubricate-and-bleed operation. Notice
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that if 50 psi is used as the target pressure increase throughout, the volume of liquid pumped into the
well on each step must be reduced. As the well is filled with liquid, less pumped volume is required
to achieve the 50 psi target. Some well-specific decisions must be made as to how the final bleed-offs
will be accomplished. The techniques used to remove the last of the surfaced gas will depend upon
the pumps being used and company preference.

Summary
The volumetric method is used to:
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•

Control bottomhole pressure while allowing migrating gas to expand as it rises in a well,

•

Replace the gas at the surface with mud, while maintaining control of bottomhole pressure
(lubricate-and-bleed).
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. A wireline unit is to be rigged up on a workover rig. The well has a bubble of gas
at the surface and it is desired to safely remove the gas and fill the well with liquid
before beginning operations. Which method of well control can be used?

2. When using a circulating method to kill a well, how is bottomhole pressure
maintained as the pump is being brought to the kill rate?

3. In the case of a gas kick which method of well control can be used if we cannot, or
do not wish to circulate?

4. The volumetric and lubricate-and-bleed methods of well control require
calculations in order to determine the change in hydrostatic pressure in a well
during bleed-off procedures. State a formula(s) that can be used for these
calculations.

5. How can we establish an initial circulating pressure (ICP) if no kill rate pressure is
known?

6. When killing a vertical well using the wait-and-weight method, why is the final
circulating pressure (FCP) less than the initial circulating pressure (ICP)?
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7. After pulling 25 stands of drill pipe in a 13,000 ft. well the hole did not take the proper
amount of fluid for fill-up. The pipe was run back to bottom and the well was shut in.
The SIDPP was 0 psi and the SICP was 280 psi. What method of well control would be
most appropriate?

Q&A

8. When circulating out a kick in a deep well the choke operator noticed that when he
adjusted the choke in order to maintain the correct circulating pressure the casing
pressure changed immediately but the drill pipe pressure did not change until
sometime later. What’s going on?

9. It may take several minutes for a well to stabilize after it is shut in on a kick. Which of
the following would be the best action the crew could take during this time?
A. Begin to organize a crew to mix barite.
B. Check for leaks on the surface.
C. Check the pre-charge pressure on the accumulator unit.
D. Stand by and wait for orders from the company man.

10. A well has been shut in on a kick and it is decided to use the wait-and-weight method
to kill the well. The shut in pressures began to increase during the time that the crew
was mixing kill mud. What is the most probable cause for the pressure increase?

11. State two different occasions when a driller should record a slow circulating rate
pressure.

12. Why is it necessary to make a pumping schedule when the wait-and-weight method
is used?
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Q&A

13. Many operators run a float (check valve) in the drill string for safety reasons. One
disadvantage of a float is that unless it has a small hole (port) in the valve, it is
impossible to determine the SIDPP.
A. True
B. False

14. How could bottomhole pressure be controlled if the SIDPP and the SICP begin to
rise while a rig is waiting on orders from the office?
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Notes

Q&A
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Special Situations and
Complications
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Discuss indicators of lost circulation.

•

Identify possible processes to reestablish circulation.

•

Discuss methods and techniques to stop underground flows.

•

Identify procedures of the low choke method.

•

Explain how to shut in a well when it is off bottom.

•

Discuss the process of stripping back into the well.

•

Identify kick results relative to the hole size.

7

The previous chapters have discussed the basic causes of blowouts and the precautions and techniques
commonly used to control kicking wells. The examples given have been based on the simplest of
conditions, that is, vertical wells with the influx of formation fluids near the bottom of the well,
consistent well dimensions, and all rig equipment functioning properly. Such perfect conditions only
apply to a small percentage of the wells drilled around the world. Data analyzed in one area indicated
that over a three year period only twenty-two percent of well control incidents fell into this “classic”
category. This chapter discusses situations in which basic well control techniques are adapted to some
common field problems and complications that may arise during a well killing operation.

Safety Factors When Circulating
There has been a good deal of research work concerning the recommendation of adding a safety
factor when killing a kicking well. The question that arises is: “What is an appropriate safety factor
and how is it selected and applied”? If it were decided that extra pressure should be applied by choke
manipulation, say 200 psi, it must be realized that in this case the safety factor does not only increase
bottomhole pressure but that the extra 200 psi is exerted throughout the well including at the casing
shoe, often considered to be the most fragile area in the open borehole.
Another means of adding a safety factor is by circulating a heavier kill mud than calculated to balance
the formation. Circulating the heavier fluid would also result in greater pressure at the casing seat
than if the calculated kill mud was used. However if the hydrostatic pressure increase due the heavy
fluid were subtracted off of the annular pressure loss there would be no safety factor exerted on the
formation but total pressure at the casing shoe might actually be less due to the increased hydrostatic
pressure in the annulus. Also, circulating time would be less if the heavier kill fluid represented a
trip margin. But if for some reason the well had to be shut in after the kill fluid had reached the bit,
pressure on the casing shoe would increase.
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Major operators consulted for this text prefer to kill a well with the calculated kill fluid and then add
trip margins or safety margins after the kill operation. Once the safety of personnel and the equipment
has been assured, avoiding underground blowouts becomes a primary goal of the operation.

Lost Circulation and Underground Blowouts
It is not always easy to diagnose partial lost circulation when it first begins during a well kill operation.
To ensure that gains or losses are properly measured, every effort should be made to avoid adding or
transfering mud in the active pits. Although the casing pressure may fluctuate, the circulating pressure
will not give an immediate indication because the developing problem is in the annulus therefore the
circulating friction hasn’t changed appreciably. If there is gas associated with the kick, the gas will
expand as it rises and it would be expected that the mud pits would gain volume. Also, if barite is
being added to the system it will cause a pit gain of about a barrel for every 15 sacks (1,500 lb.) mixed.
In this case the increase in pit gain can mask the losses to the formation. As the losses continue to
worsen and the casing pressure decreases steadily the drill pipe pressure will also decrease. By the time
all this happens the formation may be taking fluid steadily.
Underground blowouts occur when there is both a kicking zone and a thief zone in the same open
annulus. The thief zone may be above or below the kick zone. Both cases are sometimes difficult to
recognize promptly and nearly always difficult to control or cure. Once a subsurface blowout develops
the accompanying costs are staggering. The potential damage to the environment is unacceptable and
the future production of the well is lost.
Figure 7.1. Partial loss of return.

In the case of total lost returns, depending on the severity of the developing underground blowout,
pressures may change rapidly.
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•

The casing pressure may increase to high levels.

•

Communication between drill pipe and annulus may be lost.

•

Drill pipe pressure, after decreasing suddenly, may go on vacuum.

•

Raising and lowering the work string causes no change in casing pressure.

•

There may be sudden drill pipe vibration or drag when moving the pipe against blowout
zones.

•

The BOP stack may vibrate violently.

•

Shut-in pressures will be lower than otherwise expected.

•

The annulus pressure may begin to increase due to gas migration as formation fluid fills
the wellbore. Fluids may have to be pumped down the annulus to keep pressure below
surface and/or casing limitations.
Figure 7.2. Full loss of return.

There is no single recommended cure for lost circulation in a kicking well because there is no accurate
communication between the circulating pressure and the casing pressure. The U-tube model does not
apply therefore accepted bottomhole pressure methods cannot be used. If pumping slowly into the
drillstring does not cause an increase in annulus pressure the well should be shut in. An underground
blowout is likely the cause.
Some techniques that have been used successfully are listed below however there is no substitute for
specific field experience. A technique that has worked in one area might very well be a huge mistake
somewhere else.
•

If extra pressure has been held on the well as a safety margin it should be removed. It is
possible that if the extra pressure is removed, especially when the losses first begin, the
thief zone will heal and the kill can continue as planned.

•

The circulating rate can be reduced in order to reduce the annular friction exerted on
the wellbore. The rate is reduced by holding the casing pressure at its present value as the
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pump rate is adjusted. When the pump rate is correct and the casing pressure is at the
correct value, the new circulating pressure will be correct.
•

Allow the well to “rest”. Pick up off bottom and shut the well in. Sometimes the thief
zone will heal. It goes without saying that during this static period pressure gauges must
be monitored carefully and any changes in pressure documented. If the wellbore pressure
begins to increase, bottomhole pressure can be controlled by bleeding off at the choke,
holding the drill pipe pressure constant.

•

In some areas a slug of heavy fluid has been spotted on bottom in order to suppress, or kill
the kick. Although rare, this has worked in certain areas and where the kick is small and
the loss zone is above the kick zone. Once the kicking formation is controlled, steps can
be taken to repair the higher thief zone.

•

Although used in some areas, lost circulation material (LCM) is not usually recommended.
There are two major concerns: circulating the LCM will increase the annular pressure loss,
and the material may plug bit nozzles.

If these initial attempts fail, the thief zone must be identified in order to attempt to regain control of
the well. In most cases electric logs are run on wireline in order to locate the thief zone. Once the loss
zone has been defined various techniques have been used to reestablish circulation.
1. Cementing service companies can set special cements designed to stop underground flows.
2. Barite plugs, a mixture of barite and water, are sometimes used to plug the wellbore
above the kick zone and stop the flow into the well. The time the barite takes to settle
makes it difficult to get a good plug with large water flows, but barite plugs often work
well with gas flows. Correct displacement is critical because the barite will settle out
quickly when the pump is shut down. Bit nozzles may plug or the bottomhole assembly
can become stuck.
3. A gunk plug, a mixture of bentonite and diesel oil, can be effective in temporarily
shutting off a water flow. When the gunk comes in contact with water the bentonite sets
up like thick, clay cement. Gunk plugs weaken over time. If the gunk plug is effective, a
permanent cement plug is often set above it.
4. It is sometimes possible to kill a well dynamically by pumping at a high rate in order to
dominate the blowing zone by generating high annular friction.
5. In the most severe cases relief wells are drilled and dynamic techniques are used.

The Low Choke Method
The low choke procedure can be used on certain wells when the shut-in casing pressure approaches
or exceeds the maximum allowable annular surface pressure. It is not a constant bottomhole pressure
method and is only applicable in situations in which formation fracture or casing/wellhead equipment
failure is likely.
Once the decision to use the low choke method is made, the MAASP is held constant with a choke
while circulating at the highest practical pump rate, simultaneously increasing the mud weight as
rapidly as possible. The increased annular pressure loss due to high pumping rates is a crucial part of
the method. During this time formation fluids will continue to enter the well until the fluid is properly
weighted. This may require more than one complete circulation. The correct kill fluid density is not
known when the operation begins because no stabilized shut in drill pipe pressure was established on
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Figure 7.3. Decision Analysis Flow to Loss Zone Above High Pressure Zone.
STOP ROTATING
NO EVIDENCE OF
UNDERGROUND BLOWOUT

MONITOR SURFACE
PRESSURES

RE-ASSESS SITUATION

USE STANDARD WELL
CONTROL TECHNIQUES

SUSPECT UNDERGROUND
BLOWOUT BECAUSE….
1. Drill pipe ON VACUUM
2. PRESSURE BUILD-UP INDICATES FRACTURE
3. ANNULUS PRESSURE FLUCTUATING

RUN POSITIVE TEST

No

RUN NOISE AND/OR TEMPERATURE
LOG IF NECESSARY
UNDERGROUND
BLOWOUT CONFIRMED?
Yes
*DO NOT BLEED FLUID FROM ANNULUS.
*LINE UP ONE PUMP ON ANNULUS.
*SUPPLY MUD (OR WATER) TO SUCTION.
LEAVE ANNULUS SHUT IN IF PRESSURES
ARE NOT EXCESSIVE
IF ANNULAR PRESSURE BUILDS, PUMP
MUD AT SLOW RATE DOWN ANNULUS. IF
CANNOT SUPPORT MUD, PUMP WATER.

CONTINUALLY MONITOR ANNULUS
PREPARE TWICE VOLUME OF KILL WEIGHT MUD
(USE FRICTION REDUCERS IF POSSIBLE).
REMOVE KELLY. INSTALL HP CIRCULATING LINE
DYNAMIC KILL WITH BARITE PLUG.
PUMP KILL WEIGHT MUD AT MAX. RATE.
PUMP UNTIL ALL MUD IS USED. STOP
ONLY IF PRESSURE IS EXCESSIVE.
1. CHECK MUD IS AT
KILL WEIGHT.
2. REDUCE VISCOSITY.
3. REDUCE DRILLSTRING INTERNAL
FRICTION.
4. PUMP LARGER PLUG.

Try
Again

DO PRESSURES
INDICATE THAT
UNDERGROUND BLOWOUT
HAS STOPPED?

Yes

No

OPTIONS
1. CEMENT BHA IN PLACE.
2. POOH TO PLUG FRACTURE.
3. POOH TO RUN CASING.
Yes

1. MIX LCM PILL.
2. MIX TWICE ANNULUS VOLUME OF
KILL WEIGHT MUD.
3. PUMP LCM PILL DOWN ANNULUS
UNTIL JUST ABOVE LOSS ZONE.

DYNAMIC KILL
• PUMP KILL MUD AT MAX. RATE DOWN Drill pipe.
• PUMP LCM PILL DOWN ANNULUS AND INTO FRACTURE.
• KEEP PUMPING UNLESS PRESSURE LIMITS ARE REACHED.

1. CHECK MUD IS AT
KILL WEIGHT.
2. REDUCE VISCOSITY.
3. REDUCE DRILLSTRING INTERNAL
FRICTION.
4. PUMP LARGER PLUG.

Try
Again

DO PRESSURES
INDICATE THAT
UNDERGROUND BLOWOUT
HAS STOPPED?
No

Yes

IS THE
PIPE STUCK?

OPTIONS
1. BACK OFF, STRIP INTO
CASING. SQUEEZE HIGH
WATER LOSS CEMENT TO
PLUG WELL.
2. IF CAN CIRCULATE ON
BOTTOM PUMP FRESH H2O
AT HIGH RATE TO MAKE
HOLE SLOUGH.

No

OPTIONS
1. STRIP INTO CASING…
SQUEEZE HIGH WATER
LOSS CEMENT TO PLUG
WELL.
2. PUMP FRESH H2O AT
HIGH RATE TO MAKE HOLE
SLOUGH.

OPTIONS
1. CEMENT BHA IN PLACE.
2. POOH TO PLUG FRACTURE.
3. POOH TO RUN CASING.
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initial shut in. An estimate of the correct fluid density must be made. After the heavier fluid has been
circulated to the surface, the well is shut in and the correct kill fluid density can be determined. The
low choke method should not be used unless it is determined that the rig has adequate gas separation
equipment. A recommended procedure is listed below:
1. Circulate using the maximum practical pump rate1.
2. Start increasing the density of the fluid to an estimated kill density as soon as possible.
3. Hold the casing pressure at the MAASP by means of choke adjustments. Monitor the
mud pit level closely. A decrease in mud volume before the kick is at the surface would
indicate lost circulation.
4. Continue circulating until it requires a reduced choke opening to maintain the maximum
allowable pressure.
5. Shut the well in and read the shut-in pressures. The correct kill mud weight can then
be determined and the wait-and-weight method2 used to circulate kill mud throughout
the well.
6. If the well cannot be killed, or the casing pressure cannot be reduced in order to shut the
well in safely, consider setting barite or cement plugs.
ICP = (SCRpsi * MWpresent ÷ MWoriginal) + SIDPP

Well Kicks When the Work String is Off Bottom
Kicks that are detected when the work string is off bottom are usually the result of swabbing on trips
or repeated runs with wireline tools when the work string is completely out of the well. In either case
the kick should have been detected by measuring the fill-up during the trip or otherwise monitoring
the annulus. It has been said that to get complete control of a well two things must be accomplished:
1) the drill pipe must be close to bottom and, 2) it must be possible to circulate.
Figure 7.4.

SIDPP

1
2
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SICP

Floating units with subsea BOPs must consider high annular friction pressures developed when pumping
through extended choke and kill lines. Refer to chapter 11 (Subsea Well Control).
The correct ICP is determined using a prerecorded SCR pressure and original mud weight.

Figure 7.5. Kick off bottom (drill pipe in stack)

WELL KICKS
No

CAN STAB
FOSV?

WELL
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DRILLSTRING

DROP PIPE
SECURE WELL

Yes
STAB & CLOSE
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HANG OFF

OPEN CHOKE
LINE VALVE

SHEAR PIPE

CLOSE ANNULAR

INSTALL DP DART
OR IBOP

MONITOR SURFACE
PRESSURE
--ROTATE PIPE--

STRIPPING
WITH RIG EQUIPMENT
NOT FEASABLE

CONSIDER
SNUBBING

Yes
CAN REDUCE
SURFACE
PRESSURE?

ATTEMPT TO REDUCE
SURFACE PRESSURE
BHP METHODS

No

Yes

PRESSURES
EXCEED ANNULAR
RATING
No

CONSIDER RAM TO
RAM STRIPPING

REDUCE ANNULAR
CLOSING PRESSURE

ATTEMPT TO LOWER
PIPE THRU BOPS

ATTEMPT TO REDUCE
SURFACE PRESSURE
BHP METHODS

No

CAN LOWER
PIPE THRU ANNULAR?
Yes

CAN REDUCE
SURFACE PRESSURE?

CONSIDER
SNUBBING

CAN LOWER
TOOL JOINT THRU
ANNULAR?
Yes
STRIP TO BOTTOM USING
ANNULAR PREVENTER

Yes
No

ATTEMPT TO REDUCE
SURFACE PRESSURE
BHP METHODS

CAN REDUCE
SURFACE
PRESSURE?
No
CONSIDER RAM TO
RAM STRIPPING
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When a well is shut in and drill pipe is off bottom the shut in pressures (SIDPP and SICP) will likely
be equal assuming that the kick is below the work string therefore the U-tube model will no longer
apply. In fact, the well could be pictured as a Y-tube, with the pressure gauges at the end of each arm
of the Y and the kick below in the stem. The chances are that if the well were circulated at the offbottom depth it would do little or nothing to help the situation and could lead to disaster. Likewise,
more than one tragic blowout has occurred when the crew ran back into an open well, trying to
“outrun the kick”.
Every effort should be made to run the work string to bottom or at least below the kick, and then
to circulate the influx out of the well. The only safe way to do this is by running in through a closed
preventer while controlling bottomhole pressure (volumetric stripping). Stripping operations and
techniques are discussed on the following pages in this chapter.
Techniques other than stripping have been in used certain areas. For example, staging back into a well
and circulating at each stage, or trying to “top kill” a well by filling the annulus from time to time
when tripping out. These techniques have been developed through field experience in specific areas.
They are not generally recommended, and are beyond the scope of this text.

Stripping
Stripping in is the process of lowering the drill stem into the wellbore when the well is shut in on
a kick and when the weight of the drill stem is sufficient to overcome the force of well pressure.
Stripping out is the process of removing the drill stem from a well under pressure”3.
The expression used to describe the situation that requires stripping is pipe heavy. If the forces from
the well are greater than the weight of the pipe the situation is considered pipe light. In pipe light
conditions the operation of moving pipe in a well is known as snubbing. Snubbing is a highly
specialized operation requiring special equipment, e.g., hydraulic workover units or coiled tubing
units, and will not be addressed in this discussion.
Some of the most serious well control events have occurred when tripping pipe out of a well. When
tripping out, bottomhole pressure (BHP) is reduced in three distinct ways: 1) Annular friction loss
disappears when the pump(s) are stopped, 2) there is some decrease in BHP due to the upward
movement of the pipe, and 3) the level of liquid in the well goes down as pipe is removed. Improper
fill-up on trips out of a well, especially when the bottomhole assembly (BHA) is being pulled through
the rotary table, has led to many blowouts. Also, the reduction of BHP due to the upward movement
of the pipe, that is, the “swabbing effect”, if handled improperly, can lead to disastrous consequences.
The main contributors to swabbing are:
•

the rate at which the pipe is pulled

•

the flow properties of the working liquid (viscosity and gel strength)

•

annular clearances

Swabbing is a piston-like effect caused by pulling the pipe faster than the liquid can fall below it. The
opposite effect, surging, which causes an increase in BHP, can also lead to well control problems, but
not as often as swabbing.
Swabbing or surging can only be detected early by carefully monitoring a calibrated trip tank as the
pipe is moved into or out of a well. On trips out, if the well does not take the predetermined correct
volume of liquid for fill-up, it can be assumed that swabbing of formation fluids into the wellbore
has occurred.
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Figure 7.5.

Surging

Swabbing

Sand

Swab

Sand

It has long been known that the only way to get complete control of a well is to have a work string
near bottom and to have the means to circulate. That statement in itself is essentially true. However,
the means by which the pipe is run to bottom is critical.
Running back to bottom in an open well, that is, “outrunning the kick” has led to many disastrous
blowouts. If it is okay to run in so long as the well is not flowing “too bad”, then “too bad” begs a
definition. How bad is too bad? The following figures illustrate how a common swabbing incident
can turn into a dangerous well control event.
Consider a trip out of a well with a drilling rig. If, during the trip, the volume of liquid pumped
into the well is less than the predetermined correct volume displacement of the pipe (considering
the particular well’s normal characteristics) the trip should be stopped, a full-opening safety valve
made up on the work string, and the well checked for flow. If the well is flowing it must be shut-in so
that the flow is stopped as quickly as possible and so that the situation can be analyzed under static
conditions. Even though the well is not flowing, once it has been determined that formation fluid has been
swabbed into a well the pipe should be stripped back near bottom and the influx circulated out using a
constant bottomhole pressure method.
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Outrunning a Kick?
Stage 1
When drilling an 8½-inch hole,
the bit penetrated a different
formation and a trip had to
be made for a bit change. The
TVD was 9,186 feet. The mud
weight was 14.9 ppg, which
provided approximately 494 psi
overbalance, or trip margin. The
formation pressure gradient was
estimated to be 0.721 psi/ft. The
formation contained gas with an
estimated density of 2.5 ppg.

3,500
4,500

Mud Hydrostatic
5,500

Depth (ft)

6,500

Pore Pressure
7,500
8,500
9,186 ft
9,500

494 psi

10,500
11,500

Pressure (psi)

Stage 2
3,500
4,500

5,500

5,577 ft

6,500

Depth (ft)

After pulling out of the hole
to 5,577 feet, it was noticed
that the well was not taking
the correct volume for fillup and the well was flowing
slowly. The pits had gained
about 9.4 barrel due to
incorrect fill-up and possible
gas expansion. The open
hole was now filled with
gas cut drilling fluid. The
on-bottom overbalance was
reduced to 290 psi.

7,500

8,500

9,500

9,186 ft
290 psi

10,500
11,500

Pressure (psi)
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Stage 3
A decision is made to trip
into the hole since the flow is
not considered excessive. The
pit gain on the surface is now
25 barrel. All the overbalance
has been lost and the open
hole is completely full of gas
cut mud.

3,500

4,500

5,500

Depth (ft)

6,500

7,500

7,218 ft

8,500

9,500

9,186 ft

10,500

11,500

Pressure (psi)

Stage 4
The crew continued running
into the well as the rate of
flow from the well continually
increased. All overbalance
is now completely lost
and a second kick enters
the wellbore. The well is
producing gas constantly
from bottom. The pit gain is
now 63 barrel and growing
rapidly.

3,500
4,500

5,500

Depth (ft)

6,500

7,500

7,874 ft
8,500

9,500

9,186 ft

10,500
11,500

Pressure (psi)
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Stage 5
3,500

4,500

5,500

6,500

Depth (ft)

The well is closed in with the
BOPs. Total volume gained
is now 94 bbl. The shut in
casing pressure (SICP) is
725 psi with the bit still
1,312 ft. from bottom. The
open hole is loaded with gas
and control has effectively
been lost. Recovery from
this situation is now difficult
and very risky.

7,500

7,874 ft

8,500

9,500

9,186 ft

10,500

11,500

Pressure (psi)

Safe stripping practices involve two primary concerns. There is the mechanical operation itself that
consists of the rig-up and operation of equipment, specific assignments for the crew, and careful
displacement and volume calculations. Also, since some gas is associated with most formation fluids,
consideration must be given to controlling bottomhole pressure in the event of gas migration during
the stripping operation.
Although both of these concerns are addressed simultaneously during actual operations, here they
are discussed separately for the sake of simplicity and clarity. The basic equipment requirements for
stripping pipe into a well using an annular preventer against relatively low pressure are:
•

A fluid-discharge system from the wellhead (BOP) into a dedicated and accurately
calibrated tank, in order to allow controlled bleed-off.

•

A BOP control system that allows fast response and guarantees a seal when a tool joint is
stripped through the sealing element.

•

Additional equipment to ensure efficient operations.

It goes without saying that it is vitally important that supervisors know the limits of their well control
equipment and that maintenance and operational manuals are readily available. Unnecessary damage
to the sealing elements of preventer(s) during stripping has been the cause of more than one blowout.
A brief description of the equipment requirements and operating limitations are discussed in the
following page. Figure 7.6 is a schematic layout of the fluid discharge from the wellhead, via the
choke line and choke-manifold into a calibrated trip tank. A calibrated trip tank is used to monitor
and record volumes of the closed-end displacement of the pipe to be stripped into the well. The trip
tank contains the volume increase of gas expansion (as a result of choke manipulation applying the
volumetric method) and is monitored and recorded separately from the pipe displacement volume.
In many operations, some leakage will occur as a tool joint passes through the annular preventer. This
liquid must be measured and added to the volume bled from the annulus. Figure 7.7 illustrates a line
directing any preventer leakage back into the calibrated trip tank.
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Figure 7.6. Rig layout for combined Stripping and Static
Volumetric Method.
Flow Line
Accurate
Pressure
Gauges
(various ranges)

Adjustable
Choke
Annular
Preventer
(see detail)

Calibrated
Trip Tank

Calibrated
Stripping Tank

Figure 7.7. Trip tank.
Annulus
Bleed Line

Hand Adjustable
Choke
Fluid Leaking
Past Preventers

Calibrated Measuring Tank
(Trip Tank)
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Figure 7.8 is a schematic layout of a pressure regulating system used to ensure a fast, guaranteed
seal when a tool joint is stripped through the annular preventer. In order to minimize wear on the
sealing element, the closing pressure should be reduced as much as possible and the element allowed
to expand, and then contract, as the tool joint passes through. Lubricating the drill pipe before
and during the operation can further reduce potential wear. If there is leakage around the pipe, the
fluid should be collected in the trip tank and considered as liquid from the well. A 10-gallon surge
accumulator bottle is installed in the closing line as close as possible to the preventer. The pre-charge
pressure of the surge accumulator depends on the type of preventer in use. As rule of thumb, it
should be precharged to fifty percent of the minimum required closing pressure, for the preventer.
The surge bottle is isolated under normal operating conditions, and is used to ease the expansion and
contraction of the sealing element.
Figure 7.8. Equipment requirements for stripping with an annular preventer.
Precharge fitting
Nitrogen-charge bag-type accumulator
(3,000 psi WP, 10-gal capacity,
precharged to 400 psi

Ball valve
Opening line

Remove plug to vent
opening chamber during
stripping

Closing line to TRTM type
regulating valve

Make this piping as short
and direct as possible

3,000 psi gauge

Another advantage of the TRTM fail-safe regulator valve is high flow-through vs. valve size due to multiple
internal flow paths; therefore, it is responsive to stripping operations due to the multi-port vent line.
Figure 7.9 illustrates a fail-safe type of regulating valve used when operating the BOPs remotely. The
fail-safe valve will maintain the closing pressure in the event that air or hydraulic signals to operate the
valve is lost. The TRTM pressure regulation valve illustrated here incorporates a fail-safe feature. With
the TRTM regulator, if the pilot pressure is lost, the manual adjusting screw remains in position,
thereby maintaining the last regulated pressure setting. An important feature is that the mechanical
lock screw remains locked to ensure that the last setting remains.
The Hydril GK preventer, illustrated in figure 7.10, was developed especially for use on surface
installations. Pack-off is effected by hydraulic pressure applied to the closing chamber that raises
the piston, forcing the packing element into a seal around the tubular pipe (the GK will also seal on
the open hole, but this is normally avoided because of the potential for extreme packer wear). The
GK preventer is designed to be pressure assisted so that pressure from the well is acting up on the
packing element. As well pressure increases, closing force increases and therefore the friction forces
developed by the moving pipe also increase. Longer packing unit life is obtained by lowering the
closing chamber pressure. Manufacturer’s tables are available for various make and model preventers
and should be used as guides for establishing the initial closing pressure.
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pressure regulation valve illustrated here incorporates a fail-safe feature.
With the TRTM regulator, if the pilot pressure is lost, the manual adjusting screw remains in position, thereby maintaining the last regulated pressure setting. An important feature is that the mechanical lock screw remains
locked to ensure that the last setting remains.

Figure 7.8 - Fail-Safe Regulator Valve
Figure 7.9. Fail-safe regulator valve.
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Another advantage of the TRTM
fail-safe regulator valve is high flowthrough vs. valve size due to multiple
internal flow paths; therefore, it is responsive to stripping operations due to
the multi-port vent line.
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Another advantage of the TRTM fail-safe regulator valve is high flow-through vs. valve size due to multiple
internal flow paths; therefore, it is responsive to stripping operations
to the multi-port vent line.
Figuredue7.9

Blowout Preventer

Stripping Examples

Opening
Surge-Bottle
Line
In this first example assume the (Pre-charged
same well geometry
taken from the previous volumetric discussion, in
to
of the minimum
chapter 6 (p. 6 -22) and that
a50%
15-barrel
gas influx was swabbed into the well and detected 25 stands
required closing pressure)

(2,325 ft) off bottom. The decision is made to strip back into the well and circulate the kick out. Also
assume that the 12.5 ppg mud balanced the formation before the trip was started and that the gas will
not migrate. The 120 psi casing pressure is relatively low surface pressure so the annular preventer will
be used as the stripping head. A safety margin of 100 psi and a working margin of 50 psi are chosen.
These assumptions may not reflect a true situation; they are used here for illustration purposes only.
Figure 7.10. Blowout preventer.
Closing
Line
Opening
line

Surge bottle
(precharged to 50% of
the minimum required
closing pressure)
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Closing
line
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The closed-in displacement of the 4½-inch drill pipe with tool joints is 0.02084 bbl/ft, therefore
each 93-foot stand displaces 1.94 bbl. (0.02084 * 93 = 1.94). After the proper equipment is rigged
up, a detailed safety meeting is held. During this meeting the crew is informed as to the details of the
operation and individual tasks are assigned and explained.
Figure 7.11. Sample well.

Well Data:
Depth: 10,000 ft.

0 psi

120 psi

Casing: 9⅝ in, 40 lb./ft. set at 5,000 ft
Drill Pipe: 4½ in, 16.6 lb./ft., closed-end
displacement 0.02084 bbl./ft.
Off bottom, an influx is swabbed in below
the work string.
Mud: 12.5 ppg
SICP: 120 psi

5,000 ft

Final pit gain after shut in: 15 bbl.
Formation pressure: 6,500 psi

10,000 ft

The operation begins by stripping the drill pipe through the annular preventer with the choke closed
until the casing pressure has increased by the safety margin (100 psi) and the working margin (50 psi),
that is, to 270 psi. From this point onward the choke is opened as the pipe is moved into the well in
order to bleed off exactly the drill pipe displacement. The trip tank should be approximately one-third
full before stripping begins.
In this ideal situation (no migration) the casing pressure would remain approximately constant as the
pipe is stripped until the BHA stings into the top of the influx. At that point the annular hydrostatic
pressure would be reduced as a result of the longer (higher) influx. The casing pressure would then
increase reflecting the changing wellbore geometry. It can be seen that accurate measurement of the
displaced liquid is crucial to the operation and that communication between the choke operator and
the men measuring the liquid must be excellent. Bottomhole pressure remains constant so long as the
returning liquid equals the actual pipe displacement until the work string is at, or near, the bottom
of the well. Any changes in casing pressure are due to changes in annular hydrostatic pressure as pipe
is moved into the well.
The example on the previous page assumed that no gas was associated with the swabbed-in influx and
therefore there was no upward migration. However, almost all kicks contain some gas and stripping
operations must be prepared to control bottomhole pressure if the gas begins to rise in the well. Since
circulation is not possible, the volumetric principle is incorporated into the stripping operation. In
this situation there are two separate concerns: 1) careful measurement of pipe displacement and,
2) the application of the volumetric method in order to allow for gas expansion and control of
bottomhole pressure.
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When planning a stripping operation, it is not practical to consider every geometric change in the
wellbore even though the migrating gas may move into different annuli, for example, above the
BHA. Also, as mentioned in the previous example, consideration must be given to the potential
pressure change that will likely occur when the BHA stings into the main body of the gas. If the
vertical length of the gas increases, it will result in a decrease in the effective annular hydrostatic
pressure, which in turn, results in an increase in casing pressure. It is important to realize that this
increase in surface pressure is not due to gas migration.
Figure 7.12. Pipe displacement.

Although it is possible to estimate the rate of migration, there is no assurance that this rate will
continue. Also, the exact top (or bottom) of the bubble cannot be known.
Since a well may have various annuli, the hydrostatic pressure per barrel of liquid will vary depending
on the position of the bubble. When selecting a hydrostatic pressure value versus volume to be used
(psi/bbl), some operators simplify matters by using the annulus between the BHA and open hole,
considering the smallest annulus to be the safest. Others use an average, or the longest annulus. In
most wells the pressure per barrel differences between the various annuli are small. At any rate, the
choke operator should anticipate a significant pressure change when the BHA enters the gas bubble.
Choosing appropriate safety and working margins also varies according to specific well characteristics.
For example, formation strength (MAASP) is always a concern in drilling because there is exposed
open hole. There is no hard rule but if the MAASP were 1,200 psi, and the SICP were 800 psi, the
selection of 200 psi total margins would likely be safe since 1,200 – 800 = 400 psi, which should
provide ample tolerance. If casing pressure does not increase after a few stands are tripped in, it could
mean that the well is already taking liquid and that the fracture pressure has been exceeded. Once it
is established that the well is taking working fluid, stripping may continue by bleeding just enough
fluid to equal the total displacement of the pipe. In this situation, less fluid would be forced into the
formation and the losses might stop once the gas rises above the fracture point.
Some basic assumptions are made in the following example:
•

The annular preventer is used for stripping.

•

The influx will be considered to be gas and therefore back-pressure will be added, allowing
for migration and expansion as in the volumetric method.

•

The influx remains in a continuous bubble, occupying the entire annulus cross-section.
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•

Safety and working margins will be added at the very start of the operation and the influx
will be in the open hole at the beginning of the operation. An average psi/bbl will be used
for volumetric guidelines. Here the average was determined by dividing the formation
pressure of 6500 psi by the total annular volume when the work string is on bottom (512
barrels).

Like safety margins, this must be a well-specific judgment. Some of the additional considerations
required are: estimates of the bubble position, maximum allowable pressures, and length of open
hole in relation to the casing seat. Suppose the crew has received orders to strip back to bottom
before circulating the gas influx out. During the stripping operations pipe will be moving, gas may
be migrating, and fluid will be bled off at the choke. A planned stripping pressure schedule should
be developed.
The well is shut in with 120 psi casing pressure. In designing a bleed off schedule, a safety margin
and a working margin are chosen. In this example we have decided to use 200 psi safety margin
(because of the hydrostatic loss of 100 to 150 psi associated with the bit passing through the kick)
and a 50 psi working margin. In other words, the choke will not be opened for any bleed off until the
casing pressure has been allowed to rise to 370 psi. During the first bleed off, casing pressure will be
maintained within the working margin, that is, between 320 and 370 psi. It is necessary to carefully
measure any fluid bled from the well and to estimate its equivalent hydrostatic pressure. The drill
pipe will be fitted with at least one back-pressure valve so total displacement will be that of the full
outside diameter.
0.02084 bbl./ft. * 93 ft = 1.9 bbl/stand, closed-in pipe displacement
6500 psi ÷ 512 bbl = 12.7 psi/bbl, pressure equivalent chosen for volumetric adjustments
50 psi ÷ 12.7 psi/bbl = 3.9 bbl, working margin equivalent in barrels
With this information, a stripping/bleed off schedule is created. Using the schedule, the following
steps describe the procedure when the drill pipe is continuously stripped into the well.
1. Strip into the well without bleeding fluid until casing pressure increases by 250 psi (200 psi
for safety margin and 50 psi for working margin) from 120 psi to 370 psi.
2. Once the casing pressure has reached 370 psi, continue bleeding at a rate to hold casing
pressure between 320 and 370 psi. After bleeding the equivalent of 50 psi (working margin)
of liquid, that is, four barrels, allow the casing pressure to increase by another 50 psi to 420
psi.
3. As pipe is lowered, carefully bleed off the amount of tubing displacement (1.9 bbl per 93
ft. stand) as it is run into the well. The casing pressure is allowed to increase. If the casing
pressure has not increased by 50 psi after the stand is lowered and set on the slips, close the
choke, and make up the next stand. Continue bleeding only pipe displacement when the
connected stand is lowered.
4. When casing pressure has increased to 420 psi while continuing to strip, maintain casing
pressure between 370 and 420 psi while bleeding until a gain of four barrels is noted. At
this point, casing pressure is once again allowed to increase as the bubble migrates and pipe
is run into the well.
The steps are repeated until drill pipe has been run to bottom or gas reaches surface. It is important
to note that these are not recommendations, but are offered to demonstrate the complexity of the
operation, and the critical need for thorough preparation before beginning to strip into a well.
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The following three graphs (figures 7.13, 7.14, and 7.15) illustrate a computer simulation using
the data in our example. Figure 7.13 illustrates the movement of the BHA into the well as the kick
migrates upward. Some assumptions were made in order to develop the plots:
1. The bubble is migrating at a rate of 250 ft/hr.
2. Pipe is being stripped at a rate of 1,000 ft/hr.
3. Each connection takes two minutes and a stand is moved into the well in 3.8 minutes,
making the total stripping time 5.8 minutes per stand.
Figure 7.13. Stripping in the hole.
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Notice in figure 7.14, which illustrates pipe displacement only, that approximately 3 hours into the
operation both the casing pressure and the kick height increase for about 30 minutes and then begin
to decrease. As the BHA enters the gas the length (height) of the kick increases, effectively reducing
the annular hydrostatic pressure. The decrease in hydrostatic pressure is offset by the resulting
increase in casing pressure. As the BHA exits the bottom of the gas, the kick becomes shorter, mud
hydrostatic pressure increases, and the casing pressure decreases. Once the gas is completely above
the BHA, the gas occupies the larger annulus around the drill pipe only. At that point the kick height
remains constant (because for clarity it is assumed that no bleeding is done for kick migration),
hydrostatic pressure is constant, and casing pressure increases as the kick brings its pressure up the
hole. It is important to note that this necessary increase/decrease in casing pressure that occurs when
the BHA passes through the bubble is one reason why pipe stripping is based on volume calculations,
not on forced changes in casing pressure.
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Figure 7.14. Bit penetrates the kick.
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The plot in figure 7.15 was developed using 1.94 bbl/stand as calculated. It is interesting to note that
if the closed-in displacement were rounded up to 2 bbl/stand — a seemingly small adjustment — the
well would be underbalanced by 150 psi by the time the bit was at bottom.
Figure 7.15. Volumetric stripping.
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The bottomhole pressure/time plot in figure 7.15 assumes three different gas migration and stripping
rates. The graph was generated using the following assumptions:
•

Safety margin – 200 psi

•

Working margin – 50 psi

•

Bleed-off for stripping – 1.9 bbl/stand

•

Bleed-off for migration – 3.9 barrels for the 50 psi working margin

•

Assumed connection times were two, five, and eight minutes for stripping rates of 1,000,
500, and 250 ft/hr respectively.

The safety and working margins were established by migration only. No stripping began until the
bottomhole pressure had increased to 6,750 psi. Note that at the slowest assumed migration rate
(depicted in red) about 2 hours were required to achieve the 250 psi overbalance. Continuing to
follow the 250 ft/min rate, it can be seen that the BHA had been stung through the gas in about 4
hours and that in less than 5 hours the bit was on bottom even though the working margin of 50 psi
(3.9 barrels) had not yet been bled from the well.
Doubling the migration rate to 500 ft/hr and slowing the stripping time by half i.e. 500 ft/hr required
approximately 5 hours in order to reach bottom but still, the working margin equivalent had not
been completely bled from the well.
In the third case (blue), the migration rate has increased four times while the stripping speed has
been reduced to only 250 ft/hr. In this case it was about nine hours into the operation before the
3.9 barrels were bled. Less than an hour later the bit was at bottom. The increase in BHP after the
3.9 barrels (for migration) is achieved is due to stripping and bleeding pipe displacement only,
reestablishing the working margin.
It can be seen from these illustrations that volumetric stripping can be a complicated operation, and
that it is impossible to predict exactly what will happen once the operation begins. Although the
plotted data are generated by computer modeling and not from actual case studies, they demonstrate
the complexity of stripping into a well safely while maintaining bottomhole pressure within a
designed range or “window” for optimum safety, protecting not only the crew and equipment, but
also the environment.
The following steps represent a summary of recommended low pressure stripping procedures
developed by a major operator. They are offered here as information only since specific procedures
differ among operators.
1. After the well is shut in, casing pressure is monitored carefully. Pressure is recorded every 5
minutes in order to determine if the influx is migrating.
2. Rig up equipment for stripping and prepare a stripping schedule, determining safety and
working margins, closed-pipe displacement, psi/bbl calculations, etc.
3. Reduce the closing pressure on the annular preventer and open the surge accumulator bottle.
4. Conduct a safety meeting for all personnel, explaining the operations, assigning tasks, and
establishing paths of communication for the operation.
5. Install an inside BOP (IBOP) on top of the full-opening safety valve (FOSV)
6. Open the FOSV slowly checking that the IBOP is holding. If a nonported check valve
(float) is in the BHA it is unlikely that there will be pressure below the FOSV.
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7. Consider circulating for a short time to confirm that the work string is not plugged before
beginning to strip.
8. Ensure that the choke line and manifold are properly aligned to discharge bled off liquid
into the trip tank and that the trip tank is approximately one-third full.
9. Install a stand of drill pipe, making sure that pipe rubbers are removed; tong and slip marks
are smoothed as much as possible, and the tool joints are lubricated.
10. Allow the casing pressure to increase until it equals SICP + safety margin + working margin
while stripping the first stand.
11. Fill each stand stripped with fluid from the active system.
12. Move the tool joints slowly through the preventer, avoiding excessive pressure surges.
13. While stripping, the volume increase due to the closed-end displacement of the pipe and the
expansion volume are purged into the trip tank. After stripping the entire stand, bleed the
displacement volume into the stripping tank. This ensures that any increase in the trip tank
volume is due to gas expansion and the resulting loss of hydrostatic pressure in the well.
14. While stripping the next stand, allow the casing pressure to increase from its present value
plus the working margin.
15. Continue stripping, repeating steps 11-15 as often as necessary, allowing migration and
volumetric control until the string is near bottom.
16. Prior to circulating, close a ram preventer in order to have full closed-in integrity when the
gas is near the surface.
17. Route the returns from the annulus through the mud-gas separator.
18. Once the influx is circulated out and before opening the preventer, be aware that pressure
may be trapped in the BOP stack and/or below the IBOP.

High-Pressure Stripping
The previous discussions have outlined the basics of stripping into a well against relatively low wellbore
pressure using an annular preventer. In high-pressure situations two preventers are used to strip into
or out of a well. When two preventers are used the operation is more critical and much more complex.
High-pressure stripping is discussed briefly below, but it must be stressed that each well is different
and a detailed explanation of high-pressure stripping operations is beyond the scope of this text.

Stripping With an Annular and One Ram Preventer
If the force required to pass the combination of FOSV, IBOP and tool joint through the annular
preventer is too great, i.e. there is not enough string weight available, a ram preventer can be used in
conjunction with the annular preventer. Providing spaceout distances permit, the steps are:
1. Close the appropriate ram.
2. Bleed off pressure trapped between the annular and the ram.
3. Lower the closing pressure of the ram to a predetermined value.
4. Open the annular preventer.
5. Strip pipe slowly through the ram, until the upset of the tool joint gently tags up on the
ram block.
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6. Pick up to the original hookload and close the annular preventer.
7. Using a high-pressure/low-volume pump, apply pressure between the closed preventers
equal to the casing pressure.
8. Open the ram.
9. Use tags to indicate which preventer is containing the wellbore pressure.
10. Continue repeating the cycle until enough string weight is available to strip with the
annular preventer alone.

Stripping in with Pipe Rams
High-pressure stripping operations and properly arranged BOP stacks are required for ram-to-ram
stripping. Often, a trained stripping crew conducts the operation. BOP stack arrangement is crucial.
The rams must be spaced far enough apart so that tool joints will not be trapped in either ram when
both are closed. This requires a single ram with a spacer in the stack. Adjacent rams in double or
triple sets cannot be used for stripping. If the lower rams are reserved as a master valve, or safety ram,
ram-to-ram stripping would require a four-ram stack.
Although the packing elements in pipe ram blocks are designed to extrude and hold a seal for a long
period of time, pressure on the closing side of the rams is reduced to avoid burning the ram packing
as the pipe is sliding through. There are no rules about pressure on the closing side of rams, but 400500 psi is recommended by some operators. The upper ram set is used for the majority of stripping
and the lower set is primarily used to seal the well as tool joints pass through. Bottomhole pressure
is controlled by carefully measuring liquid returns and making the necessary volumetric corrections.

Stripping Out of a Well
Before stripping out of a well, consideration must be given to the fact that at some point there will
not be enough pipe weight for the pipe to stay in the well against the wellbore pressure. Calculations
are made in order to estimate the balance point. The crew and equipment must be fully prepared to
handle the change in well conditions. Prior to beginning, precautions must be taken to ensure that
the work string is closed. Pump-down type back-pressure valves (BPV), properly seated, are often
used for this purpose. Safety valves, made up on the string are kept open when pulling the pipe so
that if the BPV leaks, it will not pressure up the string. Liquid is pumped into the annulus to keep the
hole full. There are a number of ways to do this. A common technique is to arrange to circulate across
the BOP stack from the kill to the choke line. A high pressure/low volume pump, like a cementing
pump, generally works better than rig pumps. The pump is kept running throughout the stripping
operation.
Back-pressure, greater than the casing pressure, is controlled by choke adjustments. The well is kept
full of liquid as the pump circulates across the BOP stack. The liquid is pumped from a single
accurately calibrated tank. After each stand, the total pipe displacement is compared to liquid actually
taken by the well. Casing pressure is held constant and corrections to volume pumped into the well
can be made by choke adjustments.
The casing pressure will decrease as the large diameter BHA is pulled out of the kicking fluid. However,
the upward migration of gas and some upward drag may cause an increase in casing pressure. Corrections
to the casing pressure are made according to the principles of the volumetric method.
It may become necessary to use the pipe rams as rubber protectors are pulled through an open
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annular preventer. The pressure between the pipe ram and the annular preventer is released before
opening the annular preventer.

Summary of Stripping Operations
Stripping operations can range from a fairly simple low pressure operation with a salt water kick, to
an extremely dangerous high pressure gas situation. Each case is different just as each well is different.
For example, in most low-pressure operations pipe can be stripped into a well much faster than the
gas will migrate. Some operators may choose to circulate out gas once the pipe has been run into,
or below the gas. Detailed procedures for various stripping operations are beyond the scope of this
text. However, three well-worn universal statements can be made: 1) prevention is always better than
a cure, 2) trying to “outrun” a kick to bottom is not a safe practice, and 3) there is no substitute for
careful planning before stripping operations begin.

Slim-hole Drilling Considerations
Definitions of slim-hole drilling are somewhat vague. Generally speaking, wells that are drilled with
bit sizes less than those that might be used in a standard well at the same depth are considered
slim holes. A miniaturized completion refers to a well in which the production casing is less than 4.5
inches in diameter. For the purpose of this discussion, boreholes that are less than seven inches are
considered slim holes and wells in which the borehole is 41/2 inches or less are considered ultra slim.
The primary difference between slim-hole operations and standard operations is the potential for
things to happen much more quickly in the smaller annuli. Any intrusion of formation fluids into
the well, especially around the BHA, will rapidly displace the drilling fluid from the annulus. A kick
in a slim hole that is not recognized and shut in immediately can turn into an extremely dangerous
situation in minutes. It goes without saying that the crew should work with heightened awareness and
that all kick detection equipment is properly maintained. The various kick warning signs that apply to
standard wells also apply to slim hole work. The alarms on monitoring equipment, i.e. flow sensors,
PVTs, gas detectors, etc. should be set very carefully in order to give instant notice if there are changes
in downhole conditions.
The annular friction losses (APL) are high in small annuli and can present a serious concern in slimhole work. The charts in tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4, compare the equivalent circulating densities (ECD)
between standard wellbore, slim hole, and ultra slim-hole drilling. The values on the charts assume
that a rig was drilling with a circulation rate of 250 gpm (5.6 bbl/min) and an average ROP of 25
ft/hr. It can be seen that the high annular pressures experienced in slim-hole work could not only
increase the likelihood of lost returns, but could also hide a potential kick. If the hydrostatic pressure
was about the same value as the formation pressure, the well would be controlled by the annular
pressure loss while circulating. If the pumps were shut down, the well would go underbalanced.
Referring to chart in table 7.2, the ECD is 9.89 ppg when drilling with 9.5 ppg fluid at a TD of
9,250 feet. When the pump is turned off as when making a connection, bottomhole pressure would
be reduced by 188 psi [(9.89 – 9.5) * 0.052 * 9250 = 188 psi], that is, the value of the APL. If the
volume of cuttings carried in the fluid is considered, the ECD is 9.93 ppg, the equivalent of 207 psi
at 9,250 feet of depth.
In table 7.3, note that as the density of the mud increases, the differential between the ECD and the
mud weight also increases. If the same rig were drilling with 10.6 ppg mud, the ECD as a result of
pumping and rotating would be 11.23 ppg without cuttings, resulting in an increase in bottomhole
pressure of 303 psi. The rapid loss of a 300 psi overbalance when circulation is stopped could result in
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Table 7.2.

Sample ECD Data
Data based on 250 gpm, ROP 25 ft./hr.
Standard Well - MW 9.5 ppg
Depth

FT

ECD (ppg)

ECD + Cutting (ppg)

Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

9.68
9.76
9.76

9.77
9.85
9.85

Slim-Hole Well - MW 9.5 ppg
Depth
FT
ECD (ppg)
Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

9.80
9.89
9.89

Ultra Slim-Hole Well - MW 9.5 ppg
Depth
FT
ECD (ppg)
Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

9.71
10.57
10.57

ECD + Cutting (ppg)
9.84
9.93
9.93

ECD + Cutting (ppg)
9.74
10.60
10.60

Table 7.3.

Sample ECD Data
Data Based on 250 gpm, ROP 25 ft/hr
Standard Well - MW 10.6 ppg
Depth
FT
ECD (ppg)
Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

10.91
11.04
11.04

Slim-Hole Well - MW 10.6 ppg
Depth
FT
ECD (ppg)
Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

11.10
11.23
11.23

Ultra Slim-Hole Well - MW 10.6 ppg
Depth
FT
ECD (ppg)
Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

10.96
11.85
11.85

ECD + Cutting (ppg)
10.97
11.09
11.09

ECD + Cutting (ppg)
11.13
11.27
11.27

ECD + Cutting (ppg)
10.98
11.87
11.87
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Table 7.4.

Sample ECD Data
Data Based on 250 gpm, ROP 25 ft./hr.
Standard Well - MW 10.0 ppg
Depth
Feet
ECD (ppg) ECD + Cutting (ppg)
Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

10.28
10.38
10.38

Slim-Hole Well - MW 10.0ppg
Depth
Feet
ECD (ppg)
Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

10.44
10.55
10.55

Ultra Slim-Hole Well - MW 10.0 ppg
Depth
Feet
ECD (ppg)
Csg Shoe
If TD =
If TD =

1,500
9,250
11,040

10.32
11.07
11.07

10.35
10.45
10.45

ECD + Cutting (ppg)
10.47
10.58
10.58

ECD + Cutting (ppg)
10.34
11.09
11.09

an extremely high flow rate of gas into the well. In fact, the circulating pressure may actually increase
as the gas enters the annulus; just the opposite of a warning sign when drilling a standard bore well. In
this situation, consideration should be given to shutting the well in immediately without performing
a routine flow check.
Some operators conduct “ECD drilling”, whereby the friction in the annulus is used to assist in
providing additional overbalance while drilling, without having to increase mud weight. This
operation must be conducted carefully however as when circulation is stopped on a connection (or
any other reason), bottomhole pressure is reduced and could lead to an underbalanced situation
during this time, possibly inducing a kick. For floating drilling there might be a significant amount of
disolved gas in the riser that may come out of solution, further reducing bottomhole pressure. In any
case, trip margin will be reduced or possibly lost when pumping stops. If the ECD is sufficiently large,
the well will most likely cause the mud to be displaced with a higher density mud before tripping can
be safely conducted.
Migration rates are greater in slim holes than in standard wells. In one test 0.34 barrels of nitrogen
(87 feet high) was introduced into the bottom of a well which was circulating relatively light drilling
mud. The flow was very difficult to detect while pumping, and in the two or three minutes required
to perform a normal flow check a significant influx of gas entered the well before it could be shut in.
The gas migration rate in the open well was computed to be 366 ft/min. The gas continued to migrate
at rate of 6.7 ft/min after the well was closed.
As formation fluids flow into a kicking slim-hole well each barrel of influx will extend upwards many
more times in length than in standard wells which in turn results in higher initial SICP and higher
pressures at weak points along the wellbore (so long as the influx is below those points). Figures 7.17
and 7.18 illustrate the relationship between various kick volumes and the resulting SICP.
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Figure 7.16. Difference in well geometry.
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Figure 7.17. Five barrel gas kicks.
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Figure 7.18. Thirty barrel gas kicks.
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SICP
1118

When a gas kick is circulated upward in the relatively small slim-hole annulus, it will reach the
surface much more quickly than in a standard well, unloading fluid above the influx as the rate
of expansion accelerates. High gas flow rates at the surface will require rapid and frequent choke
adjustments in order to maintain control of bottomhole pressure.
When the drill string is moved up or down within a slim hole, as when tripping, swab and surge
pressures are significant due to small downhole clearances. In some instances the only way to avoid
swabbing on a trip is to pump out of the hole. Tripping practices, always an important component
of blowout prevention, are of special concern in slim hole work.
Two of the three primary contributors to swab and surge pressures are the rate at which the work
string is moved, and downhole clearances. The effects of both are increased when working in a slim
hole. The graphs in figure 7.19 clearly illustrate the effects of pipe movement with regard to changes
in bottomhole pressure. This data was collected on test wells in the Rocky Mountain region assuming
90 feet of pipe movement in 14.2 ppg water-based fluid. The casing was five-inch OD.
Figure 7.19. 14.2 ppg water-based mud, 5-inch casing based on 90 ft. of pipe movement.
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When sophisticated downhole instruments and computer generated hydraulic data are available,
crucial information can be projected to the surface in real time. But whether these downhole tools
are available or not, the ultimate key to safe slim hole work is the heightened awareness of the crew.

Highly Deviated and Horizontal Wells
Kicks taken in highly deviated wells require special consideration even though the basic principles of
blowout prevention do not change. Wells deviated less than 60 degrees from the vertical can usually
be treated as straight holes for the purposes of well control but as the inclination increases, well
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control operations can become more complex. Some of the major well control concerns in high-angle
wells are listed below.
•

More producing formation is exposed in high angle holes. The potential for increased flow
compared to vertical wells can result in larger influxes as well as the increased likelihood
of lost circulation.

•

Early kick detection is difficult if a kick occurs in the high angle section of a well. Drillers
must be especially alert to changes in drilling rate and circulating pressure variations.

•

Once a high angle well is shut in on a kick there may not be a significant difference
between the SIDPP and SICP. If there is a great difference in shut-in pressures it indicates
either that the volume of the influx is greater than the total volume of the deviated section,
or that the influx extends up into the vertical portion of the well.

•

If the kick enters weak spots along the deviated wellbore it may result in unreliable pressure
readings on the surface. Decreases in SIDPP or SICP soon after shut-in may indicate that
the formation is taking fluid, which may then lead to stuck pipe or an underground
blowout in the high angle section.

•

Gas will migrate slower or not at all in a horizontal section. If the influx is circulated with
a constant bottomhole pressure method, little or no gas expansion will occur while the
influx remains in the lateral section of the well. Once the kick enters the vertical section,
the gas will expand rapidly, therefore it may be difficult to maintain a constant circulating
pressure while pumping the kick out well

•

Gas in a horizontal section may collect along the “roof ” of the wellbore. This is especially
true if the section is “wavy”, that is, contains rises and dips. In these cases it is difficult to
circulate all the gas out of the well efficiently. The gas, lying in pockets along the top of the
wellbore, will have a tendency to be strung out along the horizontal annulus. Gas may be
pulled into the vertical section when the pipe is tripped out of the well .

•

The make-up of the drill string in a horizontal well may be radically different from that
used in conventional drilling. The drill collars may be near the surface, heavy weight drill
pipe (HWDP) below the collars, and the drill pipe and tools below the HWDP. Differences
in drill string design will affect annular volumes and consequently annular velocities when
circulating. When the gas enters the vertical section, (perhaps around the drill collars in
the vertical section) the influx will lengthen. The increased flow rate through the choke
can result in rapidly increasing casing pressure. In this case the choke will have to be
adjusted quickly to maintain a constant bottomhole pressure and to minimize pressure on
the casing seat and weak formations.

•

Formation fluids may continue to flow into the annulus if the kill fluid enters a depleted fracture.

The driller’s method is well suited for controlling kicks in high angle or horizontal wells. It minimizes
shut-in time and it is not necessary to develop a detailed pumping schedule. As in a vertical well, the
influx is pumped out of the annulus holding the circulating pressure constant at a constant pump
rate. Often horizontal wells are drilled underbalanced or near balanced therefore once the influx has
been removed from the annulus, drilling operations can continue.
If the well is to be killed after the influx has been removed, bottomhole pressure can be controlled by
maintaining a constant casing pressure as the kill fluid is pumped to the end of the drill string. Once
the drill string is full of the heavier mud, the circulating pressure is maintained until the kill fluid
returns to the surface.
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Using the wait-and-weight method (W&W) to kill high directional wells can be complicated because
until the drill string is full of kill mud, there is a mixed column of fluid on both sides of the U-tube.
If bottomhole pressure is to remain constant as the kill fluid is pumped to the end of the string,
adjustments must be made to the normal pumping schedule.
A primary advantage of the W&W method on near-vertical wells is that it may result in lower
pressures being exerted on the open hole if the kill fluid enters the annulus before a gas influx reaches
the surface. In horizontal or high angle wells, the effect of increased hydrostatic pressure due to the
kill fluid in the annulus is not realized until the heavier fluid starts up into the vertical section of the
well. If the drill string volume plus the annular volume from TD up to the horizontal point (HOP) is
greater than the annular volume from the HOP to the surface, then the influx will be circulated out
of the well before the kill mud enters the vertical annulus. The main benefit derived from using the
W&W method in highly deviated wells is the possibility of killing a well in one circulation because
surface pressures will have already reached their highest value.
When the W&W method is used in vertical wells it is assumed that the changing hydrostatic pressure
inside the drill string and the resulting increase in friction pressure occur simultaneously as kill fluid
is pumped to the end of the string. This is true if the length of the column of heavier fluid increases
to the same degree for each pump stroke. Calculations (kill sheets) are used to predict the decreasing
circulating pressure as the heavier fluid is pumped from the surface to the end of the drill string.
The standard pressure chart used for the W&W method (from ICP to FCP) is an over simplification.
Although they may not be scientifically accurate, they are practical and the errors are insignificant
in vertical wells. In most cases the developed pumping schedule results in exerting slightly higher
pressures against the formation as the kill fluid is pumped to the bit. However if a standard kill sheet
is used on highly deviated wells, it would result in greater pressure exerted on the open hole because
most of the increase in hydrostatic pressure is realized at the kickoff point (KOP) but the friction will
continue to increase until the heavier fluid reaches the end of the string. If the W&W Method is to
be used in a horizontal well, the changes in hydrostatic and friction pressures are treated separately
as the kill mud is pumped.
The ideal circulating pressure schedule for a horizontal well would have a linear pressure schedule
for the vertical section, a separate schedule for the radius from the KOP to the HOP, and a linear
schedule from the HOP to the end of the string. In order to construct the chart, the true vertical
depth and the measured depth at various points along the angle-building radius must be known.
Modern advances in downhole instruments and computer technology have made it possible for
supervisors to have access to data that was unavailable just a few years ago. Computer programs and
electronic worksheets can accurately predict circulating pressures.
If the difference between the pressure to the KOP on a standard pressure schedule and the pressure
calculated at KOP is more than 100 psi, then a deviated pressure chart is probably justified. If it is less
than 100 psi it may be better to use the standard method of calculating the pressure schedule unless the
SICP approaches the MAASP. The chart in table 7.5 illustrates the differences in circulating pressure at
the end of the angle build-up (EOB) under different well conditions. It can be seen that special deviated
pressure change calculations may not be called for when the average angle is less than 60 degrees and/or
the density of the kick is less than 1.0 pound per gallon more than the original fluid density.
The following calculations may be used as a means of estimating the circulating pressure difference
between a standard vertical and a deviated pressure schedule when the MD and TVD at various
points along the radius of angle buildup are known.
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Table 7.5

Comparison of Maximum Pressure Discrepancy
vs Straight and High-Angle Well Pressure Plots
Calculated Circulating Pressure at EOB
Deviated
If Straight
Kick
Average Straight Hole Hole Method Hole Method,
Intensity
Angle
Method PT. A
PT. B
A-B
(ppg)
(degrees)
(psi)
psi
psi

MD

TVD at
EOB

(ft.)

(ft)

12,000

7,654

1.0

60

878

825

53

5,786

1.0

75

804

721

83

3,910

1.0

90

738

622

116

7,654

2.0

60

1,156

1,051

105

5,786

2.0

75

1,008

841

167

3,910

2.0

90

876

643

233

7,654

3.0

60

1,435

1,276

159

5,786

3.0

75

1,212

961

251

15,000

3,910

3.0

90

1,014

659

355

9,154

1.0

60

959

900

59

6,563

1.0

75

828

757

95

3,910

1.0

90

738

583

155

9,154

2.0

60

1,316

1,200

119

6,563

2.0

75

1,104

914

190

3,910

2.0

90

876

635

241

9,154

3.0

60

1,679

1,500

179

6,563

3.0

75

1,356

1,071

285

3,910

3.0

90

1,054

652

402

Calculations use 11.5 ppg Original Fluid, 30 /100 ft. Rate of Angle Build, 2,000 ft. KOP

1. Calculate the increase in circulating friction per each foot in the work string.
Increase in Frictionpsi/ft = (FCPpsi – Original SCR Pressurepsi) ÷ Length of stringft
2. Calculate the gain in hydrostatic pressure in the vertical section.
Gain in Hydrostaticpsi = SIDPPpsi÷ TVDft of well
Or
*Gain in Hydrostaticpsi = (KWMppg – OWMppg) * .052
*This may result in a heavier kill fluid than calculated from SIDPP due to rounding decimals
in the kill mud calculation.
3. Calculate the circulating pressure (CP) at a given depth (requires both MD and TVD to
several points along the wellbore)
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CPpsi = ICPpsi + (Increase in Frictionpsi/ft * MDft) – (Gain in Hydrostaticpsi/ft * TVDft)
Calculation 3 is repeated for several equal lengths along the curve of the directional well in order to
determine the correct circulating pressure.
When the horizontal length is longer than the well’s vertical portion, the circulating pressure at KOP
may actually be less than the FCP value. The pressure will increase from that point to the FCP as a
result of the gain in friction as the kill fluid moves to the end of the string. The hydrostatic effect of
the kill fluid is realized at the KOP but the friction continues to increase until the heavier fluid enters
the annulus.
The illustration in figure 7.20 illustrates a graphic method of determining the pressure decrease
necessary to balance or slightly overbalance formation pressure while pumping the kill mud from the
surface to the bit in a deviated well.
The first step when constructing the graph is to
plot both ICP and FCP vs. strokes (or volume)
on graph paper. Next, determine the greatest
discrepancy which would occur in the vicinity
of the end of the angle build-up. Calculation
3 above will predict the circulating pressure.
The circulating pressure is plotted against the
volume (using MD). The maximum difference
between the standard pumping schedule and
the deviated schedule can then be determined.
Regardless of which pressure chart is used, the
ICP and FCP are the same as that determined
by a standard kill sheet. The difference between
vertical well control calculations and deviated/
horizontal wells occurs between ICP and FCP,
with the greatest discrepancy at the end of
angle build-up.

Figure 7.20.

ICP

Vertical
Directional
Kickoff
Point

Horizontal

FCP

Horizontal
Point

Straight versus high-angle well pressures

High-angle and horizontal wells can exhibit unexpected behavior after a kick has been circulated
and brought back under hydrostatic control. Irregular washed out sections may contain pockets of
gas in washouts and wavy sections of the borehole. At slow kill rates, gas may have migrated into the
washed out sections.
After the well is dead and the BOPs are opened, another circulation is recommended at a higher
circulating rate in order to sweep the gas out of the washout pockets. As the gas nears the surface it
will freely expand. If the return flow and the mud pits increase significantly it might become necessary
to shut the well in again and bring the gas out under controlled conditions to avoid allowing a new
kick to enter the well. Since the mud will be at the kill weight, the driller’s method can be used to
finish circulating the gas out of the well. The temptation to increase mud weight should be resisted.

Tapered Drill String Effects
A tapered drill string has effects on well control that must be considered. One relates to tripping
a drill string and the other influences the kill procedure. Monitoring the well with the trip tank is
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critical during tripping. As pipe is run into a closed in well with pressure at the surface, the volume
of mud from the well must equal the volume of the string (displacement plus internal capacity) run
into the well plus any expansion required to account for gas migration. The later is often ignored.
When the OD of the string changes, the volume of the string per unit of length (ft, stand, or 5 stands)
changes thus requiring the volume of mud returned to the trip tank to be similarily adjusted. Using
the original value for the expected volume to be returned after a second OD of drill string begins to
go into the well will result an incorrect interpretation of the trip tank reading.
A second well control concern with tapered drillstrings is the effect that the change(s) with going
from one pipe size to another has on the pressure reduction schedule. The larger pipe size is typically
the upper portion of the string and as the kill fluid being pumped enters the smaller pipe, the rate at
which hydrostatic pressure is applied is increased. In other words, for each pump stroke the length
of kill fluid entering the smaller pipe increases. Hence, the pump pressure reduction schedule must
be adjusted to account for the amount of hydrostatic pressure added per stroke. This adjustment
would generally produce at reduction schedule similar to that illustrated in figure XX. The solid
line represents the correct schedule, whereas the dashed line represents what would typically occur
if the simple linear reduction from ICP to FCP were used. Using the simple linear procedure would
yield pump pressures lower than what is actually required to keep BHP constant, and could cause
additional influx to enter the well.

Plugged Bit Nozzle
If a bit nozzle were to plug while a kick is being circulated out the circulating pressure would
rise suddenly but the casing pressure would not change significantly. Since the greater part of the
circulating pressure is a result of friction in the drill string, bottomhole pressure would not change.
The choke operator should resist the temptation to open the choke thereby allowing bottomhole
pressure to decrease and inducing another kick.
If the new circulating pressure is not considered too high, the higher pressure is theoretically correct
and the operation can continue. The choke operator would simply maintain the new, higher drill pipe
pressure at the same pump rate. The best procedure would be to shut the well in safely, analyze the
Figure 7.21. Before and after a partial blockage in the string. If pump rate and casing pressure don’t
change, BHP remains constant.

30 SPM

Drill Pipe
PSI

Casing
PSI

30 SPM

Drill Pipe
PSI

Casing
PSI

Plugged
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situation, and then start up again holding the casing pressure constant until the pump is at some
selected rate. When the pump rate is correct and the casing pressure is at its shut in value, the circulating
pressure will be correct. If a nozzle were to plug while pumping kill fluid down the drill string the
pumping schedule would have to be adjusted to accommodate the new circulating pressure(s).

Drill String Washout
If a washout occurs in the drill string while killing a well the indication is similar to that when
a nozzle plugs only in the case of a washout, the circulating pressure will decrease but the casing
pressure will not change appreciably, indicating that the problem is in the string. No immediate
action should be taken before shutting the well in and thoroughly analyzing the situation.
If the well is being killed using the driller’s method and the washout is above the kick, the shut in
pressures will be equal. Like a kick taken while off bottom, the U-tube model cannot be applied
in this case. One solution might be to allow the kick to migrate (if gas) to the surface using the
volumetric principle and then to safely remove the gas either by circulation or by the lubricate-andbleed method (chapter 6).
If on the other hand, the kick is above the washout, the SIDPP will be less than the SICP. Circulation
can begin again by ascertaining a new circulating pressure (since the circulating friction will have
changed) and finishing the kill by holding the pump rate and new circulating pressure constant with
the choke.
If the wait-and-weight method is being used analysis becomes more complex because the position of
the kill fluid will influence the shut-in pressures. It may be difficult or even impossible to determine
accurate pressures or the relationship between the shut-in pressures. Eventually the decision as to how
to proceed comes down to the same choices as in the driller’s method, i.e. whether to continue the
kill operation or to control gas migration using volumetric techniques. There is no one, sure solution
that can be applied to drill string washouts that occur during well control operations. Procedures
can only be decided upon in the field because of the many specific questions that arise, for example:
•

Is it possible to finish the kill?

•

At what depth is the washout? Is some kill fluid returning to the surface early?

•

What is the size, the magnitude, and material of the kick?

•

What is the general condition of the drill string?

•

What are the chances of parting the string if the kill operation is continued?

It can be seen that a washout in the drill string is a serious problem and there is no one simple action
that can be recommended.
The chart below can be used as a troubleshooting guide when analyzing some of the common
complications that may arise during a well control kill operation.
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Summary
Complications by definition are unpredictable. There can be no one technique guaranteed to solve the
numerous problems that can occur during a well kill operation. The best course of action is to stop
circulating and safely shut the well in. Shut-in data should be collected and analyzed carefully before
deciding on a course of action. The driller should know how to respond to many complications. If
uncertain, the driller should inform the supervisor immediately and act on instruction.
Figure 7.22.

SPECIAL SITUATIONS PROBLEM ANALYSIS AID
Symptom
Plugged choke
Washed choke
plugged nozzle
blown bit nozzle
washout in string
parted string
reduced pump output
(damage)

Drill pipe
pressure

Casing
pressure

▲
▼
▲
▼
▼
▼

▲
▼

Drill String
weight

Loss of circulation
Hole packed off

▼
▼
▲

Pump
rate

▲

▼

Gas feeding in
Gas at surface

Pit
Level

▼

▲

▲
▼
▼

Stuck

SOURCE; API RP 59

Key to the chart

▲

Strong indicator
Lesser indicator
Little or no change
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. Although safety margins may be appropriate during some well killing operations,
the text advises us to proceed with caution when selecting safety margins, with
regard to pressure or mud weight. What is the danger in selecting too great a
safety margin?

2. Define an underground (subsurface) blowout.

3. What is meant by the expression, “pipe light”?

4. Name the three distinct ways in which bottomhole pressure is reduced when
tripping out of a well.

5. Define stripping.

6. Which method of well control is used during stripping operations?

7. During volumetric stripping operations into a gas well, would you expect the casing
pressure to change during the operation? If so, do you think the casing pressure
would be allowed to increase or decrease as the drill string got closer to bottom?
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Q&A

8. Define an ultra slim hole.

9. Draw arrows on the following chart indicating the effect on bottomhole pressure
in each instance.
SPECIAL SITUATIONS PROBLEM ANALYSIS AID
Symptom
Plugged choke
Washed choke
plugged nozzle
blown bit nozzle
washout in string
parted string
reduced pump output
(damage)

Drill pipe
pressure

Casing
pressure

▲
▼
▲
▼
▼
▼

▲
▼

Drill String
weight

Loss of circulation
Hole packed off

▼
▼
▲

Pump
rate

Bottomhole
pressure

▲

▼

Gas feeding in
Gas at surface

Pit
Level

▼

▲

▲
▼
▼

Stuck

SOURCE; API RP 59

Key to the chart

▲

Strong indicator
Lesser indicator
Little or no change
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Q&A
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Notes

Fluids
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Name and discuss the two common types of drilling fluids.

•

List the three primary functions of drilling fluids related to blowout prevention.

•

Identify and discuss the two main properties of drilling fluids.

•

Name and discuss some common drilling fluid additives.

•

Define rheology as it relates to well control.

•

Identify and discuss issues when working with oil-based fluids.

8

Circulation of liquid down the drill string, through the bit, and back up the drilled hole is basic to
rotary drilling. From the earliest days of rotary drilling, it was realized that the fluid, usually called
“mud” in the field, deteriorated as drilling progressed. The development of special additives as well as
technicians (mud engineers) trained to care for the mud was a natural evolutionary process.
Today there are many different types of drilling muds in use, ranging from simple water-based muds
to oil-based muds, including mixtures of the two, call emulsions. Drilling is also done with air, gas,
mist, and foam. Each type of fluid has its own particular uses and maintenance requirements. This
chapter discusses the most common liquid muds used in drilling; water-based and oil-based.
Although properly designed and maintained drilling mud may provide eight to ten beneficial
functions to the overall drilling operation, only three of those functions pertain directly to blowout
prevention. They are:
•

Control of formation pressure (fluid density)

•

Hole cleaning efficiency and related pump pressures (viscosity)

•

Solids suspension when not circulating (gel strength)

Water-Based Fluids
Drilling fluids are mixtures of a base liquid to which solid material has been added. Mud engineers
speak of a liquid, or “continuous” phase and a “solids” phase. The added solids create the “whole
mud”. The solids determine the density of the fluid and its relative thickness, or viscosity. Viscosity
may be thought of as a liquid’s resistance to flow. This definition, although unscientific and somewhat
incomplete, is sufficient for practical field use.
The study of fluids in motion is called rheology and although mud engineers and rig workers are
not rheologists, when material is added or removed from the fluid, the flow properties, that is, the
rheological characteristics of the fluid changes. The flow properties are inter-related; and a change to
any one of them will, to some degree, cause a change in the others.
The water used to make up water-based fluids may vary from essentially mineral-free water, to water
that is saturated by one or more salts. Fresh water is sometime treated with chemicals to reduce the
mineral content before solids are added to create the desired mud properties. The primary viscosifier
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used in water-based mud is sodium bentonite1, often referred to as “gel” in the field. Bentonite is a clay
and is described as hydrophilic, that is, “water loving”. When the finely ground bentonite is mixed
into the water while being constantly stirred or otherwise agitated, the tiny platelets of clay that make
up the ground particles of bentonite disperse in the liquid, causing the resulting fluid to thicken.
The bentonite is said to yield, or hydrate in the water, making the solution more viscous. Other mud
additives may also be mixed to achieve the desired mud properties. The mineral content of the makeup water inhibits the yield of bentonite. In these systems other viscosifiers may be used. Sometimes
prehydrated bentonite is added to mineral-saturated systems for benefits other than viscosity. Once
the viscosity of the fluid is adjusted, the density can be increased.
The most common additive used to increase the mud weight in drilling fluid is barium sulfate
(BaSO4). Barium sulfate is known by many names in the field, for instance, barite, barytes, bar, or
simply, weight material. The term, “barite”, is most common and will be used in this discussion.
Barite, like bentonite, is also a type of clay but unlike bentonite, it is inert. Barite will not react with
the other ingredients in the fluid. The value of barite in drilling fluids is its density. Most natural
clays have a specific gravity of about 2.5, that is, they are 2½ times denser than water. The specific
gravity of API recommended barite is about 4.25; therefore the effective density of the resulting fluid
is increased when the barite is suspended in the liquid.
Most drilling fluids are shear-thinning which means that the faster they move the thinner they become.
There is no one, true viscosity for shear-thinning fluids. For example, the fluid moving upwards
around the bottomhole assembly will have a lower viscosity than the fluid moving more slowly up the
larger annulus around the drill string. When bentonite fluids are moving they flow freely, but when
the movement stops, the fluid thickens and forms a gel-like structure. This tendency to thicken as
the movement slows is call thixotropy. When drilling, circulation has to stop now and then as when
making a connection. The thixotropic nature of the mud prevents bit cuttings from falling back
around the bottomhole assembly.
When field personnel think of viscosity they usually think in terms of Marsh funnel viscosity. The
Marsh funnel is found on nearly all rigs along with a mud balance (mud scale) and a sand content kit.
These items are the primary rig site tool used to test the mud.
Calcium bentonite, called a sub-bentonite, is also used as a viscosifier. Sub-bentonites do not yield or
disperse in fresh water to the same degree as high quality sodium bentonite.
Although the Marsh funnel is useful, mud engineers use an instrument called a rotational viscometer,
or VG meter, which is portable and rugged enough for field use. The VG meter applies force to
a sample of the fluid at various speeds. Two flow properties are determined; the plastic viscosity
(PV) and yield point (YP). The gel strength can also be determined using a VG meter. The relative
viscosity of the mud at these two points is the result of the percentage of solids in the mixture, and
the chemical attraction between the solids particles. The mud engineer makes some of his treatment
recommendations based on these tests.
The plastic viscosity is a reflection of the solids content (both desirable and undesirable) in the mud.
The greater the solids content, the higher the PV.
The yield point represents a force (lb/100 ft2) and is a reflection of the electrochemical attraction
between the solids particles in the mud. It can be seen that the YP and gel strength are closely related,
and the more perfectly that mud solids are dispersed in the fluid, the lower the YP and gel strength.
The pressure losses in a given circulating system are primarily determined by the pumping rate and
the flow properties of the fluid. When barite is added to the system in order to increase the mud
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Figure 8.1.

weight, the plastic viscosity will also increase since barite is an inert solid. The yield point and gel
strength may also increase, but to a lesser extent. Usually a small stream of water is run into the
mud when barite is mixed to offset dehydration and the resulting increase in flow property values.
The circulating pressure will increase as the pump moves the heavier fluid at a constant rate. The
increase in pressure due to pumping the denser fluid can be
estimated with the following formula.
Figure 8.2.
P2 = P1 * W2 ÷ W1
Where:
P1 = Original pressure
P2 = New pressure
W1 = Original mud weight
W2 = New mud weight
Assume the standpipe pressure is 2,500 psi at 60 strokes/
minute (spm) when circulating a 10.2 ppg fluid. What
would the pressure be if the mud weight were increased to
10.6 ppg?
2,500 * 10.6 ÷ 10.2 = 2,598 psi. The increase in fluid density
caused the circulating pressure to increase by 98 psi.
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As the fluid is circulated down the work string and back up the annulus, it is subject to various
conditions that affect its properties. It must tolerate the increased downhole pressures and temperatures
while carrying the drilled cuttings back to the surface. In fact, the mud returning at the flowline is not
the same as the mud in the suction pit. Mud engineers perform a variety of tests on the fluid that guide
them in making recommendations for mechanical and chemical treatments aimed at reconditioning
the mud before it is pumped back into the well. The goal is to build volume as the well is deepened
while maintaining overall stability and performance of the fluid.
Water-based muds are highly sensitive to sudden changes in downhole conditions. If formation fluids
enter a well unintentionally, the properties of the whole mud can change dramatically. In the case of
water flows, especially salt water, major changes to the flow properties are likely.
The water will dilute the mud, causing it to lose density and the salt content of the invading fluid will
cause a chemical base exchange on the bentonite particles. The solids will flocculate, that is, they will
gather together in “flocs”. When this happens the mud becomes very thick in the area of the influx
and perhaps loses its ability to support barite. The PV will likely decrease but the YP will increase
sharply. When circulation is stopped and the blowout preventers are closed, the fluid will form a
thick, progressive gel. When the salt water first enters the well the circulating pressure would likely
decrease due to the relatively low density of the influx. However, more pressure might be required to
resume circulation in order to overcome the high gel strengths caused by flocculation.
In the case of gas kicks the extreme low density of the gas is likely to cause a greater decrease in
circulating pressure than water kicks. There is usually some increase in salinity associated with all
formation fluids, but a highly dispersed, chemically treated mud may minimize the tendency of the
bentonite to flocculate.

Oil-based Fluids
The continuous phase of oil-based drilling fluids is usually diesel oil although other oils, for example,
mineral oil or synthetic oil, may be used. Oil muds are actually emulsions of oil and water. A small
amount of water, usually salt saturated, is emulsified and dispersed into tiny droplets throughout
the system. A variety of chemicals and emulsifying agents have been developed for use in oil-based
mud systems. Although oil muds are more expensive to make up and maintain than water muds, in
certain areas the up-front costs, including personnel safety training and environmental concerns, are
compensated by improved drilling rates and minimized damage to producing formations.
Oil muds usually have lower viscosity than water muds of the same density. PV values are approximately
the same as for water-based fluid, but the YP and gel strengths are lower. Water additions to oil muds
increase the viscosity; additions of oil cause a decrease. Mud engineers are especially concerned with
the stability of the emulsion therefore volume is usually built by gradually adding pre-mixed whole
mud to the system.
Gas kicks in oil-based muds can be dangerous due to the solubility of gas into the continuous oil
phase. The volume of the influx can be deceptively low when the kick enters the well at bottomhole
pressure. Circulating pressure may not be seriously affected at that time. When the kick is circulated
up the annulus where hydrostatic pressure is less, the gas will expand rapidly to many times its original
volume, making control difficult.
Liquid kicks taken in oil-based fluids can break, or “flip” the emulsion. The water may break
completely out of the oil. In this case the fluid can separate into three columns; the barite and drill
solids on bottom, the water above the solids, and the oil at the top. Such a separation will complicate
the well control situation dramatically, making it difficult to regain control of the well.
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Measuring the Fluid Density
The rig site instrument that is used to determine the density of the mud is properly called a mud
balance, however, most field workers refer to this tool as a “mud scale” because they use it to “weigh
the mud”. Although the mud balance is used by nearly all rig personnel from time to time, it should
be noted that there are some good practices to follow when checking the mud density, and some bad
practices to avoid. Proper use of this simple tool is one of the first lines of defense against blowouts.
The arm of the mud balance has four density scales scribed into the metal. Density can be read
directly in pounds per gallon, pounds per cubic foot, psi per 1,000 feet, and specific gravity. On the
lower end of the scales, near the cup, there is a long, deep mark. If the balance is correctly calibrated,
this mark represents the density of fresh water at 70 °F. The balance should be checked for accuracy
at every shift change, and in any case where the instrument has been recently dropped or roughly
handled. The person responsible for weighing the mud should note any slight inaccuracies and report
the corrected mud weight. It is also important that any known error be passed on to the next worker
at shift change.
Figure 8.3. Exploded mud balance.
Cover screw

Lid
Level glass

Adjustment screw

Rider

Balance arm
Lead shot well
Cup

Base

On the far end of the balance, either in the end of the arm or at the bottom of the tailpiece, there
is a cap screw. Beneath this screw is a chamber filled with various size shot, for fine calibration. It is
usually not a good idea to try to remove or add to the shot at the rig site. The pieces are so small that
if tampered with, the balance will probably be ruined. If a mud balance carries a large error, it should
be replaced. It is also possible to have a mud balance recalibrated by the manufacturer.
The hole in the cover cap is bored to a precise size. It must be kept clean for accurate mud weights,
but must never be reamed. No metal should be removed.
The balance is usually made of aluminum and will oxidize, or corrode if not kept dry. This corrosion
is very rapid when the balance is used in salty muds. In fact, the only real maintenance required to
keep a mud balance in good condition is to make sure it is clean and dry when not in use.
To weigh the mud, catch a sample (the cuttings should be strained out) and pour it into the dry
balance cup until the cup overflows freely. This is to ensure that the cup is brimful, and to expel any
trapped air. Dip the cover cap into the sample, cover it with mud, and then slide it slowly and gently
over the cup. The only mud expelled should be through the hole in the cover cap. Once the cap is
firmly in place, block the hole with a thumb and thoroughly wash and dry the entire balance. Slide
the counter-weight to the far end of the balance arm and place the knife-edges of the arm on the
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pedestal. Looking only at the bubble in the sight glass, slide the counter-weight slowly toward the cup
until the bubble is centered. Read the mud weight from the appropriate scale.
Although the above steps are quite simple, there are two important points to be made:
1. If the mud is weighed in a wet, or partially wet balance, the results will not be accurate. The
practice will eventually cause more work as well as wasted material. If it is done intentionally
to “make the weight right”, it becomes more than a mistake: it is a potentially dangerous
untruth that betrays the employer’s trust.
2. It is important not to pre-set the counter-weight on the desired mud weight before placing
the balance on the pedestal. This is another trick for “making the weight right”. The eye
should stay on the bubble in the sight glass until the instrument is balanced.
The mud balance described above is common to most drilling and workover rigs. There are several
other special use balances available. One such balance is large, heavy, and comes with a plunger pump
to compress any air or other gas that might be entrained in the liquid. When the air is compressed to
a negligible degree, an accurate density can be determined.
A “mini-balance” is available for quick density checks. It is made of plastic, and small enough to fit
into the pocket for easy portability. The method for checking the mud weight does not change no
matter what sort of balance is used.
Larger land rigs that are capable of drilling deep wells and offshore rigs often have more than the
three pits used for the active system. These rigs often keep one or more pits of premixed mud that is
added to the active system at controlled rates. Some fluids, like oil-based mud or the heavier brines
are difficult to mix and control by adding ingredients through hoppers. Reserve pits can often be used
to hold premixed kill mud. Other pits may be kept clean and held empty in the event special pills
must be mixed and spotted in the well. On these rig sites barite, cement, and other dry additives are
held in large pressurized P-tanks. The material is blown by air pressure through piping to the mixing
hoppers. The most modern systems, found on some floating units, are completely enclosed. The
valves, manifold lineups, fluid properties and mixing are directed and controlled hydraulically using
computers.

Summary
There are many different types of drilling fluids. They are generally separated into two main groups
according to the liquid used as the continuous phase, water or oil. Within these main groups there
are many sub-groups that are specially designed and maintained according to the requirements of a
specific drilling program.
The two main properties of drilling mud are the fluid density, which is the primary barrier against
well control incidents, and the viscosity, which controls the performance and stability of the fluid.
The various rheological properties of drilling fluids are interrelated. When formation fluids enter a
well, as when a kick is taken, the fluid may become severely contaminated, which can complicate the
problem of regaining control of the well.
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. What important function of drilling mud is controlled by viscosity?

2. What is the primary purpose of bentonite (gel) in water-based drilling fluids?

3. What makes barite (barium sulfate) an important additive to drilling mud?

4. Define thixotropy. Why is it an important property of drilling mud?

5. What property of drilling mud is measured using a Marsh funnel?

6. When circulating 9.8 ppg drilling mud throughout a well, the standpipe pressure
reads 1,400 psi at a pump rate of 50 spm. If the mud weight is increased to 10.8 ppg
what would the standpipe pressure be at the same pump rate?

7. Why is extra caution recommended when an oil-based fluid is used to drill through
a formation that contains gas?
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8. What problems can develop if the Marsh funnel and mud balance on a rig are not
properly cleaned before and after they are used?

Q&A

9. A rig mud balance can lose accuracy due to routine daily use. How can the accuracy
of the balance be checked?
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Notes

Surface Equipment
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Identify and discuss major BOP stack components and systems.

•

Identify the functions and operations required to shut in the well.

•

Discuss BOP control units and systems:
•

Remote panels

•

Accumulators

•

Precharge

•

Discuss and answer questions on the circulating system.

•

Identify and discuss the information systems.
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The primary source for the material found in this chapter is API 53, Recommended Practices for
Blowout Prevention Equipment for Drilling Wells. The blowout preventers and associated wellhead
equipment are considered the secondary barrier against blowouts. The discussions which follow
briefly describe a variety of blowout prevention equipment and their applications. Manufacturer’s
manuals and industry publications should be consulted for specific information.

The Blowout Preventer (BOP) Stack
The blowout preventer stack is the assembly of well control equipment including preventers, spools,
valves, and nipples connected to the top of the wellhead. Its purpose is to stop the flow from a well
when a kick occurs and allow the greatest flexibility for subsequent operations. The stack should
have a working pressure at least equal to the maximum anticipated surface pressure for the well upon
which it is installed. API has established the following codes to designate stack components.
A = annular type blowout preventer
G = rotating head
R = single ram type preventer with one set of rams, either blind, or pipe, as the operator prefers.
Rd = double ram type preventer with two sets of rams, positioned as the operator prefers.
Rt = triple ram type preventer with three sets of rams, positioned as the operator prefers.
S = spool with side outlet connections for choke and kill lines.
M(K) = 1,000 psi rated working pressure.
Using the code and describing the stack from the bottom up, a 10,000 psi rated stack with a 13⅝-inch
bore, a drilling spool, two single rams, and an annular preventer would be coded:
10M – 13⅝ - SRRA
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It can be seen that many possible stack configurations are possible. Although the working pressure is
the primary element to consider when designing an individual stack, there are other considerations as
well. For instance, how high will the stack be? Drilling spools not only provide outlets for choke and
kill lines, they also increase the overall height of the stack which may or may not be an advantage.
Obviously, the stack must fit under the rig substructure. Other considerations are temperature,
anticipated formation fluids and effective cost. The “best” stack arrangement for a job is one that is
adequate for the particular job at hand however most rigs have BOP equipment that is suited for use
over a wide geographic area with a minimum of stack alteration required.
Figure 9.1. Typical BOP stack arrangements

Annular Preventers
An annular blowout preventer is a large valve that is usually installed above the ram preventers in a
BOP stack. When closed, it forms a seal in the annular space between the pipe and the wellbore. If
there is no pipe in the well, an annular preventer is designed to seal off the open well.
The preventer consists of a circular rubber packing element, a piston, a body, and a head or cap.
When hydraulic fluid is pumped into the closing chamber, it moves the piston upward against the
packer, forcing the packer element to constrict inward closing off the annular space. The packer will
mold itself around nearly any shape; drill pipe, tool joints, kellys, or wireline and effectively seal off
the annulus. This versatility is the primary reason that annular preventers are often the preventer of
choice when shutting a well in initially.
Most annular preventers are designed for a maximum recommended closing pressure of 1,500 psi,
though some annular BOPs have a maximum operating chamber working pressure as high as 3,000
psi. When moving the pipe through the closed packer, as during stripping operations, the regulated
pressure may be reduced to less than 1,000 psi. The regulator valve that supplies closing pressure to
surface BOPs allows flow in both directions. This is an important feature for moving or stripping pipe
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Figure 9.2. Three examples of annular preventers.
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and tool joints through the preventer while holding a constant closing pressure, thus maintaining the
seal against the pipe.
The rubber packing element is the critical part of the preventer and its life is reduced when operating
against high pressure. Some models are highly energized by wellbore pressure, that is, well pressure
pushes upwards and provides additional sealing force. The use of high operating pressure on the
annular preventer is a major source of wear and packer failure. If the well pressure exceeds working
pressure of the preventer and a seal fails, well pressure could unload through the closing line regulator
back to the accumulator reservoir. Manufacturers provide specific recommended closing pressures
according to pipe size and well pressure to be contained. Enough pressure should be exerted on the
packer to ensure a good seal, but pressure should not be so high as to cause excessive wear.
Figure 9.3. An example of BOP sealing elements.

There are situations in which a positive tight seal is necessary, as when closing around wireline or the
kelly, or when hydrogen sulfide gas is present. These operations will result in reduced packer life. In
most situations every effort should be made to use as low an operating pressure as is safely possible.
If it becomes necessary to change a worn or damaged packer when the string cannot be removed
from the well the packer can be split and removed. Split packing elements are also available from
manufacturers.
It takes more hydraulic fluid to close an annular preventer than it does for pipe rams, therefore it takes
longer to effect shut-in. Higher closing pressure will not improve the closing time as much as larger
diameter operating lines, larger fittings, and regulators.
Although the annular preventer will close and form seal on a various tools, it should be tested using
the body of the work string. Recommended practices call for annular preventers to be tested at low
and the high pressure. The high-pressure test should be a minimum of seventy percent of the rated
working pressure of the preventer.
Some general guidelines are listed below:
1. Store packers in cool, dry, dark areas away from the electric motors.
2. Never use more pressure on the closing unit than necessary, especially when moving pipe.
3. Test the packer when it is installed in the preventer to the pressure required by operations,
and according to state or federal regulations.
4. Check the manufacturer’s manual for operating data of various models. There can be
considerable differences between the various annular preventers.
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Figure 9.4. The graph illustrates a manufacturer’s recommended
closing pressures according to well pressure.

Diverter Systems
Diverter systems are used when a well cannot be shut-in for fear of lost circulation or formation
breakdown. Diverter systems are used during “top hole drilling”, which typically means drilling the
hole for the surface casing string (first string of casing installed in the well). Diverter systems consist
of a blowout preventer (usually an annular type) coupled with large diameter vent lines rigged below
the preventer. The system is designed to protect the personnel and equipment from shallow gas flows
that can occur before casing is set and the blowout preventers are installed. Diverter systems are not
used to stop the flow from a well. When the system is hydraulically activated full-opening valves
open the vent lines before the diverter packer closes, thus diverting the flow away from the rig.
The diverter controls on the floor are usually arranged as a single separate control to avoid confusion
since diverter operations have to be undertaken quickly. The control lever on the accumulator is
coupled with the controls for the diverter line so that the annular preventer cannot be closed before
the diverter lines opens. Two (or more) diverter vent lines are used and the valve arrangement allows
the driller to pre-select downwind lines according to wind direction.
State and government regulations require diverters during top-hole drilling on all offshore rigs; on
floating units they are a permanent component of the marine riser package.
Diverter systems are designed for brief periods of high flow rates therefore erosion is a concern.
The vent lines should be as large and simple as possible with a minimum of bends or turns. API
recommends lines with a minimum inside diameter of 10 inches for offshore installations and 6
inches for land rigs. Some operations use both an annular and ram preventer above the diverter lines
due to anticipated high flow rates. Tests for diverter systems include a function test, pumping water at
a maximum rate to ensure that the system is not blocked, and a low pressure test in accordance with
state or government regulations and company policies. API recommendations for testing diverters
can be found in appendix D. For more information on diverter systems refer to API RP 64. Diverters
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are subject to failure during well control operations. The diverter directs a flow stream of mud, rock,
gravel and gumbo through a ninety-degree turn. Packer elements, flow line seals and valves are subject
to high stresses and erosion. On land and platform operations, there is no way to control the flow
other than pump high-density fluid at a high rate and hope for a dynamic kill (choking the flow with
a combination of hydrostatic and friction pressure). On a floating rig, the annular BOP or other
preventor in the subsea stack is generally already closed or can be rapidly closed. The volume of mud
lost can generally be limited to the volume in the riser; hence uncontrolled flow exists only for a brief
period of time.
Figure 9.5. Diverter systems.

Special Purpose Annular Preventers
Most manufacturers of BOP equipment offer a variety of special purpose annular type preventers.
The specific function of each is indicated by its name, e.g. rotating heads, tubing strippers, wire line
strippers, rod strippers, stuffing boxes and circulating heads.
This group of equipment allows stripping and/or rotation of pipe, wire line, or pumping rods, while
the well is under pressure. The packing elements are designed to be flexible enough to expand and
contract while maintaining a pressure seal. Tool joints, collars, and other large string components are
stripped slowly in order to prevent the premature failure of the packing elements.
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These preventers are sometimes used in place of standard annular preventers. Depending on the type
and model, they may be functioned manually, hydraulically or have a permanently seated packing
element that is always closed.
Figure 9.6-A. Three components for
a rotating head system.
Top right, chiller.
Bottom right, control panel.
Bottom left, rotating head.

Ram Preventers
Rams are the primary closing and sealing component in a blowout preventer. One of several types
of rams can be installed in a preventer body; pipe, blind, shear, blind/shear and variable bore. A set,
consisting of two ram blocks (which contain the sealing elements) are mounted on opposing shafts
in the preventer on either side of the wellbore. When the preventer is activated the shafts carry the
rams together forming a seal to close the well.
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Rams are manufactured in various sizes and pressure ratings. Some are custom built or specially
designed for particular applications. They may range from simple manual single ram sets to multiple
ram set bodies. The simplest rams consist of a polished rod that closes by turning handles on either
side in order to screw the ram inward to close. Complex multiple sets of rams may be housed in a
single preventer body and remotely operated by hydraulic pressure.
Although some ram BOP closing systems use a screw jack to close the preventer, the rams of most
BOP systems are closed by hydraulic pistons. The piston rod is sealed against the well by a primary
lip seal which is installed in the bonnet and through which the operating rod passes. If well pressure
bypasses the primary seal and enters the operating cylinder, it may force the ram open. To prevent
this, a series of secondary seals and detection methods are provided, including back up “O” rings,
plastic packing injection seals and a vent to the atmosphere. If fluid is noticed venting out of the BOP,
the secondary or auxiliary plastic seal should be energized against the piston shaft. In case of hydraulic
system failure, most rams can be manually closed. When closed, rams can be locked by hydraulic or
manual (hand wheel) locks.
Ram blocks have a rubber or elastomeric seal that fits on the top side of the block. When the rams
are closed wellbore pressure energizes the top seal upwards against the preventer body. The ram is not
designed to seal if pressure is exerted from the top. Unlikely as it seems, there have been cases in which a
preventer was installed upside down and consequently failed to seal off a flowing well. The manufacturer’s
name on the preventer should be right side up, and the circulating ports or outlets should be located
below the ram. When changing packers on the rams it is good practice to inspect and replace the bonnet
or door seals each time the rams are changed or the doors are opened. Most ram preventers are normally
closed with 1,500 psi operating pressure but may be functioned at lower pressures.

Pipe Rams
Pipe ram preventer blocks are cut out to fit around a specific pipe size. Guides center the pipe as the rams
close and a self-feeding packer rubber in the face of the ram block forms a seal around the pipe. When
the rams close the annular space around the pipe is effectively sealed off and wellbore pressure energizes
the top seal upward against the body of the preventer. Although pipe rams might form a seal around a
slight taper, if they are closed on larger diameters, for example a tool joint, the joint will be crushed and
the packing at the face of the ram will be damaged. Special care must be taken when closing pipe rams
near a tool joint, especially with aluminum pipe that has a larger taper than steel pipe.
Some operations call for the pipe to be “hung off” on the rams by slacking off the string weight until
a tool joint is resting on the closed ram blocks.
Pipe and tubing can be stripped through pipe rams, however rotating or reciprocating the string
may cause excessive packer wear and is not generally recommended. Pipe movement through closed
rams should be minimized as much as possible. Accumulator closing pressure is sometimes reduced
(considering safety) when operations call for continuous pipe movement, as in stripping operations.
Pipe rams should not be function tested unless the appropriate size pipe is in the well. Likewise, they
should not be closed on the open hole because the packing will be extruded and damaged.
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Figure 9.6-B. Three ram preventer models.
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Figure 9.7. Pipe ram
blocks and blind ram
blocks.
Top, pipe ram blocks.
Bottom, blind ram blocks.

Blind Rams
Blind rams as the name implies, have no pipe cutout on the face of the ram blocks. The rams seal
against each other to completely close an open well.

Shear and Blind Shear Rams
Shear rams are special rams with blades that are used in an emergency to cut (or shear) the work string
in a well. Depending on the ram and the tubular to be cut, higher than normal regulated pressures or
hydraulic boosters may have to be used to accomplish the shear. Although shear rams are not always
used in surface BOP stacks, they are always a component of a subsea stack. Shear rams should not
be slammed shut with high pressure when they are function tested. They should be functioned with
a reduced operating pressure. When blind shear rams are pressure tested, the packer is extruded and
since the packer element in shear rams is small, only a few pressure tests can be performed while
retaining a usable packer element. Blind/shear rams combine the functions of cutting the pipe and
providing a strong wellbore seal after the cut. The obvious advantage of blind/shears is that one ram
set does the job of two separate rams. Shear rams are the top rams on subsea stacks.

Variable Bore Rams (VBR)
Variable bore rams seal on several sizes of pipe, and depending on the type of VBR, on a hexagonal
kelly. They may also serve as the primary ram for one size pipe and a backup for another. On wells
with tapered strings where space (height) is a concern, variable bore rams may be used. A set of
variable bore rams in a preventer may save a round trip of the subsea blowout preventer stack because
the rams do not have to be changed out when different diameter pipe strings are used or casing is set.
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Figure 9.8. Types of rams.
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On one type of VBR, the packer contains steel reinforcing inserts similar to those in an annular BOP
packer. The inserts rotate inward when the rams are closed; the steel provides support for the rubber
that seals against the pipe. In standard fatigue tests, variable bore ram packers performed comparably
to pipe ram packers and VBRs are suited for hydrogen sulfide service.
Another type of VBR consists of several small pipe cutout plates that slide back out of the way of
larger sized pipe until the correct cutout closes around the pipe. Sealing elements are placed between
each plate to create the seal.

Sealing Elastomeric Components
The packer or sealing elements of annular and ram preventers come in many sizes and pressure ratings.
They are constructed of a high tensile rubber or rubber-like material that has been molded or shaped.
Annular preventer packers are molded around a series of steel fingers. The steel fingers add strength
and control the extrusion of packer material. The packer element may be made from a multitude of
different compounds for a variety of uses. The most common compounds used for packer elements
are natural rubbers, nitrile and neoprene. Specific compounds have been formulated for oil tolerance,
extreme cold and heat, sour gas, and corrosive environments. Elastomeric components should be
changed out as soon as possible after exposure to hydrogen sulfide under pressure.
Packer elements are identified by a coding system that includes information on the hardness, generic
compound, date of manufacture, lot/serial number, manufacturer’s part number and operating
temperature range of the component. Spare BOP seals and packing units should be kept on location
and stored according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
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Stack Installation
Rigging the BOP stack up and down becomes a routine operation for crews as their rig moves from
one location to another. It is difficult dirty work that must be done no matter the hour of the day or
the most unpleasant conditions. It must be done efficiently and as quickly as possible. The contractor
is constantly under the pressure of time. It is all too easy to make mistakes under such circumstances.
But if a component of the BOP stack fails during a well control incident the result can be tragic.
Connections are the weakest points in any piping or valve system and the BOP stack is no exception.
The flanges and sealing ring gaskets are subject to accumulative abuse in the rigging up/rigging down
process that can lead to failure. A major source of failure is due to scratching the ring gaskets, ring
grooves, and mating surfaces when rigging up. It is not the purpose of this text to describe stack
installation in detail, however there are some basic good practices that apply and since safety is always
a key point they are worth mentioning.
•

Ring grooves and mating surfaces should be cleaned with soap and water and inspected
carefully before installation. In some cases of close ring-to-groove tolerance, it may be
necessary to apply a mist of light oil to assist the ring in properly seating.

•

Wire brushes and scrapers should never be used on mating surfaces and ring grooves.

•

Identify the closing and opening hydraulic ports and keep them clean. Trash and dirt in
the hydraulic operating system will eventually cause the failure of the system.

•

When making up the stack one component at a time, all bolts should be hand tightened
as the entire stack is made up before hammering them tight.
Table 9.1.

Sample Range of Variable Bore Rams
Preventer Bore

Pipe Size Range

(in inches)

(in inches)

71⁄₁₆
71⁄₁₆
71⁄₁₆
11
11
11
13⅝
13⅝
13⅝
13⅝
16¾
16¾
18¾
18¾
18¾
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2⅞ — 2⅜
3½ — 2⅜
4 — 2⅞
2⅜ — 3½
5 — 2⅜
5 — 2⅜
5 — 2⅞
5½ — 3½
6 — 3½
6⅝— 5
5 — 2⅞
7 — 3½
5 — 2⅞
5 — 3½
7⅝ — 3½

The X type rings that are pressure energized help in keeping the flanges tight but still, they should be
checked and re-tightened as necessary. Type RX and BX ring-joint gaskets are used in self-energized
type gaskets or grooves. Type R ring gaskets are not self-energized therefore are not recommended for
use on well control equipment. The RX ring gaskets are used with Type 6BX flanges and 16B hubs.
Type BX ring gaskets are used with type 6BX and type 16BX hubs.
API hub and clamp connections consist of two hubs pulled together against a metal seal ring by
a two- or three-piece clamp. This connection requires fewer bolts to make up and is lighter, but
is not as strong as the equivalent bore API flange connection in tension, bending or combined
loading. However, proprietary clamp or hub connections may be equal or superior to the API flanged
connection for combined loading.

Common Ring Joint Gaskets
API R ring joint gaskets are not energized by internal pressure. Sealing takes place along small bands
of contact between the grooves and the gasket on both the OD and ID of the gasket. The gasket may
be either octagonal or oval in cross section. The type R design does not allow face-to-face contact
between the hubs or flanges. External loads are transmitted through the sealing surfaces of the ring.
Vibration and external loads may cause the ring grooves to deform plastically, so that the joint may
develop a leak unless the flange bolting is tightened on a weekly basis.
In the API RX pressure energized ring joint gasket, the seal takes place along small bands of contact
between the grooves and the OD of the gasket. The gasket is made slightly larger in diameter than
the grooves, and is compressed slightly to achieve initial sealing as the joint is tightened. The RX
design does not allow face-to-face contact between the hubs of flanges because the gasket has large
load bearing surfaces on its inside diameter to transmit external loads without plastic deformation of
the sealing surfaces of the gasket. A new gasket should be used each time the joint is made up. API
RX (and BX) ring gaskets have a hole bored through the height of the gasket to provide a pressure
passage through the gasket.
Figure 9.9

The API face-to-face RX pressure energized ring joint gasket was adopted by API as the standard joint
for clamp hubs. Sealing takes place along small bands of contact between ring grooves and the OD of
the gasket. The gasket is made slightly larger in diameter than the grooves and is compressed to some
degree to achieve initial sealing as the joint is tightened. The increased groove width ensures faceto-face contact between the hubs, but this leaves the gasket unsupported on its ID Without support
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from the ID of the ring grooves, the gasket may not remain perfectly round as the joint is tightened.
If the gasket buckles or develops flats, the joint may leak.
Cameron Iron Works (CIW) modified the API face-to-face type RX pressure energized ring joint
grooves to prevent leaking caused by buckling of the gasket in the API groove. The same API faceto-face type RX pressure energized ring joint gaskets are used with these modified grooves. Sealing
takes place along small bands of contact between the grooves and the OD of the gasket. The gasket
is slightly larger in diameter than the grooves, and is compressed to achieve initial sealing as the joint
Figure 9.10. Ring joint gaskets.

Type RX

Type R

Face-to-FaceType RX
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is tightened. The gasket ID will also contact the grooves when it is made up. This constraint of the
gasket prevents any leaking caused by buckling of the gasket. Hub face-to-face contact tolerances of
the gasket and the groove is maintained within a tolerance of 0.022 inches.
The API BX pressure energized ring joint gasket was designed for face-to-face contact of the hubs
or flanges. Sealing takes place along small bands of contact between the grooves and the OD of the
gasket. The gasket is made slightly larger in diameter than the ring grooves. It is compressed to a small
extent to achieve initial sealing as the joint is tightened. The intent of the BX design was face-to-face
contact between the hubs or flanges. However the groove and gasket tolerances which are adopted are
such that if the ring dimension is on the high side of the tolerance range and the groove dimension is
on the low side of the tolerance range, face-to-face contact may be very difficult to achieve. Without
face-to-face contact, vibration and external loads can cause plastic deformation of the ring and may
eventually result in leaks. Both flanged and clamp hub BX joints are equally prone to this difficulty.
The BX gasket is frequently manufactured with axial holes to ensure pressure balance, since both ID
and OD of the gasket may contact the grooves.
With Cameron AX and Vetco VX pressure energized ring gaskets, the sealing takes place along small
bands of contact between the grooves and the ID of the gasket. The gasket is made slightly larger in
diameter than the grooves and is compressed to achieve initial sealing as the joint is tightened. The
ID of the gasket is smooth and is almost flush with the hub bore. Sealing occurs at the diameter,
which is only slightly greater than the diameter of the hub bore, so the axial pressure load on the
Figure 9.11. Ring joint gaskets.
Type BX

Cameron Modified Type RX
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collet connector is held to an absolute minimum. The belt at the center of the gasket keeps it from
buckling or cocking as the joint is being made up. The OD of the gasket is grooved to allow the use
of retractable pins or dogs to positively retain the gasket in the base of the collet connector when the
hubs are separated.
The AX and VX gasket design allows face-to-face contact between the hubs to be achieved with
minimal clamping force. It is used at the base of the collet connector, because the lower gasket
must be positively retained in the connector when the hubs are separated. Its design ensures that
axial pressure loading on the collet connector is held to an absolute minimum. External loads are
transmitted entirely through the hub faces and cannot damage the gasket. The AX and VX gasket also
is suitable for side outlets on the BOP stack since these outlets are not subject to keyseating.
Figure 9.12. Ring joint gaskets.
Type AX or VX

Cameron Type CX

Cameron CX pressure energized ring gaskets allow face-to-face contact between the hubs to be achieved
with minimal clamping force. Sealing takes place along small bands of contact between the grooves
and the OD of the gasket. External loads are transmitted entirely through the hub faces and cannot
damage the gasket. The gasket is made slightly larger in diameter than the grooves, and is compressed
slightly to achieve initial sealing as the joint is tightened. The gasket is patterned after the AX gasket,
but is recessed instead of being flush with the hub bore for protection against keyseating. The gasket
seals approximately the same diameter as the RX and BX gaskets. The belt at the center of the gasket
keeps it from buckling or cocking as the BOP or riser joint is made up.
Wellhead flange bolts are particularly critical on stacks in deep water jackups. This is because the
movement of the long conductor pipe to the sea bottom is restrained at the upper end by tying off the
stack to the rig. On any rig, if only the stack is tied off to the rig, tremendous forces can act against
the wellhead flange where all the bending is concentrated. It is good practice to tie off the conductor
against the rig whenever possible.
Every effort should be made to keep the derrick centered over the well in order to minimize contact
between the work string and the stack. The string should drop through the center of the BOP
without contact. Rigs can move; settling can cause the derrick to move off-center. If the derrick is not
perpendicular from the base, the top of it may be several feet off the center of the well.
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The wear effect is not immediate, because the rams and annular preventer will close and test. However,
the long-term damage is severe. It can result in off-center wear in the stack and bit or tool gouges in the
stack bore, ram or annular faces. Wear and damage also may occur to the casing and wellhead. Minor
damage may seal on a test, but there is always the chance that further damage will occur and the stack
will not seal during a kick. Beyond that, repair to the bore of the stack is a manufacturing plant job that
is long and costly. Generally, wear rings, or wear bushings will minimize inside wear and damage. In
addition, the stack should be stable. Procedures for testing the BOPs and auxiliary equipment can be
found in appendix D. BOP testing must include both function tests and pressure tests. Function Tests
require only the opening or closing of a given BOP or valve, while Pressure Tests require closing a given
BOP or valve and the application of a differential pressure to verify its sealing capability.

Fill-Up Lines
A fill-up line above the uppermost preventer (usually incorporated in the bell nipple) is recommended.
The purpose of the fill-up line is to fill the hole during trips and when the well is not being circulated.
There is little maintenance required other than assuring that the line does not become plugged or
seriously corroded.

Accumulators (BOP Control Units)
Blowout preventers were closed and locked manually in the early days of drilling, and although
there is no doubt some small rigs that still operate the BOPs by hand, most rigs function the stack
hydraulically by means of an accumulator (control) unit. An accumulator is a device that stores
hydraulic fluid under pressure in special containers (bottles) and provides a method to close and open
the blowout preventers quickly and reliably. A typical accumulator unit and its main components are
depicted in figure 9.13 (pp. 9 -18 and 9 -19).
Accumulator units used with surface BOP systems consist of pumps, special valves, a liquid reservoir,
and several banks of bottles. The bottles are precharged with nitrogen, an inert or non-flammable
gas, to a specified pressure and then liquid is pumped into the bottle, compressing the nitrogen until
the pressure on the bottle is at system operating pressure. When the unit is operated, valves on the
bottles open and the nitrogen expands, acting like a spring, and forces liquid out of the bottle to do
the mechanical work of functioning the preventer. The most common nitrogen precharge for a 3,000
psi system is 1,000 psi (±10%). The control fluid is usually hydraulic fluid or in some cases waterbased soluble oil. Bactericides or fungicides are sometimes added to water-based fluids to prevent the
growth of organic matter. The use of improper oils or corrosive waters will harm the accumulator
unit and the closing elements of the BOP stack. Some important components of an accumulator
system are described below.
•

Primary pump. The primary pump is an electrically driven positive displacement pump
that maintains the system pressure. A pressure switch, (usually set for about 2,700 psi)
senses system pressure and turns the pump on or off as necessary.

•

Air pumps. Air driven pumps are provided as a backup in the event of electrical power loss.

•

Pressure reducing/regulating valves. One regulating valve is used to reduce and provide
pressure on the manifold (usually 1,500 psi) to operate the rams and valves. A separate
regulating valve provides pressure for the annular preventer. The operating pressure for
the annular varies depending on the type of annular preventer in use, company policy,
and present operations.
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Figure 9.13.
Typical Koomey BOP control schematic.
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Customer air supply: normal supply is 124 psi. (Higher may require air regulator.)
Air lubricator: on air inlet line to air pumps. Use SAE 10 lubricating oil.
Bypass valve: to automatic hydro-pneumatic pressure switch. If pressures higher than normal
3,000 psi are required, open. Close at all other times.
Automatic hydro-pneumatic pressure switch: 2,900 psi cut-out with air and electric pumps.
3,000 psi for air pumps alone. Adjustable spring tension control.
Air shut-off valves: manual – open/close supply to air hydraulic pumps.
Air operated hydraulic pumps: normal operating air pressure is 125 psi.
Suction shut-off valve: manual. Normally open. One for each suction line.
Suction strainer: one for each suction line. Removable screens.
Check valve: one for each air operated hydraulic pump delivery line.
Electric motor driven triplex or duplex pump assembly.
Automatic hydroelectric pressure switch: pressure switch is set at 3,000 psi cut-out and 250
psi cut-in differential. Adjustable.
Electric motor starter (automatic): for motor driving triplex/duplex pump. Works with auto.
hydroelectric pressure switch. Manual override on-off switch.
Suction shut-off valve: manual, normal open. In suction line of pump.
Suction strainer: located in the suction line of the triplex or duplex pump.
Check valve: located in the delivery line of the triplex or duplex pump.
Accumulator shut-off valve: manual. Normally open when the unit is in operation. Close
when testing or skidding rig or applying pressure over 3,000 psi to open side of ram preventers.
Open when test is completed.
Accumulators: check nitrogen precharge in accumulator system every 30 days. Precharge
should be 1,000 psi +/–10%. Caution: use nitrogen when adding to precharge. Other gases
and air may cause fire and/or explosion.
Accumulator relief valve: valve set to relieve at 3,500 psi.
Fluid strainer: located on the inlet side of the pressure reducing and regulating valves. Clean
strainer every 30 days.
Koomey pressure reducing ad regulating valve: manually operated. Adjust to the required
continuous operating pressure of ram type BOPs.
Main valve header: 5,000 psi W.P., 2” all welded.
Four-way valves: with air cylinder operators for remote operation from control panel. Keep in
standard operating mode (open/close), never in center position.
Bypass valve: with cylinder operator for remote operation from control panels. Close position
puts pressure on main valve header (21). Open position puts full pressure on header. Keep
closed unless 3,000 psi+ required on ram type BOPs.
Manifold relief valve: valve set to relieve at 5,500 psi.
Hydraulic bleeder valve: manually operated – normally closed. Note: this valve should be kept
open when precharging the accumulator bottles.

26. Panel-unit selector: manual 3-way valve. To apply pilot air pressure to air operated
Koomey pressure reducing/regulating valve, either from air regulator on unit or
from air regulator on remote control panel.
27. Koomey pressure reducing and regulating valve – air operated: reduces accumulator
pressure to required annular BOP operating pressure. Pressure can be varied for
stripping operations. Maximum recommended operating pressure of annular
preventer should not be exceeded.
28. Accumulator pressure gauge.
29. Manifold pressure gauge.
30. Annular preventer pressure gauge.
31. Pneumatic pressure transmitter for accumulator pressure.
32. Pneumatic pressure transmitter for manifold pressure.
33. Pneumatic pressure transmitter for annular preventer pressure.
34. Air filter: located on the supply line to the air regulators.
35. Air regulator, Koomey pressure reducing/regulating valve – air operated.
36. Air regulator for pneumatic transmitter (33) for annular pressure.
37. Air regulator for pneumatic pressure transmitter (31), accumulator pressure.
38. Air regulator for pneumatic pressure transmitter (32), manifold pressure. Controls
for transmitters normally set at 15 psi. Increase or decrease air pressure to calibrate
panel gauge to hydraulic pressure gauge on unit.
39. Air junction box: connect unit lines to panel lines through air cable.
40. Rig test check valve.
41. Hydraulic fluid fill port.
42. Inspection plug port.
43. Rig test outlet isolator valve: high pressure, manually operated. Close when rig
testing – open when test is complete.
44. Rig test relief valve: valve set to relieve at 6,500 psi.
45. Rig test pressure gauge.
46. A. Rig skid outlet and 46B. Valve header isolator valves: manually operated. Close
valve header isolator and open rig skid isolator when rig skidding. Open valve
header isolator and close rig skid isolator during normal drilling.
47. Rig skid relief valve; valve set to relieve at 2,500 psi.
48. Rig skid pressure gauge.
49. Accumulator bank isolator valves: manually operated, normally open.
50. Rig skid return: customer’s connection.
51. Rig skid outlet: customer’s connection.
52. Electric power: customer’s connection.
53. Rig test outlet: customer’s connection.

Figure 9.13. Typical Koomey BOP Control Schematic.

•

Four-way valves. The four-way valves are used to function the BOPs and valves. The valves
have three positions; open, close, and neutral or blocked. When the valve is in the neutral
position it is blocked; the associated equipment cannot be functioned.

•

Gauges. Three gauges are mounted on the unit. System pressure, manifold pressure, and
annular preventer pressure are displayed.

•

Remote control panels. BOPs can be functioned on the rig floor by means of a remote
control panel. There may be other remote panels located on site, for instance in the
operator or toolpushers offices.

The accumulator system must have enough capacity to supply the volume necessary to meet or
exceed the minimum requirements for closing systems. Usable fluid is defined as “the hydraulic fluid
recoverable from the accumulator system between the maximum accumulator operating pressure and
200 psi above the precharge pressure.”1 The system should have enough usable hydraulic fluid volume
(without the pumps) to close one annular preventer, the rams, and one HCR (hydraulically operated
choke line) valve and still maintain 200 psi above the precharge. Therefore a 3,000 psi system with
bottles properly precharged to 1,000 psi should have a remaining minimum pressure of 1,200 psi
after the BOPs are functioned. It can be seen that the nitrogen precharge is the critical element in
maintaining usable fluid. If the nitrogen precharge is depleted, usable fluid is lost. Good practice, as well
Figure 9.14.
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as regulations in certain areas dictate that the precharge on each bottle be checked and recorded at
least every 30 days, or every well, whichever comes first
API RP 53 details the mathematics involved to calculate the API recommended minimum volume.
The Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) requires 1.5 times the volume (a 50%
safety factor) necessary to close and hold closed all BOP units with minimum pressure of 200 psi
above precharge pressure.
Government or state agencies or company policies may have different volume requirements. Since
it is better to have more than a minimum volume, most operators and contractors prefer to use a
factor of three times the volume required to close everything on the stack. The goal is to have enough
reserve power for the accumulator system to operate the stack and still have more than the nitrogen
precharge remaining.
A quick estimation on a typical 3,000 psi system with 1,000 psi precharge is to use half the volume
of the accumulator bottle. Calculations demonstrate that approximately one-half of the total bottle
volume may be used before the pressure drops to 200 psi above the precharge. For example, a twentygallon accumulator bottle, properly precharged, has a usable volume of approximately ten gallons.
The larger spheres normally have a volume of eighty gallons and a usable volume of forty gallons.
Estimated Accumulator Volume Requirements Using 1.5 Safety Factor
Using manufacturer’s manuals to collect closing data, assume a stack comprised of:
One Hydril GK annular preventer :
13⅝ insches to close = 17.98 gallons
Three Cameron type U Rams:
13⅝ inches. to close 5.80 gallons * 3 = 17.40 gallons
Total volume required to close:
17.98 + 17.4 = 35.38 gallons
BSEE requires a 50% safety factor, therefore:
35.38 * 1.5 = 53.07 usable gallons
53.07 gallons is rounded up to the next increment of ten for a total of sixty gallons of usable fluid.
In this example it would be necessary to have six 20-gallon bottles, or spheres or some combination
that would give a minimum total of 60 gallons of usable fluid.
If exact requirements must be met, or if a system other than the 3,000 psi system, for example 2,000
psi, the following formula can be used.
V3 = VR ÷ ([P3 ÷ P2] – [P3 ÷ P1])
Where:
P1 = Maximum pressure when fully charged
P2 = Minimum operating pressure
P3 = Nitrogen precharge pressure
V3 = Total accumulator volume
VR = Total usable fluid (including safety factor)
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Using the required volume from the example above, of 53.07 gallons, what is the total accumulator
volume required for a 2,000 psi system with a 1,000 psi re-charge and 1,200 psi minimum operating
pressure?
V3 = VR ÷ ([P3 ÷ P2] – [P3 ÷ P1])
V3 = 53.07 ÷ ([1,000 ÷ 1,200] – [1,000 ÷ 2,000])
V3 = 53.07 ÷ (.8333 – .5)
V3 = 53.07 ÷ 0.3333
V3 = 159.22 gallons rounded up to 160 gallons
In extremely cold environments, care should be taken to prevent the core temperature of the
accumulator system from dropping below freezing. The rubber goods inside, such as the bladders,
will become brittle and can burst.
The accumulator system should have maintenance at least every thirty days or every well, whichever
comes first. The following thirty-day schedule is a guide, but may not be sufficient for some operations.
•

Clean and wash the air strainer.

•

Fill the air lubricator with 10 weight oil (or other specified weight).

•

Check the air pump packing. The packing should be loose enough that the rod is
lubricated, but not loose enough to drip.

•

Check the electric pump packing.

•

Remove and clean the suction strainers. They are located on the suctions of both air and
electric pumps.

•

Check the oil bath for the chain drive on the electric pump. It should be kept full of chain
oil. Check the bottom of the oil reservoir for water.

•

The fluid volume in the hydraulic reservoir should be at operating level (generally two
thirds to three quarters full).

•

Remove and clean the high-pressure hydraulic strainers.

•

Lubricate the four-way valves. There are grease fittings on the mounting bracket and
generally a grease cup for the piston rod.

•

Clean the air filter on the regulator line.

•

Check the precharge of individual accumulator bottles (should read 900 to 1,100 psi).

To check the accumulator precharge:
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•

Shut off the air to the air pumps and power to the electric pump.

•

Close the accumulator shut-off valve.

•

Open the bleeder valve and bleed the fluid back into the main reservoir.

•

The bleeder valve should remain open until the precharged is checked.

•

Replace the guard from the accumulator bottle precharge valve. Screw on the gauge assembly.

•

Open accumulator precharge valve by screwing down on the T handle. Check the
precharge pressure. The gauge should read 1,000 psi ±10%. If too high, bleed excess
pressure off; if low, recharge to the proper pressure with nitrogen. Close the precharge
valve by unscrewing the T bar, then remove gauge assembly. Replace the guard.

•

Open the accumulator shut-off valve.

•

Turn on air and power. The unit should recharge automatically.

The procedure given here is for a typical closing unit. Variations will occur with specialized
equipment and operations. For example, subsea BOP stacks have accumulator bottles on the stack.
The precharge on these bottles in deep water is the calculated hydrostatic pressure of the seawater
plus 1,000 psi, plus a safety margin for seepage or temperature. Special high-pressure bottles are used
to prevent burst when precharging on the surface. Recommended procedures for testing accumulator
units appear in appendix D.
The BOP control panel has a read-out of the measurement of gallons of control fluid passed from
the closing unit (accumulators) to the BOP stack following a given function. Knowing the volume
required to close or open a given BOP, a determination can be made to decide if it has been fully
closed (or opened).

Choke and Kill Line Connections
Choke and kill line connections, although sometimes ignored in the rush of rigging up and down
on rig moves, are an important component of the surface BOP system. Common problems may
include using nipples that are too light, dirty seal rings, damaged mating surfaces, loose nuts and
long unsupported nipples or lengths of pipe. The temptation to use low pressure hoses where there is
little room available for steel piping should be avoided. Likewise, excessive bends in pipe or the use
of bent lines can lead to unexpected failures at the worst possible time.

Choke Manifolds
The purpose of the manifold is to provide a method of circulating from the BOP stack under a
controlled pressure. The manifold provides alternate routes so that chokes and valves can be changed
out or repaired.
API bulletin RP 53 provides a description of the choke manifold and recommended practices for
planning and installation. The recommendations include:
•

Manifold equipment subject to well and/or pump pressure (normally upstream of and
including the chokes) should have a working pressure at least equal to the rated working
pressure of the blowout preventers (rams) in use. This equipment should be tested when
installed to pressures equal to the rated working pressure of the blowout preventer stack in use.

•

Components should comply with applicable API specifications to accommodate
anticipated pressure, temperature, abrasiveness and corrosivity of the formation fluids
and drilling fluids.

•

For working pressures of 3M and above, only flanged, welded or clamped connections
should be used with components subjected to well pressure.

•

The choke manifold should be placed in an accessible location, preferably outside of the
rig substructure.

•

The choke line (which connects the blowout preventer stack to the choke manifold) and
lines downstream of the choke should:

•

Be as straight as practicable; turns, if required, should be targeted.

•

Be firmly anchored to prevent excessive whip or vibration.
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Figure 9.15. Several examples of choke manifolds.
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•

Have a bore of sufficient size to prevent excessive erosion or fluid friction.

•

Minimum recommended size for choke lines are three inches nominal diameter (two-inch
nominal diameters are acceptable for Class 2M installations.).

•

Minimum recommended size for vent lines downstream of the chokes are two-inch
nominal diameters.

•

For high volumes and air or gas drilling operations, four-inch (nominal diameter lines (or
larger) are recommended.

•

Alternate flow and flare routes (blooey lines) downstream of the choke line should be
provided so that eroded, plugged or malfunctioning parts can be isolated for repair
without interrupting flow control. Consideration should be given to the low-temperature
properties of the materials used in installations that will be exposed to unusually low
temperatures.

•

The bleed line (the vent line that bypasses the chokes) should be at least equal in diameter
to the choke line. This line allows circulation of the well with preventers closed while
maintaining a minimum of back-pressure. It also permits high volume bleed off of well
fluids to relieve casing pressure with the preventers closed.

•

Although not shown in typical equipment illustrations, buffer tanks (watermelons) are
sometimes installed downstream of the choke assemblies for manifolding the bleed lines
together. When buffer tanks are employed, provision should be made to isolate a failure or
malfunction without interrupting flow control.

•

Pressure gauges suitable for abrasive fluid service should be installed so that tubing or
drill pipe and annulus pressures may be accurately monitored and readily observed at the
station where well control operations are to be conducted.

•

All choke manifold valves subject to erosion from well control should be full-opening and
designed to operate in high-pressure gas and abrasive fluid service. Double, full-opening
valves between the blowout preventer stack and the choke line are recommended for
installations with rated working pressures of 3M and above.

•

For installations with rated working pressures of 5M and above the following are
recommended:

•

One of the choke line valves should be remotely actuated.

•

Double valves should be installed immediately upstream of each choke.

•

At least one remotely operated choke should be installed. If prolonged use of this choke
is anticipated, a second remotely operated choke should be used.

•

All chokes, valves and piping should be hydrogen sulfide service rated.

Chokes
A choke is a device with an orifice installed in line to restrict the flow of fluids. By restricting the
flow, extra friction or back-pressure is placed on the system, thus providing a means of controlling
flow rate and wellbore pressure.
Chokes used for well control are designed differently from production chokes. Production chokes
are not suitable for well control operations because the choke orifice cannot be varied. Adjustable
chokes, both manual and hydraulic, are used for well control operations because the back-pressure
on the well can be controlled within the limits of the choke rating.
Figure 9.16.
Production Choke

Manual Adjustable Choke
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Fixed chokes are part of the Christmas tree on a well and contain a choke nipple, or bean, with a small
diameter bore that serves to restrict the flow from the well.
A manual adjustable choke has a tapered bar and seat. As the bar gets closer to the seating area, there
is less clearance for the fluid going through it, thus producing more back-pressure on the well. All
drilling choke manifolds are fitted with one or more manual adjustable chokes. On rigs that use a
remote adjustable choke as the primary choke, the manual adjustable serves as a back up. It should be
functioned frequently to ensure it is in good working order and tested during BOP tests.
Figure 9.17.
Remote Hydraulic Choke

Remote Choke Panels
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Remote Choke Panels

Remote Choke Panels

Remote adjustable chokes are the choke of preference for drilling operations and for pressure related
work. They provide the ability to monitor pressures, volume pumped, and to adjust the choke orifice
from a console, usually located on the rig floor.
There are two basic types of remote adjustable chokes. One type uses a bar that moves in and out of
a tapered choke gate. When the choke is fully open the bar is all the way out of the gate and provides
a two-inch opening. The operating mechanism is a double-acting cylinder operated by hydraulic
pressure from the choke console. Several manufacturers provide this type of choke.
The SWACO Super Choke uses two lapped tungsten carbide plates, each with a half-moon opening,
one fixed and the other rotating when the choke is operated. When the two half-moons are in line
the choke is fully open to slightly less than the area of a full two-inch choke bean. The SWACO
choke will close and seal tight to act as a valve. The operating mechanism is a set of double-acting
cylinders operating a rack and pinion that turns the upper choke plate. Hydraulic pressure is supplied
by the choke panel.
Both types of remote adjustable chokes are commonly rated for 10,000 psi operating pressure
however 15,000 and even 20,000 psi rated adjustable chokes can be built to order. All remote chokes
are available in hydrogen sulfide trim and all have operating panels that include choke position,
pumped volume, circulating (drill pipe) and casing pressure gauges, a pump for hydraulic operation,
and an on-off switch. It is a good idea to briefly operate remote hydraulic chokes at each shift change
to ensure they are functioning properly. Some operators conduct remote choke drills in which mud
is pumped through the choke manifold. The object of the drill is to familiarize personnel with the
technique of controlling drillpipe pressure by adjusting the choke while pumping at a consistent rate.
The drill is used to enhance the skills the driller or other potential pump operator and the person(s)
that are likely to be assigned to operate the choke. Communicaton between the two should also be
stress during the drill.
Figure 9.18. Remote adjustable choke.

A generic procedure for a choke drill might include:
1. Slowly increase the pump rate to kill rate
2. Maintain casing pressure constant while pump is brought on-line
2a. For deepwater well, maintain kill line pressure constant while pump is brought up to
speed
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3. Practice opening & closing of choke to observe pressure responses
4. Simulation pump shut down while maintaining casing pressure constant (or kill line
constant if deepwater well)

Mud-Gas Separators
A mud-gas separator (gas buster, poor boy degasser) is a device designed to separate free gas from the
mud returning from a well as a kick is being circulated out. It is usually connected to the end of the
manifold or choke line at a point just before fluid enters the back of the shale shaker or return line.
The greatest amount of gas coming up with a kick will separate from the liquid below the choke. The
separator directs the free gas to a flare line or to a point safely away from the rig. Mud-gas separator
design varies from simple, open cylinder used with some manifolds, to more complex float-operated
separators. Separation is more efficient in light, low viscosity fluids than in viscous fluids.
Gas blow-by is a term used to describe overloading mud-gas separators thus allowing gas to overtake
the liquid and escape into the pit area. On some separators the retention time in the vessel is controlled
solely by the hydrostatic pressure in the U-tube leading to the pits. Pressure within the gas separator
should be monitored and the pump rate should be controlled at a rate that avoids a blow-by situation.
Care should be taken to ensure the gas vent line does not plug. A restriction in this line may result in
pressure building up quickly, possibly causing the vessel to rupture.

Degassers
Degassers are used to remove entrained gas from the mud after it has passed through a mud-gas
separator. Like the solids separation equipment in a mud system, degassers use centrifugal pumps
for fluid throughput. The centrifugal pumps and associated lines and tanks are sized to pass the mud
1½ times before it is moved into the active mud system. As is true of all mud system separation
equipment, degasser efficiency is reduced when handling high viscosity fluids.
There are several different degasser designs. Some use a pressurized vacuum chamber, others a
centrifugal spray or a combination of these designs. Degassers require little maintenance beyond
routine lubrication of moving parts and ensuring that the vessel and lines are clean and free of
obstructions.

Upper Kelly Cocks
The purpose of an upper kelly cock is to protect the kelly hose, swivel and surface equipment from high
well pressure. The OMSCO upper kelly cock (below) has an integral one-way valve. Other upper kelly
cocks may be ball, flapper or plug type valves. Normal BOP test procedures include a pressure test of
the upper kelly cock.

Lower Kelly Cocks
A lower kelly cock is a full-opening valve used as a backup to the upper kelly cock. It allows removal of
the kelly when pressure on the string is greater than the surface equipment rating. On many rigs it is
common practice to use the lower kelly cock as a mud saver valve. Continual use of the lower kelly cock
has mixed consequences. The valve is operated at every connection therefore it is unlikely that the valve
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Figure 9.19. Mud-gas separator.

Swaco Total Gas Containment System Safely Vents All Gases
Gas Vent Line
Vacuum D-Gasser

Gas Vent Line

Gas Vent Line

Mud Ta n k
Back Flow

Degassed Mud

Gas Cut
Mud From
Flowline
Or Shale
Shaker
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Figure 9.20. Two common degassers.

will “freeze” up. Also, the crew learns how to operate the valve and the wrench is available at all times.
On the other hand, repeatedly using the valve will reduce its operating life. The threads can be damaged
by continual makeup and breakout. Using a saver sub will minimize the chances of damaged threads.
The threads should be inspected and gauged frequently for signs of galling and stretching.

Stabbing or Full-Opening Safety Valves (FOSV)
The FOSV, or stabbing valve, commonly referred to as a TIW valve, is a full-opening ball valve. If a
kick occurs during a trip, this valve is installed on the top of the drill string immediately. The valve
is kept on the floor in the open position and the wrench to close it is placed in a location readily
accessible to the crew. Crossover subs are also kept on the drill floor in order to get back to the FOSV
no matter what size tubular is being handled at the rotary table.
Figure 9.21. Upper kelly cock
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Large stabbing valves are heavy and can be difficult to handle. Some rigs use an air hoist or a counter
balance system to assist the crew when handling the valve. Sometimes a removable handle is rigged
at a good balance point so that the valve can be made up on the string more easily. Stabbing valves
require little maintenance but they should be operated frequently to keep them from “freezing” up.
Figure 9.22. Kelly FOSV.

Inside Blowout Preventers (IBOP)
An inside BOP, sometimes referred to as the “Gray valve”, is a non-return, or check valve. It is a
spring-operated, one-way valve that can be locked in the open position with a removable rod lock
screw. Its primary use is for stripping back into a well against pressure. The inside BOP allows
conventional circulation down through the valve, but prevents flow reversing back into the string.
IBOPs are not full opening. The inside diameter is restricted therefore wireline tools cannot be run
through the tool. The inside BOP should not be used to stab onto the drill string if there is flow back
up the work string. If needed, it can be attached after the flow has been stopped with a safety valve.
An IBOP is kept on the rig floor (in the open position) at all times.
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Figure 9.23.
Full-Opening Safety Valve

Inside of BOP

Back-Pressure Valves
Non-return valves (NRV), back-pressure valves (BPV), check valves, “floats”, all perform the same
function. They allow flow in one direction only and are used to prevent flow back up through the
work string in an underbalanced well. The nomenclature changes according to the specific way the
valve is designed and used as well as local field expressions. It is common to run a float valve just above
the bit while drilling at shallow depths and some operators choose to run them throughout the entire
drilling operation.
The two most common types of floats are spring operated piston (plunger) types, and those with a
flapper valve. Plunger type floats are reliable, but are not full opening. Both types are available in
latch-open models for running into a well with the valve in the open position. Pumping down the
string releases the latch and returns the valve to its one-way mode. On wells in which survey tools
are run, a tool to receive the survey instrument is installed above the float to prevent the survey
instrument from becoming jammed in the valve.
Some operators run ported floats. A ported float is a flapper type valve with a small opening in the
bottom so that if the well is shut in on a kick, shut in drill pipe pressure can be read, but the port is
small enough to restrict potential flow from the formation to a negligible volume.
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Figure 9.24. Center and left, two examples
of back-pressure valves (BPV).

A Flapper Type BPV

Circulating Systems
A typical circulating system for a drilling rig is composed of pumps, surface lines, standpipe, kelly hose,
swivel, kelly or top drive, work string, well annulus, shale shakers, fluid tanks (pits) and associated manifolds.
Positive displacement pumps are used to move fluid through the circulating system. Duplex pumps
have two cylinders and triplex pumps have three. The pumps have liners that can be changed due
to wear in order to prevent damage to the pump body itself. Due to the smooth displacement when
moving high volume, triplex pumps are commonly used on most rigs nowadays. Triplex pumps
are supercharged with centrifugal pumps and when in good condition a supercharged triplex rig
pump will discharge at nearly 100 percent efficiency. It is considered good practice to estimate pump
efficiency often by pumping a known volume of fluid and comparing the actual displacement with
the theoretical displacement.
Rig pumps are outfitted with one or more stroke counters that are essential for measuring volume
displacement. There are several types of stroke counters available ranging from a simple mechanical
whisker type to more complex electronic devices. Care should be taken to correctly re-mount and
set the counters if they have been removed for some reason. If stroke counters are not available,
measuring time at a constant pump rate is the only way to track the volume pumped.
Circulating manifolds are used to select various mud flow paths within the surface mud system. The
standpipe manifold directs the fluid from the pumps to the rig floor and up the derrick to connect
with the rotary hose. The rotary hose makes a flexible connection between the standpipe and swivel,
and allows the work string to travel up or down while continuing to pump. The swivel is the device
that allows the kelly to turn while pumping. Returns from the well may be routed to the pits from the
bell nipple on surface BOP stacks or through a kill manifold connected to the BOPs. The circulating
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manifold systems on some of the larger rigs may be extremely complex. For example, cementing pumps
and/or chicksan lines may have specific lineups different from standard pump and return paths.

Mud Pits (Tanks)
The function of the interconnected mud pits is to hold the drilling fluid on the surface and to provide
the time and means to separate solids and mix any required additives. Most rigs have three pits used
as the active system. Mud is routed via ditches interconnecting the pit system, by equalizing lines
from tank to tank, or using circulating/mixing manifolds. As the mud returns from the well, spilling
down the flow line, it falls across one or more vibrating screens (shale shakers). Below the shakers is
a small pit called the sand trap. The sand trap is a settling pit which catches some of the undesirable
solid particles and prevents them from entering the pits of the active system. From the sand trap the
mud enters the separation, or testing pit. Entrained air, gas, and drill solids are removed before the
mud moves to the next active pit. Samples of the fluid are taken from the separation pit and tested to
determine any treatment that might be required before pumping the mud back downhole.
Figure 9.25. Pump stroke counter.

The second pit in the active system is used for adding any liquids and/or solid additives, to “condition
the mud”. Most mud additives are mixed through a mixing “hopper”. The material is drawn into and
mixed with the mud by means of a venturi-like effect created by pumping mud through one or more
jets at the lower end of the hopper.
The third pit in the active mud system is called variously the “suction” or the “check” pit. The fluid
in this pit is directed to the pumps and moved into the well via the drill string. The mud properties
in this pit, especially the mud weight and funnel viscosity, should be checked frequently to make sure
that the fluid is being properly controlled within the bounds of the mud program.
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Pit Level Indicators
Pit level indicator devices continuously monitor the volume of fluid in the mud pits and transmit
the data to charts and readout instruments near the driller’s station. There may be remote indicators
at other locations on the rig site. Pit level indicators measure and record, the volume in each pit as
well as the total surface volume. The systems use mechanical floats, electrical (sonic) sensors, or lasers
to measure the height of the fluid in each pit. The fluid height in each pit is then multiplied by the
pit volume in barrels per inch (or local measuring units). The volume of the individual pits is totaled
and transmitted to the charts and indicators. The systems are fitted with audio and visual alarms that
can be set in order to call attention to changes in pit level.
Figure 9.26. Pit volume totalizer system.

Mud Return Indicators (Flow-Line sensors)
The mud return indicator consist of a paddle placed in the flow line which is connected to a
microswitch so that as the flowing mud lifts the paddle, a signal is sent to an indicator at the driller’s
console where it may be registered as a percentage of return flow or as gallons per minute. When
the pumping rate is constant a change in return flow from the annulus almost always indicates that
something has changed downhole. A sharp increase may be the first signal that formation fluids are
entering the well.
Like pit level indicators, flow-line sensors have audio and visual alarms that can be set to alert
the crew to flow rate changes. Flow-line sensors are simple and require little maintenance beyond
checking for full paddle movement and keeping the flow line free of solids buildup. Some rigs today
have extremely accurate mud measuring systems that use modern laser beam technology.

Gas Detectors
Gas detector have sensors that are mounted in the small tank (the possum belly) at the back of the
shale shakers into which the mud is spilling out from the flow line. The sensors detect and measure
gas that is carried to the surface by the returning mud. Certain special gas detectors may be placed
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in areas where toxic gases, such as hydrogen sulfide, can accumulate. If the site does not have a mud
logger on location, crews should take pains to perform the required maintenance and calibration
according to the manufacturer’s specifications.

Figure 9.27. Flow-line sensors.

Trip Fill-up Systems
A fill-up system is used to measure the mud pumped into the annulus on trips out of the hole. It
consists of a combination of flow-line sensor and pump stroke counter. The flow-sensor console at
the driller’s station has a “mode” switch. In order to operate the device, the switch on the driller’s
console on the flow sensor is turned to “trip” and one of the pumps is lined up to the fill-up line.
After pulling one or more stands, the driller turns on the pump. The pump automatically turns off
when the flow-line sensor indicates returns from the well. The calculated pump strokes required to
fill the well per stand of pipe are compared to the strokes actually pumped. The pump strokes are
usually recorded on both the total strokes to fill the hole, and the strokes required for the last fill-up.
It is important to check the hole during the first fill-up to be sure that the pump stroke counter shuts
off when flow starts.

Trip Tanks
Trip tanks are small tanks that permit accurate measurement of the fluid that is pumped into or
displaced from a well on trips. As each stand of pipe is run into, or pulled from the well, the level of
fluid in the well changes and is measured in the calibrated trip tank.
There are several types of trip tanks. A simple gravity-fed trip tank includes a small tank on the rig
floor or at a point above the flow line. A valve is used to release the fluid which drains into the bell
nipple above the flow line. The valve is manually opened, and then closed when the hole is full. The
fill-up volume recorded and compared to theoretical fill calculations. Automated versions of gravityfed trip tanks have a pump actuated by the driller which automatically turns off the pump when
the flow-line sensor indicates that the hole is full. This type of setup does not permit volume to be
measured while tripping in.
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Continuous-fill trip tanks automatically circulate from the tank across the hole throughout the trip. Fluid
volume is measured and transmitted to a recorder on the rig floor for comparison against the calculated
theoretical volume required for fill-up. If the tank is used to measure the displaced fluid on the trip into
the well, it is usually positioned below the flow line level. The displaced fluid is then routed from the flow
line to the trip tank where it is measured and compared to the theoretical pipe displacement.
Figure 9.28. Trip tank arrangement.
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Information Systems
Like society itself, the drilling/workover industry is moving rapidly ahead in this age of computers and
satellite communications. Downhole measurement tools (MWD) that transmit a host of real-time data
have been developed and are now used on drilling locations throughout the world. Computers link
information to locations far from the actual rig site. A driller on a modern rig may find that the familiar
brake handle has been replaced by a joystick operated from a console which displays and records all the
various operational data that was once gathered on a drilling recorder plus downhole information such as
pore pressure, temperature and even geological information. The entire operation can be simultaneously
monitored in several locations around the site by means of computer display monitors.
In many cases analog gauges have been replaced by more dependable and more accurate digital gauges.
It is true that many rigs still use standard drilling recorders and analog gauges, but service companies
have developed a variety of instrumentation that can be rented and installed to supplement the rig’s
permanent equipment. Analog gauges are more subject to damage and calibration errors due to vibration
and the general harshness of work on the rig floor. The accuracy of an analog gauge is suspect at the lower
range. Usually the high-pressure gauges (standpipe, casing, etc.) are calibrated so that the mid-range of
the gauge is most nearly accurate. The extreme low and high ranges are somewhat less accurate. Digital
gauges have no moving parts therefore their calibration is not seriously affected by pulsation, vibration,
and routine rig floor activity.
Figure 9.29. Below, image of Well Control School System 21 online training course
illustrating how modern rigs provide the driller with a wealth of information.

Top Drive Systems
Top drive systems replace the conventional rotary table used for turning the drill string. Modern top
drives combine the elevators, the tongs, the swivel, and the hook. The rotary table is retained however,
in order to provide a place to set the slips and suspend the string.
Top drive systems offer a significant improvement in rotating technology because multiple joints
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of pipe may be used at one time. Since the system handles a complete stand of pipe, it is possible
to circulate and to back-ream when necessary. Safety is
enhanced during routine, non-emergency operations since
the number of connections is reduced. If a well control
incident develops, the driller can quickly set the pipe in the
slips, stab the top drive onto the string, rotate and torque
up the connection with minimum assistance from the rig
floor crew. Top drive systems employ two full-opening
safety valves; one hydraulically operated valve at the top,
and another manual valve at the lower end, replacing the
kelly valves.

Power Swivel
Power swivels are hydraulically operated rotating equipment
designed for light drilling, and workover operations. On
workover rigs, the hydraulic system pumps are usually
used. Skid or trailer mounted portable hydraulic power
units are also available. A telescoping torque rein, or arm,
must extend to a guide, or rigid part of the rig, due to the
effects of the torque developed by rotation.
Figure 9.30.
Top right, top drive system.
Bottom left, kelly saver sub.
Bottom right, power swivel.
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Summary
A drilling rig may be thought of as a heavy-duty industrial factory. It consists of various different
systems of power generation and equipment. Each system, and the equipment within it, is designed
to work in conjunction with other systems in order to produce the product safely and efficiently.
When any link in the chain operates at less than its standard performance, the entire operation is
affected. Equipment maintenance consists of routine observation, scheduled maintenance according
to manufacture’s recommendations and company policy, as well as repair and replacement of parts.
Nearly all industrial accidents result from a chain of events rather than from one stand-alone event.
This fact applies to well control incidents as well. There is no substitute for good equipment operated
by a well trained crew.
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Review Questions
1. List 3 occasions when blowout preventers should be tested.

2. Why is nitrogen used for precharging accumulator bottles?

3. Why should we avoid closing the pipe rams on the open hole?

4. What is the difference between an inside BOP (Gray valve) and a full-opening safety
valve (FOSV or TIW valve)?

5. What are the two purposes of a BOP stack?

6. Why does it take longer for an annular BOP to close than for a ram-type BOP?

7. What is the purpose of a diverter system?
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Q&A

8. What is the purpose of the top seal on ram preventer blocks?

9. In what two ways do drilling spools affect the flexibility of a BOP stack?

10. What is the recommended nitrogen precharge for a 3,000 psi surface BOP system?

11. Why is it recommended that choke manifolds be provided with alternate flow and
flare routes downstream of the choke line?

12. Why are adjustable chokes (rather than fixed chokes) used for circulating out kicks?

13. Which of the three main types of chokes (fixed, manual adjustable, remote
hydraulic) is preferred for well control operations?

14. What is the purpose of a mud-gas separator?
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Notes

Q&A
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Well Completion and
Workover Operations
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Discuss well completion and workover operations.

•

Discuss and answer questions on remedial operations.

•

List causes of kicks in remedial operations.

•

Discuss and answer questions on completion operations.

•

Discuss and answer questions on workover operations.

•

Identify well control methods used in remedial operations.

•

Complete the WCS Bullhead Worksheet.

•

Perform calculations using the WCS Formula Sheet for:
•

Rectangular Tank Capacity

•

Water Cushion

•

Hydrostatic Pressure

•

Calculations on the well completion and workover operations handout.

•

Discuss and answer questions on remedial operations well control methods.

•

Identify common subsurface equipment and its primary function.

•

Line up the simulator for reverse circulation.

•

Check the annulus fluid density.

•

Perform the proper start-up procedures.

•

Maintain bottomhole pressure until the influx is out of the hole.

•

Complete the WCS Bullhead Worksheet:
•

Record shut-in pressures.

•

Construct a pumping schedule.
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•

Construct and/or apply the kill mud weight.

•

Line up the simulator correctly for the exercise.

•

Apply and trap pressure on the annulus.

•

Perform the proper start-up procedure.

•

Monitor and record all pump rates and pressure changes, or unusual conditions.

•

Shut in the well and ensure it is dead.

•

Line up and relieve pressures.
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Well completion operations are the activities and
methods used to prepare a well for production.
Sometimes the system of tubular goods and the
tool assemblies that provide the flow path from
the formation to the surface is referred to as “the
completion”. The tools and techniques used in
completion operations can vary widely depending
on the local area and the particular reservoir(s) of
interest. In some areas more than one reservoir is
completed in a single well.

Figure 10.1.

Workover operations refer to one or more of a variety
of activities performed on an existing well after it
has been drilled and completed. Plug and abandon
operations also fall under the category of workover.
Remedial operations refer to any work done on a
well after it has been drilled. Both completion and
workover operations fall under the category of
remedial operations.
The life of a producing well may extend over a period
of many years and during that time the components
that comprise the completion may be repaired
or replaced several times as the well depletes and
the components wear. Every well and its specific
problems are unique. All workover operations begin
with the development of a plan. To effectively plan and execute the operation, accurate information
about the well and its production history must be known. Examples of inaccurate well data that
negatively affect the workover plan include: lost sinker bars, wireline tools left in the hole and never
reported, incorrect record of perforation depths, performations out competed in the wrong place,
bridge plugs or cement plugs in the wrong place, inaccurate survey data. It is crucial that contractors
and service companies gather as much information as possible before the work actually begins. Job
sheets, sometimes called dispatch sheets, are used to organize well data and assist in planning the job.
A sample job sheet can be found on page 10-42 of this text.
This chapter is divided into four sections. Section One - Remedial Operations, discusses some of the
most common reasons for doing remedial work on completed wells and the techniques employed to
solve various problems. Section Two - Well Control Methods describes two methods used to control
pressures or kill a completed well. Section Three deals with remedial working fluids and finally, Section
Four lists and describes some of the common equipment used to complete or work a completed well
over.
SECTION ONE – REMEDIAL OPERATIONS
Although the basic concerns of well control are the same for both open-hole drilling and remedial
operations, there are certain issues that apply more to one operation than the other. Almost all
remedial work is done in cased hole. In remedial operations, the operators and contractors have
access to information that is not available while the well is being drilled. The size of the casing and
all the components in the completion are known. The formation pressure is known as are the depth
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and position of the perforations. But the very nature of remedial work, that is, dealing with open
production zones can be dangerous from the standpoint of well control. Many tragic blowouts have
occurred during seemingly routine completion and workover operations. Of the various causes of
kicks discussed in chapter 2, five of those causes are especially important when considering remedial
operations.
1. Insufficient Fluid Density
The density of remedial fluids is usually maintained just high enough to balance, or slightly
over-balance, the producing formation. A seemingly minor reduction in fluid density could
allow unwanted formation fluids to flow into a well.
2. Improper or Inadequate Monitoring on Trips
Many workover units are small rigs with fewer crew members than drilling rigs. Trip tanks
and other sophisticated fluid measuring devices are not always available on workover rigs. The
rig tank maybe used to monitor gains and losses on trips. The following formula can be used
to find the volume of a rectangular tank.
Barrels per foot = L * W ÷ 5.61
Where:
L is the length of the tank in feet.
W is the width of the tank in feet.
5.61 is a constant that converts cubic feet to barrels per foot (bbl./ft.)
A tank is 12 ft long, 4 ft wide, and 6 ft high. What is the capacity of the tank in barrels per
foot and barrels per inch (bbl/in)?
12 * 4 ÷ 5.61 = 8.6 bbl/ft
8.6 ÷ 12 = 0.716 bbl/in
3. Swabbing/Surging On Trips
Tripping is much more frequent in remedial work than in drilling operations. Downhole
clearances are often restricted and the density of remedial fluids is maintained as low as
possible to avoid damaging the production reservoir. All of these things contribute to the
likelihood of swabbing or surging on trips.
4. Lost Circulation
Completion and packer fluids are often clear brine solutions with little gel strength or water
loss control. Ideally, no fluid-borne solids are deposited across the face of the perforations.
These clear fluids are easily forced into permeable formations if pressures are excessive.
5. Obstructions in a Well
Many remedial jobs deal with obstructions in the annulus and sometimes in the tubing.
Setting plugs in the tubing, setting and releasing packers in casing are both common workover
tasks. Workover operations frequently require circulating sand and debris from the bottom of
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a well. Often a well is circulated by pumping down the annulus and up the work string (reverse
circulation). The result is that bottom-to-surface circulating time is much shorter than when
a well is circulated conventionally. The crew has to expect the gas to be at the surface quickly
when reversing gas out of a well. It is essential that surface equipment, that is, manifolds,
chokes, vent and flare lines are all correctly lined up before circulation begins.

Completion Operations
There are many different types of completions ranging from simple open-hole (barefoot) completions
to highly complex multizone completions. In the most common completion, casing is set and
cemented through the pay zone. The casing is perforated at the production zone, and a packer is set in
the casing above the zone. Production tubing is run and landed through the packer. Formation fluid
is produced to the surface through the production tubing.
Figure 10.2.

A dual completion
Tubing
Shale

Casing

Packer

A barefoot or open hole completion

Blast Joint

Oil
Casing

Perforations
In Casing

Shale

Shale

Open Hole
Packer

Oil
Oil

Perforations
In Casing

Perforating
Perforating is the process of making holes in the casing, through the cement in a well to allow formation
fluids to enter the well. Sometimes casing is perforated in order to introduce cement between the
casing and the walls of the borehole.
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Originally perforations were drilled or cut into the casing before it was run. Then, hydro blast tools
were used to cut holes in the casing. Next, wireline came along with perforating guns that shot bullets.
In certain areas casing is perforated in an underbalanced environment. A specified differential
pressure (formation to casing) is created. When the casing is perforated, the pressure differential
allows the formation to flow back immediately into the well, washing any junk or debris out of the
perforations. The debris falls to the bottom of the well. The fluid in the casing opposite the zone to be
perforated has usually been filtered to ensure that it is as free of solids as possible in order to prevent
plugging the perforations. Nitrogen is sometimes used to achieve the desired under balance because
of its cleanliness and low density relative to liquids.
Figure 10.3. A bullet perforating operation.
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A water cushion is sometimes used as the perforating fluid in order to reduce the amount of hydrostatic
head in the well and achieve the required pressure differential. Even with a water cushion, it may be
necessary to swab a well in to initiate flow.
Assume that a well has an estimated formation pressure of 4,680 psi at a depth of 10,000 feet and that
the well program calls for a 200 psi differential in the work string before perforating using 9.3 ppg
saltwater. The height of the water cushion is determined by:
Water Cushionft = (Formation Pressurepsi - Pressure Differentialpsi) ÷  Gradient psi/ft
Water Cushion  = (4,680 – 200) ÷ (9.3 * 0.052)
Water Cushion  = 4,480 ÷ 0.483
Water Cushion  = 9,275 ft
Special safety precautions are considered when perforating equipment is on a rig site. The perforating
equipment is handled by experienced service company personnel. All radios are turned off and welding
activities are discontinued. Special radio restrictions are passed to work boats and helicopters in the
area and most electrical equipment on the rig is shut down in order to reduce the likelihood of the
guns being fired accidentally due to static electricity.
The various operations involved in bringing a completed well on line for production fall under the
category of well stimulation. Almost all stimulation operations are supervised by service company
personnel who have been trained in the use of their particular tools and techniques. Some common
stimulation operations are briefly discussed below.

Fracturing (Frac Jobs)
Fracturing is the process of creating a crack or fracture in the rock that contains oil or gas. This crack is
then filled with sand or an artificial proppant to allow the freer flow of oil or gas from the rock to the
wellbore, thus improving the well’s production. The fractures are usually horizontal at shallow depths
and vertical in deeper wells. These fractures extend out away from the wellbore. The proppant most
frequently used is sand but metal or glass beads are also used. The individual proppant grains should
be as perfectly round as possible to ensure maximum compressive strength because they must hold
Figure 10.4. Fracturing and gravel packing expose more
formation surface area for production
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the fracture open. Also, the proppant must be as clean as possible and contain no fine solids or clay.
Various fluids are used as proppant carriers during the pumping operation. A typical frac job will
begin by filling the well (or tubing) with treated water. This is called the prepad. As the pre-pad is
pumped into the well the pump pressure increases until the formation fracture pressure is reached. A
steady injection rate is established and then a carefully measured “pad” volume is pumped. It is the
pad that carries the proppant into the well. When the well is full, the pumping rate is stabilized and
the proppant is added.
The amount of proppant is increased gradually until the required volume of fluid and proppant has
been pumped into the well. When all the material has been injected, it is followed with more fluid to
push it out of the wellbore and into the fractured formation. The final volume is carefully measured
to ensure that the well is not overdisplaced. Overdisplacement can result in the fractures reclosing
near the wellbore.
The very nature of fracturing operations, that is, long lines of hoses and pipe and high pumping
pressures make the jobs potentially dangerous. Often radioactive sand is used so that the well can be
logged in order to determine the height of the fracture. The use of radioactive material adds another
dimension to the to general personnel safety precautions.
Thorough planning is required prior to any frac job. Some of the common safety issues that must be
considered are listed below.
•

Personnel assignments, responsibilities and reporting procedures

•

Pressure testing methods and limits

•

Contingency plans in case of problems during the operation

•

Required personnel safety equipment including clothing (PPE), ear protection, safety
glasses, rubber gloves, etc

•

Lines of communications

•

Placement of signs and warnings
Figure 10.5. Frac job preparations.
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•

Special precautions if radioactive material is to be used

•

Emergency medical response in the event of a personal injury incident

•

Site evacuation procedures

Acidizing
A common method of well stimulation is to pump acid into a well to clean out the perforations or
to increase porosity and permeability. There are two general acidizing techniques. Matrix acid jobs are
done to clean out the face of the perforations but the pressure used to place the acid is less than the
formation fracture pressure. The acid will travel about six inches into the perforations after which the
acid loses its strength. A variety of acids may be used depending on the type of material that is restricting
flow. The selection of specific acid type(s) and strength, as well as the operational procedure, is developed by
the operator in conjunction with service company representatives.
An acid frac job is done to enhance permeability when the damage is farther out from the wellbore.  
Acid is pumped out into the formation at pressures that exceeds the formation fracture limit. A larger
flow area is created by the acid as it dissolves some of the bedding material of the formation. It is
common to use hydrochloric acid (HCL) in limestone formations because the acid dissolves some of
the limestone, leaving a channel in the rock. In some cases special additives are mixed with the acid
in order to delay, or slow, the chemical reaction time. As with all acid jobs, each operation is designed
for a specific well.
Corrosion inhibitors are used on acid jobs in order to protect tubular goods and downhole tools.
Surfactants (soaps) and solvents are also used as additional aids in cleaning up the formation. They
help prevent the gels and emulsions that form when fines or silts mix with the spent acid water.
Diverting agents and devices are also available to improve the job. Once the acid solution has been
held in place for the planned time, it is reversed  or swabbed out of the well through the work string.
Gas from the formation as well as any gas caused by chemical reactions with the acid may reach the
surface quickly. An acid job could easily turn into a well control incident if the crew is not prepared
for rapidly expanding gas at the surface.
Safety is a key point during all rig site operations. The combination of high pressures and acidic fluids
make acid jobs especially hazardous. Some items included in a pre-job safety meeting include:
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•

Action to take in case of burns, eye injury, ingestion or fume poisoning

•

Designation of essential and non-essential personnel

•

Locations of wash stations in case of personnel coming in contact with hazardous material

•

Location of respirators and other safety equipment

•

Safety clothing (PPE)

•

Danger inherent in breathing acid or other toxic fumes

•

Procedure for mixing acid and water (i.e., acid is poured into water, not water into the
acid)

•

Warnings to prevent accidental mixing. Some material may cause an explosion. Some
corrosion inhibitors can be fatal even if absorbed through the skin. In some instances,
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and other toxic gases may be formed.

•

Procedure for cleaning acid spills (i.e., acid spills should be cleaned up at once)

•

Specification of hose material (i.e., all lines should be steel hoses)

•

Procedure for securing lines (i.e., all lines should be securely tied down)

•

Procedure for testing line pressure (i.e., all lines should be tested to pressures in excess of
those to be used during the job)

•

Pressure gauges should be checked for accuracy.

•

A check valve should always be installed at the wellhead and some means of releasing the
trapped pressure between the wellhead and the check valve provided.

•

Procedure for monitoring wind direction during the operation

Workover Operations
The list of possible remedial operations taken to repair producing well is nearly endless. Decisions
as to whether to work a well over or to abandon it are based strictly on economics. Below, several of
the most common remedial operations are discussed in a general way. From the standpoint of well
control, it must be realized that all completed wells are potentially dangerous. There has been more
than one case in which a supposedly dead well has come to life and control was lost. Invariably, the
cause can be traced to human error.

Controlling Water and/or Gas
As oil is depleted from a pay zone, the gas-oil, or oil-water contact changes. This can result in gas or
water being produced along with the oil. When an oil reservoir has a gas cap and the gas cap is being
produced, the driving force that is, the gas, is being depleted which in turn reduces the volume of oil
lifted by the gas drive.
Figure 10.6.
Ideally production occurs in the oil section
using a gas cap as the reservoir drive.

Gas

If the gas-oil or oil-water interface changes, or if the drain area
depletes the well can be sidetracked to the oil zone and/or new
drainage area.

Oil

Water
Sidetracked Well
Cement
Gas

Oil

Water
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When excessive water is being produced, corrosion of well equipment may increase drastically and
water disposal at the surface may become a problem. Often when too much water is produced, sand
control also becomes a problem. However, it should be mentioned that sand entering the perforations
can occur regardless of the amount of water which is produced. The metal erosion caused by producing
too much sand will damage wellhead and production equipment, creating a serious hazard at the site.
Practically all hydrocarbon-bearing formations have water in the lowest portion of the reservoir and
definition of the oil-water contact is a primary consideration in the development of any field. It is
a mistake to assume that there is a hard line dividing oil and water or that the contact is horizontal
throughout a reservoir. In reality, the oil-water contact is part water and part oil, and may extend from
10 to 15 feet thick.
Figure 10.7.
Static conditions,
where no producing has taken place

Oil produced at low drawdown (low production rates) resulting
in 100% oil, no water breakthrough
Well

Well

Coning

Oil

Oil

Water

Water

As higher production rates are attempted the increase in
drawdown has caused the cone to rise.
Well

Coning

Oil

Water

Coning is the term used to describe the natural tendency of reservoir fluids to move toward an area
of reduced pressure. As the pressure in the area around perforations is reduced due to production,
the fluids in the adjacent zone move up or down toward an area of lower pressure. Figures 10.6 and
10.7 represent simplified illustrations of coning. In the first diagram the well is static; no production
has taken place. The second illustrates oil being produced at a low drawdown (production rate) and
results in 100 percent oil. No water breakthrough has occurred at this point. In the third diagram the
operator has attempted to increase production. The increase in drawdown has caused a cone to rise and
now water is produced with the oil.
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Coning will occur in any hydrocarbon reservoir if there is no barrier between the desired gas and
oil and the unwanted water. The result is a decrease in the production of oil and an increase in the
production of water or gas. The oil decrease occurs because the water or gas in the cone occupies
part of the pore space that was once occupied by the oil. The amount of coning is related to the
amount of vertical permeability, the mobility of the produced fluids, and the pressure differential.
The difference in density between oil and gas also affects coning. The oil-gas contact is usually
thinner and better defined than the oil-water contact.
If the rock and fluid properties are well known, the drawdown rate above which a water cone will
develop can be accurately estimated. Attempts to reduce or eliminate water coning are often made
by squeeze cementing and then re-perforating. These operations carry the same potential for a well
control incident as the original perforation operation.

Squeeze Cementing
Remedial, or secondary, cementing is performed to exclude water or gas from a well, to improve the
primary cement job, to re-complete in a new zone, or to repair corroded or damaged casing.
Squeeze cementing is accomplished by displacing cement at the desired point opposite perforations.
Control is accomplished with the use of packers. Sometimes an existing permanent packer, already
set in the casing, is used as the squeeze tool. Cement is then circulated down to the squeeze point.
The tool is then set to isolate and protect the casing from high pressure. Cement is then pumped into
the area to be sealed off. Hydraulic pressure is applied to force, or squeeze, the cement slurry against
the formation. This may be done either in open hole, or through perforations in the casing or liner.
Excess cement can be reversed out of the well, or drilled out at a later date.
In almost every case the cement goes up the hole between the formation and the casing. Once this
annular channel is shut off, the producing zone can be squeezed. It should be noted that whole
cement does not go into the pores of the formation. It is the water in the cement that goes into the
formation’s pore spaces. Water is forced into the formation under pressure, leaving the cement to
plate out across the face of the formation, but often the formation will also take the whole cement.
Ideally, the water leaves the slurry and the cement hardens in place. If enough pressure is applied to
fracture the formation, then cement could enter the fracture lines of the formation.
Figure 10.8. Most induced fracture planes are vertical, however shallow formations
may exhibit horizontal fractures.

Horizontal fracture

Vertical fracture
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Most jobs are successful when cement is left in the casing opposite the perforations or damaged
area, and not drilled out after the squeeze operation. Therefore, plug back jobs have been the most
successful. There have been poor results with so called block squeezes to shut off water. This is especially
true in gas wells because fractures are often vertical, not horizontal “pancakes” which are layers of
hardened cement radiating from the wellbore in a circle.
The most important prerequisite for a good squeeze cement job is clean perforations, clean channels,
and cement slurry which has been designed to meet the downhole conditions and type of squeeze to
be performed. Minimal blockage and clean surfaces assure a better and more thorough bond. One of
the cementer’s primary concerns when squeezing is preventing water from entering the formation. He
must know exactly where his cement, including water cushions, is at all times.
Cement squeezes are accomplished in several different ways depending on specific well conditions and
the problem to be remedied. Some common squeeze techniques are discussed below.
In a bradenhead squeeze the casing valves are closed and the well is pressured up on the casing and
the work string during the operation. There is no packer set in the well. Gas migration can present
a problem with bradenhead squeezes so pressure is applied to prevent potential flow. A bradenhead
squeeze is a relatively low pressure squeeze because pressure is on the tubing as well as the casing.
When a packer is set above the perforations and all fluid in the work string is pumped into the
formation ahead of the cement, the technique is called a bullhead squeeze. Sometimes pressure is
isolated on the casing above the packer before the job begins. This is done to reduce the differential
pressure across the packer. Well control issues are rare as the problem is usually a lost circulation zone.
A hesitation squeeze refers to a technique of pumping cement out through the casing perforations and
into the annular area between the casing and formation. The pumps are then stopped. After a few
minutes pumping is started and stopped again. The procedure is continued until the desired pressure
is obtained. Hesitation squeeze techniques are often used on high pressure jobs and low pressure
squeezes where the applied pressure may be as low as 200 psi. These operations are done to seal off the
perforations without fracturing the formation.
A circulation squeeze is called for when there is communication between perforations in different zones.
A retainer is set between the perforations.  After circulation is established between the perforations,
cement is pumped through the lower and out the upper perforations. When the cement is in place,
the tubing is pulled out of the retainer to a point above the upper perforations. The cement in the
work string is then reversed out to the surface. It is possible that a circulation squeeze could force
formation fluids, especially gas, into the casing annulus above the retainer.   In this case a routine
cement squeeze job could easily turn into a serious well control incident.
Rig pumps are rarely used on squeeze jobs due to the high pressures required. The high-pressure/lowvolume pumps on cement units are ideally suited for squeezing. Cementing service companies ensure
that all fluids are in excellent condition prior to a squeeze job and that they are compatible with the
cement and other fluids to be used. A buffer solution or spacer is pumped ahead of and behind the
cement when fluids are not compatible.

Sand Control
The production of sand with reservoir fluids is a major problem in some areas. It can cut or plug
the choke and flow lines, cause equipment failure, complicate well clean-out, and cause downhole
equipment to malfunction. Sand disposal can also be a problem on some locations. Methods used
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to control the production of sand include running screens or slotted liners, packing with gravel
(specially prepared sand), and sand consolidation using a plastic resin.
Screens are the simplest to install in most cases. A slotted liner or wire wrapped screen is hung
opposite the sand-producing interval. The screen mesh is too small to allow sand to flow into the
wellbore, while still allowing the flow of formation fluids into the well.
More than one serious well control incident has occurred due to swabbing. In one recent case, a
gravel pack job had been completed and everything seemed fine as the crew started the trip out of
the well. However the combination of very small annular clearance plus excessive tripping speed led
to disaster. One mistake led to another and eventually the entire unit was lost, having burned to the
waterline.
Figure 10.9.
Top, screen.
Bottom, gravel pack.
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Recompleting in a Different Reservoir
Wells with multiple production zones are usually completed in the lowest reservoir first. When
the production of the lower zone becomes uneconomical the well may be recompleted in a new,
higher zone. Failure of casing or downhole equipment as well as cement problems can also require
recompletion in a new interval. Plans for secondary recovery operations such as water or steam
flooding often call for a well to be recompleted.
Moving the completion interval from a lower zone to a reservoir higher in the well is known as
plugging back. A well is killed and the lower or older production formation is squeezed off. Sometime
the squeeze is done through the old permanent packer. The packer seals are pulled, repaired or
replaced, and stung back into the packer. Cement is pumped down the tubing, through the packer
and out into the perforations. The packer is then left in the well and a cement plug is set on top of the
packer. Federal and/or state regulations require that the cement be tested either by applied pressure
or by setting weight down on the plug. After isolating the lower section the new upper reservoir is
perforated and put on production.

Workovers in Open Hole
There are times when workover operations include work done in the open hole. In these situations
all the well control precautions and techniques discussed in previous chapters of this text come in to
play. Since workover rigs are usually smaller than drilling rigs and may have less sophisticated well
monitoring equipment, crews must be especially alert to changing hole conditions. Often operators
will rent extra equipment for the job but this is not always the case.
Sometime operators choose to deepen their existing wells rather than go to the expense of drilling
new ones and a workover rig is often hired to do the job. If the well has been on production prior
to the project, it would be necessary to squeeze off the perforations. The cement is then drilled out,
logged and tested. After the well has been drilled to the new depth, a liner may be run and cemented.
The liner is then perforated and the well produced from the new zone. Data from the original well,
including pertinent well control concerns, should be considered when the deepening program is
designed.
There are times when it is necessary to abandon or bypass the lower portion of a well. The term to
describe the operation is sidetracking. There are various reasons for sidetracking a well. Casing may be
damaged or collapsed, junk may be lost in the hole, or the production zone may have been damaged
for some reason.
A cement plug is set above the planned kickoff point (KOP) and dressed with a bit. A window is cut
in casing after which the directional hole is drilled through the window. Directional drilling service
personnel use downhole motors or whipstocks to steer the bit according to the program.  Depending
on the type of completion to be performed, the new section of open hole may be logged, a liner run,
and the new interval is perforated and production resumed.
Whether sidetracking, deepening a well, or exposing the formation for any other reason, the supervisors
and crew must re-adjust their thinking with regard to well control once the bit enters the open hole.
There comes a time in the life of every well when it will not be produced again or when it is
uneconomical to continue production. Common sense as well as regulatory agencies require that
wells are properly plugged and abandoned (P&A).
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If a well were to be left as is, even with the master valve closed, the casing would eventually deteriorate
and fluid migration from one zone to another could occur. Any high-pressured formation containing
saltwater would eventually contaminate fresh water areas. There is the potential for future blowouts if
gas is somehow trapped in the well. Offshore locations could become permanent hazards to navigation.
After all perforations have been squeeze cemented, cement plugs are placed in the casing as the tubing or
work string is pulled out of the well. Often the upper, unstuck casing is cut off and recovered and then
cement plugs are set in the upper area of the hole. The wellhead is then removed as required by regulations.
SECTION TWO - WELL CONTROL METHODS
In any type of completion or workover opertion, it is always desirable to keep the hole full of a kill
weight fluid; e.g., maintain the well in an overbalanced conditon. However, because many producing
zones have high permeability, a kill weight fluid will suffer losses to the formation. In some cases
small losses of a few barrels per hour may be acceptable, filling the well on a frequent basis. Large
losses may be impossible to keep up with. In some situations, fluid losses might be controlled by
spotting a lost circulation material (LCM) pill across the open producing zone.
Fluid losses should be monitored and recorded versus time to determine if the frequency of fills is
satisfactory or the LCM pill is effective. Losses are typically monitored by the use of a trip tank; fluid
added to keep the fluid level at the overbalance condition is carefully recorded.
When a workover is initiated, production from the well must be stopped and the well killed, unless a
“live” intervention is required. The most common method for killing the well is to bullhead the tubing.
To initiate the bullheading activity, production must be stopped and a pump-in line rigged up. To
shut-in production, the wing valve on the production line is first closed. If there is a SCSSSV in the
tubing string, it should be locked in the open position (to assure bullheading can be achieved). Then
the master valve is closed. For a tree with a cross; e.g., two wings at the surface, the one without a choke
is the kill line, where a pump may be connected. If there is only one wing, pressure within the tree must
be bled to zero, and the choke and wing valve removed and replaced with a “low-torque” valve and a
line from the pump connected. The well can then be bullheaded dead and the tree removed.
When engaged in a conventional workover or completions project with a workstring or tubing string
in the hole, kicks can be taken just the same as in a drilling project. The correct actions are similar,
but when the shut-in requires action with a tubing string, workover tools or completion assembly
across the BOP, the correct action requires preplanning and through knowledge of what can actually
be done with equipment available. For example, if a long string of completion tools are across the
BOP, it may be impossible to quickly add joints of tubing to get below the BOP, or to quickly pull
the tools above the BOP, or to attempt to close and seal with the annular. If the latter is attempted,
advanced knowledge of if a seal can be obtained around irregular shapes of tools with control lines,
etc.must be known. On most platforms, blind shearing rams will be in the stack. One option might
include shearing of the tools (if previously tested or otherwise known to be shearable).
When there is knowledge of the densifty of the fluid in the workstring, SITP is generally accepted
as the key to determining the bottom hole pressure (BHP) and kill mud weight (KMW). However,
in an older producing well, SITP may not be an acceptable means fo determining KMW. This is
because one cannot be certain of what the density of fluids in the well are, leading to an inaccurate
assessment of the hydrostatic pressure in the well.
A pressure gauge deep in the tubing string can provide a more accurate measurement of BHP and
hence KMW. This gauge might also be run on a wireline, using a lubricator assembly to enter the
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well through to Christmas tree. Several types of pressure sensing devices are available from service
companies. The most common types are quartz gauges.
The driller’s method of well control (discussed in chapter 6) is ideally suited for controlling kicks that
occur during remedial operations. The fluid that is in place when the well is perforated is generally
heavy enough to hold back the formation fluids.  Using the first circulation of the driller’s method, an
unwanted influx can be safely circulated to the surface using the original fluid in the well, thus bringing
the well back under control. Since most remedial operations are conducted in casing, formation
fracture is not always a concern but lost circulation problems are common. Two other methods of well
control are also frequently used on completed wells. They are discussed in detail below.

Reverse Circulation
Reverse circulation, that is, pumping down the annulus and taking returns up the work string, is a
common procedure in workover operations. Oftentimes the tubing may be filled with gas, so the choke
manifold is lined up so that returns from the tubing are routed through an adjustable choke. Reverse
circulation is not commonly used as a well control method in drilling situations with exposed open hole.
With regard to well control, the basics for reverse circulation are essentially the same as for any
constant bottomhole pressure method. It differs in that no circulating rate or pressures are established
beforehand. The pump must be brought up to speed, bottomhole pressure stabilized, and then
circulating pressure established.
It also differs that instead of using tubing pressure to control bottomhole pressure, the casing gauge is
used. Back-pressure is exerted with the choke (on the tubing). It should be noted that gas will reach
the surface much sooner than in conventional circulation.
Often, when a circulating port is opened in the tubing, the fluids in the annulus will U-tube. This may
require pumping at a very fast rate in order to catch up with the dropping fluid level in the annulus.
The problem may be minimized by keeping the choke closed until the pump start-up procedure begins.
When bringing the pump on line, tubing pressure should be held constant. This may not be easy when
the tubing string is full of gas. Once the pump is running at the desired speed (also accounting for the
time lag throughout the system), casing pressure is held constant until the tubing has been displaced.

Procedure for Reverse Circulation
1. Assure proper standpipe and manifold line-up.
2. Bring the pump to the kill rate while holding a constant back-pressure on the tubing (SITP).
3. When the pump is at the desired speed, circulating pressure on the casing is held constant
until the tubing is displaced.
If the annulus fluid is not of sufficient density, and it is desired to kill the well in one circulation, it will
be necessary to get the tubing full of liquid before standard constant bottomhole pressure methods
can be used.
The procedure would be:
1. Hold constant circulating (casing) pressure until the tubing is displaced with liquid.
2. Hold the tubing pressure constant until the annulus is filled with kill weight fluid.
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3. Hold the casing pressure constant until kill fluid has been circulated throughout the system.
4. Shut the well in and check for pressure build-up. If pressures are zero, the well may be
opened and checked for flow.
Figure 10.10. Pressure drop
(friction) imposed on the annulus

3000 psi

2700 psi

0 psi

Conventional Circulation
Reverse Circulation

Work string

Annulus

3000 psi

3000 psi

0 psi

0 psi

0 psi

3000 psi

300 psi

Some advantages of reverse circulation are:
•

It is the shortest or quickest route to circulate from the end of tubing to the surface.

•

It gets the problem inside the strongest pipe from the beginning.

•

Many times the annular fluid (packer fluid) is sufficiently dense to control the formation,
which minimizes fluid mixing on the rig.

•

The increased velocity with which the fluid travels up the tubing improves the carrying
capacity of brines that have insufficient gel strength.

Disadvantages of reverse circulation include:
•

The largest percentages of pressure losses are inside the smallest diameter. Usually, this
will be in the tubing.

•

When reversing, the majority of pump (friction) pressure is exerted on the annulus and
the bottom of the well.
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•

Tools in a work string or tubing string can be detrimental to reverse circulation if they have
sections with much smaller diameters than the tubing string. This might cause excessive
build ups in bottom hole pressure (BHP).

•

In open hole, weak formations may not withstand the extra pressure. In remedial
operations, weak or bad casing may fail, or if high rates (resulting in high pressures) are
attempted, gas filled and/or weak tubing may collapse from the pressure differential.

•

Reverse circulation is generally not recommended where there is danger of plugging
circulating ports, perforations, or bit nozzles with debris from the well. The potential for
lost circulation or stuck pipe is also a concern in an open borehole.

•

Establishing and maintaining circulating rates and pressures may be difficult due to the
compressive nature of gas in the tubing. The choke operator should expect that slight
choke adjustments can result in great changes in circulating pressure.

•

Calculating the correct circulating pressure can be difficult if there are fluids of different
density in the circulating system.

•

If there is gas in the annulus, it may migrate upward faster than the pumping rate. The
addition of viscosifiers may ease the problem, however friction pressures are likely to
increase due to the increased viscosity of the fluid.

Bullheading
Bullheading is the name given to the technique of pumping fluid into a closed well, forcing the
formation fluids back into a permeable zone. Obviously, it is not a constant bottomhole pressure method.
Bullheading is often used on completed wells in which perforation depths, well geometry, and formation
characteristics are well known. In some areas bullheading is a common technique used to kill a producing
well prior to beginning workover operations. Bullheading is seldom used in drilling operations because
if high pressure is applied on the open hole the formation may fracture at the casing seat or other weak
points in the well. However, it is sometimes used in emergency situations. For example, it may not be
considered safe to bring the formation fluid to the surface. Hydrogen sulfide kicks, or extremely large
gas kicks are situations in which bullheading might be used in open hole work. Usually, in such an
emergency, fluid is pumped down the annulus, and at the same time, down the work string.
Another bullheading technique, also used mainly in conjunction with drilling operations, requires
pumping down the annulus, but not allowing returns through the drill pipe. In these cases the decision
to bullhead the well should be made as soon as possible after the well has been shut in. If there is delay
before the decision is made, a gas influx may migrate which will lessen the chances of forcing the kick
back into the reservoir.
The following discussion addresses the planning of a routine bullhead operation in order to kill a
previously completed well. Although it is not possible to develop a predictable bullhead kill operation
to the same extent as when using a constant bottomhole pressure method, it is possible to adopt a
structured approach when planning the operation. The bullhead procedure can be separated into
three distinct elements for consideration:
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•

Pressure considerations

•

Volume considerations

•

Pumping rate considerations

The following pressure limitations can be estimated with a high degree of accuracy.
•

Maximum allowable pump pressure

•

Pressure rating of wellhead equipment

•

Tubing internal yield (burst) pressure rating

•

Casing internal yield (burst) pressure rating

•

Formation integrity (fracture pressure)

During bullheading operations all the pressure limits listed above should be monitored. A bullhead
worksheet (shown on page 10-21) can be used as a guide to monitoring the operation. A pumped
volume versus pressure schedule based on known and estimated data is constructed on the worksheet
and actual pressures are recorded during the operation.
It is generally considered good practice to apply some pressure on the annulus before beginning a
bullhead kill operation. The trapped annular pressure accomplishes three goals: 1) it provides a test
on the packer, 2) the trapped pressure will help support the tubing throughout the job, 3) changes in
annular pressure can be monitored if leaks occur during the operation.
Accurate estimates of the volume of fluid to be pumped can also be made.
•

Surface line volume

•

Internal volume of the tubing

•

Casing volume from end of tubing (EOT) to perforations

All of the volume considerations except over-displacement are known quantities that can be calculated
or found in data tables. Over-displacement is strictly a matter of field experience. The high pressure/
high volume gas wells in the Middle East may require more than 100 barrels. In the Gulf of Mexico,
over-displacements of three to five barrels will often do the job. The amount of over-displacement
should be limited to the amount necessary to keep formation fluids from re-entering the wellbore.
Excess volume may cause damage to the reservoir, the environment, and make it more difficult to
bring the well back on production.
The pump rate to use during the operation is also considered. The primary considerations when
selecting pumping rates are:
•

Pressure limits due to friction

•

Overcoming gas migration

Gas in the tubing will migrate against the pumped fluid unless the pump rate is high enough to
force the fluid into turbulent flow. The flow pattern of the fluid is mainly dependent upon the
flow properties (viscosity and density), the pumping rate, and the inside diameter of the tubing.
Hydraulic calculations can be made to determine the pumping rate that will result in turbulent flow.
Some operators use a rule of thumb that recommends pumping one barrel per minute for each inch
of inside diameter of the tubing. Special viscosifiers are sometimes added to the fluid to lessen the
chances of gas migration however these changes in fluid properties will likely result in higher tubing
pressures during the job.
When the pump is first started and brought up to the planned rate, the tubing pressure will increase
because well fluids are being compressed. The pressure may increase several hundred psi over the shutin tubing pressure. Maximum allowable pressures must be carefully monitored during the start-up
procedure. As the operation continues, the increasing hydrostatic pressure of the pumped fluid will
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cause a decrease in the tubing pressure, which in turn will result in an increase in pump rate. Usually,
if it is determined that the job is going well, this pump rate increase can be tolerated within limits
until the kill fluid is at the end of tubing (EOT). It is considered good practice to record the actual
pressure values at the proper volume intervals until the kill fluid has filled the tubing. The kill fluid
will not enter the formation at the same injection rate as well fluids because in most cases, it is not
the same type of fluid. If the pump rate has been allowed to increase, many operators reduce it to the
planned rate until the kill fluid and overdisplacement have been pumped. At this point the pump is
stopped and the well is observed for pressure build-up.
Figure 10.11.
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By reducing the pumping rate as the kill weight fluid is pumped down the well, the operator can
control the surface pressure so that it falls between the yellow line and the dashed green line in
figure 10.11. Working in this range ensures BHP is sufficient to maintain an acceptable overbalance
without fracturing the formation. When KMW has reached the bottom and begins to pass into
the formation, there will be an increase in pump pressure at the final pump rate. The increase in
pressure will be inversely proportional to the injectivity of the formation. For a highly permeable
formation, injectivity will be very high and the increase in pumping pressure will hardly be noticeable.
For a formation with poor injectivity, the increase in pump pressure at the final pump rate will be
significant. To avoid fracture, pumping rate may have to be reduced further even though hydrostatic
pressure in the well does not change with continued pumping.
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Summary of the Bullhead Method
1. Determine the static tubing pressure (if bullheading down casing determine casing pressure).
2. Prepare a bullhead worksheet and pressure chart.
3. Apply and trap pressure on the annulus.
4. Start pumping by carefully increasing the pump speed to the planned rate.
5. Monitor all maximum allowable pressures.
6. Record pump rate changes as well as pressure changes at the predetermined volume check
points.
7. If the pump rate has been allowed to increase, reduce it to the planned rate as the bullhead
(kill) fluid approaches the EOT.
8. When the planned volume (including the over-displacement) has been pumped, stop
pumping.
9. Bleed the surface pressures to zero, shut the well in, and monitor for pressure build-up.

The WCS Bullhead Worksheet
The Bullhead Worksheet is a job aid designed to assist field personnel plan and execute a bullhead
kill down the tubing of a completed well. Although pressures cannot be accurately predicted when
bullheading, it is possible to take a structured approach to the operation by organizing known data
and carefully monitoring actual pressures in order to quickly identify problems that might occur.
This is the purpose of the worksheet.
Figure 10.12. WCS Bullhead Worksheet.
Pre-recorded Well Data
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Tubular Pressure Considerations
1.
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KILL FLUID DENSITY

3.
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Grade
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MD
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A.

MD
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B.
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to E.O.T.
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x
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=
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÷
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=

+
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÷
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Kill Fluid Considerations
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Formation Pressure
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=
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=
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Average Hydrostatic
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=
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–
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=
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–
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÷
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Pump Rate Considerations
10. Kill Rate Speeds and Volume (2 Different Rates)
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x
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Formation Pressure Considerations
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x
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The pre-recorded section on the upper left of the worksheet provides essential well data that is
organized for quick reference when completing the worksheet.
Figure 10.13. Pre-recorded well data.

Pre-recorded Well Data

B ULLHE AD

COMPLETED BY:

WELL NAME

PUMP 1

TUBING

INCHES
Outside Diameter

INCHES
Inside Diameter

BBLS/FT
Capacity per Foot

BBLS/STK
Output ______% EFF

MD
FT
Length to E.O.T.

Well Control School
16770 Imperial Valley Drive, Suite 290
Houston, TX 77060

PUMP 2

TUBING

LBS/FT
Weight

PSI @100%
Burst

Grade

PSI @100%
Collapse

BBLS/STK
Output ______% EFF

FT

PSI
Max Pump Pressure

RECORDED WELL INFORMATION

CASING

Formation Pressure
INCHES
Outside Diameter

INCHES
Inside Diameter

BBLS/FT
Capacity per Foot

MD

Length

FORMATION

TREE/BOP

CASING

Shut In Tubing Pressure
Shut In Casing Pressure

LBS/FT
Weight

PSI @100%
Burst

Grade

PRESSURE CONSIDERATIONS

BOTTOM PERFORATION

TOP PERFORATION

TVD
FT
Top Perforation

PSI
Formation Pressure

PSI
Rated Pressure

MD
FT
Top Perforation

TVD
FT
Bottom Perforation

PPG
Estimated Integrity
Fluid Density

MD
FT
Bottom Perforation

Tree/BOP/Wellhead Rated Pressure
Maximum Pump Pressure

Volume & Stroke Considerations

A. Tubing Volume/Strokes (Surface to End of Tubing, E.O.T.)
Est. Max. Pressure on Tubing
Volume-to-pump
calculations appear below the pre-recorded data on the worksheet Initial
including
÷ unit, volumes
= may be calculated in barrels,
overdisplacement (A through F).
x Depending
= on the rig, or
Final Est. Max. Pressure on Tubing
BBLS/STK
STKS
MD
FT
BBLS/FT
BBLS
Tubing Length
Capacity per Footthat the
Tubingoperation
Volume
Pump Output
Strokes Surface
pump strokes, or gallons.
It is assumed
will
be monitored
in ten steps from the
in Tubing
Surface to E.O.T.
Surface to E.O.T.
to E.O.T.
surface to the end
tubing
(EOT) (Below
therefore
and F determine the volume per step to
B. of
Casing
Volume/Strokes
End ofcalculations
Tubing, E.O.T. to E
Perforations)
be entered on the pressure chart.
÷
=
x
=
MD
FT
Length E.O.T. to Perfs
Top/Middle/Bottom

BBLS/FT

BBLS

BBLS/STK

per FootVolumeCasing
Pump Output
FigureCapacity
10.14.
andVolume
stroke considerations.
in Casing
E.O.T. to Perforations

C.

A. Tubing to
Volume/Strokes
(Surface
to End Tubing, EOT) (Kill Point)
Surface
Perforations
Volume/Strokes

+x

D.

=
=

FT
MD
BBLS/FT
BBLS
BBLS
BBLS
BBLS
Tubing
Length
Tubing
Volume
Capacity
per Foot
Tubing
Volume
Casing Volume
Surface
to
Surface
to EOT
Tubing
Surface to Volume
EOT
Surface
to E.O.T.
E.O.T. in
to Perforations
Perforations
B. Casing Volume/Strokes (Below End of Tubing, EOT to Perforations)

x
+

=
=

÷
÷

Volume per “Step”

+
÷

10

=
=

÷
x

BBLS
BBLS
BBLS
Tubing Volume
Casing Volume E.O.T
Surface to
Surface to
EOT
to Perforations
Perforations
Volume
BBLS
BBLS/STEP
Surface
to
Number(Including
of “Steps” Overdisplacing)
Volume per “Step”
D. Total
Volume/Strokes
to Pump
Perforations Volume

F.

Strokes per “Step”
+
BBLS

÷

Surface to
Perforations Volume
STKS
E. Volume per “Step”
Strokes Surface
to Perforations

10

BBLS

Overdisplacement
(if any)

=

==

BBLS/STK
BBLS/STK
Pump
Output
Pump
Output

Volume in BBLS

Volume in
GALS

0

0

0

Estimat
Static P
Initial

STKS
Kill Point
STKS
Strokes
Surface
Strokes
Surface
toto
EOT
Perforations

÷

=

BBLS/STK
Pump Output
BBLS/STK
Pump Output

42

BBLS/STK
Pump Output

BBLS/STK
Pump Output

=

Number of “Steps”

.052
10
.052
Number of “Steps”

STKS
Strokes
EOT STKS
Overdisplace
to Total
Perforations
Strokes to Pump

Point
STKS
=KillStrokes
Surface

to Perforations
GALS/STEP
Volume per “Step”

=
Overdisplace

STKS

Total Strokes to Pump

BBLS/STEP

÷=

x

42

=

Volume per “Step”

TVD STKS/STEP
FT
Depth to Perforations
Strokes
per “Step”
Top/Middle/Bottom

Kill Point
Overdisplace

GALS/STEP
Volume per “Step”

F. Strokes per “Step”

÷÷

=

STKS/STEP
Strokes per “Step”

Volume
KillPerforations
Fluid Density

PSI
STKS
Formation Pressure
Strokes Surface
to Perforations
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BBLS

= Total Volume to Pump

÷
=
10
BBLS
Kill Fluid
Considerations
Surface to
Number of “Steps”
G.

÷÷

Strokes

Total Volume/Strokes to Pump (Including Overdisplacing)
FT
MD
BBLS/FT
BBLS
Length EOTBBLS
to Perfs.
Capacity perBBLS
Foot
Casing Volume
BBLS
Top/Middle/Bottom
in Casing
EOT
to Perforations
Surface to
Overdisplacement
Total Volume
to Pump
Perforations
Volume
(if any)
C.
Surface to
Perforations Volume/Strokes
(Kill Point)

E.

STKS
Strokes E.O.T.
to Perforations

=

PPG
Kill Fluid Density

Final

Surface to
Perforations Volume

E.

10

÷

=

Number of “Steps”

Pump Output

Total Strokes to Pump

BBLS/STEP
Volume per “Step”

x

=

42

GALS/STEP
Volume per “Step”

Strokes per “Step”

÷

10

=

Kill Point

Calculation G, on theSTKS
bottom left of the worksheet,STKS/STEP
is used to determine the density of the kill fluid.
Strokes Surface
to Perforations

Number of “Steps”

Strokes per “Step”

Overdisplace

Figure 10.15. Kill fluid considerations.

Kill Fluid Considerations
G.

Kill Fluid Density

PSI
Formation Pressure

÷

.052
.052

÷

=

TVD
FT
Depth to Perforations
Top/Middle/Bottom

PPG
Kill Fluid Density

The section on the top right of the worksheet contains burst and collapse calculations for the tubular
goods in the well (calculations 1 through 3). Although a safety factor of 70 percent is assumed, in
reality this factor will vary depending on the estimated strength of the tubing and casing.
Figure 10.16. Tubular pressure considerations.

WORKSHEET

Tubular Pressure Considerations
1.

Casing Internal Burst

Casing Burst

2.
TEL : 713-849-7400
FAX : 713-849-7474
E-mail : staff@wellcontrol.com

ENSITY

PSI

3.

Tubing Burst

STKS/MIN

BBLS/MIN

STKS/MIN

OKE CONSIDERATIONS

ations

PSI

STKS

BBLS

STKS

BBLS

STKS

BBLS

STKS

x
Safety Factor
(.70 Or Less)

x

Notes

=
Safety Factor
(.70 Or Less)

5.

x

PSI
PSI
Adjusted Tubing
Collapse

PSI
Adjusted Tubing
Internal Burst

PSI
Formation Pressure

6.

=

PSI
Estimated Formation
Integrity Pressure

–

PSI
Initial Shut In
Tubing Pressure

=

PSI
Average Hydrostatic
Pressure in Tubing

–

PSI
Average Hydrostatic
Pressure in Tubing

=

PSI
Initial Estimated Max.
Pressure on Tubing

x

.052

x

TVD
FT
Depth to Perforations
Top/Middle/Bottom

=

PSI
Kill Fluid Hydrostatic
Pressure

Final Estimated Maximum Pressure on Tubing (Static)

PSI
Estimated Formation
Integrity Pressure

9.

TVD
FT
Depth to Perforations
Top/Middle/Bottom

Kill Fluid Hydrostatic Pressure

PPG
Kill Fluid Density

8.

x

Initial Estimated Maximum Pressure on Tubing (Static)

PSI
Estimated Formation
Integrity Pressure

7.

.052

Average Hydrostatic Pressure in Tubing

orations

Pump Rate

=

Estimated Formation Integrity Pressure (Fracture)

PPG
Estimated Integrity
Fluid Density
BBLS

PSI
Adjusted Casing Burst

Formation Pressure Considerations
4.

T.

=
Safety Factor
(.70 Or Less)

Tubing Burst (If this is less than #6 or #8, Do Not Exceed this Pressure)

PPG

BBLS/MIN

x

Tubing Collapse

PSI
Tubing Collapse

ONSIDERATIONS

asing
ssure

Total Volume to Pump

Volume per “Step”

BBLS
Surface to
Perforations Volume

F.

Overdisplacement
(if any)

–

PSI
Kill Fluid Hydrostatic
Pressure

=

PSI
Final Estimated Max.
Pressure On Tubing

Pressure Consideration PSI per “Step”
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The middle section on the right side of the worksheet (figure 10.17) is used to estimate descending pump
pressure during the bullhead operation (calculations 4 through 9). Once the operation begins and fluid
starts entering the formation, the actual circulating pressures should be much lower than those projected.
The projected pressures derived from this section are based on assumed formation pressure, estimated
formation strength, and changes in hydrostatic pressure as the kill fluid fills the tubing.
Figure 10.17. Formation pressure considerations.
4. Estimated Formation Integrity Pressure (Fracture)

x
PPG
Estimated Integrity
Fluid Density

x

0.052

=
FT
TVD
Depth to Perforation
Top/Middle/Bottom

PSI
Estimated Formation
Integrity Pressure

5. Average Hydrostatic Pressure in Tubing

–

=
PSI

PSI

PSI

Initial Shut In
Tubing Pressure

Formation Pressure

Average Hydrostatic
Pressure in Tubing

6. Initial Estimated Maximum Pressure on Tubing (Static)

=

–
PSI

PSI
Estimated Formation
Integrity Pressure

PSI
Initial Estimated Max.
Pressure on Tubing

Average Hydrostatic
Pressure in Tubing

7. Kill Fluid Hydrostatic Pressure

x
PPG
Kill Fluid Density

x

0.052

TVD
FT
Depth to Perforation
Top/Middle/Bottom

=

PSI
Kill Fluid
Hydrostatic Pressure

8. Final Estimated Maximum Pressure on Tubing (Static)

=

–
PSI

PSI
Estimated Formation
Integrity Pressure

PSI
Final Estimated Max.
Pressure on Tubing

Kill Fluid
Hydrostatic Pressure

9. Pressure Consideration PSI per “Step”

÷

–
PSI
Initial Max. Pressure
on Tubing
(Lesser of #3 or #6)

PSI
Final Max. Pressure
on Tubing
(Lesser of #3 or #6)

10

=

Number of “Steps”

PSI/STEP
PSI per “Step”

Calculation 10, at the bottom of the worksheet converts barrels per minute to pump strokes per minute.
Figure 10.18. Pump rate considerations.
10. Kill Rate Speeds and Volume (2 Different Rates)

÷
BBLS/MIN
Desired Barrels per
Minute

BBLS/MIN
Desired Barrels per
Minute
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=
BBLS/STK
Pump Output

÷

BBLS/STK
Pump Output

STKS/MIN
Pump Rate

=

STKS/MIN
Pump Rate

The pressure chart at the bottom center of the worksheet provides columns for pumped volumes per
step as determined in the “Volume and Stroke” section arranged opposite the pressure change per
step derived from the “Formation Pressure Considerations” section. Columns are also provided for
documentation of actual pressures throughout the operation.
Figure 10.19. Pressure chart.
Volume in BBLS

0

Estimated Max.
Static Pressure

Volume in
GALS

0

Kill Point
Overdisplace

0

Actual Tubing
Pressure

Casing
Pressure

Pump Rate

Notes

Initial

Final

q

Strokes

q

The worksheet is designed to be double-folded after calculated data has been transferred to the top
center section. In this way supervisors have a handy easy-to-track guide to the entire bullhead operation.
Figure 10.20.
RECORDED WELL INFORMATION

KILL FLUID DENSITY
PPG

Formation Pressure
PSI
Shut In Tubing Pressure

Shut In Casing Pressure

PUMP RATE CONSIDERATIONS
Desired Rate

PSI
Desired Rate
PSI

PRESSURE CONSIDERATIONS

BBLS/MIN

STKS/MIN

BBLS/MIN

STKS/MIN

VOLUME/STROKE CONSIDERATIONS
Surface to EOT

Tree/BOP/Wellhead Rated Pressure
PSI

EOT to Perforations

Maximum Pump Pressure
PSI

Surface to Perforations

Initial Est. Max. Pressure on Tubing
PSI

Total to Pump

Final Est. Max. Pressure on Tubing
PSI

BBLS

STKS

BBLS

STKS

BBLS

STKS

BBLS

STKS
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Volumetric Technique (Stair-Step Method)
The use of this method in workovers is limited because the well is already filled with hydrocarbons.
Hence there is no mud to work a gas bubble through to get it to the surface.

Volumetric Technique (Lubricate and Bleed) Method
This method also has limited application in workovers, but has proven to be a useful tool for killing
a dry gas well when there is no large pump available for bullheading or circulating the gas from the
well. It is routinely used in some areas where the gas well workover is to be conducted by wireline
operation. A small pump can be used to lubricate kill fluid into the well and bleed gas through a
choke. This operation is conducted in steps, via a tree with wing valving that allows pumping in one
side and bleeding gas through a wing valve and choke on the other side. The procedure is essentially
that of a drilling operation, but in drilling it is used to lubricate a gas bubble known to have migrated
through the mud and reduce surface pressure. In a workover application, it is used to kill the gas well.
SECTION THREE - REMEDIAL FLUIDS
The term, remedial fluid, refers to any working fluid used in a well after the drilling has been
completed. Although both gas and liquids are fluids, and some remedial work does involve using gas,
for the purpose of this discussion the words “fluid” and “liquid” are considered interchangeable. Just
as drilling fluid (mud) is an integral part of drilling operations, so too are the fluids that are used for
remedial operations.
Remedial fluids may be separated into two main groups; completion fluids and packer fluids. Many
times the fluid used in a completed well satisfies both functions. The primary difference is nominal,
and refers to the specific use in a given well. Completion fluids are used opposite the producing
formations in order to prevent damage to the reservoir. Packer fluids are left in a well between the
tubing and casing, above the production packer. Both share the common desirable characteristics
listed below.
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•

Density stability. The fluid should be sufficiently dense to control well pressures without
being too great. Usually the density is maintained close to formation balance in order to
reduce losses and/or damage to the producing formation.

•

Solids-free. Solids can plug perforations and reduce production or otherwise damage the
production zone. This is especially true after a fracture or gravel pack operation. Sand can
be especially abrasive and damaging to surface equipment as well as downhole equipment.

•

Non-corrosive. Corrosive fluids will damage the tubing, the casing and all metal components
in a well.

•

Temperature stable. Remedial fluids are often left in a well for extended periods of time.
During that time there may be wireline work or perhaps the need to circulate the fluid.
Good remedial fluids do not develop high viscosities and gel strengths even though they
remain static for long periods of time at relatively high well temperatures.

•

Environmentally acceptable. Some remedial fluids can damage the environment if spilled.
Spill and waste control must be considered when selecting the best fluid for the well.

•

Cost effectiveness. Although the initial cost of the remedial fluid in some wells may seem
excessive, like all well costs, higher initial costs may be offset by the long-term gains. Each

well is different and the most cost-effective fluid is the one that is no more expensive than
required to do the job.
Other fluid characteristics such as cuttings transport, solids suspension, etc., are much less important for
remedial operations than drilling operations because the open hole is cased off in most completed wells.
Like drilling fluids, the liquid phase of remedial fluids may be oil, water, or even gas. Nowadays the
most common fluids used in workover and completion operations are a solution of water and one
or more salts. The concentration and type of salts used may vary widely. These solutions, regardless
of their individual makeup, are called brine fluids or simply, “brines”. Brines generally have very low
solids carrying capacity unless polymers (viscosifiers) have been added to increase their viscosity.
Also, gas migration rates are much higher in clear brines that do not have viscosifiers.
Gas can be used in low formation pressure reservoirs. If gas is used, the well is controlled only by
surface back-pressure. Natural gas, while readily available and cheap in some fields, is extremely
flammable. Nitrogen gas is inert and has a number of favorable qualities and will not harm the
formation, metal goods or rubber seals. Cleaning trash from the well can be a problem with gas.
Foam, often mixed by the service company that supplies the nitrogen, may be used to lift debris
from a well.
Oil or oil-based emulsions may be used as the remedial fluid in certain areas. In some producing areas,
oil is plentiful and economical to use. It is usually non corrosive, and will not cause clay swelling in
the producing zone. It is light (approximately 7.0 ppg), which is excellent for low-pressure oil wells.
However, there are some potential drawbacks to using field oil.
•

Oil can contain wax, fine particles of sand, solids or asphalt.

•

Oil may be corrosive if H2S or CO2 are present.

•

Oil is a fire hazard

•

Oil is slippery, and presents a slipping hazard for personnel working on the floor.

•

Oil is an environmental hazard if spilled.

•

Oil may not be compatible with the reservoir oil if it is from elsewhere in the field.

•

Oil cannot be used in a gas well for safety reasons.

Diesel oil and kerosene are sometimes used as the base fluid in oil-in-water or water-in-oil emulsions.
These fluids are clean and non corrosive but if not properly handled, pose the safety and environmental
hazards listed above.
Water-based remedial fluids include fresh water, brine water, and even drilling muds. However, fresh
water used in remedial activities has been losing favor over the past few years because it can cause
clays to swell and severely damage production formations. Muds have also fallen in to disuse because
of their high solids content. Nowadays brines are the most commonly used remedial fluids. Once
filtered, brine fluids contain little or no solids and controlling the salt content controls the density
of the solution.
When salts are dissolved in water, the density of the resulting solution is increased without causing an
increase in solids content. An additional benefit is gained because the increase in salt concentration
often inhibits clay hydration. Single salt brines such as sodium chloride (NaCl), potassium chloride
(KCl), calcium chloride (CaCl2) and calcium bromide (CaBr2) fall in the lower density range. Of
these, the most commonly used brine is sodium chloride. Combinations of different salts are used
in order to get the desired fluid density at the most economical and safest condition when higher
densities are required.
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The percentage ratio of one salt to another is critical because there is a limit to the amount of various
salts that can be dissolved in water at a given temperature. When the limit is reached, the solution
is said to be saturated. The saturation point of the fluid is dependent on two things, the type(s) of
salts being mixed, and the temperature of the solution. In other words, if the temperature remains
constant, the maximum density of the solution is dependent on the type and amount of salt(s)
added. No further weight will be gained by adding more material. If more material is added, and the
temperature held constant, one of two things will happen: either the material will fall to the bottom
of the tank, or crystallization will occur. The crystals look like ice is forming and is often called
freezing by field personnel. Crystallization can occur if the temperature of fluid in the tanks is reduced
by a change in weather or other conditions. Crystallization reduces not only the fluid density, but
also its ability to be pumped. Variations in the ratio of salt to water in brine solutions may affect the
crystallization point drastically. When brine fluids are used in cold climates, steam coils or some other
heat source is made available to the tanks. Long line sections are insulated. Fluid service companies
can supply multi-salt winter blends that reduce the freezing point.
The temperature sensitivity of brines is especially important on critical wells. As downhole temperature
increases, the effective density of the fluid is reduced. Generally, field personnel do not have the
information or the means required to blend various salts in order to achieve the desired downhole
density. The fluid is often prepared by a service company at the plant and then shipped to field
locations. The service companies will also have trained technicians available to assist in controlling the
fluid properties. As a water is exposed to a cooling cycle and common salt (NaCl) is added, the freezing
point of the brine solution is reduced. As salt continues to be added to the solution, the freezing point
continues to be reduced. When the salt concentration reaches 23.3 percent by weight, the freezing
point reaches a minimum value. The freezing temperature for which this salt concentration occurs,
is -6 °F, and is given the special name Eutectic Point. When at this point, the percent by weight of
salt in the solution is 23.3 percent, yielding a specific gravity of 1.179. As additional salt is added to
the solution, the freezing point increases back to 32 °F, at which point the brine is said to be fully
saturated and will accept no more salt in solution. The maximum salt concentration possible (salt
fully dissolved) has increased to 26.3 percent, yielding a specific gravity of 1.203. Attempts to add
additional salt will result in the additional salt crystalls falling to the bottom of the brine.
Brine fluids are said to be hygroscopic, that is, they will absorb water from the atmosphere. In humid
regions, the density can be reduced by several tenths of a pound per gallon over several hours. This
reduction is more pronounced in heavier fluids, but can also occur in lower density fluids. Because
water is essentially incompressible, the density of a brine is hardly affected by pressure. However,
temperature can have a measureable and significant effect. The required surface density to balance
the well, in ppg at the surface, to compensate for thermal expansion in a wellbore can be estimated
by the formula:
PPG = (BHT - Surface Temperature) * TF + FPppg
where
BHT = Bottomhole Tempature
TF = Thermal Factor
FPppg is the Formation Pressure measured in ppg. The Thermal Factor (TF) is dependent on
the brine density and ranges from 0.0017 for 9 ppg brines to 0.0048 for 20 ppg brines.
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Corrosion can also be a problem when using brines, especially the higher density fluids. Corrosion
inhibitors, which can be health and safety hazards, are used to control corrosion. Charts and graphs
are available from fluid service companies to assist in fluid maintenance.
The charts on the in tables 10.1 and 10.2 list the density ranges and freeze points of some common remedial
fluids.
Table 10.1. Fluid densities.

Fluid Densities
Fluid Type
Oil
Diesel Oil
Fresh Water
Sea Water
Brine Sodium Chloride (NaCl)
Brine Potassium Chloride (KCl)
Brine Calcium Chloride (CaCl2)
Brine Calcium Bromide (CaBr2)
Brine Zinc Bromide (ZnBr2)
* Some oils will sink in water.

Approximate
Minimum
Density

Approximate
Maximum
Density

Practical
Maximum
Density

(ppg)
6.0
7.0

(ppg)
8.5
7.0
8.3
8.6
10.0
9.8
11.6
15.1
21.0

(ppg)
8.0*

8.4
8.4
8.3
10.1
11.7
15.2

8.5
9.8
9.7
11.5
14.6
19.2

Table 10.2.

Crystallization or Freezing Points
Sodium Chloride Brine
Weight
(ppg)
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0

Crystallization or
Freezing Point
(° F)
(°C)
29
-1.6
19
-7.2
6
.14.4
25
-3.8

Calcium Chloride Brine
Weight
(PPG)
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
10.5
11.0
11.5

Crystallization or
Freezing Point
(° F)
(° C)
30
-1.1
21
-6.1
9
-12.7
-8
-22.2
-36
-37.7
-22
1.6

-30
35

Calcium Chloride/
Calcium Bromide
Weight
(PPG)
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.5
14.0
14.5
15.0

Crystallization or
Freezing Point
(° F)
(° C)
54
12
57
13.8
59
15
61
16.1
64
17.7
65
67

18.3
19.4
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General Fluid Safety
The following safety guidelines apply to working with brine fluids.
•

All personnel should be made aware of the hazards involved in handling and mixing the
fluids. Information can be found in Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) on location.

•

Protective clothing, goggles, breathing masks, vinyl or rubber gloves, aprons and rubber
boots, should be used when handling and mixing chemicals.

•

When dry chemicals are mixed with liquids, the chemicals should be added to the liquid,
not the other way around.

•

Always have eye and skin wash stations near the mixing hoppers.

•

On contact with eyes and skin, immediately start to flush with water and report the
incident to a supervisor for further instructions.

•

Pit jets and mixing guns should be secured while unattended in order to prevent accidental
spills or spray.

•

Sack material should be stacked to a reasonable height to minimize handling and danger.

SECTION FOUR - SUBSURFACE EQUIPMENT
Workover operations include repairing mechanical problems which may not be directly related to
the formation. There are a variety of specialized tools designed to perform specific workover and
completion operations inside a well. Some tools stay in a well throughout the productive life of the
well. Others are used for special jobs and then retrieved. Tools with moving parts or that require
setting and releasing at exact locations in a well may be operated by means of pump pressure, hydraulic
pressure, or pickup/slack off weight. Some tools are designed to be used by wireline units.
Listed below are some of the most common of the hundreds of tools used inside of oil and gas wells.
Notice that some of the text in these discussions is printed in bold face. The bold print indicates a
particular concern for a developing well control incident based on material gathered from the field.
The working pressure (WP) of subsurface equipment is defined as the rating of the pressure limitation
for operation of the equipment. These are set by design and engineering of the equipment. However,
following extensive service in an oil well environment, the rated working pressure may have to be
reduced. Corrosion, erosion, sour-gas, hours in service, etc. are factors that must be considered in
down grading the working pressure of subsurface equipment. During a completion or workover
operation, many hazards can be encountered. These hazards range from equipment errors, such as
threads that don’t match to more serious problems such as an unknown pressure buildup below a
removable plug set in a tubing hanger while a BOP is removed to install a Christmas tree. Hazards
inflicked by equipment installation errors can be mitigated by careful attention to the completion or
workover equipment as it is being assembled and close supervision of the crew as the components are
assembled. Downhole complications are more difficult to prevent, but the following discussions of
the subsurface equipment provide some mitigators for consideration.

Removable Wellhead Equipment
Components associated with a wellhead that can be temporarily installed into or through and later
retrieved from  the wellhead to perform specific operations are defined as removable wellhead equipment.
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Some examples of removable WH equipment include back-pressure valves, two-way check valves,
and removable plugs. These removable pieces of equipment are installed by threading them inside a
tubing hanger after a well has been killed. A back-pressure valve is essentially a plug or “dart” type
check valve that prevents flow from (but allows pumping into) the well while the BOP is nippled
down to install a tree. A two-way check valve is similar to a back-pressure valve, except the two-way
check prevents flow from or into the well. Some operators use this feature to pressure test the tree
after it has been installed. Other operators prefer to set a removable plug valve by wireline into a
landing nipple deep in the tubing string prior to installing a back-pressure valve.
Some removable wellhead equipment is mounted above a Christmas tree or BOP to allow the
running, setting or retrieval of wireline tools located inside a tubing string. A lubricator is used
to safely run wireline tools into a well that might or might not be dead. In general the lubricator
assembly will consist of one or more wireline BOPs mounted above the Christmas tree or primary
BOPs, plus riser pipe for tool assembly, and cap and stuffing box which can seal around the wire.
For higher pressure applications and the running of braided wire, the cap will also include a grease
injection tube which produces additional frictional pressure drop along its length to allow a higher
pressure sealing capability. A lubricator is required to safely enter a live well (a well under pressure)
and some operators require its use for all wireline operations into tubing exposed to a producing
formation even though there is sufficient hydrostatic pressure for the well not to flow.
While back-pressure valves are intended as safety devices or barriers while the BOP is being removed
or installed for a workover, removal of a back-pressure valve (BPV) can be dangerous and has even
caused fatality. While a well exposed to an open hydrocarbon bearing formation may be dead, small
pockets of gas can migrate up the tubing, bringing bottomhole pressure with it. This “trapped
pressure” is hidden because it cannot be measured below the BPV. One way to know it is there is
to slowly pump into the tubing head by connecting the rig’s cement pump or other low volume
pumping system.The pump pressure will increase until the one way check opens, creating a rapid
change in the rate of pressure build up. If trapped gas is there, it should either be bled through the
surface manifold and choke, bullheaded, or reverse circulated, depending on the surface equipment
installed or available at the time.
The purpose for these removable valves is to safely nipple down the BOP after running a completion
string. Other applications include removal of the BOP following a conventional workover where it
was necessary to remove a tree, install a BOP, conduct the workover and then re-install a tree.

Christmas (Production) Tree
The Christmas tree1 refers to the control valves, pressure gauges, and chokes assembled at the top of
a well to control the flow of oil and gas after the well has been drilled and completed. It is used when
reservoir pressure is sufficient to cause reservoir fluids to flow to the surface.
Although not strictly a part of subsurface equipment, installation of the Christmas tree represents the
last phase of completion operations.
Good maintenance minimizes complications during production and leads to smoother repair and
removal of the tree. The tree should be lubricated on a regular schedule. Extreme care must be taken
when rigging up the tree.
The basic components making up the Christmas tree are:
•

Pressure gauge. Pressure gauges allow well pressures to be monitored. Tubing pressure and
casing or annular pressures are monitored with these gauges.
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•

Gauge flange (cap). The gauge flange provides a seal for the top of the tree and has provisions
for a pressure gauge. When this flange is removed, it provides access to the tubing.

•

Crown valve (swab valve). The crown valve is used to shut off pressure and allow access to
the well for wire line, coil tubing, workover, etc. units to be rigged up.

•

Flow tee (cross, tee). The flow tee is used so that tools may be run into the tubing without
disconnecting the flow line.

•

Wing valve. A wing valve is used to shut off the well for most routine operations. These are
the easiest to replace in case of damage or cutting out of the valve.

•

Choke. The choke controls the volume of flow from the well.

•

Master valves. Master valves are the main shut off valves. They are open most of the well’s
life and are used as little as possible, especially the lower master valve.

•

Tubing hanger. A tubing hanger suspends or supports the tubing string, seals off the casing
annulus, and allows flow to the Christmas tree.

•

Casing valve. The casing valve gives access to the annulus between the tubing and casing.

•

Casing hanger. A slip and seal arrangement that suspends, and seals off, the casing in the
casing bowl.

•

Casing. Casing is a pipe string that supports the wellbore to prevent it from caving in and
prevents communication from one zone to another.

•

Tubing. A pipe string that contains and allows flow of fluid produced by the formation.
Figure 10.21. Christmas tree.
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Wellhead Side Outlets or
Annulus Outlets

Christmas Tree Installation
Christmas trees and components should be pressure tested prior to or immediately following
installation on the wellhead. All components exposed to wellbore pressure must be tested. Maximum
applied test pressure is dependent on the expected service conditons and/or local governmental
regulations. Wellheads must have one of the following standard pressure ratings: 2,000 psi, 3,000 psi,
5,000 psi, 10,000 psi, 15,000 psi or 20,000 psi. The maximum expected service conditon (pressure)
must be less than the standard pressure rating. Components may have to downgraded in pressure
rating if exposed for long periods of time to cyclic loads. Material composition is very import to
the application (pressure, temperature, and sour gas service conditions). In general, metallurgical
composition (trim) is marked as AA, BB, CC, DD, EE, FF, or HH. These markings range from
AA (low carbon steel for general service) to HH for CRAs (high concentrations of sour gas). The
markings  and materials for each of these service conditions are as found in table 3 of Section 4.2.3.3.
of API Specification 6A. Various types of gaskets are available to connect the components of the
Christmas Tree. For higher pressure applications, metal ring gaskets that effect a seal by compression
between two flanged components are typically used. Soft carbon steel or steel alloys are used for the
moderate working pressures (2,000 psi to 5,000 psi). Stainless steel gaskets are used for the higher
pressures (15,000 psi, 20,000 psi). High-pressure wellheads for sour gas service might utilize CRA
materials. Low-pressure applications often use o-rings of rubber or other elastomer material between
components. These do not require compression, but must be matched to the ring grooves. O-rings
do not have as long of service life as do metal ring gaskets.

Christmas Tree Removal
When planning to remove a Christmas tree and rig BOPs up on a well several questions will be
considered, for example:
•

Will the tree be sent to a shop or serviced at the location, if necessary?

•

Is the tree manufacturer service representative present and are there all the parts that may
require replacement?

•

Is the rig BOP equipment ready for immediate installation?

•

Will the well be killed, or worked on under pressure?

If the well is to be killed by bullheading, several checks should by carried out before beginning the
operation. The casing should be full of liquid and there should be no communication between the
tubing and the casing. Kill fluid will be pumped until the produced fluid in the tubing has been
displaced into the formation. Over-displacement can be major concern to avoid formation damaged.
After killing the well, a wireline plug is set in tubing, the wing valve is closed, and a back-pressure
valve (BPV) is set in the tubing hanger. If there is no pressure buildup in the tubing or the annulus
the tree can be removed and the BOPs installed.

Casing
Casing2 is steel pipe placed in a well to prevent the wall of the hole from caving in, to prevent
movement of fluid from one formation to another, and to improve the efficiency of extracting
petroleum if the well is productive (figure 10.22). A joint of casing may be from 16 to 48 feet long
and from 4.5 to 20 inches in diameter. Casing is made of many types of steel alloy, which vary in
strength, corrosion resistance, and so on.
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Casing is an integral component of the blowout prevention system. The internal yield (burst) rating is tested
(usually to 70% of manufacturer’s rating) after it is first cemented in a well. Caliper logs are run whenever
casing wear is thought to be a concern and the internal yield limit is down-rated when the casing ID has
been increased. It is common for companies to use the difference between the densities of the working fluid
in the well and the fluid behind the casing to determine applied internal yield test pressure.

Liner
Liner3 is a string of pipe used to case open hole below existing casing (figure 10.22). A liner extends
from the setting depth up into another string of casing, usually overlapping about 100 to 300 feet
above the lower end of the intermediate or the oil string. Liners are nearly always suspended from the
upper string by a hanger device.
When workover units prepare to run liners they should make sure that the rig floor well control
equipment, i.e., full-opening safety valves, cross over subs, etc. are properly tested and readily
available. If the liner float equipment should fail there must be a means of shutting off potential flow
up through the liner.

Liner Hanger
A liner hanger4 is a slip device that attaches the liner to the casing (figure 10.22).
Liner hangers may be set either mechanically or hydraulically and should be tested by applying pressure
from inside and also tested negatively, that
Figure 10.22
is by reducing the pressure at the hanger
to a value below the estimated formation
pressure at the hanger. The negative test
is usually done by setting a packer above
the hanger and then spotting light fluid
into the string to reduce the differential
pressure. Once the test is completed, the
Conductor Pipe
packer is released and the lighter fluid is
allowed to U-tube out of the work string.
Surface Casing

Production Tubing
Intermediate Casing

Liner
Production Tubing
Packer
Production/Tie-back Casing
Perforations
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Production tubing is relatively smalldiameter pipe that is run into a well to
serve as a conduit for the well’s produced
fluids (figure 10.22). It also protects the
casing from pressure and corrosion. The
tubing is normally run from the wellhead
to the production zone. Tubing is classified
by size, weight, and grade and there are a
variety of premium connections used to
couple joints of tubing together.
Old production tubing may be weak and
develop leaks. There is a potential for
well control problems if formation fluids
escape into the casing annulus.

Tubing Hangers and Seals
The two types of tubing hangers are 1) slip and seal and 2) mandrel tubing hanger. The slip and seal
hangers are support the tubing inside the tubing spool with cerrated teeth that are typically weightset. An annular elastomer seal is then set by engaging mechanical lock down-pins in a radial pattern
around the upper flange of the tubing spool. This compresses an annular elastomer seal to seal off
the space between the tubing and the tubing spool. The mandrel type tubing hangers are threaded
onto the tubing string; the downward load supported by a load shoulder inside the tubing head.
Radial lock-down pins are then set compress an annular elastomeric seal between the mandrel tubing
hanger and the tubing head. The tubing head spool or tubing head adapter generally incorporates
test ports to verify that nothing is leaking from the annulus and test port to ensure nothing is
leaking from the tubing (e.g., no production fluids are being leaked into the environment), pressure
monitoring of the annulus, or to provide access for injection into the annulus. Tubing hangers may
also include pass-throughs to which things like control lines for surface controlled subsurface safety
valves, downhole pressure sensors, and/or electric submersible pump cables must pass. The tubing
hangers must provide pressure integrity around each of these lines.

Work String
Depending on the type of work to be done, the tubing string is sometimes used to work over the well.  
However, in some instances it may not be desirable to use the production tubing and a work string
with heavy-duty connections may be used. The production string is pulled and then a work string is
picked up and used during the workover and then laid back down when the workover is completed.
Using a work string avoids subjecting the tubing to unnecessary wear and damage.

Sliding Sleeve
A sliding sleeve5 is a special device placed in a string of tubing that can be operated by a wireline tool
to open or close orifices to permit circulation between the tubing and the annulus (figure 10.23). It
may also be used to open or shut off production from various intervals in a well.
Any number of sliding sleeves may be run in a single tubing string and may all be opened or closed
on a single trip or, individual sleeves may be opened operated selectively.
Sliding sleeves provide a nipple profile above the inner sliding sleeve and a polished pack-off area
below as an integral part of the assembly. The profile provides locations for additional landing nipples
used for various flow control devices.
Sliding sleeves may be used as a circulating port to kill a well. They are sometimes difficult to shift
due to differential pressure. Debris in a well may also prevent the tool from functioning properly.
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Figure 10.23. Types of sliding sleeves.
Left, sliding sleeve.
Right, selective sliding sleeve.
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Polished Sealing Area

Packers
A packer6is a downhole tool that consists of a sealing device, a holding or setting device, an inside
passage for fluids (figure 10.24). It is used to block the flow of fluids through the annular space
between pipe and the wall of the wellbore by sealing off the space between them. In production, it
is usually made up on the tubing string some distance above the producing zone. A packing element
expands to prevent fluid flow except through the packer and tubing. Packers are classified according to
configuration, use, and method of setting and whether or not they are retrievable (that is, whether they
can be removed when necessary, or whether they must be milled or drilled out and thus destroyed.
From the standpoint of well control, releasing a packer is essentially the same as clearing any obstruction from
a well. In the case of production packers there is always a dead spot, that is, an area that is not circulated,
between the bottom of the packer and the tailpipe of the tubing. Gas that accumulates immediately below
the packer will not be removed even though the well may have been killed by bullheading or any other
means. Some packers may have a by-pass valve which can be opened to allow circulation through the packer.
When testing packers and other downhole tools it is important to remember that the pressure exerted on the
tool is made up of the hydrostatic pressure above the tool plus the pressure applied by the pump. For example
suppose a packer was set at 10,000 ft. and the annulus was full of brine with a density of 10.0 ppg. The
hydrostatic pressure on top of the packer is 10 * 0.052 * 10,000 = 5,200 psi. If the pump was used to apply
pressure on the annulus through a sliding sleeve until the standpipe gauge read 500 psi, the static pressure
exerted on the annulus would be 5,700 psi.
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Figure 10.24. Diagram of wireline set packer.
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Seal Nipple Assembly
A seal nipple assembly7 is a sealing member placed on the production
tubing that is landed (placed) inside the seal bore of the packer (figure
10.25).

Figure 10.25. Locator Seal
Nipple Assembly

The seal nipple assembly is used to prevent fluid and pressure from
traveling between the tubing and packer into the casing or annulus. A
latching type seal nipple locks into the packer so that tension may be
pulled on the tubing if desired.
If the seals fail or leak for any reason it would expose the annulus to the
pressures below the packer.

Bridge Plug
A bridge plug8 is a downhole tool composed primarily of slips, a plug
mandrel, and a rubber sealing element that is run and set in casing to
isolate a lower zone while an upper section is being tested or cemented.
Bridge plugs may be permanent or retrievable and can be run either
on the work string, or on wireline. They are set in the same manner as
packers.
Bridge plugs should be tested after setting. Often they are only tested from above but if the plug is
used to prevent flow from the formation, consideration should be given to performing a negative test
also in order to make sure that the plug will also hold from the bottom.
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Blast Joint
A blast joint9 is a tubing sub made of abrasion- resistant material. It is used in a tubing string where
high-velocity flow through perforations may cause external erosion.

Flow Coupling (Flow Collar)
A flow coupling is a tubing sub made of abrasion-resistant material and used in a tubing string where
turbulent flow may cause internal erosion.
Flow couplings of hardened or special alloy steel are run along internal turbulent flow areas to prevent
tubing damage or failure. They are a thicker section of straight pipe with proper tubing thread
connections and full tubing ID.

Safety Joint
A safety joint is a large profile, threaded joint that allows a quick and easy release of the tubing string
from the downhole equipment by reverse rotation of the string or by shear force. Safety joints are run
above tools that might easily become stuck in the hole. This allows a quick back off from the string so
that fishing tools equipped with jars may be run in to retrieve the fish.
It is good practice to circulate bottoms up after releasing a safety joint in order to clear any gas that
might be in the annulus.
Figure 10.26
Left to right, a bridge plug, placement of blast joint., flow collar placement, safety joint.
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Seating/Landing Nipple
A seating nipple is a special tube installed in a string of tubing, having machined contours to fit a
matching wireline tool with locking pawls (figure 10.27). It is used to hold a regulator, choke, or
safety valve; to anchor a pump; or to permit installation of gas-lift valves.
This equipment is sometimes used to set a plug in the tubing before nippling down the Christmas tree
or to test the tubing.
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Figure 10.27.
Mandrel valve pulling sequence
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Blank Pipe
Production Screen
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Gas Lift Valves
Gas lift valves are pressure-regulated check valves installed in a mandrel and run to lift reservoir
fluid from the wells in which the formation pressure is insufficient and high-pressure gas is available
(figure 10.27). High-pressure gas from the casing is allowed to enter the tubing through the valve
ports and lift the well fluid by lowering the hydrostatic pressure inside the production tubing.
Dummy valves or circulation valves can also be installed in the mandrel. Dummy valves completely
block flow and circulation valves can be used to circulate gas out of the annulus prior to pulling the
tubing out of the well.

Retrievable Cementer
A retrievable cementer is a packer (usually mechanically set) that is run for cement squeezes, highpressure acid jobs and well tests (figure 10.27). Since it is retrieved after use, it is not a component
of the permanent completion equipment.
As when releasing any packer, care must be taken that pressure is not trapped below the tool.
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Cement Retainer
Cement retainers are wireline or tubing set drillable packers that are used
during cement squeeze jobs (figure 10.28). They are usually drilled or milled
out before  perforating the casing. The retainer contains a flapper-type valve
that is opened when the work string is stung into the retainer.

Figure 10.28.
Cement retainer.

Milling Tools
Mills10 are downhole tools with rough, sharp, extremely hard cutting surfaces
for removing metal, packers, cement, sand, or scale by grinding or cutting.  
Mills are run on the drill pipe or tubing to grind up debris in the hole, remove
stuck portions of drill stem or sections of casing for sidetracking, and ream
out tight spots in the casing. They are also called junk mills, or reaming mills,
depending on their use.
Caution must be taken when milling on junk so as not to accidentally cut a
hole in the casing. If the job requires prolonged rotation, the casing should be
pressure tested and/or callipered to determine if it was damaged during milling
operations.
Figure 10.29. Milling tools.

Junk and Boot Baskets
The junk and boot baskets (figure 10.30) are devices that aid in the
removal of milled or drilled material. A junk basket is run on or near
the bottom of the string. By reverse or forward circulating (depending
on the type of tool) cuttings are swept up into an inner chamber or
basket. Heavy materials that cannot be circulated to the surface can be
caught in the junk basket.
A boot basket is a bucket-like device run just above the mill or bit.
Its OD is close to that of the wellbore. The fluid and milled cuttings
circulate up the restrictive annular area and lose velocity when they
reach the top of the boot, where the particles slip downward into the
basket.

Figure 10.30. Circulating
junk basket.
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Casing Scraper

Figure 10.31. Casing scraper

A casing scraper11 is a bladed tool used to scrape away junk or debris
from inside casing. It is usually run on drill pipe or tubing above a
bit or mill. Spring-backed blades that scrape the  inside diameter
of the casing  provide the scraping action.
Prolonged rotation with a scraper may cause excessive wear and
damage to the casing. It is not considered good practice to use a
casing scraper in the string when drilling up cement. The scraper
run should be made separately.

Blade Retainer Screws

Blade Retainer (2
Piece)

Casing Roller
A casing roller12 (left, figure 10.32) is a tool composed of a mandrel
on which are mounted several heavy-duty rollers with eccentric
roll surfaces. It is used to restore buckled, collapsed, or dented
casing in a well to normal diameter and roundness. Made up on
tubing or drill pipe, and run into the well to the depth of the
deformed casing, the tool is rotated slowly, allowing the rollers to
contact all sides of the casing and restore it to roughly its original condition.

Blade

Mandrel

Figure 10.32.
Tubing and casing
rollers

Swaging tool

Mandrel

Upper Roller

Middle Roller

Lower Roller
Ball Bearings
Nose Cone

Swage
A swage13 (right, figure 10.32) is a solid cylindrical tool pointed at the bottom and equipped with a
tool joint and the top for connection with a jar. It is used to straighten damaged or collapsed casing
or tubing and drive it back to its original shape.
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Casing rollers or swages are not often used. They are intended for casing or tubing that is only slightly
dented. If the tubular is already deformed, it may remain in poor condition even after it has been
rolled out. Good practice dictates that a set of jars be run in the string. If the tool should fall through
a narrow portion of the pipe it may become stuck and have to be jarred out.

Shutdown Systems
Shutdown systems include safety or automatic shutdown systems and emergency shutdown systems
(ESDs). They provide a reliable form of safety insurance for the protection of our energy resources,
property, environment, and especially human life. These systems are designed to shut in a producing well
in the event of operational irregularities such as external heat, and other critical or hazardous irregularities,
for example, abnormally high or low pressure, loss of the system’s operational pressure supply, seal failure,
or any other potentially hazardous system irregularity. These systems can be configured and operated in
a variety of ways to shut down a live well. The shutdown can be accomplished by manual, automatic,
direct, or remote control, and with surface or subsurface valves and tools.
The systems can be very complex and vary greatly according to the specific well (and field) in which
they are used. The basic components of an emergency  shutdown system includes a safety valve, an
automatic safety valve actuator, sensors (pilots and monitors), manifold(s), a source of pressure, and
a control panel.
Figure 10.33.
Casing Pressure Relief

Solar Powered Air Supply System
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Land Location Shutdown

Remote Controlled System

Monitor pilots may be installed at critical points to evaluate the system at any given moment. The
function of the control or activator pilot is to sense a change (usually in pressure). Once the control
pilot is activated, depending on the type, it may block or bleed pressure from an actuator. The actuator
causes a valve to close due to loss of opening pressure (some induce a valve to open in order to dump
excessive pressure). The systems are usually custom fabricated to each operator’s requirements.
Many ESD systems are directly controlled surface-safety systems installed downstream of a choke
and are controlled by line pressure or flow velocity fluctuations at the point of installation. These
systems normally operate only with sudden drastic changes in operating conditions.
Remote controlled surface-safety systems are usually installed on the upper master valve of the tree
and often on a wing valve upstream from the choke. Monitoring is usually done at high risk points
throughout the well.
Design features of various downhole safety systems are listed below.
1. Retrievable
•

Tubing retrievable (TR) equipment is threaded into and becomes an integral part of the
tubing string. To retrieve this equipment the entire tubing string must be pulled. TR
safety valves normally have a full open inside diameter. This permits wireline operation
through the valve.

•

Wireline retrievable (WR) equipment is run into and out of the wellbore by conventional
wireline operation. Most conventional WR safety valves require a tubing retrievable
receptacle into which the valve locates. WR safety valves must be removed to perform
wireline work below them.

2. Pressure method by which the pressure differential across the closure mechanism is reduced
to permit opening.
•

Equalizing safety valves contain an integral equalizing mechanism (unloader). Before
opening, the well must be shut in at the surface. Application of full open control line
pressure opens the equalizing system. Surface pressure will increase under the closed
surface valve because the high pressure held beneath the subsurface safety valve is now
vented into the low pressure chamber above. After differential pressure across the ball or
flapper decreases about 100 psi, the valve automatically opens.

•

Non-equalizing safety valves do not contain a self-equalizer and must be manually
equalized before opening. This is accomplished by applying external tubing pressure on
top of the safety valve. Once the operator has equalized the pressure across the valve,
pressurization of the control line will open the safety valve.

3. Control
•

Surface controlled subsurface safety valves (SCSSV) are normally closed. They are
hydraulically controlled and fail safe in design. These valves use a separate small diameter
hydraulic control line run from the valve upward along the tubing string through the
surface hanger, exiting through an exterior port in the wellhead for tie-in to the surface
safety system. The valve consists of a hydraulic piston, a power spring, and a closure
flapper or ball. During flowing conditions hydraulic pressure is held on the valve to hold
it open. Loss of control line pressure will cause the valve to close (fail-safe). To maintain
hydraulic control line integrity, extreme caution must be exercised when manipulating
the tubing string with the control line in the well.
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•

Subsurface controlled subsurface safety valves (SSCSV) are actuated by a change in flow
characteristics of the well opposite the valve. This type of valve depends on an anticipated
increase or decrease in pressure. The valves are normally an open type valve, and are not
adjustable once they are installed downhole. The only way to test these valves is to flow
the well more than the preset closure flow rate. Reliability and accuracy are subject to any
change in the normal flowing characteristics of the well.

Formula for maximum fail-safe setting depth
FSSD = (FC-FS) ÷ MHFG
Where:
FSSD =

Fail safe setting depth of valve (feet)

FC =

Valve closing pressure (psi)

FS =

Closing safety factor (psi) figured as 0.15 * FC, but never less than 75 psi .

MHFG = Maximum hydraulic fluid gradient (psi/ft.).
Figure 10.34
Left, a wireline-retrievable safety valves, and right, bailtype safety valve.
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Left, Series 10-w flapper valves and, right, flapper valve.

Workover Operations
Sample Job Sheet
Job No.                            
Customer                                             

Person Calling                                     

Time to be on the job                                              
Lease                                                     

Ph.No.                               

Date Job is to be done                                                 

Well No.                                              

Field                                  

Type of Service                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                             
Tubing Size                        

Packer Depth                   

Approx. B H P                    Safe Run Depth                  

Tubing End                         

Type of Packer              

Flowing                           

Casing Pressure                     

Tubing Pressure                    

Perforations                   

Pumping                          

Tubing Open In                

Total Depth                       

Perforations                   

Shut In                           

Elevation                           

Tree Connection                                                                                                                                                          
Direction of Location                                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                                                       
Special Instructions to Operator                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Job assigned to                                                            
Employee receiving this job                               Current Date
                                                                                       
Special Tools and/or Materials assigned
to this job:**

Charged
Customer*

Oper.                              
                                        

Helper                                        
                                       

Disposition (Check one)
Returned to stock

Left to Relief Oper.

Good
Condition

**The above tools and materials listed were
issued to me and are my responsibility to
care for and account for their disposition.

Need
Repairs

*WLWO & OR No.                                                                      
Operator list addtional tools and materials assigned to job as it
progesses.

Operator                                                                        
SIGN
MEMO FROM OPERATOR: (Pertaining to out of ordinary circumstances encountered on this job.)
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Complications
Complications caused by unknown trapped pressure below BPV were discussed on pages xxx. Other
occurrences of trapped pressure can occur after circulating a well dead (forward or reverse) by closure
of the choke prior to shutting down the pumps. SITP following circulation can mean either the
KWM was not sufficient or pressue was trapped. A test for trapped pressure is to slowly open the
choke and bleed a little fluid from the well. If the pressure was trapped, SITP will rapidly fall to zero.
Common failed barriers during a workover operation include leaking tubing, leaking packers, leaking
SCSSV, leaking gas lift valves, cement plugs, stuck shifting sleaves, and leaking BOPs. The primary
causes of leaking tubing, SCSSV, and gas lift valves are corrosion and erosion, and sometimes an
incompatabilty with produced fluids. Failed packers are often the result of a poor choice of packer
fluid in the annulus. Cement plugs generally fail due to either a poorly designed slurry or improper
displacement and/or testing of the cement. Stuck shifting-sleave valves are generally caused by sanding
or silting. BOPs often fail during operations due to wear (loss of rubber material) on the sealing faces
of the rams or annular element.
To mitigate the risk of a failed barrier during the workover operation, the pressure integrity of all
downhole barriers should be tested (if at all possible) at the beginning of the workover. In some cases
it will be know in advance that a barrier has failed. All failed barriers must be replaced prior to putting
the well back on production. Actions to overcome failed barriers during the workover include killing
the well, temporary installation of barrier deeper in the well while the failed barrier is replaced, or
altering the method for killing the well. For example, a hole in a tubing string must be found and
sealed off before the well can be killed by bullheading. The hole often can be first located by the use
of a “pony tail” wireline tool and then sealed by the use of wireline set upper and lower pack-off tools
spaced above and below the hole. A spacer tube is then set into a polished bore recpetacle inside the
lower pack-off and supported by the upper pack-off. The assembly can be pressure tested by bleeding
pressure from the annulus. If the seal holds, the well can be killed by conventional bullheading down
the tubing
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Practice Calculations

Q&A

1. What is the decimal equivalent of 7/8?

2. Casing: 7-in. OD, capacity 0.03508 bbl/ft, Tubing: 2⅞-inch OD, capacity 0.00476
bbl/ft, displacement 0.00327 bbl/ft How many feet would 16 barrels of diesel
cover if it were spotted on the backside at the bottom of the well?

3. The brine water in a well weighs 11.6 ppg. The work string is 3½ in. OD, 12.3 ppf.
What is the effective pipe weight per foot when suspended in the well?

4. A rig has mud tanks that measured 8 ft. × 18 ft. × 6 ft. high. If the rig took a 9.8 bbl
kick, how many inches of mud would the tank gain?

5. A packer is set at 8,200 feet. The packer fluid above the packer is 10.3 ppg. It is
desired to test the packer to 5,500 psi. How much surface pressure should be
applied by the pump?

6. A 10,000-ft well with a formation pressure of 5,800 psi was shut in on a pure gas
kick. Since the kick came in at bottom, the pressure of the gas was also 5,800 psi.
What would the pressure of the gas be if it migrated halfway up the closed well at
a constant temperature?
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Q&A

7. A well has a formation pressure of 7,927 psi at 12,560 ft. What fluid density will be
required to contain the formation?

8. The casing in a well with a pore pressure of 6,375 psi is to be perforated. The
company desires to perforate under-balanced by 150 psi in order to let the well
flow and clean up. 9.2 ppg brine water is to be used to achieve the under-balance.
The zone to be perforated is at 13,200 ft. How many feet of the brine is required?

9. A well is completed to 16,800 feet TVD, 16,900 feet MD. A retrievable plug is set at
12,050 feet. Fluid density in the well is 15.0 ppg. The formation at 16,500 feet. TVD
has a pore pressure of 0.780 psi/ft. If gas migrated from the formation up to the
plug, what would the maximum pressure be inside the bubble below the plug?
Assume that there is no change in the size of the bubble.

10. The work string in an 8,900-ft well is full of 10.6 ppg calcium chloride water. The
casing contains water with a gradient of 0.444 psi/ft. What is the differential
hydrostatic pressure if the work string is near bottom?

11. A workover rig is working with a 2⅞ in. work string, closed end capacity of 0.00815
bbl/ft. The pump output is 0.049 bbl/stk. The rig plans to fill the well every five
stands (63 feet per stand) during a wet trip out. How many pump strokes should
the well take at each fill-up?
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Review Questions

Q&A

Remedial Operations
1. Define “remedial operations”.

2. Why is reverse circulation often preferred for routine work in workover operations?

3. How many feet of water cushion and how many barrels are required to achieve a
500 psi pressure differential in a 12,000-foot well? The formation pressure is 5,740
psi and 9.6 ppg salt water will be used. The tubing capacity is 0.00579 bbl/ft.

4. With regard to fracturing, what is meant by the term “proppant”?

5. What are the two general types of acid jobs?

6. Which is the correct safety rule? “Always pour acid into water” or “Always pour
water into acid”.?

7. Name two types of well stimulation operations.
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Q&A

8. What do the initials KOP stand for?

Well Control Methods
9. Name three common well control methods used in workover operations.

10. Which direction of circulation, standard or reverse, results in the greatest pressure
exerted on the wellbore?

11. Name two advantages gained by killing a well using the reverse circulation
method.

12. Name two disadvantages of killing a well using the reverse circulation method.

13. How is bottomhole pressure kept constant when using the bullhead method?

14. The driller’s method is often used in workover operations. Why is this so?
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15. When planning to bullhead a producing well there are six pressure limits that can
be listed or estimated with good accuracy. Name three of the six.

Q&A

16. State two reasons it is considered good practice to isolate some pressure on the
backside of a well before beginning the bullhead operation.

17. How is the over displacement (over-flush) for a bullhead operation chosen?

18. Is the internal yield (burst) limit for casing strings always 70 percent? If not, explain
why.

Remedial Fluids
19. The text lists six important characteristics for a good remedial fluid Name four of
them.

20. What is the most common type of completion/packer fluid used in completed
wells?

21. What is meant by the term, “hygroscopic”?
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Q&A

22. Why is downhole temperature an important consideration when using brine fluids?

Subsurface Equipment
23. What is the purpose of the crown valve on a Christmas (production) tree?

24. What is the name of the component in the Christmas tree that supports the weight
of the production tubing?

25. What is the difference between liner and casing?

26. State the primary function of a sliding sleeve.

27. How can the function of a sliding sleeve be associated with well control?

28. What is a primary well control concern when releasing a packer on the production
tubing string in a gas well.
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29. The text states that good practices call for circulating bottoms up after releasing a
safety joint. Why is this considered good practice?

Q&A

30. True or false. If you are going to make a run with a swage or casing roller to attempt
to smooth or repair small dents in casing, would you also run jars in the string?
State the reason for your answer.
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Q&A
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Notes

Subsea Well Control
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
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•

Discuss and identify differences between floating and surface well control operations.

•

Identify and discuss well control equipment and considerations.

•

Identify choke line friction loss measuring and compensation procedures.

•

Discuss and identify the marine riser system equipment.

•

Explain the purpose and use of diverters.

•

Answer questions on the auto shear and deadman systems.

•

Discuss the detection and removal of gas trapped in the BOP stack.

•

Complete a Drilling Subsea Kill Sheet:
•

Determine slow circulating rates for two pumps at three spm speeds each.

•

Determine choke line friction loss for two pumps at three spm speeds each.

•

Identify and set alarms for return flow and pit gain indicators.

•

Drill ahead maintaining identified RPM, pump speed and WOB.

•

Detect and recognize a kick.

•

Shut in the well using the Hard Shut-In Procedure.

•

Record shut-in information: SIDPP, SICP, pit gain, CMW.

•

Complete the Driller Method Subsea Kill Sheet.

•

Follow start-up procedures adjusting the casing pressure for CLFP.

•

Compensate for pressure changes maintaining ICP until influx is out of the hole.

Completion Operations
Well control equipment and many procedures for floating drilling operations differ substantially
from land, platform and jack-up drilling operations. The same basic principles apply, but the floating
drilling environment introduces a number of unique characteristics of the equipment and kick
handling procedures.
Characteristics of floating drilling well control that differ from surface well control:
•

BOP stack is at the seafloor

•

Control system is much more complex

•

Surface hole is usually drilled with returns to seafloor

•

Low-pressure riser connects the BOP stack to the surface

•

Provisions exist for connecting/disconnecting the riser to BOP stack

•

Generally smaller margins between wellbore and formation pressures

•

Kick detection and circulation are more difficult
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•

Friction in the choke/kill lines must be accounted for

•

Rapid hydrostatic pressure changes occur in the choke/kill lines

•

Gas in the riser must be controlled

•

Diverter is primarily used to control gas in the riser

•

Gas hydrates in choke/kill lines, valves and wellhead connector

The BOP stack must be located at the seafloor because the marine drilling riser is a low-pressure
conduit for bringing the returns to the surface and there must be a provision for shutting in the well if
the vessel (and riser) must be moved off location. Because the BOP stack is subsea, the control system
for operating the stack becomes more complex. In most cases, the surface hole is drilled taking returns
to the seafloor because the shallow sediments are typically much weaker and could not withstand the
hydrostatic pressure of a column of drilling fluid laden with cuttings. After drilling to a depth below
the mudline (seafloor) where the formation integrity becomes sufficient to allow the use of higher
density fluids and/or the shut-in of a kick, the BOP stack is run on the marine drilling riser and
latched to the subsea wellhead. Hence there must be provisions for latching and unlatching the stack
to the wellhead, further adding to the complexity of the BOP control system.
Several things are different from an operational perspective. The small diameter (compared with
that of the riser) choke/kill lines create an added friction pressure loss as a kick is circulated to the
surface. This increased friction pressure will impose additional pressure on the bottom of the well if
not properly accounted for. This extra bottomhole pressure, when coupled with the lower formation
fracture pressures typically observed in deepwater wells, could lead to loss of circulation as the kick
is circulated. As the drilling fluid initially in the choke line is replaced by kick gas, the hydrostatic
pressure decreases rapidly at a fixed circulation rate and requires rapid, responsive choke adjustments
to prevent the bottomhole pressure from dropping and allowing an additional influx of formation
fluids. Similarly, as the mud begins to follow the gas into the choke line, the overall hydrostatic
pressure increases rapidly and the choke must be opened quickly.
Kick detection is more difficult because of vessel motion, leading to an increased probability that gas
may have already entered the riser by the time the BOP is closed. Provisions must be made to handle
the gas in the riser with the diverter system and often with the help of a second mud-gas separator
system (riser degasser). In floating drilling operations, the diverter is primarily used to handle gas that
has inadvertently entered the riser. An exception to this is drilling surface hole in shallow water with
a riser installed.
Gas hydrates are ice-like structures formed in the presence of methane gas and water at high pressures
and low temperatures. Gas hydrates may form when gas collects in cavities and valves at the BOP
stack as the fluids cool upon reaching the mudline in deeper water. Hydrates are of great concern in
water-based muds. The concern is not eliminated with oil-based or synthetic oil-based drilling fluids
because they contain some water. The possibility of gas hydrates must be considered in the design and
operation of subsea well control equipment.

Deepwater Drilling
The API defines deep water as water depths greater than 2,000 feet and ultra deep water as water depths
greater than 5,000 feet. Drilling in deep water and ultra-deep water imposes greater demands on well
control equipment. These demands in deepwater are caused by the increased hydrostatic pressure,
higher tension loads to support the longer riser, and greater BOP control system complexity. Control
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systems must provide capability for a rapid disconnect (and ultimately reconnect) in emergency
situations.

Floating Drilling Vessels
There are two general categories of floating drilling rigs: semisubmersibles and drill ships. These
drilling vessels employ one of two types of station-keeping systems. “Moored” vessels are stationed
over a well by a pattern of anchor lines. Location is maintained by “winching” one or more of the
lines to obtain the desired position if the vessel drifts. Dynamically positioned (DP) rigs maintain
their position by the use of underwater thrusters that are oriented in varied, but fixed, directions and
power is applied to generate thrust in the direction needed to maintain position. In some cases, both
types of station keeping systems are used. Both types of floating drilling vessels generally use global
positioning systems (GPS) to determine the vessel’s location with respect to the subsea wellhead.
Generally, moored vessels are used in shallower water depths, but this is not always true because some
moored vessels can operate in water depths up to 6,000 feet.
Semisubmersible drilling vessels typically use a mooring system for station-keeping more often than
a DP system. All topside decks are above the water line. Flotation is provided by pontoons below the
water line. In the center of the deck spaces is an open area common to all decks (except the drill floor)
called the moonpool through which all drilling activity and well work occurs. Some semisubmersible
drilling vessels working in deep or ultra deep water use DP systems for station keeping. The “drill
ships” generally have DP systems, but those operating in moderate and shallow water depths may
use a turret mooring system. This allows the ship to be continuously headed into the wind. Drill
Figure 11.1. Moored semisubmersible vessel.
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Figure 11.2. DP drilling vessel.

ships have an advantage when mobility is important and can be moved rapidly on their own power
from one ocean to another, whereas semisubmersibles must be towed. Drill ships generally have the
disadvantage that deck space near the moonpool is limited. Also, vessel heave and roll are factors that
detract from efficient operation. Examples of typical semisubmersibles and dynamically positioned
drill ships are illustrated in figures 11.1 and 11.2.

Floating Drilling Well Control Equipment
Well control equipment for floating drilling can be divided into two categories: (1) that which is
located above the waterline, and (2) that which is between the mud line and waterline. The equipment
above the waterline includes:
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•

Telescoping joint (slip joint)

•

Diverter flex joint

•

Drape hoses (connecting choke and kill lines to surface piping)

•

Diverter, diverter lines, valves, and riser degasser

•

Choke manifold

•

Mud-gas separator

•

Vent lines and bypass lines

•

Rig floor safety valves and inside BOP (IBOP)

•

Hydraulic power unit for BOP controls

•

BOP control panels and cable reels

•

Choke control panel

The equipment below the waterline includes:
•

Riser joints (some with buoyancy)

•

Riser fill-up valve (if used)

•

Intermediate flex joint (if used)

•

Mud boost line, hydraulic power lines, choke and kill lines

•

Ball joint or flex joint

•

Annular BOP (possibly two)

•

Riser to BOP stack connector

•

BOP stack (with choke/kill lines and valves)

•

Wellhead connector

•

Subsea control pods

•

Subsea accumulators (if used)

•

Acoustic control system for backup (if used)

•

Remotely operated vehicle (ROV) intervention panels/ports

Subsea BOP Stack
The workhorse of the well control equipment in a floating drilling operation is the subsea BOP stack.
The BOP stack has the same purpose as a surface BOP stack on land or bottom-founded drilling rigs;
that is, to shut-in the well, provide the means to safely remove an unwanted influx, and to protect the
Figure 11.3. Layout of typical subsea BOP stack.
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drilling personnel, equipment and the environment from an uncontrolled flow of formation fluids.
A schematic drawing of a typical subsea BOP stack is shown in figure 11.3. A subsea stack is divided
into two separable components, the lower marine riser package (LMRP) and the lower (primary)
stack. The reason for dividing the stack is to allow the marine riser to be disconnected from the BOP
stack during emergency situations or retrieval of some critical components for repair/service and yet
leave the well secure.
The LMRP includes a riser adapter, ball or flex joint, at least one annular preventer and the riser to
primary stack connector. These are aligned along the bore of the well. The riser adapter is principally
a flange designed to connect the riser to LMRP. On most modern floating drilling rigs, flex joints
are used rather than ball joints. Other important components on the LMRP are choke/kill line
test valves and mini-connectors that connect the choke/kill lines on the LMRP to the lower stack.
To control operation of this equipment there are two (2) subsea control pods (figure 11.4), and
instrumentation for measuring the inclination of the riser. The subsea control pods are identical and
provide redundancy in the control of the BOPs, connectors and valves on both the LMRP and the
lower stack. Optional components on the LMRP are a second annular BOP and a pair of gas bleed
valves under the annular BOP, which are connected to the choke line or the kill line. The purpose of
a gas bleed line is to flush trapped gas from below the annular BOP after a kick circulation before
opening the upper annular preventer.
Figure 11.4. A photograph of an LMRP on a Cameron BOP stack undergoing assembly.

The choke and kill line sections that connect the hard lines on the BOP stack and those mounted on
the marine riser must be able to bend as the subsea flex joint deflects with riser inclination changes.
There are two primary methods for providing this capability: (1) use of flexible pipe (hoses) and (2)
use of solid steel pipe pre-fabricated in the form of a helix or coil around the annular BOP and subsea
flex joint. Figure 11.4 shows the use of flexible hoses and figure 11.5 illustrates flex hoses and two
possible arrangements of solid piping. Regardless of which method is used, these sections of flexible
choke and kill lines must have a pressure rating equivalent to that of the ram BOPs.
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Figure 11.5. Flex hoses and two possible arrangements of solid piping.
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The lower, or primary, stack includes the ram BOPs, choke and kill line valves, the BOP stack structural
frame, remotely operated vehicle (ROV) control panels, and the wellhead to stack connector. The
ROV panels are to provide an emergency backup for the BOP control system with hot stab ports for
injection of control fluid to function one or more BOP functions. Panels are normally provided to
allow the operation of the blind/shear ram, LMRP connector, the wellhead connector and on ultra
deepwater rigs, “dump” the high-pressure accumulator fluid before the accumulators are brought to
the surface.
In some cases the optional annular BOP will be located at the top of the lower stack rather than
on the LMRP. Virtually all floating drilling rigs have at least four (4) ram type preventers, with a
combination blind/shearing ram placed as the top ram. Some stacks that are in service have as many
as six ram BOPs, generally configured with a casing shear ram immediately below the blind/shearing
ram or two blind/shearing rams. Casing shear rams will not seal after shearing, so the blind/shearing
ram must be closed after shearing to seal the well. When there are two blind/shearing rams, the lower
one is used to shear pipe, and the upper one serves a backup because experience has shown that
blind/shearing rams sometimes fail to seal after shearing pipe.
The ram elements that are generally installed in the ram BOPs are of the type designed to seal against
multiple pipe sizes within a pre-specified range. These “variable” or “variable pipe size” rams are very
helpful for drilling a well in which drill pipe size may vary during the operation or a “tapered string”
is used. The cost and expense to pull the stack and riser to replace ram elements can be millions of
dollars in very deep water. Because there are occasions when it is important to “hang off” the drill
pipe in a well control operation or emergency disconnect situation, drilling personnel must first
determine that the variable rams have sufficient weight bearing capability for the drill string in
use. Reduced hang-off load capability and poor performance after moving (stripping) pipe through
closed rams are the primary negatives associated with the use of variable type rams.
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Choke and kill line valves are mounted directly on the outlets of the ram blowout preventers, two (in
series) per outlet for redundancy. These valves are often referred to as fail-safe valves because they are
designed with a large spring to return them to the closed position, even without the assist of closing
chamber operating pressure. As water depths have increased, valve designs have changed to account
for increased seawater hydrostatic pressure on the open side when vented. For very deep waters, these
fail-safe valves should be tested at the time of purchase to insure they will always close when bathed
in hydrostatic pressures equivalent to the maximum design drilling depth.
Another important feature of ram BOPs used in subsea stacks is the capability to remotely lock the
rams (with some form of mechanical lock) in a closed position after ram closure in a well control
event or hang-off operation (and similarly, unlock when needed). If closing chamber pressure were
lost, the ram must remain closed to secure the well. Examples of situations where the ram locks are
needed include the retrieval of the LMRP for servicing one or more control pods, replacing a worn
annular element, or to move the vessel off-location due to an approaching storm. To move the vessel
off location, the blind/shearing rams and hang-off rams (if any drill pipe were left in the hole) have
to be closed and remain closed for the time required (possibly several days). With the subsea control
pods on the LMRP, there would be no way to monitor and ensure positive closing pressure was
continuously applied. Hence the rams must be mechanically locked. There are many ram locking
systems in service today and were described in chapter 9.
An important consideration for subsea ram BOPs is their capability to withstand pressure applied
externally. The external pressure applied to the rams is dependent on the water depth. In some
situations it is possible for the pressure inside the BOPs and wellbore to become less than the seawater
hydrostatic pressure. This might occur when drilling with a very light drilling fluid or if gas gets into
the riser and displaces a large amount of drilling fluid from the riser. There have been incidences
where the external hydrostatic pressure pushed the ram bonnet seal into the body cavity and allowed
seawater inside. Should there later be a requirement to shut in the well (and pressure build up),
wellbore fluid would then leak into the sea. In large part, the BOP manufacturers have addressed this
problem by a redesign of the carrier ring that supports the elastomeric bonnet seal.
The type of station keeping (moored versus DP) does not generally affect the configuration of the
BOP stack, but it does influence the type of emergency functions that must be executed by the BOP
controls systems. BOP stacks and control systems for DP rigs must have the capability to execute
a rapid emergency disconnect if the thrusters were to malfunction and cause a “drive-off” or fail to
position the vessel over the well during rough weather. The station-keeping system continuously
monitors the “watch circle” and alerts the drill floor. When the riser inclination exceeds a certain
value, the driller must execute a riser disconnect to insure the riser does not exceed its stress capability.
Other optional features on the lower stack include acoustic BOP controls (a requirement in some
regions of the world) with independent accumulator systems for fluid power, and instrumentation to
measure the temperature and pressure of the fluid inside the lower stack.
The bore diameter of the subsea BOP stack is typically 18¾ inches, although a small number of older
rigs may have 16.¾-inch bore size. Risers used to drill the upper sections in diverter mode may use larger
diameter risers (22 inches or 24 inches OD). Because drilling contractors want their BOP stacks to have
application to all likely well situations, the pressure ratings of the ram preventers on ultra deepwater rigs
are normally 15,000 psi and the annular BOPs have ratings of 10,000 psi. A number of BOP stacks with
more limited water depth capability are rated for only 10,000 psi, with annular BOPs rated for 5,000
psi. Conversely, there are a few 11-inch bore, 20,000 psi working pressure (WP) subsea stacks used to
drill the deep sections of very high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) wells.
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Subsea BOP stacks do not include casing rams; instead, a second annular BOP is utilized and/or
casing shear rams are installed. Test Rams are installed to enable testing the BOP equipment without
tripping the drill string.

Marine Riser
The marine riser is the conduit from the subsea stack to the surface through which drilling is conducted.
The riser consists of mated riser joints, each typically in the range 50 feet to 75 feet each, and with an
external diameter of approximately 20 inches to 22 inches and internal diameter typically around 18.75
inches, depending on the riser burst and collapse design pressure rating. The riser joints are usually
mated with special “riser couplings” that may consist of a pin and box end or an internal ring with seals
that is tightly fit into a box at each of the two mating couplings. The couplings are normally fastened
with riser flanges and special bolts/inserts to hold the flanges together.
The choke and kill lines are normally rigidly attached to the outside of the riser joints. One end of
each joint has pins on the choke/kill lines that slide into boxes with seals on the connecting ends of the
choke and kill lines on the mating flange. Other lines that are usually integral to the riser joints are the
mud boost line and one or more conduits that provide hydraulic power to the subsea BOP controls. An
illustration of a typical flanged riser coupling is shown in figure 11.6 on the following page.
A second type of marine riser coupling is a breach lock design, commonly called a “CLIP” connector,
and has found application on several ultra deepwater risers. The advantages of the CLIP connector
are ease and speed of makeup, resulting in reduced riser running time. A drawing of one CLIP style
connector is shown in figure 11.7. Rapid makeup is accomplished by first stabbing the pin into the
box, and then rotating the ring (the “clip”) one-eighth turn. No bolting is required.

Figure 11.6. Example of flanged riser coupling.
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Figure 11.7. Aker Kvaerner (CLIP) breach-lock riser connector.

Riser Design Considerations
The riser is a key component of floating drilling and floating well control operations because it is the
conduit from the drilling vessel down to the BOP on the seafloor. Major design considerations are
tensile loading, corrosion, solids carrying capability, vibrations, vertical motion of the vessel (heave),
bending stresses, fatigue, burst and collapse.
Before application to a specific drilling scenario, the API recommends the riser system undergo a
“riser analysis”. An example riser analysis can be found in API RP 16Q.

Tension
The riser must be held in tension to support the weight of the riser itself plus the drilling fluid it
contains. The tension applied at the surface can be more than two million pounds force in deepwater
operations. The riser is supported by a tensioning system (series of cables, sheaves, hydraulic cylinders
and pneumatic controllers); the tensioning cables are typically attached to a tensioner ring on the
lower (outer) barrel of the slip joint. A sketch of the key components of a riser tensioning system is
shown in figure 11.8.
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Figure 11.8. Shaffer extended life riser tensioner system.

Bending Stresses, Riser Flex Joints (Subsea, Diverter and Intermediate)
Loads that have a force component perpendicular to the vertical axis of a riser create bending stresses
in both the riser and subsea BOP stack frame. To minimize these bending stresses, a flex joint is
generally installed between the lower end of the riser and the upper annular BOP on the LMRP. On
some older rigs, a ball joint might be found, but generally flex joints have replaced ball joints because
flex joints require less service and are more reliable in performance.
At the upper end of the riser, a flex joint is also normally installed immediately below the diverter
housing to minimize bending stresses in the slip joint. Both diverter flex joints and subsea flex joints
should be designed for high torsional loads due to the twisting (weather vaning) of a drill ship if used
in that application.
In a few rare instances, an intermediate flex joint is added along the riser string to minimize bending
stresses in the riser and couplings. Illustrations of subsea flex joints and intermediate flex joints are
shown in figure 11.9.
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Figure 11.9.
Wellhead Connector

Collet Connector

Buoyancy
To reduce the tensile load and stresses on the riser, many of the upper riser joints have a thick layer of
buoyant material added to the external surface. The material is generally foam. Air cans have also been
used in ultra deep water (greater than 5,000 feet) because the foam material loses its efficiency in very
deep water. Air cans are not without their own problems as water depth increases because the greater
the hydrostatic pressure, the greater the air compressor requirements (to fill the air cans) become.
Foam buoyancy is applied to the upper joints rather than lower joints to minimize overall weight in
ultra deep water, where compression of the foam causes it to be additional dead weight. According to
API recommendations, buoyancy should be considered in water depths greater than 2,000 feet. Riser
joints with foam are shown in figure 11.10.
Another approach for reducing the tensile load that must be applied to a riser is to use a lightweight material
such as aluminum to construct the riser. There are several strings of aluminum riser in service today.

Figure 11.10. Riser Joints with integral syntactic foam buoyancy.
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Corrosion
The internal and external surfaces of the riser are subject to corrosion due to exposure to seawater
and various drilling/completion fluids and formation fluids. Risers must undergo periodic cleaning,
usually in the form of washing while racked on deck but sometimes with mechanical brushes “pigged”
through the joints. Many newer risers have an internal ceramic coating to arrest potential corrosion.
These joints should never be subject to harsh mechanical cleaning.
Externally, one of the greatest corrosion concerns is with the coupling bolts/inserts. Risers have
parted due to incorrect metallurgical design of coupling bolts.

Solids Transport Capability and Boost Lines
Because of the large internal diameter of the riser, fluid velocities are low, even at relatively high
circulation rates used in drilling. The mud boost line is designed to transfer drilling fluid from the
surface mud pumps and inject this additional fluid at the base of the riser to increase velocity and
thereby improve cuttings removal. It can also be used to add kill weight fluid to the riser in certain
well control operations. A boost line is typically four inches ID and rated at 5,000 psi. Older risers
in service may not have a boost line; their operations must rely on a choke or kill line to perform the
work that a dedicated boost line will do.

Boost Line Valves
The boost line is terminated by a check valve or a remotely-operated
gate valve just above the point of injection. A valve is needed there
to prevent any riser gas from getting into the mud boost line. Some
drilling contractors prefer a check valve for its simplicity and automatic
operation when needed. When remotely operated valves are used, they
are typically identical to the choke and kill valves on the BOP stack but
may have a lower pressure rating, depending on water depth and the
mud densities used.

Figure 11.11.
Cameron riser fill-up valve
(anti-collapse valve).

Collapse Resistance and the Fill-up Valve
Collapse resistance and burst resistance of risers are functions of the
wall thickness, the diameter and the material used to construct the riser
tube. Burst is an issue when the riser must carry heavy drilling fluid.
The large difference in hydrostatic pressures at the lower end creates a
large pressure difference between the inside and outside. Collapse is an
issue when the riser becomes partially evacuated of drilling fluid and the
external seawater hydrostatic pressure creates a force tending to collapse
the riser. As water depth increases, both burst and collapse become of
greater concern.
A riser fill up valve is often referred to as an anti-collapse valve. These
valves are generally placed in the upper portion of the riser string to
prevent collapse of the riser should a major portion of it be evacuated
of drilling fluid. The valves are designed to open at a specified pressure
differential and allow seawater to enter and fill the void in the riser.
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Considerable care should be exercised in their application. If the design differential pressure is too low,
seawater will enter unnecessarily and contaminate expensive drilling fluid. Many drilling contractors
and operators choose to omit these valves from the riser string, preferring instead to design the riser
with thicker wall for improved collapse resistance (figure 11.11).

Slip Joint
In floating drilling, the vessel moves (heaves) in response to wave action. The riser is fixed to the
BOP stack on bottom and must be attached to the diverter system (diverter housing) and flow line,
which are attached solidly to the vessel. Hence a slip joint or telescoping joint is employed to account
for the relative motion. The slip joint is essentially a riser section with one tube inside another to
allow a telescoping motion that can expand the length of this special riser joint when the vessel heave
moves it upward. There is no specific length of the stroke for a slip joint, but it should be designed to
accommodate the maximum vessel heave and horizontal offset allowed by the station keeping system.
Pneumatic and/or hydraulic controlled packoff seals are placed between the two barrels. From a
pressure containment standpoint, the slip joint seals are the weakest point in a riser. Typically the seal
is operated with 35 psi to 50 psi pneumatic pressure during normal drilling. The pressure is increased
to around 125 psi when the diverter is closed. An illustration of a slip joint is shown in figure 11.12.
Figure 11.12. Schematic of riser telescoping joint (slip joint).
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Riser Recoil Systems
In the event there is a drive off (DP vessel) or failure of a mooring line(s) that causes the vessel to be
offset enough to exceed the slip joint stroke, there must be a rapidly executed emergency disconnect
of the riser. In deep water, the riser will be highly tensioned at the time of the emergency disconnect.
This high tension creates a tremendous amount of stored energy in the riser that must be managed
at the time of the disconnect. A riser recoil system is an automated sequence of events that allows
the riser tensioning system to rapidly decrease the tension to minimize the upward acceleration of
the riser. Without the recoil system, the accelerating riser would almost certainly destroy the slip
joint as it slams closed and possibly drive the diverter assembly up through the rotary table. In an
extreme circumstance, it might also damage the vessel’s substructure and the riser itself. The recoil
system is triggered by the emergency disconnect sequence when the function is executed. Tensioning
is managed by controlling the pressure inside the cylinders that pull the tensioning wires taut. The
recoil system is optional, but it is generally implemented on any deepwater rig for which there exists
an emergency disconnect function.

Vibrations and Fairings
Ocean currents and eddies can create vortex induced vibrations on long
risers operating in deep water. These lateral vibrations of the riser can
ultimately cause fatigue by the cyclic stresses generated. Often fairings
are added externally to the riser at the depths where currents are known
to exist. Fairings are short shrouds with tails. The fairings wrap around
riser joints and are free to weather vane with the water current. The tails
extend outward from the OD of the riser approximately 50 percent
of the riser/shroud diameter. Fairings are placed in series along several
joints of the riser. Fairings break up the vortices (swirling motions
created in the water when it flows past the riser) and thereby either
eliminate or reduce riser vibrations and the cyclic stresses that lead to
riser fatigue. Fairing sections often “freeze” (not free to weather vane)
due to corrosion after long periods underwater. Most fairing sections
are short, generally six to 10 feet in length, to facilitate their attachment
while running the riser and to overcome the loss in performance
associated with “freezing” of an individual section.

Figure 11.13. Fairings.

Riser Inspection
All risers should be periodically inspected for signs of fatigue, which, over time, causes small surface
cracks in the metal and ultimately, failure. Each joint of riser on a floating drilling vessel should be
given an identification number and the time it is in service should be tracked. This service tracking
should include notation of the number of hours exposed to loop currents and eddies (if known), the
water depth, drilling fluids and densities, approximate tension loads, tropical storms and potential
damage due to key seating of the drill string.
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Drilling Without a Riser
In some situations, such as in drilling surface hole, drilling is conducted without a riser installed.
Generally this riserless drilling is conducted when water depths are deeper (600 feet or more). The
surface hole is drilled by taking returns to the seafloor because the formation integrity is very low and
could fracture due to the added pressure caused by cuttings in the riser or shut-in on a kick. In the
water depth greater than 600 feet, any gas plume developed as a result of shallow gas flows will be
dissolved in the seawater or the plume will surface at some distance from the rig. In water depth less
than 600 feet, a gas plume becomes less of a concern when using a DP vessel because a DP vessel can
be moved off location very quickly, especially if there is no riser to disconnect.

Drilling With a Riser
A riser is always used after sufficient depth has been drilled to reach a competent formation, and the
well can be shut in with the BOP. In some shallow water situations, a risk analysis may reveal that it
is prudent to drill the surface hole with a riser, but no BOP subsea. Hence, the diverter becomes the
primary well control device. Drilling in shallow water with a moored vessel is one situation where a
riser might be used, because the moored vessel cannot be moved off location quickly. In this case the
diverter and riser could be less risky due to the elimination of the gas plume that might be developed
under the rig and in the moonpool area if returns were taken to the seafloor. On the other hand, the
risk associated with bringing hydrocarbons directly to the surface with the riser/diverter system must
be considered.
Figure 11.14. VetcoGray SHD H-4 connector with hydrate seal.

Connectors
Floating drilling requires the use of subsea wellhead connectors, subsea riser (LMRP) connectors, and
mini-connectors on the choke and kill lines.
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Subsea Wellhead Connectors
The BOP stack must be anchored to the wellhead with a remotely actuated connector to allow the
BOP stack to be run and latched to the wellhead and disconnected when the well is completed.
Suppliers of subsea wellhead connectors include Vetco, Cameron and Dril-Quip. Many wellhead
connectors come with a gas hydrate seal to prevent any gas that has seeped from the ocean floor from
getting into the latching mechanism of the connector. Inside the latching mechanism the gas may
form hydrates and render the connector inoperable. An illustration of a Vetco wellhead connector
with a gas hydrate seal is shown in figure 11.14.

LMRP Connectors
LMRP connectors are necessary to connect the riser and LMRP to the main section of the BOP
stack. There must be a way to disconnect/reconnect the riser to the primary section of the BOP stack
so that the riser can be unlatched and the vessel allowed to move off location in the event of a storm,
or to make repairs to the annular BOP and the subsea control pods. An example of a frequently used
subsea LMRP connector is the Cameron HC connector, shown in figure 11.15.
Figure 11.15. Cameron LMRP collet connector.

Mini-Connectors
To complete a disconnection the riser, the choke and kill line connections on the LMRP must also
be unlatched. “Mini-connectors” are used for this purpose. They are essentially small versions of
collet connectors and are hydraulically operated. Many are designed with a mechanical override, so
that they can be disconnected without hydraulic power by using a pulling force applied by the riser.
If disconnected with only a pulling force, mechanical failure might occur and a reconnect/seal may
not be possible.
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Diverter System
All floating drilling vessels use a diverter system. When using a riser, and the BOP has not yet
been landed, the diverter system is the primary well control system. Its purpose is to direct returns
overboard. After the BOP has been landed, the purpose of the diverter system is to handle gas that
might have inadvertently gotten above the BOP and into the riser.

Configuration and Components
The diverter system consists of: (1) a diverter, (2) diverter lines, (3) valves to control the flow from the
wellbore into the diverter lines, and (4) a control system. On some floating rigs a provision is made
for a special mud-gas separator (riser degasser) to be used in order to prevent loss of expensive drilling
fluid when the diverter is closed to handle gas in the riser. Below the diverter, there should also be a fill
up line from the surface mud pits that allows for the riser to be filled with drilling fluid as it is being
run or a kill fluid during certain well control operations. A line from the trip tank is also required to
keep the hole full during tripping operations. A drawing showing a typical arrangement of a diverter
system with a riser degasser and the fill up line(s) is shown in figure 11.16.
There are four general classes of diverters: (1) annular, (2) insert, (3) rotating sleeve, and (4) integral
sequencing. An annular diverter is essentially a low pressure annular BOP and has limited capability
to seal on open hole. An insert type diverter contains an insert packer that seals on pipe but will not
Figure 11.16. Typical diverter line arrangement on floating drilling vessels.
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seal on open hole. The rotating sleeve type diverter contains an inner sleeve with bearings and seals
that allow the pipe to be rotated while the diverter is closed, forming a seal around pipe. The integral
sequencing diverter is typically an annular diverter with a ported extension to the operating piston
that opens the diverter line and closes the flow line, all in one stroke of the diverter piston.

Diverter Line Size and Location
Diverter line diameters should be at least 12 inches on floating drilling vessels, especially when the
diverter is used as the primary well control system. Most diverter overboard lines are 12 inches to
16 inches in diameter to minimize the back-pressure within the diverter and slip joint. There should
be a minimum of two overboard lines, generally one to the port side and the other to the starboard
side. This insures that at least one of the lines has a downwind component. An exception to this is
the dynamically positioned or turret-moored drill ship, where it is acceptable to direct the vent line
aft because drill ships are always headed into the wind during operations.
Diverter overboard vent lines may be located below the flow line or in-line with the flow line,
as shown in figure 11.17. The vent lines should be as straight (and short) as feasible. If turns are
necessary, the turns should be made with long radius bends. Valves must be in each diverter vent line
and in the flow line so that selection of the flow path can be achieved when the diverter is closed. The
valves must be full opening valves. Ball valves with rotary actuators are preferred.
Figure 11.17. Placement locations for diverter lines on floating drilling rigs.
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Line Up for Diversion
In the normal drilling mode the flow line is open, the diverter is open, and the diverter overboard
vent lines are closed. The diverter is the primary well control device when drilling surface hole with
a riser and no BOP set. When a shallow gas flow is encountered, the flow line must be closed and
the downwind overboard vent line opened as the diverter is closed. It is critical that this happen,
otherwise the diverter will shut in the well and likely fracture the shallow formation. When closing
the diverter, the operating pressure on the slip joint packoff must be increased to insure the slip joint
packer seals do not fail.
If the BOP stack is the primary well control device, and the objective is to make use of the riser
degasser to handle small volumes of gas that might be in the riser, then the flow line-to-shaker line
must close, the riser degasser line must open, and the diverter vent line valve(s) must remain closed.
Refer to figure 11.16 for a typical diverter and riser degasser arrangement. If there is no riser degasser
in the system, then the downwind overboard line must open when the diverter and flow line both
close. Obviously this later operation is highly undesirable when expensive and/or environmentally
unfriendly drilling fluids are being used. This is the primary motivation for installing a riser degasser.

Diverter Valve Sequencing
The control system on floating vessels is automated to ensure the correct valves are closed in the
proper sequence when the “close diverter” function is executed at a control panel. Another more
recent approach to ensuring that diverter vent lines open and flow lines close when a diverter is
functioned is the integral sequencing diverter. A spool attached to the bottom of the closing piston of
the annular style diverter moves up to block the flow line and open a port to the diverter line(s) when
the diverter is closed. An illustration of the operation of the integral sequencing diverter is shown in
figure 11.18.
Figure 11.18. Example of diverter systems integral sequencing.
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Limitations of Diverter System
The diverter system cannot be expected to operate for long periods of time at high flow rates.
Diverters that are designed to close on open hole cannot be expected to remain closed on open hole
with high gas/mud rates for more than a few hours. The annular diverter will not seal on open hole
if the annular packing element has experienced significant tearing or loss of rubber from previous
service. The insert type diverter will not close on open hole. Also, the pack-off seals in the slip joint
will rapidly lose integrity due to frictional wear when high operating pressures are applied, especially
in rough seas and the slip joint strokes are long.

Choke Manifold Systems
The choke and kill lines exit the riser just below the slip joint. From there drape hoses are used to connect
them to the hard piping at the choke manifold. They are connected to the choke manifold in such a
manner that either line (or both lines) can be used as the choke line. This provides flexibility in selecting
the BOP to be used for shutting in the well. The choke manifold system is very similar to that used
with surface BOP stacks, but will often have two remotely controlled chokes. The drape hoses are highpressure, flexible-pipe (hoses) and have the same rated working pressure as the BOP stack.
The layout of a typical choke manifold for a floating drilling vessel is illustrated in figure 11.19. Valves
are both upstream and downstream of each choke in the manifold to allow for a choke to be taken
out of service while manifold operation continues. Components of the choke manifold upstream of
(and including) the first valves downstream of the chokes must also have the rated working pressure
(WP) of the BOP stack. In general, components downstream of the first valve downstream of the
chokes are typically rated for 5,000 psi when used with 15,000 psi stacks.
From the choke manifold, kicks are circulated through a mud-gas separator, just as they are with
bottom-founded rigs and surface BOPs. There must be a bypass line around the mud-gas separator
in the event the separator becomes overloaded during kick circulation. This bypass is often opened
prior to kick arrival if the operator senses that an overload may be possible. The bypass discharges the
returns overboard through a vent or flare line, so it is prudent that its use be limited, especially when
drilling fluids are deemed harmful to the environment. There must also be a provision for bleeding
mud or gas from the choke manifold during volumetric well control operations. Mud should be bled
into a calibrated tank such as a trip tank, while gas should be bled into the mud-gas separator or a
vent or flare line.
As with choke manifolds for surface BOP stacks, during kick circulation the pressure gauges on the
choke control panel should be replaced with gauges that have a smaller pressure range than that
normally supplied with the panel. A selection of gauges should be available from which to select the
appropriate range to give greater choke control.

BOP Control Systems for Floating Drilling
There are three types of control systems used in floating drilling operations and two types of backup
systems. The major types of subsea control systems are: (1) direct hydraulics, (2) electrohydraulics
(EH), and (3) multiplex (MUX). The two types of backup systems in use for all three of the primary
control system types are acoustic and ROV intervention. For MUX systems, two additional special
purpose backup systems are commonly found: auto shear and deadman systems.
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Figure 11.19. Typical choke manifold for a floating drilling vessel.

Direct Hydraulics
Direct hydraulics was the first type of control system designed for floating drilling. A hydraulic power
unit (HPU) very similar to that found for surface BOP stacks is utilized to generate and store the
hydraulic control fluid. The surface HPU for floating drilling includes the same three-position, fourway valves used to control the BOP functions on surface BOPs. The three positions are open, block
and close. The block position blocks any flow across the valve.
The HPU for floating drilling differs from that used for surface stacks in three ways: (1) pressure
regulators, (2) application of the power fluid to a BOP, and (3) the utility of the block position on
the four-way valves. On a floating drilling HPU, regulators for the power fluid pressures applied to
operate annular preventers, rams, valves and connectors are located subsea, and pilot pressures applied
from the surface are used to adjust the regulators. Also, power fluid does not pass through the surface
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four-way valves directly to the BOP functions. Instead, a smaller volume of pilot fluid is passed to
the subsea portion of the control system. A separate, larger volume line provides power fluid subsea,
where it is distributed by the subsea portion of the control system. Hence, placing the four-way
valve on the primary fluid power line in the block position will block fluid power to all subsea
BOP operations. Placing one of the four-way valves on a single BOP function in the block position
only blocks pilot signals to that function. A flowmeter within the HPU provides a measurement
of the control fluid volume used to execute a function, and when the reading is compared with
the theoretical volume required to execute the function, it can be determined if the operation was
completed.
For environmental purposes, the control fluid is water with some lubricant, glycol and bactericide
used to control growth of algae in the HPU supply reservoir. The power fluid is delivered to the BOPs
via a hydraulic hose bundle from a reel at the surface to a subsea control pod. There are actually two
of the hose bundles, reels and subsea control pods to provide for redundancy. Redundancy is required
because subsea control components cannot be conveniently accessed for troubleshooting or repair.
The arrangement of a typical hose bundle is illustrated in figure 11.20. In addition to the power
fluid conduit (typically one-inch ID), each hose bundle will include many very small diameter tubes
(typically ³∕₁₆-inch ID) that transmit pilot signals to operate control valves located in subsea control
pods. Each function executed by the BOP stack has its own pilot line and control valve inside the
subsea pod. The subsea control valve, usually called an SPM valve (sub-plate mounted), is operated
by the pilot signal that opens or closes the valve and directs power fluid to its associated BOP
function. If a BOP shifts from “open” to “close”, power fluid initially applied to the “open” function
is vented to sea back through the SPM valve that controls the OPEN function. Operation of a typical
SPM valve is shown in figure 11.21.
Figure 11.20
Hose Bundle for Hydraulic BOP Control System

Figure 11.20. Hose bundle for hydraulic BOP control system.

Pilot or Pressure Readback
Lines, 3/16”
Power Fluid Line, 1”
Figure 11.21

of SPMbasically
Valve determines which pod receives
At the surface, the operator can select theTypical
“activeLayout
pod”, which
power fluid. The “inactive pod” still receives pilot signals and the SPM valves shift just like they do
in the active pod, but there is no power fluid provided to the BOP from that pod. The inactive
pod mimics the active pod at all times, so that if the control is shifted from one pod to the other,
its SPM valves will be in the correct position to seamlessly resume operation of the BOPs. Control
hoses extend from each pod to provide the power fluid to each BOP function. At the BOP function
itself, for example “close an annular BOP”, there is a “shuttle valve” which shifts to allow power
fluid from the active pod to enter the BOP closing chamber. Historically, the two subsea control
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Figure 11.21. Typical layout of SPM valve.
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pods are generally identified as the “blue pod” and “yellow pod”. The names were selected because early
experiments identified these as the most easily distinguished colors underwater. The control pods are
located on the LMRP. The pods have two “stingers” which can extend or retract. One stinger, when
extended, allows control fluid to flow from the pod to the connectors, annular BOP(s) and valves on
the LMRP. The other stinger, when extended, allows control fluid to flow to the BOPs, connectors and
valves on the BOP stack. An example operation of a BOP stack function is illustrated in figure 11.22.
Water depth is the major limitation for direct hydraulic systems. The hose bundles are very large in
diameter (typically three or more inches), and become even larger because more functions (and pilot
lines) are required to operate deepwater BOP systems. These larger hose bundles require larger reels
and increase problems associated with hose management. But their greatest disadvantage in deeper
waters is the reduction in response time to operate the BOPs due to deceased flow rates and pressure
losses from the surface supply to the subsea BOP functions.
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Figure 11.22. Operation of MUX controls to execute “close annular BOP”.

Electrohydraulic (EH) Systems
The EH systems were developed to decrease BOP closing time and eliminate the large, bulky, hoses
and reels required in deepwater applications. In the EH control systems, the pilot lines from the
surface to operate the SPM valves in the pods were replaced by pairs of electric lines to solenoid
valves inside the pods. Electric current through the solenoid valves then shifted the solenoid valve to
pass a very small volume of pilot fluid to operate the SPM valves. Subsea pressure regulators within
the pods are adjusted in a similar manner. The rest of the system is essentially identical to the direct
hydraulic system. In fact, at least one manufacturer of control pods builds the solenoid valve section
as a modular add-on to a conventional direct hydraulic system.
The pairs of electrical wires built into the hose bundles also allow for the application of electrically
powered instrumentation subsea, such as pressure transducers to measure control system manifold
pressures, subsea flowmeters, and instrumentation to measure the riser inclination angle just above
the flex joint.
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Multiplex (MUX) Systems
The most recent developments in BOP control
Figure 11.23. Photo of typical MUX cable.
systems for floating drilling operations are multiplexed
Communication Wires
communications systems, and are called MUX systems.
(16)
The concept is to further reduce the size of the cables
and reels used in deepwater applications, and further
decrease BOP function time by replacing the power
fluid hose with larger diameter (two to four inches)
rigid piping integral to the riser. The pairs of electrical
wires for each BOP function are replaced by a very
small number of electrical conductors (typically four)
and communication lines (six to eight) to the subsea
pods. A photo showing the cross-section of a typical
Power
Lines (4)
MUX cable is shown in figure 11.23. EH systems are
limited by the number of pairs of wires available for the
BOP functions. The MUX system overcomes this limitation by using only a few electrical power lines
but has a communication system to distribute that power within the subsea pods.
Electrical power to energize the pod solenoid valves is provided by the conductors. Distribution of the
electrical power subsea is accomplished within sealed pressure chambers containing numerous circuit
boards. Operation is achieved through the computer-controlled, multiplexed communications system
from the surface to subsea. Communication is generally accomplished with modems and use standard
internet protocol. Multiple commands are passed simultaneously down the communications wires
while data from the subsea instrumentation is returned to the surface. In many systems the copper
wires used for communications are replaced by fiber-optics conduits to further increase transmission
rate and reliability.
At the surface there are electronics packages called controllers, which contain the communications
technology, computer chips, circuit boards and power supplies needed, send/receive communications
to two identical computer systems within each subsea pod. These surface controllers are typically a part
of a central control unit (CCU) and include the electronics required to adjust pressure regulators and
drive the solenoid valves within the subsea pods. Electrical power to the CCU is generally provided by
a dedicated power supply for the MUX system, with backup power provided by a battery system with
two to four hours operational capability. This system is often called the uninterruptible power supply”
(UPS). In addition to the CCU, there is a control panel on the drill floor (driller’s panel) and at a
second remote location, generally the toolpusher’s office, from which all stack functions can be operated.
Subsea regulator pressures and flowmeter read backs are also displayed on these panels. These panels are
designed to prevent accidental operation of functions and generally include a panel button that must be
pushed and continuously held while the button for the desired function is pressed.
The subsea electronics that receive and interpret the communications commands from the surface,
along with the power electronics for driving the solenoid valves and subsea instrumentation, are
contained within two identical subsea electronics modules (SEM) within each subsea pod. The two
SEMs are sealed in a water-tight container that has atmospheric pressure within. There remain the
customary two pods, so there are a total of four (4) SEMs located on the LMRP, two in each subsea
pod. The computer chips are all networked together, so that identical commands are passed from the
surface to the subsea pods. At the surface, the operator can not only select which pod to be active, but
he can select which SEM is to be used. An overview diagram of the communications and electrical
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power supply of a typical MUX system are shown in figure 11.24.
Figure 11.24. Diagram of MUX electrical/communications system.
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The computer technologies used in MUX systems are of two basic types: (1) programmable logic
controller (PLC) and (2) networked active software for operating the functions. The PLC systems
have the advantage that once the logic has been programmed in flash memory, it cannot be changed
inadvertently by the drilling crew. The networked software has the advantage that the system logic,
such as that for modifying sequences of functions in some operations, is very easily done at the CCU
by personnel with proper training and password access.
Redundancy in subsea pods is generally to provide backup for the mechanical portion of the control
system (solenoid pilot valves, SPM valves, regulators, etc.), while the redundancy in the SEMs are to
insure that communications and electrical power for the solenoid valves and other instrumentation
are always available.
Most new deepwater and ultradeepwater drilling vessels are equipped with MUX systems for BOP control.

Surface Control Panels
The API requires that surface control panels for direct hydraulic systems include: (1) a panel on
the drill floor, (2) manual operation of the BOPs from the HPU, and (3) another remote panel in
a non-hazardous area if both items 1 and 2 are in a hazardous area. Items 1 and 2 must include the
capability to regulate BOP stack function pressures.
API requirements for EH and MUX systems include a rig floor panel and at least one of the following:
(1) CCU with BOP operational control and pressure regulation capability, or (2) an auxiliary remote
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panel with operational control and pressure regulation capability. This auxiliary remote panel is
usually located in the toolpusher’s office.
All panels must be laid out as a graphic representation of the BOP stack (and LMRP), including choke
and kill line valves. Panel lamps track the position of the BOP stack components using illuminated
control buttons. Green, red, and amber indicator lights represent the normal drilling position, abnormal
position and block positions, respectively. When in the block position (amber), either the green or
red button will also be lighted to show the last position of the BOP stack component. A separate
“push and hold” button, which allows the panel to function, is recommended on all panels to prevent
inadvertent operation of a stack component. The panel buttons for critical functions, such as shear rams,
LMRP connector, wellhead connector and emergency disconnect (if applicable) should be covered with
a removable transparent protector to prevent accidental operation. A photograph of a typical driller’s
panel for a MUX system is shown in figure 11.25.

Figure 11.25. Typical auxiliary (remote) BOP control panel.
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Response Times
According to API specifications, all subsea BOP control systems must be designed to deliver sufficient
control fluid volume and pressure to operate selected functions within allowable response times.
Annular BOPs must close in 60 seconds or less. Ram BOPs must close in no more than 45 seconds.
Choke and Kill valves must function within the minimum observed ram close time. The response
time to unlatch the LMRP connector must be no more than 45 seconds.

Accumulators
The HPU includes banks of accumulator bottles to store a required “usable volume” of control fluid
at high pressure. The nominal pressure at which the fluid is stored inside the bottles is referred as the
system operating pressure. For direct hydraulic systems and most EH systems designed to operate in
shallower waters, the system operating pressure is normally 3,000 psi. For MUX systems designed
for deepwater applications, the system operating pressure is often 5,000 psi. To assist in meeting the
closing time requirements, there may also be accumulator bottles mounted on the BOP stack. The
volume of usable fluid is determined by the methods described in API 16D; the method of calculation
varies depending on the operating system pressure, water depth, function(s) to be executed and
location of the accumulators (surface or subsea).
The HPU must have a minimum of two pump systems and two independent sources of power to
drive the pumps that charge the accumulator bottles. The cumulative output capacity of the two
pump systems is required by the API to be sufficient to charge the entire accumulator system from
pre-charge pressure to the system operating pressure within 15 minutes. With the loss of one pump
system or one of the independent sources of power, the entire accumulator system must be charged
within 30 minutes. As with the HPU for surface BOP stacks, the accumulators are precharged with
an inert gas, usually nitrogen.
There may also be subsea accumulator bottles that are dedicated to operating only a few selected
functions or “sequences of functions”, such as the shear rams, emergency disconnect sequence
(EDS), and the deadman system. The EDS function is found on almost all deepwater rigs with MUX
systems and is required when DP is used for station keeping. The usable volume requirements for
these dedicated bottles are also calculated by the methods described in API 16D. Subsea bottles are
precharged to the operating system pressure plus seawater hydrostatic pressure. A few ultra deepwater
systems use helium gas because helium is more efficient than nitrogen at the subsea pressures
associated with 5,000 psi systems.

Backup BOP Control Systems
There are four types of backup BOP control systems: (1) ROV intervention, (2) acoustic control systems,
(3) auto shear, and (4) battery-powered deadman systems. The auto shear and deadman systems are
generally optional and applicable in deepwater environments when MUX systems are used.

ROV Intervention
The most commonly used backup method for BOP control on the subsea BOPs is ROV Intervention.
ROV ports, called hot stab ports are mounted on the BOP stack support frame and provide a means
to apply operating pressure to some of the BOPs in the event that the primary BOP control system
fails to execute a “critical” function. The ROV inserts a tool (the “hot stab”) into the selected port on
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the ROV intervention panel and pumps seawater into the BOP function. A photograph of a typical
ROV intervention panel is shown in figure 11.26. Shuttle valves separate the ROV intervention
line from the yellow and blue pod control lines as the ROV takes control of the BOP function. The
hot stab tools (male ends attached to the ROV) and ports (on the ROV panel) need to be pressure
balanced as a unit so that they do not tend to disengage when injection pressure is applied. The use
of hot stab tools and ROVs to function a BOP when the primary control system does not function is
often called “applying a BOP override function.”

Figure 11.26. ROV intervention control panel

Common BOP Overrides
The most important BOP override functions are unlatching the LMRP connector and the wellhead
connector and closing the blind/shearing ram. As a minimum, BOP override is needed for these
three “critical” functions on all floating drilling BOP stacks. Other useful BOP override capabilities
include, but not limited to: (1) closing a pipe ram (usually the hang-off ram), (2) opening/closing at
least one set of choke line valves (usually immediately below the hang-off ram), and (3) discharging
(“dumping”) the subsea accumulator bottles before pulling the riser or complete BOP stack.
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Acoustic BOP Controls
Another frequently used backup BOP control system utilizes the acoustic transmission of command
signals from surface transponders to receivers mounted subsea. The system consists of a surface
electronics package, transponders located a few feet under water at the vessel, a subsea receiver and
electronics package, and a small subsea electrohydraulic system. The system operates independent of
the primary BOP control system. The subsea electronics are battery powered.
Fluid power for operating the associated BOP functions comes from one of two sources: (1) a
dedicated bank of subsea accumulator bottles with a usable volume of stored control fluid sufficient
to operate the associated functions, initially charged by the primary fluid power system and then
isolated from the primary system by an isolation valve, or (2) subsea accumulators that are a part of
the primary BOP control system, where fluid power is made available to the acoustic system by a
command from the acoustic system. It should be recognized that this arrangement will have no fluid
power available if the primary system’s subsea accumulator volume and/or pressure are lost.
The first source above is preferred because the acoustic system can function no mater what happens
to the primary system fluid power or electronics, assuming the dedicated accumulators are initially
charged and the isolation valve does not leak.
BOP functions that are commonly designed for override operation by the backup acoustic system
usually include, but not limited to: (1) LMRP connector unlatch, (2) blind/shearing ram shear, (3)
hang-off pipe ram close, and 4) ram locks engage, if not equipped with autolocks.

Auto Shear Systems
Auto shear is a safety system that is designed to shut in the well in the event of an unplanned
disconnect of the riser/LMRP. The auto shear is generally found on a MUX system where there is
capability to program the control logic and to arm or disarm the system. When armed, the auto shear
closes the blind/shearing ram anytime the LMRP is disconnected and the blind/shearing ram has not
already been closed. Some auto shear systems include the closing of any open choke and kill valves
and closing the hang-off ram prior to closing the shear ram. Fluid power is provided by a dedicated
bank of stack-mounted accumulators.

Deadman Systems
A deadman system is a battery-operated safety system designed to shut in the well in the event that
the riser parts and all control from the vessel is lost. Logic is programmed into the subsea deadman
electronics package that closes the blind/shearing ram when there is a simultaneous loss of electrical
power, communications, and hydraulic pressure from the supply conduit to both the yellow and blue
pods. The deadman electronics has the capability to continuously monitor the activity/status of both
pods in order to determine if and when the deadman sequence should be executed. Some deadman
systems include closing all choke/kill valves and the hang-off ram prior to shearing. All BOP control
systems with deadman capability include an arm and disarm function. Deadman systems usually
draw their hydraulic control fluid from a bank of dedicated accumulators mounted on the BOP
stack frame.
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Hydrostatic Effect of Riser Disconnects and Reconnects
The density of the drilling fluid inside the riser is generally greater than that of seawater, producing
a hydrostatic pressure at its lower end greater than the hydrostatic pressure of the local seawater.
When the riser is disconnected, any drilling fluid inside the riser will U-tube from the riser into the
sea, continuing until the riser hydrostatic pressure reaches equilibrium with that of the sea at the end
of the riser. To overcome this loss of mud, some drilling contractors close the upper annular when
disconnecting the riser. This should only be done after conferring with the annular manufacturer
to ensure the BOP can support this hydrostatic pressure applied from above. Given sufficient time,
normal practice is to displace the riser to seawater before disconnecting the riser.
Perhaps a greater concern is the loss of hydrostatic pressure to the wellbore should there be an
accidental disconnect of the riser or failure of the riser (collapse, burst, flange/coupling, etc.). In deep
and ultra deep water, the loss in hydrostatic pressure will likely create an underbalanced situation and
cause the well to flow. This is illustrated in figure 11.27.
Figure 11.27. Illustration of loss of hydrostatic pressure.
Drilling with MW = 12 ppg
Water Depth (WD) = 5,000 ft
Depth Below Mud Line (DBML) = 5,000 ft
What is the loss of hydrostatic pressure if the riser is disconnected at the
seafloor? Ignore the air gap above the water line.

HP = (WD + DBML * MW * 0.052)
HP = (5,000 + 5,000) + 12 * 0.052
HP = 6,240 psi

HP = (WD * 8.65 * 0.052) + (DBML * MW * 0.052)
HP = (5,000 * 8.65 * 0.052) + (5,000 * 12 * 0.052)
HP = 2,249 + 3,120 = 5,369 psi

Loss of Hydrostatic = 6,240 - 5,369 = 871 psi
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A measure of the loss of hydrostatic pressure resulting from an unplanned disconnect or riser failure
is called the riser margin. It represents the effective loss of mud weight at the TVD of the well. When
drilling was limited to shallower waters, operators always planned to have sufficient riser margin so
that a failure (disconnect, riser failure, etc.) would result in there still being sufficient hydrostatic
pressure (column of seawater plus column of mud in the well) to keep the well overbalanced. In other
words, the mud weight (MW) used while drilling minus the riser margin would result in the effective
MW at TVD when the riser is lost or disconnected. Unless this calculated effective MW is greater
than the formation pressure (in equivalent MW units) at TVD, the well might flow. With deep water
and small differences between formation integrity and formation pressures at TVD, this degree of
Riser Margin generally cannot be met. Riser margin can be calculated from the formula(s) below.
Mud Hydrostatic Pressure Loss in event of loss riserpsi =
[(MW in Riserppg– Seawaterppg) * Water Depthft * 0.052] + [(MWppg * Air Gapft * 0.052]
Riser Marginppg = Pressure Differentialpsi ÷ (TVDft – Water Depthft – Air Gapft) ÷ 0.052
If the LMRP has been disconnected, the primary control system will no longer have the capability to
close a pipe or blind shearing ram to secure the well. Accidental disconnects have occurred and led
to an industry requirement for one or more of the backup control systems to always be available in
certain regions of the world. Improved control panel design has also been implemented to minimize
the chance of an accidental riser disconnect. It is important that all normal LMRP disconnects and
emergency disconnect sequences (EDS) include a step to close the blind shearing rams prior to
unlatching the LMRP connector.
Similarly, after a reconnect of the LMRP, the riser must be filled with a drilling fluid of sufficient
density to produce a total hydrostatic pressure on the well so that any exposed hydrocarbon zones be
overbalanced prior to opening the blind shearing ram and/or hang-off ram (if closed).

Floating Drilling Kick Prevention and Detection
As with surface BOP drilling operations, kicks encountered in floating drilling operations must be
rapidly detected, captured by closing a BOP, and then removed, primarily by circulation through a
drilling choke.

Kick Detection Issues While Drilling With a Riser
The relative motion between the vessel and the BOP stack, the remote underwater location of the
BOP stack, and the presence of the drilling riser and its potential for collapse in deepwater create
issues associated with kick detection not found with land-founded drilling operations.
The detection of kicks by the measurement of pit gain is more difficult in floating drilling because
the floats within the mud pits rise and fall with vessel pitch, heave and roll. Crane operations (lifting
heavy loads on one side of the vessel) and ballasting operations can also produce false indications of
pit gains or losses. Similarly, vessel motion causes the riser slip joint to expand and contract. This
causes a periodic change in flow rate at the top of the marine riser system because the capacity of the
riser changes, decreasing the return flow rate as the vessel heaves upward and increasing it as the vessel
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falls. These two kick detection issues are generally greater on a drill ship than on a semisubmersible,
because drill ships have greater response to wave action.
The potential for riser collapse is another issue indirectly associated with kick detection. This issue
is of greatest concern in deep and ultra-deep water, when synthetic drilling fluids are being used.
Oil and synthetic oil-based drilling fluids have a tremendous capacity for dissolving hydrocarbon
gases (particularly methane) into solution. This capacity increases with pressure (and therefore water
depth). As the gas is circulated up the annulus to where there is less hydrostatic pressure, the gas
begins to come out of solution. This free gas further decreases hydrostatic pressure. Hence a rapid
beak-out of gas begins and accelerates the displacement of mud until the riser is only partially full.
The riser can become evacuated very quickly, and in the extreme, create enough pressure differential
(from outside to inside) to cause the riser to collapse if there is not a riser fill valve in the riser system.
The dissolved gas in a kick increases the difficulty in kick detection in a more direct way. In deep
water, the dissolved gas kick can cause a mud volume increase of about one-third that observed if
an equivalent kick entered a water-based mud system. Hence, to detect what would otherwise be a
10-barrel kick with water-based mud, as much as 30 barrels of gas may have entered the wellbore
before the pit gain sensors indicate a 10-barrel increase with an oil or synthetic oil-based mud. This is
illustrated graphically in figure 11.28.
Figure 11.28. Influence of dissolved gas on kick detection (pit gain).
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Kick Prevention
Some kicks can be prevented by careful well planning and rigorous attention to the drilling process.
In other situations kicks cannot be prevented, but they can be detected early so that their effects are
minimized. Kick prevention and early kick detection should be a priority in floating drilling operations.
The probability of a kick occurring prior to setting surface pipe can be decreased by gathering
geological and seismic data and picking a location that minimizes the chance for encountering a
shallow gas or shallow water reservoir. The probability of a kick occurring deeper in a well can be
decreased by the use offset well data to design a conservative casing program. Unfortunately, in many
deepwater wells a very conservative casing program is not practical due to the small margins between
formation pressure and formation integrity (LOT value) that generally exist.

Early Kick Detection
Because kicks cannot always be prevented, efforts should concentrate on detecting kicks as quickly
as possible and then rapidly responding when an indicator of a kick is recognized. The primary
methods for kick detection in floating drilling are the pit gain and the increase in return flow rate.
One technique that is often used to improve the pit gain measurement on floating drilling vessels
is to locate the pit volume totalizer (PVT) sensors at opposite corners of the mud pits, so that the
vessel motion is somewhat averaged out. Over the years, the accuracy of the return flow sensors has
been improved, but these improvements only result rig site when considerable effort is spent on
sensor maintenance. A third method for detecting kicks is observation of the standpipe (pumping)
pressure. A decrease indicates that a fluid lighter than the mud has entered the well. The pit gain
sensor, flow rate indicator and standpipe pressure sensor have alarms and each should be set to low
and high alarms that are within narrow but reasonable limits for the rig capabilities and expected
well conditions.
Another method commonly used to improve kick detection is to simply conduct periodic flow checks to
determine if a kick entered the well. This should not be viewed as wasting time, especially in wells with
very small margins between the formation integrity (LOT) measured in equivalent mud weight (EMW,
ppg) and drilling fluid density (MW, measured in ppg). Minimizing the kick volume by early detection
is even more important when there exists a small difference between LOT and MW.
In addition to the primary kick detection methods, kick detection can be enhanced by application
of the following:
•

Drilling data analysis

•

Pressure detection services

•

Pressure transition management

•

General practices for managing pressure

•

Drilling fluid analysis

•

Simulated connections

•

Mud-gas levels

Drilling data can be examined to help identify transition zones with an increasing potential for a
kick to develop. The data may be from offset wells as a part of the well planning process or real time
(or near real time) as drilling progresses. Pressure detection services are available to capture rate of
penetration (ROP) and “d-exponent” measurements to identify increasing formation pressure. More
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recently, pressure-while-drilling (PWD) sensors in the bottomhole assembly (BHA) have been found
very effective in kick detection when using synthetic oil-based muds. As gas enters a wellbore and is
dissolved into the drilling fluid, the local density of the fluid decreases. If this density change occurs
over several hundred feet, the average column density in the annulus can change significantly and
cause the overall hydrostatic pressure to drop. The unexpected annulus pressure drop and/or equivalent
circulating density (ECD) decrease, as measured by a PWD tool, have been the first indicators of a kick
in many floating drilling operations. These PWD tools are generally an “add-on” service to the routine
LWD tools used for formation evaluation as drilling progresses. Together with ROP, d-exponent and
cuttings analysis, application of LWD and PWD tools have become best practices for identifying
pressure transition zones and early kick detection, if not kick prevention.
Other tools to help with kick prevention and early detection include drilling fluid analysis, simulated
connections and measurement of gas concentration in the mud returns. The drilling fluid returns
are examined to identify changes in chloride concentrations, which is generally an indicator of
increasing formation pressure. The LWD tools can measure the downhole temperature of the drilling
fluid, which serves as an indirect measurement of increasing formation pressure. At the surface the
concentration of gas in the returns are examined, with an increasing gas concentration (gas-cut mud)
being an indicator of increasing formation pressure and the presence of hydrocarbons.
Another tool for the early indication of a kick is to periodically conduct simulated connections. In a
simulated connection, drilling is stopped for a few minutes and the well monitored for return flow
(e.g., a flow check is conducted).

Tripping Practices – Circulating Trip Gas
Historically, a large percentage of kicks occur during tripping operations. In recent years more
attention has been given to the detection of kicks during tripping. In addition to increasing focus
on the use of trip tanks, drilling personnel have learned to pause while tripping out of the hole at
frequent intervals, re-connect the top drive or a “circulating head”, and circulate the wellbore and
riser. The practice of circulating and looking for gas during tripping is particularly relevant when
using oil or synthetic oil-based drilling fluid, which has the capability to “hide” large volumes of gas
until the gas comes within 1,000 to 300 feet of the surface.

Subsea Circulating Practices
Another good practice prior to beginning a trip is to circulate bottoms up to remove any gas that might
be in the annulus and/or riser. Generally this gas will be dissolved in the mud when oil or synthetic
oil-based muds are used. The riser degasser makes this practice much more attractive because there is
very little probability that closing the diverter results in the mud being dumped overboard.
When drilling through gas sands, where gas is in the pore spaces of the drill cuttings, large volumes
of drill gas are accumulated in the wellbore and riser. Closing the diverter and periodically circulating
bottoms up through the riser degasser provides an opportunity to remove this gas before it has a
chance to break out as free gas near the surface. Keeping the riser free of gas helps insure the well does
not become underbalanced during the drilling operation.
In many wells, gas-cut mud is not an issue, but poor cuttings removal in the large diameter marine
riser is a problem. The buildup of cuttings in the riser can cause an increase in bottomhole pressure
due to the effective increase in MW in the riser. Here the use of a mud boost line to increase the
velocity in the riser is invaluable for improved cuttings removal.
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Choke and kill lines can become gelled or “thick” due to high viscosity, particularly in deepwater
where temperatures are low, resulting in poor transmission of measured shut-in pressures. One option
for minimizing this problem is to circulate through the choke and kill lines several times per day.
Another option to minimize the gel problem is to fill the choke and kill lines with a clear fluid, such
as water or base oil (or synthetic oil). If this is done, drilling personnel must be sure to close a ram
to isolate the wellbore following kick shut-in, and then displace the light fluid in the choke and kill
lines with OMW by circulation across the stack. Only then can a proper reading of SICP be made or
can the kill line be used to monitor the pressure within the BOP as the pump is brought up to speed
for kick circulation. (See “Compensating for Choke Line Friction at Start Up”.)

Connection and Rotating Practices
In deep and ultra deep waters, the gel strength can also build up in the annulus during a connection.
Slow rotation of the drill pipe can be used to reduce the mud gel strength when breaking circulation
after the connection has been made and possibly avoid formation fracture (small differential between
LOT and ECD) when circulation is resumed.

Ballooning
In some situations a positive flow check does not mean the well is flowing. Ballooning is the term used
to describe the well taking fluid while circulating due to the extra downhole pressure in the annulus
created by circulating friction, and then giving this fluid back when pumping stops. In some situations,
ballooning has resulted in the well giving back 100 barrels or more when circulation ceased.
Drillers have been trained to respond quickly when a well continues flowing after pumping has
ceased and thus ballooning is usually interpreted as a kick. To distinguish ballooning from a kick
there are three things to evaluate. To determine if a well is ballooning:
1. During the flow check, the flow rate from the well should decrease with time,
2. After the well is shut-in, periodic bleeding of three to five barrels of mud from the closed
choke should show a decrease in SICP and reduced flow rate with time, and
3. Drilling fluid losses should have occurred during the drilling/circulating time prior to well
shut-in.
An illustration of the confirmation of ballooning is provided in figure 11.29. Opening the well up
to bleed a few barrels goes against everything drilling personnel are taught in well control school
(e.g. keep the kick volume small), so it is no wonder that ballooning is often misdiagnosed. With
fracture gradients being so close to ECD in many deepwater wells, ballooning is one of the most
common causes of non-productive time. Fracture gradients in ppg are close (in value) to ECD (in
ppg) in subsea wells. As water depth increases, the formations below the mudline are weeker than the
same formation strengths at equivalent depths in a land well because there is less compaction of the
earth. There is less compaction because the overburden that would be above the formation at a given
depth has been replaced by seawater and the air gap between the rig kelly bushing (RKB). Lesser
compaction of the formation translates into lesser fracture strength. This results in a very narrow
window of operation (fracture strength vs ECD).
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Figure 11.29. Illustration of confirmation of ballooning.

Kick Shut-In Procedures For Floating Drilling
Preparation for a Kick

Prudent drilling personnel are always prepared for a kick. Preparation involves the gathering of
the formation integrity (LOT) data at the casing shoe, measurement of slow pump rate circulation
pressures, measurement of choke and kill line friction pressures, preparation and maintenance of a kill
sheet designed for subsea well control, utilization of a float valve in the drill string, knowledge of all
choke and kill line valve positions, knowledge of the mud-gas separator capacity, predesignation of a
hang-off ram and periodic drills (pit drill, trip drill, etc.) for the crew.

Hard Shut-In Versus Soft Shut-in
The concern for a fluid hammer effect when using a hard shut-in is unwarranted. Because a soft shutin tends to increase kick volume and lead to higher casing shoe pressures during kick circulation, the
hard shut-in is recommended. Studies have shown that whatever hammer pressures may exist with a
hard shut-in are primarily at the BOP and have minimal effect at the casing shoe.

Annular BOP Shut-In Versus Ram BOP Shut-In
Although closing a ram results in a much faster shut-in than an annular BOP, there are other factors
to consider in making this choice. Closing with a ram requires knowledge of where the tool joints are
relative to the BOP. Vessel motion and stretching of the marine riser due to vessel offset make confident
location of tool joints relative to the selected ram very difficult, even when careful measurements of
the tool joint space out are made at the surface. On the other hand, closing with the ram BOP speeds
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the shut in operation and minimizes the amount of trapped gas that might remain in the BOP stack
after the kick has been circulated. Another advantage of shut-in with a ram is, in most cases, the
drill pipe can be hung-off on the ram (weight of the drill string set down on the closed ram block),
which readies the well for other emergencies such as vessel drive-off, mooring failure, and emergency
disconnects.
Using the annular BOP for shut-in requires a little more time than shut-in with the ram (approximately
20 seconds to 40 seconds versus 12 seconds to 17 seconds) but has the advantage that a tool joint can
be closed on with no problem. Also, if there is considerable up and down motion of the drill string
after closure, tool joints can enter and exit the closed BOP and yet retain a seal.
A compromise to these alternatives is to close the annular BOP, pick up the drill string until a tool
joint begins to pull into the bottom of the annular so that there is no tool joint opposite the rams in
the stack, close the ram BOP designated to be the hang-off ram, and then set the drill string down
on the hang-off of ram. The drill string weight indicator should show a small increase as the tool joint
enters the annular, and after it has passed through, the accumulator flowmeter should show a small
increase as additional flow goes into the annular BOP closing chamber when it seals on the smaller
drill pipe.

Shut-in While Drilling
The following table provides an example procedure for securing the well when a kick occurs while
drilling.
Table 11.1. Example procedure for performing a shut-in while drilling.

Step

Action

1

When a kick warning sign has been observed, pick up off bottom.
Stop the mud pump(s) and check for flow. When checking for flow, ensure the mud
boost valve has been closed and pumping ceased, or if there is only a check valve
at the mud boost terminal, cease pumping down the boost line.
Close the selected BOP (generally one of the upper annular BOPs). The chokes and
valves immediately downstream the chokes should already be in the closed position during routine operations.
While the BOP is closing, open the selected C&K line valves (fail-safe valves).
Monitor the well for flow from the riser.

2

3
4
5
6

Consider closing the diverter as a precaution against gas in the riser.
Alert the supervisor.

7

Read and record shut-in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP), shut-in casing pressure (SICP) on both
C&K lines, and the pit gain.

8

Monitor and record this data every one or two minutes.
If hang-off is desired, it can be initiated now.
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Shut-in While Tripping
The following table provides an example procedure for securing the well when a kick is observed while
tripping out of or into the hole.
Table 11.2. Example procedure for performing a shut-in while tripping.

Step

Action

1

When a kick warning sign has been observed, immediately stop all operations and using
the elevators bring the top of the open tool joint to a normal height on the rig floor, and set
the drill pipe in slips.

2
3
4
5
6
7

Install and close a full opening drill pipe safety valve.
Check the well for flow. Ensure the riser boost line valve has been closed.
If the well is flowing, secure the annulus by closing the selected BOP. Open the selected
choke and kill (C&K) line valves.
Monitor for flow from the riser.
Consider closing the diverter as a precaution against gas in the riser.
Alert the supervisor.
Install a circulating head or reconnect the top drive to measure SIDPP.

8

Read and record shut-in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP), shut-in casing pressure (SICP) on both
C&K lines, and the pit gain.

9

Prepare to strip back to bottom through an annular BOP or implement an alternative well
control procedure such as bullheading.

Shut-in While Making a Connection
Unlike tripping, the bit is already at or very near bottom when making a connection. The procedure
used depends on how far the connection has progressed. If the top drive has just been broken off or
the connection nearly complete, quickly reconnect the top drive and close the safety valve on the top
drive. Then close the annular BOP. The remaining shut-in tasks would be treated the same way as a
shut-in while drilling. If the top drive cannot be quickly connected, stab and make up the drill pipe
safety valve, and then close it. Close the annular BOP. Then connect and make up a circulating head or
the top drive. Open the appropriate fail-safe valves and the drill pipe safety valve to record the SICP
and the SIDPP.

Shut-in While Bit is Above the BOPs or Out of the Well
If kick indicators occur while the drill string is out of the well or the bit is above the BOP stack, the
first action should be to close the blind shearing rams. This should be done as quickly as possible to
avoid gas in the riser. The following table provides an example shut-in procedure for a kick when the
bit is above the BOPs.
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Table 11.3. Example procedure for performing a shut-in when off-bottom or out of the hole.

Step
1
2

Action
At the first indication of flow from the well, close the blind shearing rams.
While the BOP is closing, open the selected C&K line valves (fail-safe valves).
Monitor the well for flow from the riser.

3

Consider closing the diverter as a precaution against gas in the riser.

4

Check for surface leaks. Alert the supervisor.

5

Read and record shut-in casing pressure (SICP) on both C&K lines and pit gain.

6

If the drill pipe is hung-off on the slips, be alert for potential fatigue damage due to vessel
pitch and roll.

7

Prepare for stripping and/or bullheading operations. Implement volumetric pressure
control if necessary.

Shut-in While Running Casing or Liner
During the casing or liner running process, the location of the casing/liner shoe should be tracked
and known. If a kick indicator occurs, then the shut-in procedure will depend on which of the
following conditions exist:
•

Casing/liner is inside the riser

•

Casing/liner is inside the BOP

•

Casing/liner hanger is below the BOP

•

Drill pipe is in a position that allows the well to be shut-in at the BOP

In general, if the casing or liner is inside the riser and the shoe is above the BOP, close the blind
shearing rams. If the casing or liner shoe is inside the BOP and the running tool/hanger above the
BOP, close an annular BOP after insuring the closing pressure will not damage the casing/liner. Be
wary that the pressure force pushing the pipe out of the well may be greater than the weight of the
casing/liner and running string if there is a float in the string that prevents flow up the inside. If the
casing/liner running tool is below the BOP, close an annular BOP on the running string. Do not
attempt to strip casing or liner into the open hole. Prepare to kill the well by bullheading down the
choke and kill lines. Consider closing the diverter should there be gas above the BOPs.

Masking of Choke Pressure by High Gel Strength Mud in Choke/Kill Lines
For low values of SICP, the gel strength of the mud in the choke line may mask the shut-in casing
pressure. If this is a concern, there should be an established procedure to break the gel strength in
the choke line and obtain a more accurate SICP reading. An example procedure is provided in table
11.4.
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Table 11.4. Example procedure for breaking gel in C/K lines.

Step

Action
Close a ram BOP low in the stack so that a circulation path across the stack is created
between the two closed preventers.
Align the subsea C/K valves to isolate the well and set up a flow path from the kill
line to the choke line between the two closed preventers.)
Circulate down the kill line, across the stack, and up the choke line to break the gel.
Stop circulating, close the kill side C/K valves that were circulated through, reopen
the lower ram and measure the SICP.

1
2
3
4

Hang-off Guidelines
On floating drilling rigs, hanging off the drill pipe on a predesignated hang-off ram BOP can be
essential, depending on the situation. Drilling personnel should be able to recognize when a hang off
is necessary and the rig crew well versed in the procedures for executing an effective hang-off. Hangoff drills should be practiced by the crew at a frequency determined by the operator or contractor.
Consideration should be given to hanging off the drill string when:
•

Weather is creating excessive vessel heave and the motion compensator cannot prevent
drill pipe from moving through the closed annular BOP

•

The rig uses DP for station keeping

•

Drill string is attempting to stick, or likely to stick

•

Riser angle at the LMRP is greater than the established operating limit

•

Surface flow indicates the annular BOP is leaking

•

Unable to establish full returns or evidence of underground flow

•

Casing pressure increases above the operating limits for the annular BOP

It is essential to ensure that a tool joint does not get positioned opposite the blind shearing rams
following hang off. An illustration of the steps in an example hang-off procedure is shown in figure
11.30. An example hang-off procedure is provided in table 11.5.
Table 11.5. Example procedure for performing a hang-off of drill strings.

Step
1
2

3

4
5

6
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Action
Any of, or combinations of, the reasons for hang-off occur and the drill team
concludes hang-off is necessary.
Pick the drill string up until an incremental increase (step change) shows on the
weight indicator. This confirms a tool joint is immediately below the annular
preventer.
Close the pre-designated hang-off ram. Generally this is the middle pipe ram in a 4
ram stack or a ram that has a choke and kill outlet below the ram and a choke and
kill outlet above the ram. Preselection of the hang-off ram includes measurement
of tool joint length and knowledge of the distance between closed blind shearing
ram and top of the hang-off ram. Ensure ram locks are engaged.
Gently set the drill string down on the ram block.
Close any open C/K valves above the hang-off ram and open the choke line valves
below the ram. If both the choke line and kill line are to be used to circulate the kick
(useful in ultra deep water), or if the kill line is to be used to monitor the pressure at
the BOP, open the kill line also.
Either reduce closing pressure on the closed annular BOP (to prevent element
wear) or open it. Do not do either until the diverter has been closed to handle any
potential gas below the annular or already in the riser.

Figure 11.30 a hang-off on a pipe ram.
Figure 11.30. Example steps in performing
Example Steps in Hanging- Off On A Pipe Ram
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Kick Handling Techniques In Floating Drilling
There are a number of techniques for handling kicks in wells with subsea stacks. These include: (1)
constant bottomhole pressure circulation methods, (2) bullheading, (3) volumetric, (4) dynamic
lubrication, and (5) dynamic kills. Physical constraints generally make the circulation methods and
bullheading the more practical choices for drilling with a riser in place, while the dynamic kill
method is the only viable choice for drilling without a riser in place or the BOP stack has not yet
been landed (top hole drilling in shallow water with a riser).
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Issues Affecting Choice of Kill Method
Factors that should be considered when selecting a kill method for circulating a kick include gas
migration, mud properties, slow pump rate and resulting choke line friction losses, formation integrity
and circulating fluid losses, potential for hydrate formation, and the mud-gas separator capacity.

Gas Migration and Mud Properties
When water-based drilling fluids are used, there is very little of the gas going into solution, it primarily
remains as free gas. This free gas will migrate at a rate dependent on mud density and viscosity. If
migration rate is high, then shut-in surface pressures will begin to increase rapidly, imparting a similar
increase in the casing shoe pressure. Hence, it becomes important to remove the kick as soon as possible,
especially if the bit is far off bottom or the pipe is out of the hole. With oil or synthetic oil-based
drilling fluids, large amounts of the gas will be dissolved in the fluid. Small kicks or kicks that have been
distributed up the well (due to circulation) while drilling may be completely dissolved in the mud. This
gas will not migrate until it has been circulated high in the wellbore where it reaches the saturation limit
and begins to break free. For this case, rapid removal of the kick becomes less important.
Other mud properties to consider are viscosity and gel strength. High viscosity muds increase the
friction in the choke (and kill) lines when the kick is being circulated. High gel muds affect the pressures
required to break circulation and often require that the choke and kill lines be periodically circulated.

Slow Circulation Rate (SCR)
Slow circulation rates are required because the choke cannot be effectively adjusted as the fluid in the
long choke/kill lines are replaced by gas and later the gas by drilling fluid.

Choke Line Friction Pressure (CLFP)
Frictional pressure losses in the choke and kill lines cannot be ignored in floating drilling operations.
As water depth increases, choke line friction becomes even larger and it is essential that it be considered
in planning the kick circulation. Estimates of these pressure losses must be known in advance of
kick circulation. In some ultra deepwater cases the friction losses in the choke line will be so large
that the kick must be circulated up both the choke line and the kill line. Circulating up both C/K
lines reduces friction by 50 percent to 75percent for the same circulation rate. One way to quickly
determine if both lines are needed is to examine the SICP and compare it with the measured choke
line friction pressure (CLFP) at the lowest reasonable slow circulating rate. If the CLFP is greater than
the SICP, then two lines will be required.

Formation Integrity and Lost Circulation
The potential for formation breakdown leading to lost circulation and underground flow must be
considered. The small margins between formation strength (as determined by the LOT) and the
pressure applied at the shoe during kick circulation often indicate that kick circulation will likely
create formation breakdown. Any extra pressure applied by choke back-pressure or improperly
accounted for CLFP may create lost returns or an underground flow. Hence, the operator should
consider bullheading as the first choice.
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Gas Hydrates
The possibility of hydrate formation should also be considered in selecting the kick removal method.
If the kick contains free gas and the BOP is located in very deep water with a large hydrostatic
pressure, lengthy shut-in periods can result in the formation of hydrates in the BOP choke/kill line
inlets and valve cavities.
Hydrate formation inside the BOP recesses and/or C&K valve lines/outlets is much more likely in
water-based muds than in synthetic oil-based muds. Water-based muds can have their resistance to
hydrate formation increased by the addition of salt to a near saturated condition. The addition of
polymers and glycerol to a mud can further inhibit the formation of hydrates. The probability of
hydrate formation is increased by long exposure time to high pressure and low temperature. Thus
with water-based muds, a better choice for kick circulation might be the driller’s method over the
wait-and-weight method.
In synthetic oil-based muds, salts and/or polymers can be used to inhibit the water phase of the fluid.
This requires much smaller quantities of salt to saturate the water because that phase only occupies
about 20percent of the mud volume. With a properly inhibited water phase of a synthetic oil-based
mud, hydrate formation inside the BOP stack and C/K valves is not likely except for extreme water
depths and/or kick influx rates so large that the fluid contains free gas in addition to the dissolved gas.
When gases are expelled through a drilling choke, gas rapidly expands and pressure drops across the
choke. This creates a great cooling effect and in some cases can cause the formation of hydrates and
a potential for plugging in the piping downstream the choke in the choke manifold.
Once a hydrate forms inside the BOP or C/K valves, removal is very problematic. In some cases
success has been achieved by spotting glycol very soon after shut-in by pumping down a dedicated
line or choke/kill line. Methanol is much more effective at breaking up a hydrate plug, but its toxicity
generally makes its application impractical.

Mud-Gas Separator Capacity
Before bringing a kick to the surface, the capacity of the mud-gas separator should be known to those
planning the kick circulation. If the separator will not handle the volume and intensity of the kick in the
hole, a method for bypassing the separator when the kick arrives should be provided. If the kick contains
hydrogen sulfide gas, then a flare is needed at the end of the mud-gas separator vent line or the bypass line.
The presence of hydrogen sulfide gas suggests that bullheading should be strongly considered.

Constant Bottomhole Pressure Methods
The constant bottomhole pressure methods recommended for kick circulation in floating drilling
operations are the same as those recommended in land and platform drilling applications, but with
a few modifications to account for the CLFP and swap out of mud to gas and then gas back to mud
when the kick enters the long, vertical choke line. The primary methods are the driller’s method and
wait-and-weight method.

Driller’s Method and Wait-and-Weight Mthod
The only difference in application of the two primary kick circulation methods on a floater compared
with that for land and platform operations is the adjustments that have to be made for the friction
pressure in the choke line and the possible use of both the choke and kill line to bring the kick to
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the surface. As the circulation is started, the SICP must be adjusted downward (by operation of the
choke) so that the CLFP is not applied to the casing shoe when the desired pump rate is reached.

Number of Choke and Kill Lines
If the SICP is less than the expected CLFP, then it will be impossible to remove all the pressure
because the choke will become fully opened as start up progresses, and choke control capability lost.
In this case, the operator should use both the choke and the kill lines to circulate the kick, or plan
circulation at a slower pump rate. Obviously the CLFP must be known in advance.

Choke Line Friction Pressure (CLFP) Measurement
There are three methods for measuring the CLFP and one method for adjusting the CLFP value after
mud weight has been increased.
CLFP Measurement Method #1
A good time to obtain measurements of CLFP is at the time the slow pump rate pressure measurements
are being made. A bad time to take CLF pressure measurements is immediately after an extended
non-circulatiog time, or if the mud has cooled from the seawater, or if the mud has gelled. Many
operators favor getting the measurements just after casing has been run and cemented, just prior to
drilling out. This protects the formation at the shoe from being over-pressured by the CLFP. Figure
11.31 illustrates the way CLFP is measured. The well is first circulated in the normal way at three
different slow pump rates and the circulating pressures recorded – this provides the slow pump rate
data. Next a ram BOP is closed and the well is circulated at the same three slow pump rates, down the
drill pipe and up an open choke line below the closed ram. The circulating pressures are recorded. The
slow circulating pressure measurements (BOP Open) are subtracted from the measurements made
while circulating up the choke line (BOP closed) to obtain the three CLFP values.
Figure 11.31. Choke Line Friction Pressure Measurement Method #1

Cement
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Cement

Cement

CLFP = SCRpsi up choke line (closed BOP) – SCRpsi up riser (open BOP)
Where SCRpsi is the slow circulating pressure at the slow circulating rate used to gather the
measurements. All pump pressure measurements should be recorded from the gauge readings on the
choke panel used for circulating kicks.
Figure 11.32. Worksheet for CLFP Measurement by Method #1

Choke Line Friction Pressure (CLFP)
CLFP = (Circulating Pressure through Choke and/or Kill Line) - (Circulating Pressure through open BOP) At _____ PPG
Kill Rate Speed
(STKS/MIN)

Pump Output
(BBLS/STK)

Circ Rate
(BBLS/MIN)

Circ thru
Open BOP
SCR (PSI)

Circ Pres
thru Choke
Line (PSI)

Circ Pres
thru Choke &
Kill Line (PSI)

CLFP

Choke Line
(PSI)

Choke & Kill
Line (PSI)

PUMP
NO.1

PUMP
NO.2

It is also prudent to repeat the circulation with both the choke and Figure 11.33. Illustration of CLFP
the kill lines open to determine CLFP values for the possibility of Measurement by Method #2
circulating a kick up both the choke and the kill line. Circulating up
both the choke and kill line is illustrated in the right side of figure
11.31. The WCS Kill Sheet has a worksheet on its reverse side for
subsea calculations. The worksheet for the determination of CLFP by
Method #1 is shown in figure 11.32.
CLFP Measurement Method #2
An alternative technique to measuring the CLFP at any time drilling
is in progress is to pump down the choke line while the drill string,
well and riser are being circulated as shown in figure 11.33. The pump
rate down the choke line must be the same as that being circulated.
This method also allows slow circulating rate pressure data to be
obtained at the same time as the CLFP data. The riser ID is so large
that the small incremental volume flow increase in the riser will add a

Cement
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Figure 11.34
negligible pressure increase at the shoe. The slow circulating rate
Illustration
of
CLFP Measurement by
pressure is that recorded on the standpipe and the CLFP is the
Method #3
pumping pressure down the choke line. Similarly, CLFP data for
the situation of using both the choke and the kill line can be
obtained by pumping down both the choke and kill lines. The
inherent assumption is that one-half the flow will go down the
choke line and one-half down the kill line.

CLFP Measurement Method #3
A third method to obtain CLFP is to circulate across the BOP
stack by pumping down one line and taking returns up the other
line, with BOPs closed above and below the two lines, as shown
in figure 11.34. The CLFP is one half the pumping pressure at the
given slow circulation rate. A major benefit of this method is that
Cement
it can be performed after a kick has been taken, when the well is
shut-in on a hang-off ram and the annular BOP is also closed.
Also, if the choke and kill lines were filled with a light fluid (with
no solids) to prevent gel and settling/plugging during normal
drilling operations, the light fluid can be displaced and the CLFP
determined with the mud used in the drilling operation. One
disadvantage of this method is CLFP cannot be measured for the situation of circulating a kick up
both lines, nor can slow circulation rate pressure be obtained.
CLFP Obtained by Method #4
If the mud’s density has changed, but there is no significant change in its rheological properties, an
estimate of the new CLFP can be obtained by simple mathematical corrections.
CLFPNew = CLFPold * (NMW ÷ OMW)
Table 11.6. Data for CLFP pressure measurement.
Pump #

1
1
1
2
2
2
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Mud

Kill Rate Speed

Weight

(spm)

(ppg)

(psi)

10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5

20
30
40
20
30
40

Slow Pump
Pressure
Circulating thru
Open BOP

Slow Pump
Pressure
Circulating Up
Choke Line

Slow Pump
Pressure
Circulating Up
Choke & Kill

(psi)

(psi)

(psi)

400
900
1600
380
850
1550

500
1,125
2,000
5,00
1,100
1,950

425
960
1,700
400
920
1,640

Success of this estimation depends on having a correct previously-measured value of CLFP with the
old mud weight.
Problem #1: Use the data in table 6 and the worksheet in figure 11.32 to determine the CLFP for the
choke line alone and the choke and kill line together at the three kill rate speeds for which data were
collected for pumps #1 and #2.
Problem #2. If a kick is taken after drilling beyond the depth at which the above data were recorded
and the SICP is 200 psi, could the kick be circulated out using only the choke line and a slow
circulating rate of 30 spm? Why or why not?
Problem #3. The mud weight is increased to 11.0 ppg, but there was no chance for conducting a new
set of CLFP measurements before a kick is taken. What is the estimated CLFP for the single choke
line using pump #1 at a kill rate of 40 spm?

Compensating for Choke Line Friction at Start Up
Following shut-in for a kick, it is important that the Supervisor check to ensure that the SICP is
greater than the CLFP. If not, it would be impossible to remove all the CLFP at pump start up. If
this is the case, the Supervisor should consider (a) selecting a slower circulating rate for which the
CLFP is less than the SICP, or (b) using both the choke and kill line to circulate the kick. Of course
to do the later, the CLFP must have been previously measured by circulating up both the choke and
kill line at the selected pump rate.
To initiate kick circulation using either the driller’s method or the wait-and-weight method, the
general procedure is to slowly increase the pump speed to the slow circulating rate (SCR) while
keeping the bottomhole pressure constant. In land operations, recall this involved keeping the SICP
constant as the pump was brought up to speed. With the long, small diameter choke line, there is
CLFP that must be accounted for. In field practice this is accomplished by either (1) opening the
choke to mathematically subtract the CLFP from the SICP as the pump is brought up to speed, or
(2) monitoring the pressure in the BOP stack with the static kill line and adjusting the choke so as to
keep the pressure within the stack constant. In some cases, there is a pressure transducer mounted at
a BOP outlet on the stack (somewhere below the closed BOP) and this transducer pressure reading
is kept constant as the pump is brought up to speed.
The pump is brought up to speed in increments. Pump speed is first increased to one-half the SCR
and one-fourth the CLFP (at the desired final slow pump rate) is subtracted from the SICP by choke
adjustment. Pump speed is then increased to three-fourths the SCR and the choke is adjusted to
reflect one-half of the CLFP has been subtracted from the SICP. The process is repeated at seveneights the SCR and again at 100 percent the SCR. At seven-eights slow pump speed, the total amount
of CLFP that should be have been subtracted at that point is three-fourths CLFP, and when the
last increment in pump speed is attained to reach the pre-planned SCR, all of the CLFP has been
removed from the SICP reading by final adjustment of the choke.
This technique can be thought of as a four-step process. The WCS kill sheet includes a workspace to
assist with successfully implementing the described technique. The workspace is shown in figure 11.35.
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Figure 11.35. Pump start-up casing pressure schedule.
Pump Start-Up (Choke Pressure Schedule)
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Alternatively, if the kill line or a pressure transducer is being used to monitor the pressure within the
BOP stack, the choke is simply opened enough to maintain the surface pressure on the static kill line
at a constant value or the reading from the pressure transducer within the BOP stack at a constant
value. As before, if the static kill line or BOP stack pressure transducer is being used to monitor stack
pressure, these readings continue to be held constant (by choke adjustment) at their original shut-in
values. If CLFP is greater than the SICP, the casing gauge will drop to zero, then drop no more. In
other words, all the CLFP that can be removed has been removed. Then, as additional SPM are added
(circulation rate increased), the DP pump pressure will increase, thereby increasing BHP. Should
this occur, the pumping should be stopped (in reverse procedure as used to start up), restarted for a
planned lower final SPM (slower SPM) so that SICP is greater than the CLFP or the circulation be
routed through both choke and kill lines.
If two lines are used to circulate the kick, then the static kill line is no longer available and either the
mathematical choke adjustments are required or there must be a pressure transducer within the BOP
stack that can be used to make the proper choke adjustments and keep bottomhole pressure constant.
(Remember that keeping the pressure within the BOP at its shut-in value ensures bottomhole pressure
is constant because there is essentially zero friction pressure loss in the annulus at the SCR.)
Problem #4. A well is shut-in with a SICP of 220 psi. After completing a kill sheet, it was determined
that the kick was to be circulated at 30 spm, using both the choke and the kill lines, where the CLFP
was previously measured to be 100 psi (circulating up the two lines simultaneously) at 30 spm. What
should the casing pressures and pump stroke rates be as the speed is increased from 0 spm to 30 spm?
Hint: Use the workspace shown in figure 34 to develop the schedule.

Compensating for Hydrostatic Head Changes in Choke/Kill Lines
After the pump has been successfully brought to speed using one of the techniques just described, the
kick control is maintained by either (1) keeping the drill pipe (standpipe) pressure constant (driller’s
method) or (2) following a precalculated pressure reduction schedule (wait-and-weight method).
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For the driller’s method, the drill pipe pressure should be held constant at the pressure shown on
the standpipe gauge when the pumps have been brought up to the slow circulating rate (SCR)
and the CLFP properly adjusted (subtracted from the SICP) as the SCR is reached. Ideally this
standpipe pressure should be equal to the SCRpsi + SIDPP. For the wait-and-weight method, the
initial circulating pressure (ICP) should be the standpipe pressure observed when the pumps are
brought up to the slow circulating rate and the CLFP properly accounted for (subtracted from the
SICP). Ideally the ICP will be the SCRpsi + SIDPP. For the pressure reduction schedule, the final
circulating pressure (FCP) is the (ICP – SIDPP) * (NMW/OMW) when the mud is weighted up to
a balanced mud weight.
Control is relatively simple until free gas begins to enter the choke line. At this point, pressures within
the BOP stack (and at the bottom) will have a tendency to rapidly decrease at a constant pump speed
because mud hydrostatic is being “lost” as gas fills the choke line. Velocities are approximately 25
times greater in the choke line than in the annulus. The choke operator must be prepared to rapidly
close the choke to maintain the drill pipe pressure constant (driller’s method) or maintain the correct
pressure reduction schedule (wait-and-weight method).
To be successful, the choke operator must have a reasonable estimate of the time of arrival of the kick
to the choke line inlet, otherwise it may be impossible to prevent a sudden drop in bottomhole pressure
and subsequent “secondary kick”. This issue provides incentive for selecting a SCR as low as practical.
A second alternative is to stop circulation when it has been estimated that the kick is near the surface,
close the choke, and restart at a slower circulation rate. However, restarting is not as simple as it would
be on a land operation because the restart must include accounting for a new CLFP at the slower rate.
Fortunately, most deepwater drilling operations employ synthetic based drilling muds and when the
kick has neared the BOP stack, much (if not all) of the gas will remain in solution. Hence, there will
not be a radical loss of hydrostatic pressure as the kick enters the choke line.
The choke operator must also be wary of the point in time when clean mud following the kick
begins to enter the choke line. At that point the hydrostatic pressure in the wellbore will have a
tendency to increase as gas is being displaced from the choke line, especially with water-based muds.
The choke operator must be prepared to rapidly open the choke to maintain a constant bottomhole
pressure. Fortunately, this point in the circulation process can be more accurately calculated and
the choke operator placed on alert. In some cases the kill mud causes a CLFP significantly greater
than the original mud. Hence during the later stages of the kick circulation, the choke could reach
its maximum opening size and cannot properly compensate for the CLFP, This would impose an
increase in BHP. The supervisor should then consider slowing down the pumping speed (SPM), thus
reducing CLFP and BHP imposed on the well.
After a consistent measurement of MW verifies that KWM has reached the surface, circulation is
stopped and a “dead well check” is performed. The choke is closed as the pumps are stopped, with
pumping stopped prior to complete closure of the choke so as to avoid trapped pressure. To assure
there is no gas in the riser, the diverter is often closed and the returns routed to the trip tank. After
a period of time, with no pressure build up the choke can be opened. However prior to opening the
BOP, a procedure to remove any trapped gas below the closed BOP.
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Other Methods to Handle Kicks
Bullheading

One alternative to circulating the kick is bullheading. The procedures used for bullheading are
essentially the same as those used in surface stack operations. Bullheading should be considered
for lost returns, partial lost returns, underground flows, and kicks with hydrogen sulfide gas.
Bullheading is used more often in deepwater floating drilling operations because the generally narrow
margin between LOT and ECD makes kick circulation risky, as an underground flow may develop.
Bullheading is generally more successful when there is a short interval of open hole. With long
intervals of open hole, the risk of creating a fracture connecting two permeable zones and thereby
developing an underground flow must be considered.
If an underground flow already exists, a modification of the bullheading process has often proven
successful. This technique involves bullheading down the annulus and the drill string simultaneously,
creating what is sometimes referred to as a “sandwich” kill.

Volumetric Methods
When drill pipe is in the hole and there is pressure communication with the annulus and gas is
migrating up the annulus, the drill pipe can be used to monitor the bottomhole pressure and mud
bled at the surface to maintain a constant drill pipe pressure (and therefore a constant bottomhole
pressure). If the drill pipe is plugged, or not in the hole, or there is a “bridge” in the annulus, then
the drill pipe cannot be used to monitor and bleed as needed. For those situations, a stair step or
lubricate and bleed technique may be valuable.
The stair step technique and the lubricate-and-bleed technique discussed in chapter 6 are also applicable
to floating drilling to a limited extent. Because the location of the liquid/gas interface is not usually
known, the hydrostatic pressure per volume of mud pumped cannot be established with confidence.
If the gas completely fills the choke line (or both lines if two are being used) and also occupies
the upper sections of the wellbore, then the number of barrels of mud that equate to a calculated
hydrostatic pressure will change after the annulus becomes full with pumping. At this point, the
change in hydrostatic pressure per barrel of mud, herein referred to as the swapping ratio, will greatly
increase due to the lower capacity of the choke (and kill) line. One can never be certain as to which
swapping ratio is to be used – that for the wellbore annulus or that for the choke/kill line.

Dynamic Lubrication Methods
A variance of the lubricate-and-bleed method is called dynamic lubrication. Dynamic lubrication has
been proposed by J.L. Matthews and A.T. Bourgoyne (1983) and further investigated experimentally
R. R. Ramtahl (2001). This concept involves bleeding gas while simultaneously slowly pumping
(lubricating) mud into the well. The process is continuous rather than having alternating steps of
pumping mud and bleeding gas. With a surface BOP, mud could be pumped down the kill line while
gas is bled at the choke. To keep bottomhole pressure constant, a slow pump rate is chosen and gas
is bled so as to follow a casing annulus pressure schedule that continuously reduces casing pressure as
hydrostatic pressure is added to the wellbore.
Application of this method is not practical in floating drilling operations because of the long, vertical
runs of the choke and kill lines. If the volume of gas exceeds that of the choke line, then some gas
must be in the wellbore annulus. When the annulus becomes full of mud, then each barrel of mud
significantly increases the hydrostatic pressure, requiring the switch to a second pressure schedule
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(gas bleeding) to avoid excessive increases in bottomhole pressure. Predicting the point to switch the
casing pressure schedule (to account for mud entering the choke line) is generally not possible.
A more practical form of dynamic lubrication that protects the bottom and casing shoe from being
over pressured could be better termed flushing. A lower pipe ram is closed and drilling mud is
pumped down the kill line, across the BOP stack and up the choke line. In this manner, the closed
ram serves to protect the wellbore from being over pressured. If gas remains below the closed ram,
it can be removed by staging (open the ram, let more gas migrate up the choke line, and repeat the
process). If there is no pipe in the hole, even this “compromised” method becomes impractical for
many configurations of subsea stacks that lack a means to circulate across a stack above the blind
shearing ram.

Kick Handling While Drilling Riserless

Kick Detection Issues While Drilling Riserless
Drilling riserless presents new challenges because there are no returns to be monitored. Normally
this drilling is done with seawater as the drilling fluid. With riserless drilling, the ROV becomes the
most reliable tool for kick detection. A camera on the ROV is used to monitor for the presence of gas
bubbles and/or increased turbulence at the exit of the wellhead. Frequent flow checks are also used to
determine if flow continues from the well when the pumps are shut down.

Riserless Kick Handling Methods
While drilling the top hole prior to the installation of the BOP stack, drilling is generally performed
riserless, except in very shallow water (less than 600 feet.). There are generally two types of kicks
encountered while drilling riserless: shallow gas flows and shallow water flows (which often include
significant amounts of gas).

Shallow Water/Gas Flows
While drilling in the weak, shallow sediments found offshore, highly permeable sand zones containing
water and/or gas are often encountered. The permeability of these zones is often in the range two
to five Darcy and the pressures are 80 percent to 90 percent of overburden. The fluids in these
reservoirs range from saltwater with small percentages of gas to dry gas. When drilled with seawater,
an underbalanced condition will occur and they will flow into the wellbore, rapidly displacing the
mud and creating an uncontrolled flow to the exit of the subsea wellhead (or to the surface if drilled
with a riser).
In some areas, these shallow flows result from the drilling of hydrates. The ice-like crystals are found
at shallow depths in deep water where the pressure is high and the temperatures relatively low. As the
cuttings circulate toward the seabed, the environmental pressure is reduced and the disassociation
of the hydrates liberates free gas, further reducing the wellbore pressures to the point where an
underbalanced condition exists. Hence any deeper pockets of shallow gas or water (not in hydrate
form) that are exposed begin to flow into the wellbore.
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Shallow Flow Prevention Technique, Procedures and Practices
The best way to handle shallow water or gas flow is to prevent it. Geohazard surveys can be used to
select a more optimal drilling location and/or select surface casing setting depths prior to reaching
a zone with shallow flow potential. The latter is not always possible because the formation integrity
above the shallow flow zones identified may not allow for closing a BOP. Another prevention technique
to consider is to drill with whole mud rather than seawater. Care must be exercised when selecting
a mud weight, because there is little difference between formation fracture pressure and formation
fluid pressures. This leaves very little margin for error when designing the mud. This is expensive,
but it reduces the probability that the water (and any gas) dilute the mud weight enough to create an
unbalanced condition. When tripping out after drilling the hole for surface casing, consider filling the
hole with a weighted mud to avoid any tendency for the well to be swabbed in. Other good practices
include regular hole sweeps with a viscous pill, control the drilling rate (ROP), and in some cases
consider the use of real-time logging data (resistivity and gamma) if the logging tool can be place
closely above the bit.

Indicators, Detection Methods and Equipment
When a shallow flow containing water and gas or dry gas is encountered, it is normally detected by a
decrease in pump pressure and an increase in pump speed. The water flows with low concentrations
of gas are more difficult to detect because the circulating pressure drop is much less than for a gas
flow. Other indicators of flow are from an ROV camera, where the presence of gas bubbles in the
returns exiting the wellhead can be observed. As the flow unloads the drilling mud in the annulus,
the presence of a shallow gas flow becomes more obvious and easily confirmed. Shallow water flows
are more difficult to detect with the ROV camera because the exit velocities and turbulence levels
are much lower. In some cases a shallow flow is not detected until after the casing has been run and
cemented. These water flows may later broach to the surface at a considerable distance from the
wellbore. The ROV camera must continue to observe the surface in the vicinity of the well on a
regular basis.

Shallow Flow Well Control Procedures
A dynamic kill is the standard procedure for handling a shallow water/gas flow. Prior to drilling the
surface hole, a volume of kill mud is prepared (typically 500 barrels of 10 ppg to 14 ppg mud) and
made ready for pumping should a shallow gas flow be encountered. After confirmation of a shallow
gas flow, the driller switches suction to the tank of kill mud and the pump rate is immediately
increased to as high a rate as practical. Two or more mud pumps may be used. This kill fluid is
injected into the bottom of the well and mixes with the water and/or gas flowing at a high rate.
This mixing increases both the hydrostatic pressure and friction pressure in the annulus. The well is
killed by the combination of mixture hydrostatic pressure and friction pressure and will ultimately
overbalance the formation pressure of the flowing water/gas.
After the water/gas flow has been stopped, pumping is ceased and the well allowed to seek equilibrium.
The kill mud will fill the well to a point where the pressure integrity of the very shallow sediments
near the mud line is exceeded and the kill mud will U-tube from the drill pipe and flow into these
upper sediments. Seawater will back-fill from the surface and equilibrium ultimately achieved. In
most cases, the section of top hole drilled will be lost due to wellbore erosion. The well will then be
filled with cement and abandoned for moving to a new site.
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It should be noted that there is no guarantee of achieving a dynamic kill. In many cases, wellbore
erosion will be so large that the hydrostatic pressure of the mixture and the friction, when combined,
are not sufficient to overcome the formation pressure. In these cases, the flowing formations will
ultimately become depleted or bridge over, but the process may require many days.
Another technique for drilling the surface hole that increases the probability of success of a dynamic
kill is to drill a pilot hole. Typically 9⅞ inch or 8½ inch pilot holes are drilled and later opened up
prior to running the BOP and surface casing. The small diameter of the pilot hole increases friction
pressure during the kill process and minimizes the total volume of kill mud needed. Some operators
use long sections of large OD drill collars to create a long, narrow annulus to increase the frictional
component of the dynamic kill. Often a hole opener placed several feet above the bit is used while
drilling the pilot hole, but if a hole opener or reamer is placed too close to the bit, the advantage
of the pilot hole is lost. It is often better to drill the pilot hole and then open it up with a separate
bit run. In either case, erosion will occur very quickly, especially if gas concentrations are large and
wellbore velocities are high. It is important that the dynamic kill be initiated as quickly as possible.

Other Floating Drilling Well Control Concerns

Riser Gas Considerations – Danger of Free Gas in the Riser
In deepwater floating drilling operations, any gas that gets into the riser is of major concern. Serious
injury and even death have occurred because drilling personnel were not aware of gas in the riser, nor
did they understand how rapidly it comes out of solution (if dissolved in synthetic oil-based mud)
and how violently the gas expands as it nears the surface.
Procedures have been used for minimizing the possibility of gas in the marine riser and handling gas
if it is already present. These procedures include:
•

Closing the diverter when the BOPs are closed on a kick

•

Lining up to vent returns overboard or through a riser degasser

•

Insuring that the closed BOP is not leaking

•

Closing the diverter if there is a loss of mud in the riser

•

Circulating the riser with the mud boost valve (if available)

•

Removing any gas trapped in the BOP stack after kick circulation

Because it is possible that some of the gas influx may already be past the BOP stack when the well
is shut in, it is advisable to close the diverter after the BOP has been closed. If the rig has a mud-gas
separator dedicated to removing riser gas, then the riser returns should be lined up to pass through
it. Later, if gas begins to expand rapidly when lined up through the riser degasser, open an overboard
vent line and close the line to the riser degasser. If there is no riser degasser, line the returns to the
trip tank and carefully monitor it for flow from the riser. Should the gas begin to expand rapidly,
open one of the overboard vent lines and close the line to the trip tank.
After hang off, the hang-off ram BOP can be monitored for leakage. Close a BOP above the hangoff ram and use the kill line to monitor pressures between the two closed BOPs. Increasing pressure
would indicate the hang-off ram is leaking. Closing the BOP above the BOP that has shut in the well
prevents leaked gas from entering the riser. After shut-in of a well, if the diverter has not yet been
closed and there is a drop in the mud level in the riser, close the diverter because the loss of mud
lowers the hydrostatic pressure everywhere in the riser and dissolved gas may begin to rapidly break
free. Keep the riser full from the top or the mud boost line.
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Before drilling can commence, the riser and all choke/kill lines must be displaced to kill weight mud
to ensure the correct overbalance is applied. If the rig has a mud boost line, there are two alternatives
for circulating the riser. It might be done before a kick is circulated during the time the well kill
procedures are being developed. This helps ensure the riser is free of gas before kick circulation.
Alternatively, circulation of the riser through the mud boost line might be done as the well is being
circulated. This would allow the driller’s method to be rapidly implemented. The disadvantage is the
crew now has to focus on two procedures simultaneously – watching the riser for evidence of gas
breakout while managing the kick circulation. The riser could be circulated with original mud or kill
weight mud. Circulation of kill weight mud fills the riser with the correct mud density before drilling
operations resume. If the riser is circulated, choice of circulation rate depends on the flow capacity of
the mud boost line, the liquid and gas handling capacity of the surface equipment, and if circulating
a kill weight mud, the capacity of the mud mixing system.
Figure 11.36

Trapped Gas in the BOP
After circulating a kick from below a closed annular BOP, there is very likely some trapped gas
between the bottom of the annular element and the choke line chosen for circulation. With some
large bore BOP stack configurations, this volume has been calculated to be as much as eight barrels.
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It is possible that the volume below the closed annular is entirely gas, even if the mud were oil-based
or synthetic oil-based. (The kick may have exceeded the saturation capacity of the drilling fluid.) This
volume will have, as a minimum, a pressure equivalent to the hydrostatic pressure of the kill fluid
in the choke line after kick circulation. If the kick were circulated from below the annular through
the gas bleed line (not available on all rigs), then the volume will be small and not likely to present a
problem. If the kick were circulated from below a hang-off ram, the volume of gas below the annular
BOP may or may not be small, depending on how long the kick was in the well before the decision
to hang-off on a ram was made and the migration rate of the kick.
An example of a BOP stack with a large volume of trapped gas is shown in figure 11.36. Here
the kick was circulated out below a hang-off ram after a large amount of time elapsed prior to
making a decision to hang-off. There is a potential for trapped gas to fill the space between the closed
annular and the closed hang-off ram. Before the annular BOP can be opened, trapped gas should
be removed. Otherwise, a large slug of gas will enter the riser and could migrate upward. Ultimately
it would rapidly expand as it neared the surface and possibly create an unmanageable containment
situation on the drilling vessel.
Table 11.7. Example procedure for performing trapped gas removal.

Step

Action

1

Isolate the wellbore from the interior of the BOP stack that might contain trapped gas (close
a ram if the trapped gas zone not already isolated).

2

While holding back-pressure at the choke, circulate seawater (water-based mud) or base
fluid (oil or synthetic base fluid) down a kill line and up the choke line using outlets just
above the closed ram. Do not let the back-pressure fall below the differential hydrostatic
pressure of the kill fluid and the light fluid pumped into stack, to avoid pre-mature expansion
of the gas.

3

After circulation is completed, continue to hold back-pressure on the choke line and BOP
stack.

4

Close the kill line “fail-safe” valves.

5

Bleed the choke line pressure as rapidly as possible, allowing the energy of the trapped gas
to blow the light base fluid from the choke line. This may not always completely remove
the fluid from the line, but it will reduce the pressure inside the isolated area to well below
seawater hydrostatic.

6

Open the annular and sweep the remaining gas and light fluid up the choke line by
letting the riser fluid U-tube into the choke line. Be sure to fill the riser from the top as the
displacement occurs.

7

Close the annular and pump kill weight mud down the kill line and up the choke line. Pump
until MWout = MWin.

8

Open the annular and pump kill weight mud down both the choke line and the kill line or
the lowermost of these lines, removing any remaining trapped gas. Displace the original
mud in 25% stages, pausing 15 minutes after each pumping stage to observe for flow from
the riser.

9

Check for pressure under the closed ram. If there is any remaining pressure, circulate
bottoms up through the bit to ensure well and choke/kill lines are filled with kill mud. Open
rams when shut-in pressures are zero.
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A general procedure for circulating gas from below an annular BOP is to isolate the wellbore and use
the energy of the trapped gas to displace mud in the choke line. Then clean up the remaining gas by
circulating across the stack and then U-tubing mud from the riser into the choke line. An example
procedure for trapped gas removal is outlined in table 11.7.
Floating drilling vessels with dynamically positioned (DP) equipment for station-keeping are equipped
with systems for quickly execuiting an emergency disconnect should the station-keeping system fail.
These emergency disconnect sequence (EDS) systems generally include a sequence of commands that
MUX control systems relay to the pods on the LMRP. These commands typically include closing the
blind shearing rams, closing any open fail-safe valves on the BOP stack, retracting the stabs on both
subsea pods, and disconnecting the LMRP from the BOP. The driller can execute the EDS by pressing
a single button on his control panel. On rigs without a MUX control system, emergency disconnects
require the driller to singly execute the stack functions in the order listed above. As a general rule,
closing the hang-off ram and setting a tooljoint on that ram are the first step. Obviously the driller
must be very familiar with the steps required to ensure a safe disconnect and secure the well.

Summary
The basic well control principles used in land/platform drilling apply to floating drilling operations,
but the environment introduces a number of unique attributes in the equipment and kick handling
procedures. Placing the BOP stack on the seafloor creates complexity in the equipment, particularly
the BOP control system. The requirement for a marine drilling riser to transport returns from the
seafloor and the long, vertical C&K lines add complexity to kick circulation practices.
Direct hydraulics is the predominant type of BOP control system used in more shallow waters and
MUX systems are primarily used in deep water and ultra-deep waters. These control systems include
a capability for making a rapid disconnect of the riser from the BOP stack in the event that the vessel
unexpectedly moves off location due to a failure of the station keeping system. Acoustic control
systems and ROV intervention capability are the primary back up BOP control systems.
The frictional pressure losses (CLFP) in the long C&K lines are significant, even at the slow circulation
rates used for kick circulation, and must be accounted for when implementing the constant bottomhole
pressure methods. First, the CLFP must be measured in advance of any need to circulate a kick and
recorded on the kill sheet. Then as the pump is brought up to speed for circulation of a kick, the
CLFP must be accounted for. CLFP is accounted for by either subtracting it from the SICP during
the start up process, or by monitoring the surface pressure gauge on the static kill line and opening
the choke so as to keep the kill line pressure reading constant as the pump is brought up to speed.
Top hole is generally drilled riserless, before a sufficient depth is achieved to support shut-in with
the BOP and avoid loss of pressure integrity in the shallow sediments. The exception to drilling top
hole riserless is when water depths are shallow, generally less than 600 feet. Kicks that occur while
drilling the top hole are handled by dynamic kills. A kill mud is pumped at a high rate, often with two
or more pumps, thereby increasing the hydrostatic pressure and frictional pressure in the wellbore.
If a riser is being used to drill the top hole, the diverter is closed and the dynamic kill executed by
diverting the returns overboard.
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. The BOP stack is located at the seafloor in floating drilling operations. This
introduces complexity in operating and controlling the BOPs. Why must the BOP
stack be located at the seafloor?

2. When there is a BOP stack at the seafloor, Why is it necessary to also have a diverter?

3. What are gas hydrates and why are they of concern?

4. What are three concerns created by the long choke and kill lines in deepwater
floating drilling well control?

5. The hydraulically actuated gate valves on the subsea BOPs are called fail-safe valves.
Under what conditions might they not automatically function when hydraulic
control pressure has been lost?

6. What are two uses of the mud boost line on a marine riser?
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7. The choke line friction pressure has been measured to 240 psi at 40 spm with
Pump #1 and 230 psi at 40 spm with Pump #2. The SICP was measured to be 120
psi. There is a very small margin between the LOT and the MW in use. Is it wise to
circulate a kick up the choke line with either pump at 40 spm? Why or Why not?

Q&A

8. How many BOP control pods are there in a floating drilling BOP control system?

9. Why is it advisable to shut in a well with the annular BOP on a floating drilling rig
even if you plan to hang-off the drill string on a ram BOP lower in the stack?

10. What is the purpose of a deadman system? How does it work?

11. Why is trapped gas in a subsea BOP stack of concern and how does the gas get
trapped?

12. Why are pilot holes useful in dynamic kills of shallow gas?

13. What is the safest method to handle a kick with hydrogen sulfide gas when there
is no capability to flair the vent line from the mud-gas separator?
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Q&A

14. What type of BOP control system is found most often on drill ships operating in
ultra deep waters?

15. What are the diameters of typical diverter vent (overboard) lines found on
floating drilling rigs? What type valves are preferred for opening and closing these
overboard lines?

16. A floating drilling rig has an air gap of 130 feet and is operating in a water depth of
6,000 feet. The mud weight is 11 ppg and the current TVD of the well is 14,000 feet.
The seawater density is 8.62 ppg. If the riser is disconnected and no BOP is closed,
what is the loss of hydrostatic pressure at TVD? What is the riser margin? Do you
think the well should become underbalanced if the pore pressure at TVD is 10.4
ppg?
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Notes

Q&A
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Coiled Tubing
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:

12

•

Discuss and answer questions on the general uses of coiled tubing.

•

Discuss and answer questions on advantages and disadvantages of coiled tubing.

•

Discuss and answer questions on the useful life of coiled tubing.

•

Identify and discuss coiled tubing equipment.

•

Discuss how coiled tubing is used in various well servicing operations such as logging,
treating, acidizing, etc.

•

Identify problems and complications that can occur during a coiled tubing operation.

•

Discuss and answer questions about controlling the well before, during, and after
problems and/or complications occur.

•

Perform calculations relative to force, area, capacity, volume, and displacement and state
the purpose of these calculations.

The coiled tubing unit has evolved into a portable, compact and efficient unit that eliminates the
problem of making and breaking connections going in and out of the hole. It uses a continuous
length of variously sized tubing that is stored on a reel. The length is usually sufficient to reach the
well’s total depth or plug back depth. The reel of tubing does not move the pipe, as is commonly
thought by those unfamiliar with a coiled tubing unit; rather it is a tubing injector/extractor that
controls the tubing movement.
The origins of continuous tubing technology (coiled tubing) can be traced to work pioneered by
Allied engineering teams during the Second World War. Project PLUTO, Pipe Lines Under The
Ocean, was a top secret Allied invasion project involving the deployment of pipelines from the coast
of England to several points along the coast of France. The continuous-length three-inch ID pipe
was wound upon massive hollow conundrums (floating spools) and was designed to be sufficiently
buoyant with a full spool of pipeline to be towed behind cable-laying ships. At the completion of
Project PLUTO, the Allied forces deployed a total of 23 pipelines, of which 17 pipelines were laid
across the English Channel to provide a continuous supply of fuel to sustain the Allied invasion
for the liberation of Europe. Some 172,000,000 gallons of fuel were delivered to the allied armies
through PLUTO pipelines at a rate of more than one million gallons per day.
The development of the most common coiled tubing injector in use today can be traced back to
G. H. Calhoun, et al (U.S. Patent No. 2,567,009). This apparatus provided the ability to insert,
suspend, and extract strings of elongated cylindrical elements (such as tubing, cables, etc.) for highpressure well services. A modified version of this device was developed for use in the U.S. submarine
fleet to enable vessels to deploy radio communications antennae to the ocean surface while still
submerged. Using the Calhoun et al concept, Bowen Tools developed a vertical, counter-rotating
chain tractor device called the A/N Bra-18 Antenna Transfer System, designed to deploy a ⅝-inch
OD polyethylene encapsulated brass antenna from as deep as 600 feet beneath the water. Fabric12-1

reinforced phenolic saddle blocks were installed down the middle section of both sets of chains and
they secured the antenna within blocks that were grooved to match the outer diameter of the tube.
The antenna was stored on a spool beneath the antenna transfer system for ease of deployment and
retrieval. The pressure seal was provided by a stripper-type element that allowed the antenna to
penetrate the hull of the vessel. The basic principles of this design concept aided in the development
of the prototype coiled tubing injector systems in use today.

Coiled Tubing Applications
•

Sand and Solids Washing

•

Paraffin and Asphaltene Cleanouts

•

Unloading Wells and Initiating Production

•

Formation Stimulation (Acidizing)

•

Cementing

•

Sand Consolidation

•

Thru-Tubing Milling Services

•

Drilling

•

Circulating Kill Weight Fluids

•

Conveying Logging and Perforating Tools

•

Fishing and Running Tools

•

Chemical Injection Strings

•

Production Tubing

•

Tubingless Completions

•

Siphon Strings For Secondary Production

Figure 12.1. Illustration of a coiled tubing unit.

�
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Coiled Tubing Advantages

Figure 12.2. A coiled tubing unit.

•

Coiled tubing can be deployed and retrieved
while continuously circulating fluids.

•

Ability to work with surface pressure present.
No need to kill the well.

•

The body of the coiled tubing has no
connections to make or break.

•

Increased personnel safety due to reduced pipe
handling needs.

•

Reduced service time as compared to jointed
tubing rigs.

•

Units are highly mobile and compact. Smaller
crews are needed.

•

Formation damage is minimized when
workover is performed without killing well.

•

Lack of tubing connections or couplings
provide greater clearance in the annulus and
afford larger sizes of CT to be run as compared
to jointed tubing.

•

Existing completion tubulars remain in place, minimizing replacement expense for
tubing and components.

•

Ability to perform continuous well control operations, especially with pipe in motion.

Coiled Tubing Disadvantages
•

Coiled tubing is subjected to bend cycling, which causes the tubing to fatigue (wear out)
and requires frequent pipe replacement.

•

Coiled tubing will typically have a thinner wall thickness as compared to jointed tubing
(with the exception of “macaroni” or small tubing). This will limit the tensile load strength
of the tubing.

•

Due to the effects of bend-cycle fatigue, the specified yield strength of the coiled tubing
material will be reduced. This adversely affects the burst and collapse resistance of the
tubing.

•

Due to reel transport concerns (height and weight), there is a limited length of coiled
tubing which may be spooled onto a reel.

•

Sizes of coiled tubing available for services are limited, however 2⅜-inch and 2⅞-inch
are common sizes.

•

Due to small diameters and long string lengths, pressure losses are typically very high
when pumping fluids through coiled tubing. Circulation rates through coiled tubing are
low when compared to similar sizes of jointed tubing.

•

The biggest disadvantages of not being able to rotate the pipe has been partly overcome
by the development of downhole rotating tools that can be used for light drilling or
milling. However, coiled tubing cannot be rotated at surface.
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Figure 12.3

Coiled Tubing Description
Coiled tubing is an electric-welded pipe, manufactured with one longitudinal seam formed by high
frequency induction welding without the addition of filler metal. The first step in the typical coiled
tubing manufacturing process involves the acquisition of steel stock supplied in 48-inch wide sheets
which are wrapped in approximately 3,500-foot rolls. When the diameter of the coiled tubing to
be manufactured is selected, the sheet steel is slit into a continuous strip of a specific width to form
the circumference of the specified tube. The flat strip steel is then bias welded to another segment
of strip to form a continuous roll of sheet steel. The welded area is dressed-off smooth, cleaned, and
then X-rayed inspected to ensure that the weld is free from defects. Once a sufficient length of the
continuous strip steel is rolled onto the master coil, the tube milling process can begin.
The strip steel is then run through a series of roller dies, which mechanically work the flat strip into
a tube. As the edges of the steel strip are mechanically pressed together, the longitudinal welding
process is provided by a high frequency induction coil that is positioned inches in front of the last set
of forming rollers. The high-frequency induction coil generates the heat for welding by the resistance
to flow of electric current. The weld flash exposed on the outside of the tube is removed and the
welded seam is annealed at temperatures of approximately 1,650 ºF. The tube is allowed to cool and
then run through the nondestructive testing station to inspect the tube body.
Figure 12.4. Coiled tubing unit rigged up and ready to pump nitrogen.
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The milling process continues as the tube is run through a sizing mill, which slightly reduces the
diameter after welding and works the pipe to the required OD and roundness tolerances. At this
time, the pipe undergoes full body heat treatment utilizing induction coils. The purpose of the heat
treatment is to stress-relieve the entire tube at temperatures between 1,100 ºF and 1,400 ºF which
help to increase the ductility of the steel. The pipe is allowed to cool, first gradually in air, and then
within a liquid bath. This process results in the development of pearlite and ferrite grain sizes within
the steel microstructure. The tube is then spooled onto a service reel or a wooden transportation
drum and pressure tested.
Alternative coiled tubing manufacturing processes may require that a string be constructed by buttwelding sections of tube together. The butt-welding technique may be performed using TIG or MIG
welding practices and each butt-weld must be X-ray inspected to evaluate the quality of the weld.
Note that the exterior surface of the butt-weld is not dressed-off or disturbed in any way, and may
reduce the cycle life and yield strength several feet prior to and after the weld. The string of tubing is
then spooled onto the service reel or transport drum as required.
Tapered strings of coiled tubing can be manufactured by changing the wall thickness of the tubing
within the length of a spool while maintaining a constant outside diameter. This is done to increase
the performance properties of the coiled tubing in selected sections while minimizing the total
weight of the string.
All manufactured spools of coiled tubing are given a unique identification number that is assigned
at the time of their manufacture. Documentation for each spool of coiled tubing should include the
Identification number, outside diameter of the tubing, material grade, wall thickness, weld positions
and total length. A spool of coiled tubing may be manufactured from one heat or a combination
of heats that are selected according to a documented procedure provided by the manufacturer.
Tractability of the coiled tubing product should be maintained by the manufacturer throughout
the entire manufacturing and testing process. The requirements of the purchaser often include
tractability to the heat of steel.
Figure 12.5. Coiled tubing reel components
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The concept of coiled tubing well servicing operations requires that the continuous-length tube be
subjected to repeated deployment and retrieval cycles during its working life. The tubing stored on
a service reel is deployed into the wellbore to the designated depth and then retrieved back onto the
service reel for storage and transport to the next work location. The working life of the coiled tubing
may be defined as the duration of service a continuous-tubing string can deliver when subjected to
the following.
•

Bend Cycle Fatigue

•

Internal Pressure Loading

•

Applied Axial Loading

•

Corrosion

•

Mechanical Damage

All these items act on the coiled tubing somewhat during any coiled tubing service and contribute to
the eventual mechanical failure of the tubing. To ensure safe and reliable well site operations, the user
must understand the unique behavior of coiled tubing to minimize the possibility of tubing failure.
Numerous decisions must be made throughout the working life of a coiled tubing string to maximize
the remaining life. From this approach, the decision to retire the tubing must be made based on
current tube conditions and the service history.
A compressive load on the coiled tubing can occur in many service operations where the combined
effects of wellhead pressure, friction in the stripper element and other related forces must be overcome.
With the need to apply increasing compressive loads onto the coiled tubing, buckling at the surface
has become a major concern. Due to the effects of bend-cycle fatigue and misalignment of the axial
forces loading the tube, the buckle resistance of coiled tubing should be de-rated relative to the values
calculated when using buckling equations for conventional jointed-tubing buckling forces.
The force required to induce buckling of the coiled tubing depends upon the material characteristics,
coiled tubing geometry (such as outside diameter, wall thickness, and ovality), and residual stresses
within the tube. Each coiled tubing injector design has a minimal unsupported tube length, which is
the portion of the tube between the lowest fully engaged gripper block and the top of the energized
stripper. When performing services where minimal snubbing loads are anticipated, the unsupported
Figure 12.6. Several Factors affect the operational limits of coiled tubing.
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tube length is generally a minor concern. However, where large
snubbing loads are expected, an anti-buckling guide should be
incorporated into the injector mechanism to provide additional
lateral support to the tube body. The antibuckling guide constrains
the buckling tendencies of the coiled tubing segment located
between the lowest fully-engaged injector gripper block and the
top of the stripper, significantly increasing the snub load limits of
the tube. Compressive loads analysis on the coiled tubing, as well
as assigning operational limits are major components in proper
well service design.

Figure 12.7. A coiled tubing reel.

Description of Fatigue
Fatigue is generally considered the single major factor in
determining the working life of coiled tubing. The deployment
and retrieval of the continuous-length tubing string require that
the pipe be subjected to repeated bending and straightening
events, commonly referred to as bend-cycling. The amount of
strain imposed upon the tube body during the bend-cycling process is considered enormous, in
many cases on the order of two percent to three percent. When subjecting the coiled tubing to this
type of fatigue cycling, the stress and/or strain fluctuations to failure may be adequately calculated
using conventional multi-axial fatigue life prediction approaches.
However, when the bend-cycling process is coupled with internal tube pressure loading, the
prediction of fatigue life becomes very difficult to calculate accurately. Numerous tests performed
have confirmed the fact that bend-cycling coiled tubing with internal pressure loading dramatically
reduces the fatigue life of the pipe when compared to the cycle life of unpressurized tubing. Outside of
Figure 12.8. Bending events occurring during coiled tubing operations.
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the coiled tubing industry, there are essentially no other applications involving structural engineering
alloys where cyclic loading of this magnitude is intentionally imposed and expected to survive the
prescribed service.
Analyses of trends recorded from various coiled tubing fatigue tests suggest that bend-cycle events
imposed onto a given coiled tubing specimen with high internal pressure loading accumulate fatigue
damage at a greater rate than bend-cycles imposed with low internal pressure loading. In addition,
the magnitude of fatigue damage realized from a given bend-cycle event cannot be applied to working
life predictions in any linear fashion. Evidence from the large volume of testing suggests that a given
bend-cycle load applied later in the tube working life causes greater fatigue damage than the equivalent
bend-cycle load applied earlier in the tube working life.
When subjected to plastic deformation due to bend-cycling with internal pressure loading, the
diameter of coiled tubing tends to grow or balloon. Even when internal pressure loading is well
below the yield stress of the material, the tube body is subjected to hoop and radial stress which cause
material to distort in the phenomenon described as diametral growth. Primary factors influencing
diametral growth are the material properties, bend radius, internal pressure loading and coiled tubing
geometry (outside diameter and wall thickness).
One major concern for diametral growth is the interaction with surface handling and pressure control
equipment. The injector gripper block loading on the coiled tubing usually has an impact on the
tube geometry and the effect tends to vary according to the magnitude of gripper block normal force,
block geometry and wear, and the coiled tubing geometry, internal pressure and material type. Most
conventional counter-rotating chain injectors have gripper blocks which are machined to fit the OD
of the specified size of coiled tubing. When the coiled tubing experiences diametral growth, the
increase in tube size creates a non-symmetrical loading condition, concentrating the normal force
load at contact points on the edges of the gripper block. These focused stress concentrations induce
additional damage into the tube body and result in additional tube deformation.
Figure 12.9. Geometric change to tube diameter as result of ovality.

Another concern for diametral growth relates to the pressure control equipment. The stripper assembly
contains brass bushings which prevent extrusion of the elastomeric elements. These bushings have an
internal diameter which is slightly larger than the specified outside diameter of the coiled tubing. If
the actual coiled tubing diameter on any axis reaches or exceeds the internal diameter of the brass
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bushings, then the coiled tubing will bind up within the bushings, resulting in surface damage to the
tubing. Once this condition is reached, the coiled tubing may no longer pass through the stripper or
it may damage the brass bushing. To prevent this undesirable situation, limitations should be placed
on the maximum allowable coiled tubing diameter.
Figure 12.10.
Right, examples of geometric change to tube
diameter as a result of ovality.
Below, pressure-induced diametral growth

Observations of bend-cycle fatigue testing directly relating to diametral growth in coiled tubing follow.
•

The growth rate of the coiled tubing outside diameter increases with increasing internal
pressure loading.

•

The diametral growth of larger diameter coiled tubing as a percentage of its specified
diameter tends to be greater than that of smaller diameter coiled tubing.

•

Coiled tubing specimens with higher material yield strength have less diametral growth
than lower yield strength specimens.

•

Mechanical limitations of surface equipment tolerances for allowable diametral growth
restricts the effective working life of coiled tubing in high pressure service to only a
fraction of the projected fatigue life.

As a consequence of diametral growth, the coiled tubing experiences differential wall thinning.
Assuming the cross-sectional area of the tube body remains constant, then as diameter grows, the
redistribution of material causes the tube wall to get thinner. As tube is bend-cycled about the neutral
axis, the top and bottom of the tube are subjected to the highest stress concentrations and subsequently
experience the greatest amount of thinning. Absolute change in wall thickness at the top and bottom of
the tube appears to be small and, at this time, is not believed to have a significant impact on the bendcycle fatigue life of the tube unless the specified wall thickness was initially very thin.
As coiled tubing is subjected to cycling over the small bending radii, the tube tends to flatten and the
cross-section assumes an elliptical shape. After the tube has been cycled, plastic deformation causes
the elliptical geometry to become a permanent dimensional feature, even when the pipe is returned
to a straightened orientation. The term typically used to describe elliptically shaped tubing is ovality.
Ovality of the tube body significantly reduces the coiled tubing collapse pressure rating when compared
with the collapse pressure rating for as manufactured commercially-round tubing. Ovality of the coiled
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tubing may also adversely affect pressure sealing capability and interaction with gripping equipment. For
practical purposes, the prudent operational limit for coiled tubing ovality is five percent.

Commonly Used Bend-Cycle Fatigue Derating Methods
Over the years, attempts have been made to track the working history of coiled tubing strings in
service to allow for maximum utility with minimal fatigue failures. The result of these attempts has
yielded three commonly used methodologies for predicting the fatigue condition of the coiled tubing.

Running Feet Method

Figure 12.11. From the injector into the
well, many forces act on coiled tubing.

An all but obsolete method, yet relatively simplistic
approach used to predict the working life of coiled tubing
is commonly described as the running-feet method, in
which the footage of coiled tubing deployed into a wellbore
is recorded for each job performed. This deployed footage
is then added to the existing record of footage deployed in
service for any given string. Depending upon the service
environment, type of commonly performed services and
local field history, the coiled tubing string is retired when
the total running-feet reaches a predetermined amount.
Values quoted for some service operators range from
250,000 feet to 750,000 feet, depending upon the type
of service and working conditions.
The running-feet method offers the service vendor relative
simplicity of use, requiring only that the maximum depth
of the coiled tubing deployed into the wellbore is recorded.
However, there are numerous limitations to use of this
fatigue tracking method as a reliable means of determining
ultimate working life of a coiled tubing service string.
Several of these limitations are described below.
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•

The value of maximum footage to retirement for
any coiled tubing string is based on the service
vendors previous experience with the same type
of tubing, performing well site operations with
similar well depths and types of service. There
is generally no consideration given to duration
of corrosive services performed.

•

The running-feet method typically focuses
on the specified outside diameter of the coiled tubing string in service, with minimal
consideration for tubing wall thickness, tube material and yield strength.

•

The running-feet method does not have a means of accounting for variations in tubing
guide arch radius, service reel core radius, internal pressure loading, or identifying specific
tube segments where additional bending cycles are applied.

•

The working life de-rating method used in the running-feet approach cannot be extended
to different tubing sizes or operating conditions. This method can be used only where
working history for the specific tube material, geometry and surface handling equipment
has been gathered and analyzed to arrive at the prescribed maximum running-feet value.

Trip or Empirical Method
A natural extension of the running-feet fatigue derating approach can be found in what is commonly
described as the trip method. In the trip method, numerous improvements have been incorporated
to the running-feet approach, providing greater reliability in predicting working life of the coiled
tubing string. One major improvement entails evaluating the coiled tubing string as a series of
partitioned segment lengths which can range from 100 feet to 500 feet long. This approach applies
a greater sensitivity to the working life analysis by identifying sections of the coiled tubing which are
subjected to more bending cycles than others during a specified service. The number of trips over the
service reel and tubing guide arch for each discrete segment can then be tracked and recorded. When
employing this method, a reduction in the length of the section increment increases the accuracy
of the bend-cycle record. This type of analysis makes it possible to identify the coiled tubing string
segments that have experienced the most bend-cycle fatigue damage.
Another major improvement with the trip method incorporates the effects of internal pressure
loading. For a given tubing guide arch and service reel core radius, coiled tubing bend-cycle fatigue
life decreases significantly with increased internal pressure loading. The evolution of the trip method
incorporates extensive coiled tubing bend-cycle fatigue testing using full-scale service equipment
(injector, tubing guide arch and service reel) and varying amounts of internal pressure loading. In this
scenario, numerous bend cycle fatigue tests are performed for a given size of coiled tubing at specified
amounts of internal pressure. Data recorded in these tests were initially used to create a database for
statistical projection of coiled tubing working life. From these types of tests, a segment of the coiled
tubing string which had accumulated a considerable amount of bend-cycle fatigue damage can be
identified, thereby providing the user with the option of removing the heavily damaged segment of
tubing from service.
As more full-scale fatigue cycle tests were performed, trends in coiled tubing fatigue were identified
for various pipe sizes, tube geometry, and internal pressure load conditions. Analysis of these
trends provided the service vendor with the ability to curve-fit the data points and derive empirical
coefficients which were incorporated into conventional multiaxial fatigue life prediction approaches,
yielding the early coiled tubing fatigue prediction models.
The improvements in fatigue damage tracking realized by the trip method offered enhanced
accounting of operating conditions present when the bend-cycling events occurred, along with a
greater sensitivity of identifying tubing string segments subjected to bend cycling. The limitations
with the Trip method of empirical modeling include the following:
•

The derived empirical coefficients for fatigue damage are generally different for each
combination of coiled tubing material, outside diameter, wall thickness, and bending
radius.

•

Bend-cycle testing using full-scale equipment is required to obtain the fatigue coefficients
experimentally, which becomes expensive and time-consuming.

•

The trip method does not incorporate tube body damage incurred as a result of well
servicing operations. This damage includes exterior tube body wear, interior/exterior
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corrosion (atmospheric and industrial), or
nicks, cuts, or scarring resulting from contact
with surface handling equipment.
•

The test data obtained from fatigue bend-cycling
machines will usually be at a constant internal
pressure. In well servicing operations where fluid
pumping is required, the amount of internal
pressure present in the coiled tubing will vary
along the entire length of the string. Therefore,
as the tubing is deployed and retrieved, each
section of the string will have a different internal
pressure at the point where bend-cycling occurs.

•

The varying internal pressure loading at the
point of bend-cycling requires a complicated
record and prediction procedure to provide a
realistic working life prediction. This requires
investment in surface recording instrumentation
and sophisticated data collection systems, such
as portable computers, as well as complicated
tubing management software systems for
tracking and maintaining up-to-date records of
the compiled tubing working life.

Figure 12.12. Production tubing
may buckle due to slack off weight
complicating the coiled tubing run.

Theoretical Method
A third method for predicting coiled tubing bend-cycle fatigue incorporates much the same approach
as was developed in the trip/empirical method, yielding a theoretical prediction model based on the
fundamental principles of fatigue with enhanced sensitivity placed on tube geometry, bending radii
and tube material properties.
The theoretical modeling of fatigue typically involves use of plasticity algorithms and damage
algorithms. The plasticity algorithm is used to estimate the instantaneous stress and strain condition
of the coiled tube material for a specified bending radius and internal pressure loading. The damage
algorithm is used to quantify the reduction in working tube life (commonly termed damage) caused
by specific stress/strain conditions, and ultimately sum the damage for each bend-cycle to yield an
overall value for fatigue life. This value of fatigue damage is usually expressed as a percentage of the
predicted working life of a given tube and test condition.
The plasticity algorithm in the theoretical model requires input of the specific material properties.
Parameters such as the modulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio are well known. However, material
properties obtained under cyclic loading are different from those obtained in single monotonic
loading such as tensile pull tests. These cyclic material properties are determined by controlled
laboratory testing of specimens taken from coiled tubing service strings. Although these methods are
well established, most laboratory testing is uni-axial where the sample is loaded along a single axis, in
contrast to coiled tubing loading, which is multi-axial.
The advantages to use of theoretical models include the greater accuracy of bend-cycle fatigue life
prediction with the capability to predict fatigue life for variable loading conditions. Limitations of
using theoretical models include the following:
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•

A portion of the plasticity algorithm involves applying uni-axial material properties to
multi-axial loading conditions. These models depend partially on empirically-derived
parameters (from full-scale of simulated fatigue machines) to yield working life predictions.

•

The theoretical method does not incorporate tube body damage incurred as a result of
well servicing operations. This type of damage includes exterior tube body wear, interior
and exterior corrosion (atmospheric and industrial), or nicks, cuts, or scarring resulting
from contact with surface handling equipment.

•

Test data obtained from fatigue bend-cycling machines is usually at a constant internal
pressure. In well servicing operations where fluid pumping is required, the amount of
internal pressure present in the coiled tubing will vary along the entire length of the
string. Therefore, as the tubing is deployed and retrieved, each section of the string will
have a different internal pressure at the point where bend-cycling occurs.

•

The varying internal pressure loading at the point of bend-cycling requires a complicated
record and prediction procedure to provide realistic working life predictions. This requires
investment in surface recording instrumentation and sophisticated data collection systems,
such as portable computers, as well as complicated tubing management software systems for
tracking and maintaining up-to-date records of the compiled tubing working life.
Figure 12.13.

From this discussion on coiled tubing fatigue behavior, we may conclude that
•

the working life of the coiled tubing can be extended by increasing the bend radii of the
tubing guide arch and reel core for a specified tube diameter size;

•

the working life of a specified size of coiled tubing can be increased by selecting a tube
with a thicker wall;

•

the working life of the coiled tubing can be extended by increasing the material yield
strength of the tube; and
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•

in comparison, as the OD size of the coiled tubing increases the working life (bend-cycle
fatigue life) decreases.

The consequences of working coiled tubing with internal pressure loading established an industry
belief that repeated cycling of coiled tubing strings at lower pressures affords a higher degree of
reliability and increases the service life of pipe. Services are commonly performed with coiled tubing
strings with internal pressures exceeding 10,000 psi. These services are considered to be job specific
and require specially designed heavy-wall coiled tubing strings. They result in early retirement of
the string due to the dramatic effects of diametral growth. Since the internal pressure applied to
the tubing will vary significantly over the service life of the pipe, accurate prediction of cycles-tofailure requires the use of sophisticated numerical models which rely on detailed on-site monitoring
programs designed to evaluate all of the operating conditions of the pipe in service.

Equipment Design
There are several coiled tubing equipment manufacturers presently marketing various designs of
coiled tubing injectors, service tubing reels, and related well control equipment in the industry today.
The injector designs available within the industry today include the opposed counter-rotating chain
block system, arched-chain roller drive, single-chain opposed-gripper drive system, and the sheavedrive system. The predominant equipment design currently in use incorporates the vertical, counterrotating chain drive type coiled tubing injector. For purposes of practical demonstration, the following
descriptions of coiled tubing equipment will focus on the specific unit components supporting the
vertical, counter-rotating type of injector drive assembly. However, the other types of injector design
will be discussed where descriptions of specific injector performance is warranted.
The coiled tubing unit is a portable, hydraulically powered service system designed to inject and
retrieve a continuous string of tubing concentric to larger ID production pipe or casing strings. Coiled
tubing designed for well servicing applications is available in sizes from 0.75-inch OD through 3.5inch OD Larger sizes are available depending on customer specifications.
Basic coiled tubing components include:
•

Injector

•

Tubing guide arch

•

Service reel

•

Power supply/prime mover

•

Control console

•

Control and monitoring equipment

•

Downhole coiled tubing connectors

•

Well control (BOP/packoff) equipment

Tubing Injector
The coiled tubing injector is the component used to grip the continuous-length tubing and provide
the forces needed for deployment and retrieval of the tube into and out of the wellbore. The injector
assembly is designed to perform three basic functions:
•
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To provide the thrust required to snub the tubing into the well against pressure or to
overcome wellbore friction. The tubing can be snubbed while run open-ended, or used to
convey downhole tools and devices attached to the end of the tubing.

•

To control the rate of lowering the tubing into the well under various well conditions.

•

To support the full weight of tubing and accelerate it to operating speed when extracting
it from the well.

The figure 12.14 illustrates the simplified rig-up of a coiled tubing injector and BOP stack on a
wellhead. There are several types of counter-rotating chain drive injectors working in the coiled
tubing industry and the manner in which the gripper blocks are loaded vary from design to design. A
simplistic illustration of the primary components common to these types of injectors is shown in the
figures below. All of these types of injectors manipulate the continuous tubing string utilizing two
opposed sprocket-drive traction chains, which are powered by counter-rotating hydraulic motors.
Figure 12.14.

The fundamental operating concept of the counter-rotating opposed-chain injector is one that uses
drive chains fabricated with interlocking gripper blocks mounted between the chain links. These
gripper blocks are designed to minimize damage to the coiled tubing and may be machined to fit the
circumference of the coiled tubing string or cast in a “V” shape to accommodate variable OD sizes
of coiled tubing. The chain drive assembly operates on the principle of frictional restraint. The coiled
tubing is loaded by opposing gripper blocks with sufficient applied normal force so that the resulting
friction forces in the gripper blocks are greater than the axial tubing loads (tension or compression)
and less than the force required to collapse the tubing. This applied normal force can be provided by
one of three ways for the vertical, counter-rotating chain drive injectors.
In two of the three cases, the gripper blocks are forced onto the pipe by hydraulically loading a
series of rollers, either installed as sets of skates behind the chains or integral within the chains. In
the case where the gripper block chain contains cam rollers, these cam rollers are loaded by the flat,
hydraulically actuated support bars installed directly behind the chains. In the case where the back of
the chain is flat, the rollers are contained in the support bars or skates installed behind the chains. A
third type of chain loading concept uses a dual-chain system where an inner chain is used to support
the normal force loading of the outer chain.
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In all of these traction loading systems, hydraulic cylinders are used to supply the traction pressure and
subsequent normal force applied to the coiled tubing. In addition, these chain loading designs require
an emergency system to maintain traction in case of a loss of hydraulic supply pressure. Typically, this
system consists of an accumulator and a manual hydraulic pump located in the control cabin.
Over the course of time, loading reversals will cause the chain drive system to wear and stretch. In
addition to hydraulically loading the gripper blocks onto the coiled tubing, the chain drive system
must be equipped to apply tension to minimize slack in the chains. Typically, the chain tension must
be increased when snubbing to avoid buckling of the chain. Hydraulic cylinders are used to supply
the tensioning pressure and an emergency system should be available to maintain chain tension in
the case of a loss of hydraulic supply pressure. Usually this system consists of an accumulator and a
manual hydraulic pump located in the control cabin.
Hydraulic motors are used to drive the gripper block chains over the chain drive sprockets. A
hydraulic counterbalance system provides dynamic braking when hydraulic pressure is removed from
the hydraulic motors. Many motors have built-in hydraulically released, mechanically actuated brakes
that automatically lock when hydraulic pressure is removed from the motor. In other cases, separate
external mechanical brakes are used.
It is critical that the injector has a weight indicator that measures the tensile load in the coiled tubing
just above the stripper, with the weight measurement being displayed to the unit operator during
coiled tubing services. There should also be an indicator which measures the compressive force in the
Figure 12.15
Top left, gripper blocks are specific to coiled tubing in
use.
Bottom left, coiled tubing injector head.
Bottom right, cutaway view of stack loaded injector.
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coiled tubing below the injector when the coiled tubing is being snubbed into the well (often referred
to as negative weight).
At the base of the injector is a hydraulically operated stripper assembly that is positioned to be
along the center line of the coiled tubing when secured in the chain drive assembly. The stripper
is the primary pressure control device on the coiled tubing unit’s BOP arrangement. The standard
maximum working pressure rating of the stripper assembly is 10,000 psi, but some of the newer
stripper assemblies are designed for working pressures of up to 15,000 psi.
The injector should be stabilized when rigged-up to minimize potential for applying damaging
bending loads to BOP stack and wellhead. The injector may be stabilized above wellhead using
telescoping legs, a hydraulically elevated load frame (commonly called a jack-stand), or using a mast
or rig-type structure. Telescoping legs are generally used in rig-ups where the height of the injector
or wellhead design does not permit the use of a jack-stand. When telescoping legs are used, the
top sections are inserted into the four slots located on the perimeter of the injector frame and then
secured with pins at the required height.
Figure 12.16. A control panel.

Pumping nitrogen is a common operation.

Footpads are placed beneath each telescoping leg to distribute the weight of the injector to the
surface grade. Further stiffness of the legs is achieved by tightening turn-buckles mounted beneath
leg sections. It should be noted that the weight and operating forces of the injector and BOP stack
assembly are transferred directly to the wellhead when telescoping legs are used.
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In rig-up scenarios where an unobstructed surface is available (e.g., offshore platforms), it is
recommended that you support the injector using a jack stand. A jack stand is a steel structure that
supports the injector on a hydraulically or mechanically controlled elevating frame. Once desired
height is achieved, the four legs are pinned and secured in place. The base of the jack-stand distributes
the injector weight evenly around the perimeter of the stand. Benefits of a jack-stand over the
telescoping legs include greater stability, latitude in releasing overhead crane support in non-critical
service, and safety.
In rig-up scenarios where a mast is required, precautions must be taken to minimize the axial load
placed on the wellhead by the injector and BOP stack. In addition, the injector should be secured in
some fashion within the mast to minimize pitch and yaw motion of the injector during service. In
all cases, the injector should be secured to ground or structure with at least one chain attached to the
front of the frame (facing the reel) and two chains from the rear of the frame. In order to minimize the
effects of bending moments created at the wellhead, the chains used to stabilize the injector should
not be secured at the wellhead or tree.

Tubing Guide Arch
The counter-rotating, opposed chain injectors use a tubing guide arch, which is located directly above
the injector as seen in the figure at left. The tubing guide arch supports tubing through the entire
bending radius (90+ degrees) and guides coiled tubing from the reel into the injector chains. The
tubing guide arch assembly incorporates a series of rollers or pads along the arch to support the tubing
and should also include a series of upper rollers to center the coiled tubing as it travels over the guide
arch. The number, size, material and spacing of the rollers can vary significantly with different tubing
guide arch designs. The radius of the tubing guide arch is defined as the radius of curvature of the
center line of the lower rollers.

Service Reel
The service reel serves as the coiled tubing storage mechanism during transport and as the spooling
device during coiled tubing operations. The photo below on the left shows a side view of a typical
service reel. The inboard end of the unit is connected through the hollow segment of the reel shaft to
a high-pressure rotating swivel joint mounted directly onto the shaft. This swivel joint is secured to a
Figure 12.17.
Right, the tubing guide assists in preventing bucking from
the injector chains to the stripper.
Left, a load cell sensor for weight indication.
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stationary section of piping, which is then connected to the fluid or gas pumping system. Therefore,
continuous pumping and circulation can be maintained throughout the job. A high-pressure, shutoff valve is typically provided between the tubing and the reel shaft for emergency use to isolate the
tubing from surface pump lines. The reel should have a mechanism to prevent accidental rotational
movement of the drum when this condition is required. In any event, the reel supporting structure
should be secured to prevent movement during operations.
In addition to the fluid pumping service of the reel, there are strings of coiled tubing which are used
specifically for electric wireline services. The wireline is run inside the coiled tubing and is terminated
on the reel shaft at a pressure bulkhead when exiting the coiled tubing. The multiconductor cable is
then run from the pressure bulkhead to a rotating electric connection (collector ring) similar to that
found on electric wireline units. On reels equipped for electric line service, this electric connection
is located on the reel shaft opposite the fluid rotating joint.
Figure 12.18.
Stabilization of the injector can require jack
stands and cranes.

Side view of a service reel.

The rotation of the service reel is controlled by a hydraulic motor that can be mounted for direct
drive on the reel shaft or operated by a chain-and-sprocket drive assembly. This motor is used to
maintain a constant pull on the tubing, thereby keeping the pipe tightly wrapped on the reel. During
injection of the tubing, slight back-pressure is kept on the reel motor to allow the injector to pull the
tubing off of the reel as well as keep the tubing in tension between the injector and reel. The tension
provided by the reel on the coiled tubing between the reel and the injector is commonly called reel
back-tension.
When tubing is retrieved from the wellbore, the pressure to the reel motor is increased to allow the
reel rotation to keep up with the extraction rate of the tubing injector. The reel drive system should
produce enough torque to provide the required tension to the coiled tubing to bend the pipe over
the tubing guide arch and onto the reel. In addition, the reel drive system should have enough
torque to accelerate the reel drum from stop to maximum injector speed at an acceptable rate. The
torque should be capable of handling a fully loaded reel drum with the tubing full of fluid.
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Figure 12.19. Base components of the injector assembly.

The coiled tubing stored on a service reel has internal residual stresses that create a condition for the
potential unwrapping and outward springing of the tubing from the reel if the tubing back-tension is
released. To prevent the coiled tubing from springing, the free end of the coiled tubing must always
be kept in tension. During operations, the reel back-tension prevents the reel from springing. When
not in operation, the free end of the coiled tubing must be restrained to prevent springing.
Additional safety items should also be included in the reel package to provide for a hydraulically
activated braking system. The primary function of the reel brake is to stop drum rotation if the tubing
accidentally parts between the reel and injector, or if runaway conditions develop. This braking system
is not intended to halt the uncontrolled dispensing of tubing in a runaway mode, but only to offer
resistance to slow reel rotation. The brake can also minimize tubing on the reel from springing in the
case of loss of hydraulic pressure and thus loss in reel back-tension. When the reel is being transported,
Figure 12.20. A reel hydraulic drive motor.
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the brake should prevent reel rotation. Many units
incorporate a device in their hydraulic power systems
to impose back-pressure at the motor to slow the reel
down. Other units employ a friction pad braking
system that is hydraulically or mechanically applied
onto the outer diameter of the reel flange to aid in
slowing the reel rotation down.

Figure 12.21. The circulating hub transmits
fluids from pump lines into the tubing.

The tubing is guided to the service reel utilizing
a mechanism called the level-wind assembly that
properly aligns the pipe as it is wrapped onto or
spooled off of the reel. The level wind assembly spans
across the width of the service reel drum and can
be raised to any height, which will line up the pipe
between the injector tubing guide arch and the reel.
Generally, a mechanical depth counter is mounted on
the level wind assembly, which typically incorporates
a series of roller wheels placed in contact with the
coiled tubing and geared to mechanically measure
the footage of the pipe dispensed through it. The
level-wind must be strong enough to handle the
bending and side loads of the coiled tubing. During
transportation the free end of the coiled tubing is usually clamped to the level-wind to prevent
springing. The level-wind may also be equipped with a hydraulically or pneumatically operated
clamp that can be manipulated to secure the coiled tubing at the cross-bar of the level-wind frame.
In many cases, the service reel is equipped with a system for lubricating the outside of the coiled
tubing to prevent atmospheric corrosion and reduce the frictional loads encountered when deploying
the tubing through the energized stripper assembly. The lubrication system must conform to all
local and federal regulations. In addition, sprayers that atomize lubricants onto the reel are not
recommended for use with highly flammable materials.
The high-pressure rotating swivel and piping must have a working pressure rating at least as high as
the pressure rating stipulated in API RP 5C7, Paragraph 4.10.3(b), or at a pressure rating at least as
high as the internal yield pressure of the coiled tubing, whichever meets the criteria for the specified
job. Special consideration should be given to cases in which the swivel and piping may come in
contact with wellbore fluids. At least one shut-off valve should be incorporated between the coiled
tubing and the high-pressure swivel.

Reel Operations Log
Good records must be kept on coiled tubing. A reel operations log should be kept on each reel. By
documenting the length of tubing run, number of cycles, the type of job, where any damage was
observed and the total feet run on the tubing, the tubing may be cut or taken out of service before
failure on the job. If visible damage is noted, a de-rating factor of the overall tubing’s strength should
be used.
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Control Console
The control console design for the coiled tubing unit may vary with manufacturers, but normally
all controls are positioned on one remote console. A diagram of a simplified control panel is seen in
the figure above. The console assembly is complete with all controls and gauges required to operate
and monitor all of the components in use and may be skid-mounted for offshore use or permanently
mounted as with the land units. The skid-mounted console may be placed where needed at the well
site as desired by the operator. The reel and injector motors are activated from the control panel
through valves that determine the direction of tubing motion and operating speed. Also located on
the console are the control systems that regulate the drive chain, stripper assembly, and various well
control components.
Figure 12.22. Below are two examples of level-wind mechanisms and coiled tubing oilers.

Critical Control and Monitoring Equipment
Load Measurement

Load may be defined as the tensile or compressive force in the coiled tubing just above the stripper
and is one of the most important measurements needed for proper operation of the coiled tubing
unit. Load may be affected by several parameters other than the hanging weight of the coiled tubing
and include wellhead pressure, stripper friction, reel back-tension, and the density of the fluids inside
and outside the coiled tubing. Load should be measured directly using a load cell that measures the
force the coiled tubing is applying to the injector. A secondary load measurement may be obtained
indirectly by measuring the hydraulic pressure applied to the injector motors. Electronic strain gauges
are also available and in use.

Measured Depth
Measured depth is the length of coiled tubing that is deployed through the injector. Measured depth
may be significantly different from the actual depth on the coiled tubing in the well due to stretch,
thermal expansion, mechanical elongation, etc. Measured depth can be directly observed at several
places on a coiled tubing unit using a friction wheel that contacts the coiled tubing. Measured depth
may also be obtained indirectly by measuring the rotation of the injector shafts. A coiled tubing
unit should not be operated without measured depth being displayed to the coiled tubing operator.
Measured depth should be recorded as a function of time and in relation to internal pressure applied
to the coiled tubing string for use in bend-cycle fatigue calculations.
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Speed Measurement
Speed may be calculated from the change in measured depth over a specified time.
Figure 12.23.
Left, a mechanical depth counter.
Right, the view from inside a coiled tubing unit.

Coiled Tubing Inlet Pressure
Pumping pressure at the inlet to the coiled tubing should be monitored and displayed to the operator,
as well as recorded for use in bend-cycle fatigue calculations. This pressure measurement system must
incorporate a method of isolating the pumped fluid from exhausting into the control cabin if gauge
failure occurs.

Wellhead Pressure
The well pressure around the outside of the coiled tubing at the wellhead should be monitored and
displayed to the operator. This pressure measurement system must incorporate a method of isolating
the well fluids from exhausting into the control cabin in the event a gauge failure occurs.
Figure 12.24. An electric depth counter and a speed indicator.
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Equipment Controls and Parameters
The following equipment controls and related parameters should be monitored to ensure equipment
is functioning correctly:
•

Traction force - gripping force the injector applies to the coiled tubing.

•

Chain tension - chain tension needed for snubbing and taking up slack.

•

Well control system hydraulic pressures

•

Reel back-tension hydraulic pressure

•

Injector hydraulic motor drive pressure

•

Stripper hydraulic pressure

•

Tubing reel operating pressure and tension

•

Level-wind direction and tubing reel direction

•

Tubing injector operating pressure and direction (in/out of hole or stop)

•

Blowout preventer accumulator emergency engagement

•

Power pack start and stop

•

Power pack engine throttle speed

•

Air system pressure

•

Auxiliary circuit pressure
Figure 12.25. Basic coiled tubing unit controls.
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Prime Mover
Coiled tubing power supply units are built in many different configurations depending on the
operating environment. Most are powered by diesel engines, though a limited few use electrical
power. The hydraulic drive unit is supplied in the size necessary to operate all of the coiled tubing
components in use. The size of the prime mover assembly will also vary with the needs of the
hydraulic drive unit. The primer mover used for a specific coiled tubing unit may range from a power
take-off assembly (Bobtail land unit design) to full-length trailer units to a self-contained offshore
skid package. In general, the prime mover packages used on coiled tubing units are equipped with
diesel engines and multi-stage hydraulic pumps which are typically rated for pressures of 3,000 psi
to 5,000 psi. Tests should be performed prior to equipment load-out to verify the sustained pressure
output of these pumps. Although more stringent than specified in API RP 53, most operators size
the accumulator package to allow for one complete “close-open-close” cycle of all BOP components
in use without requiring recharge liquids and pressure from the power drive unit; while maintaining
at least 200 psi above the precharge pressure.
Figure 12.26. Coiled tubing unit primer mover.

Hydraulic System/Circuitry
Engine driven hydraulic pumps generate required hydraulic fluid power. The fluid used is hydraulic oil
unless environmental restrictions otherwise. There are oil filtering and cooling systems incorporated
in the circuitry to condition the oil and protect components from internal damage. Although systems
vary from manufacturer to manufacturer, most systems consist of five basic circuits. These circuits
within the power pack assembly can be individually activated; circuit pressure adjusted; circuit
pressure monitored; and direction of flow of hydraulic fluid controlled. The systems are:
•

Main power circuit provides fluid power to operate the tubing injector/extractor.

•

BOP power circuit provides fluid power for operation of the blowout preventers. A
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hydraulic accumulator at some point in this circuit must be incorporated to provide an
emergency supply of pressurized fluid, should power pack failure occur.
•

Reel power circuit provides fluid power for operation of the tubing reel and crane (on crane
equipped coiled tubing units).

•

Pilot circuit provides fluid power to the valve network that hydraulically controls the
primary components of the system.

•

Auxiliary circuit is a standby fluid power for emergencies and for operating non-standard
accessories.
Figure 12.27. Hydraulic circuits on CT unit power pack.

BOP Stack
The BOP system is a critical part of the coiled tubing unit and should be used in every coiled
tubing service program. It is composed of the stripper assembly and hydraulically operated rams
that are generally rated for a minimum working pressure of 10,000 psi. However, many of the older
Figure 12.28. BOP stack rig-up configurations may vary depending on operations.
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coiled tubing units are still equipped with 5,000 psi quad BOP stacks. There is high-pressure BOP
equipment also available which has 15,000 working pressure. Generally, for higher pressure or larger
diameter tool strings, BOP equipment is required.

Strippers
The stripper is designed to provide a pressure tight seal or packoff around coiled tubing when run in
or out of a well with pressure at surface. The seal is achieved by energizing the stripper packer inserts
forcing them against the tubing. The energizing force is hydraulically applied and controlled from
the operator’s cab.
Since the inserts are consumable and may need changing during the operation, many designs allows
replacement while equipment is rigged up and tubing in place. They are available in several different
compounds depending on application (heat, pressure, fluid types, gas, etc.) The most common
compounds follow.
•

Urethane. Tough and tolerates abuse. Perhaps the longest wearing compound. It has a
wide operating temperature range, -40 ºF to 200 ºF, but begins to deteriorate rapidly as
temperature approaches its upper range.

•

Nitrile. Most common. Good oil and water resistance, higher temperature range than
urethane. Not as wear resistant as urethane. Operating temperature range -10 ºF to 350 ºF.
Figure 12.30.
Left, a breakout of stripper components.
Right, a cross section view of a stripper.

•

Viton. Resistant to most oil and gas well chemicals, good resistance to gas permeation.
Not as wear resistant as Nitrile. Higher temperature operation range 0 ºF to 400 º F.

•

EDPM. Resistant to steam and geothermal hot water fluids. Will not tolerate oil. Similar
wear properties to viton. Highest temperature operating range 20º to 500ºF.
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There are several types of tubing stripper assemblies that may be attached to
the lower structure of the injector/extractor assembly. These units are often
referred to as a stuffing box. They are positioned below to the lower gripping
area of the chain with tubing guides or an ancillary stripper guide extension.
The guides or extensions serve an important function to prevent the work
string from deviating from its proper path when well pressure exerts upward
force on the pipe. The most common types of stripper assemblies follow.

Figure 12.29.
A conventional stripper

Conventional Stripper. An energizer or hydraulic piston below the seal
elements is hydraulically forced upward to make contact with the seal
elements. The stripper seal elements may be a single circular, or two semicircular elastomer elements that fit together in the cylindrical bore of the
stripper body and surround the work string. A taper on the end of the seal
element corresponds to a taper on the energizer. When force is exerted on
the tapers, the seal elements are forced together creating a pressure tight
seal around the work string. To prevent extrusion at higher pressure, it is
equipped with a hard Teflon® non-extrusion ring plus a bronze bushing
retainer that overlap the seam in the split cap. They are retained by a cap that
fits into the top of the stripper body, secured by two pins. Most conventional
stripper assemblies are wellbore pressure energized which assists in an effective seal. Access to insert
replacement is from the top, within the injector head frame requiring a greater distance between
its top and the gripping chains than other type of strippers. This is an important consideration for
buckling at higher pressures.
Figure 12.31a. A side door striper, a cutaway
view of a side door stripper.
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Figure 12.31b. An open and closed stripper elastomer elements.

Side Door Stripper. The side door stripper was developed to permit easier access to the stripper packer
arrangement. The seal elements may be removed through the open window below the injector
simplifying removal while tubing is in place. Since access to the stripper from above is not required,
the assembly can be mounted closer to the injector head chains, minimizing the chances of buckling
between the chains and stripper. Hydraulic pressure is applied from above the seal elements resulting
in minimal well energized effects.
Figure 12.32. A radial stripper.

Radial Stripper. The radial stripper is similar in design to a pipe ram with hydraulic fluid forcing
opposing rams around the coiled tubing to effect the seal. The hydraulic actuator pistons also
incorporate a visual indicator to indicate the piston’s position and to indicate the degree of wear of
the seal elastomers. Since the actuators are horizontal, a reduction in overall height over conventional
strippers may be realized. Change out of the seal elements is performed from the open space below
the injector.
In higher pressure applications a tandem stripper arrangement may be used. One way to use this
arrangement is to use both simultaneously to distribute the pressure differential between the strippers
which may increase the service life of the elements. The upper stripper/packer, whether of side door
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or conventional design is typically a standard unit mounted as usual. The lower stripper/packer is
mounted directly underneath.
The upper stripper packer of the tandem arrangement is typically used as the primary packer. The
lower packer is not energized and kept in reserve. Should the upper packer become worn, the lower
can be energized to effect the seal. The operation may continue, or the upper packer replaced.
Figure 12.33.
Left, a quad with stripper.
Right, a cutaway view showing ram placement in a quad
stack.

Figure 12.34. Positioning of ram types within a quad stack.
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BOPs
Hydraulically operated rams on the BOP stack need to perform four functions: sealing the open bore,
shearing tubing, holding pipe and sealing around pipe (see on the following page). As the applications
dictate, more BOPs may be added for enhanced safety, flexibility and operational requirements.
Blowout preventers designed for coiled tubing units are available from several manufacturers. These
BOPs are available with 2½ to 6⅜-inch bores and with pressure ratings up to 15,000 psi in standard
and hydrogen sulfide trim.
The most common coiled tubing stack is the quad stack. Its compact multiple ram sets allow for ease of
rig up and maintenance. The quad stack is very popular as it allows for blind, cutter, slip and pipe rams.
The blowout preventers are placed below the stripper assembly. The standard arrangement for a four
ram arrangement (from top to bottom) for coiled tubing is as follows:
•

First set – blind rams

•

Second set – cutter/shear rams

•

Third set – slip rams

•

Fourth set – pipe rams

Blind rams are used to seal the wellbore off at surface when well control is lost. Sealing of blind rams
occurs when the elastomer elements in the rams are compressed against each other. For the blind
Figure 12.35. High-pressure BOP options.
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rams to work properly, the tubing or other obstructions across the ram bonnets must be removed. It
should be noted that the pressure seal on the blind ram assembly is designed to hold pressure from
below only.
Tubing cutter/shear rams break, shear or snip coiled tubing if pipe gets stuck within the BOP stack
or if it is necessary to cut pipe (i.e., contingency plans) and remove surface equipment from the well.
As shearing blades are closed on coiled tubing, the forces imparted mechanically yield the body of the
tube to failure. Shear blades should be sized to tubing in use and give a circumferential cut. If the cut
is deformed, it must be dressed to return to the proper geometry. Enough hydraulic force and area
must be available to shear through tubing. Accessory hydraulic booster units or actuator units may be
required depending on tubing.
Slip rams should be equipped with bidirectional teeth that, when activated, secure against tubing,
supporting the weight of the pipe below. Slip rams also close onto the pipe and secure movement in
the event well pressure risks blowing tubing out of the wellbore. The slip rams are outfitted with guide
sleeves, which properly center the coiled tubing into the grooved recesses of the ram body as the slips
are being closed.
Pipe (or stripping) rams are equipped with elastomer seals pre-formed to the specified OD of coiled
tubing in service. When closed against the coiled tubing, pipe rams are used to isolate the wellbore
annulus pressure below the rams. These rams are also outfitted with guide sleeves that properly center
the coiled tubing into the recess as the rams are being closed.
Typically, a kill line flange outlet is positioned directly below the tubing shear ram set and above the
slip ram set in the BOP stack. A valve rated to maximum allowable working pressure (MAWP) of
the BOP stack (usually 10,000 psi) is mounted onto the kill line flange. Also included is at least one
additional through-bore, high-pressure isolation valve. From this valve, a high-pressure chicksan line
is typically run to connect the kill line to BOPs. The kill line is normally used to pump into the well.
Figure 12.36. Rig up and circulation options are important considerations
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In an emergency, the flanged side outlet valve on the BOPs can be used to take returns or reverse
circulate fluid. However, taking returns through the kill line exposes lower sets of rams and bonnets
to solids, debris and other return fluids. This may adversely affect performance of rams and so is not
recommended.
On workover services which require circulation of wellbore returns to surface (debris, spent acid, etc.),
the use of a separate flow-tee mounted directly below the Quad-ram BOP stack is recommended.
This flow tee should be equipped with a high-pressure isolation valve and rated to the same working
pressure and NACE classification as the Quad-ram stack. It is advisable to have BOPs below the
circulating port to maintain control of the well in case the circulating port washes out. Rig up/
company policy should be evaluated prior to the job.
On most BOP bodies, the blind ram and pipe ram compartments are equipped with ports which,
when activated, allow pressure to equalize within the ram body. This allows for differential pressure
to be equalized across the ram compartments prior to opening the rams.
The union on top of the Quad-ram BOP connects to the stripper assembly located on the bottom
of the injector. The bottom connection on the Quad-ram BOP may be a quick union or flange,
depending on pressure and conditions. Company and operator policy may dictate what connection
type must be used.
A single ram has one job, but a Combi has dual functions (i.e., shear/blind or pipe/slip), serving to
minimize height/weight restrictions. The triple ram is often combined with a single ram and spacer
or riser spool for running tools. Cutter/seal or blind/shear rams are often incorporated in one of the
Combi unit’s rams.

Problem Solving
BOPs should be inspected and tested at the shop prior to loading for a job. They should be tested again
after rig up and also before the job starts. Possible BOP problems and solutions include the following.

Rams Will Not Function
•

Check hydraulic oil supply system. This volume is critical. If using a hand pump with
a small reservoir, it may be necessary to refill the reservoir more than one time. If the
hydraulic supply is adequate, proceed to the next step.

•

Check hydraulic hoses. Make sure all hoses are connected to the proper preventer. If a
hose is reversed, then the preventer will operate in reverse or will not move.

•

Check the quick disconnects. They must allow fluid to flow through them. A coupling
(male) may need to be inserted in the disconnect to unseat the check valve.

•

The piston ID or OD O-ring could be leaking and need replacing.

Rams Won’t Seal Properly
•

Follow the above steps.

•

Make sure sufficient closing pressure is being used. Enough pressure must be used to
overcome the well pressure on the piston area of the stem, and the friction drag of the ram.

•

Make sure rams are nott closing on a butt weld or upset.
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•

Check outer seal. Outer seal should
contact the ram bore completely around
upper half where inner and outer seals
meet the ram bore.

•

Check the inner seal. Check for a snug fit
where the screws pass through the rubber if
inner seal has a through bolt type retainer
(where applicable). Check the inner seal
for excessive wear and replace if necessary.

Figure 12.37. The BOP stack typically
includes hydraulic actuators as well as
manual closing devices.

Fluid Leaking Out Of Weep Hole
•

If wellbore fluid is leaking from the weephole, the O-ring stem seal is probably
leaking and needs to be replaced.

•

If hydraulic fluid is leaking from the weephole, the outer stem seal O-ring is leaking
and needs to be replaced.

Wellbore Fluid Leaking Between Preventer Body
And Actuator Body
•

The actuator body O-ring (often referred
to as a bonnet or door seal) is leaking and needs to be replaced.

Hydraulic Oil Leaking Around The Indicator Stem Extension
•

The indicator stem seal is damaged and needs to be replaced.

Shear Rams Will Not Cut (must be addressed prior to job start up)
•

Sufficient hydraulic pressure may not be available.

•

Try to close shear rams several times.

•

If the situation allows, check the shear blades to see if they are sharp or damaged.

•

Make sure they are the correct size for the particular application.

Slip Rams Are Not Holding (must be addressed prior to job start up)
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•

Sufficient hydraulic pressure may not be available.

•

Check the condition of the slip rams. If they are dull, flattened or filled with well deposits,
they may not hold. The slip wickers must be sharp. If dull, replace, if gummed up, clean.

•

Make sure they are the correct size for the particular application.

Rams Damage Tubing (must be addressed prior to job start up)
•

Make sure they are the correct size for the particular application. If the ram bore size is
larger than the pipe, the corner of the inner seal retainer plate extending beyond the face
of the ram guide may pinch or mark the tubing.

•

Check the guide rod slot and guide rod for wear. If either is severely worn, the ram may
become cocked in the ram bore causing the ram to engage the pipe improperly.

General Maintenance of Preventers
BOPs that are hydrogen sulfide service-rated are composed of alloys that are relatively soft. This means
that care must be exercised to prevent unnecessary damage to the BOP. If the BOP must be worked
on in the field, rest any part removed on a soft cloth and make sure that it is clean before reinstalling.
Hose ends or couplings should be kept clean, free of dirt or grit when not in use. If they should
become dirty, damage and improper sealing may result. Use hydraulic oil or an approved cleaning
solvent to clean a dirty part.
Ensure that no air is trapped in actuators, hydraulic lines and equipment by bleeding or purging
lines. Air pockets or bubbles may lead to sluggish responses of equipment.
Never apply pressure to any tubing ram without having the proper OD test rod or test tool in the ram.
Remember: some residuals from hazardous material may be in the BOP. Always wear proper safety
clothing and take all precautions when rigging down or working on stack.
Before rigging the stack down, remember that pressure may be trapped.

BOP Test Procedures
Before starting a job, the BOP stack must be tested to insure that it will hold up to the maximum
anticipated pressures from the job. Most BOPs are checked out and tested at the maintenance facility
of the contractor prior to shipment to the job site. Keep in mind that this inspection/testing may
not be recent and that damage may have occurred in transit or rig up. Both safety and peace of mind
dictate testing of this equipment before the job begins.
Figure 12.38. A truck mounted coiled tubing unit.
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The on site test includes function, low and high pressure tests. The results of each individual test
must be recorded. The low pressure test must be performed first and should be conducted at pressures
between 200 psi to 300 psi. The high-pressure test should be the lesser of the maximum expected
surface pressure, minimum burst pressure of the well’s tubing, or the rating of the stack. The operator
may dictate test pressure. All pressure tests should be recorded and held for a sufficient period of time
to demonstrate that the component is effectively holding pressure.
Test all components that will be exposed to pressure. When conducting these tests use a fluid (i.e.
water) that will not cause pollution, or harm personnel if a leak develops. Other fluids may be used if
pollution or operator restrictions allow. Test intelligently within all equipment ratings, and remember
that pressure may become trapped, especially between valves, and then vent off at an inopportune
moment. Bleed off any pressure before repairing leaks. Have only necessary personnel at the test area.

A General Procedure
Specifics of BOP testing vary with the type and number of components that are used. The following
procedure suffices for a standard arrangement. A stripper assembly, four sets of rams (from top: blind,
cutter, slip, and pipe), an outlet (kill line) between rams 2 and 3, an outlet spool (return line) below
ram 4 and a valve (lubricator or full open safety valve) or kill spool below the outlet spool.
1. Install the BOP, then function each component. Visually inspect the indicator pins if the
BOP is so equipped.
2. Open all valves and rams.
3. Rig up to pump into a wing valve (on Christmas tree) or pump in line (tubing or drill pipe).
4. Close the outer kill line (outer BOP outlet) valve.
5. Fill stack with fluid.
6. Close blind rams.
7. Pressure to low, then high pressures. Record pressures. Bleed pressure off. Open outer kill
line valve.
Test Pressures: _________ psi Low,
_________ psi High.
8. Close the lubricator or full open safety valve. Pressure to low, then high pressures. Record
pressures from kill spool. Bleed pressure off.
Test Pressures: _________ psi Low,
_________ psi High.
9. Open blind ram.
10. Close inner kill line valve and outer (pump in or returns) valve on outlet spool.
11. Make up bottomhole assembly, run in to just above lubricator/full-opening safety valve.
12. Fill the stack with fluid. Close the stripper. Pressure to low, then high pressures. Record
pressures. Bleed pressure off.
Test Pressures: _________ psi Low,
_________ psi High.
13. Close inner outlet spool valve. Close pipe ram. Open lubricator or full open safety valve
(only atmosphere above pipe ram. no preventers closed above.). Open stripper. Pressure to
low, then high pressures. Record pressures. Bleed pressure off.
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Test Pressures: _________ psi Low,
_________ psi High.
14. BOP test is completed. Make sure all inner and outer valves are in the proper position.
To go in the well, close stripper and pressure up to equalize to the shut-in pressure of the
well. Open valve to well.

Accessories and Support Equipment
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Figure 12.39.
Release Joint

Some operations, such as coiled tubing drilling (CTD), require much the
same type of equipment as found on a drilling rig. For fluid control, multiple
tanks, shakers, and a mixing system may be used. Pressure control equipment
also considered includes mud-gas separators, degassers, and more complex
choke manifolds. Remote adjustable chokes are typically opted for high
pressure and other operations where gas may be circulated from the well.

Tools
The majority of tools used with coiled tubing have been adapted from other
applications. Tools used in wireline, fishing and drilling, as well as other
workover activities, are available for coiled tubing in modified forms.
Additionally, specific tools have been developed for coiled tubing and small
tubing applications, including rotary drills, impact drills and wash and
unloading tools.
The CT release joint is designed to enable a controlled release of the tool
string in the event it becomes stuck in the wellbore. In addition to enabling
the disconnection of the stuck tool string, it also important that the design of
the lower portion of the release joint facilitates easy latching or reconnection
of a heavy-duty fishing string to attempt recovery of the stuck tool string.

Figure 12.40. Check valves or back-pressure valves.
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If a short tool string is to be used with no external upset or profile that may
hang-up on possible downhole obstructions (expected and unexpected), a
release joint may not be required.
There are several designs and operating principles commonly available. Many
designs incorporate two or more means of operation to enable flexibility
of operation and wider contingency options. For example, when long CT
logging strings are run on a CT string equipped with a logging cable, it is
feasible to have a electrical, tension and ball operated release systems.

Figure 12.41.
Coiled tubing bottomhole
drilling assembly.

The majority of release joints for conventional CT applications are
controlled and operated by tension or pressure.

Bottomhole Assembly
At the end of the coiled tubing a connector or adapter is attached. This
serves as the base for attaching the various tools that can be run. Typically,
the first tools that are attached are the check valves, or back-pressure valves
(BPVs). These are usually run in tandem and models are available where
BPVs are contained in the same assembly. Flapper type and ball and spring
models are also available.
Following the check valves is the disconnect or release joint. Its function
is to disconnect from the bottomhole assembly in the event it becomes
stuck. Depending on the type the release may be obtained by shear force,
pump pressure, pumping a ball or combinations.
A circulating or bypass port is often included. If the flow of pumped fluid
exceeds the allowable in the downhole tools, excess flow can escape to the
annulus. Depending on the task other tools, motors collars, MWD/LWD,
bits, mills, etc. may be used.

Hydraulic Crane
A hydraulic crane is often incorporated into the unit package if lifting is not available at the location
by other means. The function of the crane is to provide a means of lifting the injector/extractor to the
Christmas tree and to provide support and stability.

Free Standing Injector/Extractor Base
Free standing injector/extractor bases are used for crane free applications after rigging up. These are
used where overhead space, crane capacity, or weight prohibits normal rig up. The injector/extractor
base may incorporate self-elevating hydraulic cylinders for height adjustment when rigging up, and
include hydraulic winches for skidding the assembly across the location for positioning.
When using a free-standing injector/extractor base, with or without the support of a crane, jack
legs should be extended and secured. Complications may arise from the instability of the injector/
extractor to wellhead.
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Figure 12.42. A triplex pump package.

Fluid Pumping Unit
The fluid pump, whether liquid or gas (nitrogen) provides the method for circulation, or to provide
pressure for operations.

Liquid Pump
The liquid pump has an intake located in or selected from the desired tank(s). Fluid is drawn from
the tank, through the pump, to the manifold and lines, where it may be mixed with nitrogen. It goes
to the circulating swivel on the tubing reel where it connects to the tubing.

Tanks and Mixing/Storing equipment
Typical tanks offer two or three compartments and are available in desired capacity. The suction of
the tank may either be on the sides several inches from the bottom so sediment cannot enter the
suction line, or cement type where the suction is on the bottom.
Centrifugal pumps and a mixing hopper are often included, as well as a filtering unit.
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Coiled Tubing Operations
Tubing Conveyed Logging

Most conventional electric wireline work depends on gravity to pull the tool down. At high deviation
angles (greater than 65 degrees) and horizontal wells, gravity alone cannot pull tools to the desired
depth. If the wireline and tools are conveyed using conventional tubing, the pipe will cease to slide
due to its weight at inclinations over 26 degrees coiled tubing is then used to convey the electric tools.
The wireline must be inserted into the tubing. This may be accomplished by several methods. One
is to run the tubing into a test well of sufficient depth, then the wireline run into the tubing in a
conventional manner (using gravity). The second method is to lay the cable in the pipe as the flat steel
is being rolled by the tubing manufacturer. And a third method is to inject the wireline into a reel by
using a special cyclone type injection machine.
Regardless of the method chosen, an excess of wireline should be used. Calculations show that when
tubing is wound on a reel, due to the tubing’s wall thickness and the number of wraps on the reel, that
the wireline length is approximately one percent longer than the length of the tubing.
A grapple connector is used to connect the tubing to the tool string. A cable clamp sub assembly
attaches the electric line cable to the upper tool string. This assembly should also allow circulation
to the lower tool string. A swivel sub, capable of limited rotation (390 degrees), should be made up
as part of this assembly. Finally, a barrier type bulkhead adapter sub assembly seals against pressure
from the tubing and the well. This also provides passage of the conductor and is equipped with a
rope socket configuration for attaching the wireline heads. The spindle hub on the tubing reel has
connections for the wireline as well.
If there is prolonged circulation, or after two or three jobs, the tubing should be reverse circulated. If
this is not performed on a regular basis, the necessary slack in the wireline will not be maintained and
the cable will pull out of the cable clamp at the bottom of the tubing.
Figure 12.43. A circulating manifold.
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The cable clamp is designed to be weaker than the electric wireline in case the tubing becomes stuck.
If tubing does become stuck, first the wireline can be retrieved, and then the tubing can be retrieved.
Another key point about tubing conveyed wireline is that the stripper to blind ram length must be
enough to cover the entire length of the tool string that is to be used. This may necessitate a long riser
(60 feet or more) which complicates balancing the injector/extractor on top of the riser.
An alternate method is to use a wireline unit and lubricator. In this method the lubricator is installed
on top of the coiled tubing stack. The tool string is run and is hung off in the coiled tubing stack.
This necessitates that the end of the tool string be equipped with a deployment bar that the pipe and
slip rams will close, grip and seal against. After the pipe and slip rams are closed, then the pressure in
the lubricator can be released and the lubricator removed. The coiled tubing injector/extractor head,
with a short riser, is swung over the BOPs and then the coiled tubing is made up to the deployment
bar. Next, the riser/injector/extractor assembly is made up, pressure equalized, and the run made. To
remove the tool string the process is reversed.

Circulating
One of the big advantages of a coiled tubing unit is its ability to circulate as the tubing is run into or
out of the well. Additionally, it can run pack-off tools to isolate a zone and then perform a remedial
operation, and retrieve the isolation packer in one trip.
Coiled tubing may also be used for well kill operations. This is very useful, especially when a hole
develops in the primary drill pipe or tubing string.

Treating a Well
Chemical treating of the tubing or formation can be performed by coiled tubing, often without killing
the producing zone, or minimizing the shut in time. This provides the benefits of less lost production
and more importantly, less possible formation damage than bullheading treatment methods.
Treating chemicals are often corrosion inhibitors for tubing, and acids for formation treatments.
Nitrogen is often used as a carrier for the treatment. Its advantage is that it penetrates a formation
much more readily than other fluids.

Acidizing
Coiled tubing units are used for acidizing and/or selective zone chemical treatments. It should be
noted that due to its nature, acids and some chemicals shorten the life of a coiled tubing string and
can lead to holes in the pipe and premature failure of the string. Acids and chemicals leaking from
pinholes or tubing failure on the surface are a hazard to personnel.
There are many different types of acid jobs. These include aerated, nitrified, atomized and foamed
acid treatments. Selection of, which is best suited for a particular job, is based on many factors from
type of formation characteristics to service company recommendations to operator preference.

Unloading a Well
In this process coiled tubing is run to a desired depth and nitrogen or lightweight foam is injected
down the coiled tubing and back through the annular space of the production tubing. This results
in a reduction of hydrostatic pressure imposed on the formation to be produced, which should
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allow the well to come in. Often several volume displacements are necessary for this to happen. The
same principles are used to provide a pressure differential when perforating. It should be realized that
pressure should be expected and prepared for.

Cementing and Squeezing
Due to economics, speed, and relatively precise measurement of footage run and precise tubing capacities,
coiled tubing has been gaining popularity for doing many routine cement operations. Spotting cement,
squeeze cement and many other operations are now routinely performed using coiled tubing operations.
Always evaluate string limitations prior to operations requiring high pump pressure.

Gravel Packing/Sand Consolidation
Due to speed, efficiency and economics, many gravel pack and sand consolidations are performed
with coiled tubing units. Remember that high pump pressures coupled with hazardous chemicals are
potentially lethal. Keep nonessential personnel out of the area.

Installing Coiled Tubing Strings
It has been well documented that when a well does not have sufficient pressure to produce from
standard production tubing sizes, that running a siphon or velocity string can allow the formation to
produce on its own. Coiled tubing is run inside the existing tubing and hung off in a special coiled
tubing hanger and the well brought back on line. Also, larger coiled tubing strings are now being run
in place of standard tubing strings in some areas.
An installed coiled tubing string may also be used as a treatment and a gas lift line, where treating
chemicals or gas can be pumped down the coiled tubing to achieve the desired results.

Figure 12.44. A mast type coiled tubing unit.
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Fishing
The biggest advantage of fishing with coiled tubing over conventional wireline is the ability to circulate
while the fishing operation is going on. With circulation capabilities, sand deposits and debris can be
washed off the fishing neck. In some instances the tools can be run/pulled faster than wireline.

Washing, Cleaning, Clearing Tubing
Many wells have scale, corrosion, sand and paraffin problems. Coiled tubing units are commonly
used due to continuous pumping ability, no connections to make and quickness in running, for
washing sand bridges, mud, scale and paraffin deposits from inside the production tubing. A tool
string may be run on coiled tubing to provide the necessary cleaning action such as scraping, washing,
rotating, milling, or light drilling inside tubing. Care must be taken not to exceed the limits of the
coiled tubing and also to realize that pressure may be trapped below any tubing blockage.

Tool Injection Techniques
The ideal condition to lower a tool string into a well is when the well is static or dead. Often with cases
such as a bridge or obstruction in the well, there is the absence of pressure on surface. Also, with subnormal
pressured wells, the well is incapable of flowing. Remember that these wells are not dead. They are live and
should be treated as though pressure or gas could vent at any time. When the crown valve is removed, until
the BOP stack is installed, the personnel and equipment are very vulnerable. During this time, the tool
string may be lowered into the well, however it is safer to install the BOPs first, then lower the tool string.
Slip rams are often used to support the tool string at this time.
There are several ways to get a tool or tool string into a pressured well. Depending on the circumstances, the
choice as to which method to use is usually limited. Each well must be judged on its own, and the proper
method used according to the situation and equipment on hand. Modifications to procedures often have
to be made both for safety and practicality. Rarely will a tool pass through the stripper. Common methods
used to insert the tool into the wellbore are as follows.
Figure 12.45. A mast type coiled tubing unit with the mast extended.
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If the well is live, a wireline unit can be used to set a plug inside the well’s tubing. If the plug can be set
below the desired depth required for the work to be done, then pressure in the tubing can be bled off and
the tool string run. As with the prior method, it should be realized that the plug could fail.
When the tool string is moderate in length, a lubricator with the necessary riser pipe may be used. This
method does present a balancing problem for the injector/extractor that would be run above the lubricator.
The tool string can be made up and lowered into the lubricator, then the tubing connected to it and the
injector/extractor installed.
Similar to the above method, if a relatively short tool string is used, a spacer spool may be used. This
may necessitate that an extra BOP is used. In this method the crown or master valves are closed, then
the tool string run into the spacer spool until it is free and clear of the pipe ram of the BOP stack. The
Christmas tree valves are slowly opened and the tool strings run.
In cases where a relatively long tool string must be run into wells that are equipped with a surface
controlled subsurface safety valve (SCSSV), the SCSSV may be closed, pressure above it bled off, and
the tool string run and the injector/extractor installed.

Problems and Complications
Many different complications and problems can occur during each routine coiled tubing operation.
Depending on the type of problem that occurs, and the experience of the personnel, the problem
can be taken care of quickly, or it can get out of hand and become dangerous to all involved. Many
complications have fairly standard solutions. But each problem should be treated individually, and
the solutions to each problem developed and implemented.

Coiled Tubing Collapse
Collapse of CT1 is the flattening of the tube due to the application of differential pressure (external
to internal), with or without an axial tensile load. Collapsed CT inside the wellbore will not cause
wellbore effluents to be released to the atmosphere. However, if the collapsed portion of the string
is positioned across the well control stack, the change in tube body geometry negatively impacts the
performance of the pipe rams and slip rams. A contingency plan should be considered on how to
perform well control activities in the event of CT collapse.
A method used to predict the width of a plastically-collapsed tube is shown in the following equation:
WCOL = 0.95 [D + 0.5708 D (1 – 2t)]
D
Where:
WCOL

is the predicted collapse width of coiled tube body (inches),

D		

is the outside diameter of coiled tube body (inches)

t		

is the wall thickness of coiled tube body (inches)

For a given CT string OD size, the predicted collapse width increases when the wall thickness decreases.
See the following table for examples of collapse width predictions and minimum stack bore sizes.

1
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API RP 16ST

Table 12.1. Example of collapse width predictions and
minimum stack bore size for coiled tubing.
Coiled Tube Size
(in.)

Dlt Ratio

Predicted
Collapse Width

Minimum Bore
Size

1.25 OD × 0.087 wall

14.4

1.771

2.5625

1.500 OD × 0.095 wall

15.8

2.135

2.5625

1.750 OD × 0.109 wall

16.1

2.493

2.5625

2.000 OD × 0.125 wall

16.0

2.849

3.0625

2.375 OD × 0.145 wall

16.4

3.387

4.0625

2.875 OD × 0.156 wall

18.4

4.121

5.125

3.500 OD × 0.203 wall

17.2

5.003

5.125

Common Solutions to Problems – Kicks
Kicks With Pipe To Bottom

If the well should kick during operations while on bottom, standard well control techniques will
work. Shut-in pressures must be recorded, then control of the well regained by using constant
bottomhole pressure circulating techniques. Often the fluid does not have to be weighted up as in
the wait-and-weight method because the fluid in the well should be of a sufficient density. If this is
the case, then the driller’s method should be used.

Well Kicks With Pipe Off Bottom
The coiled tubing unit’s ability to circulate while moving its tubing is ideally suited to handle
unforeseen kicks before either out, or in the hole at the work depth. Options on what to do when a
well kicks with the pipe off bottom are based on how much tubing is in the well and what the shutin pressures are. The volumetric method techniques may be used while circulating. In this method,
back-pressure with corrections for gas migration based on fluid displaced over pipe displacement
provides adequate control of the well. Once back to bottom, normal kill procedures can be employed.
If the pipe is nearly out of the well options include stripping to bottom, or pulling out of the well. If
the decision is made to pull out of the well, the blind rams must be closed as soon as the lowermost
tool is pulled above it.

Well Kicks While Out of the Hole
In the case where no pipe is in the hole, if the tubing can be snubbed and stripped back into the
well and to bottom using the volumetric method, then the well may be killed using a standard
kill technique. If the maximum expected pressures exceed the tubing’s collapse, or if the tubing’s
weight limitations exceed tensile strength, then either a volumetric kill technique must be used, or a
snubbing unit will need to be used.

Common Solutions to Problems – General
There are many possible complications that may arise during coiled tubing operations. The following
are general procedures that may be used. Company policy is usually more specific and should be
observed and followed.
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Holes in Tubing
A hole in the tubing is most likely to occur after the section is pulled from the well. Possible solutions
depend on the severity of the hole, what types of fluids are being pumped and if the well is under pressure.
If well is not under pressure, discontinue pumping and let pump pressure bleed off. It is advisable to
change out the tubing reel. If this cannot be done, an infield splice may be attempted to repair tubing.
This is one of the reasons why BPVs are recommended when applicable.
Depending on the length, pressure, integrity of the tubing (i.e. if a pinhole exists), and whether
any hazardous fluids are in use, the hole in the tubing should be run back into the well between the
stripper and pipe ram and the well killed. If a circulating spool is provided below the stack, close the
slip and pipe ram and then kill the well. Once killed, the pipe can be safely pulled from the well.
If the fluid is not hazardous, if the hole is small, and if the hole in the tubing can be safely spooled
onto the reel, this will effectively stop the leak. The tubing may then be pulled from the well if the
supervisor deems that is is it safe to continue.

Tubing Parts
If the tubing parts downhole, pull tubing in well above the blind ram, and close the blind ram. The
well should be killed using the proper method (i.e. bullhead or volumetric). After the well has been
killed, the tubing can be fished out of the well.
If the tubing parts on surface close the slip and pipe rams, shear the pipe with the cutter rams, pull
pipe from stack, and close the blind rams. If a circulating spool is provided below the stack, pump
in through the stack into the tubing, and take returns through the spool. Kill the well. If no spool is
provided, the well must be killed by using either the bullhead or volumetric methods.

Tubing Stuck
Tubing can become stuck due to excessive frictional forces against the tubing and what it comes
in contact with in the well. It can also become mechanically stuck when it lodges or hangs up on
Figure 12.46. Use of a crane is integral to most coiled tubing operations.
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anything downhole. If the pipe is stuck and you can circulate, try pumping friction-reducing fluids.
If this does not work, one of the pump cylinders should be crippled. This will cause abrupt pressure
changes, which will result in a spurting or jarring action of the pipe. If this does not work, spot
a heavier fluid around the stuck point back to surface to increase the pipe’s buoyancy. If the pipe
remains stuck, work the pipe pulling minimum tensile. (Caution: with pipe in strain, working the
pipe may mean failure of the string downhole or on surface.)
If the pipe is stuck and you cannot circulate, apply maximum pressure to tubing to try to hydraulically
jack the tubing free. Once again, remember that working the pipe may mean failure of the string.
If the pipe cannot be freed by any of the above techniques, the free point must be determined (by
wireline or stretch/pull calculations) and the pipe cut above the stuck point. If the well is under
pressure, the well should be killed prior to cutting the tubing.

Failure of BPV
If failure of a back-pressure valve is indicated and if it is possible to pull out of the well, replace or
repair the BPV. If it is not possible to pull out, the well should be killed. Once the string can be
removed from the well the BPV must be repaired or replaced.

Leaks
If a leak develops in a BOP, tool lubricator, crossover, spool, or any component above the tree, then
attempts should be made to stop the leak. If the leak cannot be stopped, then the well should be
killed, the coiled tubing stripped out and the master valves on the tree closed, so the leaking area can
be repaired.
If the leak starts accelerating, or becomes too critical while attempting the kill, the decision may be
made to drop the tubing. This necessitates that the coiled tubing be cut and then the swab or master
valves closed. When master valves are to be closed, it is important to count the number of turns that
it takes to close these valves. An improper number of turns may indicate tubing is inside the tree, and
the valve should not be attempted to be closed further.
If leaks develop in stripper or stuffing box, close pipe rams and replace packing element.
If the leak develops in a lubricator or connection, close the pipe ram and try to stop the leak. If this
does not stop the leak, the well should be killed and the leak repaired, or the tubing stripped out of
the well, the crown or master valves closed and the leak repaired.

Runaway Tubing
If the gripper blocks become fouled, or if there is too much weight and momentum, the tubing
may pull through the chains, even with hydraulic pressure shut off and the motor’s brakes engaged.
This is a runaway condition. Steps that may be taken to slow and stop pipe movement: Increase
traction pressure (make sure chains are running in same direction as pipe), increase stripper pressure
to maximum and if necessary apply Emergency Traction Pressure. Depending on company policy,
applying reel brakes and/or closing slip rams are options. However, it should be realized that these
options may cause sudden failure of the tubing. The gripper blocks should be cleaned, and skate
pressure adjusted before opening the slip rams.
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Reel Skidding to Wellhead
If the reel is not secured, or if it breaks loose from its binding, the reel may start to pull towards the
wellhead. Stop the injector/extractor and close the slip rams. Spool out enough excess tubing to skid
the reel back to its proper position and secure the reel.

General Pre-Job Information
The most crucial part of any operation is planning followed by the plan implementation. Before
operations begin, well information and the planned operational guidelines must be available. A prejob safety meeting should be held with all personnel who will be involved and the operation discussed
in depth.
General and specific information about the well must be available. This information should be recorded
on forms provided by the company and signed by company and the coiled tubing representative. Prejob information includes: well status, well history, safety, objectives, equipment, and location.

Well Status
Depths of all zones capable of producing and the pressures and fluid types of those zones should be
known and documentation available on location.

Well History
•

General well history such as dates drilled and completed, dates of workovers, wireline work, etc.

•

Reservoir characteristics, permeability, etc.

•

Toxins (hydrogen sulfide (H2S), carbon dioxide (CO2), etc.)

•

History of sand/water production

•

Area/field/platform problems

•

Erosion, scale, paraffin, corrosion problems

•

Production history

Safety
Of prime importance is the safety of all personnel concerned with the operation. A pre-job safety
meeting should be held to insure that everyone knows exactly what they are supposed to do, what they
must wear and what hazards they are dealing with. Safety, training and discussions should include:
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•

Briefing on proper clothing, gloves, eye protection, head protection, hearing protection,
splash protection, foot protection and respiratory equipment as hazardous gases may be
present.

•

Location and functions of the emergency shut down system (ESD).

•

Briefing on safe handling of chemicals. Contingency actions if a spill occurs.

•

Emergency evacuation of the site and/or the platform.

•

Emergency evacuation of an injured worker.

•

Communications: primary (walkie talkie, intercom, telephone) and backup (hand signals,

etc.) system must be functional and known to all involved.
•

Safe handling of equipment, especially in transport, off-loading, rigging up and down.

•

Testing of equipment and safe handling of pressure.

•

Shut-in procedures, and contingency plans for containing pressure.

•

All personnel should be aware of hazardous areas and equipment.

Objectives
The operation to be performed should be discussed with the personnel involved. Step-by-step
instructions and specific job duties and tasks must be assigned.

Equipment
A list of equipment that may be used and the function of each piece of equipment should be provided.
Points to be considered:
•

Rig-up procedures for the equipment, especially if this is not a standard hook up, should
be discussed.

•

How to make up and inject the bottomhole assembly.

•

Rating of the equipment (pressure and sour gas trim).

Location
Locations vary. Modifications may have to be made to general equipment layout procedures. The
size, weight, structure type, as well as possible pollution, wildlife and noise abatement restrictions all
influence the rig up. In addition, there may be state and federal regulations dictating that something
other than a normal rig up must be used.
When rigging up, consideration must be given to the equipment layout. Some points that must be
considered follow.
•

Prevailing wind direction

•

Location of remote control operator panels and ESD

•

Anchor points for equipment

•

Evacuation routes

•

Platform load

•

Position of crane

•

Adjacent wells

•

Work area

General Rig-Up Procedures
Rig up procedures will vary depending on what type of operation is to be performed. Good common
sense coupled with good practices usually insure for a better rig up. While rigging up, take care not
to damage BOP components, rings and ring grooves. Make sure all fittings and couplings are free of
trash and dirt before making them up. All lines subjected to pressure should be rated to the subjected
pressure (Co-flex or steel lines, not rubber hoses). Use flanged connections with targeted turns.
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1. Check and record pressures on each casing and tubing string.
2. Close all valves on tree. Count and label the number of turns required to close each valve
on the tree and flow lines. Bleed pressure off below crown (swab) valve.
3. Inspect rings and grooves on BOPs. Rings should be used one time only, then discarded.
Install rings in clean, dry grooves only. The rig up to the Xmas tree should be a flange to
flange, or flange to Bowen type connection. Do not use threaded connections between
the BOPs and tree.
4. Break flange fittings slowly and check for trapped pressure.
5. Make up riser or spacer spools and BOPs to wellhead.
6. Secure and stabilize BOP stack with a minimum of three chains or cable lines. If excessively
long lubricator is used, secure it with cables or lines every 35 feet.
7. Function test stack.
8. Slowly and carefully pick up the injector/extractor head assembly.
9. Check all connections and lines.
10. Rig up proper tool assembly on coiled tubing (see tool lubrication section).
11. Make up the injector/extractor assembly to the BOP assembly, stabilize it and secure it in
place with lines, and/or crane and/or injector/extractor base. Do not allow the injector/
extractor to damage or break the seal ring.
12. Displace coiled tubing, pressure test stack, wellhead connection and manifold to the
proper planned test pressure. Open tree and go in the well.

Rigging Up Unit Checklist
1. Make sure control levers are in neutral, inactive or off positions on each console (control
and auxiliary panel).
2. Start the power pack.
3. Check each gauge to insure the hydraulic system is properly pressurized.
4. Test hydraulic system to its full working pressure. Change out any bad control lines, hoses,
connections and gauges.
5. Function test all controls for hydraulic creep.
6. Regulate power pack to proper speed/pressure for going in the hole.
7. Regulate pressure to BOP stack.
8. Measure and record distance from top of upper well or tubing valve (masters, or full open
safety) to each component of stack and injector/extractor.
9. Rig up pump lines, standpipe lines, kelly hose, choke line, returns line, bleed off lines, kill
lines, etc. When making these lines up, check to make sure that there are no blockages in
the lines or connections. Tie all lines down.
10. Locate all fire extinguisher equipment. Ensure it is good working order. Make sure fire
fighting equipment is easily accessible, in plain view and known to all personnel.
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11. Test communications network. Review alternate communication system, such as hand
signals, in case of failure of primary.
12. Police area for non-essential equipment. Keep walkways free and clear.
13. Review oil company and coiled tubing company safety requirements and procedures,
including clothing, accessories and personal safety devices.
14. Evacuate non-essential personnel from the area.
15. Test BOPs.

General Tripping In Procedure
Procedures for tripping in and out of the well vary according to the type of operation being performed.
However, many of the procedures listed here are common among the majority of operations.
1. After the unit is rigged up, BOPs tested, tool string loaded in the riser/lubricator and the
injector/extractor head installed and secured, the unit is ready to run in the hole after a
secondary test.
2. Check to ensure coiled tubing is through and between the injector/extractor chains.
Make sure that the tubing and/or tools are centered in the stripper.
3. Set the main hydraulic pressure dump valve to 80% or less of the tensile strength of
tubing. Check buckling and buoyancy calculations before setting pressure.
4. Set the injection hydraulic pressure (if applicable) so no more than the string weight can
be set down.
5. Bring power source on line and up to the required speed.
6. Check all lines for leaks, and that pressure is to the unit and controls.
7. Check to make sure that the chain tensioners are in the proper position.
8. Apply enough pressure on the gripper blocks by applying pressure to the back up skates
(inside chain tension) to hold the tubing in place. If nitrogen (N2) or other gases are used,
be prepared to use more tension to hold the tubing in place.
9. Take slack out of the chains by pressuring up on the outside chain tensioners.
10. Start fluid pump to load tubing and establish returns. If nitrogen or other gases are used,
additional back-pressure may have to be applied to the reel to prevent jacking of tubing
due to pump pulsation.
11. Pressure stripper to 1,000 psi.
12. If possible, pressure stack to well pressure. This will equalize pressure and check to ensure
that tubing will be held in place against well pressure. Close choke and wing valves.
13. Slowly open the master valves (lower first, then upper) or full-opening safety valve,
depending on operation.
14. Place the injector/extractor head valve in the “IN” position.
15. Reduce tubing friction by bleeding pressure from the stripper. This will allow tubing to
be injected with lower pressure and will maximize packer life. Enough pressure must be
maintained to ensure a good seal. If the stripper’s packer allows venting of well pressure,
the hydraulic pressure must be increased.
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16. Open return line and establish circulation.
17. Slowly start to run in the hole bringing the injection speed up to no more than 60 ft/min.
18. Check that weight indicator, measuring device and unit are functioning properly.
19. Run the tubing to just above the SCSSV (surface controlled subsurface safety valve) and
stop. If the well does not have a SCSSV, 200 to 300 feet is sufficient.
20. Pick up tubing to make sure the unit is functioning in pipe out mode.
21. Begin running in the well to a safe and efficient rate (usually around 60 ft/min). The
rate is dependent on the type of equipment, well conditions, type of operations being
performed, experience of personnel and experience on that well (if applicable). Injection
(and extraction) speed should be slowed when coming to a restriction or a downhole tool
to prevent damage to tubing, tool string and downhole tool. When the tubing does go
through a downhole tool or nipple, check the pick up weight.
22. Stop at 1,000 feet of tubing in the well, check pick up weight and set weight indicator to
correct reading. Check weight indicator versus calculated weight of tubing.
23. Stop at 5,000 feet and every 1,000 feet thereafter. Increase the skate pressure when
necessary to prevent pipe slippage. Check weight indicator versus calculated weight of
tubing.

General Job Requirements
Depending on the type of job, job location, pressure and operator requirements, equipment and
procedures to perform the operation will vary. The basics for any operation are the coiled tubing unit
and some type of pump. From this point equipment options include: return tanks with adjustable
chokes, mixing tanks, blending tanks, cementing units, hot oil and treatment units, nitrogen pumping
units and nitrogen tanks, downhole tools, fishing tools and wireline units.
In many operations, friction is a main consideration. Overcoming friction in the small ID of coiled
tubing at pump rates necessary to effectively perform the job can dictate that the coiled tubing be cut,
or sized for the job. For instance, on a 5,000-foot well, 5,800 to 6,000 feet of tubing may be specified
by the operator.
Another area of concern is the anticipated or present wellhead pressure. In general, 10,000 psi is the
maximum wellhead pressure that many coiled tubing units are rated for, however, there have been
coiled tubing jobs performed in considerably higher pressures. Many types of coiled tubing cannot
withstand the compression forces required to overcome the force/area of pressures this high without
buckling. String design and limitations should be evaluated to ensure operating within safe limits.
Coiled tubing conveyed perforating guns, and gas lift unloading work is routinely and safely done
in formations with pressures over 10,000 psi. Each well should be evaluated on a case by case basis.
Fluid on hand is important. Usually three times the coiled tubing’s capacity of fluid is a minimum
requirement on most jobs.
The running speed depends on many factors. It is the rate at which coiled tubing can be injected and
extracted that gives its biggest economical advantage over other workover unit types. On the first run,
the tubing is usually run slowly (30 ft/min to 60 ft/min), with consecutive runs progressively faster
depending on well status. The use of common sense in running a unit is important. For example:
What should you do with the injection rate when you’re approaching either the work depth or a
downhole tool? Would you also watch the weight indicator?
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Tripping Out Checklist
Once the job has been completed, tubing (in most cases) will be withdrawn from the well. A general
procedural checklist follows:
1. Lower hydraulic pressure to injector/extractor motors to 300 to 500 psi.
2. Switch the injector/extractor in-and-out valve to the “OUT” position.
3. Reel tension pressure may have to be increased to spool the tubing efficiently onto the
reel.
4. Slowly begin to remove the tubing. Avoid jerking tubing and equipment. This should
minimize tubing damage. Remember that the majority of tubing failures on surface
occurs removing the tubing.
5. Watch weight indicator. If tubing hangs up, maximum tensile strength may be exceeded.
6. Increase the stripper pressure enough to wipe the tubing dry.
7. Increase thrust pressure until the tubing is being smoothly removed from the well.
8. Remember depth counter may be incorrect. Watch for end of tubing. Starting 200 feet
before end of tubing, slow down. If unsure where end is, use a higher figure.
9. When the tubing end is nearing the surface, reduce the skate pressure. This way when
the tool string enters the BOP, the stripper will hang the tools and they will not be pulled
into the injector/extractor.
10. Pull tubing until the tubing end is just below the injector/extractor.
11. Close master or full open safety valve. (Long tool strings must be lubricated out.) If
closing master valve, remember to count number of turns to ensure it is fully closed.
12. Bleed off the pressure trapped in the stack. Rig down.

Rig Down Procedural Checklist
Once the operation has been performed, the unit can be rigged down. Keep in mind that there may
be pressure trapped in the stack, between valves or in manifold. To rig down:
1. With tool string in stack, if nitorgen unit is present, blow or displace the tubing with
nitrogen. This will minimize the transport weight.
2. Check to ensure that no pressure is trapped in the stack or between valves. Open the
choke line, then open all stack valves and manifold lines.
3. Open the stripper.
4. Remove the tubing, and spool it onto the reel. Secure the tubing and reel.
5. Rig up crane or lifting device to injector/extractor head (if not present). Remove and
secure injector/extractor.
6. Remove and secure BOP from wellhead.
7. Install cap of Christmas tree.
8. Rig down all equipment and prepare it for transport.
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Figure 12.47. A nitrogen unit.

Nitrogen Units
Nitrogen has many applications in remedial activities, including unloading wells, fracture propant
transport, sand washing, dry perforating, drillstem testing and setting hydraulically set packers.
Nitrogen handling equipment consists of a gasifier, pump, storage vessel and necessary controls.
Nitrogen units are classified by the method in which nitrogen gas is generated.

Direct Fired
The direct-fired design incorporates an open flame type burner to heat glycol as it is circulated through
a coil exposed to the heat. The glycol is then circulated through a heat exchanger that heats the liquid
nitrogen. This converts it from a liquid to a gas state. The direct fired can generate high pump rates.
Its main disadvantage is the open flame that makes it extremely hazardous on locations where there is
a possibility of gas or combustible vapor.
Figure 12.48. A truck mounted nitrogen unit.
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Ambient Air
Ambient units use an enclosure or compartment in which the heat derived from the engine exhaust,
engine coolant and hydraulics to heat trapped air. Liquid nitrogen circulating through the coils in
the compartment absorbs the heat and converts to a gaseous state. These units work well, are quiet,
but loose efficiency, as the environment becomes colder.

Co-Generative
Co-generative units use heat from engine oil, engine coolant, hydraulics and dynamometers (water
brakes) to convert liquid nitrogen into gas. Many hydraulic systems are designed to create false loads
to generate engine heat.

Direct Air Conversion with Gas Membrane Unit
Nearly 80% of our atmosphere is composed of nitrogen gas. The direct air conversion unit separates
and extracts gaseous nitrogen from air, allowing it to be pumped into the well.

Cryogenic Portion
The cryogenic portion of the nitrogen unit is responsible for the intake, pumping, and gasifying of
liquid nitrogen. It consists of a liquid nitrogen-circulating loop to the nitrogen storage vessel and a
high-pressure pump.

Supply Loop
The supply loop circulates liquid nitrogen to the intake of the high-pressure pump. If liquid nitrogen
isn’t circulated, then it would vaporize at the intake and the high-pressure pump could lose its prime.
Unused liquid nitrogen is returned to the storage tank.
The high-pressure pump pressurizes and discharges liquid nitrogen, which then flows into the heat
transfer stage (direct-fired, ambient air, or co-generative) where it is converted to nitrogen gas and
discharged to a test manifold. The test manifold is helpful in tasks that require pressure testing,
pressure purging, and conducting simultaneous pressure tests.
Figure 12.49.
Control Panel

A control panel and pump
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An atomizing tee is often incorporated just ahead of the work string. The purpose of the atomizing
tee is to agitate liquid as it encounters the nitrogen gas. The nitrogen then transports the liquid
downhole. Common applications for this process are foam washing, nitrified acid stimulation and
nitrified corrosion inhibiting treatments.

Nitrogen Care and Handling
Liquid nitrogen is stored and transported in specially built
insulated stainless steel tanks capable of withstanding the
extreme cold of contact with the liquid nitrogen. These
tanks are actually a nitrogen storage tank inside a vacuum
tank. There are venting devices, rupture disks and gauges
that monitor the status of the tank at times and prevent
the pressure inside the tank from building. Extreme care
must be taken during the transport of these tanks. Sudden
jolts, shocks and vibration can cause the inner vessel to
shift or break the connections to the outer tank.

Figure 12.50. A nitrogen tank in the field.

If the inner tank should rupture, there is a possibility of
liquid nitrogen building pressure quickly enough to cause
an explosion. This is due to the nature of liquid nitrogen.
Liquid to gas conversion readily occurs at ambient
temperatures. The boiling point is -320 °F. The expansive
nature will quickly pressure up any non-vented vessel and
cause a forceful rupture of the vessel. Liquid nitrogen is
extremely cold and will freeze and embrittle anything
that it contacts. This embrittlement plus the pressure that
builds will quickly burst many containers. Never store liquid nitrogen in non-vented containers, this
also includes sections of piping and shut off valves. Safety vents, relief valves, and burst disks will allow
pressure release before an explosion occurs.
Storage of nitrogen tanks should be in a well-drained area that does not allow water to stand. On
platform type rigs, plywood sheeting should be laid down where the nitrogen tank(s) will be placed.
Figure 12.51. Nitrogen tank components.
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Liquid nitrogen leaked on the steel of the platform can and has caused steel decking and beams to crack.
The extreme cold of liquid nitrogen is a personnel hazard. It will cause severe burns or frostbite
when it contacts skin. Lines used to transport liquid nitrogen, as well as any valves and fittings that
are exposed to it, will freeze and burn skin. If a puddle of nitrogen is on the ground, the vapors will
obscure the puddle. Stay clear of this type of hazard.
Figure 12.52. A skid-mounted nitrogen tank.

When handling nitrogen, wear leather or insulated industrial gloves. If rubber gloves are used, then
wear cotton liner gloves inside them. Never use cotton gloves. Nitrogen will quickly absorb through
them and burn your skin. Even nitrogen vapors can burn.
Protective clothing such as long sleeve shirts, goggles, face shields, splash shields and cryogenic
protective gloves should always be used when working around nitrogen.
Death can be caused by asphyxiation when high concentrations of nitrogen gas are inhaled. This
means that nitrogen gas will displace the oxygen in your lungs, and you will suffocate. Dizziness may
not be noticed in time to prevent unconsciousness, and extended exposure can result in death. If
dizziness or queasiness occurs, get out of the area immediately.
When handling liquid nitrogen:
•

Have good ventilation in the working, pumping and nitrogen storage area. Do not
breathe nitrogen vapors.

•

Shut down immediately if unusual noises are heard or abnormal vibrations felt.

•

Vent all lines immediately after use.

•

Check all filter and suction screens periodically for blockage. Allow the pump, piping,
valving, and other components to warm up before working on or repairing.

•

Keep water and dirt out of the system. Use clean spare parts for repairs, and never work
on a system under pressure.
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Summary
Coiled tubing and nitrogen units are easily transportable, rig up in a very short time, and can complete
the job in less time than conventional units. As with any remedial operation, safety aspects should
be of concern. Personnel should always use protective wear (goggles, ear plugs, safety shoes, rubber
gloves, special cryogenic gear, etc.) when working. Prework meetings should be used to discuss the
services to be performed, and any anticipated hazards that may be encountered.
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. What is the capacity and volume of 1.25-inch tubing, with an ID of 1.1 inch at a TD
of 7,500 feet?

2. What is the steel displacement for 7,500 feet of 1.25-inch OD tubing, with an ID. of
1.1 inch?

3. What is the annular volume between 7,500 feet of 2.875-inch OD, 2.379-inch ID
production tubing with 1.25-inch coiled tubing run to TD?

4. Use information in questions above to solve the following.
a. If you needed to kill production tubing string with coiled tubing, how much kill
fluid would you need to displace the fluid in the well?

b. How much fluid would you need if originally there were 9,000 feet of coiled
tubing on the reel?

c. If circulating and removing the coiled tubing, how much fluid would be
required to be added to this well to keep it full?
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5. The well is 7,500 feet deep and there was 9,000 feet of tubing originally on the
reel. If your pump’s output is 0.049 bbl/stk and the pump rate is 0.735 bbl/min:
a. How many barrels and how much time will it take to displace the tubing left on
the reel?

Q&A

b. How many barrels and how much time will it take to displace the coiled tubing
in the well?

c. How many total barrels and how much total time to displace the coiled tubing?

d. How many barrels and how much time to displace the annulus?

e. How many total barrels and how much total time required for one complete
circulation?

f

If the pump rate is 20 stks/min how long will it take?
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Q&A

Well information for problems 6 through 10:
Production tubing depth, 6,800 feet; Tubing, 2.375-inch OD, 1.995-inch ID; Casing,
7-inch OD, 6.004-inch ID; Coiled tubing, 1.25-inch OD, 1.060-inch ID; Fluid in tubing,
8.6 ppg. (ignore compressibility and friction); Formation pressure of 2,540 psi.

6. What would be the minimum footage that must be unloaded with nitrogen to at
least equal formation pressure?

7. If 1.25-inch coiled tubing is being run at an average of 30 ft/min, how long would it
take to reach the equalization point?

8. How many barrels of fluid would be displaced reaching the equalization point?

9. If the well were to be perforated with a 200 psi differential, how many feet of fresh
water cushion would be left in the tubing with no coiled tubing in the well?

10. If the well were to be perforated with a 200 psi differential, how many feet of fluid
would have to be unloaded if a tubing conveyed perforating gun (50 ft. 1.25-inch
OD) would be run?
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11. What is the buoyed weight of 4,500 ft. of 1.5-inch, 1.522 lb/ft tubing in a well with
8.9 ppg fluid?

Q&A

12. Ignoring all friction, how many feet of 1.5-inch, 1.522 lb/ft tubing would have to
be run in a well to achieve pipe heavy if the wellhead pressure is 2,200 psi, and the
fluid weight in the well is 7.1?
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Q&A
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Notes

Snubbing
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
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•

Discuss and answer questions about the occasions when snubbing is required.

•

List some of the major tasks that a snubbing unit can perform.

•

Discuss and answer questions about long-stroke units, short-stroke units, and space saver
units.

•

Identify the major components of a snubbing unit.

•

Identity programs and complications that can occur during snubbing operations.

•

Discuss and answer questions about controlling the well before, during, and after
problems and/or complications occur.

•

Perform calculations relative to force, area, volume, buoyancy, balance point, and
hydraulics, and state the purpose of these calculations.

Snubbing units were designed to run pipe in or out of a hole under pressure. The first snubbing
units, developed in the 1920s, were mechanical or rig assisted units. After the patents ran out on
mechanical units in the 1950s, hydraulic jack units were developed. It was soon realized that hydraulic
snubbing units could perform many other remedial well services as a standalone rig. For this reason
the hydraulic snubbing unit has come to be called a hydraulic workover (HWO) unit.
HWOs can perform many tasks:
•

Pressure control

•

Cleaning out obstructions in tubing/casing

•

Fishing and milling

•

Drilling out cement and bridge plugs

•

Washing frac materials

•

Acidizing and washing

•

Circulating

•

Sand consolidation

•

Squeeze cement and plugging back

•

Plug and abandonment

•

Running or pulling plugs for selective equipment

•

Running macaroni strings for nitrogen jetting

•

Pulling kill strings

•

Resetting weight on packers
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•

Running logging tools

•

Running perforating tools

Many advantages are offered with HWO units. They are smaller and lighter than conventional
workover rigs and quicker to rig up.
Should perforating, stimulation, clean out, or other remedial jobs be done under pressure, the
HWO unit enables us to:
•

Use smaller pipe

•

Use lighter workover units

•

Prevent formation fluid damage

•

Possibly eliminate kill fluids

•

Return the well to production sooner

•

Handle some operations safer

•

Handle jobs, which cannot be done with conventional equipment as efficiently and as
safely working under pressure.

In short, the HWO has become a viable alternative to conventional workover methods, in spite of
its disadvantages.
The disadvantages of snubbing units for remedial activities, which should be taken into consideration, are:
•

Crews must be trained for this operation.

•

It is a slower process when compared with coil tubing units and conventional workover rigs.

•

Pressure and gas may be present at surface.

•

General procedures are more complicated, and require much more planning.

Types Of Snubbing Units

Conventional (Mechanical) Units
Although rarely used today, the conventional snubbing units were the first used. It is also referred to
as mechanical, cable, or rig assist units, consists of a stationary head and slip bowls, traveling head
and slip bowl or arrangement, counterbalance weight, cables, accumulator reserve, Snubbing BOPs,
controls, and power pack. Generally, the conventional snubbing unit is used to get a drill string
in (back to bottom) the hole. Once enough string weight is in the hole, stripping (as opposed to
snubbing) begins. Use of present rig equipment, ease of transport and ease of rig up, plus lower day
rates (as compared to hydraulic units) are the biggest advantages of the rig assist unit.
Unlike stand-alone hydraulic snubbing units, conventional snubbing units use the drilling rig for
power BOPs and support. Since so much of the rig’s equipment is used, the snubbing crew is minimal
and rig personnel are used. This itself can cause complications.
The driller must learn to rethink the mechanics of pipe direction. The conventional unit is arranged
in such a fashion, that as the rig’s travelling block moves upwards, the pulley/sheave system pulls pipe
downwards. This reversal of the driller’s normal actions can create problems. Taking enough time to
think things through, then act, will help in minimizing these complications.
Unless special modifications are made, rotational ability is lost, as the unit rigs up above the rigs
rotary table. This also means that the conventional unit cannot utilize the rig’s slip assembly and can
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Figure 13.1. Mechanical snubbing unit.

Figure 13.2.
Left, a mechanical unit rigged up.
Right, swivel base assembly, sheaves, stationary
slips.
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only handle pipe light conditions. Once enough pipe weight is run into the well, the snubbing unit
can be rigged down and the job finished with the rig and stripping procedures.
Conventional units are not equipped with a guide tube system. Local buckling can occur in
unsupported pipe. Therefore, at the start of the job, small bites or sections of pipe are used, and
progressively getting larger as more pipe weight is injected into the well.

Long Stroke Unit
The long stroke, or line multiplier snubbing unit, was developed around 1969. It is self-erecting,
the fastest snubbing unit, and is capable of tripping rates from 1,000 to 1,500 feet per hour, which
is approximately 30 percent faster than jack units. The long stroke has a thirty-six foot maximum
stroke, although twenty to thirty foot strokes are normal. This gives it the capability of running
screens and many tool strings in one stroke. It handles pipe from three-fourths to 9⅝-inch pipe and
can accommodate dual strings.
Some advantages of a long stroke unit are that it transfers the string load to its skid and platform, not
the tree. It can be rigged up in approximately eight to 15 hours, tested and ready to go in ten hours.
And being self-erecting, it can be rigged up on wells outside the crane radius.
Disadvantages include no tubing guide system (when compared to jack units). It’s normally limited
to wellhead pressures less than 3,000 psi. High pressures require five to six bites per joint, which
decreases the speed advantage it offered. And finally, there is a higher component weight and the BOP
system is limited to what you can put between the skid base to the wellhead.
Figure 13.3. Long stroke schematic.
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Hydraulic Jack/Short Stroke Unit
The most predominant snubbing unit is the hydraulic jack or short stroke, which was developed, in
the late 1950s. It has an eight to 14-foot stroke, an excellent tubing guide system, and can handle
pressures up to 20,000 psi. Jack units can develop up to 600,000 pounds of lift and 300,000 pounds
of snub force and can handle up to 13⅝-inch casing. It is also a compact unit, which gives it an
advantage rigging up on small or satellite platforms.
Disadvantages are that it is relatively slow and is rigged up on top of the wellhead or BOP stack.
Also, all thrust forces are placed on the wellhead. The work area is on top of the BOP and wellhead.
Personnel often work at heights.
Figure 13.4. Hydraulic jack/short unit.

Hydraulic Space Saver Unit
The space saver hydraulic snubbing unit was designed to replace conventional and mechanical units
while keeping the benefits of hydraulic units. Its compact or space saving design and low height
profile are accomplished by having the BOPs inside the snubbing unit’s frame. Since the BOPs are
incorporated into the unit, rig up and rig down time are minimized. The typical 5M 7-1/16-inch
BOP package includes two rams and one annular.
It can handle pipe sizes up to 5½ inches and has a maximum pull capacity of 170,000 pounds and
maximum snub force of 94,000 pounds The maximum stroke length is 10 feet and can develop
running speeds of 138 ft./min. up and 110 ft/min down. (Maximum stroke length and running
speeds are configuration and range dependent.)
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Figure 13.5.
The space saver requires minimal rig up.

The space saver’s low height allows the rig
traveling block to be used in pipe heavy
mode.

The Hydraulic Snubbing Unit
Hydraulic snubbing units share common equipment. These snubbing units may be self contained or
skid mounted. Components are modular for ease of transport and rig up. Hydraulic snubbing units
consist of:
• Work basket
• Hydraulic jack assembly
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•

Guide tube

•

Counterbalance

•

Window

•

Control panel

•

Traveling slips

•

Power pack

•

Stationary slips

•

Hydraulic hoses

•

Rotary table

•

Pumps, kelly hose, circulating swivel

•

Power tongs

•

BOP stack

Hydraulic Jack Assembly
The hydraulic jack assembly is a series of one or
more hydraulic cylinders that travel in an upward
or downward direction to move pipe out of, or into
the hole. For more lifting or snubbing power, more
hydraulic cylinders are used. When more cylinders are
required, the speed of the unit slows down. Conversely,
when fewer cylinders are needed, the speed increases.
Speed is also increased using a line multiplier system
found on long stroke units.

Figure 13.6. A hydraulic snubbing unit.

Another way to increase unit speed is with the use of a
regenerative circuit. The regenerative circuit circulates
hydraulic fluid from the snub side of the piston to the
lift side. This circuit is used only when pulling pipe
from the well. When used, the regenerative circuit
decreases the lifting capacity by half, but speed is
doubled.
The hydraulic pressure can be precisely regulated,
which gives the units an enormous amount of control
when running or pulling pipe or tools in the well.
This can avoid or minimize damage from exceeding
pressure limitations, and pipe or wireline strengths, as
well as preventing premature setting of tools.

Guide Tube
The function of a guide tube is to prevent pipe
buckling. It is placed in the bore of the jack and is
attached below the traveling slips. The guide tube
travels up and down with the traveling assembly to prevent lateral movement of the pipe.
Figure 13.7. A guide tube.
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Usually there are different sizes of guide tubes
that are available with the unit. Selection of
the proper tubing guide is a means of simply
using the smallest one that will allow the tool
joints of the tubing to pass through it. Tubing
guides larger than necessary could allow the
pipe to kink or buckle. The guide tube should
be used at all times when snubbing operations
are taking place.

Figure 13.8. Hydraulic jack cylinders and window.

Window
The window is situated at the base of the
jack below the stationary slips and above
the stripper. Its purpose is to provide access
to change out or install tools with an OD
too large for the guide tube. Snatch lines,
chain tongs, power tongs and backups are
commonly used to make up and break out
equipment in the window area. Since this
area is usually small, proper pre-job planning
is essential.

Window Guide
The window guide has an identical function
to the guide tube. It prevents major axis
buckling of the string in the window. Window guide must be installed and secured at all times.

Traveling Slips
Traveling slips or snubbers are located on, and move with
the traveling assembly. These slips grip the pipe and transmit
force to lift the pipe from the hole, or to force it down into
the hole. Two or more sets may be used for lifting and for
snubbing. By using two or more sets of traveling slips, a
time advantage is gained by not having to invert a single
set when the balance point is reached. However, if both are
simultaneously set it may be difficult to disengage them from
the pipe. Bidirectional slips that hold in either direction have
also been developed, but are not in widespread use.

Stationary Slips
Stationary slips are attached to the base of the jack. They
hold the pipe when the traveling slips are not engaged. The
typical unit will have two opposed sets of stationary slips,
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Figure 13.9. Travelling slips.

one for snubbing (for
preventing pipe travel
upwards when pipe
light), and one in the
pipe-heavy
position
(to prevent pipe from
traveling downwards).
If wellbore pressures are
high and requires high
snubbing force, the
second set should be in
the pipe-light position
and used as a backup
to the primary set of
stationary slips.

Figure 13.10. Stationary slips.

Rotary Table
If available, the rotary table is attached to the traveling assembly. It gives the snubbing unit the ability
to perform drilling and milling duties. It is hydraulically powered and regulated. Rotary speed (rpm)
should be controlled by fluid volume (as opposed to hydraulic pressure).

Power Tongs
Hydraulically powered tongs are used to make up or break out connections on larger diameter pipe.
They are rigged up in the basket.
Figure 13.11. Power tongs can be used to rotate pipe
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Work Basket

Figure 13.12. A work basket.

The work basket or traveling basket is the
work platform of the snubbing unit. It is
located on top of the hydraulic jacks. A
full-opening safety valve (FOSV) should
be standard equipment in the basket.

Counterbalance
The counterbalance coupled with a
telescoping gin pole is controlled from the
work basket. Its primary function is to lift
or lower pipe to the work basket or to the
helpers at ground level.

Figure 13.13. A counterbalance winch.

Figure 13.14. Counterbalance and
BOP controls.

Control Panel
Controls for the jack, stationary and traveling slips,
counterbalance and BOP stack are located in the work
basket. Typically controls are divided into panels, one for the unit operator, one for his helper. The
operator controls operation of the slips and direction of the jack. This panel is equipped with a
weight indicator, which shows snub or lift load on the jack. On some units, hydraulic pressure may
be regulated from these panels. Hydraulic pressure changes must be reported to the unit supervisor.
The helper usually controls movement of the counterbalance winch, which transports joints of pipe
to/from the basket. The helper also controls stripper rams, equalizing loop, pump in line, vent line
and safety rams. (Shear and blind/shear rams may be controlled from the basket. They use higher
operating pressure than pipe, safety and stripper rams, and need a separate regulated pressure.)
BOP functions can be controlled from a remote station, usually part of the accumulator package.
Often certain BOP functions can only be controlled from this station. Additionally, other work
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basket controls can be rigged up to function from
the ground. This is useful in very hazardous or high
pressure environments.

Figure 13.15. A control panel.

Power Pack And Accessories
The power pack consists of hydraulic pumps and a
power source, normally a diesel engine. It supplies
hydraulic pressure for jack operation, BOPs, rotary
table, counterbalance and power tongs. The power
pack has gauges that show hydraulic pressure on the
various circuits, such as the jack and BOPs.
Hydraulic pressure output is regulated by a series
of hydraulic regulators and dump valves, allowing
control of snub pressure by regulating hydraulic
pressure and volume. Main system (to jack), BOP
operating and the counterbalance pressures are all
regulated.

Main System Pressure
Main system pressure is used for the jack. The
maximum jack pressure is set when snubbing in the
hole. If pressure exceeds the set value, excess pressure
will dump or unload from this system. This pressure setting should not exceed buckling and tensile
capacity of the pipe. (A safety factor should also be calculated to derate these values.)

Figure 13.16. A power pack.
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BOP Operating Pressure
BOP operating pressure is the pressure applied to the rams (stripper and safety), stripper rubber,
and slips. An auxiliary pressure supply for BOP use are accumulators. Although more stringent than
specified in API RP 53, most operators size the accumulator package to allow for one complete “closeopen-close” cycle of all BOP components in use without requiring recharge liquids and pressure from
the power drive unit; while maintaining at least 200 psi above the precharge pressure.
Figure 13.17. Ground BOP controls.

Counterbalance Pressure
Counterbalance pressure is regulated to the counterbalance for hoisting joints of pipe to the basket. It
can be further regulated by the helper in the basket. Never use more pressure on the counterbalance
system than necessary to lift the joints to the basket. When pressure is regulated to just enough to lift
the pipe, it will stall out if the joint hangs up or tops out without damaging the joint or equipment.

Hydraulic Hoses
Hydraulic hoses transport and contain fluid and pressure. Once rigged up, these hoses should be
exposed to full test pressure in both the extended and retracted position of the unit. This will place
maximum hydraulic pressure on all lines and fittings in the jack circuit.

Circulating System
Pumps, kelly hose and circulating swivel make up the majority of the circulating system components.
Pumps are normally high-pressure, low-volume pumps. They must be rated to and able to handle the
highest anticipated circulating or surface pressure for the job.
The kelly hose is the connection between the pump and the circulating swivel. (Chicksan lines may
also be used.) If nitrogen is used, the kelly hose must be rated for nitrogen service.
The circulating swivel is made up on the tubing. It serves as the connection point for the kelly hose
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(or chicksan). A full-opening safety valve should be used between the kelly and the circulating swivel.
This way the circulating swivel and kelly hose may be changed out if needed.
Figure 13.18
Left, a pump and power unit.
Below, a power swivel and circulating system.

Stripper Rubber
The stripper rubber is normally located at the base of the jack or under the window. It is a lowpressure (under 3,000 psi) preventer used for running tubing in or out of the hole without using
stripper rams. This allows faster trip time. The stripper rubber or element is available in a variety of
compounds for different applications.
Life of the stripper rubber largely depends on well pressure, well fluids, trip speed and pipe condition.
Pressures above 1,500 psi will rapidly deteriorate the stripper rubber. The stripper rubber may also
be used as a wiper rubber to prevent debris from falling into the hole. Depending on the type and
model stripper, it may be wellbore energized. It must be realized that pressure may be trapped below
stripper rubber (as with any preventer).

BOP Stack
The snubbing BOP stack may be rigged up on many things such as, the top of an existing BOP stack,
on a wellhead, Christmas tree, casing or tubing. The components comprising the stack vary depending
on pressures and type of job being performed. The bore of the stack, as a rule, is no larger than required
to accomplish the task. Components of the stack are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 13.19. A stripping BOP stack.

Rams
The basic ram preventer is very versatile due to the different ram block inserts that may be used. Bore
size, pressure rating, hydrogen sulfide trim, number, and type of rams are all variables that may be
custom tailored for an individual job. Types of commonly used rams in snubbing are:
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•

Stripper rams – Stripper rams are usually the two top rams on the snubbing stack used to
trip pipe under pressure. The packer insert elements are specially designed to give better
life for stripping.

•

Safety rams – A safety ram is a normal pipe ram that is used as a backup or to close and
seal pressure when changing out the stripper ram inserts. One or more safety rams may be
used depending on operator preference, pressures, and other factors.

•

Blind rams – Blind rams have no cutout on the ram block. They are designed to close and
seal on an open hole. They will not cut pipe, nor will they mash or crimp tubing shut.

•

Shear/cutter rams – Shear or cutter rams are designed to shear or cut the pipe in the hole.
Special consideration should be given to insure that shear rams will cut the size and grade
of pipe in use as well as the closing pressure necessary to cut the pipe.

•

Hydraulic multipliers or boosters are often used to increase the amount of force/area to
provide an advantage in cutting pipe.

•

Blind/shear rams – Blind/shear rams give a combination of both shear to cut pipe, then
blind to effect a seal on the well. If the shear blades are damaged, they may cause the
sealing elements not to effect a blind seal.

•

Slip rams – As the name implies, slip rams have a slip type insert. The insert takes the
place of the sealing element so these rams will not seal pressure. Slip rams are designed to
hang the string and prevent it from rotating.

•

The slip wickers should be checked periodically. Scale, sludge and well fluids can foul it.
They should be clean and sharp. Replace them if they show signs of wear.

•

Variable bore rams – Variable bore rams are available to close on more than one size pipe
without having to change out the rams. They are especially useful with tapered strings or
where space prevents running more rams.

Equalizing Loop
The equalizing loop is a high pressure piping circuit running from below stripping ram #1 to below
stripping ram #2. Since rams are wellbore energized to varying degrees, to open ram #2 with pressure
below it, the pressure must be equalized on both sides for it to open. Manual and hydraulic valves
(as normally run off any outlet from a BOP) are run off both lines from the BOP. These valves are
normally low torque. An in-line positive choke should be used to reduce hydraulic hammer effects
of pressure when the lower valve is opened.
Additionally, a pump in line may be rigged up to use pump pressure to equalize pressures between
the stripper rams. The use of this line maintains pressures fairly constant and reduces hydraulic
swabbing that can occur when equalizing the pressures.

Vent Line
Since stripper ram #1 may or may not open
with pressure underneath it, a bleed line or
vent line below it is used to vent off pressure
after stripper ram #2 is closed. Caution
should always be used when opening ram
#1 even though pressure should bleed off
when this line is opened.

Spacer Spools

Figure 13.20. BOP stack components.
Equalize Loop
Stripper Ram #1
Bleed Line
Stripper Ram #2
Pump In Line

Safety Ram

Spacer spools provide necessary clearance
between stripper rams for tool joint or tool
clearance. They are also used for general stack spacing and to connect the stack with existing well
connections. Small ID spacer spools can be used between large bore BOP components to provide
added rigidity to the tool string.

Outlet Spools
Outlet spools or circulating ports are used to access the well. An outlet spool should always have a
BOP (pipe and/or blind ram) below it in case the outlet fails. Double valve arrangements, or blind
flanges, are used off each outlet. Outlet spools are usually used for primary circulation. By using the
outlet spool, wear from fluid friction is minimized inside the BOP body and circulating ports.
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Choke And Kill Lines
The choke and kill lines are connected to a circulating port or to an outlet on the stack arrangement.
These lines provide a circulating and routing system for pumping into or taking returns from the well.

BOP Testing
The BOPs and equipment should be tested at the contractor’s yard prior to transport. On the job
site, testing procedures for the BOP stack and associated equipment will vary depending on many
factors. Operator and contractor requirements, the type and number of BOP components, maximum
expected well pressure, BOP stack rating, ratings of piping and manifold equipment, ratings of the
downhole equipment and state and federal regulations all come into consideration when writing a
testing procedure.
In general, all equipment that will be subjected to pressure must be tested, first to a low pressure (200
psi to 300 psi), then to the prescribed high pressure. When testing equipment valves off the stack,
the usual procedure is to test from the inner valves outward. Caution should be used when testing. It
should be realized that pressure may be trapped while testing and could vent and endanger personnel
inadvertently.
Test all equipment intelligently, and within its operating limits. Never hammer on any component
while it is under pressure. It is essential that all equipment will withstand the well’s pressure when in
use. If there is any doubt as to the validity of a test or question about the integrity of the equipment,
consult the operator’s representative.

Snubbing BOP Systems
1. All pressure equipment used in the snubbing operation should have a working pressure at least
equal to the working pressure of the tree, rig stack or wellhead to be rigged up on.
2. Preventers should be thoroughly inspected and fully pressure tested at the yard before shipping
to the job site. The date, test pressure and procedures should be documented and accompany the
preventers. The preventers must be tested when nippled up and prior to commencement of the
job, unless applications dictate otherwise. Also, on a hydrogen sulfide (H2S) location, sour service
certification should be verified for all components in the stack and circulating manifolds.
3. Requirements for the BOP control system vary greatly between operators. During the pre-job
meeting, the control system criteria should be discussed with the operator. The BOP control
system as a minimum:
A. Should have a hydraulic pump dedicated to the BOP circuit.
B. Should have an accumulator volume 1½ times the usable fluid required to close all BOPs and
valve actuators and maintain a minimum of 200 psi above the pre-charge pressure.
C. The primary system and working safety BOP controls should be located in the work basket.
High pressure and critical work requires control of the HCR valve, master safety, blind, and
shear rams by the ground crew.
D. The blind and shear ram controls require mechanical guards to prevent accidental operation.
Additionally, all control levers should be labeled.
E. The stack preventers should be number sequenced and the type of ram block in each preventer
should be identified.
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F. The shear rams should have 3,000 psi closing pressure available.
4. Manifolding:
A. All manifold equipment should be rated in excess of the maximum estimated surface
pressure.
B. Hydraulic chokes are usually preferred for high pressure work. For operations where abrasive
fluids, plugging or icing are anticipated, a minimum of two chokes with separate lines is
required.
C. Gate or plug valves, rigid steel piping, and flanged or WECO type connections should be
used in surface equipment exposed to well fluids.
D. Use the Christmas tree wing valve and line for emergency kill purposes only.
5. Kill fluid should be maintained on location in case it is needed for high pressure and critical work.
6. The length of the spacer spool(s) should be sufficient to lubricate the maximum length of any
fish, pipe string component or BHA that will be run or retrieved under pressure.
7. Stripper/annular:
A. Stripper bowl units are limited to well pressure less than 3,000 psi with noncollared pipe.
Pressures above 1,500 psi will rapidly decrease the stripper’s element life. The stripper bowl
should be equipped with a bleed valve. During ram to ram stripping, this valve is usually in
the open position.
B. Annular preventer(s) may be used for pressures greater than 3,000 psi, odd size pipe, drill
collars, pipe with external upsets and for rotating/milling/drilling operations. Stripping
rams are safer to use for standard pipe.
C. If an annular is used, a small surge bottle should be installed immediately adjacent to the
closing port on annular to compensate for tool joint entry and passage through the preventer.
8. Rams
A. Shear rams may require 3,000 psi of operating pressure, a large operating piston, a booster
piston, and a larger size preventer to shear specific pipe strings. Small bore shear rams (41⁄₁₆
inch) are generally not designed to seal after shear.
B. Slip rams generally are designed to grip in only one direction. For applications that require
a hold against torque, the slip groove will have to be modified.
9. Verify that the bore of the BOP stack is large enough to accommodate all tools that are to be run
during the operation. Drift the BOP stack before the jack unit is installed.
10. Ram blocks may not center small diameter pipe on large bore BOPs. Operational procedures
may need to be altered to assist centering the pipe.
11. When the potential of small pipe buckling is critical, a small ID spacer spool may prevent this
damage.
12. On-site repair of flanges, ring grooves, or bolt holes is not recommended.
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Downhole Tools
Pressure work requires the use of additional and often special equipment in the string. The main
consideration is to prevent pressure from flowing uncontrolled up the string.

Back-Pressure Valves (Check Valves)

Figure 13.21. A check valve.

The back-pressure valves (BPV) prevents flow up the inside of
the string. It will allow flow downwards, providing the pump
pressure exceeds the well pressure plus the force it takes to open
the BPV. The two most common types of BPVs are the ball and
seat and the flapper types.
The ball and seat consists of a ball held on a seat by a spring.
Downward pressure pushes the ball away from the seat to allow
circulation. When the downward pressure ceases, the ball is
pushed up to the seat by the spring, and a seal is affected. The
seal is also aided by well pressure. Wireline work cannot be
performed past the location of this type of valve.
The flapper, or kickstand type of float consists of a flapper held
on a seat by a spring. Opening and sealing of this type is the
same as the ball and seat type. If necessary, wireline work can be
performed with this type of BPV.

Nipples
A landing nipple should be run above the BPV. This nipple
has a profile that will accept a dart or plug and seal the string
should BPVs fail. This enables the string to be pulled to replace failed BPVs. The profile of the landing
nipple may also accept a BPV type dart so work may continue if necessary.

Snubbing vs Stripping
Although the word snubbing is used in this manual, there is another term which you might hear in
connection with this type of operation, and that is stripping. The difference is simple.
Snubbing – the pressure that will be exerted on the area of the pipe is greater than the pipe’s weight.
The pipe will have to be forced into the well, and mechanically held.
Stripping – the pressure that will be exerted on the area of the pipe is less than the pipe’s weight. The
pipe’s weight is sufficient to overcome the well’s force.
Another way to describe this is that if it is necessary to force pipe into the hole, it’s snubbing, if it
will fall due to its own weight, it’s stripping. The balance point is the depth where enough pipe has
been run to go from snubbing to stripping. The terms pipe light and pipe heavy are also used for that
mentioned above.

General Pre-Job Information
The most crucial part of any operation is planning and then implementation. Before operations
begin, well information and the planned operational guidelines must be available. A pre-job safety
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meeting should be held with everyone involved. The operation that will be performed should be
discussed with the personnel involved. Step by step instructions and specific job duties and tasks
must be assigned.
General and specific information about the well must be available. This information should be
recorded on forms provided by the company or contractor and signed by the company representative
and the snubbing supervisor. Pre-job information includes the following.

Well History
•

General history such as dates drilled and completed, dates of workovers, wireline work, etc.

•

Reservoir characteristics, permeability, etc.

•

History of sand/water production

•

Area/field/well/platform problems

•

Erosion, scale, paraffin, corrosion problems

•

Production history

Well and Status
•

Tubing: length, sizes, the maximum OD and minimum ID of each string, weight and
grade of each string, connection or coupling types.

•

Casing: length, sizes, maximum OD and minimum ID of each string, weight and grade
of each string, connection or coupling types.

•

Type and size of all wellhead connections.

•

SCSSV type, opening/closing pressure, minimum ID and depth.

•

Are safety valves locked out?

•

Type, depth and minimum ID of all tools and nipples.

•

Well depth, both measured and true vertical. On deviated wells the well profile should be
included (kickoff, angle of deviation, etc.).

•

Zero foot location from where all measurements start (usually the kelly bushing elevation).

•

Height from wellhead to each component of the tree, BOP stacks, window, jack and
basket.

•

Type of well completion.

•

Is the well on gas lift?

•

Perforation depths.

•

Depth of fill or sand (if applicable).

•

What is the maximum surface pressure? Are the tubing and casing to be derated? The
maximum tubing and casing pressure limits should be established for the snubbing
operation and all personnel on site should be informed of the limits.

•

What is the flowing bottomhole pressure? What is the static bottom hole pressure?

•

What is the flowing tubing pressure(s)? What is the shut-in tubing pressure(s)?
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•

What is the shut-in casing pressures(s)?

•

What type of completion fluid is in the casing?

•

Are there known obstructions or problems?

•

What types of fluids were produced, and were any corrosive fluids produced (carbond dioxide,
hydrogen sulfide, etc.)?

•

Depths of all zones capable of producing, pressures and fluid types of those zones.

•

Crane information: age, extension, capacity, etc.?

•

Length of fish, length of tools?

Safety
Of prime importance is the safety of all personnel concerned with the operation. A pre-job safety
meeting should be held to insure that everyone knows exactly what they are supposed to do, what they
must wear and what hazards they are dealing with. Safety, training and discussions should include:
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•

Briefing on proper clothing, gloves, eye
protection, head protection, hearing
protection, splash protection, foot
protection and respiratory equipment if
hazardous gases may be present.

•

Location and functions of the emergency
shutdown device (ESD). One must be
located in the basket, and one in the
supervisor’s area.

•

Briefing on safe handling of chemicals.
Contingency actions if a spill occurs.

•

Emergency evacuation of site and/or
platform.

•

Emergency evacuation of an injured
worker.

•

Communications. Often the snubbing
unit is rigged up high in the air. This
means that communication can become
difficult. Arrange equipment so that the unit
operator can see the pump operator and all
concerned. A primary system (e.g., walkietalkie, intercom, telephone, etc.) and a
backup system (e.g., hand signals, etc.) must
be functional and known to all involved.

•

Safe handling of all equipment, especially during transport, off-loading, rigging up and down.

•

Testing of equipment and safe handling of pressure.

•

Shut in procedures, and contingency plans for containing pressure.

•

All personnel should be aware of hazardous areas and equipment.

•

Establish at least two methods of escape from the work basket.

Figure 13.22. Proper planning and safety
gear, are essential for safe operations, right.

Location/Site Preparation
Location sites vary. Modifications may have to be made to general equipment layout procedures.
Size, weight, structure type, pollution, and wildlife restrictions, and noise abatement, along with
state and federal regulations, may dictate that other than a normal rig up be used. Following is a
general procedure.
1. Obtain necessary permits, etc.
2. Production personnel should have tested and closed SCSSV (where applicable). Recorded flow
pressures and shut in data.
3. Consideration should be given to the need for structural bracing to support the dynamic
snubbing equipment loads on the well head and/or surface casing. As a rule of thumb: Load on
and torque on the tree – usually up to 200,000 pound is not a problem, above that, calculations
should be performed. Any doubt, use a substructure.
4. Position equipment to allow execution of work.
5. Do not block existing escape paths. Provide escape paths for snubbing personnel.
6. Restrict areas where high-pressure piping and hydraulic hosing bundles are in use.
7. Position ground-based secondary BOP control equipment at a safe distance from wellhead,
allowing full view of the work basket area.
8. Position tertiary BOP control equipment behind a fire wall where possible.
9. Align choke systems to minimize turns.
10. Position mud pump systems to allow unobstructed view of the work basket.
11. Position the engines to direct exhaust away from flow lines or areas containing well fluids.
12. Special procedures may be required where the tree and wrap around tubing hanger assembly has
to be removed before nippling up the snubbing stack.
13. Prevailing wind direction and speed should be known.
14. Engines and hydraulic power packs should be positioned away from the well, and also away from
flow lines and pressure release lines. When possible place these and any other possible source of
ignition, down and crosswind from the well or flow lines. The placement of these lines should
not interfere with well control operations.
15. Note and post location of remote control operator panels and ESDs.
16. Find the most suitable anchor points for the equipment.
17. Arrange equipment for best use of crane.
18. Note and post location of adjacent wells.

Equipment
A list of all equipment that may be used and the function of that equipment should be provided.
Equipment should be arranged in such a way that it is accessible. This may require extra thought
arranging various components, especially on small platforms where the space is limited. Consider
the following points.
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•

Rig up and down procedures for the equipment, especially if not a standard hook up,
should be discussed.

•

How to make up and inject the bottomhole assembly.

•

Rating of the equipment. (Pressure and sour gas trim.)

•

BOP control stations and the closing unit should be located away from the well.

When rigging up snubbing equipment:
1. Pressure gauges and/or recording charts should be installed for monitoring pipe and casing
annular pressures.
2. Inspect all snubbing equipment for transport damage and general condition. Double check the
following components as indicated (as a minimum).
A. Jack/long stroke: Proper configuration and installation of slips, guide tube, and stripper bowl.
B. Work basket: Release weight indicator snubber valve (if set). Check traveling slips for proper
configuration of die inserts and guide plate system. Check condition of winch cable and lift
guide or nubbins, attach same.
C. BOP, piping and manifolding systems: Check sealing areas for rust pits, flow cuts nicks, etc.
Clean ring grooves of grease, paint, etc. On-site repair of flanges, bolt holes, or damaged ring
grooves is not recommended. Inspect the slip rams for directional grip characteristics (up,
down, torque, or combination). Verify BOP equipment bore, drift if necessary.
D. Work window: A work platform is required. Inspect guide tube system (required for pressure
work) for proper configuration and installation.
E. Work string and components: Verify tubing grade(s), tubular condition for stripping operations,
and check inspection certificates. Work string inspection criteria vary with operators.
In general, low pressure (3,000 psi) work requires at least the following inspections, as a minimum.
•

Visual inspection

•

Thread gauge

•

Full length API Drift.

High-pressure work usually will also require the following inspections.
1. Pressure test with recommended fluid: water or gas to anticipated maximum pressure.
2. EMI using 10 percent longitudinal and traverse detection test for unit calibration (difficult for
smaller tubulars).
3. Special End Area (for critical work consider wet mag or dye penetrant inspection).
Additional inspections are available for some tubulars such as full length magnetic particle, end
fluorescent penetrant test, ultrasonic, etc.

Rig Up
1. Prior to rigging up on a Christmas tree, threaded or quick-connect tree top adapters should be
replaced with a flange to flange safety valve.
2. Rig pressure gauges and recording devices as required to casing strings and SCSSV control line(s).
3. Prepare Christmas tree for rig up. Record rounds to fully close valves on tree. Rounds crown.
Rounds lower master.
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Rounds upper master.
Rounds wing.
Check manual for proper operation.
Lock open with fusible caps.
4. Where rigged up on drill pipe with a crossover gate valve, a valve to rotary table bracing
arrangement should be installed.
Figure 13.23. A hydraulic unit rigged on the
Christmas tree.
5. Carefully vent pressure under tree cap &
remove. This may be accomplished by slowly
unscrewing the gauge stem. Once pressure
starts to vent, stop until pressure bleeds off.
Slowly twist of rock stem to see if any more
pressure will vent.
6. Rig up BOP system as per work program.
Inspect ring gaskets and clean ring grooves. Use
only NEW gaskets of a design compatible with
well fluids. Hydraulic nipple up equipment
should be used for critical work.
7. Install additional guy wires for every 35 feet of
stack height.
8. On offshore sites, secure the BOP system
laterally at the main deck. When rigging up
inside a drilling/workover derrick, the rig slips
may be set on the riser spool for added support.
9. Rig up jack frame assembly as per work
program. Guy wires MUST be secured and
unit leveled before unhooking crane from lifts.
Jack supply hoses are usually connected prior
to lifting jack frame. Secure load binders with safety rope or equivalent.
A. A minimum of four (4) guidelines per 30 feet should be used to support the snubbing unit.
B. Additional guidelines should be considered where the total height to the work basket is more
than about 35 feet and/or where winds could be a factor.
C. Guy wire anchors should be pull tested to API specifications or the guy wires connected to
derrick braces or structural anchor points. For onshore locations, flag guy wires (and gin
pole head) with reflective tape.
10. Ensure escape methods are secured and operational before commencing the snubbing operation.
11. A window unit will be required when work string components will not pass through the bore or
slips of the snubbing unit.
12. A pipe centering (tubing) guide must be securely installed in the window to provide lateral
support to small OD pipe. A work platform and safety rails are required when handling
equipment in the window.
13. Rig up work basket, winch, gin pole, BOP control system, and other equipment.
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Figure 13.24.
Guy wires minimize bending stress on wellhead
equipment.

Some operations require careful planning for guy
wire placement.

14. Perform a visual check for leaks and repair.
15. Secure all vessels and piping that will contain pressure, such as manifolding, flow lines, and
chicksan piping with cable, chains, or other restricting device.
16. Check engine lubricants. Drip pans or other suitable fluid containment methods must be
arranged around base of snubbing stack, pumps and engines. Provide a handling, storage and
disposal method for oils, chemicals, etc.
17. Open hydraulic bypasses and start engine (obtain Hot Work permits). Check for and repair leaks.
18. Check engine gauges and hydraulic reservoir fluid level.
19. Set system pressure to allow function testing.
20. Function test all systems. Test all hydraulic lines to full rated working pressure (not to exceed
3,000 psi).
21. Adjust hydraulic systems as required by the operational program. Record settings.
22. Set jack pressure and force (maximum of 70 percent of buckling load pipe light, 80% of tensile
load pipe heavy).
23. Set counterbalance pressure (normally 1,500 psi).
24. Regulate the rotary pressure and torque (recommended makeup torque, correct for tubular
tension and compression, well pressure and the internal pressure).
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25. Regulate power pressure/torque to recommended make up torque.
26. Regulate BOP operating pressure to specifications.
27. Set slip pressure.
28. Set auxiliary circuit pressure.
29. Flush BOP system, piping, pump and manifolds with test fluid.
30. Install tests joint(s) with mule shoe or metal thread protector to protect connection.
31. Pressure test (low, high) BOP, snub slips, and manifolding equipment as per written test
procedure. BOPs may be operated against pressure to ensure proper operation (NOTE: internal
stack pressure will increase during this test, carefully monitor BOP stack pressure to avoid exceeding
rated working pressure).
32. Pressure test BPVs, nipple assemblies, safety valves, and other equipment. Stripper rubbers and
annular BOPs should, at minimum, be tested to 1.25 times anticipated usage pressure, not
to exceed rated working pressure. Subsequent BOP tests should be conducted at least once a
week. During stripping, safety rams should be function tested periodically to check for hydrate
formation in Bonnet area (gas wells).
33. Install a lay down line if tubulars that are to be handled are larger than 21⁄₁₆-inch OD.
34. Install additional safety equipment as necessary for handling caustic well fluids, hydrogen sulfide
environment, etc. (showers, eyewash stations, fire deluge systems, etc.).
35. Drift safety valves, crossovers, BHA, and work string components as required.
36. Function test communication system and review hand signals or alternate communication.
37. Locate and function test the fire control systems.
38. Install BHA in BOP stack. Perform flow tests (where applicable).
39. Position BHA 6 inches above Christmas tree crown valve/blind ram. SCSSV should be locked
open and control line pressure monitored during the operation. Retest BOP as shell test.
40. Configure BOPs and valving to enter well, use upper stripper ram to contain stack pressure. Set
pipe light and snub slips and pressurize BOP system to the shut in well head pressure.
41. Enter well with work string and perform work as per work program. Use care snubbing BHA
through surface equipment, SCSSV, nipple profiles, and other production string components.
Drift, tally, and wash tubing as required. Check work string weight every 1,000 feet (pick up a
full joint).
42. Perform work as specified.
43. Reset jack hydraulic regulator when:
A. Work string transits to pipe heavy (or pipe light as applicable).
B. Changing effective area of snubbing jack (shifting between two and four legs, shifting in/out
regeneration).

A General Snubbing Procedure
1. Install back-pressure valve (s), nipples and/or check valve.
2. Install a smooth bore nipple above BPVs.
3. Install a full-opening safety valve.
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4. Insure the safety valve is open before going in
hole.

Figure 13.25. Moving pipe under pressure.

5. Rig up additional BOPs/spools as needed to
allow tool joint to stop between rams.
6. Provide one more ram type preventer (that is
in excellent condition) than is actually required
and place it on the bottom of the BOP stack for
additional safety.
7. Rig up pressure equalizing lines to the spool
between the rams back to #2 outlet, allowing a
perfect equalizing source.
8. Rig up a pressure-regulating device on the
accumulator so that the accumulator pressure on
the rams may be lowered as recommended by the
ram preventer manufacturer. This is critical for
extending the life of the rams.
9. Paint a stripping mark on the pipe to be snubbed.
This should be measured from the pin of the
joint. The distance of the mark will depend on the
distance from the middle of stripping rams #1 and
#2, up to the rotary table or the working area.
10. Circulate or lubricate out all gas and replace with
mud. This step is optional, but is reasonably easy to do and makes control of the well much more
precise if it can be accomplished before actual snubbing operations begin.
11. With the bottom-stripping ram (#2) closed, lower the tool joint to within 1 foot of that ram.
12. Close upper ram (#1) above tool joint.
13. Equalize the spool between the upper (#1) and lower (#2) rams.
14. Open the ram (#2) below the tool joint.
15. Snub or push the pipe in the hole being careful not to take too large bites, bending the pipe. Stop
with the next tool joint just above (1 ft.) the upper set of rams. NEVER tag the BOP with the
tool joint.
16. Change back to #2 ram, ready for the next tool joint. Bleed off gas/mud above #2 ram.
17. While lowering new joint of pipe in the hole, it is necessary to bleed an equal volume of fluid to
the volume of steel pipe. It is also desirable to lubricate the outside of pipe with good gel mud,
oil, a mix of oil and graphite or quality grease.
Be aware of the following important points.
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•

If you set the slips on a tool joint in a pipe light mode, the pipe can blow out the well.

•

Fluctuations can occur in the effective weight of the pipe when a tool joint goes through a
stripper/annular preventer. The increased area can throw you from pipe heavy to pipe light.

•

Some service companies will snub pipe empty until it reaches the balance point. Then
heavy slips are set and pipe filled. Snubber slips can then be inverted and trip continued.

Equipment Failure, Surface
During any snubbing operation it must always be remembered that complications and failure can
occur. Few operations go off without a hitch. Disastrous consequences can result if contingency plans
have not been made and discussed, or if personnel are unfamiliar with possible solutions to problems.
When a problem occurs, a common sense course of action usually prevails, however, experience,
planning and company procedure may dictate the necessary solutions. This is the underlying
reasoning behind pre-job and safety meetings.
Today’s snubbing systems are well equipped to regain or retain control in the event of equipment
failure due to its ability to inject tubulars into a pressurized well. While every effort is made to
minimize sources of failure, some failures such as stripper rubber failure, stripper ram packer failure
and slip die failure, can be considered a certainty. If a failure occurs, qualified and immediate action
is required to minimize or eliminate secondary effects or hazardous conditions.
When a failure occurs, one or more BOPs must be
closed. When functioning more than one BOP, close
individually (don’t function two at once). If the unit
has a dedicated closing unit (not just a dedicated
circuit), BOPs may be closed in rapid sequence. In all
situations, loss or partial disabling of the secondary
or tertiary well control systems must be reported to
the operator’s representative immediately. Failures
can have consequences on simultaneous operations,
unknown to the snubbing crew.

Figure 13.26. Snubbing is a
coordinated effort.

Some complications and failures as well as general
solutions are listed below. The personnel in charge
of the equipment and the operator’s representative
should treat every failure/complication on a case by
case basis, and based on the facts at hand, arrive at the
safest, most feasible solution to the problem.

Power Pack Failure
Two hydraulic power packs should be available,
especially on high pressure or critical wells. As with
any operation, contingency plans are required, and
certain personnel should be assigned particular
responsibilities. If there is a total shutdown of the power pack in use, work basket and ground
personnel should perform their assigned responsibilities. These include:
Group A (work basket personnel – minimum two men)
1. Position the tool joint with the box end at basket level (if possible).
2. Close both stationary and traveling slips as required to hold the work string.
3. Install stabbing valve in the open position.
4. Close the top safety (pipe) ram.
5. Close the two stripper rams.
6. Secure loads supported by counterbalance winch with a mechanical wireline clamp.
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Group B (ground personnel – normally three men)
1. Lock top safety ram.
2. Lock the two stripper rams.
3. Transfer the system hoses to the backup power pack.
4. Start backup power unit.
5. Confirm that all hydraulic circuits are operational.
6. Regulate the safety systems and pressures as needed.
7. Trouble shoot and repair the failed power pack if possible.
When hose changeover and engine restart tasks are completed, the operator’s representative and the
senior snubbing supervisor should assess the unit’s operational ability to continue snubbing activities
with or without backup power pack.
Malfunction of a power pack sub system, not resulting in a shutdown, should be evaluated on an
individual basis.

Slip Failure
Power slips are typically actuated four to five times per joint of tubing. This can dull the slip’s wickers.
Also work over fluid or scale caking of slip die inserts can occur quite rapidly under some conditions.
Both can result in slips not getting a proper bite or grip on the tubing.
Since the slips are part of the well control program in snubbing, proper care and maintenance of the
slips must become part of the operation. This includes wire brushing and replacing worn or broken die.
In the event of slip failure:
1. Immediately close the alternate or back up slips (snubbing units have a minimum of two bowls
for light operation).
2. Install stabbing valve in the open position.
3. Close the stripper rams.
4. Repair, clean, or replace slip die and service the slip bowl as required.
5. Test the load supporting ability of the slip bowl by transferring load with snubbing jack (stripper
rams remains closed).
6. Inspect alternate bowl for slip die condition, as footage is usually similar.
7. Resume operations.

Stripper Rubber Failure
Generally speaking, failure of the stripper rubber is progressive starting with just a leak. The regulated
pressure to the stripper rubber ranges from 0 psi to 3,000 psi. As regulated and well pressure increase,
the rubber will wear, and failure can be expected. Pipe condition, footage, rubber quality, well
pressures, and workover fluid composition also affect the overall service life.
If the stripper rubber leak is severe, it can alter the pressure/force/area enough to significantly affect
the string weight. It must be understood that pressure venting through the stripper rubber may allow
formation influx.
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In the event of stripper rubber failure:
1. Close the lower stripper ram and the traveling heavy and snub slips.
2. Position tool joint box at the work basket level by lubricating with stripper rams.
3. Install a full-opening stabbing valve (in the open position), then close it.
4. Stabilize well pressure.
5. If a predetermined annular back-pressure needs to be held, pressure can be adjusted with the
choke and pump.
At this point, the operator’s representative and snubbing supervisor determine remedial action. Keep
in mind that an influx of formation fluids could have occurred during the pressure drop (if a drop
occurred).
Depending upon the weight mode of the work string, the following remedial actions can be
recommended.

Pipe Heavy
1. Change the stripper rubber(s).

Pipe Light – Run In Hole (RIH)
1. Strip in the hole using ram to ram stripping until the string is heavy ( if the slip rams not installed).
2. Change the stripper rubber(s).

Pipe Light – Pull Out Of The Hole (POOH)
1. Continue POOH using ram to ram stripping.
2. Once pipe is removed from the well and blind or tree valve is closed, change the stripper rubber(s).
Note: The stripper rubber(s) can be changed in the pipe light mode. The correct string weight
mode (pipe heavy or light) and the correct string weight must first be determined.
The following procedure details stripper ram servicing:
1. Install the stabbing valve in the open position.
2. Stabilize well pressure. (Warning: All pressure must be vented prior to opening the stripper ram doors.
Provisions in the rig up must allow bleeding of pressure down to zero. The bleed-off line should also be
monitored during stripping operations for valve washout.)
3. Bleed off pressure above and below failed stripper rams.
4. Open stripper rams.
5. Change stripper rubber(s) as required.
6. Close stripper ram.
7. Equalize the area above the ram holding well pressure and below the repaired stripper ram.
8. Monitor for leaks.
9. Open safety rams and resume operations.
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Leaking Safety or Pipe Ram
When a ram starts to leak and warrants a repair, a lower ram must be closed to shut off leak. This will
usually be the uppermost safety ram. If the safety ram also fails to seal, then:
1. Close the next lower safety ram.
2. Bleed off pressure that may be trapped between the closed, sealing safety ram and the leaking ram.
3. Repair the leaking ram(s) as required.
If both safety rams leak, and no other safety rams are provided in BOP stack, then:
1. Close the annular BOP (if so equipped).
2. Ensure that there is no tool joint in the ram cavity.
3. Check out BOP closing unit systems. Make sure there is adequate pressure and fluid.
4. Discuss further action.
If well pressure and fluids are still leaking (from the door seal or ring gasket) then:
1. Shut in simultaneous operations where applicable.
2. Operator’s Representative and Senior Snubbing Supervisor determine the severity of the leak
and the time frame to work in. Estimate the time available until loss of control can be expected.
Contact platform superintendent and office of operator and snubbing contractor.
3. Maintain phone/radio contact with office and platform superintendent.
Depending on severity and location of leak:
•

Pump kill weight workover fluid

•

POOH

•

Drop string in hole

•

Intentionally shear the string.

Refer to procedures listed in External Leak In the BOP/Wellhead System section on the following page
pertaining to a leak below the bottom BOP.

Leaking Blind Ram
Options and solutions for a leaking blind ram vary. The best solution is one that works under the
circumstances at hand. Therefore, this failure should be judged on a case by case basis. Possible
options/solutions include:
•

Close another open hole shut in device if available (i.e. Christmas tree valves).

•

Close SCSSV.

•

Run in hole with the string to the necessary depth to circulate kill weight fluid.

•

Run in hole with string to necessary depth to set a storm packer in production tubing or
a test plug in tubing head (when Christmas tree is removed).

•

If BOP stack is equipped with a pipe ram below the leaking blind ram:
1. Run in the hole with pipe below the lowermost pipe rams.
2. Close bottom pipe ram.
3. Bleed off pressures above.
4. Open and repair blind ram.
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•

If BOP stack is not equipped with pipe rams below leaking blind ram, but there is
sufficient length (including BOPs) above the blind ram to accommodate the BHA and
another set of blind or blind/shear blocks are available:
1. Run in the hole with pipe below the lowermost pipe rams.
2. Close lowermost pipe ram.
3. Bleed off pressures above.
4. Equip the closest upper ram body with blind or blind/shear ram assemblies.
5. Equalize pressures above closed pipe ram.
6. Open the pipe rams.
7. Strip BHA above new blind ram.
8. Close new blind ram and bleed-off pressure above it.

•

Perform remedial work on stack as required.

External Leak in the BOP/Wellhead System
Potentially one of the worst problems that can occur is the failure of a BOP or wellhead component
that allows pressure to escape uncontrolled at surface. In the event of an external leak while the string
is in the well, decisions on the best course of action to take must be made based on:
•

Leak flow rate

•

Fluid composition, gas content

•

Work string weight and snub forces

•

Impact on simultaneous operations

•

BHA position relative to:
1. SCSSV
2. TD
3. Surface equipment

The operator representative and snubbing supervisor should determine the severity of leaks, and
estimate the time frame available to carry out remedial action until unacceptable loss of control will
occur. All platform operations should be shut down. Communications by radio or telephone should
be established with operator’s office, and snubbing contractor’s office if possible. Options include:
•

Pump kill weight workover fluid or bridging material:
A.

Bullhead from surface

B.

Circulate with string

C.

Run in hole to acceptable depth to pump kill weight fluid.

•

Pull out of hole or position string above SCSSV and close SCSSV (if operable).

•

Drop the work string in hole.

•

Shear the work string.

Note: After consulting with the snubbing supervisor and with the office (if time and safety considerations allow),
it is the responsibility of the operator’s representative to make the decision to shear and/or drop the string.
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External Leak while Wire Lining Through Snubbing Unit
In the event of an external leak below the wireline valve, installed in the lubricator, the operator’s
representative and wireline supervisor must decide on the action to take. The options basically are to
pull it out of the hole or cut and drop the wireline. The decision is usually based on severity of the leak,
how much wireline is in the hole, tool types (e.g. radioisotope), and company contingency policy.
If the decision is made to cut the wireline, the snubbing BOP stack is usually equipped with one or
more shear rams to back up the wireline shear rams that may be provided with the wireline unit. Once
cut, the snubbing BOP blind rams or the tree valves may be closed and further action discussed.

Choke System Failure
There are many causes leading to choke system failure. Circulating under pressure can eventually lead
to choke failure. Choke systems failure usually consist of:
•

Choke washout from abrasive fluids, high pressure, equipment wear or a combination.

•

Line rupture or leak from BOP stack.

•

Line blockage resulting from excessive solids or ice formation.

The course of action should consist of the following steps.
1. Position the work string off bottom.
2. Continue circulating through secondary choke and/or line.
3. Repair choke(s) or line as necessary.
4. Resume normal operation using the primary choke and line.

Inside Blowout
An inside blowout of the string can be due to various reasons such as; the string parts below the BOP stack,
BPV failure, stabbing valve failure, or hole in the string. Steps to regain control of an inside blowout:
1. As quickly as possible:
A. Position tool joint box at work basket.
B. Close traveling heavy and snub slip bowl.
C. Close a stripper ram.
D. Install and close a stabbing valve.
2. If you cannot install the stabbing valve, other options are available depending on:
A. Fluid flow velocity.
B. Fluid composition (fire hazard, sand cutting).
C. Simultaneous operations.
D. Time factor.
The following options can be considered: Shear string; Drop string.
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3. Secure work string in stack. If the BOP stack is equipped with a pipe ram below a blind ram, the
following procedure can be implemented:
A. Select tool joint for back off and position at the work basket level.
B. Break torque with a power tong, and re-torque by hand.
C. Hang the string off in the pipe ram below blind ram. If pipe is light, a slip ram must be used
(also positioned below the blind ram).
D. Ensure that traveling heavy and snub slips are set on landing joint. (Warning: After backing
off from the string, the remaining joint(s) will be light and the snubbing unit slip system must be
in the snub mode to prevent ejection of tubing.)
E. Engage rotary and back off landing joint. (See warning in D.)
F. Pick up to clear blind ram.
G. Stop flow by shutting the blind ram.
H. Install and close a stabbing valve on top of new landing joint.
I.

Position landing joint in BOP stack above blind rams, close stripper ram, equalize pressure.

J.

Open blind ram.

K. Screw into work string in stack under pressure, with landing joint.
L. Resume normal operations.

Equipment Failure, Subsurface

Back-Pressure Valve (BPV) Failure
Two BPV assemblies are normally used for snubbing operations to control pressure inside tubing.
The most common is the ball and seat type back-pressure valve. Failure of these valves will occur after
extended pumping or usage. Because of this, wireline nipple subs should be included in the BHA.
This will allow setting of blanking or pump through plugs if BPV fails.
Pressure inside tubing string can be an indication of a leaking BPV, especially when string weight
is correct and parted tubing is unlikely. In the event of pressure and flow back through BPVs the
following procedures can be used:
1. Position string box connection to work basket level and install stabbing valve in the open position.
2. Close stabbing valve.
3. Verify string weight.
4. Connect circulating hose.
5. Try to clear trash from BPVs seat by opening stabbing valve and alternately pumping through
and bleeding back-pressure several times.
6. Bring last tool joint run in the hole into the window area of the jack and check for leakage. If
leakage at the tool joint is not evident, position the string back to basket level. Rig-up to set first
plug using pump down or wireline method.
7. Pump down or run plug on wireline.
8. Once plug is set, bleed-off tubing.
9. If pressure indicates the plug is not sealing, repeat previous step with second plug.
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10. If the second plug does not set and seal, alternate trouble shooting and remedial procedures must
be used.
Alternate procedures include the following.
•

Pumping kill weight fluid.

•

An inside BOP can be installed into the work string, the full-opening safety valve opened
and the string run to bottom to pump kill weight fluid.

String Parts
Parting of the string below the BOP stack can be caused by a number of factors. These include
tool joint washout, defective tubing, subsurface obstruction cutting into the tubular during milling
operations, and pull or torque forces in excess of rated work string values.
It is probable that the part is above the landing nipples in the string. Killing the well is a very good
solution, but if the tubing parts shallow, or it is not desired to kill the string, the following procedure
may be considered:
•

Install and close stabbing valve.

•

Set traveling heavy and snub slips.

•

Close stripper rams.

•

Rig up electric line or other tools, establish end of tubing and tubing concentricity.

•

Set at least two bridge plugs in last joint.

•

Bleed off tubing, rig down electric line.

•

Pull out of hole.

•

Fish as required.

Tool Joint Washout
When a washout in the string is indicated, the following procedures can be considered:
1. Estimate the depth and severity of the washout using wireline systems if available.
2. Pump kill weight fluid or pack-off material.
3. If pumping of kill weight fluid is not possible or desired, then consideration can be given to
wireline systems to:
A. Set isolation straddle packers across the hole in the tubing, allowing resumption of circulation.
B. Set bridge plugs in tubing above the wash out.
Once the hole is sealed off, the string can be pulled until the hole of the wash out is just below the
BOP stack. (Warning: Exact knowledge of the location of the plug(s) and hole depths is required.
Personnel in the work basket could be exposed to trapped pressure in work string if pipe tally errors
are made. If two plugs are set, remember that the pressure trapped between the plugs may equal or
exceed the hydrostatic force to the original setting depths of the plugs. When two plugs are used, hot
tap method may be used to bleed off the trapped pressure safely.)
To remove the failed joint:
1. Continue to pull out of hole until the washout is located between stripper rams.
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2. Close lower stripper ram.
3. Bleed internal string pressure to zero (assuming that the BPVs in the string are holding properly).
4. Pull washout to work basket area.
5. Replace washed out joint(s) and resume operations.

Equipment Failure, Personnel Related

Accidental Closing of Blind or Undersized Rams
Damage to the pipe can be caused if the blind ram, or an undersized pipe ram, is closed around the pipe.
The resulting flattened or split pipe can lead to the string parting and/or communication to annulus.
If this should happen:
1. Immediately set the traveling snub and heavy slips.
2. Install and close stabbing valve.
3. Set slip rams (if equipped).
4. Close both stripper rams.
5. Inform operator’s representative.
6. Conduct emergency meeting to determine course of action. Decision criteria includes:
•

Well pressures – annular/work string.

•

Ability to wireline through the string.

•

Ability to circulate.

•

Ability to support string.

•

Lubrication length through BOP stack.

•

Buckling factors if pipe is light.

Accidental Dropping of the String
Most snubbing systems are equipped with a minimum of two slip bowls for the pipe heavy mode and
three slip bowls for the pipe light mode. The slip control system should be equipped with interlock
systems. If slip failure or personnel error causes the string to be lost then the remedial action is:
1. Close blind rams to stop flow and contain pressure.
2. Close Christmas tree swab valve (if applicable).
3. Fish for lost work string as required.

Dropping the Work String
Some contingency procedures require the intentional dropping of the string. It is assumed that
allowances are made for work string to have sufficient clearance to fall in well, clearing surface
equipment. These procedures are outlined below. This procedure is divided into two sections, heavy
and light pipe modes.
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Pipe Heavy
1. If possible, install an open stabbing valve.
2. Position the joint’s connection to be backed off at the work basket level, break torque with tongs,
then retighten by hand.
3. Lower untorqued connection and hang it off above slip rams, lower stripper ram or a safety pipe ram.
4. Close stabbing valve (if installed).
5. Close traveling heavy and traveling snub slips. Caution: After the back off from the string, the
remaining joint(s) will be pipe light and the snubbing unit slip system must be in the snub mode to
prevent ejection of tubing.
6. Use rotary and back off at previously untorqued connection.
7. Pick up to clear work string (one to three feet).
8. Open all rams below ram used for hang off.
9. Open hang off rams and drop the string.
10. After string has cleared BOP system and Christmas tree, close blind rams, then close valves on
the Christmas tree.

Pipe Light
The decision to drop the string in the pipe light mode must take the leak flow velocity and volume into
account. The procedure to drop pipe is the same as above, with the exception that upon back off, fluid may
be required to be pumped into the area between the two stripper rams (or supplied through the equalizing
line). This will equalize the pressure and cancel snub forces on the section that is to be dropped.
In some circumstances, surface flow velocity through a leak can actually prevent the string from
dropping after the back off, due to differential pressure developed by the flow.

Shearing The Work String
Shearing the tubing or work string should only be performed after considering alternate means other
than activating the shear ram system. Depending on the circumstances, all the listed steps may not be
possible prior to the actual shearing. A procedure to shear pipe:
1. If possible, install and close stabbing valve.
2. The string must clear all surface equipment when cutting the pipe. Pick up off bottom enough to
allow dropped string to clear surface equipment.
3. Confirm location of tool joint in BOP stack to ensure that it is not in the way of the pipe rams.
4. Close one of the stripper rams.
5. Set both traveling snub and heavy slips. Remember that once the pipe is sheared, remaining
joint(s) will be pipe light. This necessitates that the snubbing unit slip system must be in snub
mode to prevent tubing from being ejected from the well.
6. Close the shear rams and shear the pipe.
7. If shear rams do not seal, blind rams must be closed. This may require picking up top joint to
clear pipe from the blind rams.
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8. Bleed pressure off above the shear or blind ram to confirm successful sealing.
9. Close and count the rounds on valves on the Christmas tree to confirm that the work string dropped.

Platform Operations
When working over a well on a platform, it should be remembered that there are other wells
producing while you are doing your work. If a shut down sequence should occur for whatever reason
(i.e. flow line leak, crane failure, fire, oil or other flammable liquid spills on deck, etc.) rapid response
is required from the snubbing crew to secure and shut down the snubbing unit. This is to prevent or
minimize the snubbing system from contributing to consequential hazards.
Emergency shut in drills and procedures should be practiced. As a minimum, these should consist
of the following actions:
1. Position the box of the tubing at working basket level. This may not be possible if a fire hazard
dictates the immediate shut down of the power pack.
2. Immediately secure the pipe by setting the slips. Slips should secure the string both in the heavy
and light mode.
3. Install open stabbing valve, then close it. If circulating, stop circulation, unless this will cause
complications.
4. Close the equalize and bleed off valves.
5. Close stripper rams and top safety/pipe ram.
6. Lock top safety ram and stripper rams.
7. Secure counterbalance, and hanging loads.
8. Shut down engine.
9. Close relevant gate valves on BOP stack and choke manifold.
10. Report to operator’s representatives for further instructions.

Summary
From its original conception as a device to force pipe into the well under pressure to the HWO
of today, the snubbing unit has become a viable alternative for workover operations. Safety and
caution are important during any activity, especially when working on live wells. Equipment/BOP
maintenance are crucial.
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Snubbing Calculations

Pressure, Area and Force
Pressure, whether pump, hydrostatic, formation, friction, differential or mechanical, exerts a force
on an area. To find the force exerted on an area, multiply pressure times area. This calculation is
important for stripping/snubbing. Pipe is moved into the wellbore against pressure. For pipe to be
stripped/snubbed against this force, a greater force (pipe weight, snubbing force) must be used. The
following calculations can help in understanding relationships between pressure/force/area.
F=P*A
Where:
F = Force (lb.)
P = Pressure (psi)
A = Area (sq. in.)

Example 1
The blind rams are closed, and the bore of the stack and rams are 10 inches. There is 40 psi of pressure
in the stack. How much force does that translate to?
The solution is first to calculate the area. This is done by using the equation:
A = D2 * 0.7854
Where:
A = Area (in2)
D = Diameter of the stack (in.)
0.7854 = Conversion factor derived by solving A = D2 * ∏ ÷ 4 (∏ = 3.14159), the ratio of
circumference to diameter of a circle) If we take ∏ and divide it by 4, we get 0.7854
Area = D2 * 0.7854
= (10)2 * 0.7854
= 100 * 0.7854
= 78.5 sq. in.
Now we can solve the force equation.
Force = P * A
= 40 * 78.54
= 3,142 lb of force
Imagine what would happen if the stack were opened without checking for trapped pressure.
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Oilfield Hydraulics
We use the term opposing force in hydraulics. To illustrate this, bring your fists together in front of
your chest. When you apply equal force on each fist, you don’t move anything. Movement comes
when one force is greater than the other. This is called a differential force. This differential force can
come from different pressures acting on the same opposing square inch area, or it could be the same
pressure acting on a different square inch area. If the differential force is enough, it will support or
move an object. If there is not enough force to move the object, it will cause a strain or stress on it.
To illustrate this: We are all aware that our cars are supported by the air pressure in the tires. Let’s assume
that a car weighs 3,000 lb., and the pressure of air in the tires is 30 psi. The force of the air pressure of
30 psi acts on the square inch area of the tires that touches the ground and supports the car.
In this example the force of 30 psi would have to be exerted on 100 square inches of tire to ground
area to perform this. This can be calculated by:
F=P*A
To solve for A (area):
Area

=F÷P

		

= 3,000 ÷ 30

		

= 100 sq. in. tire surface area

If the weight were equally divided along all four tires, then necessary requirements to support this
car would be 25 square inches per tire meeting the ground with 30 psi in the tires. Obviously if air
pressure in the tires went up, the square inches touching the ground would go down, and vice versa.
Force, pressure and area form the basics of hydraulics.
In figure 1, there is the same pressure on both sides. Since the area is the same, and the pressure is the
same, there would be no net movement.
In figure 2, the force on side A is one half of side B. The area on side A is twice that of side B, The
Force-Area on both sides is equal, so there would be net movement.
In figure 3, would there be movement and if so, to which direction?

Example 2
Practical application: A well is shut in and has a production packer was set in 7-inch OD, 6-inch ID
casing at 10,000 feet. There is 2⅞, inches, 6.5 ppf, EUE tubing made up on the packer. The annulus
is filled with a 9.5 ppg salt water. The formation pressure was estimated to be 5,500 psi.
What is the differential force on just the packer, and in what direction?
First, solve for hydrostatic pressure:
Hydrostatic Pressure = Depthtvd * MWppg * 0.052
			

= 10,000 * 9.5 * 0.052

			

= 4,940 psi
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Using the Force area equations, we can calculate the force up, and the force down. Second, solve for
the hydraulic area the force is being placed on:
Area = D2 * 0.7854
= {(IDcsg)2 − (ODdp)2} * 0.7854
= {(6 * 6) − (2.875 * 2.875)} * 0.7854
= {36 − 8.26} * 0.7854
= 27.74 * 0.7854
= 21.78 sq. in.
Next, solve for force downward:
Force = P * A
= 4,940 * 21.78
= 107,593 lb. of force down
To calculate the upward force against the packer the
area that the pressure is acting is different. Since the
well is shut in, it acts like a plug in the packer, therefore
the entire area of the packer must be considered.
Formation pressure has been calculated as 5,500 psi.
P = 5,500 psi
The hydraulic area is not the same. First solve for the
area of the packer:
Area

= D2 * 0.7854

		

= 62 * 0.7854

		

= 36 * 0.7854

		

= 28.27 sq. in.

Now solve for upward force:
Force

=P*A

		

= 5,500 * 28.27

		

= 155,485 lb of force upwards

Snubbing Force Calculations
Since we can now calculate force up or down, we can calculate how much pipe weight and how much
snubbing force would be required to snub into the well. To calculate pipe weight to snub in well
against well pressure, use the pressure area calculations
A = D2 * 0.7854
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and

F=P*A

These calculations may be combined as:
F = P * D2 * 0.7854

Example 3
If the well has 450 psi of pressure, how much pipe weight would be necessary to remain static in the
hole against the force? Assume 2-7/8”, 6.5 ppf tubing. The BOP has a 10-inch ID.
Using the above calculation:
Force = P * D2 * 0.7854
= 450 * (2.875 * 2.845) * 0.7854
= 450 * 8.26 * 0.7854
= 2,921 lb of pipe weight
At 6.5 ppf, this is more than 448 feet of pipe. It should be obvious this string does not have the
necessary weight to strip and must be snubbed into the hole. In this example a snubbing force of at
least 2,921 pounds must be generated to overcome well pressures.
Other factors must be taken into account when calculating snubbing force. These factors are friction
moving pipe through a preventer, friction in the well, and buoyancy of pipe in a fluid.
Besides the well pressure that must be overcome, force is also required to overcome the frictional
resistance of the BOP, or stripper rubber. The amount of frictional resistance that must be overcome
depends largely on the pipe size, BOPs in use, and the well pressure. The well pressure is probably
the most critical factor. As the well pressure increases, it takes more force to strip through the BOP
stack. The majority of BOPs in use are wellbore energized. Once closed, the well pressure enforces a
tighter seal.
Other frictional resistance that must be considered is friction that must be overcome along pipe to
wall contact in well. Highly deviated wells may have considerable friction that must be overcome.
Under normal conditions (no well pressure), the weight of pipe in fluid is more than adequate to
sink in the fluid. In pressure situations, buoyancy of the pipe is offset by well pressure. This is the
underlying reason for snubbing. When buoyed weight of pipe equals pressure/area force of well, pipe
reaches the neutral point where it no longer requires a push to force it into the hole.
Calculate buoyed string weight. If pipe is empty (omit air weight, ignore BOP friction/couplings):
W = L * (Pipewt – {(OD)2 * 0.0408 * MW})
Where:
W = Amount of effective weight (lb)
L = Length of pipe in fluid in the well (ft)
Pipewt = The air weight of the pipe per foot (lb/ft)
0.0408 = Capacity conversion factor to get cylindrical gallons per foot
MW = Fluid weight in well (ppg)
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Example 4
What is the effective string weight (lb.) with 279 feet of 2.875-inch, 6.5 lb./ft. tubing in a fluid with
a density of 13.2 ppg?
Weight = L × [PipeWt – {(OD)2 * 0.0408 * MW}]
= 279 * [6.5 – {(2.875 × 2.875) * 0.0408 * 13.2}]
= 279 * [6.5 – {8.26 * 0.0408 * 13.2}]
= 279 * [6.5 – 4.45]
= 279 * 2.05
= 572 lb buoyed
If fluid is in the pipe, the pipe will effectively weigh more than empty pipe.
This increase in effective string weight (to the last calculation) can be calculated by:
Wi = L * (ID)2 * 0.0408 * MW
Where:
Wi = Increase in effective string weight (lb), by filling the pipe
L = Length of pipe with fluid in it (ft)
ID = Inside diameters of pipe (in)
0.0408 = Capacity conversion factor to get cylindrical gallons per foot
MW = Fluid weight in pipe (ppg)

Example 5
What is the increase in effective string weight (lb) for 279 feet of 2.875-inch OD, 2.441-inch ID, 6.5
lb./ft. of tubing when filled full of a fluid with a density of 13.2 ppg?
Use the formula:
Weight increase = L * (ID)2 * 0.0408 * MW
		

= 279 * (2.441)2 * 0.0408 *13.2

		

= 279 * (2.441 * 2.441) * 0.0408 * 13.2

		

= 279 * 5.95 * 0.0408 * 13.2

		

= 894 lb

When the string is filled with a fluid of a different density than the fluid in the well, the effective
weight can be calculated by the following equation:
Wd = L * [Pipewt – {(OD)2 * 0.0408 * MW1} + {(ID)2 * 0.0408 * MW2}]
Where:
Wd = Buoyed weight of pipe in well (lb) with different fluid in it
L = Length of pipe in fluid in the well (ft)
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Pipewt = The weight of the pipe per foot (lb/ft)
0.0408 = Capacity conversion factor to get cylindrical gallons per foot
MW1 = Fluid weight in well (ppg)
ID = Inside diameter of pipe (in.)
MW2 = Fluid weight in pipe (ppg)

Example 6
What is the effective weight (lb) for 560 feet of 3.50-inch O.D, 2.602-inch ID, 15.5 lb/ft tubing in
a 9.6 ppg fluid filled annulus, with the tubing string full of 10.2 ppg fluid?
Wd= L * [Pipewt – {(OD)2 * 0.0408 * MW1} + {(ID)2 * 0.0408 * MW2}]
= 560 * [15.5 – {(3.5)2 * 0.0408 * 9.6} + {(2.602)2 * 0.0408 * 10.2}]
= 560 * [15.5 – {(3.5 * 3.5) * 0.0408 * 9.6} + {(2.602 * 2.602) * 0.0408 * 10.2}]
= 560 * [15.5 – {12.25 * 0.0408 * 9.6} + {6.77 * 0.0408 * 10.2}]
= 560 * [15.5 – {4.79} + {2.81}]
= 560 * [15.5 – 4.79 + 2.81]
= 560 * 13.52
= 7,571 lb.
These buoyancy calculations are necessary for estimating the balance point.

Calculating The Balance Point
The balance point is where the weight of the string is great enough to equal the pressure area force.
This is the transition between pipe light and pipe heavy. Calculating this point is dependent on
pressure, area, pipe weight and the fluid in the well and in the pipe. When snubbing, it is common
to run dry pipe into the hole past the balance point. The pipe is then filled with fluid, and stripped
to the desired depth.
From the discussions on Pressure/force/area, and buoyancy calculations (again, ignoring friction,
upsets and couplings), we can calculate this point using the following formula:
BP = (P * D2 * 0.7854) ÷ [(65.4 – Fluid Weightppg) ÷ 65.4] ÷ Pipewt
Where:
BP = Balance point (ft)
P = Well pressure (psi)
D = Diameter of the pipe (in)
Pipewt = Weight of the pipe per foot (lb/ft)
65.4 = Weight of one gallon of steel
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Example 7
The fluid weight in the well is estimated to be 7.3 ppg. How many feet of dry 2.875-inch, 6.5 ppf
tubing would have to be snubbed into a well with a shut in surface pressure of 650 psi to reach the
balance point?
BP = (P * D2 * 0.7854) ÷ [(Pipewt − OD2 * 0.0408 * MW)
= [650 * 2.8752 * 0.7854] ÷ [6.5 − (2.8752 * 0.0408 * 7.3)]
= [650 * 8.26 * 0.7854] ÷ [6.5 − (8.26 * 0.0408 * 7.3)]
= 4219 ÷ [6.5 − 2.46]
= 4219 ÷ 4.04 = 1044 ft
The above assumes that the pipe is dry. If the pipe is being filled with the same weight fluid that
is in the well, or a fluid with a different weight, then buoyancy corrections must be made. These
corrections have been stated in above calculations.

Hydraulic Pressure Calculations
The amount of hydraulic pressure that must be generated to snub pipe in the hole is dependent on
the amount of jacks that are to be used (the total hydraulic/force area). Generally, when snubbing,
the jack’s cylinders are pressurized from the rod side. When pulling pipe, the cylinders are pressurized
opposite the rod side.
To calculate the jack area pressurized to snub, and the jack area pressurized to pull pipe, the following
equations are used.
Snubbing jack area:
Aj = (Cylinder Bore)2 – (Rod Diameter)2 * No. Cylinders in use * 0.7854
Where:
Aj = The total pressurized area of the jack(s) (sq. in.)
Cylinder Bore = The inner diameter of the jack (in.)
Rod Diameter = The outer diameter of the rod in the cylinder (in.)
No. Cylinders = The number of hydraulic jack cylinders in use
0.7854 = Conversion factor
Pulling jack area:
Aj = (Cylinder Bore)2 * No. Cylinders in use * 0.7854
Where:
Aj = The total pressurized area of the jack(s) (sq. in.)
Cylinder Bore = The inner diameter of the jack (in.)
No. Cylinders = The number of hydraulic jack cylinders in use
0.7854 = Conversion factor
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Once the hydraulic area of the jack is known, then the required hydraulic pressure necessary to lift
or snub pipe can be calculated. To calculate the required hydraulic pressure:
Phy = F ÷ A
Where:
Phy = The required hydraulic pressure necessary to lift or snub (psi)
F = Force area to be overcome (lb.). This may be either snubbing force or lifting force.
A = Jack area (sq. in.)

EXAMPLE 8
With 6,000 psi of well pressure, how much hydraulic pressure will be required on four jacks 4-inch
cylinders, 3” rods to snub 1.25-inch tubing OD is 1.66 inches into the well? Assume 3,000 lb of
friction that must be overcome to strip through the ram preventers.
First solve for force (lb):
F=P*A
Where:
F = Force that must be overcome (lb)
P = Well pressure
A = Cross sectional area of pipe to be snubbed (in),
So,
A = D2 * 0.7854
F=P*A
Then,
Force = P * [(OD)2 * 0.7854]
= 6,000 * [(1.66)2 * 0.7854]
= 6,000 * (2.7556 * 0.7854)
= 6,000 * 2.1642
= 12,985 lb of force required
It will require 12,985 lb of snubbing force, plus force to overcome the friction of the preventer
to snub this pipe in the well. Since the friction that must be overcome on the preventers is 3,000
pounds, this is added to the force required. The calculation for total force required is:
Ft = F + Fb
Where:
Ft = Total force required (lb)
F = Force that must be overcome (lb)
Fb = BOP friction that must be overcome to move pipe through the preventer.
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So,
Ft = F + Fb
= 12,985 + 3,000
= 15,985 lb total force required to snub this pipe in well
Now solve for the hydraulic area available in the lift (jack) mode.
Aj = [(Cylinder Bore)2 – (Rod Diameter)2] * No. Cylinders in use * 0.7854
=[(4)2 – (3)2] * 4 * 0.7854
= (16 – 9) * 4 * 0.7854
= 7 * 4 * 0.7854
= 21.99 sq. in. of jack area
Now, solve for the required hydraulic pressure.
Phy = F ÷ A
= 15,985 ÷ 21.99
= 727 psi of hydraulic pressure necessary

Pipe Buckling
After required snubbing force has been calculated, it must be compared with the compressive load
for the pipe to ensure that the pipe will not buckle. Buckling of the pipe occurs when compressive
force exerted on the pipe exceeds the compressive strength of the pipe. Buckling occurs first in the
maximum unsupported length of the string. This should be in the window area of the snubbing unit
if a window guide is not used.
There are two types of buckling that may occur, elastic and inelastic buckling. Elastic or long column
buckling (see illustration below) does not exceed the yield of the pipe and the pipe is not permanently
deformed. Inelastic buckling exceeds the yield and permanently deforms the pipe. There are two types
of inelastic buckling, intermediate and local.
The type of buckling that will occur can be determined by calculations to compare the column
slenderness ratio (Cc) to the effective slenderness ratio (Sr) of the pipe considered. If the effective
slenderness ratio (Sr) is greater than the column slenderness ratio (Cc), then major axis elastic buckling
will occur. When the effective slenderness ratio (Sr) is less than the column slenderness ratio (Cc),
then local inelastic buckling will occur.
Once the type buckling that will occur has been calculated, then the compressive load that will
produce buckling can be calculated.
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Figure 13.27.
Left to Right, major axis buckling and local buckling.
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. How much force would there be on a closed master valve with a 2⅞-inch ID and
320 psi of pressure?

2. When a mechanical set packer is set, weight is placed on it by the tubing. If the
packer had 15,000 lb. set on it, what would happen if you picked up on the tubing
and tree to open a circulating port (open packer bypass)?

Would adding casing pressure help hold the packer in place?

3. If the well has 300 psi of pressure, how much pipe would be necessary to remain
static in the hole against the force (ignore buoyancy)? Assume 3½-inch, 13.30 ppf
drill pipe. The BOP has a 13⅝-inch ID

4. What is the buoyed string weight (lb.) if pipe is empty for 2,527 feet of 2⅜-inch,
1.995-inch ID, 4.70 lb./ft. tubing in a fluid with a density of 9.2 ppg?

5. What is the increase in effective string weight (lb.) for 2,527 feet of 2⅜-inch, 1.995inch ID, 4.70 lb./ft. tubing when filled full of a fluid with a density of 9.2 ppg?
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6. What is the effective weight (lb.) for 11,260 feet of 2⅞-inch OD, 2.151-inch ID,
10.40 lb/ft tubing in a 8.6 ppg fluid filled annulus, with the tubing string full of 9.9
ppg fluid?

Q&A

7. How many feet of 1.5-inch, 4.10 ppf tubing (empty) would have to be snubbed
into a dry gas (2.0 ppg) well with a shut in surface pressure of 1,200 psi to reach
the balance point (ignore friction)?

8. With 3,000 psi of well pressure, how much hydraulic pressure will be required on
two jacks (5-inch cylinders, 3½-inch rods) to snub 2⅞-inch tubing into the well?
Assume 4,000 lb. of friction must be overcome to strip through ram preventers.
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Q&A
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Notes

Wireline
Upon completion of this chapter, the student should be able to:
•

Describe the general uses of wireline.

•

Discuss and explain the different types of wireline.

•

Discuss and explain basic ways of detecting bad wireline.

•

Identify and discuss wireline equipment.

•

Describe the wireline valve pressure test.

•

Name and describe various wireline tools.

•

Discuss and explain how to estimate the depth of parted wireline.

•

State the significance of placing SCSSV out of service.

•

Discuss and explain how subsurface safety valves are classified.
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SECTION 1 - SURFACE EQUIPMENT

Introduction
Wireline has been in use since the early days of the oil and gas industry. The development of surface
equipment for solid wireline operations has kept pace with the development of new methods
and tools used in well completion, remedial and workover operations. Solid wireline is used for
depth determination, deviated hole surveys, temperature and pressure surveys, paraffin cutting,
and cementing operations. Solid wireline may also be used to set, retrieve, and manipulate chokes,
circulating plugs, gauge cutters, swaging tools, safety valves and gas-lift valves.
As the oil industry grew from the first shallow well in Titusville, Pennsylvania in 1859 to the first
producing well on the Outer Continental Shelf in the Gulf of Mexico in 1947, wireline servicing also
grew in complexity. Since then, wireline operations have kept pace with industry needs for work in
deeper and more corrosive wells, deviated holes, and wells drilled in deeper water offshore.
The expansion of oilfield activities from conventional terrain to marsh, muskeg, desert and offshore
locations has required mobility in wireline equipment for proper servicing.
In the early days of solid wireline operations few problems occurred with mobile equipment. Trucks
with wireline winches, skid-mounted equipment, and fixed units mounted at strategic locations
handled most solid wireline work. The truck is now the primary transport vehicle for wireline land
operations.
Wireline equipment was later moved to inland water and marsh locations by mounting the equipment
on speed boats, tugs, or small barges. Today a diesel powered shallow water spud boat, with a built-in
hydraulic system that controls the wireline spool as well as the boat spuds, is usually used in bayous,
streams, marshes or lakes.
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As oilfield development moved offshore, equipment and methods of transportation changed. Selfpropelled jack-up vessels are ordinarily used on shallow water locations. The jack-up vessel is built on
the same principle as a spud barge, except that the spuds are replaced with long legs to jack the boat
out of the water. This enables the crew to work in rough seas and water depths of up to a hundred
feet or more.
In remote offshore areas a specially designed skid-mounted diesel-powered wireline unit with builtin hydraulic pumps and motors is used. The unit is transported to the offshore platform or rig on a
supply boat and lifted onto the platform by a crane.
Drilling and completion of oil and gas wells in desert terrain is accomplished by mounting the
equipment on large wheeled vehicles (trucks or cars) capable of driving in soft sand. Wireline
equipment is moved to desert locations the same way.
Weather conditions in arctic areas call for specially designed cold weather units; however, these are
also easily transportable by truck to remote locations.
Since early days when the operator used a small hand crank and spool containing a short length of
solid wire, many mechanisms have been developed for supplying the power source to turn the wireline
spool. When the solid wireline proved a practical means of depth determination, and the need for
greater depth runs developed, the power source also changed. Many new methods of rotating the
reel came into use, such as: gasoline engines equipped with speed-reduction devices; diesel engines;
electric motors; and hydraulic pumps and motors.
Due to fire hazard on offshore locations, a number of operators have restricted the use of sparking
power sources and actuating devices. Diesel wireline units operating on the Outer Continental Shelf
are required to be equipped with spark arrestor mufflers and shut down devices on the air intakes.
Transporting the wireline and associated equipment to a location is obviously a necessary part of the
job. Surface equipment to be used at the well site is likewise an obvious necessity.
The surface equipment necessary to perform wireline operations depends largely on the well pressure
and tubing size. Figure 14.1 shows the standards components used in a normal wireline operation on
a well with less than 5,000 psi surface pressure and 2½-inch ID tubing. The surface equipment lists
corresponds to the item numbers in figure 14.1

Wireline
The earliest wireline used in measuring well depth was a flat steel tape with marked or stamped figure
indicating footage, similar to a surveyor’s tape. As well depths increased, tape of sufficient length
became difficult to obtain. Correct depth readings were also a problem — stretching of the calibrated
tape under load caused inaccurate measurement. When the flat tape was lowered into a well under
pressure, the stuffing box and pack-off added to the problems. These disadvantages brought about
the adoption of the solid wireline for depth measurements and pack-off control. The line was tagged
at equal increments of length and the operator kept a record of the amount of line reeled in and out.
Later, measuring devices with calibrated wheels came into use because they were more convenient
and provided accurate measurements. The measuring device is discussed in detail later in the chapter.
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Figure 14.1. Wireline truck-mounted unit.

1. Chain and binder which secure the Gin Pole to the wellhead
master valve.
2. Gin pole with sufficient telescoping sections to handle the
lubricator assembly.

10–

3. Block and tackle to lift the gin pole, lubricator assembly and other
equipment.

–9

4. Crown valve which opens and closes to shut off the well flow, seal
against pressure and allow the passage of wireline tools.

3–

5. Wing valve to shut off well flow.
6. Wireline valve or blowout preventer used to shut off well pressure
with wireline in the hole.

–8

7. Lubricator section, usually 8 feet. Should be long enough to allow
longest tool to be run inside with room to close the crown valve.
Unions connecting these sections can usually be made up by hand
without tools. Height should never exceed that required but should
cover tool length.

–7

8. Lubricator section, see #7.

6
/

2–

9. Lubricator section, see #7.
10. Stuffing box and wireline pulley – often called the control head.
It allows for smooth change of direction of the wireline and seal
around line to prevent well fluid from escaping while going in or
coming out of the hole with the line.

–4

/

5

1–
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Table 14.1. Well- Measuring Wire Specifications (Solid Wireline)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Nominal Diameter

0.066

0.072

0.082

0.092

0.105

0.108

Tolerance on diameter (inches)

+0.001

+0.001

+0.001

+0.001

+0.001

+0.001

Breaking strength (minimum lb.)

811

961

1239

1547

1996

2109

Breaking strength (maximum lb.)

984

1166

1204

1877

2421

2560

Elongation in 10 in. per cent Minimum

1½

1½

1½

1½

1½

1½

Torsions, Minimum number of twists in
8 inches

32

29

26

23

20

19

Solid Wireline
Deeper wells and heavier loads imposed on the measuring lines necessitated development of highstrength steel wireline to minimize weight of the wire and size of the hoisting equipment. A smalldiameter wire was developed with the following results:
1. Reduces the load due to its own weight.
2. May be lowered over a small-diameter sheave.
3. May be wound on a small-diameter spool or reel without over-stressing by bending, keeping the
size of the reel drum to a minimum.
4. Provides a small cross-sectional area for operation under pressure.
The most common diameter sizes of solid measuring line currently is use are: 0.066, 0.082, 0.092
and 0.105 inch. Larger diameter line, 0.108 and 0.125 inch, are being used to some degree in wells
with tubing strings larger than 2½-inch ID Measuring lines are available from the mills in one piece
in standard lengths of 10,000, 12,000, 18,000, 20,000 and 25,000 feet. The most popular material,
because of its high ultimate tensile strength, good ductility and relatively low cost, is improved
plow steel. Cold-drawn improved plow-steel measuring line has an ultimate tensile strength of
approximately 230,000 to 240,000 psi. API Specification 9A, Specification for Wire Rope contains a
section on well-measuring wire specifications. Table 1 contains requirements for API Spec 9A as well
information developed for this manual.
No wireline manual would be complete without mentioning hydrogen sulfide (H2S) sometimes
referred to as sour gas, and carbon dioxide (CO2). Many wells drilled in the past few years have
been deeper completions in sour gas reservoirs. Severe corrosion, excessive temperatures and pressures
— plus depth — have introduced many wireline problems that were unknown a few years ago.
When corrosive components are encountered in a well, cold-drawn improved plow-steel lines may
be affected by hydrogen embrittlement resulting in reduced service life. For service in hydrogen
sulfide atmospheres, Type 316 stainless steel is recommended because of its resistance to hydrogen
embrittlement. The ultimate strength of stainless steel measuring line is lower than that of improved
plow-steel, its cost is appreciably greater, and it is less ductile. It is more susceptible to cold working
which results in brittleness and reduction of service life. There are several methods which can be used
in wireline operations to reduce or eliminate potential problems where corrosive environment is
present. These methods are discussed in section 4 of this chapter.
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Stranded Line
Stranded line is commonly used to replace solid line when line size is larger than 0.015 inches and
added strength is required. The line is available in the following sizes: ⅛ inch (0.125), ⁹⁄₆₄ inch
(0.141), ⁵⁄₃₂ inch (0.156), ³⁄₁₆ inch (0.187), ¼ in (0.250), and ⁵⁄₁₆ inch (0.312).

Wireline Handling
In order to realize good service and maximum life from wireline, it is necessary to take certain
precautions in its handling and usage. Figure 14.2 shows the right and wrong practices when
transferring or rewinding wireline.
Figure 14.2. Recommended method for re-spooling or transferring measuring line.

1. Properly transferring the measuring line from the shipping spool to the reel is very important
for extending the performance and service life of the line. Figure 14.2(A) shows a recommended
setup for rewinding so that the curvature of the line is not reversed. Figure 14.2(B) shows an
improper set up. Improper winding causes reverse bending of the line, making the line more
difficult to handle, and causing it to kink and tangle. Figure 14-2(B) shows a less desirable
arrangement than figure 14.2(A) because it induces a partial reversal in the line, but does not
affect the line as severely as the method shown in figure 14.2(C). Exercise caution in using this
method, as there is a greater tendency for the line to cut into the wooden flanges of the spool,
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if it becomes misaligned. Line tension is increased by frictional drag of the spool on the ground.
Best results are obtained when both spool and reel are mounted on horizontal shafts and spaced
far enough apart to make level winding easier and reduce undercutting.
2. Avoid gripping the line with tools, such as pliers or hardened jaws. Nicking or gouging the
surface of the wire can cause failure when the line is subjected to tensile and bending stress.
3. Uncontrolled slack and resultant kinking must be avoided.
4. When retrieving the line from the well, clean the line of well fluids (see p. 14-14, Line Wipers),
and give it a protective coat of oil as it is reeled onto the drum.
5. Do not pull a line beyond its elastic limit.
6. Before beginning a job or at frequent intervals during extended work periods, cut 15 to 20 feet
of line off spool and tie another knot.
There are times when a line may need changing because of continuous use, damage, or lack of care.
Some ways of detecting a bad line are:
1. When a line is laid out on the ground and does not form a coil or loop as on the drum. This
indicates the line has exceeded its elastic limit and is considered a “dead line”.
2. When tying a knot, the wireline breaks easily. Remove a few feet of line and tie a new knot.
3. When kinks will not straighten out. This indicates the line has been subjected to extreme tensions
or stress. Change the wireline.

Measuring Devices
One of the most important pieces of wireline equipment is the measuring device, figure 14.3. It is
a necessity on any job, whether it is simply measuring a shallow well with a lead weight on the end
of the measuring line, a delicate logging survey, or the intricate setting or retrieving of a variety of
special tools in the deepest known wells. In order to perform any type of wireline operation efficiently
and safely, the operator must know the location of the tool with relation to the wellhead or other
reference point. Knowing the location of a tool as it approaches the wellhead during retrieval enables
the operator to control its speed and bring it to a stop before hitting the well-head sheave or stuffing
box. This will help to prevent a fishing job or damage to the tool.
A mechanical measuring device
that has proven accurate, rugged
and reliable with minimum
maintenance is one which holds
the measuring line in slipfree contact with an accurately
ground, hardened measuring
wheel driving a counter or
odometer for registering the
linear units (meters or feet) of
the line contacting the measuring
wheel. The measuring device is
generally mounted on moveable
supports to allow it freedom to
move.
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Figure 14.3. Measuring device.

When the measuring wheel is worn, the counter or odometer will give false readings and the wheel
should be replaced. If not replaced, damage could occur by the “shaving” of the wire from the
grooves cut into the measuring wheel. During extended jarring operations, it is recommended the
wire be temporarily removed from assembly. This will prevent the stress associated with the repeated
bending/straightening of the wire around the measuring wheel. In addition, counter wheels are wire
size specific and are not interchangeable. For larger sizes of wire (0.105, 0.108 and 0.125 inches)
the counter wheel and stuffing box sheave diameter must be increased to prevent over-stressing the
line which would cause hardening. Care should also be taken to avoid over tightening the pressure
wheels, which would result in the flattening of the wire and reduce life of the line. Under tightening
of the pressure wheels or worn counter wheels will give false odometer readings.

Weight Indicators
In heavy-duty wireline operations when it is necessary to load the measuring line to its maximum
safe load (usually in connection with mechanical or hydraulic jars), the use of some type of weight
indicating device is necessary. Various types in use are mechanical, hydraulic and electronic. A
hydraulic weight indicator is shown in figure 14.4. These instruments are calibrated in pounds (or
metric equivalents), and indicate the total load on the line at the weight indicator. These indicators
are either incorporated into, or designed as attachments, to the measuring devices.
Figure 14.4. Hydraulic weight indicator.

Reel Systems
Wireline reels make it possible to conveniently and safely handle continuous measuring lines in
performing wireline operations. Reels are necessary to transport the line from one well site to another
without damage. Basically, the wireline reel is a spool of sufficient size to accommodate the required
length of line to perform the job. The small measuring reels do not require a power source to lower
a tool into the well. The weight of the line and tools is sufficient to unwind the line from the reel.
However, all present day reels have provisions for some type of power source. On the larger reels
where slow or constant speeds are desired, transmission or hydraulic brakes are used to lower the
tool(s) into the well. Other necessary components on the reel assembly are: reel drum brake; clutch
for disconnecting from the power source; power source start-and-stop controls; and speed controls
where applicable. When a wide range of operating speeds is required, multi-speed mechanical
transmissions are sometimes used.
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There are five types of measuring-reels mounting:
1. Skid or base-mounted – portable (figure 14.5)
2. Truck –mounted—truck –engine –driven (figure 14.6)
3. Trailer-mounted
4. Boat-mounted—Engine-driven
5. Automatic paraffin scraper mounted on wellhead.
Figure 14.5. A wireline skid unit.

On most current offshore wireline jobs, double drum units (two reels) are used. One is for the routine
wireline work, and has approximately 20,000 feet of 0.082-inch diameter solid line. On the other
reel is approximately 20,000 feet if 3/16-inch stranded line which is used for heavy pulling, such as
swabbing or fishing operations. The reels and hydraulic controls are mounted on a separate skid from
the power unit. Separation of the two is necessary to reduce the weight and ease the transfer from a
supply boat to the offshore platform with a minimum size crane.
Figure 14.6. An electric wireline truck-mounted unit.
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The newest type of single-reel hydraulic unit for a routine wireline operation is a compact system
with the power section built on the same skid, because it is easily portable it is used extensively in
offshore operations. However, because of its light weight it should always be properly secured to
prevent movement and possibly injury.

Floor Blocks or Pulleys
When the wireline is routed from the reel to the stuffing-box sheave, conditions may require changing
the directions of the line several times. Floor blocks or pulleys with sheaves properly sized to prevent
Figure 14.7. Blocks and pulleys are used to change wireline direction.

over-stress in bending, are used for this purpose. Snatch-block type pulleys are generally installed on
the line to keep from having to thread the end through the pulley supports, figure 14.7. Note that
the pulley is attached to the load cell of the weight indicator. For accurate weight indicator operation
the angle the wire makes around the pulley should be 90 degrees. Also position the pulley as close as
possible to the lubricator to prevent side loading.

Stuffing Boxes
Wireline stuffing boxes (figure 14.8) are used when it is necessary to perform work on a well under
pressure. The stuffing box consists of a packing chamber with and external adjustable nut. The nut
is either manually or hydraulically tightened to minimize leakage around the line resulting from
well pressure. In most cases the stuffing box provides a swivel bracket and sheave which guides the
measuring line down into the packing gland. The radius of the stuffing box sheave must also be
changed to accommodate larger size wireline.
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Heavier stuffing boxes can be equipped with a bleed off assembly and place for setting a blowout
preventer (not a wireline valve.) The purpose of blowout preventer is to shut off the well flow through
the stuffing box in the event the packing is cut, blown out, or the wire breaks.
Figure 14.8. Component breakdown of stuffing boxes.
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Figure 14.9.

When stranded line is used in wells under pressure, the multiple lays in the construction of the line
make it difficult to seal off the well. For this reason, a stuffing box was designed with a grease seal.
The grease is pumped into the stuffing box under pressure, forming a barrier against the flow and
lubricates the line. This grease-seal stuffing box is used by all wireline companies (including electric
line) whenever line is required.

Lubricators
A lubricator may be described as a number of tubular sections of pipe assembled together with a
stuffing box to pack off wireline on top. The tubular sections are assembled on the ground (or platform)
and held together with quick unions. The entire assembly is then raised to vertical position above the
wireline valve. The size and length of the assembly must accommodate the workover tools, any “fish”
that might possibly be recovered, and have a working pressure rating equal to or higher than the string
of pipe through which the tools are lowered. The lubricator is generally standard in length just high
enough to handle the longest string of tools between the wireline valve and the stuffing box and is easily
transported to and from the location. For offshore wireline operations, the lubricator may be as long as
twenty feet without the union connectors; however, most boats and platforms are equipped with either
Hydraulic gin poles or cranes so the length and weights present no problem.
Specially designed lubricators are used when problem situations arise, such as exposure to “sour gas”
(hydrogen sulfide) or carbon dioxide. The lubricators is generally constructed of low alloy steel, heat
treated and softened to comply with National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) Standard
MR-01-75, 1978 Revision, Section 11.9.5. Lubricators should be tested as referenced in 30 CFR
250 or API 14B. Test the lubricator to maximum anticipated well pressure, but do not exceed the
manufacturer’s recommended working pressure.
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Quick Unions
Quick unions are connectors which are screwed or welded on each end of all lubricator sections, and
are designed with on O-ring type seal to hold the well pressure. As a safety feature, one half of the
union slips inside the other half union and is secured by a large nut which is screwed to the female
half. It should not be disconnected while there is pressure on the lubricator.

Wireline Valves
The wireline valve is a ram-equipped device used on the well head to prevent or control blowouts,
(figure 14.10.) In addition to providing a positive protection against blowouts, the wireline valve is
a means of isolating the well pressure from the lubricator without cutting or damaging the line. This
is often necessary during wireline fishing operations. It is accomplished by manually or hydraulic
pressing together a set of rams made of resilient packing to form a seal. Once the valve is closed,
the lubricator can be bled off. After removing and changing wireline tools, the lubricator must be
repressurized before opening the rams. This is done by opening a special equalizing valve on the side of
the wireline valve. It allows the well pressure to be routed around the closed rams into the lubricator.
Then the rams can be easily opened without damaging the tool string or lubricator. Regulation
governing offshore wireline operations require the use of at least one wireline valve. The valve should
be pressure tested before beginning any job. Test the wireline valve to the maximum anticipated well
pressure, but do not exceed the manufacturer’s recommended working pressure.
Figure 14.10. Wireline valve (blowout preventer).

Line Wipers
When retrieving the wireline from a well, the fluid clinging to the line drips or is thrown off the floor
blocks and pulleys, creating a possible safety, maintenance and housekeeping problem, Line wipers of
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various types generally do a very effective job of cleaning the line at or near the wellhead. One form
of line wiper is a housing with an internal split neoprene rubber plug. This plug has a threaded bolt
adjustment that compresses the rubber plug until it envelopes the line and strips it of fluid. This line
wiper has a hinge pin to anchor it to the floor block or pulley frame for alignment on the line. Other
types are built on the same principle as the stuffing box, containing packing and an adjustable gland
for cleaning the line. Oil from the wiper should be collected in a suitable container.

Gin Poles and Masts
During wireline work-over operations when it is necessary to use tall high-pressure lubricators and
heavy tool strings, removing and replacing the heavy loaded lubricator off and on the wellhead
becomes a problem. A stiff leg, with a block and tackle, electric hoist, or mast-type structure
mounted on a truck is sometimes used to handle the lubricator. When the work is performed on a
rig, an air hoist or cat line can be used. Wireline boats have a special mast or crane to do the job. On
offshore platforms, a platform crane, or an A-frame type structure over the well is used. However, it
is recommended that a gin pole and a block and tackle be available as a backup,
Figure 14.11.
in the event other means of lifting is not available.
Rope socket
connections.

SECTION 2 - TOOL STRINGS AND SERVICE TOOLS

Introduction
Various tools frequently used in wireline operations are described in this section.
Descriptions of special fishing tools are included, along with their application to
fishing jobs which sometimes occur during wireline operations.

Wireline Tool String and Service Tools
Wireline Socket

The wireline (rope) socket (figure 14.11) fastens the wire to the tool string. The
most common rope socket consists of a body, spring, spring support, and disc.
The body is bored to accommodate the inner parts, accept the wireline through
the upper end and the stem from below. Near the upper end is a fishing neck
that accepts pulling tools in standard sizes. Above the fishing neck, the body is
tapered to guide the pulling tool and facilitate its engagement. The flat on the
upper end is a striking surface to prevent peening the metal and closing the wire
hole, if the socket is subjected to jarring during fishing or other operations.
The spring acts as a shock absorber to prevent the knot from failing under severe
impact, as during jarring operations. The spring support centers the disc and the
load so that the force applied is a straight pull.
The wireline is fastened to the disc which is grooved around its entire
circumference. This groove is deep enough to prevent damage to the line when
the disc comes to bear against the spring support. To absorb the punishment to
which it may be subjected, the knot fastening the wire to the disc must be tied
with great care.
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Stranded Line Socket
The stranded line socket serves the same purpose as the wireline socket. It provides the means by
which a stranded line is fastened to the tools. It is secured by babbitt instead of being tied around a
spool. Slip type rope sockets (figure 14.11) are designed to be used with small stranded lines, through
⁵⁄₁₆ inch diameter.
In some instances a rope socket with no knot may have
to be used on conventional solid wireline. Conditions
such as sour service require using a special metallurgy
solid wireline which does not have much capability to
withstand torsion effects. A no-knot or wedge-type rope
socket similar to the stranded line socket should be used in
these cases. However, remember to include a knuckle joint
below the rope socket to provide the needed swivel action.

Figure 14.12. Wireline stem.

Wireline Stem (Weight Bars)
Wireline stem (figure 14.12) provides the weight to pull
the wireline tool string into the well. The stem also adds
the needed weight for jarring operations or shearing metal
pins which release running and pulling tools. The stem’s
influence may be increased or decreased by changing its total weight, i.e., the total number of lengths
of stem. To increase weight without increasing length, weighted stems are sometimes used. These
are made by using a good grade of 4140 or similar steel tubes and filling them with lead. Box and
pin ends are then screwed on the ends and welded in place to keep them from backing off. A stem is
essentially a round rod with a pin connection and fishing neck at the upper end, and a box connection
at the lower end. Stems can be provided in outside diameters of ¾
Figure 14.13. Knuckle joints.
in, 1¼ in, 1½ in, and 1¾ inches. They are usually made in two-,
three-, or five-foot length.
Stems also have special applications. They may be used as spacers
when it becomes necessary to position tools at a higher level in the
tubing. For instance, in perforating operations where a tubing stop
has been set, the stem will space the perforation at a slightly higher
level, if desired. A stem may also be placed immediately below jars
to position them at a higher level in the tubing string when there is
a possibility of them being fouled by wire during fishing operations.
Other uses will be discussed later in the section.

Knuckle Joint
The knuckle joint (figure 14.13) is similar to a stem, but has a ball
swivel in its mid-section. Its purpose is to provide flexibility in
the string of tools to facilitate taking hold of various tools, and to
enable the tools to pass through crooked tubing where they might
otherwise be fouled. The knuckle joint, when used in the string of
wireline tools, should be immediately below the jars where flexibility
is important. If cooked tubing is encountered, knuckle joints may be placed between the stem jars;
and, in extremely crooked tubing, between the individual stems.
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The knuckle joint should be inspected frequently to make certain that the threads and ball and roll
pins are in good condition. If the roll pins become loose, the tool should be sent in for rebuilding to
prevent its coming apart in the well.

Wireline Jars
The purpose of the wireline jar is to provide a means of striking the wireline tools while they are in
the well. The striking force can be either up or down. Stroke jars, tubular jars, and hydraulic jars are
the most common, and they are available in various sizes and strokes.
Stroke jars (figure 14.14) are of the cable-tool type and use the weight of stems, connected immediately
above, to deliver effective jarring impacts by manipulation of the wireline at the surface. Their
effectiveness is largely dependent upon the weight of the stem and the length of the stroke. However,
the size and depth of the tools, density and viscosity of the fluid in the tubing, well pressure, and
even wireline size are factors which must be considered. Stroke jars are composed of two pieces linked
together much like long chain links. They are free to be extended or collapsed. In use, a string of
tools consist of wireline socket, one or more stems, wireline jars, and some form of operational tool
(running or pulling tool, etc). This tool string is lowered into the well bore on a solid steel measuring
line. By manipulating the wireline at the surface, the jars may be extended or collapsed. If they are
extended gradually or gently and permitted to collapse abruptly, a downward blow will be delivered.
If extended abruptly, an upward impact will result.
Figure 14.14. Types of wireline jars.
Hydraulic Jars

Tubular Jars

Stroke Jars
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The use of 1½-inch outside diameter (OD) stroke jars in pipe larger than-2½ inch inside diameter
(ID) is not recommended, as this may allow the jars to bow or buckle and cause a “scissoring” of the
two sections thereby preventing them from entering restricted openings. This is especially true when
they are used in casing below a string of tubing.
Tubular jars (figure 14.14) are ordinarily used in connection with jarring in casing or large tubing,
during fishing or sand bailing operations. The jar is tubular in construction, and the tube section is
perforated for fluid bypass when the plunger is moved up or down.
Hydraulic jars (figure 14.14) are designed for upward jarring only. The impact of the stroke is
proportional to the strain on the wireline and the weight of the stem section used above the jars.
Since hydraulic jars do not permit downward jarring, mechanical jars are run in conjunction with
and usually below them to provide for downward jarring action. Then, too, if the hydraulic jars
fail to function properly because of loss of fluid or gas filtering into the chamber, the mechanical
jars may be used to complete the operation. The hydraulic jar consist basically of an oil-filled body,
machined internally over a portion of its length to restrict the movement of a tight fitting piston. As
the piston moves upward through the body, it delivers the jarring stroke. A balanced piston in the
lower body section maintains equalized pressure with the outside hydrostatic pressure. As strain is
taken on the line, the piston movement is comparatively slow through the restricted body section
because of the smaller annular clearance for the oil to bypass the piston. The jarring stroke occurs as
the piston reaches the larger internal body area where the oil bypasses
easily to provide rapid movement of the piston against the body insert.
Figure 14.15.
Knuckle jar.
After the jar has been tripped, the weight of the stem collapses the piston
for another stroke. Hydraulic jars should be checked by collapsing the
mandrel, then pulling on the top sub while holding the lower sub. If the
mandrel moves easily or has a springing action when released, the jar is
not functioning properly and should be repaired.
Knuckle jars (figure 14.15) are items of accessory equipment on wireline
units and are similar in construction to the knuckle joint. The difference
is that the knuckle jar has a floating ball within a 4-inch socket and, in
effect, is a tubular jar. Knuckle jar commonly used as a means of jarring
the stem loose from wedged places in the tubing when mechanical
jars are fouled. With proper handling, the knuckle jar can be used to
advantage as a jarring mechanism, but is not recommended for such use
except in an emergency.
The explosive jar strikes downward with an explosive force that drives
a hammer. (The knuckle joint and upper barrel of the perforator are
used for the explosive force.) It can be reloaded and used again. The
main purpose of this jar is to strike a hard downward blow when it is
necessary to knock loose a stuck choke or similar control. It can also be
used to put a hole through a bull plug or to take a deep impression with
an impression block. It is almost impossible to get a mechanical jar to
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hit hard enough to loosen a stuck choke in an extremely deep or crooked hole. The explosive jar can
therefore be of great value.
The tension jar accomplishes the same purpose as the hydraulic jar, except that this jar is spring
loaded and the action is mechanical rather than hydraulic.

Tubing Conditioning Tools
Tubing Gauge

A tubing gauge (fig. 14.16) should be run prior to running or pulling a subsurface control. This
assures the operator that the tubing is unobstructed. This tool may also be used as a paraffin cutter.

Paraffin Scratcher
There are several types of tools used to cut or scratch paraffin. Figure 14.17 shows one type of paraffin
scratcher. It can also be used to scrape the tubing wall, clean landing nipples, and fish small pieces of
wireline loose in the well. It is usually run before running the tubing gage.

Tubing Swage
A tubing swage (figure 14.18) is designed to swage out tight or mashed places in the tubing string.
The outside diameter of the swage is the same as the drift diameter of the tubing.

Left to right,
Figure 14.16. Tubing gauge.
Figure 14.17. Paraffin scratcher.
Figure 14.18. Tubing swage.
Figure 14.19. Tubing broach.
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Tubing Broach
A broach is a tool run to remove metal burrs and imperfections from the tubing wall prior to running
or pulling service tools. It is equipped with graduated rings, diamonds, or segments that are case
hardened and highly sharpened. One form of tubing broach is shown in figure 14.19.

Blind Box
A blind box (figure 14.20) is a service tool used when heavy downward jarring is required. The tool is
flat on the bottom and hardened so as not to damage easily.

Impression Block
An impression block (figure 14.21) is a lead or babbitt-filled cylinder with a pin through the leaded
section to prevent losing the lead. This tool is used during fishing operations to ascertain the shape or
size of the top of the fish and may indicate the type of tool necessary for the next operation.

Locator Tools
These tools are designed to locate seating nipples, the bottom of the tubing, and the bottom of the
well bore all in one wireline trip.
The tubing-end locator (figure 14.22) is used to accurately locate the end of the tubing string. Before
the tool is run, it is imperative that tubing is cleared by running a tubing gage or bailer. This ensures
that the locator will pass through the end of the tubing. A paraffin scratcher may also be used to locate
the end of the tubing, eliminating the need for the tubing-end locator.

Figure 14.20.
Left, a blind box.
Figure 14.21.
Center, an impression block.
Figure 14.22.
Right, a tubing end locator.
Figure 14.23.
Below, a star bit.
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Star Bit
The star bit (figure 14.23) has blades on the bottom to cut or break up debris in the hole to drive the
debris through an intended workover interval.

Sand Bailer
The sand bailer (pump type, figure 14.24) is designed to remove sand, mud, salt, paraffin, shale, or
other debris from the tubing or casing. It may also be used as a bottomhole sampler.

Hydrostatic Bailer
The hydrostatic bailer (figure 14.24) is a cylinder or barrel about five feet long, with a shear disc
mechanism on bottom. The cylinder is sealed off from well pressure with O-rings, and is lowered
Figure 14.24. Hydrostatic bailer and sand bailer.
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into the well at atmospheric pressure. When the obstruction is reached, the shear disc is broken by
downward jarring. This sheared disc allows the full well pressure and hydrostatic head to enter the
cylinder with a sudden surge. The sand or debris is prevented from falling out by a check. This tool
should be used only when attempting to remove debris from above a subsurface control or some
object that will prevent it from burying itself.

Wireline Spear
The wireline spear, or grab (figure 14.25) consists of a housing with one, two, or three prongs with
pointed barbs welded to the inner side. This tool is used to fish wireline that has broken in the well.

Wireline Retriever
This tool (figure 14.26) consist of a slotted guide and skirt, with a tapered spear point connected to a
moveable inner mandrel. The full gage skirt forces the “straight standing” end of the broken wire past
the spear point and slotted guide. When the inner mandrel is moved up, the wire is locked on the slip.
This tool is especially useful and necessary when fishing for embrittled wire since retrieving does not
require bending or crimping the line.
Figure 14.25.
Left, a wireline spear.
Figure 14.26.
Right, a wireline retriever.
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Magnetic Fishing Tool
The magnetic tool is used to fish from the well bore any small
metallic object that would be attracted to a magnet.

Figure 14.27. Non-releasing pulling
tool.

Non-Releasing Pulling Tools
The non-releasing pulling tool is designed to fish cylindrical
necks or tools that have no standard fishing neck. It should
only be used in a final effort to retrieve subsurface devices
when other releasing tools have failed. There are several types
available. One is an overshot, shown in figure 14.27. It should
be run with a rope socket in conjunction with a releasing
pulling tool to give the operator the advantage of being able to
shear off at the pulling tool if needed.

Releasing Pulling Tools)
Pulling tools (figure 14.28) are used to retrieve subsurface
tools that have a standard fishing neck. They consist of a skirt
and multiple dogs screwed onto a spring loaded core. The core
has a brass or steel shear pin, which can be sheared by either
jarring up or down, depending on the type of tool. Jarring
releases the pulling tool from the subsurface tool when it
cannot be retrieved. These tools can be repined many times to add or subtract stem, or change the
tool hookup before running back in the well.
Figure 14.28. Releasing pulling tools.
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Kickover Tool
The kickover tool is used to selectively locate mandrels that house retrievable side-pocket equipment.
They can be of either orienting or non-orienting design.

Cutter Bar
A cutter bar is a stem with a blind box attached to the bottom. It is used to cut off line at the wireline
socket.

Go-Devil
A go-devil is a slotted stem with a fishing neck. It is used when the tool string is entangled in or below
the wireline. This fishing tool is illustrated in figure 14.30 and its operation described in section 4.

Wireline Cutter
The wireline cutter (figure 14.31) utilizes a small cylindrical knife section within a slotted body to
cut any solid line either within or below the tubing. This is accomplished by attaching the slotted
assembly around the line and dropping it into the tubing. The line is cut as the tapered knife and
snipper move together upon impact against the wireline socket or a solid object.
Figure 14.29.
Left, a kickover tool.
Figure 14.30.
Center, a go-devil tool.
Figure 14.31
Right, a wireline cutter.
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Sidewall Cutter
This tool is equipped with knives that overlap a tapered mandrel to cut the
line against the tubing wall. It is used when the tools are stuck, the line has
not parted, but the tools have been blown up the hole. It can be run with
the tool string and set at any point in the tubing. Figure 14.32 is a diagram
of a sidewall cutter.

Figure 14.32. A
sidewall cutter.

Shifting or Positioning Tool
The shifting or positioning tool is used to open or close a sliding side door
or sliding sleeve. It may also be used as a nipple locator. Several types are
available.

Tubing and Casing Calipers
Calipers are instruments for detecting and recording the internal condition
of the tubing casing. They may be run on wireline under pressure.

Bottomhole Pressure Gauge (Bomb)
This instrument is used to record bottomhole pressure and temperature. It is usually run on
conventional wireline.

Alligator Grab
The alligator grab is a tool used to pick up small objects that may have
been accidentally lost or dropped in the well. It is designed with jaws
similar in shape to those of an alligator, which are pinned open before
running into the well. These jaws snap closed when contact is made with
the fish, and are held closed by the tension of a coiled spring.

Figure 14.33. A choke
extractor.

Tubing Perforator
This is a tool run on wireline to perforated a hole in the tubing to perform
remedial work. Both mechanical and explosive type perforators are
available. The tool is more fully described in section 4.

Choke Extractor
The extractor was primarily designed to pull side-door chokes when
pressure in the casing-tubing annulus is greater at the landing nipple than
the pressure inside the tubing.
The choke extractor (figure 14.33) is pressure-operated and is used in
conjunction with pulling tools. It consists of a sub to attach a pulling tool,
a fishing neck, an equalizing sub, two choke cups which are mechanically
expanded, and a spring loaded ball which prevents flow through the
extractor.
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In wireline operations, when the foregoing conditions exist and normal pulling operations are used,
a pressure overbalance in the casing causes the tools and side door to be blown up in the hole and the
wire to ball up when the lower packing passes over the side-door ports.
The extractor also has uses for pulling heavy loads that are not practical for wireline operations. When
pressure conditions are such that a differential can be taken across an extractor, a nest of wire can be
pulled; tools entwined in wire and dragging excessively can usually be extracted.
Design of the extractor is such that if a subsurface control is not pulled and the pin in the pulling tool
does not shear, a small port allows pressure to equalize across the extractor before an attempt is made
to pull with another pulling tool. Also, if it is necessary to pump through the extractor, the spring
loaded ball allows flow through the assembly.
An extractor should not be used near the surface especially in gas wells. A sudden release of an
extractor with a high differential near the surface may cause damage to wellhead connections, and
may even blow surface connections away and cause a well to become wild.
When running extractors, be sure the equalizing port is open. When pulling them, be sure no pressure
differential exist across the extractor.

Sand Bailing and Wireline Fishing
Sand Bailing

Sand bailing is a complex operation requiring patience and perseverance. When sand accumulates in
the tubing, it is usually in the form of a bridge that can be removed by making a few trips with a sand
bailer. However, at times an operator may encounter a bridge with 100 feet or more of sand. This
takes much longer to remove.
There are several types of sand bailers available. All of them can successfully remove sand, depending
on certain well conditions. Most sand bailers consist of a cylinder and a piston with a ball check on
top. The piston is manipulated up and down by up and down movement of the wireline, creating a
suction. The cylinder housing the piston fills with sand or debris due to the vertical motion of the
piston. After the load tube is filled, the bailer is pulled to the surface and emptied by removing the
bottom sub.
It is advisable to run a leaded impression block before bailing when reaching the depth where a
subsurface control is expected. The impression block will indicate the depth of the control and be
marked with the impression of sand, debris, or the control fishing neck. An impression of sand
or debris may require bailing. Section 4 contains additional information on sand and sand bailing
operations.

Wireline Fishing
Fishing for wireline that has been lost in the hole is an operation that takes both skill and patience.
The first step is to determine the depth to the top end of the line. This is of prime importance. If the
end of the line is passed with a wireline spear and the line is grabbed very far below its top end, the
line will ball up above the tools causing them to stick as the spear is pulled out of the hole.
Most of the time, wireline will stand straight in the tubing. As a rule of thumb, 0.082-inch or 0.092inch wire will fall about three feet per 1,000 feet in 2⅜-inch tubing, and about five feet per 1,000
feet in 2⅞ inch tubing. For example, assume a wireline parts at the surface as the operator is pulling a
two-inch safety valve from a nipple at 10,400 feet. If the line breaks at the truck, and the depth meter
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reading is 10,000 feet, the tools will fall back down hole to the 10,400-foot nipple. Assuming that
the wireline remaining in the hole will drop three feet per 1,000 feet of depth, the end should be
found in the tubing at about 430 feet. Fishing operations should begin at 400 feet. As a first step, the
operator should run a combination wire finder and spear. The spear locates the end of the line and,
at the same time, grabs it with sufficient “bite” to pull the fish to the surface.
If the combination tool fails to pull the fish (lost tools), a full-gauge tool should be run to find the
end of the line, and to ball up the line sufficiently below the tool to enable the operator to grab it with
a two-prong spear. This spear may need to be jarred into the balled line with two or three strokes of
the jars. This should cause the spear to “bite” the line, allowing it to be pulled to the surface.
Upon reaching the surface, the wireline valve must be closed on the line that had been fished out. The
operator must make sure he has enough lubricator to hold the fishing tools and enough room for the
spear to be several feet above the wireline valve. Pressure should then be bled form the lubricator, the
union disconnected above the wireline valve, and enough line stripped through the valve to thread
back through the lubricator. The end of the line can then be tied to the reel, and the fish pulled out
of the hole.
At times the line may break during lengthy jarring operations, such as when attempting to pull a
stuck choke. If the line breaks at the truck during such an operation and the line luckily hangs up
on the stuffing box sheave, the operator can close the wireline valve on the line. If this occurs, there
are two courses of action: First, a cutter bar (stem with blind box) can be dropped and the line cut at
the wireline rope socket; second, a wireline snipper can be used. The snipper is similar in shape to a
stem, but is slotted to accept the line. It actually rides the line down until the wireline rope socket is
reached. This type of cutter usually crimps the line when making its cut at the socket. The crimp or
bend will, in most cases, hold the cutter on the end of the line so it can be retrieved with the line. This
is desirable when there is little or no pressure on the well. In wells with pressure, the line will blow
out of the stuffing box when pulled within several hundred feet of the surface, because the weight of
the cutter is not sufficient to overcome pressure across the stuffing box. The cutter would then strike
the top of the lubricator with great force and might cause some damage. This should be taken into
consideration before using this tool.
In cases where the line breaks at the surface, tools are stuck down hole, and the line falls down the
hole (below the tubing flange), drop a cutter bar (stem and blind box) and wait a sufficient length of
time for it to reach the wireline socket. The cutter will strike the socket with enough force to cut the
line, or will crimp the line enough for it to break when pulled on. The operator may then run a spear
and fish out the line. A pulling tool may then be run to fish out the cutter bar. It is advisable to run
the cutter bar with a regular wireline socket on top.
When the line breaks at the surface and falls back into the well, but the end of the line stays lodged
in the Christmas tree (which has a larger bore than the tubing), it is sometimes impossible to grab
the end of the line. If this happens, a cutter bar must be dropped first, then a sidewall cutter run, and
the cut made about 4 to 5 below the tubing head flange. This short piece will fall down the tubing
and can be fished out later. Next, the sidewall cutter is pulled from the hole and a suitable spear is
run. If the cutter bar has reached the wireline socket, the line can be pulled. If the bar has not cut the
line, enough line can be stripped through the wireline valve to enable the operator to drop a wireline
snipper. Prior to dropping the snipper, a go-devil should be dropped. It will provide a cutting surface
for the wireline snipper. After the line is pulled (measure it as it is pulled), a pulling tool is run to
recover the snipper, go-devil, and cutting bar.
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In some instances it may be necessary to fish out old line that has been left in the well for a considerable
length of time. The line may be corroded and so brittle that it breaks easily requiring it to be fished
out in short pieces. In this case, a good tool to try is an alligator grab. A magnetic tool may be used if
extremely small pieces of wire have fallen on top of a subsurface control.
Section 3 - SUBSURFACE EQUIPMENT

Introduction
Various types of subsurface completion, production control, and separation and commingling
equipment associated with servicing by wireline are discussed in this section. Many applications of
this equipment are also included. Because of their importance to safety and environmental protection,
the federal and state regulatory agencies have special requirements for some of these devices used in
offshore operations.

Subsurface Completion Equipment
Landing Nipples

A landing nipple is a short tubular nipple with tubing threads that is run in the well on the tubing
string to a predetermined depth. Landing nipples are internally machined to receive a locking device
which has a precision machined profile that locks a production flow control device in the tubing
string. The landing nipple is honed to receive high-pressure and high temperature packing for sealing
purposes. The packing is contained on the removable locking device. Landing nipples are furnished
in all nominal tubing sizes, weights, and threads, with or without ports (ported nipples are discussed
under Separation and Commingling Equipment), and are available in two basic types, selective and
non-selective. Landing nipples are normally constructed of special alloy steels, stainless steels, or
Monel, with strength ratings equal to or greater than the tubing string.
A non-selective landing nipple (figure 14.34) is receiver for a locking device. As illustrated below,
it utilizes a no-go principle (reduced ID) to locate the locking device in the landing nipple. This
requires that the outside diameter of the locking device be slightly larger than the smallest internal
diameter of the nipple.
A selective landing nipple is essentially full-opening. More than one can be run in a tubing string if
all have the same internal dimensions (figure 14.34). All selective landing nipples utilize a mechanical
principle for locating removable equipment.

Figure 14.34. Types of landing nipples.
Left, non-selective landing
nipples.
Right, selective landing
nipples.
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Some advantages of using a landing nipple when completing a well are:
1. Plug well from above, below, or both directions.
2. Test tubing string.
3. Set tubing safety valve.
4. Set bottomhole regulator.
5. Set bottomhole choke.
6. Land slim-hole packer.
7. Hang bottomhole pressure gauge with or without pack-off.
8. Hang sand screen.
9. Locate and land pump with or without hold down.
10. Set standing valve.
11. Hang extension pipe.
12. Set nipple stop.
13. Reference point for checking measurements.
14. Set hydraulic packers.
15. Set injection safety valve.
Figure 14.35
Left, a collar lock.
Center, a slip-type lock.
Right, a landing-nipple locking device.
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Removable Locking Devices
Removable locking devices lock and seal in the tubing string. Various
subsurface production controls may be attached to these devices. There
are two basic types of removable locking devices.

Figure 14.36. A polished
nipple blast joint, landing
nipple.

Landing-nipple locking devices locate, lock, and seal in a landing
nipple. This type of lock (figure 14.35) is considered superior to other
types in that it:
1. Provides a positive lock; the locking dogs are mechanically wedged
out into the machined locking recess provided in the landing
nipple.
2. Contains high pressure and high temperature sealing rings that are
positioned in the internally machined and honed position of the
landing nipple.
3. Is rated normally at 10,000 psi differential.
4. Locks and seals pressure differential from either direction,
depending upon production control attached.
5. Is more easily set and retrieved by wireline because of the internal/
external dimensions.
Tubing ID locking devices are designed to lock and pack off removable
subsurface controls in tubing strings which have not been equipped with landing nipples. This type
locking device uses cup or rubber element type seals which pack off against the tubing wall. Pressuredifferential ratings are considerably less that those of the landing-nipple locking device, and the
effectiveness of the seal is greatly dependent upon the condition of the tubing wall. There are two
basic types of tubing ID locking device.
The collar-looking (figure 14.35) locks in the collar recesses of collared tubing strings and is designed
to hold pressure differential from either direction depending upon the attached control. The sliptype lock (figure 14.35) consists of three slips mounted on a tapered body that wedges the slips
outward, affecting a lock against the tubing wall. Slip-type locks are designed to hold pressure from
one direction only, are limited in pressure differential. It is possible that slips could damage the
coating in wells equipped with coated tubing.

Polished Nipples
A polished nipple is a short tubular nipple with tubing threads. It is constructed of the same materials
as the landing nipple. A polished nipple does not contain locking recesses, but is machined and
internally honed to receive a sealing section. Polished nipples may be used in conjunction with
landing nipples, sliding sleeves, blast joints, and other completion equipment. For example, in figure
14.36 a landing nipple is attached to the bottom of the same blast joint. The landing nipple receives
the removable locking and sealing device for an attached spacer pipe. The lower sealing section is
positioned in the polished nipple. The removable assembly permits the isolation of this blast joint in
the event of communication caused by erosion.
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Flow Couplings
A flow coupling is tubular in construction, normally 2 to 4 feet long and
usually made of high-grade alloy steel (figure 14.37). The flow coupling
is machined with coupling-size outside dimensions and full tubing inside
dimensions which furnish a greater wall thickness as protection against
possible internal erosion and corrosion. Flow coupling are positioned
immediately above and, on some occasions, below a landing nipple designed
to receive a production control such as a tubing safety valve, bottomhole
regulator, bottomhole choke, etc.

Figure 14.37. A flow
coupling.

Blast Nipples and Blast Joints
Blast nipples are discussed in this section because of the important role they
play in a planned completion utilizing other wireline completion equipment.
They are constructed of various types of material, with external and internal
dimensions similar to those of flow couplings. Blast joints are usually
manufactured in lengths of 10, 20 and 30 feet, and are run in the tubing
string and positioned opposite perforated intervals in multiple completions.
This gives added protection against erosion resulting from jetting actions of
producing perforations.

Subsurface Production Equipment
Retrievable subsurface production controls are run in the tubing string under
pressure by wireline and locked and sealed there to perform particular functions. These functions aid
in providing safety, increased environmental protection and additional savings in remedial operation
costs. This work is accomplished without the use of conventional workover procedures and without
disturbing the Christmas tree or packer setting.

Equalizing Subs
Equalizing subs (figure 14.38) provides a means of equalizing
differential pressure across subsurface controls prior to reopening
or retrieving them from the tubing string. They are usually run
between the locking device and the production control. There
are two basic types of equalizing subs. One type utilizes an
equalizing prong attached to a pulling tool. The prong shears a
knockout plug, opens a spring-loaded valve which protrudes into
the bore of the sub, or shears and forces a pinned sleeve valve with
O-rings off seat. Another type requires retrieving an equalizing
prong that is attached to the locking device by a shear pin. All
production controls that are subjected to pressure differential
should be run with equalizing devices. Under situations that may
permit sand, scale, and other debris to settle in the top of tubing
plug, the retrievable prong-type equalizing device is generally
recommended.

Figure 14.38. Equalizing subs.
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Retrievable Tubing Plugs
There are three basic types of retrievable tubing plugs which are set in landing nipples or tubing
strings and plug the tubing pressure from above, below, or in both directions.
The tool that plugs from below (fig. 14.39) is attached directly to an equalizing sub which is attached
to a locking device. It consists of a spring-loaded plug bean assembly which seats on a ground metal
seat provided in the equalizing sub. A variation of this type seat includes a rubber seal in addition
to a metal seat. This plugging device is designed so that it can be pumped through from above. It is
important that, when installing this type of plug in fluid or running through a series of landing nipples
or setting in a landing nipple, a fluid bypass be provided. Fluid bypass eliminates the possibility of a
fluid lock and is provided by the use of running prong.
The circulating plug (figure 14.40) holds pressure only from above and may be flowed through. Its
construction has several variations, such as a ball and seat, valve and seal, or rubber-type check valve.
The third type plug (figure 14.41)seals in both directions and is used mostly for separating zones in
selective-type completion. It provided with a fluid bypass for running and utilizes a retrievable prongtype equalizing feature. Another type consists of spring-loaded double-ball check with knock-out type
or sliding-sleeve type equalizing features.
Figure 14.39.
Left, a circulating plug.
Figure 14.40.
Right, an equalizing prong and valve.
Figure 14.41
Bottom, a plug from below.
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Table 14.2 lists a few applications of the use of tubing plugs in landing nipples.
Table 14.2. Applications for Tubing Plugs and Type Recommended

Plug from Plug from Plug both
Above
Below
Directions
1.

Repair surface equipment

X

X

2.

Test tubing by bleeding down

X

X

3.

Test tubing by pressuring up

4.

Snubbing tubing in or out of well

5.

Set hydraulic packer

X

6.

Circulate above with fluids

X

7.

Zone separation in selective completions

8.

Fracturing selective completions

9.

Kill well

X
X

X
X

X
X

10. Move rig on or off location
11. Use as standing valve

X

X
X

12. Packer test
13. Acidizing on selective completions

X
X

X

X

14. Wellhead plugging on completions

X

X

15. Wellhead plugging remedial work

X

X

Bottomhole Chokes
Bottomhole chokes (figure 14.42) are usually anchored in the lower
section of the tubing and provide the following applications:

Figure 14.42. A
bottomhole choke.

1. Reduction or prevention of freezing of controls by lowering the point
of the pressure drop to the lower portion of the well.
2. Reduction of water encroachment through the stabilization of
bottomhole pressures.
3. Reduction of gas-oil ratios under certain conditions.
4. Reduced production when desirable.

Bottomhole Regulators
A bottomhole regulator (figure 14.43) is essentially a bottomhole choke and performs similar
functions. In operation, the regulator is a normally closed assembly that consists of a valve and
a spring-loaded seat. When the predetermined pressure differential across the tool is reached, the
spring moves up-ward, unseating the valve and allowing the well to flow at this reduced pressure.
Pressure drop can be adjusted by adjusting the spring tension in the regulator. If necessary, the well
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can be killed by pumping through this tool. Some applications provided
by the bottomhole regulator are:

Figure 14.43. A
bottomhole regulator.

1. Helping to eliminate need for surface heaters.
2. Maintains safe and workable surface flowing pressures.
3. Decreases wellhead and flowline hydrate formation.
4. Can be utilized for stage-plugging wells not equipped with landing
nipples and with shut-in pressures in excess of 1,500 psi where sliptype locks are used.

Safety Valves
Safety valves are designed to automatically shut in the flow of the well in
the event surface controls fail or surface equipment becomes damaged.
There are two basic types of subsurface safety valves. They are classified
according to the location from which they are controlled-surface or
subsurface (fig. 14.44). Safety valves installed in offshore wells located
on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) must comply with regulations
promulgated by the Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement
(BSEE), based on guidelines in 30 CFR, Part 250, Subpart H.
The surface controlled subsurface safety valve (SCSSV) is a device which shuts off well flow in response
to a manual or automatic signal from a surface source. The valves are either tubing retrievable or
wireline retrievable (figure 14.44). Either type is accepted by the BSEE, or each type offers distinct
advantages and disadvantages. The method of control may differ, but the results are the same. A
Figure 14.44. Types of safety valves.
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certain amount of pressure is applied at the control source to keep the valve open. When this pressure
is lost, the valve will shut. The three methods of control are: control line (the most common),
concentric control, and casing control. Table 14.3 lists some of the advantages and disadvantages.
Table 14.3. Advantages and disadvantages of various control methods.

Control Method
Individual Control
Line(s)

Advantages

Disadvantages

Little additional clearance required.
Minimum control fluid volume.

Small line subject to damage.
Precaution required to avoid plugging
of control line.

Concentric Control

Mechanically strong. Adaptable to
tubingless completions. Not very
susceptible to plugging.

Large volume of control fluid
and Special Clearances required.
Not always feasible for multiple
completions. High initial cost.

Casing Control

Mechanically strong. Little additional Large Volume of Control fluid
clearance required. Low initial cost.
required. Precaution required to avoid
Not very susceptible to plugging.
connection leaks. Requires control
pressure on casing.

The control line method is used more than any other. A ¼-inch stainless steel control line is attached
to the outside of the tubing string and installed when the tubing is installed. In most types of
installations, the pressure on the control line must exceed the wellhead tubing pressure by 600
psi or more. Control line pressure depends on the manufacturer of the valve and the valve design.
Depending on the wellhead pressure, it may be necessary to keep as much as 4,000 to 5,000 psi on
the control line to keep the valve open.
Most of the valves built today are hydraulically operated using a shoulder area to pump open the
sleeve. This sleeve operates a ball or flapper which sets as a sealing medium shutting off well flow. The
valves are run in the tubing string or in a nipple assembly in the tubing string. The nipple assembly
will accept a wireline retrievable safety valve.
Casing and tubing sizes often dictate which type valve to use. Besides the control line method,
other types of control are concentric control and casing control. All these installations are discussed
in more detail in “API RP 14B: Recommended Practice for Design, Installation and Operation of
Subsurface Safety Valve Systems”.
A subsurface controlled subsurface safety valve (SSCSV) is a device that shuts off well flow in response
to a signal from that at-depth environment. Two types are in use: the pressure operated valve and the
differential valve.
There are two different working principles involved in this type of safety valve. The pressure operated
valve employs a dome and a bellows, and the differential valve is controlled with a flow bean and
spring tension. Both types are shown in figure 14.45. Both valves are wireline retrievable, and both
are controlled by existing well flow.
The pressure operated SSCSV senses pressure, using a dome and bellow for operation. The amount
of pressure in the dome depends on the desired closing pressure. When the tubing pressure drops
below the pressure in the dome, the disk snaps shut. Due to the large flow area, this valve allows
production of large volumes of fluid or gas and still maintains safe well control. The valve is put back
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is service after closure without being removed from the
tubing. The disk returns to the open position once the
valve is equalized with a pressure greater than or equal
to that below the closed valve. The valve is tested for
leakage while installed in the well. When being pulled
for periodic inspection, the valve is tested for proper
settings and leakage in a handy test rack. For offshore
wells in the OCS the valves should be tested as per the
requirements of API RP 14B.

Figure 14.45. Types of subsurface controlled
subsurface safety valves.

The differential type subsurface controlled subsurface
safety valve senses pressure drop across a flow bean.
There are several variations of the differential type
SSCSV. Although they employ different sealing
devices, such as a flapper or ball, they all are controlled
with a flow bean and spring tension. The valve is often
referred to as a velocity type valve and is normally an
open valve, through a flow bean, and up the inside of
the bean extension. The flow bean is attached to the
lower seat and governs the amount of fluid and gas
passed through it, acting much like a surface choke.
The spring pushes down on the flow bean and lower seat, holding the valve open. When the differential
pressure across the flow bean reaches the closing differential, the valve closes. The valve may be tested
by flowing the well at successively increasing rates until the valve closes. Testing of valves in offshore
wells in OCS waters should be as per requirements of API RP 14b.
Input or injection safety valves are usually used in injection wells to provide protection from backwards
flow in the event of surface equipment failure. This valve is a simple, spring-loaded valve and seat
mechanism using a ground metal seat. The injection pressure forces the valve open for fluid and gas
passage. If injected flow becomes static or flow direction reverses, the spring tension and/or flow
pressure forces the valve to close and shut in the well.
In general, tubing safety valves are used for protection against uncontrolled flow in the even of surface
control failure or damage. Some applications are:
1. Locations subject to damage by boat and barge traffic
2. Isolated locations, both land and marine, which are costly and time-consuming to supervise.
3. Compliance with various state and federal laws.
4. Wells in or near town sites and heavily traveled roads.

Standing Valves and Tubing Stops
Standing valve (figure 14.46) are used mostly in intermitting gas lift wells to contain fluid in the
tubing string during an injection cycle. Standing valves can be set in landing nipples, pump seating
nipples, and on tubing ID locking devices. In construction, a standing valve is equipped with a sealing
section and a ball-and-seat or valve-and-seat type check allowing upward flow of fluid and checking or
preventing downward flow. Most standing valves are equipped with equalizing features for retrieving
and are available with or without hold downs.
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There are three basic types of tubing stops: collar stops which lock in
tubing collar recesses; slip-type stops which lock against tubing wall
ID; and landing-nipple stops which lock in landing nipples, primarily
used in internal-flush tubing.

Figure 14.46. A
standing valve.

Removable tubing stops are placed in the tubing string to confine any
wireline tools dropped during wireline operations. Confining dropped
tools to the tubing string eliminate more difficult fishing operations in
open hole, casing, liners, and top of packers. Tubing stops do not effect
a seal in the tubing string and provide adequate flow area through and
around the tool. Some of the applications of tubing stops are during
the following operations:
1. Swabbing
2. Bottomhole pressure surveys
3. Caliper surveys
4. Retrievable gas-lift operations
5. Paraffin cutting
6. Plunger installations
7. Tubing pack-off installations
8. Tubing perforating
9. Circulating plugs
10. Hanging bottomhole pressure gages
11. Corrosion-inhibiting operations

Separation and Commingling Equipment
Separation and commingling equipment is run on the tubing string to provide a method of selectively
commingling between the tubing and the tubing-casing annulus by use of wireline. This type of
equipment is of particular advantage in multi-packer installations, in that it allows access to alternate
zones using wireline rather than costly workover operations, without disturbing tubing and packer
settings or killing formations. There are three basic types of separation and commingling equipment.

Ported Nipples and Assemblies
A ported nipple (figure 14.47) is essentially a landing nipple that contains
ports and internally honed sections above and below the ports which
receive packing sections of a subsurface control. Ported nipples have
coupled outside diameters and have the advantage that the subsurface
commingling device may be removed from the tubing string to repair or
alter flow courses. In multi-zone completions using side-port equipment,
the zones are commingled during service operations and offer a restriction
with a flow-control in place in order to prevent commingling. Therefore,
if more than one ported-nipple assembly is installed in the same tubing
string, it is necessary to remove the upper control to retrieve the lower.

Figure 14.47. A
ported nipple.
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Ported nipples generally receive different types of production controls, such as the following:
1. A side-door choke (figure 14.48) locks in a ported-nipple assembly and packs off above and below
the ports of the nipple. This isolates the annular area and allows the lower tubing zone to flow
through the assembly.
2. A separation tool (figure 14.48) also lands in a ported-nipple assembly and seals off below the
ports, blanking off the tubing zone to flow through the assembly.
3. The crossover assembly (figure 14.49) lands in the same type ported nipple as the side-door choke
and separation tool. The crossover assembly is used in a two-packer installation. An additional
ported nipple is placed beneath the top packer, whereas the side-door nipple assembly is placed
immediately above the packer. A crossover choke spans from the upper landing nipple to the
lower ported nipple, sealing off in such a way that the upper zone or zone beneath the top packer
flows through the tubing while the lower zone or zone from beneath the lower packer flows up
the annulus.
4. The flow course of the two zones may be altered by installing a “straight–flow choke” (figure
14.49). By removing the crossover choke and replacing it with a straight-flow choke, the upper
zone or zone beneath the top packer flows up the annulus while the lower zone or zone beneath
the lower packer flows up the tubing.

Figure 14.48.
Left, a side-door choke.
Right, a separation tool.
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Figure 14.49.
Crossover Choke

Straight Flow Choke

Retrievable Valve Mandrels (Side Pocket Mandrels)
Retrievable valve mandrels [figures 14.50 (A) and (B)] were initially designed to receive retrievable
gas-lift equipment. However, since this mandrel receives retrievable locks and sealing devices, it has
been used in the same manner as ported nipples and sliding sleeves. This mandrel offers advantages
similar to side-port equipment, in that the retrievable flow-control devices may be retrieved by wire
line, and advantages similar to a sliding sleeve in that it has full tubing internal dimensions with a
flow device positioned in the side pocket. Because of the full internal bore provided, it is necessary
that the outside diameter be larger than the tubing coupling at the side-pocket section.
Gas-lift valves and subsurface control flow devices may be selectively set and retrieved for the mandrel
through use of a kick-over tool that positions the equipment into the side pocket of the mandrel.
With a flow device in this offset position, the possibility of sand or tubing debris falling on top of the
flow device is reduced. Oval-shaped mandrels (figure 14.50) are used in multiple-string completions
and are available in various tubing sizes and threads. A variation of the retrievable mandrel utilizes
a no-go type landing nipple incorporated into the center of the mandrel for locking and sealing
additional subsurface controls.
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Sliding Sleeves
Sliding sleeves (figure 14.51) are run on the tubing
string and are essentially full-opening devices with
an inner sleeve which can be opened or closed by
wireline methods to provide commingling with
the tubing-casing annulus. Sleeves are tubular in
construction with tubing coupling OD and fullopening internal dimensions. There is a slotted
inner sleeve manufactured of non-corrosive
materials and equipped with shifting profiles or
shoulders. These profiles or shoulders provide
a means for the wireline shifting tool to engage
the inner sleeve during the opening or closing
operation. The outer ported or slotted housing
contains a sealing section on most types, while
other types place the sealing elements on the
movable inner sleeve. Some sleeves are available
with equalizing ports or slots and all types of
sleeves use either collets or snap-ring-type locking
arrangements. Sleeves are available in all nominal
tubing sizes, weights, and threads, and are
constructed to withstand tensile strengths equal to
or greater than the tubing string. It is possible to
run an unlimited number of sleeves in a tubing
string and selectively operate them.
A variation of the sliding sleeve (figure 14.52)
incorporates a landing –nipple profile in the upper
section and is equipped with a smooth sealing bore
in both the upper and lower sections. This provides
an additional landing nipple in the tubing string
from side-door or separation equipment. This type
sleeve is available to receive selective-type locking
devices.

Pack-offs
Pack-offs (figure 14.53) are designed to be run
and pulled with a wire line. They are used to
straddle and pack off a hole or holes that have
developed in a tubing string, thus permitting
continued production of the well without pulling
tubing. The holes may result form erosion
opposite perforations in upper zones or multiple
completions, from corrosion at any point in the
tubing string, or may be intentional perforations
with a tubing perforator. In construction, a tubing
ID pack-off consist of two sections of removable
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Figure 14.50

Figure 14.51. A sliding sleeve.

Figure 14.52. A sliding
sleeve nipple combination.

sealing elements that are connected by a space pipe. The elements are spaced to straddle a hole
and are designed to be mechanically expanded against the tubing wall, sealing pressure from both
directions. Slip type stop incorporated into the pack off or run separately is used on top to act as an
upper hold down. Pack-offs and tubing stops are equipped with large internal dimensions for straight
through flow.
Figure 14.53. Typical illustrations utilizing subsurface equipment.
Pack-off

Well equipped with wireline gas
lift pack-offs

Gas Lift Pack-offs
If a well needs to be put on a gas lift but a workover is not economically advisable, this may be
accomplished entirely by wireline methods.
After the installation has been calculated, a tubing stop is set at the depth of the lowermost valve.
The tubing can be perforated by wireline tools just above this stop. A pack-off assembly is made by
containing a concentric gas-lift valve between sealing elements and is landed on the tubing stop thus
sealing above and below the perforated hole (figure 14.53). Another tubing stop may then be set
above this assembly, but this is not always required.
Afterward, each successive gas lift valve is installed in the same manner farther up the tubing string.
All can be retrieved for servicing or working lower in the string if necessary.
The injection gas then enters the tubing from the annulus through the perforated hole, into the gaslift valve, then on up the tubing string.
Some gas-lift pack-offs offer bores large enough to run bottomhole pressure tools.
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Single-String Tubing Annulus Dual
Figure 14.54 shows a simple tubing-casing dual. By plugging below the ports of the commingling
device, the upper zone is admitted into the tubing string for production or to run bottom-hole
pressure survey, fracture, acidize, or treat in some manner.
This arrangement also allows the lower zone to unload the upper zone, flow both zones together to
cleanup, displace fluids on completion or later remedial work, swab in upper zone, and kill the upper
zone through the tubing.

Two-Zone String Dual Installation
Figure 14.54 shows a typical two-zone/two-string dual in a slim-hole completion. This well was
originally a single-zone tubingless completion by virtue of a string of 2⅞-inch tubing cemented in
place.
An upper zone was perforated and 1¼-inch tubing run and set in a packer. This 1¼-inch string uses
wireline completion equipment in the same manner as conventional completions.

Two-Zone, Two-Packer Single String, Single Alternate Completion
Figure 14.54 illustrates a completion for the following wireline packer-leakage tests.
Figure 14.54.
A single-string tubing annulus
dual completion.
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A two-zone, two-string
completion.

A two-zone, two-packer,
single string, single alternate
completion.

Lower Packer Test from Below
1. A bottomhole pressure gauge, shock absorber, and two-way plug are attached and landed in
the lower landing nipple. This blanks off the lower zone with the gauge exposed to bottomhole
pressure.
2. The commingling device is opened to the upper zone, thus producing that zone up the tubing
string. The gauge then records any pressure changes on the lower zone thus testing the lower
packer from below.

Upper Packer Test from Below and Lower Packer Test from Above
1. After the foregoing test, retrieve the plug and gauge and set an upside-down crossover choke with
the bottom-hole-pressure gauge held in a bull-plugged tube in the upper nipple. This assembly
seals in the landing nipple and the polished nipple—with the commingling device opened –
thus admitting the upper-zone pressure into the choke and down into the tube containing the
bottom-hole pressure gauge and is trapped there.
2. Flow the lower zone, whose flow course would be up and around the crossover choke on up the
tubing string. The gauge then records any pressure change on the upper zone while the lower
zone flows up the tubing. This tests the upper packer from below, and the lower packer form
above. A pen recorder is placed on the annulus at the surface to record pressure changes on the
upper packer from above.
3. Retrieve choke and gauge, close commingling device, and resume production.

Two-Zone, Two-Packer, Two-String Dual Installations
This well design, illustrated in figure 14.55 (A), is a typical dual installation. The landing nipple
is positioned on bottom primarily for testing, and later for production controls. The long-string
commingling device is used on completion to displace down the long string and up the short string
once the packers are set and tested. This design is also used to kill a well with tree on. The short-string
commingling device is used to displace annular fluid after packers are set, tested and the tree is on.
The well design shown in figure 14.55 (B) is similar to that shown in figure 14.55 (A) with the added
features of the landing nipple and polished nipple attached to the blast nipple. This will receive a
retrievable pack-off in the event the joint cuts out. Another difference is that a landing nipple and
flow couplings are placed up the two tubing strings to receive tubing safety valves, regulators, plugs,
etc.
The well design shown in figure 14.55 (C) is similar to that in figure 14.55 (A), except that the two
lower nipples are the no-go type. The bottom long string nipple is a part of the permanent packer
attached by a pup joint.
The short-string bottom nipple is attached to the bottom of the dual packer. This provides the ability
to plug in the lower nipples and retrieve either string without killing the other zone.

Tubing Seal Dividers and Tubing Seal Extensions
With the advent of massive fracturing jobs on limestone and sandstone formations, a new completion
system was needed to protect the formation in workover operations, since fluid pumped into the
fractured formation may create permanent damage and loss of production. The following workover
methods were utilized and are used in newer limestone and sandstone formation wells at this time.
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Figure 14.55. Illustrations of two-zone, two-packer, two-string dual completions.
A

B

C

The tubing seal divider has a nipple profile cut in the top stringer of a packer extending above the
packer body. It has a polished packing surface and J-slot latch plugs on the outside (figure 14.56).
Below the packer is a cut-off pup joint and another landing nipple (usually a no-go nipple). The
tubing has a seal assembly on the bottom with packing and the J-slot profile.
With this device a blanking plug can be set in the nipple profile, and when the pressure is bled off,
the hole can be loaded above the packer and the tubing pulled from the well without damaging the
formation. Clean fluid can be circulated around the fishing neck on the plug through the tubing prior
to re-latching the J-slot. Then the plug can be retrieved by wireline.
The second method uses a tubing seal extension. With this system, a larger bore extension, usually 10
to 20 feet long, is screwed onto the packer and then swagged down to tubing size. Below this is run a
pup joint, landing nipple, another pup joint and a no-go nipple (fig. 14.56). A plug can be set in the
nipple and the pressure bled down and the tubing removed without damaging the formation. Due
to the long seal bore extension, multiple sets of packing segments can be run on the seals so that the
tubing can expand and contract, or “breathe”, without unseating the packer. This eliminates a packer
hold down, and setting excessive weight on the packer.
The pup joints were placed between the nipples for cut off joints in case the plugs could not be pulled.
Sand and trash will naturally collect in the pocket under the packer. To facilitate pulling the plug, the
top nipple was replaced with a sliding sleeve. The sleeve has a nipple profile in it and can be used as a
nipple. If there is trash on the bottom plug, the sleeve can be opened and the well produced around
the plug until the trash is clean. Usually one or two runs with the bailer is all that is necessary to finish
cleaning the top of the plug. Then it can be retrieved.
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This system is also useful when the bottom nipple is used to hang bottomhole pressure gauges and
the top nipple is used to set a plug after the pressure gauges are hung.
Both of these methods are very effective and are used on most limestone and sandstone formation wells.
Figure 14.56
Left, a tubing seal diver.
Right, a tubing seal extension.

Section 4 - WIRELINE OPERATIONS (ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE PROCEDURES)

Introduction
The purpose of this section is to describe the actual function of the various tools used in subsurface
wireline operations. Before any actual wireline work is performed, however, certain information and
preplanning of the job should be done by both the wireline operator and the well operator.

Wireline Safety
The most important part of any wireline operation is the practice of safe work habits. Safety must
always be of prime importance to the wireline operator. He should act in a manner in which should
foster a safe working environment for the protection of both personnel and the well. Although safety
recommendations are included throughout this manual, a complete list of safe practices would be too
extensive to cover. Good judgment and common sense should always play a part in any operational
procedure. Because of the high toxicity of hydrogen sulfide (H2S), the following special safety
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recommendations are included for wireline operations on wells expected to produce hydrogen sulfide
(sour gas):
1. Place the wireline unit upwind from the wellhead. This can be determined by noting the position
of the required windsock.
2. Check equipment for proper breathing apparatus and resuscitator.
3. Advise proper authorities before entering and departing the location.
4. Throughout the operation, all crew members must be within sight of an observer (not necessarily
a wireline specialist). The observer’s duties are to watch the crew members and give the alarm if
any unusual behavior occurs.
5. Make sure all personnel understand the actions to be taken in an emergency, especially in case
evacuation is required. Hold a meeting before the job starts, if possible.
6. Only hydrogen sulfide-rated equipment should be used.
7. The wireline should be protected. One method is described under “Special Problems” in this
chapter.
8. Hydrogen sulfide detection and alarm equipment should be properly selected and located.
Location should be pointed out to all personnel.
9. Breathing apparatus must be worn during all operations where personnel may be in contact with
well effluents.

Recommended Operational Procedures

Land Locations, Wireline Truck or Trailer
(Refer to figure 14.1)
1. Clear the area around the wellhead of any hazardous objects that can be moved.
2. Note the shut-in well pressure and inquire as to whether or not it is the maximum shut-in
pressure. Be sure that the surface equipment on location is of sufficient working pressure to
withstand the maximum anticipated well head pressure.
3. Check the wellhead top connection to be sure the proper matching connection is on location. If
rigging up on internal tree thread connections, be sure to inspect their condition.
4. Consult with the company representative about the work to be performed.
5. Back the truck or trailer into a convenient location and unload the heavy equipment needed for
rig-up such as gin pole, lubricator, wireline valve, etc.
6. Move the truck or trailer out a minimum of 50 feet from the wellhead if possible.
7. Before rigging up the surface equipment, the truck should be securely blocked so that it will not roll.
8. Close the uppermost wellhead valve. If it is a gate valve, count the number of rounds the wheel or
handle makes to fully close the valve. Always use the uppermost valve as the working valve and
save any valve(s) below as a master for emergency use only.
9. Remove the top connection and install the necessary adapter to fit the bottom connection of the
wireline valve.
10. If a gin pole is used, it should be raised at this point and secured to the wellhead with a ⁵⁄₁₆-inch
or larger steel chain and tightened with a ratchet type chain binder. (Do not use a breakover type
boomer.) It should be as near vertical as possible.
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11. Inspect the rope and blocks of the rope falls for breaks or any damage. Install and secure the
top block into the top of the gin pole and scope out the pole, inserting pins through the holes
provided to support each section. These pins should have small hole in one end for safety pins.
12. Pick up the wireline valve using the rope falls and install it on the wellhead. Never attempt to
manhandle the valve.
13. At this time, inspect the stuffing box and repack it if necessary. Insert the wireline through the
stuffing box and through the rope socket. With the wireline disc clamped in the vise, run the
wire through the rope socket, around the disc and tie the knot.
14. Assemble the lubricator sections and the wireline tool string, which may consist of the proper
length of stem, jars and knuckle joints. Insert all but 12 inches of the tool string into the
lubricator.
15. Carry the stuffing box with the rope socket and wireline from the unit to the wellhead, using
every precaution not to kink the line. Screw the rope socket to the wireline stem and make it up
tight with two 24-inch pipe wrenches.
16. Push the wireline tool string into the lubricator and make up the stuffing box union on the top
of the lubricator. Guide the wireline over the stuffing box sheave and pull it to the bottom end
of the lubricator and place it in the wireline clamp. This clamp keeps the tool from falling out
as the lubricator is raised.
17. Place the lubricator assembly so that the pick-up eye will be as close to the gin pole as possible
to minimize any side load on the gin pole.
18. Guide the lubricator during pickup to prevent hitting any wellhead fittings.
19. When the bottom of the lubricator is about even with the union on the top of the wireline valve,
tie off the pull rope to the flow line or other piece of heavy equipment on the wellhead.
20. Secure the hay pulley, with weight indicator/converter attached, to the wellhead with a ¼-inch
steel chain or steel cable. Care should be taken to position the assembly such that it will
not interfere with operation of wellhead valves and not cause unwanted side loading on the
lubricator. Place the wireline in the hay pulley and pull up the slack line with the unit. The hay
pulley should be mounted with the head of the latch pin on the up side.
21. When all of the slack line has been taken up, the wireline clamp can be released and removed
from the lubricator. The wireline should make a 90-degree angle around the hay pulley for
proper weight indicator operation.
22. Lower the wireline tool string until the bottom protrudes form the lubricator at a convenient
working level. The remainder of the wireline tool string is then made up onto the upper portion.
23. Set the odometer of the counter assembly to zero, with the bottom of the tool string as near the
tubing hanger as possible. This point should be used as zero point for all subsequent trips of the
wireline tool string. Note that in many cases the well’s downhole equipment will be encountered
shallower than is specified on mechanical sketches. This is because many operators base all well
measurements on the original drilling rig’s kelly bushing height, which is usually many feet
above the tubing hanger. Therefore, before tools go downhole, the calculated adjustment from
TH to RKB should be made.
24. Pull the tool string back up into the lubricator, and set the lubricator on the wireline valve. Make
up the lubricator onto the wireline valve and close the bleeder valve. Pressure testing lubricator
assembly to twice the anticipated surface pressure should be to the operator’s discretion, since
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high pressure equipment is only tested to 1.5 times the WP, but in any event should comply with
30 CFR 250 or API 14B. Bleed the pressure off through the bleeder valve.
25. Open the closed valve on the wellhead very slowly until the pressure has equalized into the
lubricator. Check carefully for any leaks then open the valve fully.
26. At this point, the wireline valves should be tested. Close the rams of the valve and release the
pressure from the lubricator through the bleed-off valve. There should be no leaks through the
valve rams or the equalizing valve.
27. Close the bleeder valve and open the equalizing valve. When the pressure has been equalized in
the lubricator, close the equalizing valve, open the wireline valve rams and lower the wireline tool
string into the tubing.
28. When the trip with the tools has been completed and the bottom of the wireline tools are above
the top valve on the wellhead, close the upper wellhead valve, then release the pressure from the
lubricator through the bleeder valve.
29. On all locations, ensure that all well fluids bled from the lubricator are contained and not allowed
to contaminate the area.
30. Unscrew the lubricator union and pick up the lubricator with the rope falls. The helper will swing
the lubricator to one side and the wireline operator will slack off on the tool string to a convenient
working level to change tools.
31. When wireline operations have been completed, lower the tool string out of the lubricator. Have
the helper close the jars and walk out with them. He will cut the line approximately 6 inches
from the rope socket, holding onto the cut end of the line until the wireline operator has pulled
it up into the lubricator, then step back in the clear until the end has been pulled clear of the hay
pulley. The six inches of line left on the rope socket must be bent 180 degrees, with the end resting
as close to the remaining line as possible.
The rigging-up procedure is reversed for rigging down.
32. Replace the wellhead connection and pressure gauge. The wellhead valve should be opened to
check for any leaks in the connections. When all tools have been reloaded on the wireline unit,
the wellhead must be wiped clean and the surrounding area cleaned of any trash or debris that
might have accumulated during wireline operations.
33. Replace any objects which were moved in step 1.

Marine Locations, Inland Waters
1. Follow steps 1 through 4 of Land Locations.
2. Make sure the boat is anchored securely and as convenient to the wellhead as possible.
3. If a ramp or gangplank is needed, it must be firmly secured and the top surface prepared to
provide good footing.
4. Follow steps 8 and 9 of Land Locations.
5. Remove the top connection and adapter with connection to fit the drain sub. This drain sub
must be equipped with a bleeder valve to drain any oil trapped below the bleeder valve on the
lubricator. It will be equipped with a union on top to fit the union on the wireline valve.
6. The hoist on the boat needed for rig up should be equipped with a steel cable having a minimum
OD of ⁵⁄₁₆ inch.
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7. Pick up and install the wireline valve with the hoist. Do not attempt to manhandle the valve.
8. Follow steps 13 through 18 of Land Locations.
9. The lubricator assembly will be raised with the hoist to a point just above the wireline valve.
10. Secure the hay pulley to the wellhead with a ¼-inch steel chain or cable with the latch pin on
the up side, and the converter for the weight indicator attached.
11. Place the wireline in the hay pulley and close the latch. Pull all of the slack line onto the drum
of the unit. The wireline clamp can now be removed and the tools lowered to a convenient
working level.
12. Follow steps 23 through 28 of Land Locations. Attempt to monitor SCSSV pressure downstream
of the isolation valve with a gauge.
13. If the well being serviced is an oil well, the valve on the drain sub must be opened to drain any
oil trapped below the bleeder valve on the lubricator.
14. Follow instructions in step 30 through 33 of Land Locations.
15. Secure all valves and cap the well when shutting down operations for the night.
16. When working on wells with surface pressures of 2,000 psi or more, precautions should be
taken to purge the air oxygen for the lubricator. This can be done by displacing air in the
lubricator with oil or purging the air from the stuffing box with gas from the well. Elimination
of the oxygen inside the lubricator will prevent the possibility of an explosion in the lubricator.
17. Do not pour or pump any combustible liquid into a high-pressure well. This is especially true
for diesel and paraffin solvent.

Offshore Locations, Platforms and Well Jackets
1. Follow step 1 through 3 of Land Locations.
2. Consult with the company representative about applicable safety procedures and the work to
be performed.
3. Insure that the crane or A-frame is adequate and secure to handle anticipated lifting needs. If
using the crane to support the lubricator, use a sling of sufficient length to allow for temporary
disconnecting without having to climb the lubricator.
4. Secure and ground the wireline unit to the structure members using ⁵⁄₁₆ inch or larger chain
or cable.
5. Follow steps 8 and 9 of Land Locations.
6. Pick up the wireline valve using the crane or rope falls and install it on the wellhead. Never
attempt to manhandle the valve.
7. Follow steps 13 through 16 of Land Locations.
8. Guide the lubricator during pickup to prevent hitting any wellhead fittings.
9. When the bottom of the lubricator is about even with the union on the top of the wireline
valve, tie off the pull rope to the flow line or other piece of heavy equipment on the wellhead.
10. Secure the hay pulley, with weight indicator/converter attached, to the wellhead with a ¼-inch
steel chain or steel cable. Care should be taken to position the assembly such that it will
not interfere with operation of the wellhead valves or cause unwanted side loading on the
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lubricator. Place the wireline in the hay pulley and pull up slack line with the unit. The hay pulley
should be mounted with head of the latch pin on the up side.
11. When all of the slack line has been taken up, the wireline clamp can be released and removed
from the lubricator. Now the tools can be lowered from the lubricator to a convenient working
level. The remainder of the wireline tool string is then made up onto the upper portion.
12. Be sure to temporarily lock out, tag and monitor any surface safety valve (SSV) in the vertical
run of the tree using a fusible cap, and the surface controlled subsurface safety valve (SCSSV).
13. Insure that the proper documentation is maintained of any production safety system equipment
that is removed or replaced.
14. Follow steps 23 through 28 of Land Locations.
15. On all offshore locations, ensure, that all well fluids bled from the lubricator are contained and
not allowed to contaminate the environment.
16. If the well being serviced is an oil well, the valve on the drain sub must be opened to drain any
oil trapped below the bleeder valve on the lubricator.
17. Unscrew the lubricator union and pick up the lubricator with the crane or rope falls. The helper
will swing the lubricator to one side and the wireline operator will slack off on the tool string to
a convenient working level to change tools.
18. 18. Follow steps 31 through 33 for Land Locations.
19. 19. Insure that any temporarily locked-out safety devices are placed back into operational service.

General Operational Information
In order to perform wireline operations on an oil or gas well, certain information is necessary to
expedite the service work. The following list should be furnished the service company.
1. Company name and address
2. Person requesting service
3. Telephone number
4. Type of operation to be performed and possible alternative operations
5. Name and lease well number
6. Field
7. Surface shut-in tubing pressure (highest expected)
8. Surface shut-in casing pressure, if any
9. Size, weight, and thread type of tubing
10. Size and weight of casing
11. Connection on top of Christmas tree
12. Accurate nomenclature of downhole completion equipment and depths of nipples, packers, etc.
13. Time of arrival requested
14. Person and place to which unit should report
15. Directions to location
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16. A copy of the current wellbore sketch showing tubing restrictions, gas lift valves, packer depth
and bore, open end tubing, bull plugs, elevation measurement perforations, etc.
17. Any special conditions in the well, e.g., tapered tubing string, paraffin, scale, sand, junk,
obstruction, excess deviation, or crooked tubing.
If the foregoing information is furnished, a great deal of time can be saved in performing wireline
work. Time means money in the sense of contract services, lost production during well shut-in
period and sometimes well damage. Damage is mentioned because incorrect information or lack of
information can often result in a decision to work in a different manner than normal. For example:
A string of retrievable valve mandrels with dummies is in place in a well being worked on and the
wireline operator was not informed of the dummies or where they were located in the string. A tool
could be run in the hole that might accidentally latch and pull one of the dummies. This would
allow completion fluid from the annulus to enter the tubing and kill the zone. This would be a costly
mistake which could have been avoided if the wireline operator had been furnished proper and
adequate well information.
Accurate description of the well completion and the wireline work to be performed allows the service
unit to be properly prepared to conduct the job without costly shutdowns, hotshots, and delays. A
sample job dispatch sheet is shown in section 4 (pp. 14-50).
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Wireline Operations
Sample Job Dispatch Sheet
Job No.
Customer

Person Calling

Time to be on the job

Ph.No.
Date Job is to be done

Lease

Well No.

Field

Type of Service
Tubing Size

Packer Depth

Approx. B H P

Safe Run Depth

Tubing End

Type of Packer

Flowing

Casing Pressure

Tubing Pressure

Perforations

Pumping

Tubing Open In

Total Depth

Perforations

Shut In

Elevation

Tree Connection
Direction of Location

Special Instructions to Operator

Job assigned to
Employee receiving this job

Current Date

Special Tools and/or Materials
assigned to this job:**

Charged
Customer*

Oper.

Disposition (Check one)
Returned to stock
Good
Condition

**The above tools and materials
listed were issued to me and are my
responsibility to care for and account
for their disposition.

Helper

Left to
Relief Oper.

Need
Repairs

*WLWO & OR No.
Operator list additional tools and materials assigned to
job as it progresses.

Operator
SIGN

MEMO FROM OPERATOR: (Pertaining to out of ordinary circumstances encountered on this job.)
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Factors to Consider in a Planned Wireline Operation
The following factors should be taken into consideration before performing any wireline operation:
1. Gauge run
a. A gauge run is to be made to a designated proposed operations depth.
b. In a deviated or crooked hole special precautions should be taken if landing nipples are
located above a planned swabbing depth.
2. Paraffin depth
a. If possible, set flow control equipment below paraffin line.
b. Paraffin may foul flow control and should be removed before setting or pulling flow control
equipment.
3. Running depth of bottomhole pressure instrument
a. A dummy wireline run should be made before instrument and tool runs.
b. Operator may not want to pull flow control equipment to run bottomhole pressure.
c. Control set in landing nipple may prevent instruments or tools from going out into casing
if lost in hole.
4. Annular fluid weight
a. If tubing is plugged and pressure bled to zero, differential may collapse tubing.
b. Calculations should be made to evaluate changes in pressure conditions.
5. Temperature
a. Flow control equipment should be set deep enough to prevent freezing due to pressure drop
through bottom-hole choke or regulator, etc.
6. Crooked tubing or deviated hole
a. Wireline service tools are affected by deviated holes or severely crooked tubing strings. If this
is anticipated, landing nipples should be placed higher in the tubing string than normal in
order to service them properly and safely.
b. In highly deviated shallow wells or slightly deviated deep wells, substantial friction drag can
occur. Special lubricants can solve some friction problems. The overall effect of friction will
greatly limit jarring action of the wireline tools.
c. In a highly deviated hole, care should be taken when working out the end of the tubing. A
limber assembly should be utilized to ensure that the tools will be flexible enough to come
off the low side of the casing and go back into the tubing.
7. Restrictions in tubing strings (mechanical)
a. Nominal internal diameter of tubing.
b. Christmas tree hangers, swages, packers, packer stringers, equipment, etc., should be checked
for full or compatible bores and properly beveled on inside.
c. Packer and stringer bores.
(1) Packer bore restrictions may often dictate changing internal diameter of landing nipple
and other completion equipment in order to service properly.
(2) Landing nipple internal diameter should be given proper consideration for equipment
sizing.
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d. Blast nipple (joint) bores may be restrictive and should be considered in multiple combination
tubing string wells.
8. Sand Production
a. Sand hinders wireline servicing severely. Placement of control equipment should be
considered before beginning any wireline operation.
9. Pressure
a. All equipment should be rated to handle maximum anticipated pressure.
10. Hydrogen sulfide or CO2 environment
a. Refer to Special Problem Section in this section.
b. Refer to Safety Recommendations in this section.
11. All surface safety valves (SSV) and surface controlled subsurface safety valves (SCSSV) should be
temporarily placed out of service before performing any wireline work.
12. Logistics
a. In remote location (i.e. offshore), additional or backup equipment should be considered, as
it may be difficult to obtain this equipment on a timely basis.
13. Space limitations
a. Vertical.
b. Areal.
14. Support facilities
a. Cranes or gin poles to aid in setting up the lubricator.
15. Timing of operations
a. Time wireline operations to leave the well in a secure condition overnight.

Typical Operations
This section deals with the use of running tools, pulling tools, and various devices used in conjunction
with wireline activities. The running and pulling tools were developed to facilitate the handling of
mandrels, locking devices, etc.
Wireline service tools were also developed to facilitate testing and remedial well work activity such
as bottomhole pressure and temperature determination, tubing and casing caliper surveys, tubing
perforation, anchors, etc.

Running Tools
Flow control devices must, of necessity, be designed to be placed in the well bore by vertical movement
of the tool string.
1. The tool used to run and set a slip type lock mandrel. This tool requires only upward driving
action to set the slips securely, expand the sealing element, and release from the mandrel.
2. A running tool used to place a collar lock mandrel. This tool also requires only upward driving
action to lock mandrel, expand the element, and release.
3. A running tool used to set a tubing collar stop. The stop is locked into the recess of tubing collar
by an upward pull on the wireline.
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4. A running tool that is used to run and set slip type locks, some collar stops, and circulating
devices. Downward action is required to set and release from the lock, stop, or circulating device.
5. Certain running tools require both downward and upwards force to set and release from the
lock or mandrel. A tool that is used to set a selective landing nipple lock. This tool holds the
locking keys of the mandrel retracted while running and when the proper landing nipple has
been reached, downward driving action with the tool string shears a pin releasing the locking
keys, which move into a recess in the landing nipple, retarding any upward movement. Upward
driving action then shears tangential pins that are retaining the running tool to the inner segment
of the lock mandrel allowing it to release.
6. A running tool used to select and install a lock mandrel in any one series of landing nipples of the
same size, having the same internal profile, the selectivity being designed into the running tool.
Briefly, the assembly is lowered to just below the landing nipple. It is pulled back up through the
nipple which forces the locking keys into the locking position. Downward driving action with
the tool string shears a pin in the upper portion of the running tool, allowing that part of the
tool to move down to force an inner segment of the lock mandrel down behind the keys, securely
locking them in their respective groove in the nipple. Upward driving action then shears a pin in
the lower part of the tool, releasing it from the lock mandrel.

Pulling Tools
Tools to pull locks that have outside pulling flanges. These tools are more or less universal in design,
all having virtually the same principle of operation. The engaging dogs of these tools are designed to
latch the pulling flange of the lock mandrel, with matching bevels to insure firm contact. Some locks
require that the pulling tool have a longer reach than others, which is supplied by changing the inner
core to shorter one which gives the dogs longer reach. These pulling tools are designed to be released
from the pulling flanges, should the device be stuck, by shearing a pin in the upper part of the tool.
They are available in one type that shears the pin by downward driving action (and another type by
upward driving action.
Tools to engage internal pulling necks are equipped with a set of spring loaded dogs that retract on a
tapered inner mandrel as the tools are set down on a lock mandrel, and are forced downward by the
spring and out into a groove at the top of the mandrel. These tools are also equipped with a shear pin
that requires downward driving action to shear which allows the dogs to move back up on the inner
mandrel. This tool is sometimes used as a running tool to install some locks that require downward
driving action to set. Adaptation of this tool to convert it to a shear up to release type. It is used
sometimes when extensive downward driving action is required to release a lock mandrel.

Tubing Conditioning Tools
When installing any subsurface flow control device in the tubing, it is imperative that efforts first be
made to determine that the control device will pass unimpeded through the tubing to the desired
setting depth.
A tubing gauge (figure 14.6) is recommended to be run to make this determination. The tubing
gauge is available for all sizes of tubing, including heavy wall. Should this tool stop in the tubing
before reaching the desired depth, and impression block (fig. 14.21) should be run next to determine
whether an object is in the tubing. The impression block should be carefully set down on the
obstruction, the jar picked up, and one good downward blow made. The impression block is then
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pulled out of the hole and examined. Close observation of the imprint made in the lead or babbitt
face of the block will determine what steps should be taken to remove the object. Should the tubing
contain mashed places, a swaging tool (figure 14.18) can be jarred down through the tight spot, jarred
back up through it repeatedly, until it will fall through freely.
Burrs or nicks are sometimes encountered in the tubing, most commonly at the joint end, caused by
inadvertently striking the pin end of the joint on the coupling when stabbing. These burrs could be
injurious to the sealing elements of control devices to be installed and should be removed. A tubing
broach is illustrated in figure 14.19. A tubing broach is designed to be used in stages; running the
smallest size first, then the next larger, until the restriction is completely removed.
Paraffin that had solidified on the internal walls of the tubing from near the top to a depth that
varies according to temperature and well conditions can be successfully removed by wireline
methods. Numerous tools have been designed though the years to remove these deposits, all of
which accomplish the same results. 0Each type has advantages over the other: the gauge-cutter type
(figure 14.6) performs best when the paraffin is caked hard on the walls. The scratcher (figure 14.17)
performs best when restrictions, such as landing nipples, are in the portion of the tubing to be cleaned
of paraffin.
Oil and gas production may be interrupted by accumulation of sand in the wellbore, which forms
bridges that completely plug off any flow. The sand may have entered the wellbore along with the oil
or gas being produced from unconsolidated sand formations. Experience has proven that the sand
plugs can be successfully removed both safely and economically with sand bailers that are designed
to be operated by wireline methods. All pump-type bailers operate on the same principle, i.e., a
pumping action which pulls the sand up into the housing of the bailer where it is trapped by a ball or
flapper type check valve. They are available in the size that can be used in any size tubing.
Precautions must be taken when performing bailing operations. Some of these include keeping the
tubing full to the surface with oil or some other fluid when bailing in an oil well and applying gas or
air pressure when bailing in a gas well. This will eliminate the possibility of the tools being suddenly
blown up the tubing, if the bailer suddenly breaks through the sand bridge into pressure that may be
trapped below the bridge. The operator should also move the entire tool string up the tubing slightly
after each stroke to avoid the possibility of the bailer sticking in the sand.
If the bailer fails to pick up any sand when bailing from the top of a subsurface control tool, a lead
impression block should be run to determine if the top of the control is clear. If the top of the
subsurface control is not clear, and sand remains around the pulling neck, a hydrostatic bailer can
be used to remove the sand. This bailer (figure 14.25) consist of a barrel some four to six feet long,
having a shear disc at the bottom, with the barrel sealed off from well pressure. When the tool string
stops on the subsurface control, a few downward strokes with jars pierces the shear disc, causing the
barrel to be exposed to well pressure and a sudden influx of fluid. This picks up any remaining sand
from around the top and alongside the pulling neck of the subsurface control. Like the sand pump,
a ball check closes and holds the sand in the barrel. Caution must be taken when this type bailer
is opened at the surface after a trip has been made, due to pressure that may be trapped inside the
barrel. The safety screw assembly is designed to automatically release any internal pressure; however,
this exit port could be plugged and not allow the trapped pressure to release. To be sure no pressure is
trapped inside, the set screw holding the stainless steel ball on seat should be unscrewed allowing the
ball to move off the seat. This should release any trapped pressure. See section 2, p. 14-28 for more
information on sand bailing.
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Positioning Tools
Sliding sleeves described in Section 3 are designed to be
shifted from the closed position to the open position or vice
versa using wireline methods. The tools used to perform
these operations are referred to as positioning or shifting
tools. Figure 14.57 illustrates a type tool that is used to shift
the sleeve in either direction. The spring loaded keys locate in
the matching profile of the inner sleeve to the open or closed
position. When this inner sleeve has been moved to the fully
opened or closed position its travel is arrested by an internal
shoulder. This shoulder also acts to release the shifting tool
by forcing the keys inward and off the shoulder of the inner
sleeve. If the sleeve is impeded for some reason and cannot
be moved to the maximum closed or open position, a shear
pin in the position tool will shear, allowing the keys to be
released.

Figure 14.57. A selective shifting
tool.

Bottomhole Pressure (BHP) Surveys
Instruments run on wireline to record the bottomhole
pressure and temperature of shut-in and flowing oil and
gas wells have been used many years. Periodic surveys are
made with these instruments to measure static bottomhole
pressure as required by certain state and federal laws and
the lease operator. The information obtained is used to
determine reserves, future life, completion efficiency, need
for well stimulation and other producing or injection well
parameters.
A suggested procedure for running a BHP survey follows:
1. A complete inspection of the gauge, clocks and accessories must be made before going to the
well location.
2. Upon arriving at the location, discuss the job with the company representative in relation to:
a. Well pressure.
b. Depth to be surveyed.
c. Stops to be made.
d. Previous surveys, if any.
e. Subsurface controls in well, if any.
f.

Well conditions:
(1) Sand
(2) Saltwater production
(3) Crooked tubing
(4) How long the well has been shut in
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3. Prepare the well for the bottomhole pressure survey. Pull any subsurface controls. Make a dummy
run to the depth of the survey. If crooked tubing is suspected, five feet of stem should be run
below the jars, picking up at least once every 500 feet below 3,000-5,000 feet. Pick up far enough
to be certain that the tools are moving up the hole rather than stretching the line.
4. Prepare the pressure gauge for the survey.
5. Determine the depths or stops at which the pressure will be recorded. The production engineer
or company representative may furnish these figures. When not advised by the customer, the
following is a good practice:
Example: the well is 14,742 feet deep. Stops should be made at 2000-foot intervals to a point
1500 ft above the gauged bottom and then at 300 foot intervals to the gaged bottom. (Gauged
bottom, in this case, means the point at which the tubing gauge was run to ensure that the tubing
was free form obstructions.)
Thus, stops will be made at the following depths in feet: 0, 2000, 4000, 6000, 8000, 10,000,
12,000, 13,242, 13,542, 13,842, 14,142, 14,742.
Frequent stops near bottom should give some indication of the fluid ingredients, whether liquid
or gas. With this information, the survey can be extrapolated beyond the point to which the
gauge was actually run.
6. Usually, the survey is made with stem and a knuckle joint. When sand is suspected knuckle jars
should be run. The pressure gauge should be run at a reasonable and consistent rate of speed.
There should be no sudden stops or jarring of the line. Any time the line is stopped, a notation
should be made. The length of the stops will be determined by the clock rating. A good rule of
thumb is to stop one minute for each one hour rating of the clock. For example: Three oneminute stops for a three-hour clock. When completing the survey report, be sure to note the exact
depths of the stops. This is very important, as a few feet will change the gradient. If a dead weight
test of well pressure is taken, it should be taken while the pressure gauge is in the lubricator with
well pressure on it.
7. After removing the gauge from the tool string, inspect the chart. Some things to look for are:
a. A good base line. The base line must be visible and straight. If the base line is absent or wavy, rerun.
b. The correct number of stops made should be visible on the chart. Count them. If they are
not clearly visible, the test must be rerun.
c. Determine if the chart has recorded the full survey. If the chart is acceptable, the following
information should be inscribed on the upper right hand corner of the chart:
1. Well name and location
2. Date
3. Wireline report number
4. Clock used
5. Element number
d. The chart folder should be filled out completely. The more information about the well, the
better the interpretation will be.
8. If the survey is a good one, clean the instrument and prepare it for transportation.
9. To eliminate the necessity of leaving the BHP gauge suspended on the wireline while making
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extended surveys, a hanger tool is available that provides a means of suspending the gauge in a
tubing coupling recess and removing the wireline and tools. It is commonly referred to as a lug
type “bomb” (bottomhole pressure gauge) hanger.

Tubing and Casing Caliper Surveys
Deterioration of production pipe strings in oil and gas wells causing leaks and, in some cases, parting of
the pipe present expensive problems to the owners and operators. These deteriorating conditions should
be detected before they become more expensive problems. Instruments to survey the well tubing for
these conditions were developed in the early 1940s and run on electric lines. Inability to pack off the
electric line running through the stuffing box caused problems on wells having surface pressure.
To overcome this problem, instruments were developed in the mid-1940s that could be run on solid
steel lines in wells under pressure, to detect, measure and record on a metal chart internal corrosion
damage in tubular goods.
After each survey is made, the caliper chart, bearing the well name and number, and any other
pertinent information, is sent to the laboratory where it is enlarged and a comprehensive report
written on the survey. This report is available to the well owner and copies are filed by the service
company making the survey.
Detailed instruction for making a caliper survey are available in booklet form and can be obtained
from service companies upon request

Fishing Tools and Procedures
Fishing out wireline that has been lost in the tubing while performing a wireline operation requires
that the operator follow certain steps to obtain the best results and not cause the condition to become
worse. These steps will be discussed in this section along with various fishing tools.
Assume that excessive jarring of the tool string causes the line to part at the surface. Then assume that
the line broke at a point which left the end of the line extending through the lubricator. The proper
procedure to retrieve the parted line is to close the wireline valve and secure the end of the broken
line by splicing onto the line still on the reel, if possible. Release the pressure in the lubricator and
install a cutter. The blind box of the cutter bar must be large enough to strike the center of the rope
socket of the fish (tools and line left in the well). Open the wireline valve and drop the cutter bar.
Sufficient time must be allowed for the cutter bar to fall to the stuck tools. When the cutter bar cuts
the wireline at the fish, the line can be spooled onto the drum of the unit. A new line may then be
spooled on to the wireline unit and the cutter bar fished out.
Assume the end of the broken wireline falls below the wireline valve. The cutter bar could then be
tied onto another tool string by means of a piece of string, lowered to a point calculated to be below
the end of the broken line; the tools snapped sharply, braking the string and letting the bar fall. To
calculate the approximately depth of the top end of the line, a good rule of thumb states that the line
will fall about three to five feet per 1,000 feet of line in two-inch tubing, due to friction of the line
on the wall of the tubing. For example, with tool string at 10,000 feet, the end of the line would be
somewhere between 30 to 50 feet and the surface.
Another type of line cutter that could normally be run with the tool string is the sidewall cutter. It
can be set at any point in the tubing, and the line cut and fished out in segments. This reduces the
possibility of the two lines becoming entangled. Provision is also made for pinning the cutter knives
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in the retracted position and dropping it as a cutter bar. After the sidewall cutter has had sufficient
time to fall to the stuck tools, a weight bar must then be dropped to shear the pin holding the knives,
causing them to ride up on the taper and cut the line.
A wireline cutter, marketed under the name Kniley Snepper, must be assembled on to the line. It
employs a cutter knife that is actuated upon contact with the rope socket of the stuck tool string.
When the line is cut, a crimper, designed into the tool is also activated and crimps the cut-off line to
the snepper which is retrieved as the line fish is pulled out.
Proper steps must be taken to locate the top broken wireline when fishing operations begin, to
avoid the possibility of jamming too much of the line around the wire grab. A wire finder used
successfully to locate and coil the top of the wireline to allow the wireline grab, or spear to engage it.
The wireline finder is a cylindrical shaped tool made of fairly soft steel and designed so the bottom
portion can be swaged out to scrape the tubing walls. The drift diameter of the tubing must be taken
into consideration when attempting to locate and coil the top end of the line.
When the end of the line has been located, picking up the locator and setting it back down several
times will coil the end of the wireline enough that the wireline grab will engage it.
A scratcher type wire finder, can also be used and has some advantage over the cone-shaped tool. The
wires on the scratcher are flexible, allowing the tool to pass through restrictions and spring back out
to scrape the walls of the tubing.
To engage wireline in the hole and pull it to the surface, a wireline grab (spear) is used. The prongs
are made of fairly soft steel, slightly concaved internally where the barbs are located. Setting the grab
down into the coiled line should be sufficient to grab the line and pull it to the surface. Assuming that
the line has been cut at the stuck tool string, the line is pulled above the wireline valve, the rams closed
and pressure released for the lubricator. A new line may then be spooled on the drum of the unit,
the cutter fished out, and operations begun to remove the stuck tool string. The wireline retriever,
described in section 2 is another fishing tool. The skirt of the tool is a floating member that locates the
end of the line and stops when the line is threaded up through the bore, alongside the tapered inner
mandrel, where it is trapped and help when the tools are pulled up again.
When the ball of wire is compacted to the point where the two-prong grab will not engage it, a center
spear type tool, is sometimes used to drive into the ball to loosen it and pull out some of the line.
When the tool string is in or below entangled wireline, the rope socket is no longer in the clear,
making it impossible to cut the line by dropping a cutter bar. When this happens it is necessary to
provide a place for the cutter bar to cut. This can be accomplished by installing a go-devil onto the
line and dropping it. Once the go-devil is in place, a wireline cutter is then used to cut the wireline
which is above the go-devil. After the line has been pulled out, another string of tools is rigged up and
the cutter bar and go-devil are retrieved. See section 2, page 14-13 for more information regarding
wireline fishing.

General Fishing Guidelines
1. Accurate record keeping is critical. Measure lengths and diameters of all tool to be run, Save all
wire lengths as they are recovered, measuring each length will indicate the remaining wire length
in the well. Test check proposed tools at the surface to insure they will latch desired downhole
tools.
2. Use adequate lubricator length to cover work string and the maximum length of any tools that
could be recovered. Make sure to user the wireline valve to contain the well pressure when
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removing the lubricator. When fishing wire, do not use the well’s gate valve as closing it could
cut any wire brought up the well be the fishing tool string.
3. Prior to running a fishing tool, discuss any possible options/consequences with other operators.
Try to think of two other tools that could be run if the first is unsuccessful.
4. Remove any broken wire first before attempting fishing for tools.
5. Use an impression block when necessary to check downhole conditions.

Pack-Off Anchors
Pack-off anchors are designed to straddle and pack off holes in the tubing strings so that production of
the well can be continued without pulling the tubing. Holes may occur opposite the top perforations
in a dual completion or anywhere else in the tubing string. If the tubing that is to be packed off
is under pressure, the length of the pack-off tool is controlled by the length of the lubricator. If
the well can be killed so that the tubing can be opened to atmosphere, the length of the pack-off
is determined only by the tensile strength of the wireline handling the assembly. This pack-off is
particularly suited for installations where high production volumes are desired. The pack-off anchor
may be installed in only two trips with the wireline. The unit may be run and retrieved by regular
wireline methods, under pressure. The large internal diameter of the pack-off equipment permits
properly sized bottomhole pressure instruments to pass through.
This installation in collared tubing utilizes a collar stop as a bottom stop. For streamline tubing
without collar recess, a slip type lower stop is available. The upper pack-off section is usually anchored
with a slip-type hold down. Under certain conditions, the pack-off may be run without the upper
hold down. The sealing elements are set by downward jarring with the wireline tools and are designed
to seal against the tubing wall and be held in the set position by a mechanical lock incorporated into
the pack-off section. (To set these elements, a minimum of eight feet of stem is recommended.) The
pack-off is a pressure-balanced unit designed to carry a pressure deferential from above or below.
Pressure rating for all pack-off anchors is dependent upon packing elements and the condition of the
tubing sting.

Tubing Perforators
When no other comingling devices are located in the tubing string, or comingling is needed at a
level where no device is located, a perforator may be run on wireline tools to perforate the tubing
to circulate fluids, install gas lift valves, or perform other operations requiring passage between the
tubing and tubing-casing annulus.
Two types are available. One is activated mechanically by manipulating the wireline tools. The other
employs a powder charge to drive a tapered wedge behind a punch to force it outward and cause it to
penetrate the tubing wall. The mechanical type perforator uses a round flat end punch to penetrate
the wall. The punch is retracted by a shear pin while running. The tool is set down on a tubing stop
that is run ahead of the perforator or attached to the bottom of the perforator and set during the
same trip. After the perforator is set on the stop, a few light downward stokes with the jars shears the
pin retracting the punch. Upward jarring then pulls the tapered wedge behind the punch, forcing it
outward. The housing is held stationary by serrations on the opposite side from the punch. When the
punch has completely penetrated the tubing wall, the taper of the wedge is reversed, retracting the
punch and freeing the assembly for its return to the surface. The tool may be used in both standard
weight and heavy wall pipe.
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Special Problems
The purpose of this section is to point out some of the special problems associated with producing
oil and gas wells, and to suggest some wireline procedures which may be used to eliminate, minimize
or control them. Among these problems are corrosion, sand, paraffin, hydrates, and crooked tubing.
Some of them are common to all geographic locations, and others are troublesome in only a few areas.
The information contained herein is general and no attempt has been made to cover specific instances.

Corrosion
One of the major problems encountered in wireline operations and associated equipment is corrosion.
All engineering metals and alloys are subject to chemical processes that cause them to lose their
identity as metals and return to the natural state in which they were first discovered. This return to
the natural state — whether spontaneous or induced, slow or fast — is corrosion.
The most common form of corrosion is called “weight-loss corrosion”. As the name implies, it is
characterized by loss of weight, pitting, and general roughening of the surface.
A second form of corrosion is commonly known as “stress corrosion cracking”. Often this form is of
more concern than weight-loss corrosion, since stress corrosion can cause metal failure within a very
short time. Ordinary plow-steel wireline has been known to fail overnight when exposed to this form
of attack.
Stress corrosion cracking results from a combination of corrosion and stress and generally occurs
at points of stress arising from mechanical loading or residual internal stresses resulting form heat
treatment or cold work. Stress corrosion failure generally occurs along crystal boundaries and has the
appearance of a brittle fracture. Hydrogen sulfide gas is a common cause of stress corrosion cracking.
All of the aforementioned factors are encountered to some degree in wireline tools and equipment.
In the case of such equipment, it is important that appearance, strength, and proper operation be
maintained for reasons of safety and economy. Since corrosion adversely affects all of these properties,
it is necessary to reduce its effects whenever and wherever possible.

Corrosion of Wireline Equipment
When weight-loss corrosion is the major type of corrosion encountered, all of the previously
mentioned methods may be used to protect wireline tools and equipment. Painting, plating,
galvanizing anodizing, material selection, all may be used, singly or in combination, to reduce the
effects of corrosion. For example, wireline tools may be painted, nickel plated, or anodized. Wireline
trucks are often galvanized as well as painted. Many tools are made from stainless steels, Monels, lowcarbon steels, cast iron, etc., depending upon the conditions to be met. The wireline itself is generally
kept well oiled to retard rusting (corrosion).
In an effort to standardize on suitable materials for hydrogen sulfide service, the National Association
of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) has issued materials requirement MR-01-75: Sulfide Stress Cracking
Resistant Materials for Oilfield Equipment. NACE MR-01-75, which is periodically updated, lists
materials suitable for use to minimize failures due to sulfide stress cracking (SSC). The latest edition
of this document should be consulted for information on SSC resistant metals and their limitations.
For use under the conditions outlined, wireline tools and equipment are manufactured from the
approved materials whenever possible. One notable exception is the wireline. Wirelines fabricated
from materials recommended for sulfide service lack the required strength for heavy duty wireline
operations. For light duty service such as running bottomhole pressure and temperature surveys,
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Type 316 stainless steel has been found suitable. For general operations, however, this does not have
sufficient strength.
NACE MR-01-75 lists a number of high-alloy materials, having relatively high yield strengths,
which are resistant to SSC. Many of these materials are available in wire forms. Good results thus
far have been obtained with a standard plow steel measuring line in conjunction with a suitable
corrosion inhibitor. The use of standard improved plow steel line that is completely immersed in a
good corrosion inhibitor when not in the well, and treated with inhibitor while running in or out
of the well, has worked exceptionally well. The improved plow steel line is placed in a 55-gallon
drum and completely covered with an inhibitor. It is spooled onto the reel just before the job and is
unspooled and returned to the inhibitor drum after the job. A wiper-oiler is used at the hay pulley
which is also full of inhibitor. The wiper pulley consists of an oiler with a hole drilled through the
bottom and a sleeve welded on each side through the holes.
Stuffing box rubbers are placed in the sleeves and an adjusting screw placed in the ends to tighten or
loosen the packing. The gland is tightened on the tree side coming out of the well to clean the line,
and loosened on the truck side to oil the line. This procedure is reversed when going in the well.
The heart of the method consists of a special adapter reservoir attached to the lubricator between the
stuffing box and the top section of lubricator. A bushing is screwed in the bottom of this adapter with
a hole just large enough for the line to run through it smoothly. This forms a small reservoir to treat
the line. Outside the reservoir there is a check valve with a needle valve and threaded end. A high
pressure hose is connected to the needle valve and a small pump capable of overcoming well pressure
pumps inhibitor into the reservoirs as the line is raised or lowered in the well.
One other procedure is necessary with this type of operation. The rope socket and all of the boxes
on the tool string are filled with inhibitor before they are made up. This will treat the threads and
prevent corrosion and stress cracking of the wireline tool joints.
All wireline tools used in the operation such as broaches, gauges, pulling and running tools should
be immersed in inhibitor prior to running in the well.

Internally Coated Tubing
Well tubing may be internally coated with plastic materials to provide control of corrosion on the
inside wall of the tubing. Special precautions should be taken when doing wireline work in wells
equipped with such tubing. Wireline tools may be run in coated tubing without severely damaging
the coating by close control of wireline speed and careful selection of tools.
Wireline speed should be controlled when going in and coming out of the hole. By controlling the
speed, flutter and rattle of the tools and slap and abrasion from the wireline are minimized. Many
operators and coating applicators recommend that the wireline speeds be kept below 100 feet per
minute in coated tubing. Damage to the coating may be further reduced by tool design. Sharp edges
on the tools should be rounded or covered with thick non-metallic coatings.

Sand
A second major problem encountered in wireline operations occurs in wells where the producing
formation is loose and unconsolidated. In such wells, sand is produced along with the well fluids.
This can cause a reduction in or cessation of well production due to formation of sand bridges in the
production string plugging of perforations. In addition, the abrasive nature of sand erodes or “cuts
out” surface and subsurface chokes, choke beans, valves, and sometimes nipples and tubing.
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Sand bridges vary in length and may cause pressure to be trapped below the bridge. If a sand bridge
forms just above a subsurface control, it will be impossible to pull the control until the sand has been
removed by bailing or washing.
In a sand bailing operation, the operator should be aware of existing well conditions. Often the well
will bridge over with sand causing the well to go dead. When this occurs a pressure loss is noted on
the tubing. Pressure should be restored either by filling the tubing with fluid or by pressuring up from
another well or another source before any excessive bailing is done. This will keep the sand from rising
and possibly covering the bailer and tools.
Many procedures for preventing sand from entering the wellbore have been developed, such as plasticbonded sand screens, formation consolidation with plastic, gravel pack screens, walnut-hull screens,
etc. These procedures are often successful in eliminating the sand problem, but are beyond the scope
of wireline methods and are mentioned for informational purposes only.

Paraffin
In some areas the produce crude oil and condensate contain quantities of heavy waxes, resins, and
asphaltic compounds which remain fluid until temperature and pressure reduction cause them to
solidify. If these conditions occur within the tubing, a paraffin deposit begins to build up on the
tubing wall. Continued buildup, if undisturbed, may eventually plug the tubing completely.
Several wireline tools are available for removing paraffin, the most common being the paraffin cutter.
In wells where the deposit is slight or soft, the weight of the wireline tools may be sufficient to drive
the paraffin cutter down the tubing. If the deposit is heavy or hard, downward jarring may be required
to cut through the paraffin. The paraffin thus loosened is removed from the tubing by allowing the
well to flow.
A second device for paraffin removal is the wire scraper or scratcher, consisting of numerous segments
of stiff wire attached to a small diameter rod. The wires scrape the tubing wall as the scraper is
lowered into the well, loosening or breaking up the paraffin so it may be flowed out. Because it has
much smaller diameter than the gage, the wire scraper can be used even when the wellbore is almost
completely plugged. Since paraffin removal with either tool does nothing to prevent future deposits,
this procedure must be repeated at regular intervals in order to keep the well paraffin free.
A third device available is one which provides continuous removal of paraffin deposits automatically.
These devices — called variously a rabbit, automatic scraper, or free piston — is initially installed using
wireline methods, but thereafter operated automatically. Further use of the wireline is not required.

Hydrates
Under certain conditions of pressure, temperature, and moisture content, hydrates may form. They are
ice-like crystals that are often mistaken for ice because of their similarity in appearance and behavior.
Formation of hydrates in or below the Christmas tree can plug the well, freeze valves, and prevent
entry of wireline tools. Hydrate formation in wireline lubricators can cause the tools to become stuck
and immovable. Leaking stuffing boxes can trigger or aggravate hydrate formation, as can any sudden
pressure expansion such as that which occurs when opening needle valves on lubricators. When this
happens, a hydrate in the needle valve can plug it, preventing the pressure in the lubricator from being
completely bled off.
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Once hydrates form they must be melted like ice. Since considerable time would be consumed
waiting for the ambient temperature to melt them, hydrates are melted rapidly by other means. If a
source of steam or hot water is available, melting can be accomplished in a relatively short time. In
most cases, injection or methanol or ethylene glycol can be used.

Bacteria
There are certain types of bacteria that can be found in hydrocarbon producing wells that create
serious problems that can ultimately lead to failure of downhole equipment, tubing and casings.
These are called sulfate-reducing bacteria and are one of the oldest forms of micro-organisms.
Sulfate-reducing bacteria reduce sulfate in large amounts to obtain energy for their growth and life,
and expel the resulting sulfide as waste. Sulfate-reducing bacteria can obtain energy by oxidizing
organic compounds or molecular hydrogen by reducing any sulfates found in a hydrocarbon to
hydrogen sulfide. Hydrogen sulfide (sour gas) has been proven to be the cause of failure of downhole
equipment. When found in sufficient concentrations, it is toxic to humans.

Crooked Tubing
Wireline operations may be difficult when the tubing string has sharp bends or extreme vertical deviation
such as in crooked or deviated wells. The amount of flexibility needed in the string of wireline tools will
vary with a degree of deviation. Lack of sufficient flexibility can result in complete inability of the tools
to pass through a section of crooked tubing. Occasionally the tool string may be flexible enough to pass
through a crooked section while going down the tubing, but the added length when removing a long
choke, safety valve, or other control may prevent the tools from passing up through the same section.
For these reasons, it may be necessary to include more than one knuckle joint.
In some instances, the tools may pass in and out of the tubing without difficulty but jar action may
be so impaired that the work cannot be completed. In such situations, the use of the knuckle jar may
permit the work to be done. On some jobs, it has been necessary to use a tool string consisting only
of knuckle joints and knuckle jars. Special lubricants may also be pumped down the tubing string to
reduce friction in the tubing string to aid tool passage.

Surface Controlled Subsurface Safety Valves (SCSSV)
Special precautions should be taken when doing wireline work in wells equipped with surface
controlled subsurface safety valves run on tubing string. These valves are full opening and will not
restrict any wireline tools run in the tubing when in proper order. However, the SCSSV depends on
hydraulic pressure generated by a pump on the surface to keep it open. Should pressure be lost on
the control line while wireline is in the hole, either by the pump failing or accidental breaking of the
control line, the valve will close on the wireline and break the line. This could result in a major fishing
job for the wireline and tools lost in the hole. Damage to the SCSSV could also require pulling the
tubing string.
In order to prevent accidental closing of the SCSSV during wireline operations, the SCSSV should
be put into a temporary inoperative position so that it will not close. Upon completion of the
wireline operations, the SCSSV can be placed back in operation and function tested to ensure that
it is operating properly.
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Record Keeping
It is imperative that the accurate records of all wireline operations be provided to the well operator.
Current records of flow controls in the hole and where they are located are of paramount importance.
Also, the condition of the tubing string (tight spots, sections of high drag, etc.) should be noted.
Government agencies require that the well owner have records showing when flow control devices
and plugs are pulled, as well as a record of their condition. In some cases the well operator will have
wireline record forms available and they should be properly completed before leaving the job or
completed and returned to the well owner.
Remember: These records are the only documentation of previous wireline operations and their results. The
more your know about a well’s condition, the better your chances of having a successful operation.

Government Regulations
Many various government agencies have regulations concerning wireline operations. Requirements
may vary depending upon the state or area in which operations take place. Many times written records
must be maintained by the well operator. Required information may include: dates that valves were
tested, the condition of pulled valves, name of manufacturer, model and serial number. It is therefore
imperative that an operator be familiar with the regulations applicable to his area of operation.
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Q&A

Review Questions
1. There are times when a line may need changing because of continuous use,
damage, or lack of care. Name three ways of detecting a bad line.

2. After a wireline valve (BOP) and lubricator are installed it is recommended to
pressure test the assemblies. To what pressure must the lubricator and wireline
valve be pressure tested to?

3. What is the purpose of a knuckle joint?

4. Explain the difference between a pump type bailer and a hydrostatic bailer, and
what is their purpose?

5. If the wireline has parted downhole it is important to determine where the top of
the wireline is. Most of the time, wireline will stand straight in the tubing. What is
the rule of thumb on how far the wire will fall back in the tubing?

6. Name two courses of action that may be taken if the wireline breaks during jarring
operations and luckily hangs up on the stuffing box sheave.
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7. SCSSVs are run on many wells. What should be done prior to any wireline
operations?

Q&A

8. Describe the function of a flow coupling, where it is positioned in the production
string and does it create any restrictions for wireline operations?

9. What are the two types of subsurface safety valves?

10. Sliding sleeves are run on the tubing string. Are they full opening and what is their
purpose?

11. During wireline operations where hydrogen sulfide is expected, What are the
duties of the Observer?

12. What type of tool would be ran prior to installing any subsurface flow control
device in the tubing?

13. During fishing operations it is imperative to run wireline jars. Name four types of
wireline jars that may be used.
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Q&A

14. Wireline operations may be difficult when the tubing string has sharp bends or
extreme vertical deviation such as in crooked or deviated wells. What type of tool
may be ran to give flexibility to the tool string?

15. If hydrates form in the lubricator how may they be removed?
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Notes

Q&A
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Appendix A

Simulation Exercises
Well Name: C-1 & Oklahoma

Pump
Pump #1: 4.5" × 8" Triplex Output: 0.039" bbl/stk
Pump #2: 4.5" × 8" Triplex Output: 0.039" bbl/stk
Maximum Pump Pressure: 5,000 psi

C
W
M
M

Tree/Wellhead/BOP Stack Rating: 10,000 psi

Casing
OD: 7 in
ID: 5.820 in
Weight: 38 lb/ft
Grade: N-80
Internal Yield (100%): 8,460 psi
Capacity: 0.03404 bbl/ft
Length TVD: 10,100 ft
Length MD: 10,200 ft

Pit

Annulus Fluid Density: 10.7 ppg

Packer Set
TVD: 9,860 ft
MD: 9,960 ft
Top Perforation
TVD: 9,900 ft
MD: 10,000 ft

Bottom Perforation

TVD: 10,000 ft
MD: 10,100 ft

Formation Pressure: 5,564 psi
Estimated Integrity Fluid Density: 14.5 ppg

Tubing
OD: 2.875 in
ID: 2.441 in
Weight: 6.5 lb/ft
Grade: N-80
Collapse (100%): 11,160 psi
Yield (100%): 10,570 psi
Capacity: 0.00579 bbl/ft
Circulating Port
(SSD, Sliding Sleeve, etc.)
TVD: 9,750 ft
MD: 9,850 ft
End of Tubing
TVD: 9,870 ft
MD: 9,970 ft

A-1

Well Name: C-2

Pump

C

Pump #1:

5"

×

8"

Triplex Output: 0.049 bbl/stk

Pump #2:

5"

×

8"

Triplex Output: 0.049 bbl/stk

Maximum Pump Pressure: 5,000 psi

W
Tree/Wellhead/BOP Stack Rating: 10,000 psi

M
M

Casing
OD: 7 in
ID: 6.094 in
Weight: 32 lb/ft
Grade: C-75
Internal Yield (100%): 8,490 psi
Capacity: 0.03607 bbl/ft
Length TVD: 7,650 ft
Length MD: 7,951 ft
Tubing
OD: 2.375 in
ID: 1.867 in
Weight: 5.95 lb/ft
Grade: N-80
Collapse (100%): 15,280 psi
Yield (100%): 14,970 psi
Capacity: 0.00339 bbl/ft
Circulating Port
(SSD, Sliding Sleeve, etc.)
TVD: 7,444 ft
MD: 7,765 ft
End of Tubing
TVD: 7,469 ft
MD: 7,790 ft

A-2

Pit

Annulus Fluid Density: 10.0 ppg
Packer Set
TVD: 7,459 ft
MD: 7,780 ft
Top Perforation
TVD: 7,500 ft
MD: 7,821 ft
Bottom Perforation
TVD: 7,550 ft
MD: 7,871 ft
Formation Pressure: 3,900 psi
Estimated Integrity Fluid Density: 15.1 ppg
Shut-in Tubing Pressure: 3,100 psi

Well Name: Beaumont/Beaumont 2
Surface Line Volume: 2.0 bbl

Pump
Pump #1: 6" × 12"

Triplex Output: 0.105 bbl/stk

Pump #2: 6" × 12"

Triplex Output: 0.105 bbl/stk

BOP Stack Rating: 10,000 psi

Maximum Pump Pressure: 4,500 psi
Annular

Pit
HCR

Volume in Active Pits: 600 bbl
Surface Line Volume: 2.0 bbl
Present Mud Weight: 10.9 ppg
Reserve Pit Mud Weight: 11.0 ppg

RAM
RAM
RAM

Casing

OD: - 9.625 in
ID: 8.92 in
Weight: 36 lb/ft
Grade: J-55
Internal Yield (100%): 3,620 psi
Length TVD: 7,000 ft
Length MD: 7,000 ft

Drill Pipe

OD: 5 in
ID: 4.276 in
Weight: 19.5 lb/ft
Capacity: 0.01776 bbl/ft
Length: 8,400 ft

HWDP

Integrity/Leak-Off Test

Mud Weight: 10.2 ppg
Integrity/Leak-Off Test Pressure: 1,020 psi
Depth of Test (Shoe or Weak Zone) TVD: 7,010 ft

OD: _______ in
ID: _______ in
Weight: _______ lb/ft
Capacity: _______ bbl/ft
Length: _______ ft

Drill Collars

OD: 6.5 in
ID: 2.25 in
Capacity: 0.0049 bbl/ft
Length: 300 ft
Weight: 99.5 lb/ft

Annular Capacities
Well Depth

TVD: 8,700 ft
MD: 8,700 ft

Between CSG and DP: 0.0530 bbl/ft
Between OH and DP: 0.05009 bbl/ft
Between OH and DC: 0.03333 bbl/ft
Hole Size: 8.75 in. bit

A-3

Well Name: Redstick/Redstick 2
Surface Line Volume: 2.0 bbl

Pump
Pump #1: 5.5" × 12"

Triplex Output: 0.088 bbl/stk

Pump #2: 5.5" × 12"

Triplex Output: 0.088 bbl/stk

BOP Stack Rating: 10,000 psi

Maximum Pump Pressure: 5,000 psi
Annular

Pit
HCR

RAM
RAM
RAM

Volume in Active Pits: 750 bbl
Surface Line Volume: 2.0 bbl
Present Mud Weight: 16.8 ppg
Reserve Pit Mud Weight: 15.0 ppg

Casing

OD: - 9.625 in
ID: 8.681 in
Weight: 47 lb/ft
Grade: N-80
Internal Yield (100%): 6,870 psi
Length TVD: 10,337 ft
Length MD: 10,337 ft

Drill Pipe

OD: 5 in
ID: 4.276 in
Weight: 19.5 lb/ft
Capacity: 0.01776 bbl/ft
Length: 12,494 ft

HWDP
Integrity/Leak-Off Test

Mud Weight: 15.0 ppg
Integrity/Leak-Off Test Pressure: 2,000 psi
Depth of Test (Shoe or Weak Zone) TVD: 10,352 ft

OD: 5 in
ID: 3.0 in
Weight: 49.3 lb/ft
Capacity: 0.0088 bbl/ft
Length: 930 ft

Drill Collars

OD: 6.75 in
ID: 2.0 in
Capacity: 0.0039 bbl/ft
Length: 360 ft
Weight: 111.3 lb/ft

Annular Capacities
Well Depth

TVD: 13,784 ft
MD: 13,784 ft

A-4

Between CSG and DP: 0.0489 bbl/ft
Between OH and DP: 0.0459 bbl/ft
Between OH and DC: 0.0259 bbl/ft
Hole Size: 8.50 in. bit

Well Name: Tulsa/Tulsa 2
Surface Line Volume: 2.5 bbl

Pump
Pump #1: 6" × 12"

Triplex Output: 0.088 bbl/stk

Pump #2: 6" × 12"

Triplex Output: 0.088 bbl/stk

BOP Stack Rating: 10,000 psi

Maximum Pump Pressure: 3,500 psi
Annular

Pit
HCR

RAM
RAM
RAM

Volume in Active Pits: 600 bbl
Surface Line Volume: 2.5 bbl
Present Mud Weight: 8.8 ppg
Reserve Pit Mud Weight: 8.3 ppg

Casing

OD: - 9.625 in
ID: 8.681 in
Weight: 47 lb/ft
Grade: N-80
Internal Yield (100%): 6,870 psi
Length TVD: 3,730 ft
Length MD: 3,730 ft

Drill Pipe

OD: 4.5 in
ID: 3.826 in
Weight: 16.6 lb/ft
Capacity: 0.01422 bbl/ft
Length: 4,780 ft

HWDP
Integrity/Leak-Off Test

Mud Weight: 8.5 ppg
Integrity/Leak-Off Test Pressure: 737 psi
Depth of Test (Shoe or Weak Zone) TVD: 3,745 ft

OD:
in
ID:
in
Weight:
Capacity:
Length:

lb/ft
bbl/ft
ft

Drill Collars

OD: 6.5 in
ID: 2.25 in
Capacity: 0.0049 bbl/ft
Length: 450 ft
Weight: 99.5 lb/ft

Annular Capacities
Well Depth

TVD: 5,230 ft
MD: 5,230 ft

Between CSG and DP: 0.0535 bbl/ft
Between OH and DP: 0.0505 bbl/ft
Between OH and DC: 0.0291 bbl/ft
Hole Size: 8.50 in. bit

A-5

Well Name:

B-2

Surface Line Volume: 4.0 bbl
PUMP

Pump #1: 7"

×

12"

Triplex Output: 0.143 bbl/stk

Pump #2: 7"

×

12"

Triplex Output: 0.143 bbl/stk

Maximum Pump Pressure: 3,295 psi
RKB to Sea Floor: 1,452 ft
Air Gap: 60 ft
Riser OD: 20 in
Riser ID: 19 in
ANNULAR

PIT

Choke and Kill Line
OD: 4 in
ID: 3 in

ANNULAR

RAM
RAM
RAM

BOP Stack Rating: 15,000 psi

Casing

OD: 9.625 in
ID: 8.681 in
Weight: 47 lb/ft
Grade: P-110
Internal Yield (100%): 9,440 psi
TVD: 8,300 ft
MD: 8,569 ft

RAM

Volume in Active Pits: 1,600 bbl
Surface Line Volume: 4.0 bbl
Present Mud Weight: 12.3 ppg
Reserve Pit Mud Weight: 13.1 ppg

Integrity/Leak-Off Test

Mud Weight: 11.8 ppg
Integrity/Leak-Off Test Pressure: 1,480 psi
Depth of Test (Shoe or Weak Zone) TVD: 8,340 ft

Drill Pipe

OD: 5 in
ID: 4.276 in
Weight: 19.5 lb/ft
Capacity: 0.01776 bbl/ft
Length: 10,115 ft

Drill Collars

OD: 6.50 in
ID: 2.25 in
Capacity: 0.00491 bbl/ft
Length: 1,100 ft

Hole Size: 8.50 in. bit

A-6

Capacities

Choke Line: 0.00874 bbl/ft
Riser/Drill Pipe: 0.32640 bbl/ft
Casing/Drill Pipe: 0.04892 bbl/ft
Open Hole/Drill Pipe: 0.04590 bbl/ft
Open Hole/Drill Collars: 0.02914 bbl/ft

Well Depth

TVD: 10,600 ft
MD: 11,215 ft

Well Name:

B-5

Surface Line Volume: 4.5 bbl
PUMP

Pump #1: 6.5"

×

12"

Triplex Output: 0.123 bbl/stk

Pump #2: 6.5"

×

12"

Triplex Output: 0.123 bbl/stk

Maximum Pump Pressure: 4,012 psi

ANNULAR

PIT

RKB to Sea Floor: 5,100 ft
Air Gap: 60 ft
Riser OD: 18.75 in
Riser ID: 17.375 in

Choke and Kill Line
ANNULAR

OD: 4 in
ID: 3 in

RAM

Volume in Active Pits: 2,400 bbl
Surface Line Volume: 4.5 bbl
Present Mud Weight: 11.9 ppg
Reserve Pit Mud Weight: 12.8 ppg

RAM
RAM
RAM

Integrity/Leak-Off Test

Mud Weight: 11.7 ppg
Integrity/Leak-Off Test Pressure: 1,830 psi
Depth of Test (Shoe or Weak Zone) TVD: 10,345 ft

BOP Stack Rating: 15,000 psi

Casing

OD: 10.75 in
ID: 9.760 in
Weight: 55.5 lb/ft
Grade: V-150
Internal Yield (100%): 12,090 psi
TVD: 10,300 ft
MD: 10,385 ft

Drill Pipe

Choke Line:
Riser/Drill Pipe:
Casing/Drill Pipe:
Open Hole/Drill Pipe:
Open Hole/Drill Collars:

Capacities

0.00874
0.27360
0.07286
0.07032
0.03893

bbl/ft
bbl/ft
bbl/ft
bbl/ft
bbl/ft

OD: 4.50 in
ID: 3.826 in
Weight: 16.6 lb/ft
Capacity: 0.01422 bbl/ft
Length: 11,530 ft

Drill Collars

OD: 7.25 in
ID: 2.8125 in
Capacity: 0.00768 bbl/ft
Length: 710 ft

Well Depth

TVD: 12,145 ft
MD: 12,240 ft

Hole Size: 9.625 in. bit

A-7

A-8

Well Control School - Formula Sheet
OR

Appendix B

1.

Pressure Gradientpsi/ft

= Mud Weightppg * 0.052

Pressurepsi / TVDft

2.

Mud Weightppg

= Gradientpsi/ft / 0.052 or Hydrostatic Pressurepsi 1 0.052 / TVD of Interestft

3.

Hydrostatic Pressurepsi

= Mud Weightppg * 0.052 * TVDft

4.

Internal Capacitybbl/ft

= Inside Diameter (ID)² / 1029.4

5.

Annular Capacitybbl/ft

= (Inside Diameter (ID)² - Outside Diameter (OD)²) / 1029.4

6.

Pipe Displacementbbl/ft

= (OD² - ID²) / 1029.4

7.

Formation Pressurepsi

= Hydrostatic Pressure in Drill Stringpsi + SIDPPpsi

8.

Pump Outputbbl/min

= Pump Outputbbl/stk * Pump Ratespm

9.

Kill Mud Weightppg

= SIDPPpsi / 0.052 / TVDft + Current Mud Weight (CMW)ppg

OR Pressure Gradientpsi/ft * TVDft

OR Pipe Weightppf / 2747lb/bbl

10. Initial Circulating Pressure (ICP)psi

= Slow Circulating Rate (SCR)psi + SIDPPpsi

11. Final Circulating Pressure (FCP)psi

= SCR * Kill Mud Weightppg / CMWppg

12. Equivalent Circulating Densityppg

= (Annular Pressure Losspsi / 0.052 / TVDft) + CMWppg

13. Height of Influx (Vertical Well)ft

= Kick Size Volumebbl / Annular Capacitybbl/ft

14. Density of Influxppg

= CMWppg – [(SICPpsi – SIDPPpsi) / 0.052 / Kick Heightft]

15. New Pump Pressurepsi at New Pump Ratespm

= (New SPM / Old SPM)2 * Present Pressurepsi

16. New Pump Pressurepsi at New Mud Weightppg

= (New MWppg / Old MWppg) * Present Pressurepsi

17. Maximum Allowable Mud Weight (MAMW)ppg

= P(shoe) / 0.052 / TVD of the test

18. MAASPpsi

= (MAMWppg – CMWppg) * 0.052 * Shoe TVDft

19. Equivalent Mud Weightppg

= (Pressurepsi / 0.052 / TVDft) + CMWppg

20. Test Pressurepsi

= (Equivalent Mud Weightppg - CMWppg) * 0.052 * Shoe TVDft

21. Pressure Drop Per Footpsi/ft (Tripping Dry Pipe)

=

(MWppg * 0.052 * Pipe Displacementbbl/ft)
(Casing Capacitybbl/ft – Pipe Displacementbbl/ft)

22. Pressure Drop Per Footpsi/ft (Tripping Wet Pipe)

= [MWppg * 0.052 * (Pipe Displacementbbl/ft + Pipe Capacitybbl/ft)]
(Casing Capacity - Pipe Displacement - Pipe Capacity)

23. Barrels to Fill Drybbls

= Pipe Displacementbbl/ft * Length Pulledft
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24. Barrels to Fill Wetbbl

= (Pipe Displacementbbl/ft + Pipe Capacitybbl/ft) * Length Pulledft

25. Strokes to Fillstk

= Barrels to Fillbbl / Pump Outputbbl/stk

26. Volume Drop in Drill Pipe When Slug is Pumpedbbl

= [(Slug Mud Weightppg – Current Mud Weightppg) * Slug Volumebbl]
Current Mud Weightppg

Subsea Formulas
1.

Mud Hydrostatic Pressure Loss in event of lost riserpsi

2.

Riser Marginppg

= [(MW in Riserppg – Seawaterppg) * Water Depthft * 0.052] + [MWppg * Air Gapft * 0.052]

= Pressure Differentialpsi / (TVDft - Water Depthft - Air Gapft) / 0.052

Snubbing Formulas
1.

Areain²

= Diameter2 * 0.7854

2.

Forcelbf

= Areain² * Pressurepsi

3.

Balance Pointft

= (Forcelb + Frictionlb) / Effective Pipe Weightlb/ft

4.

Buoyancy Factor

= (65.4lb/gal – Fluid Densityppg) / 65.4lb/gal

5.

Effective Pipe Weight Calculation

OR

Areain2 * Pressurepsi + Frictionpsi

a. Pipe Full Effective Weightlb/ft

= Weight of pipe in airlb/ft * Buoyancy Factor

b. Pipe Empty Effective Weightlb/ft

= Weight of pipe in airlb/ft – [(OD²) * 0.0408 * MWppg]

c. Effective Weight of Pipe Filled with Different Densities

= Pipe Weightlb/ft – (OD² * 0.0408 * MW1) + (ID² * 0.0408 * MW2)

6.

Total Lifting Areain²

= Cylinder Bore² * 0.7854 * Number of Cylinders

7.

Snubbing Areain²

= (Cylinder Bore² - Rod Diameter²) * 0.7854 * Number of Cylinders

8.

Hydraulic Pressure Neededpsi

= Forcelb / Snubbing Areain2

Workover Formulas
1.

Water Cushionft

= (Formation Pressurepsi- Pressure Differentialpsi) / Gradientpsi/ft

2.

Fluid Requirementsbbl

= Water Cushionft * Pipe Capacitybbl/ft

3.

Rectangular Tank Capacitybbl/ft

= (Lengthft * Widthft) / 5.61 (For barrels per inch, divide bbl/ft by 12)

4.

Vertical Heightft

= Pressurepsi / 0.052 / Mud Weightppg

5.

Volumebbl

= Pipe Capacitybbl/ft * Pipe Lengthft

6.

Boyle’s Law

= P1 * V1 = P2 * V2
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OR

P1 * V1 / P2 = V2

OR

P1 * V1 / V2 = P2

Guidelines for Well Control Math

Appendix C

Knowledge of basic arithmetic is required to fully understand some of the topics presented in this
text. It is assumed that the learner has some experience using a simple hand-held calculator. The
guidelines below are intended to serve as an aid for the less experienced learner.

Variables and Constants
Mathematical equations contain both variables and constants. Variables are words or letters that
represent numbers whose values may change. Constants are numbers that do not change in the
equation. For example:

Hydrostatic Pressurepsi = Mud Weightppg * 0.052 * TVDft or
HPpsi = MWppg * 0.052 * TVDft
In the formula for hydrostatic pressure above there are two variables, the mud weight and the true
vertical depth. Either one of those values may change. The constant, 0.052, does not change so long
as the depth is measured in feet and the mud weight in pounds per gallon.
Some equations are quite long and complex. It is good practice to write out the equation first, and
then replace the letters with all the known values before attempting to work the calculation. For
example:
HPpsi = MWppg * 0.052 * TVDft
10.5 * 0.052 * 9000 = 4,914 psi

Parentheses ( ) and Brackets [ ]
The symbols used for adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing (+, -, *, ÷) are called operators.
Sometimes values and operators appear in parentheses or brackets. In these cases the rule is to
perform the bracketed operations first, working from the inside out. For example:
2 * (3 + 5) =
2 * 8 = 16
In the example above the 3 is added to the 5 first, equaling 8 and removing the parentheses. Then 2
is then multiplied by 8 resulting in 16.
Below, values in parentheses are nested inside brackets. Following the inside-out rule, the 3 and 5
are added together first, yielding 8 and clearing the parentheses. Next, the brackets are cleared by
multiplying 2 * 8 for a value of 16. Finally, 4 is added to 16 which equals 20.
4 + [2 * (3 + 5)] = ?
4 + [2 * 8] = 4 + 16 = 20
4 + 16 = 20
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Powers and Exponents
When a value is multiplied by itself it is said to be raised to a certain power. The value to be raised
is the base. The power, or number of multiplications required, is written as a superscript which is
a small number to the upper right of the base number. The number in superscript is the exponent.
Examples of exponential expressions are 32 or ID2. In the first example the base is 3; in the second,
it is ID. In both cases the base is raised to the second power. 32 is read as “3 squared” and is solved
by multiplying 3 * 3. The instructions to solve “ID squared” (ID2) are to multiply ID * ID. When
a value is to be raised to the third power the exponent is the superscript (3) and is read as “cubed”.
For example:
ID² is read as “ID squared” and is solved by ID * ID
32 is read as “3 squared” and is solved by 3 * 3 = 9
33 is read “3 cubed” and is solved by 3 * 3 * 3 = 27

Decimal Fractions
A fraction denotes a value less than a whole unit and may be expressed as one value divided by another
or as a decimal fraction. Common fractions are written as one number over another separated by a
horizontal or slanted line. The number above the line is the numerator and the number below the
line is the denominator. For example:
Numerator
Denominator

or

Numerator/Denominator

3 		
4

or

3/4

The mathematical instruction is to divide the denominator (below the line) into the numerator
(above the line). When this is done on a calculator the result is a decimal fraction and it is displayed
on the right of a “dot” (.) called the decimal point. It is much easier to work with decimal fractions
than common fractions and hand-held calculators make the conversion simple. To convert any
common fraction to its decimal equivalent, divide the numerator by the denominator. For example:
Convert 5/8 to its decimal equivalent.
The calculator entry is 5 ÷ 8 = 0.625
A mixed number is a whole number plus a fraction. To convert a mixed number to a decimal, divide
the numerator of the fraction by the denominator and then add the whole number. For example:
Convert 10⅜ to its decimal equivalent. Divide 3 by 8 and get the decimal 0.375 then add 10:
The calculator entry is 3 ÷ 8 = 0.375 + 10 = 10.375
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Percentage
A percentage is a proportion of a whole when the whole is divided into 100 units. An example is the
US dollar divided into pennies. Since there are 100 pennies in a dollar, half of a dollar is 50 pennies
and is written as the decimal fraction $0.50. To express a decimal fraction as a percentage, move the
decimal point two places to the right and replace it with the symbol for percent (%). For example:
0.50 = 50% Read as “fifty percent”
0.25 = 25% Read as “twenty-five percent”
00.085 = 8.5% Read as “eight and one half percent”

Rounding Decimal Fractions
Calculators may carry answers to many places to the right of the decimal point and although that
may be useful in scientific or engineering work, basic well control calculations seldom require more
than two decimal places. The first number to the right of the decimal point denotes tenths (1/10s),
the next place is hundredths (1/100s), then thousandths (1/1000s), and so on to infinity.
The number of decimal places to carry depends entirely on the practical application. For example, it
is practical to work with ½ or 0.5 of a barrel, but impractical to read 0.5 psi on a rig standpipe gauge.
Decimal fractions should be rounded to a practical working value. Suppose a calculated mud weight
is 12.36 ppg. The rig mud balance is graduated into tenths, therefore the mud weight is either
rounded up to 12.4 ppg, or down to 12.3 ppg, depending upon the application.
There are two instances in which decimal rounding becomes especially important when performing
well control calculations, kill mud weight and formation strength, or the formation fracture value
(MAASP). Kill mud weights are computed using the shut in drill pipe pressure and in theory, the
kill mud weight would exactly balance formation pressure. Anything less would not kill the well.
Kill mud weight is always rounded to the next greater tenth when there are numbers to the right of
the tenths place, no matter what those numbers may be. For example, 12.31 ppg would be rounded
to 12.4 ppg, and 12.36 ppg would also be rounded to 12.4 ppg.
When considering leak-off tests, or formation strength, safety lies in the lower value. A mud weight
greater than necessary might result in lost returns. For example, a maximum allowable mud weight
of 14.47 ppg would be rounded to 14.4 ppg, the safer value.
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Practical Guidelines for Rounding Decimals
1. Round pump output in barrels/stroke to four places to the right of the decimal. For example,
0.142911 bbl/stk would be used as 0.1429 bbl/stk.
2. Round pump strokes to the nearest whole stroke. For example, 1,281.7 strokes is rounded to
1,282 strokes.
3. Round barrels to the nearest tenth. For example, 25.68 barrels becomes 25.7 barrels; where as
25.64 barrels is becomes 25.6 barrels.
4. Express pressure to the nearest whole psi. A calculated value of 1256.7 psi is rounded to 1257
psi.
5. Tubular capacities and displacements are usually carried to five decimal places to the right of the
decimal point. For example, 0.0145532 bbl/ft is rounded to 0.01455 bbl/ft.
6. Round kill mud weight up and leak-off mud weight (maximum allowable mud weight) down.
7. Gradients should be carried to three places to the right of the decimal.
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Equipment Testing Procedures

Appendix D

The following procedures are excerpts taken from API RP 53 and are general guidelines only and
should not be confused with any government, state, or company policy.
On surface preventers, the closing system should be capable of closing each ram preventer within
30 seconds and should not exceed 30 seconds for annular preventers smaller than 20 inches or 45
seconds for those larger than 20 inches. For subsea preventers, each ram should close within 45
seconds and annular preventers within 60 seconds.

Closing Units Requirements
The closing unit pump capability test should be conducted on each well before pressure testing the
BOP stack. A typical test would entail the following:
1. Position a joint of drill pipe in the BOP stack.
2. Isolate the accumulators from closing unit manifold by closing the necessary valves.
3. If the pumps are powered by air, isolate the rig air system from the pumps. A separate closing
unit air storage tank or bank of nitrogen bottles should be used to power the pumps during this
test. If a dual power system source is used, each power supply should be tested separately.
4. Simultaneously turn the control valve for the annular preventer to the closing position and turn
the control for the hydraulically controlled valve (HCR) to the open position.
5. Record the time, in seconds, for the pumps to close the annular preventer, to open the
hydraulically controlled valve and record the pressure that is remaining. API recommends that
this time should not be exceed two minutes.
6. Close the hydraulically controlled valve and open the annular preventer. Open the accumulator
system to the closing unit, charge the system to its operating pressure, and record the time to
do this.
Accumulator Closing Test
To be conducted on a per well basis prior to testing the BOP stack. A typical test procedure follows:
1. Position a joint of drillpipe in the BOP stack.
2. Close the power supply to accumulator pumps.
3. Record the initial accumulator pressures. Adjust the annular regulator to 1,500 psi or designated
pressure.
4. Depending on policy, perform the functions that are required. For example, API requires the
minimum standard to close the annular, one pipe ram, and the hydraulic choke line valve.
5. Record the time required for accumulators to close and the final accumulator pressure. The final
pressure should not be less than 200 psi above the pre-charge pressure.
Note: some regulatory agencies require than a minimum of 200 psi above the pre-charge pressure.
6. After the preventers have been opened, recharge accumulator system to the designed operating
pressure and record the time for complete power up.
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Table 1.
Recommended Pressure Test Practices, Land and Bottom-Supported Rigs
Initial Test (prior to spud or upon installation):
Component to be Tested

Recommended Pressure Test Low Pressure, psia

Recommended Pressure Test High Pressure, psib,c

1.

Rotating Head

200-300(1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Optional

2.

Diverter Element

Minimum of 200 (1.38 MPa)

Optional

3.

Annular Preventer

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Minimum of 70% of Annular BOP
working pressure.

• Operating Chambers

N/A

Minimum of 1500 (10.3MPa).

• Fixed Pipe

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs.

• Variable Bore

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

• Blind/Blind Shear

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

• Operating Chamber

N/A

Maximum operating pressure
recommended by ram BOP
manufacturer.

5.

Diverter Flowlines

Flow Test

N/A

6.

Choke line & Valves

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

7.

Kill Line & Valves

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

8.

Choke Manifold
• Upstream of Last High
Pressure Valve

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

• Downstream of Last
High Pressure Valve

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Optional

4.

9.

Ram Preventers

BOP Control System
• Manifold and BOP Lines N/A

Minimum of 3000 (20.7MPa)

• Accumulator Pressure

Verify Precharge

N/A

• Close Time

Function Test

N/A

• Pump Capability

Function Test

N/A

• Control Stations

Function Test

N/A

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working pressure of component.

Flow Test

N/A

• Trip Tank, Flo-Show, etc. Flow Test

N/A

10. Safety Valves
• Kelly, Kelly Valves, and
Floor Safety Valves
11. Auxiliary Equipment
• Mud-Gas Separator
a
b

c
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The Low Pressure test should be stable for at least 5 minutes.
The High Pressure test should be stable for at least 5 minutes. Flow type tests should be of sufficient duration to
observe significant leaks.
The rig available well control equipment many have a higher rated working pressure than site required. The sitespecific test requirement should be considered for these situations.

Table 2.
Recommended Pressure Test Practices, Land and Bottom-Supported Rigs
Subsequent Test (not to exceed 21 days):
Component to be Tested

Recommended Pressure Test Low Pressure, psia

1.

Rotating Head

N/A

Optional

2.

Diverter Element

Optional

Optional

3.

Annular Preventer

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Minimum of 70% of Annular BOP
working pressure.

• Operating Chambers

N/A

N/A

Ram Preventers
• Fixed Pipe

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Variable Bore

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Blind/Blind Shear

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Casing (prior to running
csg)

Optional

Optional

• Operating Chamber

N/A

N/A

5.

Diverter Flowlines

Flow Test

N/A

6.

Choke line & Valves

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

7.

Kill Line & Valves

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

8.

Choke Maifold
• Upstream of Last High
Pressure Valve

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Downstream of Last High
Pressure Valve

Optional

Optional

• Manifold and BOP Lines

N/A

Optional

• Accumulator Pressure

Verify Precharge

N/A

• Close Time

Function Test

N/A

• Pump Capability

Function Test

N/A

• Control Stations

Function Test

N/A

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Mud-Gas Separator

Optional Flow Test

N/A

• Trip Tank, Flo-Show, etc.

Flow Test

N/A

4.

9.

Recommended Pressure Test - High
Pressure, psib

BOP Control System

10. Safety Valves
• Kelly, Kelly Valves, and
Floor Safety Valves
11. Auxiliary Equipment

a
b

The Low Pressure test should be stable for at least 5 minutes.
The High Pressure test should be stable for at least 5 minutes. Flow type tests should be of sufficient duration to observe
significant leaks.
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Table 3.
Recommended Pressure Test Practices, FLOATING RIGS WITH SUBSEA BOP STACKS
Initial Test (diverter system prior to spud, et. al prior to running stack):
Component to be Tested

Recommended Pressure Test - High
Pressure, psib,c

1.

Diverter Element

Optional

Optional

2.

Annular Preventer(s)

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Minimum of 70% of Annular BOP
working pressure.

• Operating Chambers

N/A

Minimum of 1500 (10.3MPa).

• Fixed Pipe

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs.

• Variable Bore

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

• Blind/Blind Shear

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

• Operating Chamber

N/A

Maximum operating pressure
recommended by ram BOP
manufacturer.

4.

BOP-to-WHD Connector

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

5.

Diverter Flowlines

Flow Test

N/A

6.

Choke & Kill Lines &
Valves

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

7.

Choke Manifold
• Upstream of Last High
Pressure Valve

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working Pressure of ram BOPs

• Downstream of Last
High Pressure Valve

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Optional

• Manifold

N/A

Minimum of 3000 (20.7MPa)

• Accumulator Pressure

Verify Precharge

N/A

• Close Time

Function Test

N/A

• Pump Capability

Function Test

N/A

• Control Stations

Function Test

N/A

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Working pressure of component.

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Optional

• Riser Slip Joint

Flow Test

N/A

• Mud-Gas Separator

Flow Test

N/A

• Trip Tank, Flo-Show, etc. Flow Test

N/A

3.

8.

9.

Ram Preventers

BOP Control System

Safety Valves
• Kelly, Kelly Valves, and
Floor Safety Valves

10. Auxiliary Equipment

a
b

c
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Recommended Pressure Test Low Pressure, psia

The Low Pressure test should be stable for at least 5 minutes.
The High Pressure test should be stable for at least 5 minutes. Flow type tests should be of sufficient duration to
observe significant leaks.
The rig available well control equipment many have a higher rated working pressure than site required. The sitespecific test requirement should be considered for these situations.

Table 4.
Recommended Pressure Test Practices, FLOATING RIGS WITH SUBSEA BOP STACKS
Subsequent Test [(A) BOP stack initially installing in wellhead; and (B) not to exceed 21 days):
Component to be Tested

Recommended Pressure Test Low Pressure, psia

Recommended Pressure Test - High
Pressure, psib

1.

Diverter Element

Optional

Optional

2.

Annular Preventer

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Minimum of 70% of Annular BOP
working pressure.

N/A

N/A

• Fixed Pipe

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Variable Bore

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Blind/Blind Shear (initial
installation)

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Operating Chamber

N/A

N/A

4.

BOP-to-WHD Connector and
Casing Seals

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

5.

Diverter Flowlines

Flow Test

N/A

6.

Choke & Kill Lines & Valves

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

7.

Choke Manifold
• Upstream of Last High
Pressure Valve

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

• Downstream of Last High
Pressure Valve

Optional

Optional

• Manifold and BOP Lines

N/A

Optional

• Accumulator Pressure

N/A

N/A

• Close Time

Function Test

N/A

• Pump Capability

Function Test

N/A

• Control Stations

Function Test

N/A

200-300 (1.38 - 2.1 MPa)

Greater than the maximum
anticipated surface shut-in pressure.

N/A

N/A

• Riser Slip Joint

Flow Test

N/A

• Mud-Gas Separator

Optional

N/A

• Trip Tank, Flo-Show, etc.

Flow Test

N/A

Operating Chambers
3.

8.

9.

Ram Preventers

BOP Control System

Safety Valves
• Kelly, Kelly Valves, and
Floor Safety Valves

10. Auxiliary Equipment

a
b

The Low Pressure test should be stable for at least 5 minutes.
The High Pressure test should be stable for at least 5 minutes. Flow type tests should be of sufficient duration to
observe significant leaks.
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Appendix E
Increasing/Decreasing Mud Weight in Water-Based Muds
Adjusting The Mud Weight in Water-Based Muds

Certain assumptions are made when estimating the sacks of barite required to increase, or the water
requirements to decrease the density of water-based mud.
•
•
•
•

The density of fresh water is 8.33 ppg (at 70°F)
The density of barite is 35.0 ppg (API specified 4.2 specific gravity)
Barite is packaged in 100 lb. sacks (sx)
14.7 (1,470 lb) sacks of barite equals one barrel of volume

Barite Required to Increase Mud Weight

Step 1: Determine the volume of mud in the active system (barrels).
Total volumebbl = volume on surface + drillstring volume + annular volume +
		
annular volume in riser(subsea only)
Step 2: Determine the difference between the density of barite and the desired mud weight (ppg).
Difference in densitiesppg = 35 – desired MW
Step 3: Determine the number of 100 lb sacks of barite per barrel.
Required barite sx/bbl = (desired MW – present MW) * 14.7 ÷ result of step 2
Step 4: Determine the total barite required.
Barite requiredsx = total volume * required sacks per barrel
Step 5: Determine the volume increase due to barite addition.
Volume increase = 14.7 * total barite required
A consistent mixing rate can be determined by multiplying the sacks per barrel (step 3) by the
circulating rate.
Sacks per minute = sacks per barrel * barrels per
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Fresh Water Required to Reduce the Mud Weight

Step 1: Determine the difference between the desired density and the density of fresh water.
Difference in densitiesppg = present MW – 8.33
Step 2: Determine the volume of water to add to achieve the desired reduction in density.
Volume of water to add = Original MW – desired MW * volume to be treated ÷ value from step 1
Adding barite or water may seriously affect fluid properties other than density. If available, fluid
technicians (mud engineers) should be consulted for guidance before beginning the operation.
These calculations are presented in a simplified form on the back of the WCS Kill Sheet as shown
below.

Estimated Barite Requirements Section
Estimated Barite Requirements

Total Volume In Active System

BBLS
Volume in Active Pits

+

BBLS
Drill String Volume

+

BBLS
Total Annular Volume

+

BBLS
Volume Between DP &
Riser (Subsea Only)

=

BBLS
Total Volume
in Active System

Sacks Per 100 Barrels

35
PPG
Kill Mud Weight

–
–

PPG
Kill Mud Weight

PPG
Present Mud Weight

=

*

14.7

÷

=

÷

=

SXS/BBL
Sacks per
Barrel

Total Barite Required

BBLS
Total Volume in
Active System

*

SXS/BBL
Sacks per
Barrel

=

SXS
Total Barite Required

Volume Increase Due To Barite Addition

SXS
Total Barite Required

÷

14.7

=

BBLS
Volume Increase

Required Mixing Rate

SXS/BBL
Sacks per
Barrel

*

BBLS/MIN
Circulating Rate

=

SXS/MIN
Required Mixing Rate

Dilution of Reserve Mud With Water

PPG
Kill Mud Weight

PPG
Mud Weight in
Reserve Pit
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–
–

8.33
PPG
Kill Mud Weight

=

*

BBLS
Volume in
Reserve Pit

BBLS
Volume of Water
to Add

IADC Kill Sheets
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Appendix G
Procedures to Confirm Ballooning
1. Line up to take returns from the choke to a trip tank or other tank from which accurate
measurements of mud bled can be observed.
2. Record SICP and SIDPP.
3. Station rig hand to spot where flow into the trip tank can be observed.
4. Open choke, slowly bleed five barrels of mud, watching the rate of mud returned.
5. Record choke position during bleeding.
6. Record time that it took to bleed five barrels.
7. Close Choke.
8. Observe SICP and SIDPP.
9. If both SICP and SIDPP stabilize at values lower than original shut-in pressure, and rate of mud
returned appeared to decrease with time, ballooning is likely. If values stabilize at higher than
the original shut-in pressure, and rate of returns increases with choke at the same position, then
a kick might be in the well.
10. Repeat steps four through nine until SIDPP is zero, or both gauges read zero and no mud flows
from the well with the choke open.
11. Stop the process anytime it becomes clear that bleeding leads to increased shut-in pressures or
flow increases with time during the bleeding process.
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Appendix H
Barriers
Introduction
The topic of barriers has received a focused attention since the Macondo accident in the Gulf of
Mexico in 2010. The concept of barriers has been a part of well design for many decades, but the well
construction industry had no single, authoritative set of guidelines. In industry well control classes,
the selection, testing, and implementation of blowout preventers (BOP) and other critical pieces of
well control equipment have always been topics of discussion. However, industry-wide guidelines on
the relationship between the drilling risk and the selection of the appropriate well control equipment,
other than the working pressure (WP) and bore size required, have been lacking. Also missing have
been guidelines on what makes up an acceptable test for a barrier. Recently, both well operators and
drilling contractors have become more receptive to the idea that selection, implementation and testing
of barriers to the flow from a hydrocarbon reservoir need become more science than art. The first steps
are to establish a common set of definitions, barrier philosophy, well design principles and guidelines
for barrier implementation. These definitions, philosophy, principles and guidelines continue to evolve
throughout industry. Industry workgroups continue to pursue perfection in commonality.

Definition of Barriers
In its most basic form, a barrier is something that blocks the energy of a hydrocarbon formation from
reaching other points in a wellbore or the surface. More specifically, a barrier is a tool, material, fluid or
operational practice that is used to isolate and manage the energy within the formation from sections
of the well, or the surface drilling or production system. Barriers are either physical (mechanical tool,
material or a hydrostatic column of fluid) or operational (a drilling practice that supplements or
activates an inactive physical barrier, such as operating a BOP or valve).

Barrier Philosophy and Purpose
The primary purpose of a barrier is to eliminate or at least significantly minimize the potential for
uncontrolled flow. The possibility of uncontrolled flow during well construction and operation is
inversely proportional to the quantity and quality of the barriers in place. A system of multiple effective
barriers, correctly positioned and applied, will increase well integrity and reliability and can essentially
eliminate any potential for uncontrolled flow. A system of multiple barriers for each potential flow
path is considered to be a barrier envelope.
Overall barrier system reliability is the probability that the system will prevent loss of well control.
While multiple barriers in a series obviously increase system reliability, mathematical calculation
of the reliability (probability the system will prevent loss of well control) is left to those skilled in
probability analysis.
An oil or gas well can be thought of as a pathway extending from potential hydrocarbon bearing
zone(s) to the surface. As the well is deepened, barriers are installed to prevent these hydrocarbons
from taking undesired paths to the surface or from flowing uncontrolled to the surface. A system of
multiple barriers is used in the well construction to achieve a high level of reliability. Experience has
demonstrated that the philosophy of multiple barriers is effective.
Many barriers are designed specifically to prevent the loss of well control. Others are designed specifically
to prevent annular pressure build up between casing and liner strings, or prevent the reservoir fluids
from finding a pathway to the surface that is outside the well structure.
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Types of Barriers
There are four types of barriers: hydrostatic (or fluid) barriers, mechanical barriers, material barriers
(cement), and operational barriers. The first three categories are considered to be physical barriers. It
is generally accepted by industry that a physical barrier is a reliable barrier only if it has been verified
by testing to its maximum anticipated load, in the direction of that load. Some accept a barrier to be
verified by confirming it is securely in place.

Hydrostatic Barriers
The hydrostatic pressure of a column of fluid of known density and vertical height must be sufficient
to overcome the pore pressure of the exposed formation. The fluid cannot be considered a barrier
unless it can be monitored for density and vertical height. A drop in vertical height or the density of a
fluid will produce a corresponding drop in hydrostatic pressure, and possibly lead to an underbalanced
condition. The fluid would no longer then be an effective barrier.
Most drilling muds can be reliable barriers in open hole if properly monitored. Brines and completion
fluids generally do not make effective hydrostatic barriers if exposed to permeable formations because
there is no filter cake as with muds. Hence, completion fluids will generally leak off into the formation,
losing their hydrostatic pressure. A drilling brine may be regarded as a reliable barrier during a drilling
operation as long as its density and fluid level can be monitored. However, a brine or any completion
fluid left above a packer between tubing and casing or between casing strings may not be a reliable
barrier if it cannot be monitored.

Mechanical Barriers
Mechanical barriers are also called physical barriers. These include packers, valves, bridge plugs, etc. A
blowout preventer (BOP) is a barrier when activated (closed), but until it has been closed it cannot be
considered an active, physical barrier. The reliability of a mechanical barrier is enhanced if its integrity
is tested to its design load in the direction of flow after the barrier has been installed.
Casing and liners are also a class of physical barriers. Their integrity can be verified by testing after
having been run and cemented in place. Here casing is a barrier to prevent flow from inside through
the walls of the casing string; the casing typically undergoes a positive test in the direction flow might
take were the casing not present. A confirmed column of cement around the casing provides a second
barrier to this potential flow path.

Material Barriers
Another common physical barrier is cement. Cement is placed in the annular space outside casing
or liner to prevent hydrocarbons or other undesired formation fluids from flowing up that space and
possibly into a lower pressure permeable zone above. Cement is also used as plugs (material barriers)
in a well during well abandonment, as well as temporary plugs when operations cease temporarily,
such as removal of a BOP stack for weather or repair.

Operational Barriers
In many instances an operational practice is considered a barrier. The most common example of everyday
use of an operational barrier is the procedure in place for closing a BOP when a well kicks. The BOP
itself is not a barrier unless it has been closed; there must be an operational barrier (procedure) to activate
(close) the BOP. Another example of an operational barrier is a well thought out plan and procedure
for installing a crossover from screens to drill pipe with a full-opening safety valve (FOSV), and then
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lowering the screens such that a BOP can be closed around the pipe. This procedure (operational
practice) can be viewed as an operational barrier. This operational practice allows the inactive mechanical
barriers (FOSV and BOP) to become physical barriers, blocking flow up the drill string or up the
completion screens by casing annulus.
Operational barriers are used also to assure that failure of any physical barrier is detected early and
managed so as to prevent loss of well control. Operational well control barriers include institutional
controls such as industry and company well control standards, well control training, organizational
well control policy and philosophy and governmental regulations.
The following table provides a few examples of the barrier types defined.
Table H.1. Examples of barriers (not all-inclusive).

Hydrostatic

Mechanical Tools

Material

Operational Practices

Water-Based Muds
Oil-Based Muds
Synthetic Muds
Brines
Liner Top Packers
Expandable Tubulars
Multiple Seals in High-Pressure Wellhead
Liner Hanger Profiles
Inflatable Casing Packers
Hydraulic or Mechanical Set Casing Packers
Annular Seal Rings
BOP Ring Gaskets
Subsea BOP Connector Ring Gaskets
HCR and Fail-Safe Valves
Blowout Preventers (when closed)
Cased-Hole Retrievable Tools
Drillable Bridge Plugs
FOSV, IBOP, SCSSV, BPV
Cement in Annulus
Cement Plug
Gunk Plug (temporary only)
Procedures for Closing BOP
Procedures for Installing FOSV (tripping)
Plans and Procedures for Handling Kicks
Diverter Procedures
Procedures for Emergency Disconnect
Procedures for LMRP Disconnect

Note: It is tempting to consider each BOP in a stack as a barrier, since multiple preventers of the same type
are often used for redundancy and increased reliability. However, this thinking is faulty because one must
remember that the BOP stack is operated by a single hydraulic control system. The argument that subsea
systems have two control pods and therefore should allow a stack to be considered as having more than one
mechanical barrier is faulty because the two pods receive their fluid power from a single hydraulic power
source at the surface.
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Barrier Installation/Implementation
Multiple barriers are installed to achieve a high level of reliability that the system of barriers will not
fail. The level of reliability desired is dependent on the risk and consequences of a failure. Generally,
the higher the reservoir pressure, the greater the risk for uncontrolled flow of hydrocarbons to the
surface. The consequences of failure to prevent uncontrolled flow are dependent on the well location.
Obviously the consequences are greater for a well located in an urban area or offshore than for a location
in a remote unpopulated area. Hence barrier implementation requires thought and planning given to
the risk and consequences, if not a full-blown risk assessment.

Acceptable Minimum Number of Physical Barriers
Industry practice has generally required that the minimum number of barriers is two, with at least one of
these being a physical barrier; however, for some higher risk operations an operator might require many
more to increase overall barrier system reliability. While it is preferred that both barriers be physical, many
drilling operations employee a second barrier that has a physical presence, but is not active. It is generally
accepted that two physical barriers provides an acceptable degree of reliability. If any operation is conducted
with fewer than two physical barriers, operational barriers become critical. An operational barrier can
provide a supplement to an inactive physical barrier, such as a BOP. Also, governmental regulators may
dictate the number of barriers to be in place for specific well drilling/completion operations.

Operational Barrier Supplements
In some situations, the second physical barrier requires an effective operational barrier to activate that
barrier. A good example of this is the annulus of a drill well, where the hydrostatic mud column serves
as the primary barrier, and the secondary barrier is a blowout preventer (BOP); which requires an
operational barrier (plan and procedure to close the BOP). The operational barrier should be viewed
as a supplement to the physical barrier. As a reminder, the primary barrier (the hydrostatic barrier) also
requires an operational barrier (procedures for testing density and monitoring fluid level in the well)
as supplements to increase the drilling mud’s effectiveness and reliability as a proven barrier.

Barrier Considerations in Well Design
The implementation of barriers should begin during the planning stage of each well plan, for each
hole section to be drilled and for the completion process. Some general considerations that have been
recommended by the American Petroleum Institute include:
1. Assume that any single barrier can fail, even those that have been verified by testing. The
potential consequences of failure of each well barrier in a given flow path (up casing by open
hole annulus, up drill pipe or tubing by casing annulus, up inside drill pipe or tubing) should
be considered. The required responses and contingencies should be identified.
2. Determine the operational barriers that should be in place when the rig is working over the well,
regardless the number of physical barriers in place or whether the barriers have been verified.
3. If a physical barrier cannot be verified by testing to its fully anticipated loads, one of the following
alternative verification methods should be considered:
a. Test the barrier to a lower load or in the opposite direction of the expected load,
b. Collect data during the physical barrier installation that confirm effective execution of the
installation,
c. Perform post-installation inspection of the mechanical or material barrier,
d. If placement of a physical barrier cannot be confirmed, additional operational barriers may
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be used to enhance the well system reliability. To enhance the effectiveness of supplemental
operational barriers, training and drills should be conducted.
4. Review the barrier plan as part of a management of change (MOC) process if well conditions
change.
5. Teach personnel that a decision to not deploy a planned physical or operational barrier due to
the low probability of unexpected conditions (high formation pressure, casing failure, sudden
storm, etc.) can increase the probability of well system failure.
6. If a physical barrier is found to be deficient during the course of well operations and it cannot be
repaired, reassess the remaining well system reliability. As a part of the MOC process, replacing
the physical barrier (if possible), installing additional physical barriers, or using additional
operational barriers should be considered.

Regulatory Requirements
Some of the regulatory requirements adopted worldwide, and in particular the Gulf of Mexico deepwater
wells, have been developed in response to the Macando incident in 2010. Many of these regulatory
requirements apply to any offshore wells drilled in U.S. waters, not just deepwater wells. For wells
drilled with a subsea BOP stack (all floating drilling operations), these regulations enforce, with the
power of law, the previously recommended industry practice of having a least two barriers (one of
which must be mechanical) in any of the possible paths of flow to the surface.
Governmental regulations vary with time and from country to country; hence these various regulations
cannot be included in a single document, nor can they be predicted as time progresses. Hence, the
designer of barrier systems should ensure all decisions made are checked against local regulations and
ensure the barrier system implemented is in compliance.

Developing a Barrier Plan
The well operator should develop a plan that identifies flow paths and barriers that prevent flow along
any of the possible flow paths to the surface during the drilling and completion of the well. Diagrams
illustrating the barriers in place for each operational phase are helpful. The planning process includes
determining the operating conditions to which the barriers are subjected during each phase of the well
construction and the well’s lifetime. These operating conditions are then used to ensure the barrier
performance is suitable for that particular well’s environment.
Because well construction is a succession of processes (drilling, tripping, running casing, cementing,
testing, completing, etc.), the barriers required also change. The number and types of barriers employed
vary with time (well construction phase). These processes must we examined in detail, and the associated
risks considered before barrier selection can be properly addressed.
Physical barriers are accepted as barriers only when they have been either verified or confirmed.
Ideally, verification should be determined by testing the barrier to its maximum anticipated load in
the direction of flow. This is not always possible following barrier installation. Hence, the barrier
must be confirmed, either by: a) alternative pressure testing, b) some other type of physical test, or
c) inference from observations of the barrier. This representation of barrier verification categories is
illustrated in figure H.1.
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Figure H.1. Barrier Verification Categories (from API RP 96).

Examples of Barriers Implemented During Drilling Operations
Example 1 — Drilling Ahead with Surface BOP
While drilling, the hydrostatic pressure of mud is the primary barrier, with the BOP (mechanical) and
the well shut-in procedure (operational barrier supplementing the inactive physical BOP) combining to
provide the second acceptable mechanical barrier. While tripping, the drilling fluid again is the primary
barrier, but only if conducted with the operation of the trip tank (tripping procedure, an operational
barrier) and the planned procedure to shut-in the annulus with the BOP (another operational barrier)
as the second acceptable barrier or the open ended drill pipe with a full-opening safety valve (FOSV).
The potential flow paths from the reservoir to the surface while drilling ahead are illustrated in figure
H.2, along with the barriers required to securely close off those paths described and illustrated. The
system of barriers shown in the illustration make up the barrier envelope. Note the drill string float
valve is not considered a barrier because it cannot be tested after it has been installed. Also, remember
many of these valves are ported so that bottomhole pressure an be determined following a kick shut-in.
It must be emphasized that a drilling or workover fluid can be considered a verified physical barrier
only if it is properly monitored. Proper monitoring includes verification that the density of the fluid
coming out of the well is at equal to greater than that going in and a full column of fluid exists in
the well. Also, the density of the fluid in the well and the length of fluid column must be sufficient
to produce a hydrostatic pressure at the exposed formation(s) greater than the formation pressure in
the formation(s). Frequent measurements of the drilling fluid’s density must be made and continuous
observation of the mud level in the well and total pit volumes are operational barriers required to
supplement and verify the drilling fluid as a hydrostatic barrier.
The drill string float is not considered a barrier (by most operators and contractors) because it cannot
be tested after being implemented (run in the well). However, its presence can be verified before drilling
out a casing shoe by closing the BOP and pumping into the annulus. If there is no response on the
standpipe gauge, it has been verified but not tested against the maximum potential reservoir pressure.
As a point of reference, the U.S. Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) regulations
will not even consider dual float valves (float valves in tandem) as an acceptable mechanical barrier.
Cement outside the casing is another example of a material barrier that cannot be tested. It can however
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Figure H.2. Paths to the surface and barriers to prevent flow from the reservoir.

Example: Barriers While Drilling 2nd Intermediate Casing String
Path 1: Up Pipe by Csg Annulus
Column of Mud (hydrostatic)
BOP (mechanical)
Procedure to Close BOP (operational)
Path 2: Outside Casing
Cement (material)
Csg Seal at Surface (mechanical)
Intermediate Csg Strings (mechanical)
Cement (material)
Casing Seal (mechanical)
Surface Casing (mechanical)
Cement (material)
Part 3: Up Drill String
Column of Mud (hydrostatic)
Top Drive or Kelly Valve (mechanical)
Drill String Float (mechanical)
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be verified by determining that it is where it was planned to be placed. This can be accomplished by
calculation of the theoretical displacement and comparison with observed mud returns and by the use
of a cement bond log or other evaluation tools. Also, for set cement in the annulus outside casing to
serve as a physical barrier to the influx of formation fluids, the cemented slurry should be designed
and laboratory-tested for the anticipated well conditions. Furthermore, to be recognized as a valid
physical barrier, the API maintains the slurry be placed in the well using recommended practices and
equipment in accordance with API Standard 65-2, Isolating Flow Zones During Well Construction.
Data collected during the cement displacement can be used to further confirm cement in the annulus
as an acceptable barrier. If the displacement data suggest the top of cement is not where it should be,
or the displacement has other problems, a diagnostic log can be run to establish the location of the
cement and/or identify bond quality. Finally, a pressure integrity test can be run after drilling out to
identify cement channels through the cement that prevent it from qualifying as a barrier in the casing
by open-hole annulus.
To provide a second barrier in the annular flow path (annulus external to a casing or liner string), a
mechanical barrier is installed. These mechanical barriers are typically set after the cementing operation
and include one of the following:
•

Liner top packers

•

Expandable tubulars

•

Multiple seals in a high-pressure wellhead housing

•

Subsea wellhead liner hanger profiles

•

Inflatable external casing packers

•

Hydraulic set external casing packers
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Example 2 — Removing Surface BOP to Set Casing Slips
When drilling on land, a spool wellhead system is traditionally used. The wellhead is considered a
build-as-you-go series of casing heads that is assembled as drilling progresses and casing strings are
run and set. The starting casing head attaches to the conductor by either welding or treading on to the
conductor. A profile on the inside of this casing head is machined to accept a slip and seal assembly
to land and support the next string of casing (surface casing). The top of the casing head has a flange
to mate with the bottom of the BOP or the next casing spool. The slip and seal assembly transfers the
pre-determined casing weight to the conductor while energizing a weight set elastomeric seal. When
an intermediate casing string is run, a second casing spool is attached to the starting casing head with
a flange by flange connection. To make this connection and set the seal assembly for the intermediate
casing by surface casing annulus, the BOP must be removed. If the depth for hydrocarbons has not
yet been reached, this is a relatively save operation. Ultimately the hydrocarbon zone will be reached
and it will become necessary to remove the BOP and install the tubing head spool.
When the BOP is being nippled down to provide for installation of the next casing spool or the
tubing head spool, close attention must be paid to ensure sufficient barriers are in place. While the
BOP is disconnected and moved over to allow installation of the intermediate casing spool, common
industry practice is to do this with only one barrier in place (the hydrostatic column of drilling mud;
the cement float collar is not considered a barrier). Unfortunately, experience has shown it is during
this operation that some wells have begun to flow.
Some operational barriers that may be implemented to reduce the risk associated with having only
one physical barrier during the time the BOP is removed include:
1. Identify any potential zones for well flow
2. Monitoring the well for flow while the BOP is being disconnected
3. Design cement to mitigate the potential for annular gas flow
4. Ensure sufficient weight-on-cement time
5. Contingencies/procedures to quickly “nipple up” the BOP
None of these operational barriers are a substitute for a second physical barrier; in fact, none even
supplement the activation of a physical barrier.
Some operators will pursue the option of providing a mechanical barrier in addition to the hydrostatic
barrier by setting a wireline plug in the well, and testing this plug from above prior to removal of the
BOP to set the slip and seal assembly at the surface.
Figure H.3. Example of barrier envelope in place while picking up BOP stack to set slips.
Example: Pick Up BOP to Set Seal Assembly - Surface Stack
Path 1: Up Inside Casing
Column of Mud (hydrostatic); must be
H
monitored for flow
Wireline Set Bridge Plug
Procedure to Nipple Up BOP
(operational)
Cement Float Not a Barrier
Path 2: Outside Casing
Cement (material)
G
Slurry Designed to Prevent Annular Gas
Flow
Cement Verified to Be In Place by Volume
Displaced
Bond Log?
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Example 3 — Removing Surface Tree to Install a BOP
Another similar situation occurs during some well work operations. An example being when it is necessary
to remove a production tree and install a BOP prior to conducting workover activities in a producing
well. Even if the well has been killed by bullheading or the volumetric method, the hydrostatic of the
fluid in the tubing cannot be considered a barrier unless it can be monitored. Monitoring is not likely
while the production tree is being removed. Hence, mechanical barriers must be implemented. If there
exists a SCSSV in the tubing, it can be closed and considered to be one barrier, assuming its integrity can
be verified by testing. If there is no SCSSV, then a wireline set plug might be set in the well and tested.
Many operators seek to achieve the desired second barrier by setting a back-pressure valve (BPV) in the
tubing hanger. Unfortunately, this valve has no way to be tested after installation; hence, its integrity as a
barrier cannot be verified. Even should the valve have been recently tested in a flow loop, the functioning
of the check may have been sufficiently confirmed, but the threading into the tubing hanger and sealing
on the outside of the valve cannot be verified.
Figure H.4. Barrier envelope for tree removal to install surface BOP for workover operations.
Example: Remove Tree to Install BOP - Surface Stack Workover
Path 1:

Up Tubing by Casing Annulus
Column of Mud (hydrostatic)
Not a Barrier - Cannot be Monitored
Packer - Set and Tested
Tubing Hanger Seals
Procedure to Nippled Up BOP (operational)

Path 2:

Inside Tubing
Wireline Set Plug
Subsurface Safety Valve - if tested
BPV in Tubing Hanger
Not a Barrier - Cannot Be Tested

H
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Example 4 — Drilling Ahead with Subsea BOP (Floating Drilling)
Drilling ahead from a floating rig using a subsea BOP presents some different considerations in
barrier design and implementation, that being due to the location of the BOP and the presence of
the marine drilling riser to return the mud/cuttings to the surface. Now the hydrostatic column to
overcome formation pressure is measured from the flow line on the floating vessel to the top of the
exposed formation pressure. If the mud density pumped in is equivalent to or exceeds the mud density
coming out, and the resulting hydrostatic pressure measured from the rig’s flowline to the top of the
exposed formation exceeds the formation pressure, the mud serves as a hydrostatic barrier and is the
primary drilling barrier. The BOP located at the seafloor is a secondary physical barrier but only if
there is a satisfactory operational barrier to detect inflow and operational practices to close the BOP.
Consider a subsea well with a surface casing string, an intermediate casing string, a liner and open
hole below the liner shoe. This situation is illustrated in figure H.5, and is a simplification of subsea
wells but contains the essential features of subsea wells, the difference being there may be additional
casing and or liner strings in other subsea wells.
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A sufficient number of barriers exist as long as the column of fluid has enough density and vertical
length to overbalance any exposed hydrocarbon zones and the BOP is in place to close in the well
when there becomes a need. The vertical length of the fluid column includes the marine drilling riser.
Most regulatory entities of countries around the world require displacing the riser with seawater before
disconnecting the LMRP and pulling the riser, so that mud will not U-tube into the ocean. Hence,
preparations must be made to compensate for the loss of fluid hydrostatic pressure in the wellbore and
prevent an inflow of formation fluids.
Generally, a temporary plug, usually mechanical, is set deep in the casing to form a barrier that is tested.
The well is left filled with a drilling fluid that when coupled with a seawater hydrostatic gradient above
the BOP will not balance or overbalance the potential formation pressure below the temporary plug.
After removing any drill string that might be in the well, the blind shearing ram is closed and locked
to form the second physical barrier. At this point the riser is displaced with seawater and the riser and
LMRP are unlatched from the lower stack.
Figure H.5. Simplified subsea well with essential features (drilling ahead).

A

Marine Drilling Riser

B

Subsea BOP

C

Surface Casing

D

Intermediate Casing

E

Liner

F

Open Hole

G

DP Float

H

Top Drive FOSV

I

Casing Annulus Seal

L

Liner Top Packer

Example 5 — Emergency Evacuation/Disconnect (DP Vessel)
Face is, there will be some events during which two mechanical barriers, or even one monitored
hydrostatic barrier and one mechanical barrier, are impossible to design for and implement. Consider
the example illustrated in figure H.6. In this case, a dynamically positioned (DP) rig is being used for
drilling a deepwater well. The vessel experiences a drive-off or the station-keeping cannot be maintained
over the well. An emergency disconnection of the riser from the BOP stack and wellhead must be
made or dire consequences will result.
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Prior to this situation, drilling has been safely conducted with the hydrostatic overbalance of the
mud forming the primary physical barrier. The mud hydrostatic can be considered as a physical
barrier because it is being closely monitored (supporting operational barrier) at the surface. The
second barrier is the BOP, serving as a passive mechanical barrier, awaiting activation to become a
second physical barrier. Activation is achieved through implementation of an operational barrier
(the procedure to close the BOP).
During the emergency disconnect, the pipe will be hung-off on closed pipe rams (if there is
sufficient time) and the pipe sheared as part of the disconnect sequence. The marine riser and
LMRP will be then disconnected at the top of the lower BOP stack, and pulled away with the
drilling vessel. Following completion of this activity, the well is left filled with a drilling fluid
that does not have sufficient hydrostatic pressure to prevent formation fluids from invading the
wellbore. This is because the riser margin will have been suddenly lost, when the mud hydrostatic
pressure in the riser was replaced with seawater hydrostatic pressure.
The only mechanical barrier to flow up through the drill string will be the closed blind/shear
rams. It might appear on first sight that the primary mechanical barrier to flow up the annulus
is the closed hang-off rams. However, after shearing, the top of the drill pipe fish will have
pressure communication with the annular space above the hang-off rams, the closed hang-off
rams provide no sealing capability to the wellbore above it. Therefore, the closed hang-off rams
cannot be counted as a reliable barrier after pipe has been sheared.
The well will remain in this undesired condition until a rig/vessel returns to the site, the marine
riser and LMRP reconnected and well killed before opening the closed shear rams and retrieving
the fish (disconnected drill string hanging in the hang-off ram, or the sheared fish that dropped
after shearing if there was not sufficient time to hang off the drill string.) Some emergency
disconnect sequences (EDS) include closing the hang-off rams prior to operating the shear rams
to catch the drill string if there happened be a tool joint between the hang-off ram and the blind
shearing ram. That is not very likely. In most instances the driller will have time to hang-off
prior to the execution of the EDS.
Figure H.6. Barriers in place following emergency disconnect and shearing pipe.
Example: Emergency Disconnect Shear Pipe - DP Rig
Path 1:

Path 2:

Path 3

Up Pipe by Casing Annulus
Column of Mud (hydrostatic)
Not a Barrier - Loss of Riser Margin
Closed Hang-Off Rams
Sheared top of fish will leak pressure
from drill string into annulus
Closed Blind Shearing Ram
Inside Tubing
Column of Mud (hydrostatic)
Not a Barrier - Loss of Riser Margin
Closed Blind Shearing Rams
Drill Pipe Float - Not a Barrier

Outside Casing
Annular Cement
Liner Hanger Seal
Closed Blind Shearing Rams

H
A
BSR

H
BSR
D

C
B
BSR
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Example 6 — Well Abandonment (Temporary)
Temporary abandonment of a well presents another example of barriers placed in a well when there is
sufficient time to prepare, place, and verify the barriers. This might be required if the is ample warning
of a storm approaching. In this case there is sufficient time to pull the drill string from the hole and
set the appropriate plugs.
Figure H.7 illustrates typical barriers that are installed in a temporary abandonment of a subsea
(deepwater) well. Because the well may be left, possibly unmonitored, for an indefinite period of time,
more than two barriers increase the reliability of the system of barriers. In the open hole, a cement
plug is placed near the bottom. The plug should be near the bottom and cover and extend above any
potential permeable zones that might contain hydrocarbons. This cement becomes an acceptable physical
(material) barrier if it can be successfully inflow tested (reducing the hydrostatic pressure in the well
to a pressure sufficiently below the formation pressure below the cement plug) after setting. For the
inflow test (negative test), the differential test pressure across the barrier should be as large as practical.
A second physical barrier is next installed by the placement of a mechanical barrier. Inside the casing,
a mechanical plug (bridge plug) can be set by wireline and tested from above. To further improve the
effectiveness of the mechanical plug, a cement plug is placed above the mechanical plug. This plug
will generally be verified by testing the slurry before pumping and then tagging its top to estimate its
compressive strength after placement.
The example well has a liner. The liner top will have been previously tested. To further ensure the
effectiveness of the liner top seal, a cement plug is placed across and above the liner top to further ensure
there is no leakage at the liner top hanger. If possible, this cement plug is inflow tested by reducing the
hydrostatic pressure above it to a value less than the expected formation pressure that might be leaked
through the annular cement column and across the liner top seals. The differential test pressure value
is very subjective because one does not know the actual formation pressure up the cemented annulus
and to the liner hanger seals.
Figure H.7. Typical barriers for deepwater temporary abandonment.
Example: Temporary Abandonment of Deepwater Well
Path 1:

Path 2:
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Formation into Wellbore
Column of Mud (hydrostatic)
Not a Barrier - Loss of Riser Margin
Cement Plug
Inflow Tested
Mechanical Bridge Plug
Tested From Above
Cement Plug
Slurry Test, Displacement Verified
Tagged After Set
Cement Plug
Slurry Test, Displacement Verified
Tagged After Set
Cement Plug
Not a Barrier
Closed Blind Shearing Rams
Outside Casing (a valid path?)
Annular Cement
Inflow Tested?
Liner Hanger Seal
Previously Tested
Closed Bling Shearing Rams

H
B
C
D
E
G
A

F
I
A

Many operators do not consider leakage external to cemented casing or liner as a valid flow path;
hence any type of inflow test across the cemented liner top seals is not justifiable when this external
flow path is not recognized as valid.
Finally, a cement plug is placed in the casing at the surface. This plug cannot be considered a barrier
because there is no way to test it. However, its placement can be verified by observation of displacement
volumes and the slurry can be tested prior to pumping.

Barrier Testing
The verification of a barrier’s integrity is dependent on the type of barrier. The exact nature of the
verification process or test and the associated acceptance criteria should be developed for each physical
and operational barrier in the well. Acceptance criteria define the conditions to be met to satisfactorily
verify the integrity of the barrier for its expected application. Barrier verification results must be
documented and retained as required by local regulations or company policy.
A physical barrier is best verified by testing, or by confirmation in situations where testing is not
practical. Physical barriers are best tested by measurement of a barrier’s capability for containing
the anticipated pressure load to which it might be subjected. For well control equipment, such as
BOPs, valves, drilling chokes, etc., manufacturers submit these kind of physical barriers to extensive
in-house design and qualification testing before being released from production. However, because
each component has not yet been installed as an integral piece of the complete well system, additional
verification of its integrity must be conducted after installation.
The most reliable verification of a physical barrier is to pressure test to the expected differential pressure
in the direction of flow after the barrier has been installed in the well. Unfortunately, it is not feasible
to pressure test some barriers in the direction of flow. Thus, a lesser assessment of integrity must be
made, such as confirmation of the barrier by some other type of test or observation of its presence
and performance.

Pressure (Positive Testing)
For certain kinds of barriers, a pressure load can be applied to evaluate the barrier’s proper installation
and integrity during a potential operational situation. Such testing, where the applied pressure during
the test simulates the applied loading condition is considered positive testing. It is practical to verify by
pressure testing a newly installed mechanical barrier using the fluid that is in the well at the time of
verification. This fluid is typically drilling mud, completion brine or water. Generally local regulations
dictate the acceptance criteria for pressure integrity criteria, but in some cases company policy may
be used. Acceptance criteria may include:
•

A pressure change during a designated hold time

•

A visual observation of leak

•

A difference between pressure-up volume and bleed-back volume.

An example of positive testing is the testing of blowout preventers. For a BOP test, a test plug is placed
in the annulus to isolate the well, a selected preventer is closed and test pressure is applied to the bottom
side of the preventer. Some subsea stacks are configured with an extra ram BOP as the lowermost ram
and designated as a test ram. When this ram is closed, test pressure may be applied between it and a
ram located higher in the stack to conduct a positive test of the higher ram when closed.
Another example of positive testing is the application of pressure between a previously tested ram
BOP and the top of a casing or liner top seal assembly. This test does not verify the integrity of the
casing or liner top seal assembly for upward loads applied in the annulus between two casing strings
or between a liner and an outer casing. However, it can be used to verify the pressure integrity of
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seal(s) for downward pressure loads between the two casing strings and or the top of a liner inside as
casing string.

Inflow (Negative Testing)
In many cases the positive generation of differential fluid pressure (in the direction of flow) is impossible.
An inflow test is a method to apply a differential pressure in the direction of flow from the formation
to the wellbore. The pressure differential across the barrier to be tested is generated by the reduction
in hydrostatic pressure on the upper side of the barrier. Another common name for inflow testing is
negative testing. Because the pressure differential is created by the density of the fluid on the upper
side, the maximum applied differential test pressure may be limited and cannot always simulate the
maximum possible load during well operations.
To limit the quantity of kill weight fluid displaced from the well and to create a trapped volume for
the test, the lower density fluid above the physical barrier to be tested is often displaced down the drill
string and trapped by closing an upper temporary barrier such as a BOP or wellhead test plug. This
upper temporary barrier serves as a second barrier during the inflow testing of the barrier undergoing
verification.
The method by which the original hydrostatic will be re-established at the conclusion of the inflow test
(e.g., the negative test) should be considered. Also, the method by which barrier control be re-established
should a failure occur of either the barrier subjected to the inflow test or the barrier used to trap the
volume of lower density fluid. A contingency plan should be prepared to handle the failure of the barrier
being tested and the plan thoroughly reviewed with all personnel prior to implementation of the test.
The execution of the inflow test can become quite complex. Hence various members of the drilling crew
and engineering support staff will be required to understand and competently execute their respective
roles. There are no exact rules for establishing the roles each individual will play. As a starting point,
consider assigning the determination of the maximum potential load across the barrier to the engineers
in the office or on-site (if any). The engineers, along with the operator’s on-site representative and the
contractor’s on-site representative (toolpusher) should work together to establish the practical maximum
load that can be applied. A test plan and procedure should then be developed, signed and dated by the
operator’s on-site representative after review with the engineering support staff. All should agree on an
“acceptance criteria” for a successful inflow test of the barrier. The toolpusher should be responsible for
the assembly of all required test equipment and instrumentation; then assign specific duties to each
member of the crew after carefully communicating the test procedure and objectives. The operator’s
representative should sign-off on the set-up of the equipment. The test should be conducted under the
supervision of the operator’s representative, with assistance from the toolpusher. The operator’s and
contractor’s on-site representatives should agree the test did or did not meet the acceptance criteria,
and then sign and date the test report.
Example of inflow tests are provided in appendix C of API RP 96 Deepwater Well Design and Construction.
These examples provide guidance for establishing inflow test procedures, identifying potential leak paths
that produce failed tests, and re-establishing an overbalanced hydrostatic pressure above the barrier
undergoing the inflow test following completion (for failed or successful test).
The conduction of a barrier test at full differential pressure in the direction of flow is not always feasible.
The integrity of the barrier must be evaluated using other verification methods. Barriers that are verified
by methods other than a positive pressure test or negative pressure test (inflow test) in the direction of
flow are categorized as “confirmed”. Pressure testing alternatives may include:
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•

Pressure test in a direction opposite the flow (if appropriate for the barrier).

•

A shallow barrier such as a cement plug or bridge plug set above a properly inflow-tested deeper
plug cannot be inflow tested. This is because the pressure below the shallower plug is unknown.

Pressure must be applied to the upper side of plug, but the differential pressure is unknown
due to not knowing the pressure under the plug. Hence a simple pressure test in the direction
opposite the flow direction does not verify the integrity to a barrier to known differential
pressure, it can only confirm the existence of the plug.
•

For a cement plug, slack off string weight to confirm that the plug has set or hardened as designed.

•

Perform a drilling test on a cement plug by assessing the cement strength indirectly by measuring
the rate of penetration and the weight on bit need to drill the plug.

Experience has shown that the best place to set a cement barrier in a well that is either to be temporarily
or permanently abandoned is to locate the plug as deep in the well as possible, through and just above
the exposed hydrocarbon zone (see figure H.7). The formation pressure thus creates the maximum
wellbore pressure at the base of the plug. A reduction in hydrostatic pressure above the plug created
by displacement of the kill weight mud with the lowest practical drilling fluid weight thus generates
the maximum practical pressure differential across the plug for an inflow test in the direction of flow.

Verification that Barriers are Installed
Hydrostatic barriers cannot be verified by a pressure test or an inflow test. Verification of a hydrostatic
barrier requires several mini-tests or observations of the performance of the barrier. For example,
the fluid (mud or brine) must be tested for density, both in the pits and the return. The measured
density, when coupled with the depth to the exposed formation, must always be sufficient to generate
a hydrostatic pressure greater than the formation pressure. If there is no circulation of the fluid, such
as while pulling pipe out of the hole, the returns should be monitored with a trip tank to observe any
possible returns, even when the calculated hydrostatic pressure overbalances the formation pressure.
A pump style trip tank is the tool of choice because it continually fills the hole while simultaneously
measuring the fluid volume displaced into the hole (tripping out) or the fluid volume displaced from
the hole (tripping in).
If brines are in use, the operator should diligently monitor the returns when the well is static, even if
there is no work activity, because brines do not have the ability to create a filter cake, and the fluid will
seep into an overbalanced formation, continuously reducing the fluid level and hydrostatic pressure. A
brine placed in an annulus above a packer, or open hole above a mechanical plug or cement plug set
in open hole cannot be counted as a barrier, because the seepage into the rock will ultimately reduce
the hydrostatic pressure in the annulus.

Verification of Annular Cement
Cement displaced into a casing annulus cannot be verified as a material barrier by positive testing
or inflow testing; therefore an annular cement barrier can only be confirmed. For set cement in the
annulus to serve as a physical barrier to the influx of formation fluids, the cement slurry must be
designed and laboratory tested for the anticipated well conditions. Then the cement should be placed
in the well using the recommended practices and equipment in accordance with API Standard 65-2.
Successful placement of the properly designed slurry can create a reliable annular barrier is confirmed
using the data collected during the slurry placement operation. If the data indicates the top of cement
may not be at the planned depth or that slurry placement has other problems, a diagnostic log may
be used to establish the location of the cement top and/or evaluate the bond quality of the cement.
Local regulations may specify alternative acceptance criteria or evaluation steps.
Exercise caution when using cement evaluation logs as the primary means of establishing the barrier
competency of cement in the annulus. Often, interpretation of cement evaluation logs is subjective.
Refer to API 10 TR-1 for an overview of the attenuation physics and limitations of the various types
of cement evaluation logs.
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Testing Operational Barriers
By definition an operational barrier is not a physical barrier (mechanical or material). Hence they are
often view as soft barriers, with lesser importance than physical barriers. This is a totally incorrect
characterization of operational barriers. Operational barriers are an integral part to the application of
many physical barriers, such as BOPs, FOSV, hydrostatic and cement barriers. Recall that a BOP is
not a barrier unless closed; the same is true for a FOSV. A hydrostatic barrier such as drilling mud is
not a barrier unless key operational practices as conducted by the mud engineer to ensure the fluid
density is correct, or by the drilling team to ensure the trip tank is monitored at all times when the
well is static (not being circulated).
Because these key operations are considered barriers, they too must be tested. Listed in the table below
are a few operational barriers along with a method for testing them.
Operational Barrier
Ensure Correct Mud Density

Table H.2.
Method of Verification
• Weigh mud in and out
• Correct for temperature variation in well

Ensure Well Stands Full

•

Monitor trip tank on trips, connections

Procedure for Shut-in

•

Conduct pit drills, trip drills, time response

Procedure for Kick Circulation

•
•

Conduct choke drills; attend well control schools
Simulate pump start-up, and circulation keeping BHP
constant with the choke

Procedure for Bullheading Well
Function Test BOPs

•
•

Simulator drills
Observe closure; closing times

Pressure Test BOPs

•

Observe leakage or pressure loss vs. time

Volumetric Well Control Procedures

•
•
•

Attend frequent well control schools
Conduct practice exercises
Conduct practice exercises

Procedure for Cement Placement

•
•
•

Review procedures with drill crews
Follow-up with simulation/discussion
Review procedure with drill team; ensure complete
understanding by questioning

Assessment of Barrier Plan

•

Training in the Topic of Barriers

•

Review of barrier performances; Identify poor
performers and/or potential weakness in supporting
operational barriers
Inclusion in well control training course

Stripping Procedures
Inflow Test Procedures

Barrier Test Documentation
The test or verification of barriers within the system of barriers (barrier envelope) must be documented.
The required form of documentation is determined by the operator and/or the local regulatory agency.
In general the document should include the following elements:
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•

Description of the barrier tested

•

Location in the wellbore

•

Potential maximum load on/across the barrier

•

Acceptance criteria

•

Maximum test load applied

•

Direction of flow and direction of test load applied

•

Positive test or inflow test

•

Leakage observed (if any)

•

Test load (pressure) chart, dated and initialed by tester

•

Leakage observed or measured

•

If positive test, volume to pressure and volume bled after test

•

Signed and dated test report by operator’s representative

If the barrier was not pressure tested or inflow tested, but rather verified (see section “Verification
that Barriers are Installed”), describe the method of verification and results, signed and dated by the
operator’s representative.

Barrier Maintenance
Because any physical barrier can fail, the ongoing effectiveness of barriers should be assessed on a periodic
basis. The policy of a company or governmental regulatory body to require re-assessment of a physical
barrier as well construction progresses is in itself an operational barrier. Detection of physical barrier
failure should result in immediate action to correct the failure before continuing work in the well.
A retest of a physical barrier is the highest level of verification of the ongoing reliability of the barrier.
Company policy and/or government regulations generally dictate the required re-test frequency of
well control equipment. Some examples of re-testing for barrier effectiveness include pressure and
function testing of BOPs every fourteen (14) days and running a caliper log as drilling or other well
work that requires rotation of the string of pipe. This log is used to measure the thickness of the casing
wall; significant loss of wall thickness reduces the burst and collapse pressure capability of the casing.
Should a barrier fail, the integrity of overall well system should be re-evaluated before continuing the
drilling, completion or workover operation. Some type of remedial operation will usually be required,
local regulators will likely have input. With a barrier failure, some alternatives are suggested:
•

Make a diligent effort to repair the barrier

•

Install a different barrier (could be the same type or an upgrade)

•

Re-evaluate the well control system reliability based on the forward plan

•

Develop additional operational barriers and prepare MOC as needed.

Some additional, more specific examples of barrier assurance and barrier re-establishment are found in
appendix B of API RP 96. The examples there are applicable to floating drilling operations in deepwater.
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Answers to Chapter Questions

Appendix I

Chapter 1 - Pressure Concepts
Practice Questions
1. 0.5096 psi/ft
2. 12.2 ppg
3. 6109 psi
4. 12.5 ppg
5. 11.3 ppg
6. A. 1,800 psi
B. 800 psi

Review Questions
1. Density of the fluid
Vertical depth
2. 0.052
3. psi/ft
4. Hydrostatic pressure in the annulus is greater than hydrostatic pressure in the drill
pipe.
5. Is the sum of all pressures (hydrostatic head of fluid, drilled solids, and friction
pressure losses in the annulus) exerted on the bottom of the well and expressed
in an equivalent mud weight (lb./gal).
6. While drilling this annular pressure loss adds extra pressure (or equivalent mud
weight, ECD) to the bottom of the well. When tripping, the pumps are off and
there is no ECD which reduces bottomhole pressure.
7. A
8. An increase in fluid density to compensate for the loss of annular friction pressure
when making a trip out of the hole.
9. B
10. Formation pressure is the result of the weight of the overburden above the
formation.
Bottomhole pressure is the sum or total of all pressures exerted on the bottom of
a well.
The difference between the two is called differential pressure.
11. The ability of a fluid to flow within the interconnected pore network of a porous
medium.
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Chapter 2 - Causes of Kicks
Practice Calculations
1. A. 2.4 bbl.
B. 17 strokes
C. 5.8 bbl.
D. 41 strokes
2. A. 17 psi
B. 66 psi
3. 9.4 ppg

Review Questions
1. To maintain enough hydrostatic pressure to prevent formation fluids from
entering a well and to ensure that the mud is not too heavy, which could cause
lost circulation.
2. The more viscous it is, the more likely swabbing and surging will be a problem.
3. It is possible that bottomhole pressure would be reduced to a value below that
of formation pressure, inducing a kick, usually from a zone higher in the well than
the thief zone.
4. Subnormally pressured formations
Fractured formations
Surging
Fluid density too high
Use of brines
5. a. If the volume to fill is greater than calculated when tripping out
b. If the volume returned during a trip into the well is less than calculated.
6. Using brines, because there is no wall cake to keep fluid from entering the
formation.
7. Pump pressure decrease			
Rate of penetration change		
Increased cuttings
Increase in torque and drag
Sloughing shale
Increase in gas content
Increase in flowline temperature
8. Pick up and check for flow
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Decrease in shale density
Increase in chloride content

9. 1. Loss of annular friction pressure
2. Reduction of hydrostatic pressure due to fluid level drop from pipe
displacement.
3. Swabbing effect
10. It is harder to keep accurate measurements of fluid lost from the inside of pipe,
even with mud buckets.
11. To confirm that the hole is taking as much mud as on previous trips.
12. It is always possible that pressure may be trapped below any annular obstruction.
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Chapter 3 - Kick Detection
Review Questions

1. As drilling continues the deeper formations are compacted and a steady, slight
decrease in ROP is considered normal. An increase in ROP may indicate that a
transition zone is being drilled and the increase is due to the differential pressure
between bottomhole and formation pressure decreases.
2. Increased torque means there is a build-up of cuttings around the BHA from extra
cuttings entering the well due to the pressure difference between bottomhole and
formation pressures getting less and cuttings tending to pop off the walls of the
hole.
3. D
4. If paddle movement is hindered
5. B
6. D
7. Gas will decrease the density of the liquid in the well which will decrease the
effective buoyancy factor. This will increase the apparent pipe weight.
8. Stop operations and do a flow check.
9. Certain formations take fluid when the pump is brought up to the operating rate.
Once the circulating pressure has been established, the return flow eventually
stabilizes. Later when the pump is turned off, the fluid flows back until the original
loss is nearly all regained. If ballooning, flow will decrease, if there is an influx, flow
will increase.
10. Bottomhole pressure is reduced in three ways:
1. When the pumps shut down there is no annular pressure loss.
2. As the work string is moved, swab and surge pressures are developed.
3. Running pipe into or pulling pipe out of a well affects the height of the column
of fluid in the annulus.
11. Measure the fluid to fill the well on a trip out, and the amount of fluid displaced
on a trip in; compare measured amounts to the calculated measurements and to
previous trips.
12. This can put extra pressure on the formation and force fluid into the formation
resulting in lowering the fluid column and therefore a reduction of the hydrostatic
pressure to a value below the formation pressure.
13. To shut off flow up the drill pipe if there is a kick in the well.
14. Is a non-return or check valve. It is a spring-operated, one-way valve that can be
locked in the open position with a removable rod lock screw. It permits circulation
down the hole but prevents any back flow.
15. On top of the full open safety valve.
16. To strip pipe back into the well.
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Chapter 4 - Well Control Procedures
Review Questions

1. Annular preventer
2. D
3. 246 psi
4. Close choke
5. D
6. 11.46 ppg
7. Install FOSV in open position
8. 815 psi
9. A
10. Shut in the well
11. 14.5 ppg
12. Once per week per tour
13. 660 psi
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Chapter 5 - Gas Behavior
Review Questions
1. 8,995 bbl
2. Pressure, oil-based mud and temperature
3. C
4. 298 ft
5. The low density of gas
6. 3.1 ppg
7. Mostly gas
8. Bottomhole pressure will decrease
9. Gas is soluble in oil
10. Sulfur dioxide is a by-product of hydrogen sulfide when it is burned and is heavier
than air.
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Chapter 6 - Constant Bottomhole Pressure Methods
Review Questions

1. Lubricate-and-bleed
2. Hold casing pressure constant at the shut-in value with the choke until the pump
is at kill rate speed.
3. Volumetric method
4. psi/bbl = Fluid Gradient psi/ft ÷ Annular Capacity bbl/ft or Casing Capacity bbl/ft
5. Bring the pump on line holding casing pressure constant at its shut-in value, when
the pump is at the desired slow circulating rate and casing pressure adjusted to its
original shut-in value your circulating pressure is your initial circulating pressure.
6. As kill weight fluid is pumped to the bit a gain in hydrostatic pressure is occurring
in the drill string. This gain in hydrostatic is effectively killing the well by increasing
bottomhole pressure to the same as formation pressure.
7. Driller’s method
8. Lag time
9. b
10. The gas is migrating
11. New mud weight				
The beginning of each tour		

After drilling 500+ feet of new hole
After pump repairs

When the bottomhole assembly is changed
12. To make sure circulating pressures are accurate while pumping kill mud down the
drill pipe so BHP will remain constant.
13. B
14. Keep SIDPP constant by bleeding liquid at the choke if no float is in the drill string.
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Chapter 7 - Special Situations and Complications
Review Questions

1. Lost circulation that could lead to an underground blowout.
2. High-pressure zone flowing into a low pressure zone in the same open annulus.
3. The weight of the pipe is less than the forces in the well that would be pushing up
against the pipe.
4. 1. Loss of annular friction pressure
2. Decreasing hydrostatic pressure due to the fluid level drop because of
displacement of the pipe.
3. Swabbing effect
5. Running pipe into or out of a well through a closed preventer when the weight of
the pipe is greater than the forces up.
6. Volumetric method
7. Yes. If gas is not at the surface, casing pressure should increase.
8. Wells in which the borehole is 4½ inches or less
9. See below for correct diagram formation.

↑
↓
↔
↔
↔
↔
↓
↓
↓
↓
↑
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Chapter 8 - Fluids
Review Questions

1. Hole cleaning efficiency
2. For viscosity
3. Used to increase mud weight
4. The tendency of fluids to thicken as the movement slows and to prevent cuttings
from falling back down hole.
5. Viscosity
6. 1,543 psi
7. Gas is soluble in oil-based fluid and may go into solution if it enters the wellbore.
8. Errors can be made while measuring density and viscosity.
9. Check by weighing fresh water. It should weigh 8.33 ppg.
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Chapter 9 - Surface Equipment
Review Questions

1. a. Prior to spud or upon installation
b. After the disconnection or repair of any pressure containment seal in the BOP
stack, choke line, or choke manifold, but limited to the affected component.
c. Not to exceed 21 days
2. Nitrogen is non-flammable. It is inert.
3. To prevent damage to the packing seals on the front of the rams
4. An FOSV is a ball type valve which opens to the full inside diameter of the string
and is closed by means of a key-like wrench. It is the first component made-up on
the string when tripping in order to shut off potential flow up the drill string.
The inside BOP is a check valve that could be made up on the top of closed FOSV.
The FOSV could be opened and the pipe stripped into a well.
5. To safely stop the flow from a well and to provide flexibility for subsequent
operations.
6. Annular preventers are larger and require more hydraulic fluid to function.
7. To divert the flow from a well safely away from the rig equipment and personnel.
They are used in the event of shallow gas kicks or whenever lost circulation is likely
if the well is shut in.
8. Wellbore pressure from below the ram holds the ram block up against the body of
the preventer energizing the top seal to contain will pressure.
9. Provides side outlet connections for choke and kill lines and gives flexibility to
subsequent operations such as when stripping it provides a place to stage the tool
joint between rams and allows for equalization or bleed off of pressure.
10. 1,000 psi ±10%
11. So that plugged or malfunctioning parts can be isolated for repair while continuing
to flow through the manifold.
12. Varying the orifice clearance of an adjustable choke varies the flow and backpressure which controls bottomhole pressure while circulating a kick out of a well.
A fixed choke has a bean in line and orifice opening size is controlled by changing
the bean out, which cannot be done while circulating.
13. Remote hydraulic choke
14. To separate free gas from the mud when circulating.
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Chapter 10 - Well Completion and Workover Operations
Practice Calculations
1. 0.875
2. 591 ft
3. 10.1 ppf
4. 4.6 inches
5. Approximately 1,108 psi
6. 5,800 psi
7. 12.2 ppg
8. 13,012 ft
9. 13,104 psi
10. 954 psi
11. 52 strokes

Review Questions
1. Any work done on a well after it has been drilled.
2. A. It is the shortest or quickest route to circulate from end of tubing to the
surface.
B. It gets the problem inside the strongest pipe from the beginning
C. Many times the annular fluid is sufficiently dense to control the formation
which minimizes fluid mixing on the rig.
D. Reverse circulation increases the velocity of returns flowing through the
tubing which aids in hole cleaning when the gel strength of the fluid is
insufficient to carry cuttings and other materials out of the well.
3. 10,496 feet of water cushion and 60.8 barrel of fluid
4. A granular substance (such as sand, glass or metal beads) carried in suspension
by the fracturing fluid that serves to keep the cracks open when the fracturing
fluid is withdrawn after a fracture treatment.
5. Matrix acid job and acid frac
6. Always pour acid into water
7. Fracturing and acidizing
8. Kickoff Point
9. Driller’s method, reverse method, bullhead
10. Reverse Circulation
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11. A. It is the shortest or quickest route to circulate from end of tubing to the surface.
B. It gets the problem inside the strongest pipe from the beginning
C. Many times the annular fluid is sufficiently dense to control the formation
which minimizes fluid mixing on the rig.
12. 1. The largest percentages of pressure losses are inside the smallest diameter.
Usually, this will be in the tubing.
2. When reversing, the majority of pump (friction) pressure is exerted on the
annulus and the bottom of the well.
3. In open hole, weak formations may not withstand the extra pressure.
4. The potential for lost circulation or stuck pipe is a concern in an open borehole.
5. Establishing and maintaining circulating rates and pressures maybe difficult
due to the compressive nature of gas in the tubing.
6. Calculating the correct circulating pressure can be difficult if there are fluids of
different density in the circulating system.
7. If there is gas in the annulus, it may migrate upward faster than the pumping
rate.
13. Bullheading is not a constant bottom hole method
14. 1. Often the operator does not want to kill the well or to change the working fluid
in the well.
2. Fluid mixing facilities are limited on some workover rigs.
3. Usually the fluid is of sufficient density to kill the well and swabbing or failure
to keep hole full occurred during tripping operations.
15. 1. Maximum allowable pump pressure
2. Pressure rating of wellhead equipment
3. Tubing internal yield pressure
4. Tubing collapse pressure
5. Casing internal yield pressure
6. Formation integrity
16. 1. Provides a test on the packer and casing
2. The trapped pressure will help support the tubing throughout the job.
3. Monitor the annular pressure if leaks occur during bullheading operation.
17. Over-displacement is a matter of field experience and should be limited to just the
amount necessary to keep formation fluids from re-entering the wellbore.
18. No. Casing may be deteriorated or company choice may dictate internal yield
safety margin.
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19. 1. Density Stability		
3. Noncorrosive			

2. Solids free
4. Temperature Stable

5. Environmentally acceptable 6. Cost effective
20. Brines
21. It will absorb water from the atmosphere.
22. As downhole temperature increases, the effective density of the fluid is reduced.
23. To shut off pressure and allow access to the well for wireline, coiled tubing and
workover units to be rigged up.
24. Tubing hanger
25. A liner extends from the setting depth up into another string of casing, usually
overlapping about 100 feet above the lower end of the intermediate casing.
Casing extends from the setting depth to the surface.
26. A special device placed in a string of tubing that can be operated by a wireline
tool to open or close orifices to permit circulation or communications between
the tubing and the annulus.
27. They may be used as a circulating port to kill the well.
28. Gas can accumulate below the packer even though the well may have been killed.
29. To clear any gas that might be in the annulus
30. True. If the tool should fall through a narrow portion of the pipe it may become
stuck and have to be jarred out.
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Chapter 11 - Subsea
Review Questions

1. The marine drilling riser is a low pressure conduit for bringing the returns to the
surface and there must be a provision for shutting in the well if the vessel and riser
must be moved off location.
2. To handle gas in the riser after the well is shut in.
3. Ice-like structures formed in the presence of methane gas, water at high pressures
and low temperatures. It will plug lines and render them unusable.
4. 1. Choke line friction pressure
2. Hydrates
3. Rapid loss of hydrostatic pressure in the choke line, reducing hydrostatic
bottomhole pressure rapidly.
5. If the vent pressure is less than hydrostatic pressure, the fluid used to open the
valves may not be vented so the valve could possibly not close.
6. 1. Transfer drilling fluid from the surface mud pumps and inject this additional
fluid at the base of the riser to increase velocity and thereby improve cuttings
removal.
2. To add kill weight fluid to the riser in certain well control operations.
7. No. Circulating up the choke line on either pump may cause a breakdown of the
shoe due to the choke line friction. Upon start-up the casing pressure must be
reduced by the choke line friction to remove the extra pressure applied to the shoe
and you may not be able to reduce the friction all the way prior to opening the
choke fully. An alternative to this would be to use both the choke and kill line to
help reduce the choke line friction and create less pressure on the shoe.
8. 2
9. Due to the remoteness of the BOP and not being able to see where the tool joint
is, closing the annular will not damage the tool string if closed on a tool joint. The
annular preventer will allow the tool joint to slide through the annular BOP when
spacing out and hanging off on the ram preventer.
10. It is a battery-operated system designed to shut in the well in the event that the
riser parts and all control from the vessel is lost.
Logic is programmed into the subsea deadman electronics package that closes
the blind/shearing ram when there is a simultaneous loss of electrical power,
communications and hydraulic pressure from the supply conduit to both the
yellow and blue pods.
11. During well control operations the BOP is closed and the choke line is opened. On
a subsea stack there can be considerable distance between the closed BOP and
the choke line. When circulating a kick out gas will accumulate in this space. Even
though this gas accumulation may be small under the BOP if the BOP is opened
and the gas is allowed to migrate up the riser it will expand and unload fluid from
the annulus and cause another kick and may have gas at surface in the riser.
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12. The small diameter of the pilot hole increases friction pressure during the kill
process and minimized the total volume of kill mud needed.
13. Bullheading
14. Multiplex (MUX) system
15. 12 inches to 16 inches. Full opening ball valves with rotary actuators are preferred.
16. 817 psi loss of Hydrostatic pressure
2.0 ppg
No
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Chapter 12 - Coiled Tubing
Review Questions
1. 8.8 bbl
2. 2.6 bbl/ft
3. 29.9 bbl
4. A. 38.7 bbl
B. 40.5 bbl
C. 11.4 bbl
5. A. 2.4 minutes
B. 12 minutes
C. 14.4 minutes
D. 40.7 minutes
E. 55 minutes
F. 41.3 minutes
6. 1,120 feet
7. 37.3 minutes
8. 4.33 bbl
9. 5,402 feet
10. 1,398 feet
11. 5,917 lb
12. 2,866 feet
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Chapter 13 - Snubbing
Review Questions
1. 2,077 lb
2. The packer could possibly travel upward with the tubing. Yes putting pressure on
the backside could help hold the packer in place.
3. 217 feet
4. 6,527 lb
5. 3,679 lb
6. 105,394 lb
7. 541.3 feet
8. 1,173 psi hydraulic pressure
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Chapter 14 - Wireline
Review Questions

1. A. When a line is laid out on the ground and does not form a coil or loop as on the
drum. This indicates the line has exceeded its elastic limit and is considered a “dead
line”.
B. When typing a knot, the wireline breaks easily. Remove a few feet of line and tie
a new knot.
C. When kinks will not straighten out. This indicates the line has been subjected
to tensions or stress. Change the wireline.
2. Test as referenced in 20 CFR 250 or API 14B. Test to a maximum anticipated well
pressure, but do not exceed the manufacturer’s recommended working pressure.
3. The purpose of a knuckle joint is to provide flexibility in the string of tools to
facilitate taking hold of various tools, and to enable the tools to pass through
crooked tubing where they might otherwise be fouled.
4. The pump type bailer is a mechanical bailer that when the stem is moved up it
sucks debris from the top of the tool or obstruction. It can be pumped, moved up
and down, several times till the barrel is full.
The hydrostatic bailer is a cylinder with a shear disc mechanism on bottom. It
seals off the barrel from well bore pressure. When the obstruction is reached, the
shear disc is broken by downward jarring and this allows the full well pressure and
hydrostatic head to enter the cylinder with a sudden surge. The debris is prevented
from falling out by a check.
5. As a rule of thumb, 0.082 or 0.092 – in. wire will fall about 3 feet per 1,000 feet in 2⅜
in. tubing, and about 5 feet per 1,000 feet in 2⅞ in. tubing.
6. A cutter bar can be dropped and the line cut at the wireline rope socket; or a
wireline snipper can be used to make a cut at the rope socket.
7. The SCSSV should be put into temporary inoperative position so that it will not
close.
8. The flow coupling is machined with coupling-size outside dimensions and full
tubing inside dimensions which furnish a greater wall thickness as protection
against possible internal erosion and corrosion. Flow couplings are positioned
immediately above and, on some occasions, below a landing nipple designed to
receive a production control such as a tubing safety valve, bottomhole regulator,
bottomhole choke, etc.
9. Subsurface safety valves are classified according to the location from which they
are controlled – surface (SCSSV) or subsurface (SSCSV).
10. Sliding sleeves are essentially full-opening devises with an inner sleeve which
can be opened or closed by wireline methods to provide commingling with the
tubing-casing annulus.
11. The observer’s duties are to watch the crew members and give the alarm if any
unusual behavior occurs.
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12. A tubing gauge is ran to make sure the device will pass unimpeded through the
tubing to the desired setting depth.
13. A. Tubular jar
B. Stroke jars
C. Hydraulic jars
D. Knuckle jars
14. Knuckle joints
15. If a source of steam or hot water is available, melting can be accomplished in a
relatively short time. In most cases, injection of methanol or ethylene glycol can
be used.
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Glossary
A

J

abnormal pressure – n: pore pressure in excess of that pressure resulting from the hydrostatic pressure
exerted by a vertical column of water with salinity normal for the geographic area.
absolute permeability – n: a measure of the ability of a single fluid (as water, gas, or oil) to flow through
a rock formation when the formation is totally filled (saturated) with the single fluid. The permeability
measure of a rock filled with a single fluid is different from the permeability measure of the same rock filled
with two or more fluids. Compare effective permeability.
absorption – n: the penetration or apparent disappearance of molecules or ions of one or more substances
into the interior of a solid or liquid. For example, in hydrated bentonite, the planar water that is held
between the mica-like layers is the result of absorption.
accelerator – n: a chemical additive that reduces the setting time of cement. See cementing materials.
accumulator – n: on a drilling rig, accumulator stores hydraulic fluid under pressure from compressed
nitrogen for closing blowout preventer in an emergency. Accumulator is a vessel or tank to receive and
temporarily store liquid used in a continuous process in a plant. A drip accumulator collects liquid
hydrocarbons that condense out of wet gas travelling in a pipeline. In some countries, a storage battery is
called an accumulator.
acetic acid – n: an organic acid compound sometimes used to acidize oil wells. It is not as corrosive as other
acids used in well treatments.
acetylene welding – n: a method of joining steel components in which acetylene gas and oxygen are mixed
in a torch to attain the high temperatures necessary for welding.
acid – n: any chemical compound containing hydrogen capable of being replaced by positive elements
or radicals to form salts. In terms of the dissociation theory, it is a compound which, on dissociation in
solution, yields excess hydrogen ions. Acids lower the pH. Examples of acids or acidic substances are:
hydrochloric acid, tannic acid, sodium acid pyrophosphate.
acid fracture – n: hydraulic pressure is applied to potentially carbonate (limestone/dolomite) formations,
opening cracks, or causing the formation to split open forming a fracture by using a combination of oil and
acid or water under high pressure.
acid treatment – n: a method in which chemicals are pumped into microscopic flow channels of the
formation. By dissolving the rock, these passages are enlarged, increasing production. See acidize.
acid-up – v: to fracture a well using acids (acidizing).
acidity – n: relative acid strength of liquids, measured by pH. (pH below 7). See pH.
acidize – v: to treat oil-bearing limestone or other formations, using a chemical reaction with acid, to
increase production. Hydrochloric or other acid is injected into formation under pressure. The acid etches
the rock, enlarging the pore spaces and passages through which the reservoir fluids flow. The acid is then
pumped out, and the well is swabbed and put back into production. Chemical additives and inhibitors are
combined with the acid to react selectively with formation rock without attacking metal well equipment.
acidizing – n, v: a wellbore formation stimulation treatment.
acoustic survey – n: a well logging method that measures the time required for sound impulses to travel
through a given length of rock to permit estimation of the rock porosity of a given formation and of the
fluid type contained in the rock. This process is also called sonic logging. See sonic logging.
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adapter spool – n: a joint to connect blowout preventers of different sizes or pressure ratings to the casing
head.
adjustable choke – n: a choke in which a conical needle and seat vary the rate of flow. Also called automatic
choke. See choke.
adjustable spacer sub – n: a sub run below a dual, triple packer to permit spacing out and/or making
connections.
adsorption – n: a surface phenomenon exhibited by a solid (adsorbent) to hold or concentrate gases,
liquids, or dissolved substances (adsorptive) upon its surface, a property due to adhesion. For example, that
water held to the outside surface of hydrated bentonite is adsorbed water.
aeration – n: the technique of injecting air or gas in varying amounts into a drilling fluid for the purpose
of reducing hydrostatic head. Compare air cutting.
agglomerate – n: the larger groups of individual particles usually originating in sieving or drying operations.
aggregate – n: group of two or more individual particles held together by strong forces. Aggregates are stable
to normal stirring, shaking or handling as powder or suspension. May be broken by drastic treatment, ball
milling powder or shearing a suspension.
air cutting – n: the inadvertent mechanical incorporation and dispersion of air into a drilling-fluid system.
Compare to aeration.
air-tube clutch – n: a clutch containing an tube, which, when inflated, causes clutch to engage the driven
member. When the tube in deflated, disengagement occurs.
alkali – n: any compound having marked basic properties. See base.
alkalinity – n: the combining power of a base measured by the maximum number of equivalents of an
acid with which it can react to form a salt. In water analysis, it represents the carbonates, bicarbonates,
hydroxides, and occasionally the borates, silicates, and phosphates in the water. It is determined by titration
with standard acid to certain datum points. See API RP 13B* for specific directions for determination of
phenolphthalein (P) and methyl orange (M1) alkalinities of the filtrate in drilling fluids and the alkalinity of
the mud itself (Pm). Also see P1, M1, and Pm.
aluminum stearate – n: aluminum salt of stearic acid, a defoamer. See stearate.
American Petroleum Institute – n: 1. founded in 1920, this national oil trade organization is the leading
standardizing organization on oil field drilling and producing equipment. It maintains departments of
transportation, refining, and marketing in Washington, D.C., and a department of production in Dallas. 2.
(slang) indicative of a job being properly or thoroughly done (as, “His work is strictly API”). 3. Degrees API;
used to designate API gravity. See API gravity.
analysis, mud or drilling fluid – n: examination and testing of the drilling fluid to determine its physical
and chemical properties and condition.
anchor – n: any device that secures or fastens equipment. A device used to secure the production tubing
against expansion/contraction; similar to a packer but without rubber elements. In downhole equipment,
the term often refers to the tail pipe. In offshore drilling, floating drilling vessels are sometimes secured over
drill sites by large metal anchors like those used on ships. See tail pipe.
anchor seal assembly – n: seal assembly run in on production tubing to land the tubing in tension or keep
the tubing inside the seal bore due to insufficient tubing weight.
angle of defection – n: in directional drilling, the angle at which a well is deflected from the vertical by a
whipstock or other deflecting tool. See whipstock.
anhydrite – n: anhydrite is often encountered while drilling. It may occur as thin stringers or massive
formations. See calcium sulfate.
anhydrous – adj: without water.
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aniline point – n: the lowest temperature at which equal volumes of freshly distilled aniline and an oil
which is being tested are completely miscible. This test gives an indication of the character (paraffinic,
naphthenic, asphaltic, aromatic, mid-continent, etc.) of the oil. The aniline point of diesels or crudes
used in drilling mud is also an indication of the deteriorating effect these materials may have on natural
or synthetic rubber. The lower the aniline point of an oil, the more severe it usually is in damaging rubber
parts.
anion – n: a negatively charged atom or radical, such as Cl-, OH-, SO4=, etc., in solution of an electrolyte.
Anions move toward the anode (positive electrode) under the influence of an electric potential.
annular blowout preventer – n: a device usually installed above the ram preventers used to control
wellhead pressure. Compression of a reinforced rubber packing element by hydraulic pressure actuates the
device which then effects a seal. A standard annular BOP will shut off annular pressure, open hole pressure,
and afford stripping of tubing/drill pipe while containing well pressure.
annular space – n: 1. space surrounding a cylindrical object within a cylinder. 2. space around a pipe in
a wellbore, the outer wall of which may be the wall of either the borehole or the casing; sometimes termed
the annulus.
annular valve – n: a valve used in a DST string to operate chamber sampling and spot treating fluids; for
floaters where pipe rotation is not desirable.
annular velocity – n: the velocity of a fluid moving in the annulus.
annulus or annular space – n: the space between the drill string and the wall of the hole or casing.
annulus – n: the space around a pipe suspended in the wellbore. The outer wall of the annulus may be
either the wall of the borehole or the casing.
antifoam – n: a substance used to prevent foam by greatly increasing the surface tension. Compare
defoamer.
AOSC – abbr: Association of Oilwell Servicing Contractors.
API – abbr: American Petroleum Institute.
API certified – adj: a tool in compliance with the American Petroleum Institute’s applicable standards.
API gravity – n: gravity (weight per unit volume) of crude oil or other related fluids as measured by a
system recommended by American Petroleum Institute. It is related to specific gravity by the following: API
gravity = (141.5 divided by specific gravity) – 131.5.
apparent viscosity – n: the viscosity a fluid appears to have on a given instrument at a stated rate of
shear. It is a function of the plastic viscosity and the yield point. The apparent viscosity in centipoises, as
determined by the direct-indicating viscometer (which see), is equal to ½ the 600-rpm reading. See also
viscosity, plastic viscosity, and yield point. In a Newtonian fluid, apparent viscosity is numerically equal
to plastic viscosity.
APR – abbr: a trademark name for an annular pressure-responsive valve; for a DST string.
asbestos – n: term applied to many fibrous silicate minerals, some forms of which are used in certain
drilling fluids.
asphalt – n: natural or mechanical mixture of solid or viscous bitumens found in natural beds or obtained
as a residue from petroleum. Asphalt, blends containing asphalt, and altered asphaltic materials (e.g.,
air-blown, chemically modified, etc.) have been added to certain drilling fluids for such widely different
purposes as a component in oil-base muds, lost-circulation material, emulsifier, fluid-loss-control agent,
wall-plastering agent, etc.
Association of Oilwell Servicing Contractors – n: an organization that sets some of the standards,
principles, and policies of oilwell servicing contractors and is based in Dallas, Texas.
atom – n: according to atomic theory, the smallest quantity of an element capable of entering into chemical
combination or that can exist alone.
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atomic number – n: the relative weight of an atom of an element as compared with the weight of 1 atom
of oxygen, using 16 as the weight of 1 atom of oxygen.
attapulgite clay – n: a colloidal, viscosity-building clay used principally in saltwater muds. Attapulgite, a
special fullers earth, is a hydrous magnesium aluminum silicate.
automatic J – a n: type of mechanism in packer/tools where straight pickup or set-down action will set or
release the tool.
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b/d – abbr: barrel per day. alternate abbreviation bpd
back-in unit – n: a portable servicing or workover rig that is self-propelled, using the hoisting engines for
motive power. Because the driver’s cab is mounted on the end opposite the mast support, the unit must be
backed up to the wellhead. See carrier rig.
back off – v: unscrew one threaded piece (e.g., pipe section) from another; back-off (n).
back-pressure – n: the pressure maintained on equipment or systems through which a fluid flows.
back-pressure valve – n: a flow-control valve to provide backflow control when running or pulling a string.
back up – v: to hold one section of an object (as pipe) while another is being screwed into or out of it. A
backup wrench used to hold a pipe or bolt to prevent its turning while another length of pipe or a nut is
being tightened or loosened.
back-up element – n: a sealing ring on either side of the center packing element to limit its extrusion.
back-up ring – n: a cylindrical ring, usually vice-shaped; used to backup (or assist) a sealing member against
extrusion under temperature and pressure.
back-up – v: rotating pipe or tubing in the opposite direction of make-up; every two or three stands to
prevent setting a rotational-set downhole tool.
backing off – v: turning pipe in the opposite direction of makeup; possibility of unscrewing and dropping
the pipe..
backside – n: the area above a packer between casing ID and tubing OD.
bail – n: a cylindrical steel bar (similar to the handle or bail of a bucket, only much larger) that supports
the swivel and connects it to the hook. Sometimes, the two cylindrical bars that support the elevators and
attach them to the hook are called bails. To recover bottomhole fluids, samples, or drill cuttings by lowering
a cylindrical vessel called a bailer to the bottom of a well, filling it, and retrieving it. See bailer.
balance, mud – n: a beam-type balance used in determining mud density. It consists primarily of a base,
graduated beam with constant-volume cup, lid, rider, knife edge, and counterweight.
ball – n: a spherical object used to pump down the hole to trip, release or otherwise operate certain
hydraulic-type tools.
ball catcher – n: a cylindrical tube place around the retrieving neck of a retrievable bridge plug to “catch”
debris or frac balls.
ball sealers – n: balls made of nylon, hard rubber, or both and used to shut off perforations through which
excessive fluid is lost.
ball valve – n: a flow-control device employing a ball with a rotating mechanism to open/close the tubing
medium.
ball-out – v: the plugging of open perforations by using ball sealers.
barefoot completion – n: also called open-hole completion, which see.
barite, barytes, or heavy spar – n: natural barium sulfate (BaSO4) used for increasing density of drilling
fluids. If required, it is usually upgraded to a specific gravity of 4.20 (i.e, it is 4.2 times heavier than water).
Barite material occurs in white, grayish, greenish, and reddish ores or crystalline masses.
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barite plug – n: a settled volume of barite particles from a barite slurry placed in the wellbore to seal off a
pressured zone.
barite slurry – n: a mixture of barium sulfate, chemicals, and water of a unit density between 18 and 22
pounds per gallon (lb/gal).
barium sulfate – n: 1. chemical combination of barium, sulfur, and oxygen. Also called barite, which see.
2. tenacious scale that is difficult to remove. BaSO4.
barrel – n: a measure of volume for petroleum products. One barrel is the equivalent of 42 U.S. gallons or
0.15699 cubic meters. One cubic meter equals 6.2897 barrels. abbreviation bbl
barrel equivalent – n: a laboratory unit used for evaluating or testing drilling fluids. One gram of
material, when added to 350 ml of fluid, is equivalent to 1 lb of material when added to one 42-gal barrel
of fluid. abbreviation BE
barrel per day – n: a measure of the rate of flow of a well; the total amount of oil produced or processed
per day. abbreviation b/d or bpd
baryte – n: variation of barite. See barite.
base – n: a compound of metal, or a metal-like group, with hydrogen and oxygen in the proportion to
form an OH radical, which ionizes in aqueous solution to yield excess hydroxyl ions. Bases are formed when
metallic oxides react with water. Bases increase the pH. Examples are caustic soda and lime.
base exchange – n: replacement of cations associated with the clay surface by those of another species, e.g.,
the conversion of sodium clay to calcium clay.
basicity – n: pH value > 7. ability to neutralize or accept protons from acids.
basket – n: device used to catch debris from drillable tools, perforators, etc.
basket sub – n: a fishing accessory run above a bit or mill to recover small pieces of metal or junk in a well.
battery – n: 1. an installation of identical or nearly identical pieces of equipment (as a tank battery or a
battery of meters). 2. an electricity storage device.
bbl – abbr: abbreviation for barrel.
beam pumping unit – n: a machine designed specifically for sucker rod pumping, using a horizontal
member (walking beam) that is worked up and down by a rotating crank to produce reciprocating motion.
belching – n: a slang term to denote flowing by heads.
bell nipple – n: a short length of tubular goods installed in the top of the blowout preventer. The top
and end of the nipple is expanded, or belled, to guide the drill tools into the hole and usually has side
connections for the fill line and mud-return line.
bent sub – n: a short cylindrical device installed in a drill stem between the bottom-most drill collar and
a downhole mud motor. The purpose of the bent sub is to deflect the mud motor off vertical to drill a
directional hole.
bentonite – n: a plastic, colloidal clay, largely made up of the mineral sodium montmorillonite (a hydrated
aluminum silicate) that swells when wet. Because of its gel-forming properties, bentonite is a major
component of drilling muds. For use in drilling fluids, bentonite has a yield in excess of 85 bbl/ton. The
generic term “bentonite” is neither an exact mineralogical name, nor is the clay of definite mineralogical
composition.
bicarb – n: see sodium bicarbonate.
birddog – n: someone supervising another too closely or continuously.
bit – n: the cutting or boring element used on the end of a work string or drill pipe to remove the earth in
creating or cleaning out a wellbore. The bit consists of the cutting element and the circulating element. The
circulating element permits the passage of drilling fluid and utilizes the hydraulic force of the fluid stream
to improve drilling rates. In rotary drilling, several drill collars are joined to the bottom end of the drill pipe
column. The bit is attached to the end of the drill collars. Most bits used in rotary drilling are roller cone
bits. See roller cone bit.
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blank casing – n: a casing without perforations.
blank joint – n: a heavy wall sub placed opposite flowing perforations.
blank liner – n: a liner with no perforations.
blanking plug – n: a plug run on wireline/block off tubing ID placed in seating profile.
blast joint – n: a heavy-wall sub positioned in the producing string opposite perforations, to deflect the
well’s jetting action.
bleed – v: to drain off liquid or gas, generally slowly, through a valve called a bleeder. To bleed down, or
bleed off, is to slowly release pressure from well or pressurized equipment.
bleeding – n: the controlled release of fluids from a closed and pressured system in order to reduce the
pressure.
bleeding-off – n: the evacuation of pressure off a well.
blender – n: a device used to blend slurries/gels; usually mobile equipment.
blind ram preventer – n: a blowout preventer in which blind rams are the closing elements. See blind rams.
blind rams – n: also called “blank rams” and “master rams.” They seal against each other and completely
shut off the hole below.
blind/shear rams – n: blind rams with a built-in cutting edge that will shear against any drill pipe or casing.
They seal against each other to effectively close the hole.
block – n: any assembly of pulleys on a common framework; in mechanics, one or more pulleys, or sheaves,
mounted to rotate on a common axis. The crown block is an assembly of sheaves mounted on beams at the
top of the derrick. The drilling line is reeved over the sheaves of the crown block alternately with the sheaves
of the traveling block, which is hoisted and lowered in the derrick by the drilling line. When elevators are
attached to a hook on the traveling block, and when drill pipe is latched in the elevators, the pipe can be
raised or lowered in the derrick or mast. See crown block, elevators, hook, reeve, sheave, and traveling
block; also see drilling block.
blooie line – n: a flow line for air or gas drilling. A large diameter line that diverts the flow of air or gas from
the rig to a pit area. See diverter.
blow down – v: to vent off gas in a well.
blowout – n: 1. an uncontrolled flow of gas, oil, or other well fluids into the atmosphere, or into another
zone. A blowout, or gusher, occurs when formation pressure exceeds the pressure applied to it by the column
of drilling fluid. A kick warns of an impending blowout. See formation pressure, gusher, and kick. 2. v: to
expel a portion of water and steam from a boiler to limit its concentration of minerals.
blowout preventer (BOP) control panel – n: a set of controls, usually located near the driller’s position
on the rig floor, that is manipulated to open and close the blowout preventers.
blowout preventer control unit – n: a device that stores hydraulic fluid under pressure in special containers
and provides a method to open and close the blowout preventers quickly and reliably. Usually, compressed
air hydraulic pressure provide the opening and closing force in the unit. See blowout preventer.
blowout preventer drill – n: a training procedure to determine that rig crews are completely familiar
with correct operating practices to be followed in the use of blowout prevention equipment. A “dry run” of
blowout preventative action.
blowout preventer operating and control system (closing unit) – n: the assembly of pumps, valves,
lines, accumulators, and other items necessary to open and close the blowout preventer equipment.
blowout preventer rams – n: the closing and sealing components of a preventer. Corresponds to the gate
in the gate valve.
blowout preventer stack – n: assembly of well control equipment including preventers, spools, valves, and
nipples connected to wellhead top.
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blowout preventer – n: the equipment installed at the wellhead to prevent the escape of pressure either in
the annular space between the casing and drill pipe or in an open hole (i.e., hole with no drill pipe) during
drilling and completions operations. The blowout preventer is located underneath the rig floor on land
and “surface stack” marine operations, and on the sea floor for “subsea stack” or floating offshore rigs. See
annular blowout preventer and ram blowout preventer.
body lock ring – n: internal mechanism used in tools to lock cones to mandrel.
boiler – n: a closed pressure vessel that has a furnace equipped to burn coil, oil, or gas and is used to
generate steam from water.
boll weevil – n: 1. a retrievable plug attached to drill pipe and used in testing blowout preventers. It seats
on the casinghead housing. Pressure from above causes it to seal off the hole. 2. (slang) an inexperienced rig
or oil field worker, sometimes shortened to “weevil.”
bomb – n: a thick-walled container, usually steel, used to hold samples of oil or gas under pressure. See
bottomhole pressure.
bomb hanger – n: a device set in the tubing, particularly in collars, to facilitate the landing of pressure
bombs (recorders).
bonnet – n: on ram-type preventers, component which seals rear of ram cylinder.
boot basket – n: a tool run just above the bit or mill in the drill stem to catch small, non-drillable objects
circulating in the annulus.
BOP stack – n: blowout preventers employed as mechanical or automated well control during drilling;
during wireline work.
borehole pressure – n: total pressure exerted in the wellbore by a column of fluid and/or back-pressure
imposed at the surface.
borehole – n: the wellbore; hole made by drilling or boring. See wellbore.
bottom drill – n: a permanent drillable tool where the tools slips will be cut away before opening the tool’s
bore and potentially acting formation pressure.
bottomhole choke – n: a device with a restricted opening placed in the lower end of the tubing to control
the rate of flow. See choke.
bottomhole pressure – n: depending upon context, either a pressure exerted by a column of fluid contained
in wellbore or formation pressure at the depth of interest.
bottomhole pressure gauge – n: a gauge to measure bottomhole pressure. See bottomhole pressure.
bottomhole pressure bomb – n: a bomb used to record the pressure in a well at a point opposite the
producing formation. See bomb.
bottom sub – n: lowest extremity of tool where accessories or tools can be coupled.
bottom water – n: found below oil and gas in a producing formation.
bottoms up – n: from the bottom of the well to the top of the well.
Bourdon tube – n: a flattened metal tube bent in a curve, which tends to straighten under pressure. By the
movements of an indicator over a circular scale, a Bourdon tube indicates the pressure applied to it.
box – n: a coupling with internal threads.
box tap – n: 1. female tapered self-threading tool used to screw onto a fish externally for retrieval. 2. oldstyle tap with longitudinal grooves across threads. See tap and taper tap.
bpd – abbr: abbreviation for barrels per day.
bradenhead squeezing – n: the process by which hydraulic pressure is applied to a well to force fluid or
cement outside the wellbore. The bradenhead, or casinghead, is closed to shut off the annulus when making
a bradenhead squeeze. Although this term is still used, the term bradenhead is obsolete. See annular space,
casinghead, and squeeze.
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brake band – n: a part of the brake mechanism consisting of a flexible steel band lined with asbestos or
similar material that grips a drum when tightened. On a drilling rig, the brake band acts on the flanges of
the drum on the draw works to control lowering of the traveling block and its load of drill pipe, casing, or
tubing. See casing, draw works, drill pipe, traveling block, and tubing.
break circulation – v: to start the mud pump to restore circulation of mud column. Because stagnant
drilling fluid has solidified during the period of no circulation, high pump pressure is usually required to
break circulation.
break out – v: 1. to unscrew one section of pipe from another section, especially drill pipe while it is being
withdrawn from the wellbore. During this operation, the tongs are used to start the unscrewing operation.
See tongs. 2. to separate, as gas from liquid.
breaking down – v: to unscrew the drill stem into single joints and place them on the pipe rack. The
operation takes place upon completion of the well, prior to running casing, when the drill pipe will no longer
be used, or when changing from one size of pipe to another. Also called laying down. See lay down pipe.
breakout cathead – n: a device attached to the shaft of the draw works that is used as a power source for
unscrewing drill pipe; usually located opposite the driller’s side of the draw works. See cathead.
breakout, oil – n: oil that has risen to the surface of the mud which previously has been combined in the
mud as emulsion.
bridge – n: obstruction in well made by intrusion of subsurface formations.
bridge plug – n: 1. a tool employed as temporary or permanent barrier in the casing string; either permanent
or retrievable. 2. a downhole tool, composed primarily of slips, a plug mandrel, and a rubber sealing element
that is run and set in casing to isolate a lower zone while testing an upper section.
bridging material – n: the fibrous, flaky, or granular material added to a cement slurry or drilling fluid to
aid in sealing formations in which lost circulation has occurred. See lost circulation and lost circulation
material.
bridging-off – n: a restriction in casing inside diameter.
brine – n: water saturated with or containing a high concentration of common salt (sodium chloride);
hence, any strong saline solution containing such other salts as calcium chloride, zinc chloride, calcium
nitrate, etc.
bring in a well – v: To complete a well and put it in producing status.
broaching – v: venting of fluid to surface/seabed through channels external to casing.
bromine value – n: number of centigrams of bromine which are absorbed by 1 g of oil under certain
conditions. This is a test for degree of unsaturatedness of a given oil.
Brownian movement – n: continuous, irregular motion exhibited by particles suspended in liquid/gaseous
medium, usually as a colloidal dispersion.
BS or BS & W – n: base sediment, or base sediment and water.
BSEE – acronym for Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement, formerly MMS, a division of the
Department of the Interior.
buckled up – v: same as buttoning-up.
bull plug – n: a closed-end sub usually run with seal assemblies or production tubing to “bull” its way past
obstruction.
bullet perforator – n: tubular device that, when lowered to a selected depth within a well, fires bullets
through casing to provide holes through which well fluids may enter.
bullheading – n: 1. a term to denote pumping into a closed-in well without returns. 2. the forcing of fluid
down the hole under placement.
bumper jar – n: an expansion joint, which permits vertical movement of the upper section without
movement of the lower part of the tool, used to deliver a heavy blow to objects in the borehole. If the fish
can be freed by a downward blow, a bumper jar can be very effective.
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bumper sub – n: a device similar to a jar but used in the normal drilling stem to compensate for vertical
movement of the stem, especially in offshore drilling. It also provides jarring action but to a lesser extent
than a jar in fishing operations. See jar.
BUNA-N – n: a nitrile rubber used commonly throughout the oil field as an elastometer seal; i.e., in
o-rings, vee-rings, etc.
buoyancy – n: the apparent loss of weight of an object immersed in a fluid. If the object is floating, the
immersed portion displaces a volume of fluid the weight of which is equal to the weight of the object.
burn over – v: using a mill to remove the outside area of a permanent downhole tool.
burning shoe – n: type of rotary shoe used to mill away metal in finishing operations.
bushing – n: a pipe fitting which allows two pieces of pipe of different sizes to be connected together.
butane – n: a paraffin hydrocarbon, C4H10, that is a gas in atmospheric conditions but is easily liquefied
under pressure; a constituent of LPG. See liquefied petroleum gas.
button slip – n: a slip employing tungsten-carbide “buttons’, in lieu of conventional wicker-type teeth, to
set tools in very hard casing.
buttoning up – v: to secure the wellhead or other components.
bypass – n: a built-in passageway inside a tool to facilitate the by-passing of fluids from tubing to annulus
or vice versa.

C

cable tool drilling – n: drilling method in which hole is drilled by dropping a sharply pointed bit on the
bottom of the hole. The bit is attached to a cable, and the cable is picked up and dropped, picked up and
dropped, over and over, as the hole is drilled.
cage – n: in a sucker rod pump, device that contains and confines the valve ball and keeps it within proper
operating distance from the valve seats.
cage wrench – n: s special wrench designed for used in connecting the cage of a sucker rod pump to the
sucker rod string.
cake consistency – n: according to API RP 13B, such notations as hard, soft, tough, rubbery, firm, etc.,
may be used to convey some idea of cake consistency.
cake thickness – n: the measurement of the thickness of the filter cake deposited by a drilling fluid against
a porous medium, most often following the standard API filtration test. Cake thickness is usually reported
in 32nd of an inch. See filter cake and wall cake.
calcium – n: one of the alkaline earth elements with a valence of 2 and an atomic weight of about 40.
Calcium compounds are a common cause of the hardness of water. It is also a component of lime, gypsum,
limestone, etc.
calcium carbonate – CaCO3 – n: an insoluble calcium salt sometimes used as a weighing material
(limestone, oyster shell, etc.), in specialized drilling fluids. It is also used as a unit and/or standard to report
hardness.
calcium chloride – CaCl2 – n: a very soluble calcium salt sometimes added to drilling fluids to impart
special properties, but primarily to increase density of fluid phase.
calcium contamination – n: dissolved calcium ions in enough concentration to impart undesirable
properties in fluid, such as flocculation, reduction in bentonite yield, increased fluid loss. See calcium
sulfate, gyp, anhydrite, lime, calcium carbonate.
calcium hydroxide – CaOH2 – n: active ingredient of slaked lime. Also the main constituent in cement
(when wet). Referred to as “lime” in field terminology.
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calcium sulfate – (Anhydrite: CaSO4; plaster of paris: CaSO4 ½ H2O; and gypsum: CaSO4 2H2O).
n: calcium sulfate occurs in muds as a contaminant or may be added to certain muds to impart special
properties.
calcium-treated muds – n: calcium-treated muds are drilling fluids to which quantities of soluble calcium
compounds have been added or allowed to remain from the formation drilled in ordered to impart special
properties.
caliper log – n: a record whereby the diameter of the wellbore is ascertained, indicating undue enlargement
due to caving in, washout, etc. The caliper log also reveals corrosion, scaling or pitting inside tubular goods.
Cameron gauge – n: a pressure gauge usually used in lines or manifolds.
cap a well – v: to control a blowout by placing a strong valve on wellhead. See Blowout.
cap rock – n: impermeable rock overlying an oil or gas reservoir that tends to prevent migration of oil or gas out
of the reservoir. 2. The porous and permeable strata overlying salt domes that may serve as the reservoir rock.
carrier rig – n: a self-propelled, wheeled unit used to service oil and gas wells. Modern production rigs are
usually carrier units, having the masts, hoists, engines, and other auxiliaries needed to service or work over
a well mounted on a chassis powered by the engines used for hoisting. See back-in unit and drive-in unit.
casing burst pressure – n: the amount of pressure that, when applied to a string of casing, causes the wall of
the casing to fail. This pressure is critically important when a gas kick is being circulated out because gas on
the way to the surface expands and exerts more pressure than it exerted at the bottom of the well. See kick.
casing coupling – n: a tubular section of pipe that is threaded inside and used to connect two joints of casing.
casing gun – n: a perforating gun run in on the casing string.
casing head – n: a heavy, steel, flanged fitting that connects slips and packing assemblies by which
intermediate strings of casing are suspended and the annulus sealed off. It also is called a spool.
casing head gas – n: gas produced with oil.
casing overshot – n: see casing patch tool.
casing pack – n: a method of cementing casing in a well so that the casing may, if necessary, be retrieved
with minimum difficulty. A special mud, usually an oil mud, is placed in the well ahead of the cement after
the casing has been set. The mud is non-solidifying so that it does not bind or stick to the casing in the
hole in the area above the cement. Since the mud does not gel even over long periods of time, the casing
can be cut above the cemented section and retrieved. Casing packs are used in wells of doubtful or limited
production to permit reuse of valuable lengths of casing.
casing patch tool – n: a special tool with a rubber packer or lead seal that is used to repair casing. When
casing is damaged downhole, a cut is made below the damaged casing, the damaged casing and the casing
above it are pulled from the well, and the damaged casing is removed from the casing string. The tool is
made up and lowered into the well on the casing until it engages the top of the casing that remains in the
well, and a rubber packer or lead seal in the tool forms a seal with the casing that is in the well. The casing
patch tool is an overshot like device and is sometimes called a casing overshot.
casing pressure – n: the pressure built up in a well between the casing and tubing or casing and drill pipe.
See back-pressure.
casing protector – n: short, threaded nipple screwed into the open end of the coupling and over the
threaded end to protect the threads from dirt accumulation and damage. Also called thread protector, made
of steel or plastic. See thread protector.
casing roller – n: rugged tool composed of mandrel with a series of eccentric roll surfaces, each assembled
with a series of heavy-duty rollers. Used to restore buckled, collapsed, or dented casing to normal diameter/
roundness. Made up on tubing or drill pipe and run into well to depth where casing is deformed, tool is
rotated slowly, allowing rollers to contact all sides of casing and restore it to some semblance of original
condition.
casing scraper – n: blade tool used to scrape away junk or debris from inside casing; run on pipe or tubing.
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casing seal receptacle – n: a casing sub containing a seal bore and a left-handed thread, run as a cross-over
between casing sizes, to provide a tubing anchor.
casing seat test – n: a procedure whereby the formation immediately below the casing shoe is subjected to
a pressure equal to the pressure expected to be exerted later by a higher drilling glut density or by the sum
of a higher drilling fluid density and back-pressure created by a kick.
casing seat – n: the location of the bottom of a string of casing that is cemented in a well; typically, a casing
shoe is made up on the end of the casing at this point.
casing shoe – n: a short, heavy, hollow, cylindrical steel section with a rounded bottom that is placed on
the end of the casing string to serve as a reinforcing shoe and to aid in cutting off minor projections from
the borehole wall as the casing is being lowered. Also called a guide shoe. See guide shoe.
casing – n: steel pipe place in an oil or gas well as drilling progresses to prevent the wall of the hole from
caving during drilling and to provide a means of extracting petroleum if the well is productive.
casing tongs – n: rhe large wrenches used for turning when making up or breaking out casing. See tongs.
casinghead gas – n: gas produced with oil.
casinghead gasoline – n: liquid hydrocarbons extracted from casinghead gas.
catch samples – v: to obtain cuttings for geological information as formations are penetrated by bit.
Samples are obtained from drilling fluid as it emerges from the wellbore or, in cable-tool drilling, from the
bailer. Cuttings are carefully washed until free of foreign matter, dried, and labeled to indicate the depth at
which they were obtained. See bailer, cable-tool drilling, cuttings.
catcher – n: a device fitted into a junk basket and acting as a trap door to retain junk.
cathead – n: a spool-shaped attachment on a winch around which rope for hoisting and pulling is wound.
See breakout cathead and makeup cathead.
cation – n: the positively charged particle in the solution of an electrolyte which, under the influence of an
electrical potential, moves toward the cathode (negative electrode). Examples are: Na+, H+, NH4, Ca++,
Mg++, Al+++.
catline – n: hoist/pull line operated from two catheads on rig. See Cathead.
catwalk – n: 1. the ramp at the side of the drilling rig where pipe is laid out to be lifted to the derrick floor
by the catline. 2. any elevated walkway.
caustic or caustic soda – n: see sodium hydroxide.
cavernous formations – n: a formation having voluminous voids, usually the result of dissolving by
formation waters which may not be still present.
CBHT – abbr: circulating bottomhole temperature.
CBL – abbr: cement bond log.
cc or cubic centimeter – A metric-system unit for the measure of volume. It is essentially equal to the
millimeter and commonly used interchangeably. One cubic centimeter of water at room temperature
weighs approximately 1 g.
CCL – abbr: casing collar log.
cellar – n: a pit in the ground to provide additional height between the rig floor and the wellhead to
accommodate the installation of blowout preventers, rathole, mousehole, and so forth. It also collects
drainage water and other fluids for subsequent disposal.
cement – n: a mixture consisting of alumina, silica, clays, lime, and other substances that hardens when
mixed with water. Extensively used in the oil industry to bond casing to the walls of the wellbore. Slaked
cement contains about 62.5 percent calcium hydroxide, which is the major source of trouble when cement
contaminates mud.
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cement bond survey – n: an acoustic survey or sonic logging method that records the quality or hardness
of the cement in the annulus that is used to bond the casing and the formation. Casing that is well bonded
to the formation transmits an acoustic signal quickly; poorly bonded casing transmits a signal slowly. See
acoustic survey, sonic logging.
cement plug – n: portion of cement placed in the wellbore to seal it. See cementing.
cement retainer – n: a tool set temporarily in the casing or well to prevent the passage of cement, thereby
forcing it to follow another designated path. It is used in squeeze cementing and other remedial cementing
jobs. See squeeze cementing.
cement retainer – n: same as drillable squeeze packer.
cementer – n: a generic term used to describe a retrievable service squeeze tool; used in remedial cementing.
cementing materials – n: a slurry of portland cement and water and sometimes one or more additives,
which affect either the density of the mixture or its setting time. The portland cement used may be high
early strength, common (or standard), slow setting. Additives include accelerators (such as calcium chloride),
retarders (such as gypsum), weighing materials (such as barium sulfate), lightweight additives (such as
bentonite), and a variety of lost-circulation materials (such as mica flakes). See accelerator, lost circulation
material, retarder, and weighing material.
cementing – n: application of liquid slurry of cement and water to points inside or outside casing. See
primary cementing, secondary cementing, squeeze cementing.
centipoise (cp) – n: a unit of viscosity equal to 0.01 poise. A poise equals 1 g per meter-second, and a
centipoise is 1 g per centimeter-second. The viscosity of water at
20 C is 1.005 cp (1 cp = 0.000672 lb/ft-sec).
centralizer – n: device used to “centralize” casing to borehole or tubing to casing ID.
centrifugal pump – n: a pump with an impeller or rotor, an impeller shaft, and a casing, which discharges
fluid by centrifugal force.
centrifuge – n: a device for mechanical separation of high specific gravity solids from a drilling fluid.
Usually used on weighted muds to recover weight material and discard drill solids. Centrifuge used highspeed mechanical rotation to achieve this separation, as distinguished from cyclone-type separator in which
fluid energy alone provides separating.
certs – n: certifications of materials on physical and chemistry properties.
chain drive – n: a drive system using a chain and chain gears to transmit power. Power transmissions use a
roller chain, in which each link is made of side bars, transverse pins, and rollers on the pins. A double roller
chain has two connected rows of links, a triple roller chain three, and so forth.
chain tongs – n: a tool consisting of a handle and a releasable chain used for turning pipe or fittings of a
diameter larger than that which a pipe wrench would fit. The chain is tightened around the pipe or fitting,
which is then turned by means of the handle.
change house – n: doghouse in which a rig crew changes clothes. See doghouse.
changing rams – n: the act of changing the size of the blowout preventer rams when putting into service
drilling pipe or tubing of a different size from that previously used.
channel – n: a fluid passageway in the cement sheath (or formation).
cheater – n: a length of pipe fitted over a wrench handle to increase the leverage of the wrench. However,
use of a larger wrench is usually preferred.
check valve – n: a valve that permits flow in one direction only.
chemical barrel – n: a container in which various chemicals are mixed prior to addition to the drilling fluid.
chemical cutoff – n: method of severing steel pipe in a well by applying high-pressure jets of a corrosive
substance against wall of the pipe. The resulting cut is very smooth.
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choke – n: a device with a fixed or variable orifice installed in a line to restrict the flow and/or control the
rate of production. Surface chokes are part of the Christmas tree and contain a choke nipple, or bean, with
a small-diameter bore that serves to restrict the flow. Chokes are also used to control the rate the flow of
the drilling mud out of the hole when the well is closed in with the blowout preventer and a kick is being
circulated out of the hole. See adjustable choke, blowout preventer, bottomhole choke, Christmas
tree, kick, nipple, and positive choke.
choke flow line – n: an extension from the blowout preventer assembly used to direct control the flow of
well fluids from the annulus to choke.
choke line – n: high-pressure piping between blowout preventer outlets or wellhead outlets and the choke
manifold used to direct and control well fluids from the annulus.
choke manifold – n: the arrangement of piping and special valves, called chokes, through which drilling
mud is circulated when the blowout preventers are closed to control the pressures encountered during a
kick. See choke and blowout preventer.
choke pressure – n: see back-pressure.
choke, wireline, retrievable – n: a bottomhole choke run on wireline and landed in a nipple profile in
the tubing string.
Christmas tree – n: the control valves, pressure gauges, and choke assembled at the top of a well to control
the flow of oil and gas after the well has been drilled and completed. Also known as an “X-mas tree.”
chromate – n: a compound in which chromium has a valence of 6, e.g., sodium bichromate. Chromate may
be added to drilling fluids either directly or as a constituent of chrome lignites or chrome lignosulfonates.
In certain areas, chromate is widely used as an anodic corrosion inhibitor, often in conjunction with lime.
chrome lignite – n: mined lignite, to which chromate has been added and/or reacted. The lignite can also
be causticized with either sodium or potassium hydroxide.
circulate-and-weight method – n: a method for killing well pressure in which circulation is commenced
immediately and mud weight is brought up gradually, according to a definite schedule. Also called
concurrent method.
circulating head – n: a device attached to the top of drill pipe or tubing to allow pumping into the well
without use of the kelly.
circulating pressure – n: the pressure generated by the mud pumps and exerted on the drill stem.
circulating rate – n: the volume flow rate of the circulating drilling fluid usually expressed in gallons of
barrels per minute.
circulation, loss of (or lost) – n: the result of drilling fluid escaping into the formation by way of crevices
or porous media.
circulation – n: the movement of drilling fluid from the suction pit through pump, drill pipe, bit, annular
space in the hole, and back again to the suction pit. The time involved is usually referred to as circulation
time.
circulation valve – n: an accessory employed above a packer, permitting annulus-to-tubing circulation or
vice versa.
clabbered – adj: s slang term commonly used to describe moderate to severe flocculation of mud due to
various contaminants; also called “gelled-up.”
clean out – v: to remove sand, scale, and other deposits from the producing section of the well and to
restore or increase production.
close in – v: 1. temporarily shut in a well capable of producing oil or gas. 2. close blowout preventers on
a well to control a kick. The blowout preventers close off the annulus so that pressure from below cannot
flow to the surface.
closing ratio – n: the ratio between the pressure in the hole and the operating piston pressure needed to
close the rams.
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closing unit pump – n: Another term for an electric or hydraulic pump on an accumulator that serves to
pump hydraulic fluid under high pressure to the blowout preventers so that the preventers may be closed
or opened.
closing unit – n: the assembly of pumps, valves, lines, accumulators, and other items necessary to open and
close the blowout preventer equipment.
coagulation – n: in drilling-fluid terminology, a synonym for flocculation.
coalescence – n: Change from liquid to thickened curdlike state by chemical reaction. Also combination of
globules on emulsion caused by molecular attraction of surfaces.
coiled tubing – n: same as reeled tubing.
collar – n: 1. coupling device to join two pipe lengths. A combination collar has left-hand threads in one
end and right-hand threads in the other. 2. a drill collar.
collar locator – n: a logging device for depth-correlation purposes, operated mechanically or magnetically
to produce a log showing the location of each casing or tubing collar or coupling in a well. It provides an
accurate way to measure depth in a well.
collet – n: a finger-like device used to lock or position certain tool components by manipulating the tubing
string or downhole tool.
colloid – n: a state of subdivision of matter which consists either of single large molecules or aggregations of
smaller molecules dispersed to such a degree that surface forces become an important factor in determining
its properties. The size and electrical charge of particles determine the different phenomena observed with
colloids, e.g., Brownian movement. Colloid sizes range from 1 × 10-7 cm to 5 × 10-5 cm (0.001 to 0.5
microns) in diameter, although the particle size of certain emulsoid can be in the micron range.
colloidal composition – n: a colloidal suspension containing one or more colloidal constituents.
colloidal suspension – n: finely divided particles of ultramicroscopic size swimming in a liquid.
complete a well – v: To finish work on a well and bring it to productive status. See well completion.
completion fluid – n: any fluid used during completion or workover operations of sufficient density to
control reservoir pressure, and containing properties to minimize formation damage.
concentric piston – n: tubing pressure thereby acting upon the net piston area causes a force to be exerted
upon a mandrel.
concurrent method – n: also called circulate-and-weight method. See circulate-and-weight method.
condensate – n: light hydrocarbon liquid obtained by condensation of hydrocarbon vapors. Consists of
varying proportions of butane, propane, pentane and heavier fractions, with little/no ethane or methane.
See butane, ethane, methane, pentane, propane.
condistometer – n: a thickening-time tester having a stirring apparatus to measure the relative thickening
time for mud or cement slurries under predetermined temperatures and pressures. See API RP 10B.
conductivity – n: the quantity of electricity transferred across unit area per unit potential gradient per unit
time. The reciprocal of resistivity. Electrolytes may be added to drilling fluid to alter its conductivity for
logging.
conductor pipe – n: 1. a short string of large-diameter casing used to keep the top of the wellbore open and
to provide a means of conveying the up-flowing drilling fluid from the wellbore to the mud pit. 2. a boot.
See boot.
cone – n: component of downhole tool, such as packer. Wedges slips into casing wall.
connate water – n: original water retained in the pore spaces, or interstices, of a formation from the time
the formation was created and distinguished from migratory waters that have flowed into deposits after they
were laid down. Compare interstitial water.
connection gas – n: a relatively small amount of gas that enters a well when the mud pump is stopped in
order for a connection to be made.
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consistency – n: the viscosity of a non-reversible fluid, in poises, for a certain time interval at a given
pressure and temperature.
constant choke pressure method – n: a method of killing a well that has kicked in which the choke size
is adjusted so as to maintain a constant casing pressure. This method does not work unless the kick is all or
mostly all salt water; if the kick is gas, there is no way to maintain a constant bottomhole pressure because
gas expands as it rises in the annulus.
constant pit level method – n: a method of killing a well in which the mud level in the pits is held
constant while the choke size is reduced and the pump speed slowed. It is not effective because casing
pressure increases to the point where the formation or casing ruptures and control of the well is lost.
continuous phase – n: the fluid phase which completely surrounds the dispersed phase that may be
colloids, oil, etc.
control head – n: an extension of a retrievable tool, such as a retrievable bridge plug, used to set and release
the tool.
control line – n: a small hydraulic line used to communicate fluid from the surface to a downhole tool,
such as a subsurface safety valve.
control panel – master or primary – n: a manifold system of valves, usually situated at the power source,
which may be operated manually (or by remote control) to direct pressurized fluid to closing devices at
wellhead.
control panel – n: remote or secondary – system of controls, convenient to driller, used selectively to
actuate valves at the master control panel.
controlled aggregation – n: a condition in which clay platelets are maintained stacked by a polyvalent
cation, such as calcium, and are deflocculated by used of a thinner.
conventional gravel pack – n: a type of gravel pack where well’s production packer is removed, a service
packer run in with the gravel pack assembly after packing the service tool is retrieved and the production
packer rerun.
conventional mud – n: drilling fluid, essentially clay and water.
copolymer – n: a substance formed when two or more substances polymerize at the same time to yield a
product which is not a mixture of separate polymers but a complex having properties different from either
polymer alone. See polymer. Examples are polyvinyl acetate-maleic anhydride copolymer (clay extender
and selective and selective flocculant), acrylamide-carboxylic and copolymer (total flocculant), etc.
core – n: a cylindrical sample taken from a formation for geological analysis. Usually a conventional core
barrel is substituted for the bit and procures a sample as it penetrates the formation. See also sidewall
coring. To obtain a formation sample for analysis.
core analysis – n: laboratory analysis of a core sample to determine porosity, permeability, lithology, fluid
content, angle of dip, geological age, and probable productivity of the formation.
core barrel – n: a tubular device from 25 to 60 feet long run at the bottom of the drill pipe in place of a
bit to cut a core sample.
corkscrew – n: the buckling of tubing in a large-diameter pipe or casing.
correlate – v: to relate subsurface information obtained from one well to others so the formations may be
charted and their depths and thicknesses noted. Correlations are made by comparing electrical well logs,
radioactivity logs, and cores from different wells.
corrosion – n: a complex chemical or electrochemical process by which metal is altered or destroyed
through reaction with its environment(air, moisture, chemicals, temperature, etc.). For example, rust is
corrosion.
coupling – n: 1. in piping, a metal collar with internal threads used to join two sections of threaded pipe.
2. in power transmission, a connection extending longitudinally between a driving shaft and a driven shaft.
Most are flexible and compensate for minor misalignment of the two shafts.
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crater – v: (slang) to cave in; to fail. After a violent blowout, the force of the fluids escaping from the
wellbore sometimes blows a large funnel shaped cavity or hole in the ground. In this case, the well is said to
have cratered. Equipment craters when it fails.
creaming of emulsions – n: the settling or rising of the particles of the dispersed phase of an emulsion
as observed by a difference in color shading of the layers formed. This can be either upward or downward
creaming, depending upon the relative densities of the continuous and dispersed phases.
created fractures – n: induced fractures by means of hydraulic or mechanical pressure exerted on the
formation.
crew chief – n: the driller or head well pusher in charge of operations on a well servicing rig employed to
pull sucker rods or tubing.
crooked hole – n: a wellbore that has deviated from vertical. It usually occurs where there is a section of
alternating hard and soft strata steeply inclined from the horizontal.
crossover – n: a coupling used to cross over between various types of threaded connections; also a device
used in gravel packing tools allowing fluids to “crossover” from tubing to annulus or vice versa.
crossover joint – n: length of casing with one thread on field end and a different thread in coupling used
to make a changeover from one thread to another in casing string.
crown block – n: an assembly of sheaves mounted on beams at the top of the derrick over which the drilling
line is reeved.
crude oil – n: unrefined liquid petroleum, with gravity from 9-55 API and color from yellow to black.
May have a paraffin, asphalt, or mixed base. If a crude oil contains a sizeable amount of sulfur or sulfur
compounds, it is called a sour crude; if little or no sulfur, it is a sweet crude. Also, crude oils may be referred
to as heavy or light according to API gravity, the lighter oils having higher gravities. See sour crude oil and
sweet crude oil.
cubic foot – n: the volume of a cube all edges of which measure 1 foot. Natural gas in North America is
usually measured in cubic feet, the standard cubic foot being a unit of gas at 60<198>F and 14.65 psia.
cup packer – n: a device made up in the drill stem that is lowered into the well in order to allow the casing
and blowout preventers to be pressure-tested. The sealing device is cup shaped and is therefore called a cup.
cup-type elements – n: rubber seals energize by pressure only, not mechanical force; plugs and wash tools.
custodian – n: also called a lease operator or pumper. See pumper.
cut drilling fluid – n: well control fluid which has been reduced in density or unit weight due to entrainment
of less dense formation fluids or air.
cuttings – n: fragments of rock dislodged by a bit and brought to surface in the drilling mud. Washed and
dried samples of the cuttings are analyzed by geologists to obtain information about the formations drilled.
cycle time, drilling -fluid – n: the time of a cycle, or down the hole and back, is the time required for
the pump to move the drilling fluid in the hole. The cycle in minutes equals the barrels of mud in the hole
divided by barrels per minute.
cyclone – n: device for separation of various particles from drilling fluid, commonly used as a desander. The
fluid is pumped tangentially into a cone, and fluid rotation provides enough centrifugal force to separated
particles by mass weight. See centrifuge.
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darcy – n: unit of permeability. A porous medium has a permeability of 1 darcy when pressure of 1 atm on
a sample 1 cm long and 1 sq cm in cross section forces liquid of 1-cp viscosity through the sample at 1 cc
per sec.
dart – n: a device, similar to a pumpdown ball, used to manipulate hydraulically operated downhole tools.
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dart-type blowout preventer – n: blowout preventer installed on top of drill stem when well is kicking
through drill stem. It is stabbed in the open position and then closed against the pressure. The valve that
closes is dart-shaped, therefore the name.
dead well – n: 1. a well that has ceased to produce oil or gas, either temporarily or permanently. 2. a well
that has kicked and been killed.
deadman – n: buried anchor to which guy wires are tied to steady derrick, mast, stacks.
deflection – n: a change in the angle of a wellbore. In directional drilling, it is measured in degrees from
the vertical.
deflocculation – n: breakup of flocs of gel structures by used of a thinner.
defoamer or defoaming agent – Any substance used to reduce or eliminate foam by reducing the surface
tension. Compare antifoam.
degasser – n: equipment that removes undesired gas from a liquid, especially from drilling fluid/completion
fluid. It is a vessel which utilizes pressure reduction and/or inertia to separate entrained gases from the liquid
phases.
deliquescence – n: the liquefaction of a solid substance due to the solution of the solid by adsorption of
moisture from the air, e.g., calcium chloride.
density – n: mass or weight of a substance; often expressed in weight per unit volume; e.g., density of
drilling mud may be 10 lb. per gal (ppg), 74.8 lb. per cubic ft (lb/ft3), or 1,198.2 kilograms per cubic meter
(kg/m3). Specific/API gravity are other units of density. See API gravity and specific gravity.
depletion allowance – n: a reduction in U.S. taxes for producers of minerals to compensate for the
exhaustion of an irreplaceable capital asset.
depthometer – n: a device used to measure the depth of a well or depth at a specific point in a well (as to
the top of a liner or to a fish) by counting the turns of a calibrated wheel rolling on a wireline as it is lowered
into or pulled out of a well. See liner and fish.
derrick – n: large load-bearing structure, usually of bolted construction. In drilling, the standard derrick
has four legs at the corners of substructure and reaching to crown block. Substructure is an assembly
of beams that elevate the derrick and provide space for blowout preventers, casing head, etc. Because
derrick must be assembled, it has largely been replaced by the mast, which can be lowered/raised without
disassembly. See crown block, mast, substructure.
derrickman – n: the crew member who handles the upper end of the drill stem as it is being hoisted out
of or lowered into the hole. He is also responsible for the conditioning of the drilling and/or completion
fluid and the circulating machinery.
desander – n: See cyclone.
development well – n: 1. a well drilled in proven territory in a field to complete a pattern of production.
2. an exploitation well, which see.
deviation survey – n: an operation made to determine the angle from which a bit has deviated from the
vertical during drilling. There are two basic deviation, or drift, survey instruments: one reveals the angle of
deviation only, the other indicates both the angle and direction of deviation.
deviation – n: inclination of wellbore from vertical. The angle in degrees that shows the variation from the
vertical as revealed by a deviation survey. See deviation survey.
diameter – n: distance across a circle measured through center. In measurement of pipe diameters, inside
diameter (ID) is diameter of interior circle, and outside diameter (OD) is diameter of circle formed by
exterior surface of pipe.
diatomaceous earth – n: an infusorial earth composed of siliceous skeletons of diatoms and being very
porous. Sometimes used for combatting lost circulation and as an additive to cement; also has been added
to special drilling fluids for a particular purpose.
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die – n: a tool used to shape, form or finish other tools or pieces of metal. For example, a threading die is
used to cut threads on pipe.
die collar – n: a collar or coupling of tool steel, threaded internally, that is used to retrieve pipe from the well
on fishing jobs; the female counterpart of a taper tap. The die collar is made up on the drill pipe and lowered
into the hole until it contacts the lost pipe. Rotation of the die collar on top of the pipe cuts threads on the
outside of the pipe, providing for a firm attachment. The pipe is then retrieved from the hole. See taper tap.
diesel-oil plug – n: see gunk plug.
differential displacing valve – n: a special-purpose valve used to facilitate spacing out and flanging up the
well, run in on the tubing string.
differential pressure (wall) sticking – n: sticking which occurs because part of the drill string (usually the
drill collars) becomes embedded in the filter cake resulting in a non-uniform distribution of pressure around
the circumference of the pipe. The conditions essential for sticking require a permeable formation and a
pressure differential across a nearly impermeable filter cake and drill string.
differential pressure – n: the difference in pressure between the hydrostatic head of drilling-fluid column
and the formation pressure at any given depth in the hole. It can be positive, zero, or negative with respect
to the hydrostatic head.
dilatant fluid – n: a dilatant or inverted plastic fluid is usually made up of a high concentration of well
dispersed solids which exhibits a non-linear consistency curve passing through the origin. The apparent
viscosity increase instantaneously with increasing rate of shear. The yield point, as determined by conventional
calculations from the direct indicating viscometer readings, is negative; however, the true yield point is zero.
direct-indicating viscometer – n: see viscometer, direct-indicating.
directional drilling – n: intentional deviation of wellbore from the vertical. Wellbores are normally drilled
vertically; it is sometimes necessary or advantageous to drill at an angle from vertical. Controlled directional
drilling allows access to subsurface areas laterally remote from point where bit enters the earth. It involves
use of turbodrills, Dyna-Drills, whipstocks, or other deflecting tools. See Dyna-Drill, turbodrill, and
whipstock.
directional survey – n: a logging method that records hole drift, or deviation from the vertical and direction
of the drift. A single-shot directional survey instrument makes a single photograph of a compass reading of
the drift direction and the number of degrees the hole is off vertical. A multishot survey instrument obtains
numerous readings in the hole as the device is pulled out of the well. See directional drilling.
dispersant – n: any chemical promoting dispersion of the dispersed phase.
dispersed phase – n: scattered phase (solid, liquid, gas) of a dispersion. The particles are finely divided and
surrounded by the continuous phase.
dispersion (of aggregates) – n: subdivision of aggregates. Dispersion increases specific surface of particle;
hence results in an increase in viscosity and gel strength.
dispersoid – n: a colloid or finely divided substance.
displacement – n: the volume of steel in the tubular and devices inserted and/or withdrawn from the
wellbore.
dissociation – n: the splitting up of a compound or element into two or more simple molecules, atoms,
ions. Applied usually to effect of the action of heat or solvents upon dissolved substances. The reaction is
reversible and not permanent as decomposition; i.e., when solvent is removed, ions recombine.
distillation – n: process of first vaporizing a liquid, then condensing vapor into liquid (the distillate),
leaving behind nonvolatile substances, the total solids of drilling fluid. The distillate is the water and/or oil
content of a fluid.
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diverter – n: a device attached to the wellhead or marine riser to close the vertical access and direct any
flow into a line away from the rig. It is often used to control well blowouts encountered at relatively shallow
depths and to protect floating rigs during blowouts by directing the flow away from the rig. The diverter
line may be referred to as a “blooie line.” See blooie line.
dizzy nut – n: a mechanism used in packers to lock components together.
dog leg – n: 1. a crooked casing section; a deviated wellbore. 2. the “elbow” caused by a sharp change of
direction in the wellbore.
dog(s) – n: small components in tools to lock/release rig equipment, and also downhole tools into position
in tubing string; also to move components through tubing movement.
doghouse – n: 1. small enclosure on rig floor used as an office for driller or storehouse for small objects. 2.
any small building used as office or storage.
dolomite – n: a type of sedimentary rock similar to limestone but rich in magnesium carbonate, sometimes
a reservoir rock for petroleum.
double – n: a length of pipe, casing, or tubing, consisting of two joints screwed together. Compare
thribble, and fourble. See joint.
double grip – n: a tool employing gripping devices which limit tool movement from pressure either above
or below the tool.
double-pole mast – n: well servicing unit whose mast consists of two steel tubes. Double-pole masts
provide racking platforms for handling rods and tubing in stands and extend from 65 to 67 feet so that rods
can be suspended as 50-foot doubles and tubing set back as 30-foot singles. See pole mast.
dovetail – n: a cutout section in a cone enabling positive slip movement without the aid of conventional
slip return springs.
downhole – n: inside or pertaining to the wellbore.
drag spring – n: a friction spring used to provide a “drag” on the casing ID enabling both tool support,
centralization, and/or resistance to rotation.
dragblock – n: components used to provide drag on a tool; similar to drag springs but more durable.
draw works – n: hoisting mechanism on a drilling rig. It is essentially a large winch that spools off or takes
in drilling line and thus raises or lowers the drill stem and bit.
dressing – n: the replacement of certain parts (such as o-rings) on tools; the use of specific size components
for a given casing size and weight range.
drift – n: the smallest diameter of casing, drill pipe or tubing.
drill bit – n: the cutting or boring element used for drilling. See bit.
drill collar – n: heavy, thick-walled tube, usually steel, used between drill pipe and bit in drill stem to
provide weight/pendulous effect to drill stem.
drill pipe safety valve – n: an essentially full-opening valve located on the rig floor with threads to match
the drill pipe in use. This valve is used to close off the drill pipe to prevent flow.
drill pipe slips – n: wedge-shaped pieces of metal with various gripping elements that are used to prevent
drill pipe from slipping down into the hole or to hold drill pipe in place. See slips.
drill pipe – n: heavy seamless tubing used to rotate the bit and circulate the drilling fluid. Joints of pipe 30
ft. long are coupled together by tool joints.
drill ship – n: a ship constructed to permit a well to be drilled from it at an offshore location. While not
as stable as other floating structures (a semisubmersible), drill ships, or shipshape, are capable of drilling
exploratory wells in relatively deep waters. They may have a ship hull, a catamaran hull, or a trimaran hull.
See semisubmersible drilling rig.
drill stem – n: all members in the assembly used for drilling by the rotary method from the swivel to the
bit, including the kelly, drill pipe and tool joints, drill collars, stabilizers, and various subsequent items.
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drill stem test (DST) – n: a method of gathering data on the potential productivity of a formation
before installing casing in a well to determine whether oil and/or gas in commercial quantities has been
encountered in the wellbore. See formation testing.
drill string float – n: a check valve in the drill string that will allow fluid to be pumped into the well but
will prevent flow from entering the string.
drill string – n: the column, or string, of drill pipe with attached tool joints that transmits fluid and
rotational power from the kelly to the drill collars and bit. Often, especially in the oil patch, the term is
loosely applied to include both drill pipe and drill collars. Compare drill stem.
drill out – v: to remove a permanent downhole tool with rockbit/drill bit.
drill-pipe pressure – n: amount of pressure exerted inside drill pipe as a result of circulating pressure, entry
of formation pressure into well, or both.
drill-stem safety valve – n: also called lower kelly cock. See kelly cock.
drillable – n: pertaining to packers and other tools left in the wellbore to be broken up later by the drill bit.
Drillable equipment is made of cast iron, aluminum, plastic, or other soft brittle material.
drillable squeeze packer – n: permanent drillable packer, capable of high working pressures, for remedial
work; positive flow-control valve built-in.
drilled show – n: showing of gas/oil from drilling a formation. Oil or gas from formation becomes mixed
in mud circulated to the surface when formation pressure is slightly greater than hydrostatic pressure of mud
column.
driller – n: employee directly in charge of a drilling or workover rig and crew. His main duty is operation
of the drilling and hoisting equipment, but he is also responsible for the downhole condition of the well,
operation of downhole tools, and pipe measurements.
driller’s method – n: a well-killing method involving two complete and separate circulations; the first vents
the kick out of the well, and the second circulates heavier mud through the wellbore.
drilling block – n: lease/number of leases of adjoining land tracts that constitute a unit of acreage sufficient
to justify the cost of drilling a wildcat.
drilling break – n: a sudden increase in the rate of penetration by the drill bit. It sometimes indicates that
the bit has penetrated a high-pressure zone and thus warns of the possibility of a blowout.
drilling crew/workover crew – n: a driller, a derrickman, and two or more helpers who operate a drilling
or workover rig for one tour each day. See derrickman, driller and tour.
drilling fluid/mud – n: circulating fluid used in rotary drilling to perform various functions required in
drilling. One function is to force cuttings out of wellbore and to surface. While a mixture of clay, water, and
other chemical additives is the most common drilling fluid, wells can also be drilled using air, gas or water
as the drilling fluid. Also called circulating fluid. See mud.
drilling foreman – n: the supervisor of drilling or workover operations on a rig; also the tool pusher or rig
superintendent.
drilling in – n: the operation during the drilling procedure at the point of drilling into the pay formation.
drilling mud – The liquid circulated through the wellbore during rotary drilling operations. See drilling
fluid, mud.
drilling out – n: operation during drilling procedure when the cement is drilled out of the casing before
further hole is made or completion attempted.
drilling spool – n: BOP stack connection having both ends equipped with flanges. Usually same bore
diameter as blowout preventer. May or may not have side outlets for connecting auxiliary lines. An accessory
used as a spacer in wellhead equipment, providing room between wellhead devices so devices in the drill
stem can be suspended in it.
drive bushing – n: also called kelly bushing. See kelly bushing.
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drive-in unit – n: a type of portable servicing or workover rig that is self-propelled, using power from the
hoisting engines. The driver’s cab and steering wheel are mounted on the same end as the mast support;
thus the unit can be driven straight ahead to reach the wellhead. See carrier rig.
dry hole – n: well that does not produce oil or gas in commercial quantities. A dry hole may flow water,
gas, or oil, but not enough to justify production.
dual/dual completion – n: single well producing from two separate formations at the same time.
Production from each zone is segregated by running two tubing strings with packers inside the production
casing, or one tubing string with a packer may be run through one zone while the other is produced
through the annulus. In a miniaturized dual completion, two separate 4½ inch or smaller casing strings are
run and cemented in the same wellbore.
dummy valve – n: a blanking valve placed in a gas lift mandrel to block off annular communication to
the tubing.
dump bailer – n: bailing device with release valve, usually of disk or flapper type, used to place or spot
material (as cement slurry) at the bottom of the well.
duplex pump – n: a reciprocating pump having two pistons or plungers, used extensively as a mud pump
on drilling rigs.
dutchman – n: a piece of tubular pipe broken or twisted off in a female connection. It may also continue
on past the connection.
DV tool – n: a generic term, originally a trademark name, used to describe a stage tool, used in selective
zone primary cementing.
Dyna-Drill – n: downhole motor driven by drilling fluid that imparts rotary motion to a drilling bit
connected to the tool, thus eliminating the need to turn the entire drill stem to make hole. The Dyna-Drill,
a trade name, is used in straight and directional drilling.
dynamic positioning – n: method by which a floating offshore drilling rig is maintained in position over
an offshore well location. Generally, several motors call thrusters are located on hull(s) of structure and are
actuated by a sensing system. A computer to which the system feeds signals then directs the thrusters to
maintain the rig on location.
dynamic – n: the state of being active or in motion; opposed to being static.

E

edgewater – n: water that touches edge of oil in lower horizon of a formation.
effective permeability – n: measure of the ability of a single fluid to flow through a rock when pore spaces
of the rock are not completely filled or saturated with the fluid. Compare absolute permeability and
relative permeability.
eight-round – n: a tapered connection with eight (8) threads per inch, one turn equals .125 inches of
travel; very common oil field connection.
elastomer – n: a seal; a rubber sealing member such as an o-ring, vee ring, face seal, etc.
electric line – n: a wireline with an electrical conductor inside.
electric log – n: also called an electric well log. See electric well log.
electric logging – n: electric logs are run on a wireline to obtain information concerning the porosity,
permeability, fluid content of the formations drilled, and other information. The drilling-fluid characteristics
may need to be altered to obtain good logs.
electric well log – n: a record of certain electrical characteristics of formations traversed by the borehole,
made to identify the formations, determine the nature and amount of fluids they contain, and estimate
their depth. Also called an electric log or electric survey.
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electrolysis – n: decomposition of a chemical compound brought about by the passage of an electrical
current through the compound or through the solution containing the compound. Corroding action of
stray currents is caused by electrolysis. See corrosion.
electrolyte – n: a substance which dissociates into charged positive and negative ions when in solution or a
fused state and which will then conduct an electric current. Acids, bases, and salts are common electrolytes.
elevator bails – n: linkage between elevator and traveling block. See traveling block.
elevators – n: set of clamps that grip a stand, or column, of casing, tubing, and drill pipe or sucker rods so
the stand can be raised/lowered into the hole.
emulsifier – n: substance used to produce an emulsion of two liquids which do not mix. Emulsifiers may be
divided, according to their behavior, into ionic and non-ionic agents. The ionic types may be further divided
into anionic, cationic, and amphoteric, depending upon the nature of the ion-active groups.
emulsion – n: heterogeneous liquid mixture of two or more liquids which do not normally dissolve in each
other but are held in suspension or dispersion, one in the other, by mechanical agitation or, more frequently,
by adding small amounts of substances known as emulsifiers. Emulsifiers may be mechanical, chemical, or
a combination. They may be oil-in-water or water-in-oil types.
emulsoid – n: colloidal particles which take up water.
end point – n: end of some operation or when a definite change is observed. In titration this change in
frequently a change in color of an indicator which has been added to the solution or the disappearance of a
colored reactant.
engineer, mud or drilling fluid – n: one versed in drilling fluids who manages and maintains the various
types of oil-well mud programs.
entrained gas – Formation gas entering drilling fluid in annulus. See gas-cut mud.
equivalents per million (EPM) – n: unit chemical weight of solute per million unit weights of solution.
The epm of a solute in solution is equal to ppm (parts per million) divided by equivalent weight. Refer also
to ppm.
equivalent circulating density (ECD) – n: sum of pressure exerted by hydrostatic head of fluid, drilled
solids, and friction pressure losses in annulus divided by depth of interest and by 0.052, if ECD is to be
expressed in pounds per gallon (lb/gal).
equivalent weight – n: the atomic or formula weight of an element, compound, or ion divided by its
valence. Elements entering into combination always do so in quantities proportional to their equivalent
weights. Also called combining weight.
ethane – n: light hydrocarbon, C2H6, in natural gas. A gas at atmospheric conditions.
expansion joint – n: a sliding jointed sub run in on the tubing string to permit tubing expansion/contraction.
expendable plug – n: a temporary plug set on a PSA, landed inside a production packer converting it to a
bridge plug.
exploitation well – n: well drilled to permit more effective oil extraction from reservoir. Sometimes called
a development well. See development well.
extensions – n: tubular components attached to bottom of a packer to extend its bore.
external cutter – n: a fishing tool, containing metal-cutting knives, that is lowered into the hole and over
the outside of a length of pipe to cut it. The severed portion of the pipe can then be brought to the surface.
extreme pressure lubricant – n: additives which, added to drilling fluid, impart lubrication to bearing
surfaces when subjected to extreme pressure conditions.
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fault – n: a geological term denoting a formation break, upward or downward in subsurface strata. Often
strata on one side of the fault line have been displaced (upward, downward, or laterally) relative to their
original positions. Faults can significantly affect the area mud and casing programs.
feed-in (influx, inflow) – n: fluid flow from formation into wellbore.
feeler, wireline – n: a tool used to gage, and clean junk and debris from the casing in conjunction with a
junk catcher.
fermentation – n: decomposition process of certain organic substances, e.g., starch in which a chemical
change is brought about by enzymes, bacteria, or other micro-organisms. Often referred to as “souring.”
fiber or fibrous material – n: tough stringy material used to prevent loss of circulation or restore
circulation. In field use, generally refers to larger fibers of plant origin.
field – n: geographical area where a number of oil or gas wells produce from a continuous reservoir. May
refer to surface area only or underground productive formations One field may have separate reservoirs at
varying depths.
fill-up line – n: the smaller of the side fittings on a bell nipple, used to fill the hole when drill pipe is being
removed from the well.
filling the hole – n: the pumping of fluid into the wellbore as the pipe is withdrawn in order to maintain
the fluid level inside the casing near the surface. The purpose is to avoid danger of blowout, water intrusion,
and/or caving of the wellbore, e.g., as the pipe is withdrawn.
fill-up line – n: the line through which fluid is added to the hole.
filter cake – n: 1. mud solids deposited by filtration on the permeable wall of wellbore by the drilling fluid.
2. the suspended solids that are deposited on a porous medium during process of filtration. See also cake
consistency.
filter cake thickness – n: a measurement of the solids deposited on filter paper in 32nd of an inch during
standard thirty-minute API filter test. See cake thickness. In certain areas the filer-cake thickness is a
measurement of the solids deposited on filer paper for a 7½-minute duration.
filter paper – n: porous unsized paper for filtering liquids. API filtration test specifies one thickness of
9-cm filter paper Whatman #50, or S & S #576.
filter press – n: a device for determining fluid loss of a drilling fluid having specifications in accordance
with API RP 13B.
filtrate – n: the liquid that is forced through a porous medium during the filtration process. For test, see
Fluid Loss.
filtration qualities – n: the filtration characteristics of a drilling mud. Generally these qualities are inverse
to the thickness of the filter cake deposited on the face of a porous medium and the amount of filtrate
allowed to escape from the drilling fluid into or through the medium.
filtration rate – n: see fluid loss.
filtration – n: process of separating suspended solids from liquid by forcing the latter through a porous
medium. Two types of fluid filtration occur in a well: dynamic filtration while circulating, and static
filtration when at rest.
final circulation pressure – n: drill pipe pressure required to circulate at the selected kill rate adjusted for
increase in kill drilling fluid density over the original drilling fluid density; used from the time kill drilling
fluid reaches the bottom of the drill string until kill operations are completed or a change in either kill
drilling fluid density or kill rate is effected.
fingering – n: phenomenon occurring in an injection well in which the fluid being injected does not
contact the entire reservoir but rather bypasses sections of the reservoir fluids in a finger-like manner.
Fingering is not desirable in that portions of the reservoir are not contacted by the injection fluid.
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fish – 1. n: object left in wellbore during drilling/workover that must be recovered before work can proceed.
It can be anything from piece of scrap metal to a part of the drill stem. 2. v: to recover from a well any
equipment left there during drilling operations, such as a lost bit or drill collar or part of the drill string. 3.
v: to remove from an older well certain pieces of equipment, such as packers, liners, or screen pipe, to allow
reconditioning of the well.
fishing – n: operations on rig for the purpose of retrieving from the wellbore sections of pipe, collars, junk,
or other obstructive items in the hole.
fishing magnet – n: a powerful permanent magnet designed to recover metallic objects lost in the well.
fishing neck – n: portion of pipe used to overshot during fishing operations.
fishing tap – n: a tap that goes inside pipe lost in a well to provide a firm grip and permit recovery of fish;
sometimes used in place of a spear. See fish, spear, tap, and taper tap.
flag – 1. n: a piece of cloth, rope, or nylon strand used to mark the wireline when swabbing or bailing. 2. n:
an indicator of wind direction used when drilling or performing a workover where hydrogen sulfide (sour)
gas may be encountered. 3. v: to signal or attract attention. 4. n: in swabbing or bailing, to attach a piece of
cloth to the wire rope to enable the operator to estimate the position of the swab or bailer in the well.
flange – n: a rim or edge (as on pipe fittings or openings in pump and vessels) projecting at right angles to
provide strength or means of attachment to another part. Flange is drilled with holes for bolting to other
flange fittings.
flange up – v: to join pipes by means of flanges in making final connections on the piping system; also, in
oilfield slang, to complete any operation.
flapper valve – n: a hinged closure mechanism operating in a pivot manner, used to shut off tubing flow.
flash set – n: rapid dehydration of cement downhole.
flat gel – n: a condition wherein the ten-minute gel strength is substantially equal to the initial gel strength.
flipped – v: when the opposite occurs of what is intended in a drilling fluid. In an invert water-in-oil
emulsion, the emulsion is said to be flipped when the continuous and dispersed phases reverse.
float collar – n: a coupling placed in the casing string used in primary cementing operations to land wiper
plugs and limit cement flow-back.
float shoe – n: a cylindrical tool integral poppet valve run on end of casing string to provide a floating action
while reducing the rig’s hookload.
flocculating agent – n: substances, such as most electrolytes, some polysaccharides, certain natural or
synthetic polymers, that bring about thickening of consistency of a drilling fluid. In Bingham plastic fluids,
the yield point and gel strength increase.
flocculation – n: loose association of particles in lightly bonded groups, non-parallel association of clay
platelets. In concentrated suspensions, such as drilling fluids, flocculation results in gelatin. In some fluids,
flocculation may be followed by irreversible precipitation of colloids and certain other substances from fluid,
e.g., red beds.
flood – v: 1. to drive oil from a reservoir into a well by injecting water under pressure into reservoir
formation. See water flood. 2. to drown a well with water.
floor man – n: drilling crew member who works on derrick floor; three or more are used on most rigs.
flow bean – n: an orifice restriction available in 1/64-inch incremental openings for bottomhole chokes.
flow coupling – n: a sub placed in the production string to limit flow velocities above and/or below other
downhole tools.
flow line – n: the surface pipe through which well effluent travels from a well to processing equipment or
storage.
flow tank – n: the storage tank to which produced oil is piped.
flow test – n: confirms flow rate through a tool prior to going downhole.
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flow treater – n: a single unit that acts as an oil and gas separator, and oil heater, and an oil-and watertreating vessel.
flow tube – n: interval device commonly found in subsurface safety valves used to protect the tool’s closure
mechanism from the wellbore mediums.
flowback – n: fluids backing up the well.
flowing well – n: a well that produces oil or gas by its own reservoir pressure without employing an
artificial lift.
flow line – n: a flow line from the tree for fluid movement.
flow-line sensor – n: a device to monitor rate of fluid from the annulus.
fluid – n: substance that flows/yields to a force tending to change its shape. Liquids and gases. A
substance which the application of every system of stresses (other than hydrostatic pressure) will produce
a continuously increasing deformation without any relation between time rate of deformation at any
instant and magnitude of stresses at that instant. Drilling fluids are usually Newtonian, plastic, seldom
pseudoplastic, rarely dilatant.
fluid density – n: the unit weight of fluid; e.g., pounds per gallon (lb/gal).
fluid flow – n: state in fluid dynamics of a fluid in motion is determined by fluid type (Newtonian, plastic,
pseudolastic, dilatant), properties such as viscosity and density, geometry of system, velocity. Under a given
set of conditions, fluid flow can be described as plug, laminar (Newtonian, streamline, parallel, or viscous)
or turbulent flow. See above terms and Reynolds number.
fluid level – n: distance from earth’s surface to the top of the liquid in the tubing or casing in a well. The
static fluid level is taken when the well is not producing and has stabilized. The dynamic, or pumping, level
is the point to which the static level drops under producing conditions. See static fluid level.
fluid loss – n: measure of relative amount of fluid lost (filtrate) through permeable formations or membranes
when drilling fluid is subjected to a pressure differential. For standard API filtration-test procedure, see API
RP 13B.
fluid saturation – n: the amount of the pore volume of a reservoir rock that is filled with water, oil or gas
and measured in routine core analysis.
fluidity – n: the reciprocal of viscosity. The measure of rate with which a fluid is continuously deformed
by a shearing stress. Ease of flowing.
flush production – n: a high rate of flow from a newly drilled well.
flush-joint casing – n: the amount of the pore volume of a reservoir rock that is filled by water, oil, or gas
and measured in routine core analysis.
flush-joint pipe – n: pipe in which outside diameter of joint is the same as outside diameter of the tube.
Pipe may also be internally flush-joint.
foam – n: a foam is a two-phase system, similar to an emulsion, where the dispersed phase is a gas or air.
foaming agent – n: a substance that produces fairly stable bubbles at the air-liquid interface due to
agitation, aeration, or ebullition. In air or gas drilling, foaming agents are added to turn water influx into
aerated foam. This is commonly called “mist drilling.”
formation – n: a bed or deposit composed throughout of substantially the same kinds of rock; a lithologic
unit. Each different formation is given a name, frequently as a result of the study of the formation outcrop
at the surface and sometimes based on fossils found in the formation.
formation breakdown – n: an event occurring when borehole pressure is of magnitude that the exposed
formation to withstand applied pressure.
formation competency – n: the ability of the formation to withstand applied pressure. Also called
formation integrity.
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formation competency test – n: application of pressure by superimposing a surface pressure on a fluid
column in order to determine ability of a subsurface zone to withstand a certain hydrostatic pressure. Also
called formation integrity test.
formation damage – n: the reduction of permeability in a reservoir rock caused by the invasion of drilling
fluid and treating fluids to the section adjacent to the wellbore. It is often called skin. See skin.
formation fluid – n: fluid (as gas, oil, or water) in a subsurface rock formation.
formation fracture pressure – n: the point at which formation will crack from pressure in the wellbore.
formation fracturing – n: method of stimulating production by increasing permeability of producing
formation. Under high hydraulic pressure, fluid (water, oil, alcohol, diluted hydrochloric acid, liquefied
petroleum gas, foam) is pumped down through tubing or drill pipe and forced through perforations in
casing. Fluid enters formation and parts or fractures it. Sand grains, aluminum pellets, glass beads, or
similar materials are carried in suspension by fluid into fractures. These are called propping agents or
proppants. When pressure is released at surface, fracturing fluid returns to well, and fractures partially close
on proppants, leaving channels for hydrocarbon to flow through them to well. This process is called a frac
job. See propping agent.
formation integrity – n: see formation competency.
formation pressure – n: the force exerted by fluids in a formation, recorded in the hole at the level of
the formation with the well shut in. It is also called reservoir pressure or shut-in bottomhole pressure. See
reservoir pressure and shut-in bottomhole pressure.
formation sensitivity – n: the tendency of certain producing formations to adversely react with invading
filtrates.
formation testing – n: the gathering of data on a formation to determine its potential productivity before
installing casing in a well. The conventional method is the drill stem test. Incorporated in the drill stem
testing tool are a packer, valves or ports that may be opened and closed from the surface, and a pressurerecording device. The tool is lowered to bottom on a string of drill pipe and the packer set, isolating the
formation to be tested from the formations above and supporting the fluid column above the packer. A port
on the tool is opened to allow the trapped pressure below the packer to bleed off into the drill pipe, gradually
exposing the formation to atmospheric pressure and allowing the well to produce to the surface, where the
well fluids may be sampled and inspected. From a record of the pressure readings, a number of facts about
the formation may be inferred.
formic acid – n: a simple organic acid used for acidizing oil wells. It is stronger than acetic acid but much less
corrosive than hydrofluoric or hydrochloric acid and usually is used for high-temperature wells. See acidize.
fourble – n: a section of drill pipe, casing, or tubing consisting of four joints screwed together. Compare
single, double, and tribble. See joint.
fracture gradient – n: the pressure gradient (psi/ft) at which the formation accepts whole fluid from the
wellbore. Also called frac gradient.
free point – n: the depth at which pipe is stuck, or more specifically the depth immediately above the point
at which pipe is stuck.
free-point indicator – n: a tool designed to measure the amount of stretch in a string of stuck pipe and
to indicate the deepest point at which the pipe is free. The free-point indicator is lowered onto the well on
a conducting cable. Each end of a strain-gauge element is anchored to the pipe wall by friction springs or
magnets, and, as increasing strain is put on the pipe, an accurate measurement of its stretch is transmitted to
the surface. The stretch measurements indicate the depth at which the pipe is stuck.
free-water knockout – n: a vertical or horizontal vessel into which oil or emulsion is run in order to allow
any water not emulsified with the oil (free water) to drop out.
freeze point – n: the depth in the hole at which the tubing, casing, or drill pipe is stuck. See free-point
indicator.
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functions of drilling fluids – n: the most important function of drilling fluids in rotary drilling is to bring
cuttings from the bottom of the hole to the surface. Some other important functions are: control subsurface
pressures, cool and lubricate the bit and drill string, deposition of an impermeable wall cake, etc.
funnel viscosity – n: see marsh funnel viscosity.
fusible plugs – n: a thermal device employed on surface flowlines as part of an ESD.
FWKO – abbr: free-water knockout.
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gauge joint – n: the heaviest-wall casing section of the string, usually located just below the preventers or
tree.
gauge ring – n: cylindrical metal ring to guide, centralize packers/tools inside casing.
gauge trip – n: running of a gage on tubing or slickline to verify casing dimensions.
galena – n: lead sulfide (PbS). Technical grades (specific gravity about 7) are used for increasing the density
of drilling fluids to points impractical or impossible with barite.
galvanic corrosion – n: a type of corrosion that occurs when a small electric current flows from one piece
of metal equipment to another. It is particularly prevalent when two dissimilar metal objects are joined
together in an environment in which electricity can flow (as two dissimilar joints of tubing in an oil or gas
well).
gas – n: fluid, compressible substance that completely fills any container in which it is confined, its volume
being dependent on extent of pressure exerted on container.
gas anchor – n: a tubular, perforated device attached to the bottom of a sucker-rod pump that helps to
prevent gas lock. The device works on the principle that gas, being lighter than oil, rises. As well fluids
enter the anchor, the gas breaks out of the fluid and exits the anchor through perforations near the top. The
remaining fluids enter the pump through a mosquito bill (a tube within the anchor), which has an opening
near the bottom. In this way, all or most of the gas escapes before the fluids enter the pump. See gas lock,
mosquito bill, and sucker-rod pump.
gas buster – n: a slang term to denote a mud-gas separator.
gas cut – n: gas entrained by a drilling fluid. See air cutting.
gas cutting – n: see gas-cut mud.
gas drive – n: the use of the energy that arises from gas compressed in a reservoir to move crude oil to a
wellbore. Gas drive is also used in a form of secondary recovery, in which gas in injected into input wells to
sweep remaining oil to a producing well. See input well and secondary recovery.
gas lift – n: process of raising or lifting fluid from a well by injecting gas down well through tubing or
through tubing-casing annulus. Injected gas aerates fluid to make it exert less pressure than formation;
consequently, higher formation pressure forces fluid out of wellbore. Gas may be injected continuously or
intermittently, depending on the producing characteristics on well and arrangement of gas-lift equipment.
gas lift valve – n: an artificial-lift device by which injected annular gas enters the valve, passing into the
tubing string to reduce the hydrostatic head.
gas lock – n: a condition sometimes encountered in a pumping well when dissolved gas, released from
solution during the upstroke of the plunger, appears as free gas between the valves. If the gas pressure is
sufficient, the standing valve is “locked” shut, and, consequently, no fluid enters the tubing.
gas well – n: a well that primarily produces natural gas.
gas-cut mud – n: a drilling mud that has entrained formation gas giving the mud a characteristically fluffy
texture. When entrained gas is not released before the fluid returns to the well, the weight or density of
the fluid column is reduced. Gas cut mud is often a sign of a formation with the potential to flow and/or
blowout, and as such, should be treated as a warning sign of changing formation pressure.
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gas-injection well – n: well in which gas is injected for purpose of maintaining or supplementing pressure
in an oil reservoir; more commonly called a gas-injection well.
gas-oil ratio – n: a measure of the volume of gas produced with the oil; expressed in cubic feet per barrel or
in cubic meters per metric ton, or in cubic meters per cut meter.
gassing-up – n: injection of nitrogen for gas lift valve.
gasket – n: material (paper, cork, asbestos, rubber) used to seal two stationary surfaces.
gate valve – n: valve with a sliding gate to open or close the passage in it.
gel – n: 1. semisolid, jellylike state assumed by some colloidal dispersions at rest. When agitated, gel converts
to fluid state. 2. state of colloidal suspension in which shearing stresses below certain finite value fail to
produce permanent deformation. Minimum shearing stress that will produce permanent deformation is
known as shear or gel strength. Gels commonly occur with bentonite in water. 3. term to designate high
colloidal, high yielding, viscosity-building commercial clays, such as bentonite added as a filler and/or to
reduce slurry weight. See gel strength-initial, gel strength-ten-minute, thixotropy, gunk plug.
gel strength-ten-minute – n: measured ten-minute gel strength of a fluid is the maximum reading
(deflection) taken from a direct-reading viscometer after fluid has been quiescent for ten minutes. Reading
is reported in lb/100 sq. ft. See API RP 13B for test procedure.
gel strength-initial – n: the measured initial gel strength of a fluid is the maximum reading (deflection)
taken from a direct-reading (deflection) taken from a direct-reading viscometer after fluid has been quiescent
for 10 sec. It is reported in lb/100 sq ft. See API RP 13B for details of test procedure.
gel strength – n: ability or measure of ability of a colloid to develop and retain a gel form. The gel, or shear,
strength, of a mud determines its ability to hold solids in suspension. Bentonite and other colloidal clays are
added to drilling fluid to increase gel strength. Gel strength is a pressure unit usually reported in lb/100 sq
ft. A measure of the same interparticle forces of a fluid as determined by yield point, except gel strength is
measure under static conditions, yield point under dynamic. Common gel-strength measurements are initial
and 10-min gels (which see). See shear, shearometer, and thixotropy.
gelled up – adj: Oil-field jargon usually referring to any fluid with high gel strength and/or highly viscous
properties. Often a state of severe flocculation.
gelling up – v: getting fluids in a gelled state ready for pumping.
geologist – n: scientist gathering/interpreting data pertaining to strata of earth’s crust.
geology – n: science of the study of the structure, origin, history, and development of earth and its inhabitants
as revealed in rocks, formations, fossils.
getting a bite – v: setting tools in casings.
gland – n: a device used to form a seal around a reciprocating or rotating rod (as in a pump) to prevent fluid
leakage; specifically, the movable part of a stuffing box by which the packing is compressed. See stuffing box.
glass disc – n: A sub with a glass blockage in the bore, used to isolate a surge chamber in gravel packing or
perforation cleaning operations.
GLR – abbr: gas-liquid-ratio.
go devil – n: 1. device which is dropped or pumped down a borehole, usually through drill pipe or tubing.
2. any type of tool “dropped” into well.
gooseneck – n: the curved connection between the rotary hose and swivel. See rotary hose and swivel.
gpg – abbr: grains per gallon . ppm (which see) equals gpg × 17.1.
grapple – abbr: 1. a tool used to fish a stuck tool by grabbing it. 2. the part of a catching tool (such as
overshot or spear) that engages the fish.
gravel pack – 1.v: to place a slotted or perforated liner in the well and surround it with small-sized gravel.
See gravel packing. 2. n: a mass of very fine gravel placed around a slotted liner in a well. See liner.
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gravel packing – n: method of well completion in which a slotted or perforated liner is placed in well and
surrounded by small-sized gravel. Well is enlarged by under-reaming at point where gravel is packed. The
gravel mass excludes sand from intruding in well but allows continued rapid production.
gravel-pack packer – n: a packer used for the well completion method of gravel packing. See gravel
packing.
gravity drainage – n: the movement of oil in a reservoir toward a wellbore resulting from the force of
gravity. In the absence of water drive of effective gas drive, gravity drainage is an important source of energy
to produce oil. It is also called segregation drive.
gravity, specific – n: weight of a volume of a substance compared to weight of an equal volume of water at
reference temperature. For gases, air is usually taken as reference substance, although hydrogen is sometimes
used.
gravity – n: the attraction exerted by the earth’s mass on objects at its surface; the weight of a body. See
API gravity and specific gravity.
grease injector – n: a surface device used in pressure control for slickline.
greasing out – n: certain organic substances, usually fatty-acid derivatives, added to drilling fluids as
emulsifiers, e.p. lubricants, etc., may react with such ions as calcium and magnesium that are in or will
subsequently come into the system. An essentially water-insoluble greasy material separates out.
GRN – abbr: Gamma-Ray-Neutron (a well log).
gross production – n: the total production of oil from a well or lease during a specified period of time.
guar gum – n: a naturally occurring hydrophilic polysaccharide derived from the seed of the guar plant.
The gum is chemically classified as a galactomannan. Guar gum slurries made up in clear fresh or brine
water possess pseudoplastic flow properties.
guide ring – n: metal ring guiding packers past casing obtrusions.
guide shoe – n: a short, heavy, cylindrical section of steel, filled with rubber or concrete and rounded at the
bottom, which is placed at end of casing string. It prevents casing from snagging or irregularities in borehole
as it is lowered. A passage through center of shoe allows drilling fluid to pass up into casing while it is being
lowered and cement to pass out during cementing operations. Also called casing shoe.
gum – n: hydrophilic plant polysaccharides which, dispersed in water, swell to produce a viscous dispersion
or solution. Unlike resins, soluble in water, insoluble in alcohol.
gumbo – n: relatively sticky formation, such as clay, encountered in drilling.
gun-perforate – v: to create holes in casing and cement set through a productive formation. A common
method of completing a well is to set casing through oil-bearing formation and cement it. A perforating
gun is then lowered into the hole and fired to detonate high-powered jets or shoot steel projectiles (bullets)
through casing and cement and into pay zone. Formation fluids flow out of the reservoir through the
perforations and into the wellbore. See jet-perforate and perforating gun.
gunk plug – n: 1. a slurry in crude or diesel oil containing any of the following: bentonite, cement,
attapulgite, and guar gum (never with cement). Used primarily in combatting lost circulation. 2. a volume
of a gunk slurry placed in the wellbore. The plug may or may not be squeezed.
gunk slurry – n: slang term to denote a mixture of diesel oil and bentonite.
gunk squeeze – n: procedure where gunk slurry is pumped into a subsurface zone.
gunning the pits – n: mechanical agitation of the drilling fluid in a pit by means of a mud gun, electric
mixer, or agitator.
guns – n: explosive devices used in perforating.
gusher – n: oil well that has come in with such pressure that oil jets out of well like a geyser; also called a
wild well. In reality a blowout and waste of reservoir fluid and drive energy. In the early oil industry, gushers
were common and often the only indication of a large reservoir of oil and gas. See blowout.
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guy line – n: a wireline attached to a mast or derrick to stabilize it. The lines that provide the main support
for the structure are load guys; the lines attached to ground anchors for lateral support are wind guys.
guy-line anchor – n: buried weight to which guy line is attached. See deadman.
gyp or gypsum – n: see calcium sulfate. Gypsum is often encountered while drilling. It may occur as thin
stringers or massive formations.
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H2S – abbr: hydrogen sulfide.
half mule shoe – n: a cut off pup joint below a packer as a fluid entry device and/or seal assemblies guide.
hammering-up – n: connection of treating line during well servicing, from pump trucks to tree/well.
hang rods – v: to suspend sucker rods in a derrick or mast on rod hangers rather than place them horizontally
on a rack.
hanger – n: dvice used to “hang” and/or position tools in casing or tubing.
hanger plug – n: a device placed or hung in the casing below the blowout-preventer stack to form a
pressure-tight seal. Pressure is then applied to the blowout-preventer stack in order to test it for leaks.
hard shut-in – n: closing in a well by closing a blowout preventer with the choke and/or choke line valve
closed.
hardness (of water) – n: the hardness of water is due principally to calcium and magnesium ions presenting
water and is independent of accompanying acid ions. The total hardness is measured in terms of parts per
million of calcium carbonate or calcium and sometimes equivalents per million of calcium. For hardness
tests, see API RP 13B.
hay pulley – n: top of a slickline gin pole where line from truck passes over.
heat treated – n: material treated in a furnace to increase its physical properties.
heater – n: a container or vessel enclosing an arrangement of tubes and a firebox in which an emulsion is
heated before further treating.
heater-treater – n: vessel that heats an emulsion and removes water/gas from oil to raise it to a quality
acceptable for pipeline transmission. Combination of heater, free-water knockout and oil/gas separator. See
free-water knockout, heater, oil and gas separator.
heaving – n: the partial or complete collapse of walls of a hole resulting from internal pressures due
primarily to swelling from hydration or formation gas pressures. See sloughing.
heterogeneous – n: a substance that consists of more than one phase and is not uniform, such as colloids,
emulsions, etc. It has different properties in different parts.
hi-lo cam – n: mechanism in some packers to set/release tool with minimum rotation.
high-pH mud – n: a drilling fluid with a pH range above 10.5. A high-alkalinity mud.
high-yield drilling clay – n: a classification given to a group of commercial drilling-clay preparations
having a yield of 35 to 50 bbl/ton and intermediate between bentonite and low-yield clays. High-yield
drilling clays are usually prepared by peptizing low-yield calcium montmorillonite clays or, in a few cases, by
blending some bentonite with the peptized low-yield clay.
hoist – n: an arrangement of pulleys and wire rope or chain used for lifting heavy objects; a winch or similar
device; the draw works. See draw works.
hoisting drum – n: the large, flanged spool in the draw works on which the hoisting cable is wound. See
draw works.
hold-down – n: a mechanical arrangement that prevents the upward movement of certain pieces of
equipment installed in a well. A sucker rod pump may use a mechanical hold-down for attachment to a
seating nipple.
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homogeneous – adj: of uniform or similar nature throughout; or a substance or fluid that has at all points
the same property or composition.
hook – n: a large, hook-shaped device from which the elevator bails or the swivel is suspended. It is designed
to carry maximum loads ranging from 100 to 500 tons and turns on bearings in its supporting housing. A
strong spring within the assembly cushions the weight of a stand (90 feet) of drill pipe, thus permitting the
pipe to be made up and broken out with less damage to the tool joint threads. Smaller hooks without the
spring are used for handling tubing and sucker rods. See bail, stands, and swivel.
hook load – n: the weight of pipe suspended in well as read on rig’s weight indicator.
hook-wall packer – n: packer equipped with friction blocks or drag springs and slips and designed so
rotation of pipe unlatches slips. Friction springs prevent slips and hook from turning with pipe and assist
in advancing slips up a tapered sleeve to engage wall of outside pipe as weight is put on packer. Also called
a wall-hook packer. See packer.
hopper, jet – n: a device to hold/feed drilling-mud additives. See mud-mixing devices.
hot oil treatment – n: injection of a heated, paraffin free oil down a tubing string to dissolve, or melt
paraffin deposits.
humic acid – n: organic acids of indefinite composition in naturally occurring leonardite lignite. Humic
acids are most valuable constituent. See lignin.
hydrate – n: substance containing water combined in molecular form (such as CaSO4 2H2O). A crystalline
substance containing water of crystallization.
hydration – n: act of substance to take up water by absorption and/or adsorption.
hydraulic – adj: 1.of or relating to water or other liquid in motion. 2. operated, moved, or affected by
water or liquid.
hydraulic fracturing – n: an operation in which a blended liquid is pumped down a well and into a
formation under pressure high enough to cause the formation to crack open. Resulting cracks or fractures
serve as passages through which oil flows into wellbore. See formation fracturing.
hydraulic head – n: pressure exerted by the weight of a column of liquid.
hydraulic holddown – n: an accessory or integral part of a packer used to limit the packer’s upward
movement under pressure.
hydraulic jar – n: also called mechanical jar. See mechanical jar.
hydraulic workover – n: a series of hydraulic rams to restrain and pull tubing under well pressure,
temporarily attached to the wellhead for workover. Abbreviation HWO
hydro-set tool – n: a wireline pressure setting tool for downhole tools.
hydro-trip pressure sub – n: a sub with a ball seat run on top of a hydraulically set packer to provide a
means to set the packer.
hydrochloric acid – n: an acid compound commonly used to acidize carbonate rocks; prepared by mixing
hydrogen chloride gas in water; also known a muriatic acid. Chemical symbol is HCl. See Acidize.
hydrofluoric hydrochloric acid – n: a mixture of acids used for removal of mud from the wellbore. See
mud acid.
hydrogen ion concentration – n: a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution, normally expressed
as pH. See pH.
hydrogen sulfide – n: gaseous compound, H2S, of sulfur and hydrogen commonly found in petroleum,
which causes the foul smell of sour petroleum fractions. Has a specific gravity of 1.189, is extremely
poisonous and corrosive.
hydrolysis – n: hydrolysis is the reaction of a salt with water to form an acid and base. For example, soda
ash (Na2CO3) hydrolyzes basically, and hydrolysis is responsible for the increase in the pH of water when
soda ash is added.
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hydrometer – n: a floating instrument for determining the specific gravity or density of liquids, solutions,
and slurries. A common example is the mudwater hydrometer used to determine the density of mud.
hydrophile – n: a substance usually in the colloidal state or an emulsion, which is wetted by water; i.e., it
attracts water or water adheres to it.
hydrophilic – n: a property of a substance having an affinity for water or one that is wetted by water.
hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) – n: hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB) is one of the most
important properties of emulsifiers. An expression of relative attraction of an emulsifier for water and oil,
determined largely by chemical composition and ionization characteristics of a given emulsifier. The HLB
of an emulsifier is not directly related to solubility, but determines the type of emulsion that tends to be
formed. An indication of the behavior characteristics and not an indication of emulsifier efficiency.
hydrophobe – n: Ssubstance, usually in colloidal state, not wetted by water.
hydrophobic – adj: descriptive of a substance which repels water.
hydrostatic head – n: pressure exerted by a column of fluid, usually expressed in pounds per square inch.
To determine hydrostatic head at a given depth in psi, multiply depth in feet by density in pounds per gallon
by 0.052. The hydrostatic head of fresh water is 0.433 pounds per foot (9.81 kPa per meter) of height. See
pressure gradient.
hydrostatic pressure – n: the force exerted by a body of fluid at rest; hydrostatic pressure increases directly
with the weight and depth of the fluid. In drilling, the term refers to the pressure exerted by the drilling fluid
in the wellbore. See hydrostatic head.
hydroxide – n: a designation that is given for basic compounds containing the OH radical. When these
substances are dissolved in water, they increase the pH of the solution. See base.
hygroscopic – adj: property enabling a substance to absorb water from the air.
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IADC – Abbreviation for International Association of Drilling Contractors.
impermeable – Preventing passage of fluid. Formation may be porous yet impermeable if there is an
absence of connecting passages between voids. See permeability.
impression block – Tool made of a soft material such as lead or coal tar and used to secure an imprint of
a fish.
impression tool – Lead-filled device used to ascertain the shape of a fish.
indexing valve – Same principle as annular valve, except necessitates pipe rotation for opening and closing
operations.
indicator – 1. Dial gauge used on rig to measure hookload. 2. Substances in acid-base titrations which,
in solution, change color or become colorless as hydrogen ion concentration reaches a definite value, these
values varying with indicator. In other titrations such as chloride, hardness, and other determinations, these
substances change color at the end of the reaction. Common indicators are phenolphthalein, potassium
chromate, etc.
inflatable packer – Used for open-hole work, with inflatable packing elements.
influx – See feed-in.
inhibited acid – An acid that has been chemically treated before acidizing, or acid fracturing, a well to
lessen its corrosive effect on the tubular goods and yet maintain its effectiveness. See acid fracturing and
acidize.
inhibitor (corrosion) – Agent which, when added to a system, slows down or prevents chemical reaction
or corrosion. Used in drilling and producing operations to prevent corrosion of metal equipment exposed
to hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, saltwater, etc. Inhibitors added to drilling fluids are filming amines,
chromates, and lime.
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inhibitor (mud) – n: substances generally regarded as drilling-mud contaminants, such as salt and calcium
sulfate, are called inhibitors when purposely added to mud so that filtrate from drilling fluid will prevent or
retard hydration of formation clays shales.
inhibitor – n: additive used to retard undesirable chemical action in a product. Added in small quantities
to gasolines to prevent oxidation and gum formation, to lubricating oils to prevent color change, and to
corrosive environments to decrease corrosive action.
initial circulating pressure – n: drill pipe pressure required to circulate initially at selected kill rate while
holding casing pressure at shut in valve; equal to kill rate circulating pressure plus shut in drill pipe pressure.
Abbreviation ICP.
injected gas – n: a high-pressure gas injected into a formation to maintain or restore reservoir pressure; gas
injected in gas-lift operations.
injection valve – n: a poppet spring-loaded subsurface valve run in on wireline, landed in a profile, to shut
the well in if injection ceases.
injection well – n: a well in which fluids have been injected into an underground stratum to increase
reservoir pressure.
inside blowout preventer – n: a valve installed in drill stem to prevent a blowout inside stem. Flow is thus
possible only downward, allowing mud to be pumped in but preventing any flow back up stem. Also called
internal blowout preventer (IBOP).
instrument hanger – n: a hanger used to lock instruments into seating nipple (pressure/temperature
bombs, etc.)
insulating flange – n: a flange equipped with plastic pieces to separate its metal parts, thus preventing
the inflow of electric current. Insulating flanges are often used in cathodic protection systems to prevent
electrolytic corrosion and are sometimes installed when a flow line is being attached to a wellhead.
intensifier – n: a pressure-multiplier type well servicing mobile pump.
interfacial tension – n: the force required to break the surface between two immiscible liquids. The lower
the interfacial tension between the two phases of an emulsion, the greater the ease of emulsification. When
the values approach zero, emulsion formation is spontaneous. See surface tension.
intermediate casing string – n: string set in a well after surface casing; sometimes called protection
casing. It keeps the hole from caving in, and sometimes affords a strong string of pipe for blowout preventer
attachments.
internal blowout preventer – n: also inside blowout preventer, which see.
internal cutter – n: a fishing tool, containing metal-cutting knives, that is lowered into the inside of a
length of pipe stuck in the hole to cut the pipe. The severed portion of the pipe can then be returned to
the surface.
internal preventer – n: also inside blowout preventer. A check valve placed in the drill string which
permits circulation down the hole, but which prevents any back flow.
interstitial water – n: water contained in the interstices of reservoir rock. In reservoir engineering, it is
synonymous with connate water. See connate water.
invert oil-emulsion – n: a water-in-oil emulsion where fresh or salt water is dispersed phase and diesel,
crude, or some other oil is the continuous phase. Water increases the viscosity and oil reduces the viscosity.
iodine number – n: the number indicating the amount of iodine absorbed by oils, fats, and waxes, giving
a measure of the unsaturated linkages present. Generally, the higher the iodine number, the more severe the
action of the oil on rubber.
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ion – n: acids, bases, and salts (electrolytes) when dissolved in certain solvents, especially water, are more
or less dissociated into electrically charged ions or parts of the molecules, due to loss or gain of one or more
electrons. Loss of electrons results in positive charges producing a cation. A gain of electrons results in the
formation of an anion with negative charges. The valence of an ion is equal to the number of charges borne
by it.
isolate – v: to pack off above and below a zone of interest.
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J-slot – n: a type of mechanism in packer/tools where tubing rotation moves the tool’s mandrel thru a series
of motions, similar to a letter J, to set and release the tool.
jacket – n: a steel, tubular piece in a tubing-liner type of sucker rod pump, inside of which is placed an
accurately bored and honed liner. In this type of sucker rod pump, the pump plunger moves up and down
within the liner; and the liner is inside the jacket.
jack-up drilling rig – n: offshore drilling structure with tubular or derrick legs that support the deck and
hull. When positioned over drilling site, bottoms of legs rest on seafloor. A jackup rig is towed or propelled
to a location with its legs up. Once legs are firmly positioned on bottom, deck and hull height are adjusted
and leveled.
jar – n: 1. a mechanical device used to impart a blow (or hit) to a stuck tool. 2. a percussion tool operated
mechanically or hydraulically to deliver a heavy hammer blow to objects in the borehole. Jars are used to free
objects stuck in the hole or to loosen tubing or drill pipe that is hung up. Blows may be delivered downward
or upward, the jar being controlled at the surface. To apply a heavy blow to the drill stem by use of a jar.
jar accelerator – n: a hydraulic tool used in conjunction with a jar and made up on the fishing string above
the jar to increase the impact, or, power of the hammer blow.
jaying-up – n: getting ready to se a J-slot packer or tool.
jet – n: 1. a hydraulic device operated by pump pressure to clean mud pits and tanks in rotary drilling and
to mix mud components. 2. in a perforating gun using shaped charges, a highly penetrating, fast-moving
stream of exploded particles that cuts a hole in the casing, cement, and formation.
jet cutoff – n: a procedure for severing pipe stuck in a well by detonating special shaped-charge explosives
similar to those used in jet perforating. The explosive is lowered into the pipe to the desired depth and
detonated. The force of the explosion makes radiating horizontal cuts around the pipe, and the severed
portion of the pipe is retrieved.
jet cutter – n: a tool used to cut casing, pipe, tubing for stuck or salvage reasons; usually chemical or sand
cutter hydrolysis.
jet-perforate – v: To create a hole through casing with a shaped charge of high explosives instead of a gun
that fires projectiles. Loaded charges are lowered into the hole to desired depth. Once detonated, the charges
emit short, penetrating jets of high velocity gases that cut holes in the casing and cement and some distance
into the formation. Formation fluids then flow into the wellbore through these perforations. See bullet
perforator and gun-perforate.
jetting – n: process of periodically removing a portion, or all of, water, mud and/or solids, from pits, usually
by means of pumping through a jet nozzle arrangement.
jetting-the-well-in – v: circulating a lower-density fluid to underbalance the well’s formation pressure to
initiate flow.
joint – n: a single length (30 feet, or 9.1 meters) of drill pipe or drill collar, casing, tubing, or rod that has
threaded connections at both ends. Several joints screwed together constitute a stand of pipe. See double,
thribble, and fourble.
Jones effect – n: net surface tension of salt solutions first decreases with an increase of concentration, passes
through minimum, then increases as concentration is raised.
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junk – 1. n: metal debris lost in a hole. Junk may be a lost bit, pieces of a bit, milled pieces of pipe,
wrenches, or any relatively small object that impedes drilling or completion operations and must be fished
out of the hole. 2. v: to abandon (as an nonproductive well).
junk basket – n: a cylindrical tool designed to aid in the removal of junk, cuttings or foreign objects in a
wellbore. It is commonly run when drilling or milling drillable or non-drillable tools.
junk pusher – n: scraper device below retainers/packers, cleans debris from casing ID.
junk sub – n: also called boot basket. Tool run just above bit or mill in drill stem to catch small, nondrillable objects circulating in annulus.

K

Kalrez – n: a trademark for a specially compounded fluro-elastomer for extreme temperature/pressure/
hostile environment service.
kelly bushing – n: a special device fitted to rotary bushing that transmits torque to kelly and simultaneously
permits vertical movement of kelly to make hole. It may be square or hexagonal to fit the rotary opening or
have pins for transmitting torque. Also called drive bushing. See kelly and master bushing.
kelly cock – n: a valve installed between the swivel and the kelly. When a high-pressure backflow begins
inside the drill stem, the valve is closed to keep pressure off the swivel and rotary hose. See swivel and kelly.
kelly or kelly joint – n: a heavy square pipe or other configuration that works through a like hole in the
rotary table and rotates the drill stem.
kelly – n: the heavy steel member, four- or six-sided, suspended from the swivel through the rotary table
and connected to the topmost joint of drill pipe to turn the drill stem as the rotary table turns. It has a
bored passageway that permits fluid to bee circulated into the drill stem and up the annulus, or vice versa.
See drill stem, rotary table, and swivel.
kelly valve, lower – n: an essentially full-opening valve immediately below the kelly, with outside diameter
equal to the tool joint outside diameter.
key seat – n: 1. a channel or groove cut in the side of the hole parallel to the axis of the hole. Key seating
results from the dragging of pipe on a sharp bend in the hole. 2. that section of a hole, usually of abnormal
deviation and relatively soft formation, which has been eroded or worn by drill pipe to a size smaller than
the tool joints or collars. This keyhole type configuration will not allow these members to pass when pulling
out of the hole.
key-seat barge – n: a barge in which the mast is placed over a channel cut out of the side of the barge
through which the drilling and workover operations are performed.
kick – n: unscheduled, unwanted entry of water, gas, oil, or other formation fluid into wellbore. It occurs
because pressure exerted by column of drilling fluid is not great enough to overcome the pressure exerted
by the fluids in the formation drilled. If prompt action is not taken to control the kick or kill the well, a
blowout will occur. See blowout.
kill – v: 1. In drilling/well servicing, to prevent a threatened blowout by taking suitable preventative measures
(e.g., to shut in well with blowout preventers, circulate kick out, and increase weight of drilling/completion/
workover fluid). 2. in production, to stop a well from producing oil and gas so that reconditioning of the
well can proceed.
kill drilling fluid density – n: the unit weight, e.g., pounds per gallon (lb/gal), selected for the fluid to be
used to contain a kicking formation.
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kill line – n: a high-pressure line that connects the mud pump and the blowout-preventer assembly through
which drilling fluid can be pumped into the hole to subdue well pressure while the preventers are closed.
kill rate – n: a predetermined fluid circulating rate, expressed in fluid volume per unit time, which is to be
used to circulate under kick conditions; kill rate is usually some selected fraction of the circulating rate used
while drilling.
kill rate circulating pressure – n: pump pressure required to circulate kill rate volume under non kick
conditions.
killing a well – n: bringing a well under control that is blowing out. Also procedure of circulating water
and mud into a completed well before starting well-service operations.
kinematic viscosity – n: the kinematic viscosity of a fluid is the ratio of the viscosity (e.g., cp in g/cm-sec.)
to the density (e.g., g/cc) using consistent units. In several common commercial viscometers the kinematic
viscosity is measured in terms of the time of efflux (in seconds) of a fixed volume of liquid through a
standard capillary tube or orifice. See marsh funnel viscosity.
knock-out plug – n: a plugging device used to effect a dry tubing during run in, and being opened by
knocking it out of the tubing; used with retainer and packers.
knuckle joint – n: a hinged joint made up in the string above a fishing tool to allow it to be thrust out at
an angle.

L

laminar flow – n: fluid elements flowing along fixed streamlines which are parallel to the walls of the
channel of flow. In laminar flow, the fluid moves in plates or sections with a differential velocity across the
front which varies from zero at the wall to a maximum toward the center of flow. Laminar flow is the first
stage of flow in a Newtonian fluid; it is the second stage in a Bingham plastic fluid. This type of motion is
also called parallel, streamline, or viscous flow. See plug and turbulent flow.
land casing – v: to install casing so that it is supported in the casinghead by slips. The casing is usually
landed in the casinghead at exactly the position in which it was hanging when the cement plug reached its
lowest point. See casinghead and slips.
landing nipple – n: a sub for landing inside tubing tools, such as plugs, flow meters, logging tools etc.
lay down pipe – v: to pull drill pipe or tubing from the hole and place it in a horizontal position on a pipe
rack. Compare set back.
laying down – n: removal of work string or production tubing from the well and laying them on a rack.
See lay down pipe.
leak-off rate – n: the rate at which a fracturing fluid leaves the fracture and enters the formation surrounding
the fracture. Generally, it is desirable for fracturing fluids to have a low leak-off rate (i.e., very little fluid
should enter the formation being fractured) so that the fracture can be better extended into the formation.
leak-off test – n: application of pressure by superimposing surface pressure on a fluid column in order to
determine pressure at which exposed formation accepts whole fluid.
lease – n: 1. a legal document executed between a landowner, a lessor, and a company or individual, as
lessee, that grants the right to exploit the premises for minerals or other products. 2. the area where the
production wells, stock tanks, separators, LACT units, and other production equipment are located.
lease automatic custody transfer – n: measurement and transfer of oil from the producer’s tanks to the
connected pipeline on an automatic basis without a representative of either having to be present. See LACT,
LACT unit.
lease operator – n: also called a pumper. See pumper.
leonardite – n: a naturally occurring oxidized lignite. See lignins.
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lignins, mined – n: naturally occurring special lignite, e.g., leonardite, produced by strip mining from
special lignite deposits. Used primarily as thinners, which may or may not be chemically modified. However,
they are also widely used as emulsifiers.
lignosulfonates – n: organic drilling-fluid additives derived from by-products of sulfite paper manufacturing
process from coniferous woods. Some of the common salts, such as the ferrochrome, chrome, calcium, and
sodium, are used as universal dispersants while others are selectively for calcium-treated systems. In large
quantities, the ferrochrome and chrome salts are used for fluid-loss control and shale inhibition.
lime-treated muds – n: commonly lime-base muds. These high-pH systems contain most of the
conventional fresh-water additives to which slaked lime has been added to impart special properties. The
alkalinities and lime contents vary from low to high.
limestone – n: the sedimentary rock rich in calcium carbonate that sometimes serves as a reservoir rock for
petroleum. See calcium carbonate.
limited exposure – n: a generic term to describe certain types of packers where the packing element
is positioned in such a fashion as to “limit” wellbore mediums “exposed” to the tool’s setting/releasing
mechanisms.
limited-entry technique – n: fracturing method where fracturing fluid is injected into formation through
a limited number of perforations (fluid not injected through all perforations at once, injection is confined to
a few, selected perforations). This special technique can be useful when long, thick, or multiple producing
zones are to be fractured.
liner – n: 1. string of casing whose top is below surface. A liner may serve as oil string, extending from
producing interval up to next string of casing. 2. a smaller-size casing run inside production casing to
complete deeper. 3. an extension of casing string, usually for line completions to a deeper zone or casing
repair. 4. in jet-perforating guns, a conically shaped, metallic piece that is part of a shaped charge. It
increases efficiency of charge by increasing penetrating ability of jet. See blank liner, jet, perforated liner,
screen liner.
liner hanger – n: a slip or holding device used to attach or hang liners off the casing inside wall; can be
mechanical or hydraulically operated. See liner.
liner patch – n: a stressed-steel corrugated tube that is lowered into existing casing in a well in order to
repair a hole or leak in the casing. The patch is cemented to the casing with glass fiber and epoxy resin.
lipophile – n: a substance usually colloidal and easily wetted by oil.
lipophilic – adj: having an affinity for oil.
liquefied petroleum gas – n: mixture of heavier, gaseous, paraffinic hydrocarbons, principally butane and
propane. These gases, easily liquefied at moderate pressure may be transported as liquids but converted to
gases on release of pressure. Thus, liquefied petroleum gas is a portable source of thermal energy that finds
wide application in areas where it is impractical to distribute natural gas. Also used as a fuel for internalcombustion engines and has many industrial and domestic uses. Principal sources are natural and refinery
gas, from which liquefied petroleum gases are separated by fractionation.
live oil – n: crude oil that contains gas and has not been stabilized or weathered. Can cause gas cutting
when added to mud and is a potential fire hazard.
load oil – n: the crude or refined oil used in fracturing a formation to stimulate a well, as distinguished
from the oil normally produced by the well.
locating – n: positioning tubing in order to tag or sting into a packer bore.
locator – n: describes locating, but not anchoring, of production tubing into packer.
locator tubing seal assembly – n: a seal assembly used to locate inside the seal of a packer to prevent
tubing movement.
lock segment – n: device to lock packer’s mandrel to its dragblock housing.
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locking mandrels – n: slickline tools with slips and rubber cups to contain pressure and pack-off tubing in
wells not equipped with landing nipples.
lockset (lokset) – n: trademark packer with bidirectional slips used in completion.
Log – 1. n: a systematic recording of data, as from the driller’s log, mud log, electrical well log, or radioactivity
log. Many different logs are run in wells being produced or drilled to obtain various characteristics of
downhole formations. 2. v: to record data.
logging – n: see mud logging and electric logging.
long string – n: 1. last string of casing set in well. 2. string of casing set through the producing zone, often
called the oil string or production string.
long way – n: displacing fluid from the tubing up the annulus.
lost circulation material – n: a substance added to cement slurries or drilling mud to prevent the loss of
cement or mud to the formation. See bridging material.
lost circulation – n: the loss of quantities of whole mud to a formation, usually in cavernous, fissured, or
coarsely permeable beds, evidenced by the complete or partial failure of the mud to return to the surface as
it is being circulated in the hole. Lost circulation can lead to a blowout and, in general, reduce the efficiency
of the drilling operation. It is also called lost returns. See blowout.
lost returns – n: lost circulation caused by drilling fluid passing from hole into a porous, fractured, or
cavernous formation. Also lost circulation. See lost circulation.
lost-circulation additives – n: materials added to the mud to control or prevent lost circulation. These
materials are added in varying amounts and are classified as fiber, flake, or granular.
low-solids muds – n: a designation given to any type of mud where high performing additives, e.g., CMC,
have been partially or wholly substituted for commercial or natural clays. For comparable viscosity and
densities (weighted with barite), a low-solids mud will have a lower volume-percent solids content.
low-yield clays – n: commercial clays chiefly of the calcium montmorillonite type having a yield of
approximately 15 to 30 bbl/ton.
lower kelly cock – n: also called drill-stem safety valve. See drill-stem safety valve.
lubrication – n: alternately pumping a small volume of fluid into a closed wellbore system and waiting for
the fluid to fall toward the bottom of the well.
lubricator stack – n: a surface device used in slickline operations to keep the line lubricated and provide
grease for pressure control.
lyophilic – adj: Having an affinity for suspending medium, such as bentonite in water.
lyphobic colloid – n: a colloid that is readily precipitated from a solution and cannot be redispersed by an
addition of the solution.

M

M1 – n: the methyl orange alkalinity of the filtrate, reported as the number of millimeters of 0.02 Normal
(N/50) acid required per millimeter of filtrate to reach the methyl orange end point (pH 4.3).
macaroni rig – n: a workover rig, usually lightweight, that is specially built to run a string of ¾ inch and 1
inch diameter tubing. See macaroni string.
macaroni string – n: string of tubing or pipe of small diameter, usually ¾ or 1 inch and capable of well
servicing through 2⅜ production tubing.
magnet – n: a permanent magnet of electromagnet fitted into a tool body so that it may be run to retrieve
relatively small ferrous metal junk.
make a connection – v: to attach a joint of drill pipe/tubing onto the drill stem/work string suspended in
the wellbore to permit deepening of the wellbore.
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make a trip – v: to hoist drill/work string out of the wellbore to perform one of a number of operations
such as changing bits, taking a core, servicing downhole tools, etc., and then to return the drill/work string
to the wellbore.
make up – n:: connecting pipe together by hand or rotary table.
makeup cathead – n: device attached to shaft of draw works; a power source for screwing together pipe
joints; usually located on driller’s side of draw works. See cathead.
mandrel – n: 1. cylindrical bar, spindle, or shaft around which other parts are arranged or attached or that
fits inside a cylinder/tube. 2. pressure-containing member of a packer; also component used to transfer
energy into slips; also locating member of gas lift valve.
manifold – n: an accessory system of piping to a main piping system (or another conductor) that serves to
divide a flow into several parts, to combine several flows into one, or to reroute a flow to any one of several
possible destinations. See choke manifold.
marginal well – n: a well that is approaching depletion of its natural resource to the extent that any profit
from continued production is doubtful.
Marsh funnel – n: an instrument used in determining the Marsh funnel viscosity. The Marsh funnel is
a container with a fixed orifice at the bottom so that when filled with 1,500 cc fresh water, 1 qt. (946 ml)
will flow out in 26± 0.5 sec. For 1,000 cc out, the efflux time for water is 27.5 ± 0.5 sec. See API RP 13B
for specifications.
Martin-Decker – n: a common term for a rig weight indicator.
mast – n: portable derrick capable of being erected as a unit, as distinguished from a standard derrick,
which cannot be raised to a working position as a unit. For transporting by land, mast can be divided into
two or more sections to avoid excessive length extending from truck beds on highway. See derrick.
master bushing – n: a device that fits into the rotary table. It accommodates the slips and drives the kelly
bushing so that to rotating motion of the rotary table can be transmitted to the kelly. Also called rotary
bushing. See slips and kelly bushing.
master choke line valve – n: valve on choke and flowline which is nearest to preventer assembly. Its
purpose is to stop flow through choke and flowline.
master gate – n: 1. a large valve located on the Christmas tree used to control the flow of oil and gas from
the well. 2. the blind or blank rams of a blowout preventer.
mcf – abbr: 1,000 cubic feet of gas, commonly used to express the volume of gas produced, transmitted,
or consumed in a given period.
measure in – v: to obtain an accurate measurement of the depth reached in a well by measuring the drill
pipe or tubing as it is run into the well.
measure out – v: to measure drill pipe or tubing as it is pulled from the hole, usually to determine the
depth of the well or the depth to which the pipe or tubing was run.
mechanical jar – n: percussion tool operated mechanically to permit upward impact on a fish by sudden
release of a tripping device inside tool. If fish can be freed by an upward blow, mechanical jar can be very
effective. Also called a hydraulic jar.
mechanical rig – n: a drilling rig in which the source of power is one or more internal-combustion engines
and in which the power is distributed to rig components through mechanical devices (as chains, sprockets,
clutches, and shafts). It is also called a power rig.
meniscus – n: the curved upper surface of a liquid column, concave when the containing walls are wetted
by the liquid and convex when not.
mesh – n: measure of fineness of woven material, screen, or sieve. A 200-mesh sieve has 200 openings per
linear inch. A 200-mesh screen with wire diameter of 0.0021 in. (0.0533 mm) has an opening of 0.074
mm, or will pass a particle of 74 microns. See micron.
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methane – n: a light, gaseous, flammable paraffin hydrocarbon, CH4, with a boiling point of -258<198>F,
that is the chief component of natural gas and an important basic hydrocarbon for petrochemical manufacture.
MFE – abbr: a trademark name for multiple formation evaluation; a DST.
mica – n: a naturally occurring flake material of varying size used in combatting lost circulation. Chemically,
an alkali aluminum silicate.
micelles – n: organic and inorganic molecular aggregates occurring in colloidal solutions. Long chains of
individual structural units chemically joined to one another and laid side by side to form bundles. When
bentonite hydrates, certain sodium or other metallic ions go into solution, clay particle plus its atmosphere
of ions is known as a micelle.
micron U (MU) – n: a unit of length equal to one millionth part of a meter, or one thousandth part of a
millimeter.
migration – n: 1. the movement of hydrocarbons from the area in which it formed to a reservoir rock where
it can accumulate. 2. movement from one zone to another.
mill – n: a downhole tool with rough, sharp, extremely hard cutting surfaces for removing metal by grinding
or cutting. Mills are run on drill pipe or tubing to grind up debris in the hole, remove stuck portions of drill
stem or sections of casing for sidetracking, and ream out tight spots in the casing. They are also called junk
mills, reaming mills, and so forth, depending on what use they have. To use a mill to cut or grind metal
objects that must be removed from a well.
mill-out extension – n: a pinned-end pup joint used to provide additional length and inside diameter
necessary to accommodate a standard milling tool.
mill-out – n: use of mill on end of a work string to remove a permanent tool or fish.
millidarcy – n: one-thousandth (1/1000) of a darcy. See darcy.
milling shoe – n: see rotary shoe and burning shoe.
milling tool – n: 1. tool used in operation of milling. 2. a cutter used to remove drillable tools and for
pushing tools to bottom. Also for milling-over retrievable tools. See mill.
mineral rights – n: rights of ownership, conveyed by deed, of gas, oil, and other minerals beneath the
surface of the earth. In the United States, mineral rights are the property of the surface owner unless disposed
of separately.
minimum internal yield pressure – n: the lowest internal pressure at which a failure (of pipe) will take
place.
mist drilling – n: a method of rotary drilling whereby water and/or oil is dispersed in air and/or gas as the
drilling fluid.
ml – abbr: milliliter. Metric system unit for measure of volume. Literally one-thousandth of a liter. In
drilling-mud analysis work, this term is used interchangeably with cubic centimeter (cc). One quart is about
equal to 946 ml.
modular space workover rig – n: a platform rig designed in equipment packages or modules light enough
to be lifted onto a platform by a platform crane. In most cases, the maximum weight of a module is 12,000
pounds. Once lifted from the work boat, the rig can be erected and working within 24 to 36 hours. As in
all mast-type rigs, the working depth is limited by the strength of the mast, typically 12,000 to 14,000 feet.
molecular weight – n: the sum of the atomic weights of all the constituent atoms in the molecule of an
element or compound.
molecule – n: when atoms combine they form a molecule. In the case of an element or a compound, a
molecule is the smallest unit which chemically still retains the properties of the substance in mass.
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montmorillonite – n: a clay material commonly used as an additive to drilling muds. Sodium
montmorillonite is the main constituent in bentonite. The structure of montmorillonite is characterized by
a form which consists of a thin plate-type sheet with the width and breadth indefinite, and thickness that
of the molecule. The unit thickness of the molecule consists of three layers. Attached to the surface are ions
that are replaceable. Calcium montmorillonite is the main constituent in low-yield clays.
mosquito bill – n: a tube mounted at bottom of a sucker rod pump and inside a gas anchor to provide a
conduit for well fluids (that contain little or no gas) into the pump.
mousetrap – n: a fishing tool used to recover a parted string of sucker rods or other tubular-type fish from
a well.
mud – n: liquid circulated through wellbore during rotary drilling and workover operations. In addition
to its function of bringing cuttings to the surface, drilling mud cools and lubricates the bit and drill stem,
protects against blowouts by holding back subsurface pressures, and deposits a mud cake on the wall of the
borehole to prevent loss of fluids to the formation. Although it originally was a suspension of earth solids
(especially clays) in water, mud used in modern drilling is a more complex, three-phase mixture of liquids,
reactive solids, and inert solids. The liquid phase may be fresh water, diesel oil, or crude oil and may contain
conditioners. See drilling fluid.
mud acid – n: a mixture of hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids and surfactants used to effect mud removal
from the wellbore.
mud analysis – n: examination and testing of the drilling mud to determine its physical and chemical
properties.
mud circulation – n: the act of pumping mud downward to the bit and back up to the surface by normal
circulation or reverse circulation. See normal circulation and reverse circulation.
mud density – n: weight per unit volume of drilling fluid usually expressed in pounds per gallon or pounds
per cubic foot. See hydrostatic head.
mud flow indicator – n: device that continually measures and records volume of mud returning from
annulus and flowing out of mud-return line. If mud does not flow at a fairly constant rate, a kick may have
occurred.
mud flow sensor – n: also called mud-flow indicator, which see.
mud-gas separator – n: a device that separates free gas from the mud coming out of a well when a kick is
being circulated out.
mud hose – n: also called the rotary hose and kelly hose. See rotary hose.
mud house – n: structure at rig to store/shelter sacked materials used in drilling fluids.
mud log – n: a record of information derived from examination of drilling fluid and drill-bit cuttings. See
mud logging.
mud logging – n: the recording of information derived from examination and analysis of formation
cuttings made by the bit and mud circulated out of the hole. A portion of the mud is diverted through a
gas-detecting device. Cuttings brought up by the mud are examined under ultraviolet light to detect the
presence of oil or gas. Mud logging is often carried out in a portable laboratory set up at the well.
mud mixing devices – n: the most common device for adding solids to the mud is by means of the jet
hopper. Some other devices for mixing are: educators, paddle mixers, electric stirrers, mud guns, chemical
barrels, etc.
mud pits – n: series of open tanks, earthen or steel storage facilities, through which the drilling mud, or
fluid is cycled to allow sand and sediments to settle out. Additives are mixed with the mud in the pits, and
the fluid is temporarily stored there before being pumped back into the well. Modern rotary drilling rigs are
generally provided with three or more pits, usually fabricated steel tanks fitted with built-in piping, valves,
and mud agitators. Mud pits are also called shaker pits, settling pits, and suction pits, depending on their
main purpose. Also called mud tanks. See shaker pit, settling pit and suction pit.
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mud program – n: proposed or followed plan for type and properties of drilling fluid used in drilling a well
with respect to depth. Some factors that influence mud program are casing program and formation type,
competence, solubility, temperature, pressure.
mud pump – n: a large, reciprocating pump used to circulate the mud on a drilling rig and completion/
workover fluid on a service rig. A typical mud pump is a single or double acting, two or three cylinder piston
pump whose pistons travel in replaceable liners and are driven by a crankshaft actuated by an engine or
motor. Also called a slush pump.
mud return line – n: a trough or pipe placed between the surface connections at the wellbore and the shale
shaker, through which drilling mud flows upon its return to the surface from the hole.
mud scales – n: see balance, mud.
mud screen – n: also called a shale shaker. See shale shaker.
mud still/retort – n: instrument used to distill oil, water and other volatile material to determine oil, water,
total solids contents in volume-%.
mud weight – n: a measure of the density of a drilling fluid expressed as pounds per gallon (ppg), pounds
per cubic foot (lb/ft3), or kilograms per cubic meter (kg/m3). Mud weight is directly related to the amount
of pressure the column of drilling mud exerts at the bottom of the hole.
mud weight recorder – n: an instrument installed in the mud system which mechanically weighs the mud
and records its weight.
mudding off – v: commonly thought of as a reduced productivity caused by the penetrating, sealing, or
plastering effect of a drilling fluid.
mudding up – n: process of mixing mud additives to achieve desired purpose not possible with former
fluid, which usually has been water, air, or gas.
mule shoe – n: a pup joint cut in such a fashion as to provide an opening below the packer for fluid entry.
multiple completion – n: an arrangement for producing a well in which one wellbore penetrates two or
more petroleum-bearing formations that lie one over the other. The tubing strings are suspended side by side
in the production casing string, each a different length and each packed off to prevent the commingling of
different reservoir fluids. Each reservoir is then produced through its own tubing string.

N

NACE certified – adj: A tool in compliance with certain National Association of Corrosion Engineers
standards.
natural clays – n: natural, as opposed to commercial clays, that are encountered when drilling various
formations. The yield of these clays varies greatly, and they may or may not be purposely incorporated into
mud system.
natural gas – n: highly compressible, high expansible mixture of hydrocarbons with low specific gravity
and occurring naturally in a gaseous form. Principal component gases of natural gas, with approximate
percentages: methane, 80.0%; ethane, 7.0%; propane, 6.0%; butane, 2.5%; isobutane, 1.5%; pentane plus,
3.0%.
In addition to these gases, natural gas may contain nitrogen, helium, carbon dioxide, and contaminants
(hydrogen sulfide, water vapor). Although gaseous at normal temperatures and pressures, certain gases
comprising the mixture that is natural gas are variable in form and may be found as gases or liquids under
suitable conditions of temperature/pressure.
natural gasoline – n: the liquid hydrocarbons recovered from wet natural gas; casinghead gasoline. See
casinghead gasoline.
neat cement – n: a slurry composed of portland cement and water.
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necking – n: the tendency of a metal bar or pipe to taper to a reduced diameter at some point when
subjected to excessive longitudinal stress.
needle valve – n: a globe valve that incorporates a needlepoint disk to produce extremely fine regulation
of flow.
neutral – n: position of the rig’s weight indicator where hookload is zero.
neutralization – n: reaction in which the hydrogen ion of an acid and the hydroxyl ion of a base unite to
form water, the other ionic product being salt.
Newtonian fluid – n: simplest fluids from the standpoint of viscosity consideration in which shear force
is directly proportional to shear rate. These fluids immediately begin to move when pressure or force in
excess of zero is applied. Examples are water, diesel oil, and glycerine. The yield point as determined by
direct-indicating viscometer is zero.
nipple – n: tubular pipe fitting threaded on both ends, less than 12 inches long.
nipple up – v: to assemble blowout preventer stack on wellhead at surface.
nitro shooting – n: a formation stimulation process first used about a hundred years ago in Pennsylvania.
Nitroglycerine is placed in a well and exploded to fracture the rock. Sand and gravel are usually placed above
the explosive charge to improve the efficiency of the shot. Today nitro shooting has been largely replaced by
formation fracturing. See formation fracturing.
nitrogen – n: an inert gas (NO2) used for jetting wells.
no-go – n: a gauge run downhole to verify dimensions.
no-go seating nipple – n: a sub with a profile to provide a location for various wireline flow-control
devices; also stops tools from falling to bottom.
nomograph – n: chart representing an equation containing a number of variables in the form of scales so
a straight line cuts scales at values of variables satisfying the equation.
non conductive mud – n: any drilling fluid, usually oil-base or invert-emulsion muds, whose continuous
phase does not conduct electricity, e.g., oil. The spontaneous potential (SP) and normal resistivity cannot
be logged, although such other logs as the induction, acoustic velocity, etc., can be run.
nonlocator – n: terminology to describe the passage entry of seal assemblies into a packer seal bore not
locking into place.
normal circulation – n: smooth, uninterrupted circulation of fluid down the drill stem, out the bit, up
the annular space between pipe and the hole, and back to the surface. See mud circulation and reverse
circulation.
normal pressure – n: formation pressure equal to the pressure exerted by a vertical column of water with
salinity normal for the geographic area.
normal solution – n: a solution of such a concentration that it contains 1 gram-equivalent of a substance
per liter of solution.
nozzle – n: passageway through jet bits that allows drilling fluid to reach the bottom of the hole and flush
cuttings through the annulus. Nozzles come in different sizes that can be interchanged on the bit to allow
more or less flow.

O

o-ring – n: a circular seal common in the oil field; requires deformation (squeeze) to energize and seal.
OCS – abbr: Outer Continental Shelf of United States (offshore operating areas).
offset well – n: a well drilled on a tract of land next to another owner’s tract on which there is a producing
well.
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offset-well data – n: information obtained from wells that are drilled in an area close to the point of a well
being drilled or worked over. Such information can be very helpful in determining how a particular well will
behave or react to certain treatments or techniques applied to it.
offshore drilling – n: drilling for oil in an ocean or large lake. A drilling unit for offshore operations may
be a mobile floating vessel with a ship or barge hull, a semi-submersible or submersible base, a self-propelled
or towed structure with jacking legs (jackup drilling rig), or a permanent structure used as a production
platform after drilling. In general, wildcat wells are drilled from mobile floating vessels (as semi-submersible
rigs and drill ships) or from jack-ups, while development wells are drilled from platforms. See drill ship,
jackup drilling rig, platform, semi-submersible drilling rig and wildcat.
offshore – n: situated off the shore or within a zone generally considered to extend to three miles from low
water line (as offshore oil reserves).
oil and gas separator – n: item of production equipment used to separate liquid components of the well
stream from the gaseous elements. Separators are vertical and horizontal and are a cylindrical or spherical in
shape. Separation is accomplished principally by gravity, the heavier liquids falling to the bottom and the
gas rising to the top. A float valve or other liquid level control regulates the level of oil in the bottom of the
separator.
oil-based mud – n: a special type drilling fluid where oil is the continuous phase and water the dispersed
phase. Oil-based mud contains blown asphalt and usually 1 to 5 percent water emulsified into the system
with caustic soda or quick lime and an organic acid. Silicate, salt, and phosphate may also be present. Oilbased muds are differentiated from invert-emulsion muds (both water-in-oil emulsions) by the amounts of
water used, method of controlling viscosity and thixotropic properties, wall-building materials, and fluid
loss.
oil content – n: oil content of any drilling fluid is amount of oil in volume-percent.
oil emulsion water (milk emulsion) – n: a drilling fluid in which the oil content is usually kept between
three to seven percent and seldom over 10 percent (it can be considerably higher). The oil is emulsified into
fresh or salt water with a chemical emulsifier. Sometimes CMC, starch, or gum may be added to the freshand salt-water systems.
oil-in-water emulsion mud – n: commonly called emulsion mud. Any conventional or special water-base
mud to which oil has been added. The oil becomes the dispersed phase and may be emulsified into the mud
either mechanically or chemically.
oil zone – n: a formation or horizon of a well from which oil may be produced. The oil zone is usually
immediately under the gas zone and on top of the water zone if all three fluids are present and segregated.
oilfield – 1. n: the surface area overlying an oil reservoir or reservoirs. Commonly, the term includes not
only the surface area, but may include the reservoir, the wells, and production equipment as well. 2. adj:
referring to work in the drilling, completion, workover and well service industry.
on-off tool – n: a tool used to open or close a downhole valve; or used to set or release a downhole tool, e.g.
a retrievable bridge plug.
on-the-horn – adj: someone talking on a two-way radio to another remotely.
on-the-pump – adj: of a well, being pumped.
one-trip – n: a tool that goes downhole and is not retrievable.
open – adj: 1. of a wellbore, having no casing. 2. of a hole having no drill pipe or tubing suspended in it.
open hole – n: 1. wellbore in which casing has not been set. 2. open/cased hole in which no drill pipe/tubing
is suspended. 3. work done in uncased, uncemented wellbores.
open-hole completion – n: method of preparing a well for production in which no production casing or
liner is set opposite producing formation. Reservoir fluids flow unrestricted into open wellbore. An openhole completion has limited used in special situations. Also called a barefoot completion.
opening/closing plug – n: rubber plug used in primary cementing operations to displace cement slurry
from the casing into the borehole annulus.
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opening ratio – n: the ratio between the pressure required to open the preventer and the well pressure
under the rams.
operator – n: the person or company, either proprietor or lessee, actually operating an oil well or lease.
orifice – n: a device with an opening in it whose diameter is smaller than that of the pipe or fitting into
which it is place to partially restrict the flow through the pipe. The difference in pressure on the two sides
of an orifice plate, as determined by an orifice meter, can be used to measure the volume of flow through
the pipe.
out running – n: 1. describes a condition where fluid is free-falling down well at a faster rate than capable
by pumps. 2. in wireline, trying to pull out of well faster than the wireline tools are being blown upwards
by unexpected pressure. 3. trying to pump out a gas influx before the expansion of gas reduces pressure
allowing the well to kick.
outrigger – n: projecting member run out from sides of portable mast that provides stability to minimize
possibility of the mast’s overturning. See mast.
overbalance – n: the amount by which pressure exerted by the hydrostatic head of fluid in the wellbore
exceeds formation pressure.
overburden – n: 1. the pressure of the earth’s crust on a formation. For practical purposes, it usually can
be considered to be one psi per foot of depth. 2. the strata of rock that lie above the stratum of interest in
drilling.
overpull – v: to pull on pipe beyond its weight in either air or fluid.
overshot – n: 1. a fishing tool or device that is attached to tubing or drill pipe and lowered over the outside
wall of a fish, pipe, or sucker rods lost or stuck in the wellbore. A friction device in the overshot, usually
either a basket or a spiral grapple, firmly grips the fish, allowing it to be pulled from the hole. 2. an outside
catch tool which goes over a tubular fish and catches it on the outside surface with a slip.

P

P & A – abbr: plug and abandon; a well.
P – Delta-P: abbr: difference in pressure, referred to as between casing annulus and tubing.
P1 – abbr: the phenolphthalein alkalinity of the filtrate, reported as the number of milliliters of 0.02
Normal (N/50) acid required per milliliter of filtrate to reach the phenolphthalein end point.
pack off or stripper preventer – n: preventers having a unit of packing material whose closure depends
upon well pressure coming from below. They are used primarily to strip pipe through the hole or allow pipe
to be moved with pressure on the annulus.
pack-off – n: a device used to pack off tubing leaks, set on slickline.
packer – n: a piece of downhole equipment consisting of a sealing device, a holding or setting device, and
an inside passage for fluids; blocks flow of fluids through annular space between tubing and wall of wellbore
by sealing off space between them. Usually made up in tubing string some distance above producing zone.
A sealing element expands to prevent fluid flow except through inside bore of packet and into tubing.
Packers are classified according to configuration, use, method of setting and whether they are retrievable
(can be removed when necessary or must be milled/drilled out and destroyed).
packer fluid – n: fluid placed in annulus between tubing and casing above a packer. A liquid, usually
inhibited fresh water or oil, used in a well when a packer is employed between the tubing and casing. This
fluid is heavy enough to shut off the pressure of the formation being produced, does not stiffen or settle out
of suspended solids over long periods of time, and is noncorrosive.
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packer squeeze method – n: a squeeze cementing method in which a packer is set to form a seal between
the working string (the pipe down which cement is pumped) and the casing. Another packer or a cement
plug is set below the point to be squeeze-cemented. By setting packers, the squeeze point is isolated from the
rest of the well. See packer and squeeze cementing.
packer test – A fluid-pressure test of the casing. Also called a cup test.
packer-bore receptacle – n: a retrievable PBR anchored into the top of a production packer to land a
tubing seal assembly.
packer-type elements – n: elastomers requiring deformation to seal.
packing element – n: the elastomeric section of a packer.
packing gland – n: the metal part that compresses and holds packing in place in a stuffing box. See stuffing
box.
packoff or stripper – n: a device with a elastomer packing element that depends on pressure below the
packing to effect a seal in the annulus. Used primarily to run or pull pipe under low or moderate pressures.
This device is not dependable for service under high differential pressures.
paraffin – n: a hydrocarbon having the formula CnH2n+2 (e.g., methane, CH4; ethane, C2H6; etc.).
Heavier paraffin hydrocarbons (i.e., those of C18H38 and heavier) form a waxlike substance that is called
paraffin. These heavier paraffins often accumulate on the walls of tubing and other production equipment,
restricting or stopping the flow of desirable lighter paraffins.
particle – n: a minute unit of matter, usually a single crystal, or of regular shape with a specific gravity
approximating that of a single crystal.
pay sand, payzone, pay formation – n: commercially producing formation, often not even sandstone.
Also called pay, pay zone, producing zone.
PBR – abbr: Polished bore receptacle, a section in the casing string to facilitate landing of the production
tubing (casing).
PDC log – abbr: perforating depth control log.
penetration, rate of – n: feet per hour at which drill deepens wellbore.
pentane – n: any of three isometric hydrocarbons C5H12 of the methane series occurring in petroleum.
peptization – n: an increased dispersion due to the addition of electrolytes or other chemical substances.
See deflocculation and dispersion.
peptized clay – n: clay to which an agent has been added to increase initial yield; e.g., soda ash is frequently
added to calcium montmorillonite clay.
percent – n: for weight-percent, see ppm. Volume-percent is the number of volumetric parts of any liquid or
solid constituent per 100 like columetric parts of the whole. Volume-percent is the most common method
of reporting solids, oil, and water in drilling fluids.
perforate – v: to pierce the casing wall and cement to provide holes through which formation fluids may
enter or to provide holes in the casing so that materials may be introduced into the annulus between the
casing and the wall of the borehole. Perforating is accomplished by lowering into the well a perforating gun,
or perforator, that fires electrically detonated bullets or shaped charges from the surface. See perforating
gun.
perforated liner – n: liner with holes shot by perforating gun. See liner.
perforated spacer tube – n: a ported, extended production tube used as an alternative path for wireline
measuring devices.
perforating depth control log – n: a special type of radioactivity log that measures the depth of each casing
collar. By knowing the depth of the collars, it is easy to determine the exact depth of the formation to be
perforated by correlating casing collar depth with formation depth.
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perforating gun – n: an explosive device fitted with shaped charges or bullets that is lowered to the desired
depth on a well and fired to create penetrating holes in casing, cementing, and formation. See gun-perforate.
perforation – n: a hole made in the casing, cement, and formation through which formation fluids enter
a wellbore. Usually several perforations are made at a time.
perfs – n: perforations in casing for inflow of hydrocarbons and gas.
permeability – n: 1. measure of ease or ability of a rock to transmit a one-phase fluid under conditions
of laminar flow. The unit of permeability is the darcy. 2. the fluid conductivity of a porous medium. 3.
the ability of a fluid to flow within the interconnected pore network of a porous medium. See absolute
permeability, effective permeability, and relative permeability.
pH – abbr: potential hydrogen ion. The pH numbers range from 0 to 14.7 being neutral, and are indices
of the acidity (below 7) or alkalinity (above 7) of the fluid. The numbers are a function of the hydrogen
ion concentration in gram ionic weights per liter which, in turn, is a function of the dissociation of water
as follows:
(H)(OH) Divided by (H2O) = KH2O = 1 × 10-u
pH may be expressed as logarithm (base 10) of reciprocal (or negative logarithm) of hydrogen ion
concentration. pH of a solution offers valuable information as to immediate acidity or alkalinity, as
contrasted to total acidity or alkalinity (which may be titrated).
phosphate – n: certain complex phosphates, usually sodium tetraphosphate (Na6P4O13) and sodium acid
pyrophosphate (SaPP, Na2H2P2O7), are used either as mud thinners or for treatment of various forms of
calcium/magnesium contamination.
pig – n: a plug run down the work string/tubing to test connections for leaks.
piggyback – n: terminology to indicate the running of two downhole tools together, one on top of the
other, such as a squeeze tool and bridge plug.
pill – n: a gelled viscous fluid.
pilot – n: pressure monitor used to sense flowline pressure changes.
pilot mill – n: a special mill that has a heavy, tubular extension below it called a pilot or stinger. The pilot,
smaller in diameter than the mill, is designed to go inside drill pipe or tubing that is lost in the hole. It
guides the mill to the top of the pipe and centers it over the pipe, thus preventing the mill from bypassing
the pipe.
pilot testing – n: a method of predicting behavior of mud systems by mixing small quantities of mud and
mud additives, then testing the results.
pin – n: a threaded exterior member.
pipe – n: a long, hollow cylinder, usually steel, through which fluids are transmitted. Oilfield tubular goods
are casing (including liners) drill pipe, tubing or line pipe. Casing, tubing, and drill pipe are designated by
external diameter couplings threaded by standard tools, an increase the interval diameter. Thus, the external
diameter is the same for all linear densities of the same size pipe. Linear density is expressed in kilograms per
meter (kg/m). Grading depends on the yield strength of the steel.
pipe fittings – n: the auxiliary parts (as couplings, elbows, tees, crosses, etc.) used for connecting lengths
of pipe.
pipe hanger – n: 1. circular device with frictional gripping arrangement used to suspend casing/tubing in
well. 2. device used to support a pipeline.
pipe ram – n: a sealing component for a blowout preventer with an indention and packing for drill pipe,
drill collars, or casing that closes the annular space between the pipe and the blowout preventer or wellhead.
Separate rams are necessary for each size (outside diameter) pipe in use. See annular space and blowout
preventer.
pipe ram preventer – n: a blowout preventer that uses pipe rams as the closing elements. See pipe ram.
pit – n: a temporary containment for wellbore fluids, usually excavated earth.
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pit level – n: height of drilling mud in the mud pits.
pit-level indicator – n: a device that continuously monitors level of drilling mud in mud pits. Indicator
usually consists of float devices in mud pits that sense mud level and transmit data to a recording and alarm
device (called pit-volume recorder) mounted near driller’s position on rig floor. If mud level drops too low
or rises too high, alarm sounds to warn driller that action may be necessary to prevent a blowout.
pit-volume recorder – n: driller position gauge recording pit-level indicator data.
plastic flow – n: see plastic fluid.
plastic fluid – n: a complex, non-Newtonian fluid in which the shear force is not proportional to the shear
rate. A definite pressure is required to start and maintain movement of the fluid. Plug flow is the initial type
of flow and only occurs in plastic fluids. Most drilling muds are plastic fluids. The yield point as determined
by direct-indicating viscometer is in excess of zero.
plastic viscosity – n: an absolute flow property indicating flow resistance of certain types of fluids. Plastic
viscosity is a measure of internal resistance to fluid flow attributable to amount, type, and size of solids
present in a given fluid. It is expressed as number of dynes per sq cm of tangential shearing force in excess of
Bingham yield value that will induce a unit rate of shear. This value, expressed in centipoises, is proportional
to the slope of the consistency curve determined in the region of laminar flow for materials obeying
Bingham’s Law of Plastic flow. When using the direct-indicating viscometer, the plastic viscosity is found by
subtracting the 300-rpm reading from the 600-rpm reading.
plasticity – adj, n: the property possessed by some solids, particularly clays and clay slurries, of changing
shape or flowing under applied stress without developing shear planes or fractures. Such bodies have yield
points, and stress must be applied before movement begins. Beyond the yield point, the rate of movement
is proportional to the stress applied, but ceases when the stress is removed. See fluid.
plug & abandon – v: to place a cement plug in dry hole and abandon it. Also called P&G.
plug – n: Any object or device that blocks a hole or passageway (such as cement plug in a borehole). A
barrier; a downhole device/tool, usually a pressure-containing device such as a bridge plug, seating plug, etc.
plug back – v: to place cement in or near the bottom of a well to exclude bottom water, sidetrack, or
produce from a formation already drilled through. Plugging back also can be accomplished by a mechanical
plug set by wireline, tubing, or drill pipe.
plug container – n: Surface container used to drop cementing plugs under pressure.
plug flow – n: the movement of a material as a unit without shearing within the mass. Plug flow is the first
type of flow exhibited by a plastic fluid after overcoming the initial force required to produce flow.
plug pucker – n: a tool used to mill over permanent bridge plugs/cement retainers while retrieving the
milled-out debris.
plug valve – n: valve whose operating mechanism consists of a plug with a hole through it on same axis as
fluid line. Turning plug 90 degrees opens or closes valve.
plug-back cementing – n: a secondary cementing operation in which a plug of cement is positioned at a
specific point in the well and allowed to set.
plug-back – v: to place cement in/near bottom of well to exclude bottom water, sidetrack, or produce
from already drilled through. Plugging back also can be accomplished by a mechanical plug set by wireline,
tubing, or drill pipe.
plunger – n: basic component of sucker rod pump. See sucker rod pump.
PM – abbr: the phenolphthalein alkalinity of the mud reported as the number of milliliters of 0.02 Normal
(n/50) acid required per milliliter of mud.
points – n: way of indicating hookload/force, read off rig indicator; 1 point = 1,000 lb.
pole mast – n: a portable mast constructed of tubular members. A pole mast may be a single pole, usually
of two different sizes of pipe telescoped together to be moved or extended and locked to obtain maximum
height above a well. Double-pole masts give added strength and stability. See mast.
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polished rod – n: topmost portion of a string of sucker rods, for lifting fluid by rod pumping method. It
has a uniform diameter and is smoothly polished to effectively seal pressure in the stuffing box attached to
top of well.
polymer – n: a substance formed by the union of two or more molecules of the same kind linked end
to end into another compound having the same elements in the same proportion but a higher molecular
weight and different physical properties, e.g., paraformaldehyde. See copolymer.
pony rod – n: 1. a sucker rod less than 25 feet long. 2. the rod joined to the connecting rod and piston rod
in a mud pump.
poppet valve – n: opening/closing mechanism whereby springs are used to keep a poppet on its seat;
commonly found in retrievable bridge plugs.
pore – n: an opening or space within a rock or mass of rocks, usually small and often filled with some fluid
(as water, oil, gas, or all three). Compare vug.
pore pressure – n: pressure exerted by fluids within formation pore space.
porosity – n: amount of void space in a formation rock, usually expressed as percent voids per bulk volume.
Absolute porosity refers to the total amount of pore space in a rock, regardless of whether or not that space
is accessible to fluid penetration. Effective porosity refers to the amount of connected pore spaces, i.e., the
space available to fluid penetration. See permeability.
porous – n: condition of something that contains pores (as a rock formation). See pore.
portable mast – n: a mast mounted on a truck and capable of being erected as a single unit. See telescoping
derrick.
ported sub – n: or nipple; a device used to circulated fluid through.
portland cement – n: see cement.
positive choke – n: a choke in which the orifice size must be changed to change the rate of flow through
the choke. See choke and orifice.
positive-displacement meter – n: a mechanical, fluid measuring device that measures by filling and
emptying chambers of a specific volume, also known as a volume meter or volumeter. The displacement
of a fixed volume of fluid may be accomplished by reciprocating or oscillating pistons, by rotating vanes or
buckets, by notating disks, or by using tanks or other vessels that automatically fill and empty.
potassium – n: one of the alkali metal elements with a valence of 1 and an atomic weight of about 39.
Potassium compounds, most commonly potassium hydroxide (KOH) are sometimes added to drilling
fluids to impart special properties, usually inhibition.
potential – n: maximum column of oil or gas a well is capable of producing.
pound equivalent – n: a laboratory unit used in pilot testing. One gram or pound equivalent, when added
to 350 ml. of fluid, is equivalent to 1 lb/bbl.
pounds per gallon – n: measure of the density of a fluid (as drilling mud). Abbreviation ppg.
pounds per square inch gauge – n: the pressure in a vessel or container as registered on a pressure
gauge attached to the container. This pressure reading includes the pressure of the atmosphere outside the
container. Abbreviation psi.
power rod tongs – n: tongs that are actuated by air or hydraulic fluid and are used for making up or
breaking out sucker rods. See tongs.
power sub – n: a hydraulically powered device used to turn the drill pipe, tubing, or casing in a well in lieu
of a rotary. See rotary.
power takeoff – n: a gearbox or other device serving to relay the power of a prime mover to auxiliary
equipment.
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ppm – abbr: parts per million. Unit weight of solute per million unit weighs of solution (solute plus
solvent), corresponding to weight-percent except basis is a million instead of a hundred. The results of
standard API titrations of chloride, hardness, etc. are correctly expressed in milligrams (mg) of unknown per
liter but not in ppm. At low concentrations, mg/l is about numerically equal to ppm.
precipitate – n: material that separates out of solution or slurry as a solid. Precipitation of solids in drilling
fluid may follow flocculation or coagulation, such as dispersed red-bed clays upon addition of a flocculation
agent to fluid.
preservative – n: usually paraformaldehyde. Any material used to prevent starch or any other substance
form fermenting through bacterial action.
pressure control – n: commonly referred to as snubbing; running of tool and/or pulling of tubing under
well pressure.
pressure drop loss – n: pressure lost in a pipeline or annulus due to velocity of liquid in pipeline, properties
of fluid, condition of pipe wall, and alignment of pipe. In certain mud-mixing systems, loss of head can be
substantial.
pressure drop – n: loss of pressure because of friction as a fluid passes through a pipeline or vessel.
pressure gauge – n: an instrument for measuring fluid pressure that usually registers difference between
atmospheric pressure and pressure of fluid by indicating effect of such pressures on a measuring element (as
a column of liquid, a Bourdon tube, a weighted piston, a diaphragm, or other pressure-sensitive device). See
Bourdon tube.
pressure gradient – n: change of pressure with depth, usually expressed as pounds per square inch per foot.
A scale of pressure differences in which there is a uniform variation of pressure from point to point. For
example, the pressure gradient of a column of water is about 0.433 psi/ft of vertical elevation (9.79 kPa/m).
The normal pressure gradient in a well is equivalent to pressure exerted at any given depth by a column of
10 percent salt water extending from that depth to surface (i.e., 0.465 psi/ft or 10.51 kPa/m).
pressure loss – n: 1. a reduction in the amount of force a fluid exerts against a surface, usually occurring
because the fluid is moving against the surface. 2. the amount of pressure indicated by a drill-pipe pressure
gauge when drilling fluid is being circulated by the mud pump. Pressure losses occur as the fluid is circulated.
pressure probe – n: a diagnostic tool used to ascertain if there is a gas leak in the tubing of a gas-lift well. If
there is a tubing leak, the pressure on the annulus will equal the pressure on the tubing.
pressure relief valve – n: valve that opens at a preset pressure to relieve excessive pressures within a vessel/
line; also called relief, safety or pop valve.
pressure surge – n: a sudden, usually short-duration increase in pressure. If pipe or casing is run into a
hole too rapidly, an increase in the hydrostatic pressure results, which may be great enough to create lost
circulation.
pressure – n: the force per unit area that is exerted on a surface (as that exerted against the inner wall of a
container or piping system by a fluid or that exerted on a wellhead by a column of gas in the well). In the
United States, pressure is usually expressed in pounds per square inch (psi), and in other countries the most
common unit is kilopascal (kPa).
primary cementing – n: cementing operation immediately after casing has been run into the hole; used
to provide a protective sheath around the casing, to segregate the producing formation, and to prevent the
migration of undesirable fluids. See secondary cementing and squeeze cementing.
primary recovery – n: oil production in which only existing natural energy sources in the reservoir provide
for movement of well fluids to wellbore.
primary well control – n: prevention of formation fluid flow by maintaining a hydrostatic pressure equal
to or greater than formation pressure.
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production – n: 1. phase of petroleum industry that deals with bringing well fluids to the surface and
separating them and with storing, gauging, and otherwise preparing the product for the pipeline. 2. the
amount of oil or gas produced in a given period.
production packer – n: any packer designed to make a seal between the tubing and casing during
production.
production rig – n: portable servicing or workover outfit, usually mounted on wheels, self-propelled. Well
servicing unit consists of hoist and engine mounted on a wheeled chassis with self-erecting mast. Workover
rig is the same, plus a substructure with rotary, pump, pits, and other auxiliaries to permit handling and
working a drill string.
production seal unit – n: same as seal nipple assemblies.
production tank – n: tank used in the field to receive crude oil as it comes from well; also referred to as a
flow tank or lease tank. See flow tank.
production test – n: a test of the well’s producing potential usually done during the initial completion phase.
production tubing – n: a string of tubing used to produce the well, providing well control and energy
conservation.
propane – n: paraffin hydrocarbon, C3H8, a gas at ordinary atmospheric conditions but easily liquefied
under pressure. A constituent of LPG. See liquefied petroleum gas.
proppant or propping agent – n: a granular substance (as sand grains, walnut shells, or other material)
carried in suspension by the fracturing fluid that serves to keep the cracks open when the fracturing fluid is
withdrawn after a fracture treatment.
proration – n: a system enforced by a state or federal agency or by agreement between operators that limits
the amount of petroleum that can be produced from a well or field within a given period.
PSA – abbr: a generic term for pressure setting assembly; a tool which is used to set permanent tools on
electric wireline, through explosive force.
pseudoplastic fluid – n: A complex non-Newtonian fluid that does not possess thixotropy. A pressure or
force in excess if zero will start fluid flow. The apparent viscosity or consistency decreases instantaneously
with increasing rate of shear until at a given point the viscosity becomes constant. The yield point as
determined by direct-indicating viscometer is positive, the same as in Bingham plastic fluids; however, the
true yield point is zero. An example of a pseudoplastic fluid is guar gum in fresh or salt water.
pull-down – n: snubbing unit; used to apply additional force to the drill stem when it is necessary to put
the drill stem into the hole when there is high pressure in the well.
pulling tool – n: a hydraulically operated tool that is run in above the fishing tool and anchored to the
casing buy slips. It exerts a strong upward pull on the fish by hydraulic power derived from fluid that is
pumped down the fishing string.
pulling unit – n: a well servicing outfit used in pulling rods and tubing from the well. See production rig.
pulling-the-trigger – n: firing wireline-operated downhole tool in a service truck.
pump – n: a device that increases pressure on a fluid or raises it to a higher level. Various types of pumps
include reciprocating, centrifugal, rotary, jet, sucker rod, hydraulic, mud, submersible and bottomhole
pump.
pump liner – n: cylindrical, accurately machined, metallic section that forms working barrel of certain
reciprocating pumps. Provide an inexpensive means of replacing worn cylinder pumps, and in some pumps
provide a method of conveniently changing displacement and capacity of pumps. Sectional liners, used in
some oilwell pumps afford a ready means of assembling a well pump of any given stroke by adding sections
end to end.
pump manifold – n: an arrangement of valves and piping that permits a wide choice in the routing of
suction and discharge fluids among two or more pumps.
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pump-out plug – n: a device to provide running the tubing dry with a packer released by elevating tubing
pressure, thereby opening the tubing to formation pressure.
pumpdown – n: a well servicing activity “through the flowline” designed to access the well under pressure
for various jobs, by pumping the slickline down the hole.
pumper – n: the oil company employee who attends to producing wells. He supervises any number of wells,
ensuring steady production, preparing reports, testing, gauging, and so forth. Also called a switcher or lease
operator.
pumping tee – n: a heavy-duty steel, T-shaped pipe fitting that is screwed or flanged to the top of a
pumping well. The polished rod works through stuffing box on top of the tee and in the run of the tee to
operate a sucker rod pump in the well. Pumped fluid is discharged through the side opening of the tee. See
polished rod and stuffing box.
pup – n: a short section of tubing or drill pipe used for properly spacing out.

Q

quebracho – n: a drilling-fluid additive used to extensively for thinning or dispersing to control viscosity
and thixotropy. It is a crystalline extract of the quebracho tree consisting essentially of tannic acid.
quicklime – n: calcium oxide, CaO. Used in oilbase muds to neutralize organic acid.
quiescence – n: the state of being quiet or at rest (being still). Static.

R

rabbit – n: same as a pig.
rack pipe – v: 1. to place pipe withdrawn from the hole on a pipe rack. 2. to stand pipe on the derrick floor
when coming out of the hole.
racking platform – n: a small platform with fingerlike steel projections attached to side of mast on a well
servicing unit. When sucker rods or tubing is pulled from a well, the top end of the rods or tubing is placed
(racked) between the steel projections and held in a vertical position in the mast.
radical – n: two or more atoms behaving as a single chemical unit, i.e., as an atom; e.g., sulfate, phosphate,
nitrate.
radioactivity well logging – n: recording of the natural or induced radioactive characteristics of subsurface
formations. A radioactivity log, also known as a radiation log, normally consists of two recorded curves: a
gamma ray curve and a neutron curve. Both indicate the types of rocks in the formation and the types of
fluids contained in the rocks. The two logs may be run simultaneously in conjunction with a collar locator
in a cased or uncased hole.
ram blowout preventer – n: blowout preventer that uses rams to seal off pressure on a hole with or without
pipe. Also called ram preventer. See blowout preventer and ram.
ram preventer – n: also called a ram blowout preventer, which see.
ram – n: closing and sealing component on a blowout preventer. One of three types – blind, pipe, or shear
– may be installed in several preventers mounted in a stack on top of wellbore. Blind rams, when closed,
form a seal on a hole that has no drill pipe in it; shear rams cut through drill pipe and then form a seal. See
blind ram, pipe ram and shear ram.
range of load – n: in sucker rod pumping, the amount of weight the sucker rod string is capable of lifting.
ratchet – n: generic term used to describe tool movements, such as the cone-to-slip engagement on
permanent packers/plugs.
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rate of shear – n: rate at which an action, resulting from applied forces, causes or tends to cause two
adjacent parts of a body to slide relatively to each other in a direction parallel to their plane of contact.
Given in rpm.
rathole – n: 1. hole in rig floor 30-35 feet deep, lined with casing that projects above the floor, into which
the kelly and swivel are placed during hoisting operations. 2. a hole of a diameter smaller than the main
hole that is drilled in the bottom of the main hole. To reduce the size of the wellbore and drill ahead. Extra
deepening operation below the casing shoe in the wellbore.
ream – v: to enlarge wellbore by drilling it again with a special bit. Often a rathole is reamed or opened to
same size as main wellbore. See rathole.
reamer – n: tool used in drilling to smooth a well wall, enlarge the hole to the specified size, stabilize the
bit, straighten the wellbore if kinks or doglegs are encountered, and drill directionally. See ream.
reciprocating pump – n: a pump consisting of a piston that moves back and forth or up and down in a
cylinder. Cylinder is equipped with inlet (suction) and outlet (discharge) valves. On intake stroke, suction
valves open, and fluid is drawn into cylinder. On discharge stroke, suction valves close, discharge valves
open, fluid is forced out of cylinder.
recorder carrier – n: a sub in a DST string where pressure/temperature recorders are placed for formation
evaluation.
recovery factor – n: a percentage of oil or gas in place in a reservoir that ultimately can be withdrawn
by primary and/or secondary techniques; the percentage of the oil or gas in place (expressed in stock tank
barrels or in thousands of cubic feet) that will ultimately be recovered.
red lime mud – n: a red mud which has been converted to a lime-treated mud. The pH is usually 12.0 to
13.0.
red mud – n: clay, water-base drilling fluid with sufficient amounts of caustic soda tannate to give a red
appearance. Normally a high pH mud.
reeled tubing – n: lighter-duty well maintenance than hydraulic workover, using small OD tubing capable
of descending down production string under well pressure.
reeve – v: to pass (as end of rope) through a hole or opening in a block or similar device.
refracturing – n: fracturing a formation again. See formation fracturing.
regulator – n: a device that reduces pressure or volume of a fluid flowing in a line and maintains pressure
or volume at a specified rate.
relative permeability – n: a measure of ability of two or more fluids (as water, gas, and oil) to flow
through a rock formation when formation is totally filled with several fluids. Permeability measure of a rock
filled with two or more fluids is different from permeability measure of same rock filled with a single fluid.
Compare absolute permeability.
relief well – n: drilled to combat blowout; channels mud to blowing well.
remote choke panel – n: a set of controls, usually placed on the rig floor, that is manipulated to control
the amount of drilling fluid being circulated out through the choke manifold. This procedure is necessary
when a kick is being circulated out of a well.
remote station – n: auxiliary controls for operating blowout preventers.
replacement – The process whereby a volume of fluid equal to the volume of steel in tubular and tools
withdrawn from the wellbore is returned to the wellbore.
reservoir pressure – n: pressure in a reservoir under normal conditions.
reservoir rock – n: permeable rock containing oil/gas in quantity.
resin – n: semisolid or solid complex, amorphous mixture of organic compounds having no definite
melting point nor tendency to crystallize. Resins may be a component of compounded materials that can
be added to drilling fluids to impart special properties to the system, wall cake, etc.
resistivity meter – n: measures resistivity of drilling fluids and their cakes.
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resistivity – n: the electrical resistance offered to the passage of a current, expressed in ohm-meters; the
reciprocal of conductivity. Fresh water muds are usually characterized by high resistivity, salt water muds by
a low resistivity.
retainer – n: a drillable squeeze packer with positive flow control.
retarder – n: a chemical compound (as gypsum, lime sodium tannate, etc.) that is used to prolong the
thickening, setting, or hardening time of oilwell cements, the opposite of an accelerator. See cementing
materials.
reverse circulate – n: the method by which the normal flow of a drilling fluid is reversed by circulation
down the annulus and up and out the work string (drill pipe or tubing). This is frequently used in workover
in cased holes.
reverse circulation – n: the return of drilling fluid through drill stem. The normal course of drilling fluid
circulation is downward through drill stem and upward through annular space surrounding drill stem. For
special problems, normal circulation is sometimes reversed, and fluid returns to the surface through the drill
stem, or tubing, after being pumped down the annulus.
reversing hand – n: a well servicing hand who cleans out wellbores.
reversing out – v: to displace the wellbore fluid back to the surface; to displace tubing volume back to the pit.
Reynolds number – n: a dimensionless number, Re, that occurs in the theory of fluid dynamics. The
diameter, velocity, density and viscosity (consistent units) for fluid flowing through a cylindrical conductor
are related as follows:
Re = diameter × velocity × density × viscosity, or Re = DV p/u
The number is important in fluid hydraulics calculations for determining the type of fluid flow, i.e., whether
laminar or turbulent. The transitional range occurs approximately from 2,000 to 3,000; below 2,000 the
flow is laminar, above 3,000 the flow is turbulent.
rheology – n: the science that deals with deformation and flow of water.
rig manager – n: toolpusher.
rig – n: derrick, draw works, surface equipment of a drilling or workover unit.
rig up – v: to prepare the rig for making hole; install tools/machinery.
ring-joint flange – n: a flanged connection in which a metal ring (resting in a groove in the flange) serves
as a pressure seal between the two flanges.
riser – n: pipe through which liquid travels upward; riser pipe, which see.
riser pipe – n: pipe and special fittings used on floating offshore rigs to establish a seal between the top of
the wellbore, on the ocean floor, and drilling equipment, above the surface of the water. A riser pipe is a
guide for the drill stem from the drilling vessel to the wellhead and a conductor of drilling fluid from the
well to the vessel. The riser consists of several sections of pipe and includes special devices to compensate for
movement of the drilling rig caused by waves. It is also called a marine riser.
rockwell hardness – n: a measure of a ferrous material’s strength when converted to yield or ultimate tensile
strength in PSI.
rod blowout preventer – n: a ram device used to close the annular space around the polished rod or sucker
rod in a pumping well.
rod elevators – n: a device used to pull sucker rods. It has a bail attached to the rod hook to pull or run
sucker rods. See rod hook or sucker rod.
rod hanger – n: used to hang sucker rods on mast or in derrick.
rod hook – n: a small, swivel hook having a fast operating, automatic latch to close the hook opening when
weight is suspended from the hook.
rod pump – n: see sucker rod pump.
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rod string – n: sucker rod string; the entire length of sucker rods, which usually consists of several single
rods, screwed together. The rod string serves as a mechanical link from the beam pumping unit on the
surface to the sucker-rod pump near the bottom of the well.
rod stripper – n: a device used when rods are coated with heavy oil or when the well may flow through the
tubing while the rods are being pulled. It is form of blowout preventer. See blowout preventer.
rod sub – n: short length of sucker rod attached to top of sucker rod pump.
rod-transfer elevator – n: special type of elevator designed to accommodate the end of a sucker rod; it
allows the derrickman to transfer the rod to the racking platform from the regular elevator being used to lift
the rod out of the well. See racking platform.
rod-transfer equipment – n: enables a workover crew to pull sucker rods from a well and hang them on
workover rig’s mast so that the rods never touch the ground. Two elevators are used: one elevator suspends
the rod string in the well; meanwhile, the other elevator is lowered for the next pull.
roller-cone bit – n: bit made of two, three or four cones, cutters, mounted on rugged bearings. Also called
rock bits. The surface of each cone is made up of rows of steel teeth or rows of tungsten carbide inserts. See
bit.
rope socket – n: a device to connect the wireline to the tool string.
rotary drilling – n: a drilling method in which a hole is drilled by a rotating bit to which downward force
is applied. The bit is fastened to and rotated by the drill stem, which provides a passageway through which
drilling fluid is circulated. Additional joints of drill pipe are added as drilling progresses.
rotary hose – n: a reinforced, flexible tube on a rotary drilling rig that conducts drilling fluid from mud
pump and standpipe to swivel and kelly; also called mud hose or kelly hose. See kelly, mud pump,
standpipe and swivel.
rotary shoe – n: the cutting shoe fitted to lower end of washover pipe and “dressed” with hard-surfaced
teeth or tungsten carbide.
rotary table – n: the principal component of a rotary, or rotary machine, used to turn the drill stem and
support the drilling assembly. It has a beveled gear arrangement to create the rotational motion and an
opening into which bushings are fitted to drive and support the drilling assembly.
rotary – n: the machine used to impart rotational power to the drill stem while permitting vertical
movement of the pipe for rotary drilling. Modern rotary machines have a special component, the rotary
bushing, to turn the kelly bushing, which permits vertical movement of the kelly while the stem is turning.
See rotary drilling, master bushing and kelly bushing.
rotating head – n: a sealing device used to close off the annular space around the kelly when drilling with
pressure at the surface, usually installed above the main blowout preventers. Their use prevents a fog of dust
or fluids from forming around the rotary. A rotating head makes it possible to drill ahead even when there
is pressure in the annulus that the weight of the drilling fluid is not overcoming; the head prevents the well
from blowing out. It is used mainly in the drilling of formations that have low-pressure, high-volume fluids.
The rate of penetration through such formations is usually rapid.
roughneck – n: a worker on a drilling or workover rig, subordinate to the driller; sometimes called a rotary
helper, floorman, or rig crewman.
round trip – n: the action of pulling out and subsequently running back into the hole a string of drill pipe
or tubing. It is also called tripping the pipe.
roustabout – n: a worker who assists foreman in general work around producing oil wells, usually on the
property of oil company. A roustabout may also be a helper on a well-servicing unit or one who does utility
work on an offshore drilling rig.
royalty – n: the part of oil, gas, and minerals or their cash value paid by the lessee to the lesser or to one
who has acquired possession of the royalty rights, based on a certain percentage of the gross production
from the property.
RRC – abbr: Railroad Commission, an oil and gas regulatory body in Texas.
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RTTS – abbr: a trademark name for a retrievable squeeze tool.
running tool – n: retrievable component of a downhole tool used in running (sometimes retrieving)
operation, such as a retrievable bridge plug.

S

sack – n: a container for cement, bentonite, ilmenite, barite, caustic, and so forth. Sack (bags) contain the
following amounts: cement, 94 lb. (1 cu. ft.), bentonite, 100 lb., ilmenite, 100 lb., barite, 100 lb.
safety clamp – n: used to suspend a rod string after pump has been spaced or when weight of rod string
must be taken off the pumping equipment.
safety factor – n: in the context of this publication, an incremental increase in drilling fluid density beyond
the drilling fluid density indicated by calculations to be needed to contain a kicking formation.
safety joint – n: 1. a threaded connection or sub in a tubing string which has coarse threads or other special
features which will cause it to unscrew before other connections in the string. 2. an accessory to the fishing
tool that is placed above it. If the tool cannot be disengaged from the fish, the safety joint permits easy
disengagement of the string of pipe above the safety joint. Thus, part of the safety joint as well as the tool
attached to the fish remain in the hole and become part of the fish.
safety release – n: an emergency mechanism component enabling the retrievable of a packer (or tubing) if
stuck.
safety valve – n: valve quickly attached to pipe in hole to stop well flow.
salt – n: in mud terminology, the term salt is applied to sodium chloride, NaCl. Chemically, the term salt
is also applied to any of a class of similar compounds formed when the acid hydrogen of an acid is partly or
wholly replaced by a metal or a metallic radical. Salts are formed by the action of acids on metals, or oxides
and hydroxides, directly with ammonia, and in other ways.
salt water flow – n: an influx of formation salt water into the wellbore.
salt water muds – n: drilling fluid containing dissolved salt (brackish to saturated). Fluids may also include
native solids, oil and/or commercial additives such as clays, starch.
sample mud – n: drilling fluid possessing properties to bring up samples.
sampler – n: a sub in a DST string to obtain a sample of the formation.
samples – n: cuttings obtained for geological information from drilling fluid as it emerges from the hole.
They are washed, dried, labeled as to the depth.
sand – n: loose granular material resulting from disintegration of rocks, most often silica.
sand content – n: in a drilling fluid, the insoluble abrasive solids content rejected by a 200-mesh screen.
Usually expressed as the percentage bulk volume of sand in a drilling fluid. This test is elementary in that
retained solids are not necessarily silica nor may not be altogether abrasive. For additional information
concerning the kinds of solids retained on the 200-mesh screen, more specific tests would be required. See
mesh.
sand control – n: same as gravel packing.
sand cutter – n: a device to salvage casing on a P&A job.
sand line – n: a wireline or wire rope, capable of much higher pulling loads versus electrical conductor
wireline. It is used on well-servicing rigs to operate a swab or bailer. It is usually 9/16-in. in diameter and
several feet long.
sand line drill – n: run on cable-tool drilling-line, a service machine, or sandline of a rotary rig to drill up
tools, removing downhole debris, etc.
sand thickness map – n: contour map of thickness of subsurface sands.
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sandstone – n: a detrital, sedimentary rock composed of individual grains of sand (commonly quartz) that
are cemented together by silica, calcium carbonate, iron oxide, and so forth. Sandstone is a common rock
in which petroleum and water accumulate.
saturated solution – n: solution containing at a given temperature as much of a solute as it can retain. At
68 F it takes 126.5 lb/bbl salt to saturate 1 bbl of fresh water. See supersaturated.
SBHT – abbr: Static bottomhole temperature.
Schlumberger – n: one of the pioneer companies in electric well logging, named for the French scientist
who first developed the method; pronounced “slumberjay.” Today, many companies provide logging
services of all kinds.
scratcher – n: casing hardware to condition the wellbore hole.
screen analysis – n: determination of relative percentages of substances: suspended solids of a drilling
fluid, passing through or retained on a sequence of screens of decreasing mesh size. Analysis may be wet or
dry. Referred to also as “sieve analysis.” See mesh.
screen liner – n: pipe that is perforated, arranged with a wire wrapping to act as a sieve to prevent or
minimize entry of sand particles into wellbore. Also called a screen pipe.
SCSSV – abbr: surface-controlled subsurface safety valve.
sea water muds – n: class of salt-water mud where seawater is used as fluid phase.
seal bore extension – n: a tube extending the effective packer seal bore; used where excessive tubing
expansion/contraction is anticipated.
seal nipple assemblies – n: sealing members at the production tubing extremely for landing inside the
packer’s seal bore.
seal units – n: extensions of the production string with seals to travel within a packer bore and/or extensions.
sealing agents – n: materials added to drilling fluids to restore circulation.
secondary cementing – n: any cementing operation after the primary cementing operation. Secondary
cementing includes a plug-back job, in which a plug of cement is positioned at a specific point in the well
and allowed to set. Wells are plugged to shut off bottom water or to reduce the depth of the well for other
reasons. See primary cementing and squeeze cementing.
seconds API – n: a unit of viscosity as measured with a Marsh funnel according to API procedure. See API
RP 13B and Marsh funnel viscosity.
seismic data – n: detailed information obtained from earth vibration produced naturally or artificially (as
in geophysical prospecting).
seismograph – n: detects vibrations in the earth, used in prospecting for probable oil-bearing structures.
Vibrations are created by discharging explosives in shallow boreholes or by striking the surface with a heavy
blow. The type/velocity of the vibrations recorded by the seismograph indicate the general characteristics of
the section of earth through which vibrations pass.
selective shear – n: ability to selectively determine when a tool will set, by the quantity of shear screws or
pins.
self potential – n: also called spontaneous potential, which see.
semi-expendable gun – n: a thru-tubing perforator gun; not retrievable.
semi-submersible drilling rig – n: floating, offshore drilling structure with hulls submerged in water
but not resting on sea floor. Living quarters, storage space, and so forth are assembled on deck. Semisubmersible rigs are either self-propelled or towed to a drilling site or both. Semi-submersibles are more
stable than drill ships and are used extensively to drill wildcat wells in rough waters such as North Sea. See
dynamic positioning.
separation sleeve – n: a sleeve designed to shut off tubing-to-annulus flow, should the sliding sleeve
become inoperative.
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separator – n: 1. cylindrical or spherical vessel used to isolate components in mixed streams of fluids. See
oil and gas separator. 2. surface storage tank to separate oil and gas.
sequestration – n: the formation of stable calcium, magnesium, iron complex by treating water or mud
with certain complex phosphates.
set back – v: to place stands of drill pipe and collars in a vertical position to one side of rotary table in the
derrick or mast of drilling or workover rig.
set casing – n: installation of pipe or casing in a wellbore. Usually requires mudding up, reconditioning or
at least checking the drilling-fluid properties.
set-down tool – n: a compression-set packer.
setting tool – n: a tool used to set drillable/permanent tools, such as packers, retainers, plugs; can be either
mechanical, electric or hydraulic.
settling pit – n: the mud pit into which mud flows and in which heavy solids are allowed to settle out. Often
auxiliary equipment (as desanders) must be installed to speed this process. Also called settling tank.
shaker pit – n: mud pit adjacent to shale shaker, usually the first pit into which the mud flows after
returning from the hole. Also called a shaker tank.
shale – n: a fine-grained sedimentary rock composed of consolidated silt and clay or mud. Shale is the most
frequently occurring sedimentary rock.
shale shaker – n: a series of trays with sieves that vibrate to remove cuttings from the circulating fluid in
rotary drilling operations. The size of the openings in the sieve is carefully selected to match the size of the
solids in the drilling fluid and the anticipated size of cuttings. It is also called a shaker.
shape charge – n: an explosive charge used in perforating, exhibiting a jetting shape to penetrate the casing
wall and formation.
shaped charge – n: a relatively small container of high explosive that is loaded into a perforating gun. Upon
detonation, the charge releases a small, high-velocity stream of particles (a jet) that penetrates the casing,
cement, and formation. See gun-perforate.
shear (shearing stress) – n: an action or stress, resulting from applied forces, which causes or tends to cause
two adjoining parts of a body to slide relatively to each other in a direction parallel to their plane of contact.
shear ram preventer – n: a blowout preventer that uses shear rams as closing elements. See shear ram.
shear ram – n: component in a blowout preventer that cuts, or shears, through pipe and forms a seal against
well pressure. Shear rams in mobile offshore drilling operations provide a quick method of moving the rig
away from the hole when there is no time to trip the drill stem out of the hole.
shear strength – n: a measure of shear value of fluid. The minimum shearing stress that will produce
permanent deformation. See gel strength.
shearometer – n: an instrument used to determine the shear strength, or gel strength, of a drilling fluid. See
API RP 13B for specifications and procedure. See gel strength.
sheave – (pronounced “shiv”) n: a grooved pulley.
sherometer – n: an instrument used to determine the shear strength, or gel strength, of a drilling fluid. See
gel strength.
shoe – n: typically the first downhole tool employed on the casing string to guide the casing past obstructions
in the wellbore. See casing shoe.
shoot – v: 1. to explode nitroglycerine or other high explosives in a hole to shatter rock and increase flow
of oil; now largely replaced by formation fracturing, which see. 2. in seismographic work, to discharge
explosives to create vibrations in earth’s crust.
shooting – n: firing of perforating guns.
shortway – n: displacing wellbore fluids from annulus up the tubing.
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shot – n: 1. a charge of high explosive, usually nitroglycerine, detonated in a well to shatter formation and
expedite the recovery of oil. Shooting has been almost completely replaced by formation fracturing and
acid treatments. See shoot and nitro shooting. 2. a point at which a photograph is made in a single-shot
survey. See directional survey.
show – n: appearance of oil/gas in cuttings, samples, cores, etc., of mud.
shut in – v: 1. to close the valves on a well so that it stops producing. 2. to close in a well in which a kick
has occurred. 3. to cap off the well.
shut-in bottomhole pressure – n: the pressure at the bottom of a well when the surface valves on the well
are completely closed. The pressure is caused by fluids that exist in the formation at the bottom of the well.
shut-in casing pressure – n: pressure of annular fluid on casing if well is shut-in.
shut-in drill pipe pressure – n: pressure of drilling fluid on the inside of the drill stem; used to measure
the difference between hydrostatic pressure and formation pressure when a well is shut in and the mud
pump is off.
SICP – abbr: shut-in casing pressure.
side pocket – n: offset heavy-wall sub in production string for gas lift valves, etc.
sidetrack – v: to drill around broken drill pipe or casing that is lodged permanently in the hole, using a
whipstock, turbodrill, or other mud motor. See directional drilling, turbodrill and whipstock.
sidewall coring – n: a coring technique in which core samples are obtained from a zone that has already
been drilled. A hollow bullet is fired into a formation wall to capture core and then retrieved on a flexible
steel cable. Core samples usually range from ¾ to 1⁄₁₆ inches in diameter and from ¾ to 1 inch in length.
Useful in soft-rock areas.
SIDPP – abbr: shut-in drill pipe pressure; used in drilling reports.
silica gel – n: a porous substance consisting of SiO2. Used as a dehydrating agent in air or gas drilling where
small amount of water is encountered.
silt – n: materials that exhibit little/no swelling whose particle size falls between 2 microns and API sand
size, or 74 microns (200-mesh). Some dispersed clays and barites also fall into this same particle-size range.
single – n: 1. a joint of drill pipe. Compare double, thribble, and fourble. 2. a term applied to single-zone
completions.
single-grip – n: a description of packers with one slip system for supporting weight and pressure from
above only.
single-pole rig – n: a well servicing unit whose mast consists of but one steel tube, usually about 65 feet
long. See pole mast.
sinker bar – n: a heavy weight or bar placed on or near a wireline tool. It provides weight so that the tool
can be lowered into the well properly.
skid – v: moving a rig between locations, usually on tracks with little dismantling.
skin – n: 1. the area of the formation damaged from invasion of foreign substances into the exposed section
of the formation adjacent to the wellbore during drilling and completion. 2. the pressure drop from the
outer limits of drainage to the wellbore caused by the relatively thin veneer (or skin) of the formation.
Skin is expressed in dimensionless units; a positive value denotes formation damage, and a negative value
indicates improvement. 3. a measure of a well’s resistance to open flow production, the higher the skin
number the lower the production potential to open flow; Darcy flow equations.
sky-top mast – n: a mast on a well servicing unit that uses a split traveling block and crown block, which
makes it possible to pull 60-foot stands with a 50-foot mast.
slacking off – n: lowering of workstring/tubing onto a packer.
sleeve valve – n: a valve in the bottom of a retainer.
slickline – n: a non-electrical line.
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sliding sleeve nipple – n: a ported sub with an inside sleeve which is placed in a string to open or close
openings. This permits circulation between the tubing and annulus or the open or shut off production from
an alternate interval in a well.
slip ring – n: a slip system in a ring configuration.
slip segment – n: a singular component of an entire slip system.
slip velocity – n: the difference between the annular velocity of the fluid and the rate at which a cutting is
removed from the hole.
slips – n: wedge shaped pieces of metal with teeth or other gripping elements used to prevent pipe from
slipping down into the well or to hold pipe in place. Rotary slips fit around the pipe and wedge against the
master bushing to support the pipe. Power slips are pneumatically or hydraulically activated devices that
allow the crew to dispense with the manual handling of slips when making a connection. Packers and other
downhole equipment are secured in position by slips that engage the pipe by action directed at the surface.
sloughing – n: the partial or complete collapse of the walls of a hole resulting incompetent, unconsolidated
formations, high angle or repose, and wetting along internal bedding planes. See heaving and cave-in.
slug the pipe – n: a procedure before pulling drill pipe whereby a small quantity of heavy mud is pumped
into the top section to cause an unbalanced column. As pipe is pulled, the heavier column in the drill pipe
falls, keeping the inside of the drill pipe dry at surface when the connection is unscrewed.
slurry – n: a plastic mixture of cement and water that is pumped into a well to harden; there it supports the
casing and provides a seal in the wellbore to prevent migration of underground fluids.
slush pit – n: mud pit in which rotary drilling cuttings are separated from mud stream or where mud is
treated with additives or temporarily stored before being pumped back into well. Modern rotary drilling rigs
generally have three or more pits, usually fabricated steel tanks fitted with built-in piping, valves and mud
agitators. See mud pit.
snub – v: to put pipe or tools into a high-pressure well that has not been killed (i.e., to run pipe or tools into
the well against pressure). Snubbing usually requires an array of wireline blocks and wire rope that forces
the pipe or tools into the well through a stripper head or blowout preventer until the weight of the string is
sufficient to overcome the lifting effect of the well pressure on the pipe in the stripper. See stripper head.
snubber – n: 1. a device that hydraulically forces pipe or tools into the well against pressure. 2. a device
within some hooks that act as a shock absorber in eliminating the bouncing action of pipe as it is picked
up. See snub.
snubbing – n: see stripping.
soap – n: sodium or potassium salt of a high-molecular-weight fatty acid. When containing some metal
other than sodium or potassium, called “metallic” soaps. Soaps are commonly used in fluids to improve
lubrication, emulsification, sample size, defoaming, etc.
soda ash – n: see sodium carbonate.
sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3) – n: a material used extensively for treating cement contamination and
occasionally other calcium contamination in drilling fluids. It is the half-neutralized sodium salt of carbonic
acid.
sodium bichromate (Na2Cr2O7 ) – n: also sodium dichromate. See chromate.
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) – n: a material used extensively for treating out various types of calcium
contamination. It is commonly called “soda ash.” When sodium carbonate is added to a fluid, it increases the
pH of the fluid by hydrolysis. Sodium carbonate can be added to salt (NaCl) water to increase the density
of the fluid phase.
sodium carboxymethylcellulose – n: commonly called CMC. Available in various viscosity grades and
purity. An organic material used to control filtration, suspend weighing material, and build viscosity in
drilling fluids. Used in conjunction with bentonite where low-solids muds are desired.
sodium chloride (NaCl) – commonly known as salt. May present in mud as a contaminant or may be
added for any several reasons. See salt.
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sodium chromate (Na2CrO4) – n: see chromate.
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) – n: commonly referred to as “caustic” or “caustic soda.” A chemical used
primarily to impart a high pH.
sodium – n: one of alkali metal elements with a valence of 1 an atomic number of about 23. Numerous
sodium compounds (which see) are used as additives to drilling fluids.
sodium polyacrylate – n: a synthetic high-molecular-weight polymer of acrylonitrile used primarily as a
fluid loss control agent.
sodium silicate muds – n: special class of inhibited chemical muds using as their bases sodium silicate,
salt, water, and clay.
soft shut-in – v: to shut in a well by closing a blowout preventer with the choke and choke line valve open,
then closing the choke while monitoring the casing pressure gauge for maximum allowable casing pressure.
sol – n: term for colloidal dispersions, as distinguished from true solutions.
solids concentration or content – n: total amount of solids in a drilling fluid as determined by distillation
includes both dissolved and suspended or undissolved solids. The suspended solids content may be a
combination of high and low specific gravity solids and native or commercial solids. Examples of dissolved
solids are the soluble salts of sodium, calcium, and magnesium. Suspended solids make up the wall cake;
dissolved solids remain in the filtrate. The total suspended and dissolved solids contents are commonly
expressed as percent by volume, and less commonly as percent by weight.
solubility – n: degree to which a substance dissolves in a particular solvent.
solute – n: a substance which is dissolved in another (the solvent).
solution – n: a mixture of two or more components that form a homogeneous single phase. Example
solutions are solids dissolved in liquid, liquid in liquid, gas in liquid.
solvent – n: liquid used to dissolve a substance (the solute).
sonde – n: a logging tool assembly, especially the device in the logging assembly that senses and transmits
formation data.
sonic logging – n: record of time required for a sound wave to travel through a formation. Difference in
observed travel times is largely caused by variations in porosities of medium, an important determination.
Sonic log, which may run simultaneously with a spontaneous potential log or a gamma ray log, is useful
for correlation, often in conjunction with other logging services for substantiation of porosities. Run in
uncased hole.
sour corrosion – n: embrittlement and subsequent wearing away of metal, caused by contact of the metal
with hydrogen sulfide or another sulfur compound. Also referred to as sulfide stress cracking (SSC).
sour crude oil – n: oil with hydrogen sulfide or other sulfur compound.
sour gas – n: natural gas containing hydrogen sulfide.
sour hole – n: a wellbore or formation with known hydrogen sulfide gas.
souring – n: a term commonly used to mean fermentation (which see).
SP – abbr: self-potential or spontaneous potential.
space out – n: procedure conducted to position a predetermined length of drill pipe above the rotary table
so that a tool joint is located above the subsea preventer rams on which drill pipe is to be suspended (hungoff) and so that no tool joint is opposite a set of preventer rams after drill pipe is hung-off.
space-out joint – n: the joint of drill pipe which is used in hang off operations so that no tool joint is
opposite a set of preventer rams.
spacing clamp – n: a clamp used to hold the rod string in pumping position when the well is the final
stages of being put back on the pump.
spacing-out – n: positioning the correct number of feet or joints of pipe from the packer to the surface
tree, or from the rig floor to the stack.
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spear – n: a fishing tool used to retrieve lost pipe. Spear is lowered down the hole and into lost pipe. When
weight, torque, or both are applied to string to which spear is attached, the spear slips expand and grip the
inside of the wall of the lost pipe. Then the string, spear, and lost pipe are pulled to surface.
specific gravity – n: ratio of weight of a given volume of a substance at a given temperature to weight of
an equal volume of a standard substance at same temperature. For example, if 1 cubic inch of water at 39°F
weighs 1 unit and 1 cubic inch of another solid/liquid at 39°F weighs 0.95 unit, specific gravity of substance
is 0.95. In determining specific gravity of gases, comparison is made with standard of air or hydrogen. See
gravity.
specific heat – n: the number of calories required to raise 1 gram of a substance 1 degree Centigrade.
The specific heat of a drilling fluid gives an indication of the fluid’s ability to keep the bit cool for a given
circulation rate.
speed kit – n: dual-speed traveling block, which permits one elevator to pick up stands as they are broken
out while the traveling block continues to move.
spider – n: a circular, steel device that holds slips supporting a suspended string of dill pipe, casing, or
tubing. A spider may be split or solid.
spinning chain – n: a Y-shaped chain used to tighten one joint of drill pipe into another. One end of chain
is attached to tongs, another to spinning cathead, third end is free. Free end is wrapped around tool joint,
and cathead pulls chain off joint, causing joint to spin rapidly and tighten up. After chain is pulled off joint,
tongs are secured in same spot. Continued pull on chain (and thus on tongs) by cathead makes up joint to
final tightness.
spontaneous potential – n: a natural electrical characteristic exhibited by a formation as measured by a
logging tool lowered into wellbore. Also called self-potential, it is one of the basic curves obtained by an
electrical well log; usually referred by initials SP.
spool – v: to wind or reel onto a spool or wireline drum; also a flanged joint place between the blowout
preventer and drilling valve, serving as a spacer.
spot – v: to pump a designated quantity of a substance (as acid or cement) into a specific interval in well.
For example, 10 barrels of diesel oil may be spotted around an area in hole in which drill collars are stuck
against wall of hole in an effort to free the collars.
spring collet – n: a spring-actuated metal band or ring (ferrule) used to expand a line patch when making
casing repairs. See liner patch.
spud in – v: to begin drilling; to start the hole.
spud mud – n: fluid used when drilling starts at surface, often bentonite-lime slurry.
spud – v: to move drill stem up and down in the hole over a short distance without rotation. Careless
execution of this operation creates pressure surges that cause a formation breakdown, resulting in lost
circulation. See spud-in.
spudder – n: 1. a driller; a drilling rig or ship. 2. a portable cable tool drilling rig, sometimes mounted on
a truck or trailer.
squeeze – n: 1. cementing operation where slurries of cement, mud, gunk plug, are forced into formation or
behind casing under high pressure to recement channeled areas or block off uncemented zone. 2. stimulation
where fracture pressure is not exceeded.
squeeze cementing – n: forcing cement slurry by pressure to specified points in a well to cause seals at
points of squeeze. A secondary cementing method used to isolate a producing formation, seal off water,
repair casing leaks, and so forth. See cementing.
squeeze job – n: a remedial well servicing activity whereby a cement slurry is pumped into open perfs, split
casing, etc., to effect a blockage.
squeeze manifold – n: a type of manifold used in squeeze jobs.
squeeze packer – n: a drillable service packer; a retainer.
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squeeze tool – n: a generic term to describe a retrievable service packer.
squeezing – v: pumping fluid into one side of the drill pipe/annulus flow system with the other side closed
as to allow no outflow.
SSV – abbr: surface safety valve.
stab – v: to guide the end of a pipe into a coupling or tool joint when making up a connection. See
coupling and tool joint.
stability meter – n: measures the breakdown voltage of invert emulsions.
stabilizer – n: a centralizer-type device used to keep tool components concentric during exit and reentry.
stack – n: a vertical pile of blowout-prevention equipment. See blowout preventer.
stacking a rig – n: storing a drilling rig upon completion of a job when the rig is to be withdrawn from
operation for a period of time.
stage tool – n: sliding-sleeve ported casing section used in stage cementing.
staging – n: the positioning of several fluid mediums into a wellbore.
stand – n: connected joints of pipe racked in the derrick or mast, which join the discharge line leading from
mud pump to rotary hose and through which mud is pumped going into the hole. 1 stand = 2 joints on a
pulling/workover unit; = 3 joints on a platform derrick. See mud pump and rotary hose.
standing valve – n: a fixed ball-and-seat (back-pressure) valve at lower end of working barrel of a sucker
rod pump. The standing valve and its cage do not move as does the traveling valve. See back-pressure
valve, traveling valve.
standpipe – n: vertical pipe rising along side of derrick or mast, which joins the discharge line leading
from mud pump to rotary hose and through which mud is pumped going into the hole. See mud pump
and rotary hose.
stands – n: the connected joints of pipe racked in the derrick or mast when making a trip. On a rig, the
usual stand in 90 feet long (three lengths of pipe screwed together) or a thribble. See thribble. Compare
double and fourble.
starch – n: a group of carbohydrates occurring in many plant cells. Starch is processed (pre-gelatinized)
for use in muds to reduce filtration rate and occasionally to increase viscosity. Without proper protection,
starch can ferment.
static fluid level – n: the level to which fluid rises in a well when shut in.
static – n: opposite of dynamic. See quiescence.
stearate – n: salt of stearic acid which is a saturated, 18-carbon fatty acid. Certain compounds, such as
aluminum stearate, calcium stearate, zinc stearate, are used in drilling fluids for the following purposes:
defoamer, lubrication, air drilling in which a small amount of water is encountered, etc.
stimulation – n: 1. artificially enhancing flow potential by chemical injection into producing reservoir. 2.
processes to enlarge old passages or create new ones in producing formation: acidizing, fracturing, explosive
treatments.
stimulation valve – n: same as a surge valve.
stinger – n: any cylindrical or tubular projection, relatively small in diameter, that extends below a downhole
tool and helps to guide the tool to a designated spot (as in the center of a portion of stuck pipe).
stinging in – v: lowering pipe/tubing into the bore of a downhole tool.
stock-tank oil – n: oil as it exists at atmospheric conditions in a stock tank. Stock tank oil lacks much of
the dissolved gas present at reservoir pressure and temperatures.
storage gas – n: gas that is stored in an underground reservoir.
storm choke – n: a velocity-type valve, normally open that is closed by excess well flow over its preset rating.
storm packers – n: a heavy-mandrel service squeeze tool with on-off tool used in drilling operations during
storm interruptions,
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storm plug – n: a retrievable, temporarily suspends drilling during a storm.
straddle packer – n: packer with two packing elements to straddle a set of perfs.
streaming flow – n: see laminar flow.
streaming potential – n: electrokinetic portion of the SP (spontaneous potential) electric-log curve which
can be significantly influenced by characteristics of filtrate and mud cake of drilling fluid used to drill the
well.
string – n: 1. the entire length of casing, tubing, or drill pipe run into a hole; the casing string. Compare
drill string and drill stem. 2. any number of joints of casing/pipe/tubing; i.e., production tubing.
string shot – n: also called prima-cord. An explosive device that uses primacord, a textile-covered fuse with
a core of very high explosive, to create and explosive jar inside stuck pipe or tubing to back off the pipe at
the joint immediately above the stuck point. See shot.
string up – v: thread drilling line through sheaves of crown block and traveling block. One end of line is
secured to hoisting drum, the other to derrick substructure. See sheave.
stripper – n: 1. a well nearing depletion that produces a very small amount of oil or gas. 2. a stripper head.
See stripper head.
stripper head – n: blowout prevention device consisting of a gland and packing arrangement bolted to
wellhead. Used to seal annular space between tubing and casing.
stripper rubber – n: 1. a rubber disk surrounding drill pipe or tubing that removes mud as the pipe is
brought out of hole. 2. the pressure sealing element of a stripper blowout preventer. See stripper head.
stripping – n: adding or removing pipe when well is pressured without allowing vertical flow at top of well.
stripping in – n: the process of lowering the drill stem into the wellbore when the well is shut in on a kick.
stripping out – n: the process of raising the drill stem out of the wellbore when the well is shut in on a kick.
stuck – n: a condition where drill pipe, casing, or other devices inadvertently become lodged in the hole.
May occur during drilling, while casing is being run, or while drill pipe is being hoisted. Frequently a fishing
job results.
stuck pipe – n: drill pipe, drill collars, casing, or tubing that has inadvertently become immobile in the
hole. It may occur when drilling is in progress, when casing is being run in the hole, or when the drill pipe
is being hoisted.
stuck point – n: depth in hole at which drill stem, tubing, or casing is stuck.
stuffing box – n: a packing gland screwed in the wellhead top through which the polished rod operates
on a pumping well. Prevents escape of oil, diverting it into a side outlet to which is connected the flow line
leading to the oil and gas separator or the field storage tank.
sub (or substitute) – n: 1. short section of pipe, tube, or drill collar with threads on both ends, used to
connect two items having different threads; an adapter. 2. tubing component; downhole tool component;
a connection. 3. short threaded pieces used to adapt parts to the drilling string that cannot otherwise be
screwed together because of difference in thread size or design.
sub elevator – n: small attachment on rod transfer equipment that picks up rods after they are unscrewed
from string and transfers them to rod hanger, or reverses procedure going into the hole. See rod transfer
equipment.
subsea blowout preventer – n: a blowout preventer placed on the sea floor for used by a floating offshore
drilling rig.
substructure – n: foundations on which derrick or mast and (sometimes) engines sit, containing space for
storage and well control equipment.
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sucker rod – n: a special steel rod; several rods screwed together make up the mechanical link from the
beam pumping unit on the surface to the sucker rod pump at the bottom of a well. Sucker rods are threaded
on each end and manufactured to exact dimension standards and metal specifications set by API. Lengths
are 25 to 30 feet; diameter varies from ½ to 1⅛ inches. See beam pumping unit.
sucker rod pump – n: a downhole assembly used to lift fluid to surface by the reciprocating action of the
sucker rod string. Basic components are the barrel, plunger, valves, and hold-down. Two types of sucker rod
pumps are the tubing pump, in which the barrel is attached to the tubing, and the rod, or insert, pump,
which is run into the well as a complete unit.
sucker rod whip – n: undesirable whipping motion in sucker rod string that occurs when string is not
properly attached to sucker rod pump.
suction pit – n: the mud pit from which mud is picked up by the suction of the mud pumps, also called
a sump pit.
suicide squeeze – n: squeeze cement job with open perfs above the packer.
sulfamic acid – n: a crystalline acid, NH2SO3H, which is a derivative of sulfuric acid and is sometimes
used in acidizing. See acid treatment.
Supersaturation – n: if a solution contains a higher concentration of a solute in a solvent than would
normally correspond to its solubility at a given temperature this is supersaturation. It is an unstable
condition, as the excess solute separates when solution is seeded by introducing a crystal of the solute.
“Supersaturation” is frequently used erroneously for hot salt muds.
surface active materials – n: see surfactant.
surface casing – n: also called surface pipe. See surface pipe.
surface pipe – n: the first string of casing (after the conductor pipe) set in a well, varying from a few
hundred to several thousand feet. Some states require a minimum length to protect freshwater sands.
Compare conductor pipe.
surface tension – n: force acting within interface between a liquid and its own vapor which tends to
maintain area of surface at a minimum; expressed in dynes per centimeter. Surface tension of a liquid is
approximately equal to interfacial tension between liquid and air; it is common to refer to values measured
against air as surface tension and to use interfacial tension for measurements at an interface between liquids,
or a liquid and solid.
surfactant – n: a substance that affects the properties of the surface of a liquid or solid by concentrating
on the surface layer. Surfactants reduce surface tension thereby causing fluid to penetrate and increase
“wettability.” Surfactants are useful in that their use can ensure that the surface of one substance or object
is in thorough contact with the surface of another substance.
surfactant mud – n: a drilling fluid which contains a surfactant. Usually refers to a drilling fluid containing
surfactant material to effect control over degree of aggregation and dispersion or emulsification.
surge loss – n: flux of fluids and solids which occurs in initial stages of any filtration before pore openings
are bridged and a filter cake is formed. Also called “spurt loss.”
surge valve – n: a device employed with a packer to surge, or clean, open perforations.
surging – n: 1. a rapid increase in pressure downhole that occurs when drill stem is lowered too fast or
when the mud pump is brought up to speed after starting. 2. a suction method of removing debris from
open perforations.
suspensoid – n: a mixture consisting of finely divided colloidal particles floating in a liquid. The particles
are so small that they do not settle but are kept in motion by the moving molecules of the liquid (Brownian
movement).
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swab – n: 1. a rubber suction cup run on slickline or pumpdown to bring the well in. 2. a hollow, rubberfaced cylinder mounted on a hollow mandrel with a pin joint on the upper end to connect to the swab line.
A check valve that opens upward on the lower end provides a way to remove the fluid from the well when
pressure is insufficient to support flow. Swabbing is a temporary operation to determine whether or not the
well can be made to flow. If the well does not flow after being swabbed, a pump is installed as a permanent
lifting device to bring the oil to the surface. See mandrel.
swabbing – v: 1. lowering of hydrostatic pressure in wellbore due to upward movement of tubular and/or
tools. 2. operating a swab, on a wireline, to bring well fluids to surface when well does not flow naturally.
This is temporary operation to determine whether or not the well can be made to flow or determine the
amount of fluids entering the wellbore (swab test). In the event the well does not flow after being swabbed,
it is necessary then to install a pump as a permanent lifting device to bring oil to surface.
swage – n: also called swage mandrel. A tool used to straighten damaged or collapsed pipe or casing in a
well.
sweet corrosion – n: the deterioration of metal caused by contact with carbon dioxide and acids.
sweet crude oil – n: oil containing little or no sulfur and especially little or no hydrogen sulfide.
swelling – n: see hydration.
switcher – (obsolete) n: a lease operator or pumper. See pumper.
swivel – n: a rotary tool hung from the rotary hook and traveling block to suspend and permit free rotation
of drill stem. Also provides a connection for the rotary hose and a passageway for the flow of drilling fluid
into drill stem.
sx – abbr: sacks; used in drilling and mud reports.
Synergism, synergistic properties – n: term describing effect obtained when two or more products are
used simultaneously to obtain a certain result. Rather than the results of each product being additive to the
other, the result is a multiple of the effects.

T

TA – abbr: temporarily abandoned.
tagging – n: running pipe/tubing and landing on a downhole tool.
tail out rods – v: pull bottom end of sucker away from well when laying rods down.
tail pipe – n: 1. a short pup used below a squeeze tool during remedial cementing. 2. a pipe run in a well
below a packer.
tailing-in – n: guiding a downhole tool into well or up onto rig floor.
tally – v: to measure and record length of pipe or tubing pulled from the well prior to racking or laying down.
tank battery – n: group of production tanks in the field to store crude oil.
tannic acid – n: tannic acid is the active ingredient of quebracho and other quebracho substitutes such as
mangrove bark, chestnut extract, hemlock, etc.
tap – n: 1. a tool for forming an internal screw thread consisting of a hardened tool steel male screw grooved
longitudinally so as to have cutting edges. 2. a hole or opening in a line or vessel in which a gauge or valve
may be inserted and screwed tight.
taper tap – n: a tap, not grooved longitudinally, used as a fishing tool for a hollow fish (as a drill collar). A
male, tapered, self-threading tool to screw into a fish internally for retrieval. The taper tap is run into the
hollow fish and rotated to cut sufficient threads to provide a firm grip, permitting the fish to be pulled and
recovered. See tap.
tapered string – n: a mixed-sized string of production tubing; mixed.
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target – n: a bull plug or blind flange at the end of a tee to prevent erosion at a point where change in flow
direction occurs.
targeted – adj: refers to a fluid piping system in which flow impinges upon a lead-filled end (target) or a
piping tee when fluid transits a change in direction.
TCP – abbr: tubing conveyed perforator.
TD – abbr: total depth of the well; tool depth.
telescoping derrick – n: a portable mast that is capable of being erected as a unit, usually by a tackle that
hoists the wireline or by hydraulic pistons. Generally the upper section of a telescoping derrick is nested
(telescoped) inside the lower section of the structure and raised to full height either by the wireline or
hydraulically. See production rig, portable mast, and pole mast.
telescoping swivel sub – n: a sub with a telescoping joint used in dual, triple completions for running
additional tailpipe.
temperature survey – n: an operation to determine temperatures at various depths in the hole. This survey
is used to find the location of inflows of water into the hole, where doubt exists as to proper cementing of
the casing and for other reasons.
temporarily abandoned – n: temporarily shut in but not plugged.
ten-round – n: same as an eight-round except ten threads per inch.
tension tool – n: a retrievable or drillable packer where sufficient pipe weight is not available to set the tool
in compression.
test pressure – n: an equipment’s working pressure times a safety factor.
tester – n: a person who tests pipe and casing for leaks.
thermal decomposition – n: chemical breakdown of a compound or substance by temperature into simple
substances or constituent elements. Starch thermally decomposes in drilling fluids as temp. approaches 300 °F.
thinner – n: any of various organic agents (tannins, lignins, lignsulfonates, etc.) and inorganic agents
(pyrophosphates, tetraphosphates, etc.) that are added to a drilling fluid to reduce the viscosity and/or
thixotropic properties.
thixotropy – n: property exhibited by a fluid that is in a liquid state when flowing and a semisolid, gelled
state at rest. That property of a fluid which causes it to build up a rigid or semi-rigid gel structure if allowed
to stand at rest, yet can be returned to a fluid state by mechanical agitation. This change is reversible. Most
drilling fluids must be thixotropic so that cuttings in the fluid will remain in suspension when circulation
is stopped.
thread protector – n: a device that is screwed onto or into pipe threads to protect the threads from damage
when the pipe is not in use. Protectors may be metal or plastic.
thribble – n: a stand of pipe made up of three joints and handled as a unit. See stands.
thru-tubing – n: an operation; a string of tools; capability of working through the production tubing,
eliminating workover in pulling the string.
tie-down – n: a device to which a guy wire or brace may be attached; the anchoring device for the deadline
of a hoisting block arrangement.
tight formation – n: a petroleum- or water-bearing formation of relatively low porosity and permeability.
See porosity and permeability.
tighten up emulsion or mud – n: drilling-fluid jargon to describe condition in some systems to which
oil has been added and oil breaks out and rises to surface. Any chemical or mechanical means which will
emulsify the free oil known as “tightening up.”
titration – n: a method, or the process of using a standard solution for the determination of the amount
of some substance on another solution. The known solution is usually added in a definite quantity to the
unknown until a reaction is complete.
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tongs – n: large wrenches used for turning when making up or breaking out drill pipe, casing, tubing,
or other pipe; called casing tongs, rotary tongs, according to specific use. Power tongs are pneumatically
or hydraulically operated tools that serve to spin pipe up tight, and, in some instances, to apply the final
makeup torque. See chain tongs.
tool hand – n: the tool man; a packer hand; a service company hand.
tool joint – n: heavy coupling element for drill pipe made of special alloy steel. Tool joints have coarse,
tapered threads and seating shoulders designed to sustain weight of drill stem, withstand strain of frequent
coupling and uncoupling, and provide a leakproof seal. The male section of the joint, or pin, is attached
to one end of a length of drill pipe, and female section, or box, is attached to other end. Tool joint may be
welded to end of pipe or screwed on or both. A hard metal facing is often applied in a band around outside
of tool joint to enable it to resist abrasion from walls of borehole.
tool pusher – n: rig manager, drilling foreman or rig superintendent. The tool pusher is normally the
contractor’s senior representative on the lease. See drilling foreman.
toolhouse – n: a building for storing tools.
top drill – n: a drillable tool configuration allowing the opening of formation pressure, during drillout,
prior to cutting through the tools slips.
top sub – n: a component of a packer where the tubing is connected.
topping-off – v: filling a wellbore up to the surface.
torque – n: measure of force/effort applied to a shaft causing it to rotate. On a rotary rig applies especially
to rotation of drill stem in its action against bore of hole. Torque reduction can usually be accomplished by
addition of various drilling fluid additives.
torque converter – n: a connecting device between a prime mover and the machine actuated by it. The
elements that pump the fluid in the torque of the engine to which the torque is applied, with an increase of
load on the output shaft. Torque converters are used extensively on mechanical rigs that have a compound.
See mechanical rig.
total depth (TD) – n: maximum or total length/depth reached in a well.
total hardness – n: see hardness of water.
tour – (pronounced “tower”) n: eight-hour shift worked by drilling crew/ oil field workers. Sometimes
12-hour tours are used, especially on offshore rigs. The most common 8-hour divisions are daylight, evening,
and graveyard.
transfer – n: lower pipe/tubing onto downhole tool transferring al/part of hookload.
traveling block – n: an arrangement of pulleys, or sheaves, through which drilling cable is reeved and that
moves up and down in the derrick or mast. See block, crown block and sheave.
traveling valve – n: one of two valves in a sucker rod pumping system. Traveling valve moves with movement
of sucker rod string. On upstroke, ball member of valve is seated, supporting fluid load. On downstroke, ball
is unseated, allowing fluid to enter production column. Compare standing valve.
treater – n: a well servicing person such as a fracturing stimulation hand.
tree – n: the wellhead.
tree-saver tool – n: a tubular device employed as an isolation tool inside the christmas tree, to increase the
tree’s pressure rating during stimulation.
trip gas – n: accumulation of gas which enters hole while a trip is made.
trip margin – n: an incremental increase in drilling fluid density to provide an increment of overbalance in
order to compensate for effects of swabbing.
trip – n: the operation of hoisting the drill stem from and returning it to the wellbore. See make a trip.
triple – n: three joints of pipe. See stand.
triplex – n: a three-piston well servicing pump.
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tripping-in – v: running tools and/or pipe downhole.
truck-mounted rig – n: a well servicing and workover rig that is mounted on a truck chassis.
tubing elevators – n: a clamping apparatus used to pull tubing. The elevators latch onto the pipe just
below the top collar. The elevators are attached by steel links or bails to the hook.
tubing hanger – n: arrangement of slips built into a steel housing and engaged in upper end of wellhead
that serves as a support for suspended tubing string. See slips.
tubing head – n: a flanged fitting that supports the tubing string, seals off pressure between the casing and
the outside of the tubing, and provides a connection that supports the Christmas tree. See Christmas tree.
tubing job – n: act of pulling tubing out of and running it back into well.
tubing pump – n: a sucker rod pump in which the barrel is attached to the tubing. See sucker rod pump.
tubing slips – n: slips designed specifically to be used with tubing. See slips.
tubing – n: small diameter pipe that is run into a well to service as a conduit for the passage of oil and gas
to the surface.
tubing spider – n: a device used with slips to prevent tubing from falling into the hole when a joint of pipe
is being unscrewed and racked. See slips.
tubing tester – n: a mechanically operated (tubing rotation) valve used to shut off formation pressure
above a packer, thus testing all connections from the packer to the tree.
tubing tongs – n: the large wrenches used to break out and make up tubing. They may be operated
manually, hydraulically, or pneumatically.
tubingless completion – n: a method of producing a well in which only a small-diameter production
casing is set through the pay zone, with no tubing or inner production string used to bring formation fluids
to the surface. This type of completion has limited application in small-column, dry gas reservoirs.
tubular – n: drill pipe, drill collars, rubbing, and casing.
tubular goods – n: any kind of pipe; also called tubular. Oilfield tubular goods include tubing, casing, drill
pipe, and line pipe. See pipe.
tungsten carbide – n: a fine, hard crystalline gray powder, a compound of tungsten and carbon. This
compound is bonded with cobalt or nickel in cemented carbide compositions and used for cutting tools,
abrasives, and dies.
turbodrill – n: drilling tool that rotates a bit attached to it by the action of the drilling mud on turbine
blades built into the tool. When a turbodrill is used, rotary motion is imparted only at the bit; therefore, it
is unnecessary to rotate the drill stem. Although straight holes can be drilled with the tool, it is used most
often in directional drilling.
turbulent flow – n: fluid flow in which the velocity at a given point changes constantly in magnitude and
the direction of flow; pursues erratic and continually varying courses. Turbulent flow is the second and final
stage of flow in a Newtonian fluid; it is the third and final stage in a Bingham plastic fluid. See critical
velocity and Reynolds number.
turnkey – n: a term applied to doing the whole job, start to finish.
twist off – 1. v: of drill pipe or drill collars, to part or split primarily because of metal fatigue in the pipe or
because of mishandling. 2. twistoff n: The severing in two of a joint of drill pipe by excessive force applied
by the rotary table.

U

ultraviolet light – n: light waves shorter than the visible blue-violet waves of the spectrum. Crude oil,
colored distillates, residuum, a few drilling-fluid additives, and certain minerals and chemicals fluoresce in
the presence of ultraviolet light. These substances, when present in mud, may cause the mud to fluoresce.
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underbalance – n: term to describe the reservoir pressure being greater than the hydrostatic head of the
fluid in the wellbore.
underground blowout – n: an uncontrolled flow of formation fluids from a subsurface zone into a second
subsurface zone.
underream – v: to enlarge the wellbore below the casing.
unit operator – n: company in charge of development in a field in which several companies have joined
together to produce.
univalent – n: monovalent. See valence.
Unloader – n: same as a circulation valve.
unloading sub – n: same as unloader; a means to equalize tubing/annulus pressure.
unloading – n: lightening of wellbore hydrostatic pressure to lift the fluid mediums.
urea – n: a soluble, weakly basic, nitrogenous compound, CO(NH2)2, that is used in the manufacture of
resins and plastics.

V

V-door – n: opening at floor level in a side of a derrick or mast, opposite draw works and used to bring in
drill pipe, casing, and other tools from the pipe rack. The name is derived from the old standard derrick
where the shape of the opening was an inverted V.
V-G meter (viscosity gravity viscometer) – n: the name commonly used for direct-indicating viscometer
(which see).
valence effect – n: the higher the valence of an ion, the greater the loss of stability to emulsions, colloidal
suspensions, these polyvalent ions will impart.
valence (valency) – n: number representing the combining power of an atom, i.e., electrons lost, gained, or
shared by an atom in a compound. Also the number of hydrogen atoms with which an atom will combine
or replace, e.g., an oxygen atom combining with two hydrogens has a valence of 2.
valve – n: used to control rate of flow in a line, to open or shut off a line completely, or as an automatic/
semi-automatic safety device. Those with extensive usage include the gate valve, plug valve, globe valve,
needle valve, check valve, and pressure relief valve. See check valve, needle valve, pressure relief valve.
vapor-proof – adj: susceptible to or affected by vapors. For example, an electrical switch is made vaporproof so a spark issuing from it will not cause an explosion in the presence of combustible gases.
vee Ring – n: an elastomer (seal) energized by pressure.
velocity, critical – n: that velocity at the transitional point between laminar and turbulent types of fluid
flow. This point occurs in transitional range of Reynolds numbers of approx. 2,000 to 3,000.
velocity safety valve – n: same as a storm choke.
velocity – n: time rate of motion in a given direction and sense. A measure of fluid flow and may be expressed
in terms of linear velocity, mass velocity, volumetric velocity, etc. Velocity is a factor which contribute to the
carrying capacity of a drilling fluid.
vibrating screen – n: see shale shaker.
viscometer (viscosimeter) – n: used to determine viscosity of a fluid or suspension. Viscometers vary
considerably in design and methods of testing.
viscometer, direct reading – n: commonly called a “V-G meter.” The instrument is a rotational-type
device powered by means of an electric motor or handcrank, and is used to determine the apparent viscosity,
plastic viscosity, yield point, and gel strengths (all of which see) of drilling fluids. The usual speeds are 600
and 300 rpm. See API RP 13B for operational procedures.
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viscometer, stormer – n: a rotational shear viscometer used for measuring the viscosity and gel strength of
drilling fluids. This instrument has been largely superseded by the direct-indicating viscometer (which see).
viscosity – n: the internal resistance offered by a fluid to flow. This phenomenon is attributable to the
attractions between molecules of a liquid, and is a measure of the combined effects of suspended particles,
and to the liquid environment. The greater this resistance, the greater the viscosity. The viscosity of
petroleum products is commonly expressed in terms of the time required for a specific volume of the liquid
to flow through an orifice of a specific size. See apparent and plastic viscosity.
viscous flow – See laminar flow.
VITON – n: a fluroelastomer capable of sealing in sour gas.
volatile matter – n: normally gaseous products, except moisture, given off by a substance, such as gas
breaking out of live crude oil added to a mud. In distillation of drilling fluids, the volatile matter is the
water, oil, gas, etc., that are vaporized, leaving behind the total solids which can consist of both dissolved
and suspended solids.
vug – n: a cavity in a rock.

W

W-L, W/L – abbr: Wireline
waiting on cement (WOC) – adj: pertaining to or during time when drilling or completion operations
are suspended so cement in well can harden.
wall cake – n: solid material deposited along the wall of the hole resulting from filtration of the fluid part
of mud into the formation.
wall hook – n: device used in fishing for drill pipe. If upper end of lost pipe is leaning against the side of
wellbore, the wall hook centers it in the hole so that it may be recovered with an overshot, which is run on
the fishing string and attached to the wall hook.
wall sticking – n: see differential-pressure sticking.
wash pipe – n: 1. short length of surface-hardened pipe that fits inside swivel and is a conduit for drilling
fluid through swivel; 2. sometimes means washover pipe, which see.
washover shoe – n: device to protect seals, seating nipples, during mill-out.
washing – n: cleaning out perforations.
washover pipe (washpipe) – n: pipe of an appropriate size to go over a fish in an open hole or casing and
wash out or drill out obstruction so that fish may be freed.
washover – n: remove permanent downhole tool by milling/fluid washing.
water-based mud – n: conventional drilling fluids. Water is the suspending medium for solids and is the
continuous phase, whether or not oil is present.
Water-in-oil emulsion – n: see invert oil-emulsion mud.
water loss – n: see fluid loss.
waterflood – n: method of secondary recovery in which water is injected into a reservoir to remove
additional quantities of oil that have been left behind after primary recovery. Usually, a waterflood involves
injection of water through wells specially set up for water injection and removal of water and oil from well
drilled adjacent to injection wells.
Webb-Wilson – n: mechanical tongs; sometime used generically for all brands of tongs.
weevils – n: an inexperienced oil field hand; a green hand.
weighing material – n: a material with a specific gravity greater than that of cement; used to increase the
density of drilling fluids or cement slurries.
weight cut – n: the amount by which drilling fluid density is reduced by entrained formation fluids or air.
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weight – n: in mud terminology, this refers to the density of a drilling fluid. This is normally expressed in
either lb/gal, lb/cu. ft., psi hydrostatic pressure per 1,000 feet of depth.
weight indicator – n: an instrument near the driller’s position on a drilling or workover rig that shows the
weight suspended from the hook when the bit is off the bottom. From this reading, weight on the bit can
be estimated during drilling.
weight material – n: any of the high specific gravity materials used to increase density of drilling fluids. Most
commonly barite but can be galena, etc. In special applications limestone is also called a weight material.
weight up – v: adding weighing material such as barite, etc. to the wellbore fluids.
well completion – n: the activities and methods necessary to prepare a well for the production of oil
and gas; the method by which a flow line for hydrocarbons is established between the reservoir and the
surface. The method of well completion used by the operator depends on the individual characteristics of
the producing formation or formations. These techniques include open-hole completions, sand-exclusion
completions, tubingless completions, multiple completions, and miniaturized completions.
well logging – n: the recording of information about subsurface geologic formations. Logging methods
include records kept by the driller, mud and cutting analyses, core analysis, drill stem tests, and electric
and radioactivity procedures. See electric well log, mud logging, radioactivity well logging, and sonic
logging.
well permit – n: authorization, usually by a governmental conservation agency, to drill a well. A permit is
sometimes required for deepening or remedial work also.
well puller – n: member of well servicing crew. See roustabout, crew chief.
well servicing – n: the maintenance work performed on an oil or gas well to improve or maintain the
production from a formation already producing. Usually, it involves repairs to the pump, rods, gas-lift
valves, tubing, packers, and so forth. Relating to well servicing work, as a well servicing company.
wellbore – n: a borehole; the hole drilled by the bit. A wellbore may have casing in it or may be open (i.e.,
uncased), or a portion of it may be cased and a portion of it may be open. See cased and open.
wellhead – n: the equipment used to maintain surface control of a well; also refers to various parameters
as they exist at the wellhead, such as wellhead pressure, wellhead price of oil, etc. It is formed of the casing
head and Christmas tree.
wetting agent – n: a substance or composition which, when added to a liquid, increases the spreading of
the liquid on a surface or the penetration of the liquid into a material.
wetting – n: the adhesion of a liquid to the surface of a solid.
wheel-type back-off wrench – n: a wheel-shaped wrench that is attached to the sucker rod string at the
surface and is manually turned to unscrew the string to allow it to be pulled from the well. Also called a
back-off wheel or a circle wrench.
whipstock – n: a long, steel casing that uses an inclined plane to cause the bit to deflect from the original
borehole at a slight angle. Whipstocks are commonly used in controlled directional drilling, to straighten
crooked boreholes, and to sidetrack to avoid unretrieved fish. See directional drilling, fish, and sidetrack.
whipstock anchor packer – n: a special-purpose packer placed in the casing to permit a sidetrack operation.
wickers – n: 1. term applied to the teeth of the slip. 2. term used to describe frayed or broken strands of
wire rope.
wildcat – n: 1. well drilled in an area where no oil/gas production exists. With present-day exploration
methods and equipment, about one wildcat out of every six proves productive although not necessarily
profitable. 2. (nautical) a geared sheave of a windlass used to pull anchor chain. v. to drill wildcat wells.
wildcat – n: a well in unproved territory.
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winch – n: a machine that pulls or hoists by winding a cable around a spool.
wing – n: the horizontal valving on a tree.
wiper plug – n: a rubber plug used in primary cementing.
wire rope – n: a cable composed of steel wires twisted around a central core of hemp or other fiber to create
a rope of great strength and considerable flexibility. Wire rope is used as drilling line, winch line, and so
on. It is often called cable or wireline; however, wireline is a single, slender metal rod, usually very flexible.
Compare wireline.
wireline – n: a slender, rod-like or threadlike piece of metal, usually small in diameter, that is used for
lowering special tools (such as logging sondes, perforating guns, and so forth) into the well.
wireline entry guide – n: a flared-end sub run on the end of the tubing string to permit easy access of
wireline tools into the tubing ID.
wireline preventers – n: preventers installed on top of well or drill string as a precautionary measure while
running wireline. Preventer packing will close around wireline.
wireline probe – n: a diagnostic tool used to ascertain the position of a gas leak in the tubing of a gas-lift
well.
wireline survey – n: a general term often used to refer to any type of log being run in a well. See log.
WOC – abbr: waiting-on-cement.
WOE – abbr: waiting-on-engineering.
WOG – abbr: water-oil-gas.
work string – n: the string of drill pipe tubing suspended in a well to which is attached a spacial tool or
device that is used to carry out a certain task, as squeeze cementing or fishing. A string of pipe used in
workover or well-servicing operations; not typically considered as production tubing. Also called workover
string.
working pressure – n: rating of equipment’s pressure limitation.
workover fluid – Any type of fluid used in the workover operation of a well. Refer to “completion fluid.”
workover rig – n: see production rig and pulling unit.
workover string – n: the string of drill pipe or tubing suspended in a well to which is attached a special
tool or device that is used to carry out a certain task, such as squeeze cementing or fishing.
workover – n: to perform one or more of a variety of remedial operations on a producing oil well to try to
increase production. Examples of workover operations are deepening, plugging back, pulling and resetting
liners, squeeze cementing, and so on.
worms – n: same as weevils.

Y

yield – n: a term used to define the quality of a clay by describing the number of barrels of a given
centipoise slurry that can be made form a ton of clay. Based on the yield, clays are classified as bentonite,
high-yield, low-yield, etc., types of clays. Not related to yield value below. See API RP 13B for procedures.
yield point – n: in drilling-fluid terminology, yield point means yield value (which see). Of the two terms,
yield point is by far the most commonly used.
yield value – n: yield value (commonly “yield point”) is the resistance to initial flow, or represents the
stress required to start fluid movement. This resistance is due to electrical charges located on or near the
surfaces of the particles. The values of the yield point and thixotropy, respectively, are measurements of the
same fluid properties under dynamic and static states. The Bingham yield value, reported in lb/100 sq ft,
is determined by direct-indicating viscometer by subtracting plastic viscosity from the 300-rpm reading.
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Z

zero-zero gel – n: a condition wherein the drilling fluid fails to form measurable gels during a quiescent
time interval (usually 10 minutes).
zeta potential – n: electrokinetic potential of a particle as determined by its electrophoretic mobility. This
electric potential cause colloidal particles to repel each other and stay in suspension.
zinc chloride (ZnCl2) – n: soluble salt used to increase density of water to points more than double water.
Normally added to a system first saturated with calcium chloride.
zone – n: a section of the well’s formation.
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kicks while tripping
3-11, 3-12, 3-13
kicks while out of hole
3-13
kicks with pipe (work string) to bottom
7-6, 7-7, 7-8
kill fluid
6-11
kill fluid density
6-12
kill method and procedure
6-1, 6-22, 6-23, 11-44
kill mud and pressure considerations
6-16, 6-17, 6-18
kill weight fluid reaches bit
6-9, 6-10
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liquid kicks
5-8, 5-9, 8-4
liquid pump
12-39
load measurement
12-22
location
12-49
location/site preparation
13-21
logging while drilling (LWD)
3-5
long stroke unit
13-4
lost circulation
2-3, 2-4, 8-2, 8-3, 8-4, J-38
lower kelly cock
9-28, J-38
lubricate-and-bleed method
6-29, 11-52
lubricators
14-11

M
main system pressure
13-11
maintaining proper pressure
6-5, 6-6
mandrel
10-34, 10-36, 10-38, 10-39, 14-37, J-39
manual adjustable chokes
9-25, 9-26
marine risers
11-9, 11-10, 11-11, 11-12, 11-13, 11-14, 11-15, 11-16
massive shale
2-4
measured depth (MD)
1-2, 12-22
measuring devices
14-6, 14-7
measurement while drilling (MWD)
3-5

M

O

mechanical and hole problems
10-30

overbalanced
1-5

motorman
4-20
moving pipe - surge & swab
1-9, 1-10, 2-8, 2-9, 7-9
mud engineer
4-21
mud-gas separators (gas busters)
9-28
mud-gas separator, inadequacy of
9-28
mud return indicator (flow-line sensor)
9-35
mud vs completion fluids
8-5, 8-6
mud weight test
8-5, 8-6
multiple completions
14-29

P
packer
10-36, 10-37
packer fluid
10-26, J-45
pack-offs
14-38, 14-39, J-45
partial lost circulation
7-2
penetration, rate of change
2-5, 3-1, 3-3, 11-35
penetration rate reduction
2-5, 3-3, 3-4
perforating
10-4, 10-5, 10-6
pilot holes
11-55

N

pipe buckling calculations
13-46, 13-47

nipples
13-18, 14-26, 14-28, 14-29, 14-35, J-43

pipe connections
10-32

nitrogen, care and handling of
12-56, 12-57, J-43

pipe heavy
13-36

nitrogen units
12-54, 12-55, 12-56

pipe light
13-36

no expansion (gas)
5-5

pipe light - pull out of hole (POOH)
13-29

non-circulating methods
6-22, 6-23, 6-24, 6-25, 6-26, 6-27, 6-28, 6-29, 6-30, 6-31,
6-32

pipe light - run in hole (RIH)
13-29

normal circulation
1-10, J-43

pipe rams
9-8, 9-9, 9-10
pit changes
3-6, 3-7

O

pit volume
3-6, 3-7

objectives
12-49

pit volume changes
3-6, 3-7

oil
8-4

pit volume totalizer (PVT)
3-6, 3-7, 3-13, 9-34, 11-35

oil-based fluids (oil-in-water, water-in-oil emulsion)
8-4

pit volume totalizer (subsea stacks)
11-35

once kick is removed
6-5, 6-6, 11-45

pit volume totalizer (surface stacks)
3-7

open-hole (barefoot) completion
10-4, J-44

pits or tanks
9-34

open-hole formation damage
8-4

pit volume totalizer systems
9-36

open hole with tubing and casing completions
10-31, 10-41, 14-23, 14-57

plugs and pills
2-3, 2-11, 7-4, 8-6, 10-8, 10-34, 10-35, 14-30, J-48

organizing and directing well control operations
4-17, 4-18

porosity
1-4, J-49

outlet spools
13-15

position of the influx
7-7
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P

P

power pack and accessories
13-11

problems and complications
12-44

packer pack failure
13-27, 13-28

pump failure and changing pumps
7-30, 7-31, 7-32

power swivel
9-39

pump strokes
2-6, 3-12, 4-10, 4-17, 6-12, 6-20, 6-31, 7-31, 7-34, 9-34,
9-36, 10-22, 10-24, 11-50

power tongs
13-9, J-68
predicting formation pressure
2-4, 3-1, 3-2, 3-3

R

preplanning and drills
4-3, 4-18, 4-19

rams
9-7, 9-8, 9-9, 9-10, 9-11, 13-14, 13-15

prerecorded information
6-17

rams, circulating spools
9-4, 12-33

pressure
1-1

rams, improper seal
12-33

pressure adjustments
6-7

rams, not functioning
12-33

pressure, area, and force
1-1, 13-45, 13-46

rams, tubing damage
12-35

pressure chart
6-13, 6-20, 6-21, 7-32, 10-21, 10-24

rate of penetration (ROP)
3-1, 3-3, 11-35

pressure chart modifications
7-31

rate of pipe movement
1-10

pressure considerations
6-16

recompletion, new reservoir production
10-14

pressure equivalent to well fluid
1-2, 1-7, 1-8, 4-10, 4-11

recommended operational procedures
14-44, 14-45, 14-46, 14-47, 14-48, 14-49, 14-50, 14-51

pressure gain as mud follows gas in the choke line
6-5, 6-7, 6-8, 6-10, 6-12, 6-13, 6-21

record keeping
14-64

pressure gauge
5-1, 6-1, 6-3, 6-5, 6-6, 6-7, 6-24, 7-4, 7-8, 7-13, 9-19, 9-23,
9-27, 9-37, 10-9, 10-31, 10-32, 14-23

reel operations log
12-21

pressure gauge, failure of
6-3
pressure gradient
1-3, 1-4, 1-5, B-1, J-50
pressure indicator, drilling
3-3, 11-53, 14-7
pressure loss as gas enters the choke line
2-12, 6-5, 11-44, 11-50, 11-51
pressure losses/circulating
1-6
pressure schedule
6-9, 6-10, 6-12, 6-13, 6-15, 6-19, 7-32, 7-33, 11-49, 11-52
pressure testing
9-4, 9-5, 10-7, H-14
prime mover
12-25
procedures
4-1, 4-4, 4-17, 12-35, 12-49, 12-51, 14-43, 14-44, 14-57,
D-1, G-1,
problem solving
12-33, 12-34, 12-35
problems, common solutions to general
12-45, 12-46, 12-47, 12-48
problems, common solutions to kick
12-45
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reel skidding to wellhead
12-48
reel systems
14-7, 14-8, 14-9
remote adjustable chokes
9-27, 12-37
removal of tree and tubing hanger
10-33, 10-34, 10-35
required workover completion fluid characteristics
10-26, 10-27, 10-28, 10-29
retrievable cementer
10-36
reverse circulation, advantages of
10-17
rheological properties
8-2
rig-down procedural checklist
12-53
rig up
12-15, 12-17, 12-26, 12-32, 12-49, 12-50, 12-51, 13-22, 1323, 13-24, 13-25
rig-up unit checklist
12-50, 12-51, 12-52
ring joint gasket, API face-to-face type RX pressureenergized
9-13

R

S

ring joint gasket, API type BX pressure-energized
9-13, 9-14, 9-15

shale
1-4, 10-2, J-58

ring joint gasket, API type R
9-12, 9-13

shale density decrease
3-4

ring joint gasket, API type RX pressure-energized
9-13, 9-14

shallow flows
11-53, 11-54, 11-55

riser collapse
11-34

shallow formation gas hydrates
1-5, 10-11, 11-2, 11-20, 11-45

riser loss (riser margin)
11-33

shallow gas diverter procedure
4-17, 9-5, 11-16, 11-20

rotary table
13-9, J-55

shallow water flows
11-53, 11-54

rotating head
2-12, 9-1, 9-7, J-55

shear rams
9-10, 9-11, 12-32, 12-34, 13-14

rotating (head) system
9-7

shear rams not cutting
12-34

roustabouts
4-20

shearing the work string
13-36, 13-37

runaway tubing
12-47

shut-in casing pressure (SICP)
5-1, J-59

running feet method
12-10, 12-11

shut-in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP)
4-7

S
safety
7-1, 7-2, 12-48
safety joint
10-38, J-56
safety margin (see trip margin)
1-11, J-68
safety valves and floats
9-32, 14-32, 14-33, 14-34, 14-35
salt and swelling formations
1-5, 2-9
salts
1-4, 1-5, 3-4
sand bailing and wireline fishing
14-16, 14-24, 14-25, 14-26
sand control
10-12, 10-13, J-56
seal nipple
10-34, 10-37, J-57
selecting safety and working margins
6-25, 6-28, 6-29, 7-17, 7-18, 7-20, 7-21
sensor package/data analysis unit
11-35, 11-36
separation and commingling equipment
14-26, 14-35, 14-36, 14-37, 14-38, 14-39, 14-40, 14-41, 14-42,
14-43
service personnel
4-21
service reel
12-18, 12-19, 12-20, 12-21
settling in the pits
9-16, 9-34,
severe lost circulation/underground blowouts
2-1, 2-11, 7-2, 7-3, 7-4

shut-in on collars
4-15
shut-in on trip with top drive
11-40
shut-in pressures (SIDDP, SITP, SICTP)
4-7, 4-8, 4-9
shut-in procedures while tripping
11-40
shut-in procedures with pipe on bottom
4-4
shut-in while running casing
11-41
shut-in while tripping
11-40
shut-in with braided wireline
4-18
shutting back in
6-6, 6-7
shutting the well back in
4-1, 4-2, 7-24
sidetracking
10-14, J-59
side-pocket gas lift valves, installation equipment for
14-37, J-59
sliding sleeve (sliding side door)
10-35, 10-36
slimhole drilling considerations
7-24, 7-25, 7-26, 7-27, 7-28, 7-29, 7-30, 7-31, 7-32, 7-33,
7-34
slip failure
13-28
slip rams not holding
12-34
sloughing shale/hole fill
2-9, J-60
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S

S

slow circulating rate (SCR)
4-7, 6-3, 6-4 , 11-44

string out of well or plugged
7-35

slow circulating rate pressure
6-18, 11-48

string parts
13-32, 13-34

slow circulating rate, pressure not available or reliable
6-3, 6-18

string weight
3-8

snubbing BOP systems
13-16, 13-17

stripper rubber
13-13

snubbing calculations
13-38, 13-39, 13-40, 13-41, 13-42, 13-43, 13-44, 13-45, 13-46,
13-47

stripper rubber failure
13-28

snubbing procedures, general
13-25, 13-26
snubbing units
13-1, 13-2 13-3, 13-4, 13-5, 13-6, 13-7, 13-8, 13-9, 13-10,
13-11, 13-12, 13-13
snubbing vs stripping
13-18
soft shut-in
4-3, 4-4, J-61
solid wireline
14-1, 14-4
spacer spools
13-15
spacing out
4-15 , J-61
special considerations, high/angle, horizontal, UBD, PWD
wells
7-29, 7-30, 7-31, 7-32, 7-33

stripping
7-8, 7-9, 7-15, 7-16, 7-17, 7-18, 7-19, 7-20, 7-21, 7-22
stripping in the hole with pipe rams
7-23
stripping in the hole with the annular preventer
7-22
stripping out of a well
7-23
stripping out the hole with pipe rams
7-23
stripping out the hole with the annular preventer
7-23
stripping/moving pipe and volumetric considerations
7-12, 7-13, 7-14, 9-4, 13-26, 13-41
stuffing boxes
9-6, 14-9, 14-10

special corrosion
14-60

subsea BOP control system
11-29

special purpose annular preventers
9-6, 9-7

subsea BOP system
11-5, 11-6, 11-7, 11-8, 11-9

specialized operations
10-36, 10-37

subsea components/surface control panels
10-27, 10-28

speed measurement
12-23

subsea equipment
11-4, 11-5

speed and/or pressure, change in
3-7

subsurface equipment
10-28, 14-26

squeeze cementing
10-11, 10-12

subsurface completion equipment
14-26, 14-27, 14-28, 14-29

stack installation
9-12, 9-13

subsurface production equipment
14-29, 14-30, 14-31, 14-32, 14-33, 14-34, 14-35

start-up procedure
6-1, 6-7, 6-8, 6-9, 6-10

suitable medium for wireless tools, logging, and perforating
10-4, 10-5, 10-6

starting second circulation
6-9

supply loop
12-55, 12-56

static vs. dynamic
1-8, 1-9, 10-48, J-21

surface equipment
9-1

stationary slips
13-3, 13-8, 13-9

surface equipment, wireline
14-1, 14-2, 14-3, 14-4, 14-5, 14-6, 14-7, 14-8, 14-9, 14-10,
14-11, 14-12, 14-13

stimulating to increase production
10-6, 10-7, 10-8, 10-9, 10-10
stranded line
14-5, 14-6
string does not pull dry
3-8, 3-9
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strippers
12-27, 12-28, 12-29, 12-30

surge pressure
1-10, 2-4, 2-5, 2-8, 2-9, 3-11, 3-12
suspension of cuttings
8-2, 8-4
suspension of materials when circulation is stopped
8-2, 8-4

S

T

swabbing
1-9, 1-10, 2-1, 2-5, 2-8, 2-9, 7-8, 7-9, 7-19, 10-3, J-66

tripping out
2-8, 3-11, 7-8, 11-36, 11-40, 11-54, 12-53, H-15

swabbing and surging
2-8, 2-9, 7-8, 7-9, 7-19, 10-3

tripping out checklist
12-53

swage
10-41, 10-42, J-66

tubing (production tubing)
10-34

T
tanks and mixing/storage equipment
12-39
temperature
10-26, 14-51
testing BOPs
12-35, 12-36, D-3, D-4
theoretical method
12-12, 12-13, 12-14
time/stroke to bit/end of tubing
6-18, 10-17, 10-19, 10-20, 10-22, 12-53, 13-34
tool injection techniques
12-43, 12-44
tool joint washout
13-34, 13-35
toolpusher/rig manager
4-19, J-54
tool string and service tools
14-13, 14-14, 14-15, 14-16, 14-17, 14-18, 14-19, 14-20, 14-21,
14-22, 14-23, 14-24, 14-25, 14-26

tubing conditioning tools
14-17, 14-18, 14-19, 14-20, 14-21, 14-22, 14-23, 14-24
tubing conveyed logging
12-40, 12-41
tubing guide arch
12-18
tubing injector
12-14, 12-15, 12-16, 12-17, 12-18
tubing parts
12-46
tubing stuck
12-46, 12-47
tubing volume/stroke (surface to end of tubing)
6-17, 6-18, 10-20
tubingless completion
12-2, 14-33, 14-40, J-69
tubular pressure considerations
10-23
TVD vs. MD
1-1, 1-2
two-way interval completion
10-9, 10-10, 10-11

tools
12-37, 12-38

typical Koomey BOP control schematic
9-18, 9-19

top drive
4-6, 9-38, 9-39

typical operations
14-52, 14-53, 14-54, 14-55, 14-56, 14-57, 14-58, 14-59

torque/drag increase
3-3, 3-4
toxic gas
4-7, 9-36, 10-8
transport cuttings to surface
8-2, 8-3, 8-4, 10-27, 10-40, 11-2, 11-13
traveling slips
13-8, 13-9
trip margin
1-11, J-68
trip (empirical) method
12-11, 12-12
trip record
2-8, 3-13
trip supervision
2-6
trip tank
9-36, 9-37
trip (safety) margin
1-11, 4-9, 6-24, 6-25, 6-27, 7-2, 7-3, 7-15, 7-16, 7-18, 7-20,
7-22, 9-23
tripping in procedures, general
12-51, 12-52

U
uncontrolled (gas) expansion
5-4, 5-5
underbalanced
1-5
underbalanced drilling
2-12
underbalanced drilling producing while drilling
2-12
unusual kick situations
7-1
unloading a well
12-41, 12-42
upper kelly cocks
9-28
upper riser annular preventer
9-2, 9-3, 9-4, 9-5, 11-53
U-tube
1-3

tripping in
2-9, 3-11, 3-13, 9-36, H-15, J-69
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V

W

variable bore rams
9-10, 9-11, 13-15

wireline
14-1, 14-2, 14-3, 14-4, 14-5, 14-6

variations from “d” exponent
3-4

wireline handling
14-5, 14-6

vent line
13-15

wireline operations
14-43, 14-44, 14-45, 14-46, 14-47, 14-48, 14-49, 14-50, 14-51,
14-52, 14-53, 14-54, 14-55, 14-56, 14-57, 14-58, 14-59, 14-60,
14-61, 14-62, 14-63, 14-64

viscosity
2-9, 8-1, 9-28, 10-19
volume calculations
6-20
volume gain
3-6, 3-7
volume requirements
9-21, 11-29
volumetric method of well control
6-22, 6-23, 6-24, 6-25, 6-26, 6-27, 6-28, 6-29, 11-52
volumetric method without drill pipe
6-27

W
wait-and-weight kill review
6-16, 6-17, 6-18, 6-19, 6-20, 6-21
wait-and-weight method (W&W)
6-11, 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-15, 6-16
washing, cleaning, clearing tubing
12-43
water and gas coning
10-10, 10-11
water depth and formation fracture
11-37, 11-45
weight indicators
14-7
well data
12-48, 13-19
well history
12-48, 13-19
well kicks when the pipe (work string) is off bottom
7-6, 7-7, 7-8
well kicks while out of the hole
12-45
well kicks with pipe off bottom
12-45
well obstructions
2-10, 10-3, 10-4
well and status
13-19, 13-20
wellbore fluid leaks between preventer and actuator body
12-34
wellhead pressure
12-23
when to divert (diverter procedures)
4-17
window
13-8
window guide
13-8
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wireline tool string and service tools
14-13, 14-14, 14-15, 14-16, 14-17
wireline valves
14-12
work basket
13-10
work string
10-35, 13-22
workover activities
10-2, 10-3, 10-9, 10-10, 10-11, 10-12, 10-13, 10-14, 10-15
workover operations, common reasons for
6-2, 10-2

